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HEARING ON H.R. 2884, SCHOOL-TO-WORK
OPPORTUNITIES ACT OF 1993

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:15 a.m., Room 2175,

Rayburn House Office l3uilding, Hon. William D. Ford, Chairman,
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Miller of California, Kil-
dee, Martinez, Owens, Sawyer, Payne, Unsoeld, Mink, Andrews,
Reed, Roemer, Becerra Scott, Green, Woolsey, Klink, Strickland,
Baesler, Good ling, Roukema, Gunderson, Fawell, Banenger, Mol-
inari, Boehner, Hoekstra, McKeon, and Miller of Florida.

Staff present: Omer Waddles, Jack Jennings, Colleen McGinnis,
Gloria 0. Wilson, Mary Gardner Clagett.

Chairman FORD. The committee will come to order for the first
hearing on the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993.

I am informed by the staff that, as of this morning, there are 44
cosponsors from both political parties of this legislation; and a let-
ter is going out today signed by Mr. Good ling and me inviting other
Members of the House to cosponsor the legislation. They haven't
been invited until this time, so I expect that we will have many
more people join us in sponsoring this legislation.

[The information follows:]

LETTER INVITING SUPPORT FOR H.R. 2884 WRITTEN BY HON. WILLIAM D. FoRD AND
HON. WILLIAM F. GOODLING, REPRESENTATIVES IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATES OP
MICHIGAN AND PENNSYLVANIA RESPECTIVELY

Dear Colleague:
On August 5, 1993, we introduced H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work Opportunities

Act of 1993. It now has the bipartisan support of 43 cosponsors. This Act will bring
together partnerships of business, education, labor, and community leaders to build
a high quality, comprehensive school-to-work system that prepares young people for
careers in high-skill, high-wage jobs

In the 1980s, the gap in earnings between high school graduates and college grad-
uates doubled; for those without a high school degree, the gap grew even wider. Not
only has the lack of school-to-work assistance adversely affected the earnings poten-
tial of our young people, it also has had a tremendous cost to business and our econ-
omy as a whole. Our challenge is to prepare the three out of four high school stu-
dents who do not complete college for high-wage work situations that will require
a mix of technical, analytical and academic skills.

Unless youthwhether or not they continue their education in collegehave the
skills to produce quality goods and services in a technologically oriented and fast
changing consumer marketplace, the United States will not prosper in the global
economy. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act addresses this problem by creating
a national framework within which States and localities can develop effective sys-
tems for improving the transition from school to employment.

(1)
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The bill provides development grants to all States to plan and create statewide
School-to-Work systems, and it authorises implementation grants to States that are
ready to begin operation of School-to-Work systems. It also offers grants to localities
that are ready to start up systems but are in States that have not yet received im-
plementation pants.

If you would like to cosponsor the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993,
please contact Gloria Wilson at 226-3681. This bill is an important step toward de-
veloping a high-skilled work force for the 21st century. We urge your support.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,

William D Ford
William F. Good ling

Chairman FORD. This is a unique experience for us in having two
major departments of the government working together where they
have a common interest. We have tried over many years to direct
consultation between the Labor Department and the Department of
Education on matters of this kind, and it has been perfunctory at
best and never really evident to anyone concerned that there was
a real effort of the two Departments to work together.

In the case of the legislation before us, both Secretaries and their
staffs have been working with the staff of the committee and with
both Democrats and Republicans on the committee to develop the
framework of the legislation that we introduced on their behalf.

It is clear that there is a good deal more work to be done to fash-
ion a piece of legislation that will win the support of the House and
then later, the Senate. But we are off to a good start, and I would
like to welcome the Secretary of Labor, Mr. Reich, and the Sec-
retary of Education, Mr. Riley, and say you are making history for
this committee. In the 30 years I have been here your predecessors
never appeared together.

For many of those years, there was some question about whether
your predecessors ever talked to each other. But the fact is that
both of you have been showing a very energetic approach to the
subject that is reached by this legislation ever since the very begin-
ning of the Clinton administration. I think it is a good thing for
us to start out with both of you appearing here at the same time
so that it is very clear to everybody as we go through this that it
is a joint effort by the two Departments with the most concern for
the preparation of America's workforce and the preparation of
young Americans, in particular, to enter that workforce.

Without objection, all Members may insert tl lir introductory
comments in the record at this point before we start with the wit-
nesses.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Ford, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Green
and Mr. Klink followsl

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. FORD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF MICHIGAN

Good morning. We are pleased to welcome Education Secretary Richard Riley and
Labor Secretary Robert Reich to today's hearing on H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act of 1993. Historically, it is unusual for two Departments to share
equally administration of a program. But their joint commitment is indicative of the
Clinton Administration's innovative approach to problem solving. It is also indic-
ative of the seriousness of the challenge before us.

Our economy is changing rapidly. Industries that used to employ people with
skills learned in high school are shrinking. In its place are evolving high-tech indus-
tries that require much better education and training at the entry level.

't
I
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Unfoitunately, our education system is failing to provide today's young people
with the skills they need to enter these new job markets. It is a fact th c thrft out
of four students leaving high school today do not get a college degree. Half of 'Air
kids never even start college. Many simply are not prepared for work.

The School-to-Work Opportunities Act would help schools, businesses and labor
establish working relationships to assure that graduating students get their fair
shot at the American dreama good wage in return for skilled work that -employers
need.

This proposal is an excellent example of President Clinton's directive to reinvent
governmentwithout reinventing the wheel. School-to-Work builds on the proven
Tech-Prep program we enacted in 1988. It does not establish a Federal bureaucracy,
but helps States to develop cooperative programs particular to their regions, indus-
tries and labor-management traditions.

I want to note the strong bipartisan support this proposal has earned on and off
the committee. H.R. 2884 has 44 cosponsors in the House. It has endorsements from
concerned interests across the spectrum, including major business, education, labor
and State and local government organizations.

This program is scheduled to be funded beginning in fiscal 1994 under existing
authority. School-to-Work will help States and localities deliver on their obligations
to young people: to train them for good jobs in tomorrow's labor market.

I look forward to a series of constructive hearings and to speedy enactment of this
important bill.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS C. SAWYER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. Chairman, Secretary Riley, Secretary Reich; I want to join my colleagrues in
thanking you for this unprecedented joint appearance this morning. This effort is
important, especially because your two agencies are undertaking it together. Over-
coming institutional barriers and years of drift and inertia will not be easy, but your
appearance here this morning is a landmark beginning.

I have long been an advocate for better school-to-work opportunities for that part
of our population that does not or cannot pursue a four-year postsecondary edu-
cation. There is no reason why we cannot offer these students another option; the
rich diversity of our employment base and our system of education practically begs
us to do so. We have much to learn from other nations as we build a school-to-work
system that is uniquely American. Several States have useful experiences in this
area, and the Tech-Prep program that ill part of the Carl Perkins Vocational-Tech-
nical Education Addesigned by our Full Committee Chairmanis a highly re-
garded and successful program which spans secondary-postsecondary training.

I applaud the connections you have made among this effort and the Goals 2000
and ESEA proposals. Together, they comprise a thoughtful, comprehensive approach
to the education and training needs of American students.

I look forward to working with both of you on this effort. Although we do have
limited resources, we have the tools and the experience we need.

STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN, A REPRESENTATWE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for convening this hearing today on the
School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993. This bill represents another step in the
right direction for job training and education for our country. This bill also rep-
resents another great example of cooperation between the Department of Education
and the Department of Labor and I would like to congratulate Secretary Riley and
Secretary Reich on the outstanding work they have done to put this bill together.

When I graduated school a student had two or three options at most. They could
either go on to college, join the military, or take a manufacturing job with good pros-
pects for promotions and security in the future. Unfortunately, the decline in our
manufacturing base and the downsizing of our military have severely limited two
of those options and the rising cost of higher education has restricted this option
too.

By passing this bill, the United States will join the rest of the industrialized world
by developing a comprehensive strategy to assist our citizens in the transition from
the classroom to the workforce. Under this plan, effective training strategies will be
expanded and students will be presented with more opportunities for a rewarding
career.

1 0
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In our global economy we may disagree on the best way to compete in world mar-
kets, however, this bill serves to remind us that our top priority must be the
strengthening of our own workforce if we are to compete with the rest of the world.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. RON MANX, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman, I am a proud original cosponsor of the School-to-Work Transition
Act. I am pleased that you are holding this hearing and that Secretary Reich and
Secretary Riley can be with us today.

Too often we see students coming out of school without basic skills or with skills
that don't match the jobs available today. At a Business and Education Roundtable
that I sponsored in my district recently, we heard again from local business people
and educators that there is a mismatch between the skills of jobseekers and the
skills needed in the current workplace. It's something that I've talked about, both
during my campaign last year and since I was elected. This bill will help address
the _problem.

This legislation will help students make the transition from the classroom to the
worksite and ensure that they have the skills necessary to compete in the jobs mar-
ketplace. It will enlist employers and educators in building a high-quality school-
to-work system to prepare young people for careers in high-skill, high-wage jobs.

The School-to-Work Transition Akct will develop local programs that will integrate
work-based and school-based learning, academic and occupational learning and- link
secondary and postsecondary education. The legislation will allow for flexibility so
that programs can meet local needs and respond to changes in the loril economy
and labor market. That's important, because the same programs thy: work well in
Pennsylvania may not work at all in Hawaii.

Seventy-five percent of America's young people do not achieve a college degree
and the plentiful low-skill, high-payng manufacturing jobs that their parents could
count in are now few and far between. Many high-school graduates do not find sta-
ble, career-track jobs for five to ten years after graduation.

An effective school-to-work transition program will have a significant economic
impact on our students, businesses and the economy as a whole. Students' earning
potential will go up, businesses will get more highly-skilled workers, enabling them
to be more competitive and the economy will become more productive. It's a win-
win-win situation.

Chairman FoRD. I will now recognize Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I hope that they not

only talk with each other. I hope occasionally they shout at each
other. That would probably be good for the system.

I am pleased to join with you in welcoming Secretary Riley, Sec-
retary 'Reich, as well as Ms. Morra, to today's hearing on school-
to-work transition.

I think it is time that we spent a little more time on the 75 per-
cent that never receive a degree from college and, unfortunately,
that have never been the emphasis in this country. They have sort
of been the left-out group. And I am happy to see this legislation.

Earlier Congressman Gunderson and I introduced legislation, a
School-to-Work Transition/Youth Apprenticeship package. As this
whole idea has moved along, we have come up with a comprehen-
sive program that could get bipartisan support.

I am cosponsor of the legislation. That doesn't mean that I like
every punctuation mark in the legislation, and won't work to
change some punctuation. But, nevertheless, it is a start in the
right direction, and I am happy to be a part of that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Is there anyone seeking recognition on this

side?
Anyone seeking recognition on this side?
Mrs. UNSOELD. I am.

1 1
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Chalnan FORD. Anyone over here?
Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for

holding this hearing on H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work Opportunity
Act.

[The information followsO
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103D CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H.R. 2884

To establish a national framework for the development of School-to-Work
Opportunities systems in all States, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AUGUST 5, 1993

Mr. FoRD of Michigan (for himself, Mr. GEPHARDT, Mr. MILLER of Califor-
nia, Mr. MURPHY, Mr. KILDEE, Mr. Wilziams, Mr. MARTINEZ, Mr.
OWENS, Mr. SAWYER., Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey, Mrs. IJNE0ELD, Mrs.
MINK, Mr. ANDREWS of New Jersey, Mr. REED, Mr. ROEMER, Mr.
ENGEL, Mr. BECERRA, Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas, Ms. WOOLSEY, Mr.
ROMERO-BARCEIA Mr. KLINK, Mr. STRICKLAND, Mr. DE Luao, Mr.
GOODLING, Mr. GUNDERSON, Ms. MOLINARI, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. MCCUR-
DY, MS. PELOSI, Mrs. LOWEY, Mr. SERRANO, MS. DELAURO, Mr. CLAY,
Mr. BAESLER, and Mr. ROUKEMA) introduced the following bill; which
was referred to the Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To establish a national framework for the development of

School-to-Work Opportunities systems in all States, and
for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.This Act may be cited as the

5 "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993".

13
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2

1 (b) TABLE OP CONTENTS.The table of contents is

2 as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.
See. 2. Findings.
Sec. 3. Purposes and congressional intent.
Sec. 4. Definitions.
See. 5. Federal administration.

TITLE ISCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITIES BASIC PROGRAM
COMPONENTS

Sec. 101. General program requirements.
Sec. 102. Work-based learning component.
Sec. 103. School-based karning component.
Sec. 104. Connecting activities component.

TITLE IISCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITTES SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS TO STATES

Subtitle AState Development Grants

Sec. 201. Purpose.
Sec. 202. State development grants.

Subtitle BState Implementation Grants

Sec. 211. Purpose.
See. 212. State implementation grants.

TITLE HIFEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS TO
PARTNERSHIPS

Sec. 301. Purpose.
See. 302. Federal implementation grants to partnerships.
Sec. 303. School-to-Work Opportunities program grants in high poverty areas.

TITLE ATNATIONAL PROGRAMS

See. 401. Research, demonstration, and other projects.
Sec. 402. Performance outcomes and evaluation.
See. 403. Training and technical asaktance.

TITLE VGENERAL PROVISIONS

Sec. 501. State request and responsibilities for a waiver of statutory and regu-
latcry requirements.

Sec. 502. Waivers of statutory and regulatory requirements by the Secretary of
Education.

Sec. 503. Waivers of statutory and regulatory requirements by the Secretary of
Labor.

See, 504. Safeguards.
Sec. 505. Authorization of appropriations.
Sec. 506. Acceptance of gifts, and other matters.
Sec. 507. Effective date.

Hit MC4 111
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3

I SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

2 Congress finds that-

3 (1) three-fourths of America's high school stu-

4 dents enter the workforce without baccalaureate de-

5 grees, and many do not possess the academic and

6 entry-level occupational skills necessary to succeed in

7 the changing workplace;

8 (2) unemployment among American youth is in-

9 tolerably high, and earnings of high school graduates

10 have been falling relative to those with more edu-

11 cation;

12 (3) the American workplace is changing in re-

13 sponse to heightened international competition and

14 new technologies, and these forces, which are ulti-

15 mately beneficial to the Nation, are shrink:ng the

16 demand for and undermining the earning power of

17 unskilled labor;

18 (4) the United States is the only industrialized

19 Nation that lacks a comprehensive and coherent sys-

20 tern to help its youth acquire knowledge, skills, abili-

21 ties, and information about and access to the labor

22 market necessary to make an effective tranaition

23 from school to career-oriented work or to further

24 education and training;

25 (5) American students can achieve to high

26 standards, and many learn better and retain more
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1 when they learn in context, rather than in the ab-

2 stract;

3 (6) work-based learning, which is modeled after

4 the time-honored apprenticeship concept, integrates

5 theoretieal instruction with structured on-the-job

6 training, and this approach, combined with school-

7 based learning, can be very effective in engaging stu-

8 dent interest, enhancing skill acquisition, and pre-

9 paring youth for high-skill, high-wage careers; and

10 (7) Federal resources currently fund a series of

11 categorical, work-related education and training pro-

12 grams that are not administered as a coherent

13 whole.

14 SEC. S. PURPOSES AND CONGRESSIONAL INTENT.

15 (a) PURPOSES.The purposes of this Act are to-

16 (1) establish a national framework within which

17 all States can create statewide School-to-Work Op-

18 portunities systems that are integrated with the sys-

19 terns developed under the Goals 2000: Educate

20 America Act and that offer young Americans access

21 to a performance-based education and training pro-

22 gram that will enable them to earn portable creden-

23 tials, prepare them for a first job in a high-skill,

24 high-wage career, and increase their opportunities

25 for further education;
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1 (2) transform workplaces into active learning

2 components by making employers full partners in

3 providing high-quality, work-based learning experi-

4 ences to students;

5 (3) use Federal funds under this Act as venture

6 capital, to underwrite the initial eosts of planning

7 and establishing statewide School-to-Work Opportu-

8 nities systems that will be maintained with other

9 Federal, State, and local resources;

10 (4) promote the formation, among secondary

11 and postseeondary educational institutions, private

12 and public employers, labor organizations, govern-

13 ment, community groups, parents, and students, of

14 local education and training systems that are dedi-

15 cated to linking the worlds of school and work;

16 (5) help students attain high academie and oc-

17 cupational standards;

18 (6) build on and advance a range of promising

19 programs, such as tech-prep edueation, career acad.

20 emies, school-to-apprenticeship programs, coopera-

21 tive education, youth apprenticeship, and business-

22 education compacts, that can be developed into pro-

23 grams funded under this Act;

24 (7) improve the knowledge and skills of youth

25 by integrating academic and occupational learning,

17
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1 integrating school-based and work-based learning,

2 and building effective linkages between secondary

3 and postsecondary education;

4 (8) motivate youth, especially low-achieving

5 youth and dropouts, to stay in or return to school

6 and strive to sueeeed by providing enriched learning

7 experiences and assie.ance in obtaining good jobs;

8 and

9 (9) further the National Education Goals set

10 forth in title I of the Goals 2000: Educate America

11 Act.

12 (b) CONGRESSIONAL INTENT.-It iS the intent of

13 Congress that the. Seeretary of Labor and the Secretary

14 of Education jointly administer this Act in a flexy;ole man-

15 ner that-

16 (1) promotes State and local die/intim in es-

17 tablishing and implementing SclAco176)-Work Oppor-

18 tunities systems and programs: and

19 (2) contributes to reinventing government by

20 building on State and local capacity, eliminating du-

21 plication, supporting locf.,Ity established initiatives,

22 requiring measurable goals for performance, and of-

23 fering flexibility in meeting these goals.

24 MCC. 4. DEFINITIONS.

25 As used in this Act _
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1 (1) the term "elements of an industry" means,

2 with respect to a particular industry that a student

3 is preparing to enter, such elements as planning,

4 management, finances, technical and production

5 skills, underlying principles of technology, labor and

6 community issues, health and safety, and environ-

7 mental issues related to that industry;

8 (2) the term "all students" means students

9 from the broad range of backgrounds and cir-
10 cumstances, including disadvantaged students, stu-

11 dents of diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural back-

12 grounds, students with disabilities, students with

13 limited English proficiency, and academically tal-

14 ented students;

15 (3) the term "approved State plan" or "ap-
16 proved plan" means a School-to-Work Opportunities

17 plan that is submitted by a State, is determined by

18 the Secretaries to include the basic program compo-

19 nents and otherwise meet the requirements of this

20 Act, and is consistent with the State's plan under

21 the Goals 2000: Educate America Act;

22 (4) the term "career m4jor" means a coherent

23 sequence of courses or field of study that prepares

24 a student for a first job and that,
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1 (A) integrates occupational and academic

2 learning, integrates work-based and school-

3 based learning, and establishes linkages be-

4 tween secondary and postsecondary education;

5 (B) prepares the student for employment

6 in broad occupational clusters or industry sec-

7 tors;

8 (C) typically includes at least two years of

9 secondary school and one or two years of post-

10 seconda9 education;

11 (D) results in the award of a high school

12 diploma, a certificate or diploma recognizing

13 successful completion of one or two years of

14 postsecondary education (if appropriate), and a

15 skill certificate; and

16 (E) may lead to 'further training, such as

17 entry into a registered apprenticeship program;

18 (5) the term "employer" includes both public

19 and private employers;

20 (6) the term "Governor" means the chief execu-

21 tive of a State;

22 (7) the term "local educational agency" shall

23 have the same meaning as provided in paragraph 12

24 of section 1471 of the Elementary and Secondary

25 Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2891(12));
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1 (8) the term "partnership" means a local entity

2 that is responsible for local School-to-Work Opportu-

3 nities programs and that consists of employers, pub-

4 lie secondary and postsecondary educational institu-

5 tions or agencies, and labor organizations or em-

6 ployee representatives as defined in section.

7 403(c)(1)(B) of the Goals 2000: Educate America

8 Act, and may inelude other entities, such as non-

9 profit or :!ommunity-based organizations, rehabilita-

10 tion agenciea and organizations, registered appren-

11 ticeship agencies, local vocational education entities,

12 local rr,avernment agencies, parent organizations and

13 teacher organizations, private industry councils es-

14 tablished under the Job Training Partnership Act,

15 and federally recognized Indian tribes and Alaska

16 Native villages;

17 (9) the term "postsecondary education institu-

18 tion" means a public or private nonprofit institution

19 that is authorized within a State to provide a pro-

20 gram of education beyond secondary education, and

21 includes a community college, a technical college, a

22 postsecondary vocational institution, or a tribally
23 eontrolled community college;

24 (10) the term "registered apprenticeship agen-

25 cy" means either the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
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1 Training in the United States Department of Labor

2 or a State apprenticeship agency recognized and ap-

3 proved by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-

4 ing as the appropriate body for State registration or

5 approval of local apprenticeship programs and agree-

6 ments for Federal purposes;

7 (11) the term "registered apprenticeship pro-

8 gram" means a program registered by a registered

9 apprenticeship agency;

10 (12) the term "Secretaries" means the Sec-

11 retary of Edueation and the Secretary of Labor;

12 (13) the term "skill certificate" means a port-

13 able, industry-recognized credential issued by a
14 School-to-Work Opportunities program under an ap-

15 proved plan, that certifies that a student has mas-

16 tered skills at levels that are at least as challenging

17 as skill standards endorsed by the National Skill

18 Standards Board established under the Goals 2000:

19 Educate America Act, except that until such skill

20 standards are developed, the term "skill certificate"

21 means a credential issued under a process described

22 in a State's approved plan;

23 (14) the term "State" means each of the sev-

24 eral States, the District of Columbia and the Com-

25 monwealth of Puerto Rico;
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1 (15) the term "workplace mentor" means an
2 employee at the workplace who possesses the skills

3 to be mastered by a student, and who instructs the
4 student, critiques the student's performance, chal-

5 lenges the student to perform well, and works in

6 consultation with classroom teachers and the em-

7 ployer.

8 SEC. 6. FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION.

9 (a) Notwithstanding the Department of Education

10 Organization Act (20 U.S.C. 3401 et seq.), the General

11 Edueation Provisions Act (20 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.), the

12 statutory provisions regarding the establishment of the

13 Department of Labor (29 U.S.C. 551 et seq.), and section

14 166 of the Job Training Partnership Act (29 U.S.C.

15 1576), the Secretaries shall jointly provide for the admin-

16 istration of the programs established by this Act, and may

17 issue whatever procedures, guidelines, and regulations, in

18 accordance with section 553 of title 5, United States Code,

19 they deem necessary and appropriate to administer and

20 enforce the provisions of this Act.

21 (b) Section 431 of the General Education Provisions

22 Act (20 U.S.C. 1232), shall not apply to any programs

23 under this Act.
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1 TITLE ISCHOOL-TOMOR4 OPPORTUNI7
2 TIES BASIC PROGRAM COMPONENTS

3 sEC. 101. GENERAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.

4 A School-to-Work Opportunities program under this

5 Act shall-

6 (1) integrate work-based learning and school-

7 based learning, as provided for in sections 102 and

8 103;

9 (2) provide a student with the opportunity to

10 complete a career mior as defined in section 4 of

11 this Act; and

12 (3) incorporate the basis program components

13 provided in sections 102 through 104.

14 SEC. 102. WORSBASED LEARNING COMPONENT.

15 The work-based learning component of a School-to-

16 Work Opportunities program shall include-

17 (1) a planned program of job training and expe-

18 riences, including skills to be mastered at progres-

19 sively higher levels, that are relevant to a student's

20 career major and lead to the award of a skill certifi-

21 cate;

22 (2) paid work experience;

23 (3) workplace mentoring,

24 (4) instruction in general workplace com-

25 petencies; and
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1 (5) broad instruction in a variety of elements of

2 an industry.

3 SEC. 103. SCHOOL-BASED LEARNING COMPONENT.

4 The school-based learning component of a School-to-

5 Work Opportunities program shall include-

6 (1) career exploration and counseling in order

7 to help students who may be interested to identify,

8 and select or reconsider, their interests, goals, and

9 career majors;

10 (2) initial selection by interested students of a

11 career mor not later than the beginning of the

12 eleventh grade;

13 (3) a program of study designed to meet the

14 same challenging academic standards established by

15 States for all students under the Goals 2000: Edu-

16 cate America Act, and to meet the requirements nec-

17 essaty for a student to earn a skill certificate; and

18 (4) regularly scheduled evaluations to identify

19 academic strengths and weaknesses of students and

20 the need for additional learning opportunities to

21 master core academic skills.

22 SEC. 104. CONNECTING ACTIVITIES COMPONENT.

23 The connecting activities component of a School-to-

24 Work Opportunities program shall include
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1 (1) matching students with employers' work-

2 based learning opportunities;

3 (2) serving as a liaison among the employer,

4 school, teacher, parent, and student;

5 (3) providing technical assistance and services

6 to employers and others in designing work-based

7 learning components and counseling and case man-

8 agement services, and in training teachers, work-

9 place mentors, and counselors;

10 (4) providing assistance to students who have

11 completed the program in finding an appropriate

12 job, continuing their education, or entering into an

13 additional training program;

14 (5) collecting and analyzing information regard-

15 ing post-program outcomes of students who partici-

16 pate in the School-to-Wm:k Opportunities program;

17 and

18 (6) linking youth development activities under

19 this Act with employer strategies or upgrading the

20 skills of their workers.
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1 TITLE IISCHOOL-TO-WORR OPPORTUNI-
2 TIES SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND IM-
3 PLEMENTATION GRANTS TO STATES
4 Subtitle AState Development Grants
5 SEC. WI. PURPOSE.

6 The purpose of this subtitle is to assist States in

7 planning and developing comprehensive, statewide systems

8 for school-to-work opportunities.

9 SEC. 202. STATE DEVELOPMENT GRANTS.

10 (a) IN GENERAL.Upon the application of a State,

11 the Secretaries may award a development grant to a State

12 in such amount as the Secretaries determine is necessary

13 to enable the State to complete development (that may

14 have begun with funds awarded under the Job Training

15 Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), and the Carl

16 D. Perkins VoCational and Applied Technology Education

17 Act (20 U.S.C. 2301 et seq.), of a comprehensive, state-

18 wide School-to-Work Opportunities system, except that a

19 development grant under this subtitle may not exceed

20 $1,000,000 in any fiscal year.

21 (b) APPLICATION CONTENTS.The application for a

22 development grant shall,

23 (1) include a timetable and an estimate of the

24 amount of funding needed to complete the planning

25 and development necessary to implement a com-
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1 prehensive, statewide School-to-Work Opportunities

2 system;

3 (2) describe how the Governor; the chief State

4 school officer; the State agency officials responsible

5 for job training and employment, economic develop-

6 ment, and postsecondary education; and other ap-

7 propriate officials will eollaborate in the planning

8 and development of the State School-to-Work Oppor-

9 tunities system;

10 (3) describe how the State will enlist the active

11 and continued participation in the planning and de-

12 velopment of the statewide School-to-Work Opportu-

13 nities system of employers and other interested par-

14 ties such as locally elected officials, secondary and

15 postsecondary educational institutions or agencies,

16 business associations, employees, labor organizations

17 or associations thereof, teachers, students, parents,

18 community-based organizations, rehabilitation agen-

19 cies and organizations, registered apprenticeship

20 agencies, and lochl vocational educational agencies;

21 (4) describe how the State will coordinate its

22 planning activities with any local School-to-Work

23 Opportunities program that has received a grant

24 under title III of this Act;
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1 (5) designate a fiscal agent to receive and be

2 accountable for funds awarded under this subtitle;

3 and

4 (6) include such other information as the See-

5 retaries may require.

6 (e) STATE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVIT1ES.Funds

7 awarded under this section shall be expended by a State

8 only for activiles undertaken to develop a statewide

9 School-to-Work Opportunities system, which may

10 include-

11 (1) identifying or establishing an appropriate

12 State structure to administer the School-to-Work

13 Opportunities system;

14 (2) identifying or establishing broad-based partl

15 nerships among employers, labor, education, govern-

16 ment, and other community organizations to partici-

17 pate in the design, development, and administration

18 of School-to-Work Opportunities programs;

19 (3) developing a marketing plan to build con-

20 sensus and support for School-to-Work Opportuni-

21 ties programs;

22 (4) promoting the active involvement of busi-

23 ness in planning and developing local School-to-

24 Work Opportunities programs;
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1 (5) supporting local School-to-Work Opportuni-

2 ties planning and development activities to provide

3 guidance in the development of School-to-Work Op-

4 portunities programs;

5 (6) initiating pilot programs for testing key

6 components of State program design;

7 (7) developing a State process for issuing skill

8 certificates that takes into account the work of the

9 National Skill Standards Board and the criteria es-

10 tablished under Goals 2000: Educate America Act;

11 (8) designing challenging curricula;

12 (9) developing a system for labor market analy-

13 sis and strategic planning for local targeting of in-

14 dustry sectors or broad occupational clusters;

15 (10) analyzing the post high school employment

16 experiences of recent high school graduates and

17 dropouts; and

18 (11) preparing the plan required for submission

19 of an application for an Implementation Grant

20 under subtitle B.

21 Subtitle BState Implementation Grants
22 MC. 211. PURPOS1L

23 The purpose of this subtitle is to assist States

24 in the implementation of comprehensive, statewide

25 School-to-Work Opportunities systems.
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1 SEC. SIR STATE IMPLEMENTATION GRANT&

2 (a) ELIGIBILITY AND APPLICATION.-A State may

3 apply to the Secretaries for a competitive implementation

4 grant by submitting an application that contains-

5 (1) a plan for a comprehensive, statewide

6 School-to-Work Opportunities system that meets the

7 content requirements provided in subsection (b);

8 (2) a description of how the State will allocate

9 funds under this Act to local School-to-Work Oppor-

10 tunities partnerships;

11 (3) a request, if the State decides to submit

12 such a request, for one or more waivers of certain

13 statutory or regulatory requirements, as provided for

14 under title V of this Act; and

15 (4) such other information as the Secretaries

16 may require.

17 (b) CONTENTS OF STATE PLAN.-A State plan

18 shall-

19 (1) designate the geographical areas to be

20 served by partnerships, which shall, to the extent

21 feasible, reflect local labor market areas;

22 (2) describe how the State will stimulate and

23 support local School-to-Work Opportunities pro-

24 grams that meet the requirements of this Act, and

25 how the State's system will be expanded over time

26 to cover all geographic areas in the State;
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1 (3) describe the procedure by which the G ov-

2 ernor; the chief State school officer; the State agen-

3 cy officials responsible for job training and employ-

4 ment, economic development, and postsecondary

5 education; and other appropriate officials will col-

6 laborate in the implementation of the School-to-

7 Work Opportunities system:

8 (4) describe the procedure for obtaining the ac-

9 tive and continued involvement in the statewide

10 School-to-Work Opportunities system of employers

11 and other interested parties such as locally elected

12 officials, secondary and postsecondary educational

13 institutions or agencies, business associations, em-

14 ployees, labor organizations or associations thereof,

15 teachers, students, parents, community-based orga-

16 nizations, rehabilitation agencies and organizations,

17 registered apprenticeship agencies, and local voca-

18 tional educational agencies;

19 (5) describe how the School-to-Work Opportuni-

20 ties system will coordinate the use of education and

21 training funds from State and private sources with

22 funds available from such related Federal. programs

23 as the Adult Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1201 et

24 seq.), the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied

25 Technology Education Act (20 U.S.C. 2301 et seq.),
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1 the Elementary and Secondary Education 1 Act of

2 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2701 et seq.), the Family Support

3 Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 602 note, 606 note), the

4 Goals 2000: Educate Ameriea Act, the Individuals

5 With Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1400 et

6 seq.), the Job Training Partnership Act (29 U.S.C.

7 1501 et seq.), the National Apprenticeship Act (29

8 U.S.C. 50 et seq.), and the Rehabilitation Act of

9 1973 (29 U.S.C. 701 et seq.);

10 (6) describe the resources, including private sec-

11 tor resources, the State intends to employ in main-

12 taining the Sehool-to-Work Opportunities system

13 when funds under this Act are no longer available;

14 (7) describe how the State will ensure opportu-

15 nities for all students to participate in School-to-

16 Work Opportunities programs;

17 (8) describe how the State will ensure opportu-

18 nities for young women to participate in School-to-

19 Work Opportunities programs in a manner that

20 ieads to employment in high-performanee, high-pay-

21 ing jobs, including jobs in which women traditionally

22 have been underrepresented;

23 (9) describe how the State will ensure opportu-

24 nities for low achieving students, students with dis-

25 abilities, and former students who have dropped out
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1 of school to participate in School-to-Work Opportu-

2 nities programs;

3 (10) describe the State's process for assessing

4 the skills and knowledge required in career majors,

5 and awarding skill certificates that take into account

6 the work of the National Skill Standards Board and

7 the criteria established under Goals 2000: Educate

8 America Act;

9 (11) describe the manner in which the State

10 will, to the extent feasible, continue and incorporate

11 programs funded under section 302 of this Act in

12 the State School-to-Work Opportunities system;

13 (12) describe the performance standards that

14 the State intends to meet; and

15 (13) designate a fiscal agent to receive and be

16 accountable for School-to-Work Opportunities funds

17 awarded under this subtitle.

18 (c) REVIEW OP APPLICATIONS.The Secretaries

19 shall submit each application to a peer review process, de-

20 termine whether to approve the State's School-to-Work

21 Opportunities plan, and, if such determination is affirma-

22 tive, further determine whether to take one or a combina-

23 tion of the following actions-

24 (1) award an implementation grant;

34
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1 (2) approve the State's reqaest, if any, for a

2 waiver in accordance with the procedures in title V

3 of this Act; and

4 (3) inform the State of the opportunity to apply

5 for further development funds, except that further

6 development funds may not be awarded to a State

7 that receives an implementation grant.

8 (d) AmouNT OP GRANT.The Secretaries shall es-

9 tablish the minimum and maximum amounts available for

10 an implementation grant, and shall determine the actual

11 amount granted to any State based on such criteria as

12 the scope and quality of the plan and the number of pro-

13 jected program participants.

14 (e) STATE IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVME13.Funds

15 awarded under this section shall be expended by a State

16 only for activities undertaken to implement the State's

17 School-to-Work Opportunities system, which may

18 include-

19 (1) recruiting and providing assistance to em-

20 ployers to provide work-based learning for students;

21 (2) conducting outreach activities to promote

22 and support collaboration in School-to-Work Oppor-

23 tunities programs by businesses, labor organizations,

24 and other organizations;
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1 (3) providing training 'for teachers, employers,

2 workplace mentors, counselors, and others;

3 (4) providing labor market information to local

4 partnerships that is useful in determining which

5 high-skill, high-wage occupations are in demand;

6 (5) designing or adapting model curricula that

7 can be used to integrate academic and vocational

8 learning, school-based and work-based learning, and

9 secondazy and postsecondary education;

10 (6) designing or adapting model work-based

11 learning programs and identifying best practices;

12 and

13 (7) conducting outreach activities and providing

14 technical assistance to other States that are develop-

15 ing or implementing School-to-Work Opportunities

16 systems.

17 (f) ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO PARTNERSHIPS.-A

18 State shall award subgrants to partnerships, according to

19 criteria established by the State, that total no less than

20 65 per centum of the sums awarded to it under this sec-

21 tion in the first year, 75 per centum of such sums in the

22 second year, and 85 per centum of such sums in each year

23 thereafter.

24 (g) STATE SUBGRANTS TO PARTNERSHIPS.-
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1 (1) APPLIcaTiow.A partnership that seeks a

2 subgrant to carry out a loeal School-to-Work Oppor-

3 tunities program shall submit an application to the

4 State that-

5 (A) describes how the program would in-

6 elude the basie program components and other-

7 wise meet the requirements of title I of this

8 Act;

9 (B) sets forth measurable program goals

10 and outcomes;

11 (C) describes the local strategies and time-

12 tables to provide School-to-Work Opportunities

13 program opportunities for all students; and

14 (D) provides such other information as the

15 State may require.

16 (2) ALLOWABLE ACTIVIT1ES.-A partnership

17 shall expend funds awarded under this section only

18 for activities undertaken to carry out School-to-Work

19 Opportunities programs as defined in this Act, and

20 such activities may include-

21 (A) recruiting and providing assistance to

22 employers to provide the work-based learning

23 components in the School-to-Work Opportuni-

24 ties program;
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1 (B) establishing consortia of employers to

2 support the School-to-Work Opportunities pro-

3 gram and provide access to jobs related to stu-

4 dents' career majors;

5 (C) supporting or establishing

6 intermediaries to perform the activities de-

7 scribed in section 104 and to provide assistance

8 to students in obtaining jobs and further edu-

9 cation and training;

10 (D) designing or adapting school curricula

11 that can be used to integrate academic and vo-

12 cational learning, school-based and work-based

13 learning, and secondary and postsecondary edu-

14 cation;

15 (E) providing training to work-based and

16 school-based staff on new curricula, student as-

17 sessments, student guidance, and feedback to

18 the school regarding student performance;

19 (F) establishing in schools participating in

20 a School-to-Work Opportunities program a

21 graduation assistance program to assist at-risk

22 and low-achieving students in graduating from

23 high school, enrolling in postsecondary edu-

24 cation or training, and finding or advancing in

25 jobs;
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1 (0) conducting or obtaining an indepth

2 analysis of the local labor market and the ge-

3 nerie and specific skill needs of employers to

4 identify high-demand, high-wage careers to

5 target;

6 (H) integrating work-based and school-

7 based learning into existing job training pro-

8 grams for youth who have dropped out of

9 school;

10 (I) establishing or expanding school-to-ap-

11 prenticeslfp programs in cooperation with reg-

12 istered apprenticeship agencies and apprentice-

13 ship sponsors; and

14 (J) assisting participating employers, in-

15 eluding small- and medium-size businesses, to

16 identify and train workplace mentors and to de-

17 velop work-based learning components.

18 TITLE IHFEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION

19 GRANTS TO PARTNERSHIPS

20 SEC. $01. PURPOSZ.

21 The purposes of this title are-

22 (1) to authorize the Secretaries to award corn-

23 petitive grants to partnerships in States that have

24 not received an implementation grant under section

25 212, in order to provide funding for communities
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1 that have built a sound planning and development

2 base for School-to-Work Opportunities programs and

3 are ready to begin implementing a local School-to-

4 Work Opportunities program; and

5 (2) to authorize the Secretaries to award coin-

6 petitive grants to implement School-to-Work Oppor-

7 tunities programs in high poverty areas of urban

8 and rural communities to provide support for a corn-

9 prehentive range of education, training, and support

10 services for youth residing in designated high pov-

11 erty areas.

12 SEC. 302. FEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS TO PART-

13 NERSIIIPS.

14 (a) IN GENERAL.The Secretaries may award

15 School-to-Work Opportunities implementation grants to

16 partnerships in States that have not received an imple-

17 mentation grant under section 212, according to competi-

18 tive criteria established by the Secretaries.

19 (b) APPLICATION PROCEDURE.-A partnership that

20 desires to receive a direct Federal grant under this section

21 shall submit an application to the Secretaries in accord

22 with procedures specified by the Secretaries, but before

23 the partnership submits the application to the Secretaries

24 it shall first submit the application to the State for review

25 and tomment.
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1 (C) APPLICATION CONTENTS.The grant application

2 from a partnership shall include a plan for local School-

3 to-Work Opportunities programs that-

4 (1) describes how the partnership will meet the

5 requirements of this Act;

6 (2) includes the State's comments, if any;

7 (3) contains information that is consistent with

8 the content requirements for a State plan that are

9 specified in section 212(b) (4) through (10);

10 (4) designates a fiscal agent to receive and be

11 accountable for funds under this section; and

12 (5) provides other information that the See-

13 retaries may require.

14 (d) CONFORMITY WITH APPROVED STATE PLAN.

15 The Secretaries shall not award a grant under this section

16 to a partnership in a State that has an approved plan un-

17 less the Secretaries determines, after consultStion with the

18 State, that the plan submitted by the partnership is in

19 accord with the approved State plan.

20 (e) IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES.Funds awarded

21 under this ,section shall be expended by a partnership only

22 for activities undertaken to implement School-to-Work Op-

23 portunities programs under this Act, including, but not

24 limited to, the activities specified in section 212(g)(2).
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1 SEC. 303. SCHOOL-TOMORK OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM

2 GRANTS IN HIGH POVERTY AREAS.

3 (a) IN GENERAL.FrOM the funds reserved under

4 section 505(b), the Secretaries are authorized to award

5 grants to implement School-to-Work Opportunities pro-

6 grams, that include the basic program components and

7 otherwise meet the requirements of title I of this Act, in

8 high poverty areas, as provided in this section, of urban

9 and rural communities, in order to provide support for a

10 comprehensive range of education, training, and support

11 services for youth residing in such areas. The Secretaries

12 are authorized to award such grants according to criteria

13 established by the Secretaries, except that the Secretaries

14 shall not award a grant under this section to a School-

15 to-Work Opportunities program unless the Secretaries de-

16 termine after consultation with the State and partnership

17 that it is in word with approved State and loeal plans,

18 if any.

19 (b) DEFINITION.FOr purposes of this section, the

20 term "high poverty area" means an urban census tract,

21 a nonmetropolitan county, a Native American Indian res-

22 ervation, or an Alaska Native village, with a poverty rate

23 of 30 per centum or more, as determined by the Bureau

24 of the Census.

25 (c) ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES.Funds awarded under

26 this section may be expended for activities such as those
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1 that support school-based job specialists to assist students

2 in obtaining employment, and that recruit employers and

3 assist them to develop work-based learning opportunities

4 for students.

5 (d) USE OF FUNDS.Funds available under this sec-

6 tion may be awarded in combination with funds appro-

7 priated for the Youth Pair Chance Program.

8 TITLE IVNATIONAL PROGRAMS

9 SEC. 401. RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND OTHER

10 PROJECT&

11 (a) IN GENERAL.With funds reserved under section

12 505(c), the Secretaries shall conduct research and develop-

13 ment and establish a program of experimental and dem-

14 onstration projects, to further the purposes of this Act.

15 (b) ADDITIONAL USE OF FUNDS.Funds reserved

16 under section 505(c) may also be used for programs or

17 services authorized under any other provision of this Act

18 that are most appropriately administered at the national

19 level and that will operate in, or benefit more than, one

20 State.

21 SEC. 401. PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION.

22 (a) IN GENERAL.The Secretaries, in collaboration

23 with the States, shall by grants, contracts, or otherwise,

24 establish a system of performance measures for assessing

25 State and local programs regarding
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(1) progress in the development and implemen-

2 tation of State plans that include the basic program

3 components and otherwise meet the requirements of

4 title I;

5 (2) participation in School-to-Work Opportuni-

6 ties programs by employers, schools, and students;

7 (3) progress in developing and implementing

8 strategies for addressing the needs of in-school and

9 out-of-school, at-risk youth;

10 (4) student outcomes, including-

11 (A) academic learning gains;

12 (B) staying in school and attaining a high

13 school diploma, skill certificate, and college

14 degree;

15 (C) placement and retention in further

16 education or training, particularly in the stu-

17 dent's career major; and

18 (D) job placement, retention, and earnings,

19 particularly in the student's career major; and

20 (5) the extent to which the program has met

21 the needs of employers.

22 (b) EVALUATION.The Secretaries shall conduct a

23 national evaluation of School-to-Work Opportunities pro-/
24 grams funded under this Act that will track and assess

25 the progress of implementation of State and local pro-
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1 grams and their effectiveness based on measures such as

2 those described in subsection (a).

3 (e) REPoRT8.Bach State shall provide periodic re- 46

4 ports, at such intervals as the Secretaries determine, eon-

5 taining information described in paragraphs (1) through

6 (4) of subsection (a).

aNc. 403. TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

8 (a) PURPOSE.The Secretaries shall work in eo-

9 operation with the States, employers and their assoeia-

10 tions, schools, labor organizations, and community organi-

11 zations to increase their capacity to develop and imple-

12 ment effective School-to-Work Opportunities programs.

13 (b) AUTHORIZED AcTrmus.The Secretaries shall

14 provide, through grants, contracts, or other

15 arrangements-

16 (1) training, technical assistance, and other ae-

17 tivities that will:

18 (A) enhance the skills, knowledge, and ex-

19 pertise of the personnel involved in planning

20 and implementing State and local School-to-

21 Work Opportunities programs; and

22 (B) improve the quality of services pro-

23 vided to individuals served under this Act;

24 (2) assistance to States and partnerships in

25 order to integrate resources available under this Aet
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1 with resources available under other Federal, State,

2 and local authorities;

3 (3) assistance to States and partnerships to re-

4 cruit employers to provide the work-based learning

5 component of School-to-Work Opportunities pro-

6 grains.

7 (e) PEER REviEw.The Secretaries may use funds

8 under section 505(e) for the peer review of State applica-

9 tions and plans under section 212 and applications under

10 title ifi of this Act.

11 TITLE VGENERAL PROVISIONS

12 SEC. 501. STATE REQUEST AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR A

13 WAIVER OF STATUTORY AND REGULATORY

14 REQUIREMENTS.

15 (a) STATE REQUEST FOR WAIVER.-A State with an

16 approved plan may, at any point during the development

17 or implementation of a School-to-Work Opportunities pro-

18 gram, request a waiver of one or more statutory or regu-

19 latory provisions from the Secretaries in order to carry

20 out the purposes of the Act.

21 (b) PARTNERSHIP REQUEST FOR WAIVER.-A part-

22 nership that seeks a waiver of any of the laws specified

23 in seetions 502 and 503 shall submit an application for

24 such waiver to the State, and the State shall determine
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1 whether to submit the application for a waiver to the See-

2 retaries.

3 (c) WAIVER CRITERIA.The request by the State

4 shall meet the criteria contained in section 502 or section

5 503 and shall specify the laws or regulations referred to

6 in those sections that the State wants waived.

7 SEC. 5011. WAIVERS OF STATUTORY AND REGULATORY RE-

8 QUIREMENTS BY THE SECRETARY OF EDU-

9 CATION.

10 (a) IN GENERAL.-(1) Except as provided in sub-

11 section (e), the Secretary of Education may waive any re-

12 quirement of any statute listed in subsection (b) or of the

13 regulations issued under such statute for a State that re-

14 quests such a waiver-

15 (A) if, and only to the extent that, the See-

16 retary of Education determines that such require-

17 ment impedes the ability of the State or a partner-

18 ship to carry out the purposes of this Act;

19 (B) if the State waives, or agrees to waive,

20 similar requirements of State law; and

21 (C) if the State-

22 (i) has provided all partnerships, and local

23 educational agencies participating in a partner-

24 ship, in the State with notice and an oppor-
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1 tunity to comment on the State's proposal to

2 seek a waiver; and

3 (ii) has submitted the comments of the partner-

4 ships and local educational agencies to the Secretary

5 of Education.

6 (2) The Secretary of Education shall act promptly on

7 any request submitted pursuant to paragraph (1).

8 (3) Each waiver approved pursuant to this subsection

9 shall be for a period not to exceed five years, except that

10 the Secretary of Education may extend such period if the

11 Secretary of Education determines that the waiver has

12 been effective in enabling the State or partnership to carry

13 out the purposes of this Act.

14 (b) INCLUDED PROGRAMS.The statutes subject to

15 the waiver authority of this section are as follows-

16 (1) chapter 1 of title I of the Elementary and

17 Secondary Education Act of 1965, including the

18 Even Start Act;

19 (2) part A of chapter 2 of title I of the Elemen-

20 tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965;

21 (3) the Dwight D. Eisenhower Mathematics and

22 Science Education Act (title H, part A of the Ele-

23 mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965);
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1 (4) the Emergency Immigrant Education Act of

2 1984 (title IV, part D of the Elementary and See-

3 ondary Education Act of 1965);

4 (5) the Drug-Free Schools and Comnnmities

5 Aet of 1986 (title V of the Elementary and Second-

6. ary Education Act of 1965); and

7 (6) the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied

8 Technology Education Act.

9 (C) WAIVERS NOT AUTHORIZED.The Secretary of

10 Education may not waive any statutory or regulatory re-

11 quirement of the programs listed in subsection (b) relating

12 to-
13 (1) the basie purposes or goals of the affected

14 programs;

15 (2) maintenance of effort;

16 (3) comparability of services;

17 (4) the equitable participation of students at-

18 tending private schools;

19 (5) parental participation and involvement;

20 (6) the distribution of funds to State or to local

21 educational agencies;

22 (7) the eligibility of an individual for participa-

23 tion in the affected programs;
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1 (8) public health or safety, labor standards,

2 civil rights, occupational safety and health, or envi-

3 ronmental protection; or

4 (9) prohibitions or restrictions relating to the

5 construction of buildings or facilities.

6 (d) TERMINATION OF WAIVERS.The Secretary of

Education shall periodically review the performance of any

8 State or partnership for which the Secretary of Education

9 has granted a waiver and shall terminate the waiver under

10 this section if the Secretary determines that the perform-

11 ance of the State, partnership, or local educational agency

12 affected by the waiver has been inadequate to justify a

13 continuation of the waiver, or the State fails to waive simi-

14 lar requirements of State law as required or agreed to in

15 accord with section 502(a)(1)(B).

16 SEC. 503. WAIVERS OF STATUTORY AND REGULATORY RE-

17 QUIREMENTS BY TBE SECRETARY OF LABOR.

18 (a) IN GENERAL.(1) Except as provided in sub-

19 section (c), the Secretary of Labor may waive any require-

20 ment of any statutory provisions listed in subsection (b)

21 or of the regulations issued under such statutory provi-

22 sions for a State that requests such a waiver-

23 (A) if, and only to the extent that, the Sec-

24 retary of Labor determines that such requirement
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1 impedes the ability of the State or a partnership to

2 carry out the purposes of this Act;

3 (B) if the State waives, or agrees to waive,

4 similar requirements of State law; and

5 (C) if the State-

6 (i) has provided all partnerships in the

7 State with notice and an opportunity to com-

8 ment on the State's proposal to seek a waiver;

9 and

10 (ii) has submitted the comments of the

11 partnerships to the Secretary of Labor.

12 (2) The Secretary of Labor shall act promptly on any

13 request submitted pursuant to paragraph (1).

14 (3) Each waiver approved pursuant to this subsection

15 shall be for a period not to exceed five years, except that

16 the Secretary of Labor may extend such period if the See-

17 retary of Labor determines that the waiver has been effec-

18 tive in enabling the State or partnership to carry out the

19 purposes of this Act.

20 (b) INCLUDED PROGRAMS.The statutory provisions

21 subject to the waiver authority of this section are as

22 follows-

23 (1) section 106(b)(4) (performance standards),

24 section 107 (selection of service providers), section

25 108 (limitation on certain costs), section 141 (gen-
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1 eral program requirements), and section 142 (bene-

2 fits) of the Job Training Partnership Aet, except

3 that section 141(e) and section 141(q) shall not be

4 waived;

5 (2) section 123 of the Job Training Partnership

6 Act (State education coordination and grants);

7 (3) part B of title of the Job Training Part-

8 nership Act (Summer Youth Employment and

9 Training Programs);

10 (4) part C, title 11 of the Job Training Partner-

11 ship Act (Youth Training Program), except that see-

12 tion 263 (eligibility for services) shall not be waived;

13 and

14 (5) part A (Employment and Training Pro-

15 grams for Native Americans and Migrant and Sea-

16 sonal Fannworkers), part B (Job Corps), and part

17 H (Youth Fair Chance Program) of title IV of the

18 Job Training Partnership Act.

19 (c) WAIVERS NOT AUTHORIZED.The Secretary of

20 Labor may not waive any statutory or regulatory require-

21 ment of the programs listed in subsection (b) relating to-

22 (1) the basic purposes or goals of the affected

23 programs;

24 (2) the eligibility of an individual for partieipa-

25 tion in the affected programs;
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1 (3) the allocation of funds under the affected

2 programs;

3 (4) public health or safety, labor standards,

4 civil rights, occupational safety and health, or envi-

5 ronmental protection;

6 (5) maintenance of effort; or

7 (6) prohibitions or restrictions relating to the

8 construction of buildings or facilities.

9 (d) TERMINATION OF WAIVERS.The Secretary of

10 Labor shall periodically review the performance of any

11 State or partnership for which the Secretary of Labor has

12 granted a waiver and shall terminate the waiver under this

13 section if the Secretary determines that the performance

14 of the State or partnership affected by the waiver has been

15 inadequate to justify a continuation of the waiver, or the

16 State fails to waive similar requirements of State law as

17 required or agreed to in accord with section 503(a)(1)(B).

18 sgc. SOL SAFEGUARD&

19 The following safeguards shall apply to School-to-

20 Work Opportunities programs under this Act:

21 (11 No student shall displace any currently em-

22 ployed worker (including a partial displacement,

23 such as a reduction in the hours of non-overtime

24 work, wages, or employment benefits).
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1 (2) No School-to-Work Opportunities program

2 shall impair existing contracts for services or collec-

3 tive bargaining agreements, except that no program

4 under this Act that would be inconsistent with the

5 terms of a collective bargaining agreement shall be

6 undertaken without the written concurrence of the

7 labor organization and employer concerned.

8 (3) No student shall be employed or job open-

9 ing filled-

10 (A) when any other individuals is on tem-

11 porary layoff from the participating employer,

12 with the clear possibility of recall, from the
13 same or any substantially equivalent job; or

14 (B) when the employee has terminated the

15 employment of any regular employer or other-

16 wise reduced its workforce with the intention of

17 filling the vacancy so created with a student.

18 (4) Students shall be provided with adequate

19 and safe equipment and a safe and healthful work-

20 place in conformity with all health and safety stand-

21 ards of Federal, State, and local law.

22 (5) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to

23 modify or affect any Federal or State law prohibit-

24 ing discrimination on the basis of race, religion,
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1 color, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, or dis-

2 ability.

3 (6) Funds appropriated under authority of this

4 Aet shall not be expended for wages of students.

5 (7) The Secretaries shall provide such other

6 safeguards as they may deem appropriate in order

7 to ensure that School-to-Work Opportunities partici-

8 pants are afforded adequate supervision by skilled

9 adult workers, or, otherwise, to further the purposes

10 of this Act.

11 SRC. 505. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

12 (a) AUTHORIZATION.There are authorized to be ap-

13 propriated to the Secretaries $300,000,000 in fiscal year

14 1995, and such sums as may be necessary in each of the

15 seven succeeding fiscal years for allocations to carry out

16 this Act.

17 (b) HIGH POVERTY AREAS.The Secretaries.may re-

18 serve up to $30,000,000 in fiscal year 1995, and such

19 sums as may be necessary in each of the succeeding seven

20 years under this Act, to carry out section 303, which may

21 be used in conjunction with funds available under the

22 Youth Fair Chance Program, title IVH of the Job Train-

23 ing Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1671 et seq.).

24 (c) NATIONAL PROGRAMS.The Secretaries may re-

25 serve up to $30,000,000 in fiscal year 1995 and such
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1 sums as they may deem necessary under this Act, in each

2 of the seven succeeding fiscal years to cany out title IV.

3 (d) TERRITORIES.The Secretaries may reserve up

4 to one quarter of one percent for School-to-Work Opportu-

5 nities programs under this Act for the territories of the

6 United States, which are the Virgin Islands, Guam, the

7 Northern Mariana Islands, American Samoa, the Fed-

8 erated States of Micronesia, and the Republic of the Mar-

9 shall Islands, and which include Palau until the Compact

10 of Free Association is signed.

11 (e) NATIVE AMERICAN PR00RAMS.(1) The Sec-

12 retaries may reserve up to one quarter of one percent of

13 the funds appropriated for any fiscal year under section

14 505(a) for School-to-Work Opportunities programs for In-

15 dian youth that are consistent with School-to-Work Op-

16 portunities programs carried out under title II of this Act

17 and that involve Bureau funded schools, as defined in sec-

18 tion 1139(3) of the Education Amendments of 1978 (25

19 U.S.C. 2019(3)).

20 (2) The Secretaries may carry out this subsection

21 through such means as they find appropriate, including,

22 but not limited to-

23 (A) the transfer of funds to the Secretary of the

24 Interior; and
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1 (B) the provision of financial assistance to In-

2 dian tribes and Indian organizations.

3 (f) AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.Funds obligated for

4 any fiscal year for programs authorized under this Act

5 shall remain available until expended.

6 SEC. 506. ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, AND OTHER MATFERS.

7 The Secretaries are authorized, in carrying out this

8 Act, to accept, purchase, or lease in the name of the De-

9 partment of Labor or the Department of Edueation, and

10 employ or dispose of in furtherance of the purposes of this

11 Act, any money or property, real, personal, or mixed, tan-

12 gible or intangible, received by gift, devise, bequest, or oth-

13 erwise, and to accept voluntary and uncompensated serv-

14 ices notwithstanding the provisions of section 1342 of title

15 31.

16 SEC. 507. EFFECTIVE DATE.

17 This Act shall take effect on the day of enactment.

0
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Mrs. UNSOELD. I am pleased to be an original cosponsor of this
bill. The time is long gone, as you know, where we can expect our
students to move in a straight line from elementary school to mid-
dle school to high school and then on to a job. And we have to rec-
ognize that fact and that the world of work and the business com-
munity need to start intersecting with our education system much,
much sooner than right after the high school graduation ceremony.
I believe that this bill is a very important step in that direction.

At the same time, I would like to see the committee support and
encourage even greater amounts of interaction between the busi-
ness and education communities. We need to encourage businesses
to get involved very early in the education process. In fact, I would
like to see local businesses creating partnerships even with pre-
school programs.

Secretary Reich and Secretary Riley, thank you for joining us
today. I look forward to your comments on how we can continue to
encourage the world of school and the world of work to work to-
gether more closely.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Unsoeld follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. JOLENE UNSOELD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Thank you, Chairman Ford, for holding this hearing on H.R. 2884, the School-to-
Work Opportunities Act. I am pleased to be an original cosponsor of this bill.

The time is long gone where we can expect our students to move in a straight
line from elementary school, to middle school, to high school, and then on to a job.
We have to recognize the fact that the world of workand the business commu-
nityneed to start intersecting with our education system much, much sooner than
right after the high school graduation ceremony. And I believe that this bill is an
important step in that direction.

At the same time, I'd like to see our committee support and encourage even great-
er amounts of interaction between the business and education communities. We
need to encourage businesses to get involved very early on in the education proc-
essin fact, I'd like to see local businesses creating partnerships even with pre-
school programs.

Secretary Reich and Secretary Riley, thank you for joining us today. I look for-
ward to your comments on how we can continue to encourage the world of school
and the world of work to work together more closely.

Chairman FORD. Steve?
Mr. GUNDERSON. I will submit it for the record.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Steve Gunderson follows0

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. Chairman, I would like to 4oin you in welcoming Secretary Riley, Secretary
Reich and Ms. Morra to this morning's hearing to provide us with recommendations
on how we should proceed in the development of legislation that would establish a
school-to-work transition system in the United States. Development of such a sys-
tem of high-quality, work-based learning programs throughout the United States,
that trains youth for skilled, high-wage careers which do not require a four-year col-
lege degree is vital. To this end, I joined in the introduction of H.R. 2884, President
Clintods "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993." Similar to legislation that Mr.
Goodling and I introduced earlier this Congress, this bill would address a serious
inadequacy in this Nation's educational system, as well a significantly improve the
quality of the U.S. workforce, enabling the United States to better compete in the
global marketplace.

Demographic trends, technological change, increased international competition,
and inadequacy of U.S. education and training systems have resulted in shortages
of skilled workers, and an excess of unskilled, hard-to-employ individuals. Such a
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mismatch must not be allowed to continue. To add to this problem, a significant pro-
portion of youth graduate from high school with inadequate basic skila and totally
lacking in work-readiness competencies. An estimated 17 million workers need re-
medial education each year. Employers are so concerned, they are spending nearly
a billion dollars a year just in basic skills education for their workers. Yet the Unit-
ed States is the only major industrial nation lacking a formal system for helping
youth make the transition from school to work. Very little attention is paid in our
U.S. educational system to preparing youth for the workplace.

Like our earlier legislation, H.R. 2884 has the goal of expanding the range of edu-
cation and career options for the 70 to 75 percent of American youth who will not
complete a four-year BA. degree. By providing a broad degree of flexibility in estab-
lishment of school-to-work systems in States and localities, the legislation builds on
successful efforts undertaken by innovative States and communities, while providing
Federal guidance on the establishment of a national school-to-work policy. The legis-
lation calls for the development of local partnerships of educators, employers, work-
ers, and students to build high quality school-to-work p . Under the proposal,
school-based and work-based learning are integrated, with students participabng in
school-to-work programs gaining valuable work experience, under the guidance of a
workplace mentor. Finally, students completing this program would receive a high
school diploma, a certificate of competency in an occupation, entry into appropriate
postsecondary education (where appropriate), and/or entry into a skilled, Iligh-pay-
ing job with career potential.

I commend the President and the Secretaries of Labor and Education on their de-
velopment of this legislation. And, I look forward to continuing our bipartisan work
to improve our U.S. workforce preparation systems.

Chairman FORD. All right.
Have you gentlemen flipped a coin yet?
Secretary REICH. He won.
Chairman FORD. Who is going to kick, and who is going to re-

ceive?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. RILEY, SECRETARY OF EDU-
CATION, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Secretary RILEY. Mr. Chairman, due to my intellectual strength,

I think Dr. Reich is going to let me go first.
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goodling, Members of the committee, it is

certainly a pleasure for me to have the opportunity to be with my
good friend Secretary Reich and discuss the President's School-to-
Work proposal.

We have a joint statement which we would ask be submitted for
the record, and we will have more brief statements that we will
present.

Early this month, I had the opportunity, along with Secretary
Reich, to go to Delaware with the President and launch this new
initiative. It was a wonderful way to kick off this program, which
is all about a jump start; but that is what we are doing.

We are launching an initiative that will eventually help millions
of young people to jump start their careers. Every year a couple of
million young people begin high school; and then the majority, as
Mr. Goodling points out, will never finish a four-year college de-
gree, probably 75 percent as he said. Yet these young people are
really the heart and soul of the future workforce of this country.

Many of these students just drift through school. They will sit in
the back of the classroom. They will get Cs; and then when they
graduate, suddenly they realize they have no idea how in the world
to get a job. They have no family connections, no specific skills, no
understanding about how to hook themselves into the economy. It
is not always their fault. We have gotten into the habit of thinking
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that education is fikb an assembly line. It is the old industrial vi-
sion of education, and it simply doesn't work anymore.

Our children are smarter, and we think one of the reasons they
turn off from school is sometimes it is simply a remarkably boring
experience. It becomes routine, unchallenging; and if a child is sub-
jected to a watered down curriculum, then pity that poor child.

Then we wonder why they drown themselves in television or fi-
nally give up and drop out. We never really answer a basic ques-
tion for them: Why do I have to learn all of this? We haven't done
a very good job of making the connection between earning a pay-
check and some basic career goals. So they come out of school
uninspired and, in some cases, without even the most basic skills.

The national adult literacy study found that about 20 percent of
the people with the lowest level of literacy have high school diplo-
mas. So what do they do? They bounce around, take any job to get
by, and live from paycheck to paycheck if they can find work. Al-
most a third never figure out a real career path until they are
around 30 years old. And that is about a decade after they grad-
uate.

We need to reinvent the American high school to find a way to
catch the attention of these young people to help them get a focus
on life a little earlier. We can't continue to sort students into either
a college track or a general track that leads to nowhere in particu-
lar. The high school of the future is going to have to give our young
people a solid academic background that meets high standards, the
kind of standards that would be established under Goals 2000, the
Educate America Act, which will be benchmarked to the highest
standards in the world.

At the same time, we will have to get them thinking about life
beyond high school to give them an opportunity to choose from a
series of career paths, to be able to enter programs like the one the
President visited this month, one that starts them on a path to-
ward getting a portable and nationally recognized credential, a
skills certificate that tells every employer that these young people
know what they are doing. And that is what the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act hopes to achieve. And if we do this rightand
we canwe can prepare these young people for even more sophisti-
cated training at the community and four-year college level.

I want to thank Secretary Reich for his leadership in this effort.
Our two Departments have worked hand in hand, along with staff
of this committee and the Senate committee, both on Goals 2000
and on this companion initiative.

I can tell you that this type of cooperation is one sure way to
reinvent government. The theme of reinventing government is the
cornerstone of this legislation. In order to build school-to-work sys-
tems, we have to reinvent the whole Federal, State, community
partnership.

The development of these school-to-work systems simply won't
work if we think in terms of a Federal one-size-fits-all model. There
is an enormous amount of creativity in this country. And this new
initiative is designed to take advantage of this creativity, to build
upon the innovative programs that some States and communities
have already started.
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As a former governor, I know what a difference it makes to have
flexibility to craft your own solutions to fit the particular economy
of your State and your community. And that is why this legislation
includes waiver provisions to give States and communities the
flexibility that they need to create a school-to-work system, one
that encourages creativity to integrate existing Federal programs,
like the Carl Perkins Act and the JTPA to support the development
of a comprehensive school-to-work system.

Under this legislation, the Federal role is really to promote the
creation of school-to-work systems at the State and local level. We
will provide the seed capital to help States and communities get
started. Conceptually, we will frame the picture by setting out
three core components that every school-to-work program should
have, and then we will give States and communities the latitude
that they need to fill in the details.

First, every program will include school-based learning and a
program of study that meets challenging academic standards devel-
oped under Goals 2000.

Second, every program will incorporate work-based learning, in-
cluding paid work experience and workplace mentoring. Work-
based and school-based learning will culminate in the award of
high school diplomas and skill certificates that are recognized by
industries and for which the students have trained.

And, third, local programs will be required to provide connecting
activities that are essential to matching students with employers in
bridging the worlds of school and work.

Because of the importance of high academic and skills standards,
Goals 2000 is integral to the success of what we are trying to ac-
complish in this new program. Through Goals 2000, we hope to cre-
ate challenging voluntary national standards for core academic
courses. States will use these standards as benchmarks in develop-
ing their own high standards. Students in school-to-work programs
will be expected to meet these high academic standards.

In addition, Goals 2000 also promotes the development of na-
tional skills standards. A student who successfully completes a
school-to-work program will earn a skills certificate benchmarked
to these national skill standards. The skill standards set by the Na-
tional Board will state plainly what a person should know and
should be able to do in a broad range of occupations.

Now, what does this mean for employers? It will give them some
sense of security that a student who walks into their office with a
skill certificate already Eas some of the basic skills needed to func-
tion in their industry. Students, for their part, will know that a
skills certificate earned in Illinois will be respected from Oregon to
Maine.

Finally, I believe this legislation will go a long way toward an-
swering the question that students have been asking for genera-
tions: 'Why do I have to learn this? In the end, they will come to
realize that the truth of the reminder that President Clinton has
so often issued, "the more you learn, the more you earn." And in
addition to their careers, this foundation of learning will make for
better parents, for better citizens, and for a more fulfilled life.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Secretary.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT REICH; SECRETARY OF LABOR,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, DC
Secretary REICH. Thank you, Chairman Ford, Representative

Good ling, Members of the committee.
It is now time for the world of education and the world of work

to join together to make sure that every American child has an op-
portunity for a full and productive life, even if they are in the 75
percent who do not graduate from a four-year college.

I cannot stress with this committee enough the importance of be-
ginning to overcome the widening gap between those who are pre-
pared for the world of work and those who are not.

We have seen over the last 15 years a widening gap. Since 1980,
the earnings gap between the college educated and the non-college
educated has doubled. It continues to widen. This is a major na-
tional problem. A lot of that earnings gap has to do with the failure
of this society to provide avenues of careers and upward mobility
to young people who do not graduate from four-year colleges. We
have to dispell the assumption, we have to disenthrall ourselves
from the premise that in order to have a good job, you have got to
have a four-year college education in this country. That can't be
right. That can't be the only way to obtain a good job.

Technology and global competition are both conspiring to in-
crease that gap. Technology is your friend if you are prepared to
use it. Technology is your competitor and it is going to take your
job away if you are not prepared.

We are talking not only about manufacturing, but also about
services. You can see it all around us. Bank tellers replaced by
automatic teller machines. Remember we used to have a lot of tele-
phone operators. Now we have a lot of automatic switching machin-
ery and on and on and on.

International trade is the same. Twelve thousand people are en-
tering the world economy every week, the vast majority of whom
would be delighted to work for a small fraction of prevailing Amer-
ican wages. Most of those people are working for wages far below
Mexican wages.

In order to overcome the gap that is growing between the well
prepared and the unprepared in this countryand it is beginning
to be a yawning gapwe have got to prepare the unprepared.

This piece of legislation is just a beginning. It is not a panacea.
It is not going to solve the problem but it is, potentially, a major
step forward.

Now, it is easy to talk about. Over the last nine months, Sec-
retary Riley and I have actually gone out there and looked at what
is working. This legislation builds on what is working already. We
have seen in various States and various communities school-to-
work transition programs that really are making a difference.

We went to York, Pennsylvania, not too long ago. We saw some
apprenticeship programs that really were with small machine tool,
metal cutting plants, young people with mentors right there gain-
ing the kind of training they need to have a good job.

In Vermont, apprenticeship programs and training programs are
beginning to be provided to a lot of young people who are not going
to four-year colleges. Students are working with community col-
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leges and technical institutes, gaining work-based and school-based
experience.

In Wichita, Kansas, Louisiana: There are pockets around this
count*: where this is already working.

The intent of this legislation is not to impose a new layer of gov-
ernment bureaucracy. It is to provide seed capital to encourage
more States and communities to get on board.

There are four vital reasons, it seems to me, why this particular
model of legislation works: First of all, it lets business in on the
ground floor. We have a long and noble tradition in this country
of vocational education, and it has done a terrific job in many re-
spects. This piece of legislation builds on that tradition. It lets busi-
nesses in on the ground floor of training their future workers.
Under this program they will have designed training programs that
fill their needs directly.

And, secondly, it does build on what works. We have tried to
model the program around what we have seen that does, in fact,
work around the country, not a one-size-fits-all model, but an at-
tempt to provide some criteria that the vanguard States, the van-
guard cities, and communities which are already doing it can meet
and some planning money so everybody else can get on board. It
will encourage a national network. Ultimately every State will
have an effective system tailored to local needs.

Third, employers in partnership with labor define the skill re-
quirements for jobs and help govern the program. What you are
seeing here, the partnership between education and labor is, in ef-
fect, a metaphor for what we are beginning to see around the coun-
try and what this legislation seeks to achieve. Secretary Riley and
I have been working very hard on this; but getting workers, edu-
cators, labor, and government officals around the country working
together on these kinds of programs will get the ball rolling even
faster.

And, finally, this program is about leveraging resources. It
stretches scarce Federal dollars by using them as seed money or
what might be called "venture capital" to encourage States and
communities.

And by the way, what more important venture to invest in than
young people's lives. We believe this Act is practical. We are par-
ticularly pleased that this proposal has so much broad-based sup-
port. Every major business organization has come out in support of
it.

In addition, the AFL-CIO and other labor groups are very sup-
portive. This is the kind of legislation for which the time has come.

I want to thank you, Members of this committee, for all the work
you have done. We have been working with you, and many of you
have been working on this issue for years.

Again, we are building on work that has been done, and the time
has come to put that work to use.

Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Riley and Mr. Reich follows:)
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The United States Department of Education
The United States Department of Labor

Joint Statement
of

Richard W. Riley
Secretary of Education

and
Robert B. Reich

Secretary of Labor
before

Rouse Education and Labor Comaittee*

September 29, 1993

Chairman Ford, Kr. Goodling, and members of the Committee,

we thank you for this opportunity to appear hero today to discuss

the "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993."

Our joint statement reflects the Department of Education's

and the Department of Labor's unprecedented collaboration in the

design and implementation of a major now education and training

initiative. For our Departments, "reinventing government" has

included working in partnership to design a new nationwide

school-to-work system to create opportunities for students from

all educational, social, and economic backgrounds. This new

system is designed to be "bottoms-up" and outcome oriented, and,

through "venture capital,* is intended to bring to bear resources

from other Federal, State, and local programs to leverage

systemic reform.

We have benefitted greatly from the leadership of this

Committee which has been so committed to improving the transition

from school to work for all young people. You have laid much of
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the foundation for this initiative and have encouraged us to join

with you in designingsa comprehensive system that prepares young

Americans for higher skill, higher wage careers.

Building on Successes

This legislation builds on the work of many States and

localities that are rapidly developing innovative school-to-work

programs which combine academic and occupational learning.

Practitioners from across the country have met with us to share

their experiences in operating youth apprenticeship, tech-prep,

career academies, co-op education and other programs that prepare

students for work and to offer their counsel for developing a

nationwide system that goes beyond any single program.

The "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993" reflects the

recommendations of a wide spectrum of business, education, labor,

civil rights and community based organizations, and Stat. and

local governmental organizations that have a strong interest in

how American students prepare for careers. The Departments of

Education and Labor have consulted with a wide ranging number of

individuals throughout the development of the legislation. As a

result of this input, we have a sound bill supported by numerous

diverse organizations representing all of the stakeholders who

are key to successful School-to-Work partnerships. An attachment

to our statement lists organizations that have provided written

statements supportive of the legislation.

Finally, we are enormously pleased that the School-to-Work

Opportunities Act already has solid bipartisan support. Thus
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far, there are 25 Senate sponsors and 44 House sponsors. We hope

that, as this proposal makes its way through the legislative

process, additional co-rponsors from both parties will sign on.

This initiative is premised on the belief that vork-based

learning integrated with related academic training can provide

American youth vith the knowledge and skills necessary to make a

successful transition from school to a first job in a higher-

skill, higher-wage career. Throughout the spring and summer, and

culminating in President Clinton's visit to the Opportunity

Skyway Program in Georgetown, Delaware, a nunber of you have

joined us on site visits to observe the impact on students of

learning where there is no artificial division between what is

practical and hands-on and what is academic. During these

visits, the students we met talked about "doors being opened for

then," "'meeting role models," "expanding one's interests,"

"hands on experience is what counts" and "learning a lot more

because it is fun." Finally, one young woman in the Opportunity

Skyway Program, which prepares students for careers in aircraft

maintenance or as pilots, spoke eloquently of the need for such

opportunities to be available to students.

Mood for a Comprehensive School-to-Work System

As this Committee knows too well, many of America's young

people do not po sssss the basic academic and occupational skills

necessary for the changing workplace or further educat!sa.

Three-fourths of America's young people enter the workforce
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without four-year college degrees. Research indicates that the

early years in the labor market for many graduating high school

students are characterised as a 'churning process', where youth

Who do find esployment sipply move from one low-skill job to

another. Many do not find stable, career-track jobs for a good

five to ten years after graduating from high school.

V. also know that the wages, benefits, and working

conditions of Americans without college degrees aro eroding

rapidly. In the 19$0,s, the gap in earnings between high school

and college graduates doubled; for those without high school

degrees, the gap grew even wider. The reasons are complex, but

two factors stand out:

the lack of a comprehensive and formal system to prepare

youth for higher Skill, higher wage jobs; and

the shift in demand in favor of workers with skills and

Algal= markers without them.

While our major international competitors aro refining and

Improving their school-to-work transition systems, the United

States has yet to develop one. In practical terms, this swans

that, unlike their peers in Japan or Germany, for example, young

Americans entering the workforce after high school make their way

into their first jobs with little guidance, direction, or

support.

Meanwhile, many American employers tell us they are unable

to hire entry-level workers with strong academic and occupational

'kills, thereby harming their ability to compete successfully
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against international cospotitors that are increasingly

transforming themselves into high performance work organizations.

As President Clinton said in his visit to the Opportunity

Skyway program earlier this month: "If we aro going to prosper in

the world toward whidh ve are heading, we have to readh out to

every one of our young people who went a job and don't have the

training to get it. We don't have a person to waste...when vs

waste them... the rest of us pay. We pay in unemployment. We

pay in welfare. We pay in jail costs. We pay in drug use

costs."

Putting in Place a 7ramework

The "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993" puts in place

the framework for a high-quality system in all States to serve

significant numbers of young people, including those who plan on

continuing their education at a college or university. This

initiative is not about establishing a new program that will

compete with existing programs for limited resources and

customers; rather it is about putting in place the building

blocks for a nationwide system. We expect that States and

localities will be able to build such systems by enriching and

expanding upon existing programs -- such as youth apprenticeship,

tech-prep education, cooperative education, career academies, and

school-to-apprenticeship programs.
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Links with Goals 2000

This proposal is closely linked to the "Educate America Act:

Goals 2000" which promotes the development and encourages the

voluntary adoption of national academic and skill standards.

These standards will provide a framework within which School-to -

Work Opportunities programs will be developed and administered.

mal students, including students in a School-to-Work

Opportunities program, would be hold to the same high content and

performance standards developed by States under the Goals 2000

legislation. School-to-Work Opportunities programs would have to

prepare students -- both through school-based and work-based

learning -- to meet these challenging standards. In addition,

the establishment of national skill standards in broad

occupational areas would guide the development of what a student

in a School-to-Work Opportunities program would need to know do

to earn a skills certificate.

We must set high expectations for all of our youth, college

bound or not, and seise this opportunity to enlist employers'

active involvement in preparing youth for work. Education,

business, labor, and communities need to come together; academic

preparation and occupational training should not bet offered in

isolation from the workplace.

Legielatiemos Primary Features

The proposed legislation provides "venture capital" for

States and communities to underwrite the initial costs of
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planning and establithing a statewide School-to-Work

Opportunities system. These systems would be driven by State and

local decision makers and ultimately be maintained with other

Federal, State, local and private resources.

Although the legislation provides for a significant degree

of local flexibility and creativity so that programs can address

local needs and respond to changes in the local labor market,

there will be common elements in all programs. All School-to-

Work Opportunities programs would contain three core components:

Work-based learning includes providing students with a

planned program of job training in a broad range of tasks in

an occupational area, as well as paid work experience and

mentoring;

chool-based learning includes a coherent multi-year

sequence of instruction in career majors -- typically

beginning in the eleventh grade and including one or two

years of postsecondary education -- tied to high academic

and skill standards as proposed in the "Goals 2000: Educate

America Act." School-based learning must also provide

career exploration and counseling, and periodic evaluations

to identify students, academic strengths and weaknesses.

Connectina Activities would ensure coordination of the work

and school-based learning components of a School-to-Work

Opportunities program, such as providing technical

assistance in designing work-based learning components,

matching students with employers, work-based learning
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opportunities, and collecting information on what happens to

students after they complete the proves.

Students completing a School-to-Work Opportunities program

would earn a high school diploma, and often a certificate from a

postsecondary institution. They mould also get a portable

industry-recognized credential certifying competency in an"

occupational area. Most importantly, these students would be

ready to start a first job on a care2r track or pursue further

education and training.

Under this legislation, States vill have sultinle avenues to

build school-to-vork systems vith Federal support-- development

grants, implementation grants, and waivers. First, we expect

every State that applies to get a development grant, which can be

used both to produce a comprehensive plan and to begin the

developmental work of constructing a system. Second, once a

State has an approved plan, it can be considered for a five-year

implementation grant. The school-to-work implementation funds

will roll out in "waves" vith leading-edge States awarded the

first grants with the understanding that their efforts are, in

part, to inform and improve subsequent efforts. This will enable

the pace to pick up as we go along. We anticipate that with

sufficient funds we will be able to begin supporting

implementation in all States over the next four years.

State plans and applications for implementation funds must

address some fundamental issues to ensure a successful state-wide

school-to-work system. These include:
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Ensuring opportunities for all students to participate in

School-to-Work Opportunities progress, including students

who are disadvantaged students, students of diverse rac...

ethnic, and cultural backgrounds, students with

disabilities, students with limited English proficiency, low

achieving and academically talented students, and former

students who may have dropped.out of school;

Ensuring opportunities ioryoung woeen.to participate in

programs that lead to high..verformance high-paying jobs

including jobs in nontraditional employment;

Continuing the SChool-to-Work'Opportunitimrprogras when'

funds under this proposal are no longer aVailable.

Coordinating funds under the 9chool-toTWork Opportunities

program with funds from related Federal odtcaiion'ind

training programs (such ai the Carl D. Perkins iocetional

and Applied Technology Act', the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, the Job Training Partnership Act,'.the Family

Support Act, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

and the Adult Education Act).

Stimulating and supporting School-to-Work Opportunities

programs to meet the requirements of.the proposal end

expanding the program throughout the State.

Implementation funds may be expended for activities

undertaken to help a State implement its School-to-Work

Opportunities system. The legislation provides that such

activities may include, for example, recruiting and providing
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assistance to employers; conducting outreach activities to

promote collaboration by key partners; providing training for

teachers, employers, workplace mentors, counselors and others;

providing labor market information to partnerships to help

determine which higher Skill, higher wage occupations aro in

demand; designing or adapting work based learning programs; and

working with other States that are developing or implementing

Sdhool -to-Work Opportunities systems. In addition, funds

authorized by the legislation could be used, for example, to

provide services to individuals who require additional support in

order to participate effectively in a School -4:42 -Work

Opportunities.

Third, States will also have the opportunity to seek waivers

to provisions of related Federal education and job training

programs. Waivers are an additional resource to assist in the

start up and implementation of School-to-Work Opportunities

programs and to facilitate coordination between this new effort

and existing programs. Though the pace of program expansion will

depend on the amount of funds appropriated for the legislation,

we have structured the initiative to enable rapid, nationwide

activity.

Fourth, the legislation also authorizes support for direcZ

Federal grants to local communities. These grants will bel for

communities that aro prepared to implement a School-to-Work

Opportunities program, but that are in States not yet ready for

implementation.
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Fifth, grants will be available for urban and rural areas

characterized by high unemployment and poverty, to give these

areas special support to help overcome the substantial challenges

they face in building effective School-to-Work Opportunities

programs.

Finally, funds are also provided to the Secretaries to offer

training and technical assistance to States, local partnerships

and others, to conduct research and demonstration projects and,

in collaboration with States, to establish a system of

performance standards.

Safeguards

The proposal also provides safeguards for the School-to-Work

Opportunities program to protect students and existing workers.

Anong other stipulations, these safeguards will prohibit the

displacement of any currently employed worker or reduction in the

hours of nonovertime work, wages or employment benefits. The

bill also ensures the integrity of existing contracts for

services or collective bargaining agreements and the

applicability of health, safety and civil rights laws.

Partnerships

The proposal requires hroad-based partnerships in States and

communities -- without these partnerships real and lasting

changes will be difficult to achieve. States applying for

Federal development and implementation funds must show how:
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The Governor, the chief State School Officer, State agency

officials responsible for job training and exployment,

economic development, and postsecondary education and other

appropriate officials are to be involved in the development

and imp7,ementation of a School-to-Work Opportunities

systems, and;

The State will enlist the active and continued participation

o employers, secondary and postsecondary educational

institutions, labor, local elected officials, community

based organizations and many others parties that should be

part of a Sdhool-to-Work Opportunities system.

At the local level, partnerthips composed of evlover.;,

public secondary and postsecondary educational institutions or

agencies, and labor organizations as well as other appropriate

entities will be responsible for local sdhool-to-work programs.

Conclusion

The Departments of Education and Labor will continue to work

in a collaborative relationship to implement an effective School-

to-Work Oprortunities system. Our collaborative efforts are a

model for those State and local partners as they move forward

with this new initiative.

We believe the School-to-Work Opportunities Act can help

produce the skilled, prePared, and flexible workforce that the

new economy demands. That is why this proposal is such an

important part of the Clinton Administration's workforce
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investment strategy.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for your commitment to work to

gain rapid and bipartisan enactment of this important

legislation, and for your ongoing leadership in this area. We

lodk forward to continuing to work with you, Mt. Goodling, other

Committee members, and other leaders in the House deeply

committed to developing a comprehensive School-to-Work system in

this nation.
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ORGANIZATIONS MAT HAVE WRITTEN STATEMENTS SUPPORTIVE OF

THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITIES ACT OF 1993

Dakar
National Alliance of Su Owes
National Aeneas** of Manufacturers
Th. Business Roundish!. .
U.S. Clamber al Common

War
AFLeCIO
Amerian Pedoratica at Teachers
National Edurstiat Assoxiation
Urfics EmPlontis Intonational Union
United Assonance al journeyman and Aventine.. ot Plumbing and Pipe PItting

Industry et tin United Sion and Canada

Sibuslion
Marian Association of Community Collages
Council of Chid State School Mors
National Assocation at Sat* Directors of Vocational Technical Education

Consortium
National PTA

Cildillidniundamintelbaulamainftm
Naticcal Urban Lingua, Inc.
National Youth Employmant Coalition

National Association al Counties
National Conform* te Stat. Legislatures
National Gnomon Association
U.S. Coolsrenos

Nat
American Youth Policy Forum
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United States Department of Education
United States Department of Labor

WHY SCHOOIL-TO-WORK?

School-to-work programs assist students in making the transition from school to a good first job on
a high skill, high wage career track. Combining learning at the worksite with learning in school,
school-to-work programs establish a partnership between schools and employers and prepare
students for either a high quality job requiting technical skills or further education and training.

Promising school-to-work programs integrate work-
based learning and school-based learning, academic
and occupational learning and they link secondary
and post-secondary education. Hands-on learning
and the integration of school and work curricula help
students see the connection between what they learn
today and hew well they will do in jobs tomorrow.
The strength of schent-to-work is the diversity of
approaches in meeting local nee& Successful
programs often share three basic program elements:

Work-base,!. learning, which includes paid work
experience, stvctured training and mentodng at the
worksite.

SchooMsased learning, based on career majors, which
is a program of instruction designed to meet high
academic and occupational skill standards.

Connecting activities, which assist employer;
school's and students connect the worlds of school
and work. This is this *glue that helps the local
partners deliver quality programs.

WHY SCHOOL-TO-WORK?

Sevenry -five percent of America's
young people do not achieve a college
degree. Many of these young people
are not equipped with the basic
academic and occupational skills
needed in an increasingly complex
labor market. The low-skill, high-
paying manufacturing jobs that once
provided decent employment for
relatively unskilled Americans no
longer exist. Therefore, many high
school graduates do not find stable,
career-track jobs for five to ten years
after graduation.

In today's highly competitive global
economy, business performance is
determined in large pan by the
knowledge and skills of workers. The
technological pressures make
employers reluctant to take a chance
on inexperienced high school graduates
whose diplomas signal nothing about
their skills, knowledge and ability to
perform increasingly difficult work.

The lack of a comprehensive and effective school-to-work transition system has alm had a
significant economic impact on students. In the l9$0's, the gap in earnings between high school
graduates and college graduates doubled; for those without high school degrees, the gap grew even
wider.

Not only has the lack of school-to-work assistance had a negative impact on the earnings potential
of our young people, but it also has had tremendous costs to business and our economy as a whole.
Because businesses lack more highly-skilled workers, their productivity suffers and, in turn, our
economy as a whole suffers.
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rastnenhIns ter Schetf-Te-Wevis

No single approach ut building school-to-work programs is appropriate for all communities. A
successful school-to-woth system will be built locally, not imposed top-down from Washington,
D.C. Local partnerships of employees, schools, labor organizations, parents, students end
community leaders together will design and implement the programs which fit their individual
circumstances and unique needs.

A successful, national school-to-work system ought to build on the promising approaches being
developed in many stator and communities including youth apprenticeship, tech prep, career
academies and cooperative education. Progtams are more likely to succeed if there is ongoing
community ownership of the program for bettering young American's career opportunities.

Successful school-to-work programs require the active involvement of business end community
leaders, labor and educators. Employers, in partnership with labor, define the skill requirements for
jobs, participate equally in the governance of the program, offer quality learning experiences for the
students at the worksite, and provide jobs for students and graduates. Businesses share information
with schools on the technologies, management processes, business practices end structure of work
in toclay's organization. For school-to-work programs to be successful, all partners must work
together to develop curricula that will prepare students to enter and succeed in technologically
complex worksites.
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The United States Depanment of Education
The United States Depanment of Labor

SCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITIES ACT OF 1993
LEGISLATIVE FACT SHEET .

The School-to-Work Opportunities.Act, jointly administered by the Departments of Education and
Labor, will bring together partnerships of employers,.educators and others to build a high quality
School-to-Work system that prepares young people for careera in high-skill, high-wage jobs.

Key Strategies for.Building School-To-Werk Systems: .
The leaistation allows for flexibility so that programs can address local nee& and
respond to changes in the local economy and labor market. While the legislation
requires tore componenti and goals; it does not dictate a single Method for fiilfilling
those requirements. Multiple sources of support -- federal granti to .stateswaivers,
direct grants to loaal partnersitips, and high poverty area grants will allow.111..atga
to build School-to-Work systems within the-first few years.

. . .

. States and localities cari build Sthool4o-Work systems upon eXisting succassfiil
programs 1- such as youth apprenticiship,tech-prep education, cooperative education,
career academies, and school-to-apprenticeship programs.

The legislation will promote the coordination of Otte, local end Other federal resnurces.
When the School-to-Work fundi end, Ow programs Will 'he supriorted by othir rescnirces..

The native and continued involvement of local business, erlucation, %Won- ar.td
community leaders is critical to the success Of School-M-Work programs..

The legislation will:

establish required components and goals of every School-to-Work program in the
nation;

provide development erants for all states to plan and create comprehensive,
statewide School-to-Work systems;

provide five-year, implementation cants to states that have completed the
development process and are ready to begin operation of School-to-Work systems;

provide waiver& orcertain statutory and regulatory program requirements 1r ,Ow

other federal funds to be coordinated with comprehensive School-to-Work
programs;

provide direct implementation erants to localities that are ready to implement
School-to-Work systems, but ate in states that have not yet received
implementation grants; and

provide direct Prints to hien Poverty areas to address the unique challenges of
implementing School-to-Work systems in impoverished areas

./
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Basic Program Components
Every School-to-Work program must include:

Work-based learning that provides a planned program of job training or
experiences, paid work experience, workplace mentoring, and instruction in general
workplace competencies and in a broad variety of elements of an industry.

School-based learning that Provides; career exploration and counseling, instruction
in a career major (selected no later than the I Ith grade); a program of study that is
based on high academic and skill standards as proposed in the Administration's
"Goals 2000: Educate America Act," and typically involves, at least one year of
postsecondary education; and periodic evaluations to identify students' academic
strengths and weaknesses.

Connectins activities that coordinate; involvement of employers, schools and

students; matching students and work-based learning opportunities; and training
teachers, mentors and counselors.

Successful completion of a School-to-Work program will lead to a high school diploma;

a certificate or diploma from a postsecondary institution, if appropriate; and an
occupational skill certificate. The skill certificate will be a portable, industry-recognized
credential that certifies competency and mastery of specific occupational skills.

State and Local Governance
The Governor, the chief state school officer, and state agency officials responsible for

job training and employment, economic development, postsecondaiy education, and
other appropriate officials will collaborate in the planning and development of the state
School-to-Work system.

Partnerships that consist of employers, secondary and postsecondary educational
institutions, labor organizations, and other local community and business leaders are
responsible for designing and administering the local School-to-Work programs.

Federal Grants to States and Localities
State and local applications for direct federal grants will be submitted to a peer review

team composed of federal staff and outside experts in education and training. State
applications for implementation grants must include a plan for a comprehensive
statewide system which shows how a state will meet the basic program elements and
required outcomes. la adelition, states must show how the programs will ensure the
opportunity to participate 3 given to economically disadvantaged students, low
achieving students, students with disabilities and dropouts.

Localities will apply for subgrants administered by the states. The state process for
distribution of subgrants will be reviewed and approved by the !Wend government.
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School-to-Work Opportunitiss Act of 1993
Sponsors

* ,* original cosponsor as introduced on August 5

ROUSE (M.A.

*William D. Ford D-MI
*Richard Gophardt 0-M0

*William P. Goodling R-PA
*Dal* Mild.. D-MI
*Pat Williams D-MT
*Austin Murphy D-PA
*Major Owens D-NY

*Matthew Martinez D-CA
*Steve Gundorson R-WI
*Robert Andrews D-NJ
*Scotty Sassier D-KY
*Xavier Becorra D-CA
*William Clay 0-M0
.*Rosa DeLauro 0-CT
*Ron do Lugo D-VI
*Eliot Engol D-NY

*Eni Palo() aaaaa qa, D-AS
*Gene Green D-TX
*Ron Xlink D-PA
*Nita Lowey D-NY

Dave McCurdy D-OX

SENATE

*Paul Simon D-I&
*Edward Kennedy D-MA

*Dave Duranbergor R-MN
*Howard Motzenbaum D-OH
*Claiborn. Poll D-RI
*Harris Wofford D-PA
*Hark Hatfield R-OR

Carol Mosoloy-Sraun D-IL
*John Breaux D-LA

*Christophor Dodd D-CT

20114)

*Goon. Minor D-CA
*Patsy Mink D-RI

Susan Molinari R-NY
*Donald Payne D-NJ
*Nancy Polosi D-CA
*Charlie Rangel D-NY

*Jack Rood D-RI
*Tim Roemer D-IN

*Carlos Romsro-Barcslo D-PR
*Margo Ronk*** R-NJ
*Thomas Sawyer D-OH
*Jose Serrano D-NY

*Ted Strickland D-OH
*Jolene Unsoeld D-WA
*Lynn Woolsey D-CA
Stony Norm D-MD

Michael Castle R-DE
Martin Frost D-TX

Romano Kazzoli D-KY
Sander Lavin D-OH
Aso Houghton R-NY

( S. 1361)

*Patty Murray D-WA
Paul Sarbanes D-MD

Barbara Mikulski D-MD
Dania]. Inouye D-H/
Barbara Boxier D-CA
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STAMM'S IM Imam OP
TVA SCSOOL-TO-WORK OPPORIVAITUS ACT Of

luaintas_Strasaintima
"This is an important first step in helping the nation's youth
earn access to jobs that pay good wages. The United States
desperately needs a system for integrating school and work."

William H. Kolberg
President
National Alliance of Business

"This bill would allow companies to define the skill requirements
for jobs at their company and to offer students the opportunity
for worksite leerning 0Nporiences."'

Jerry Jesinowski .

President
-National Association of WanufectUrers

. .

.
. ... .

"The Susiness Roundtable. comprisingrmore thah.200 mOor
.corporations,'commends tilis new legislatie initiative. It.
-responds to 'our call for hew policy initiatives to improve
.worktorce triining end development for U.S. compatitiveniset"

. .

Lawrence Perlman-. .

.

.
.

Chair, Working Group on Workforce Training.
.

-The Business Roundtable-

"The system the administration proposes is a positii.4 step toward
improving the knowledge and skills of American learners and
helping them succeed in en increasingly competitive global
economy."

Richard L. Lesher
President
Chamber of Commerce of t'le United States of America

kaleaStouintistat
"The proposed legislation is further evidence of the Clinton
Administration's commitment to involve labor organizations,
educators, businesses, state and local governments, and others in
partnerships to build a high-skill, high-wage workforce."

AFL-CIO
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STATIOODITI IN SUPPORT OW
TWI SCSOOL-VO-WORK OPPORTUNITIla ACT OF 1993
- -

"Whether young people are headed for college or work, this
legislation expandt their options. A key part of President
Clinton's education reform effort, it will bring the discipline
of standards to work-preparation programs,"

Albert Shenker
President
American Federation of Nrachors

"Since most other developed countries have well-established
transitional programs from school to work, it is high time that
our nation create a more coherent system."

Keith Geiger
President
National Education Association

"For too long, we have failed to assist youth in making that all-
important transition from school to the labor force. This
legislation takes an important step in providing students with
the high quality education and on-the-job training they need to
enter into the high wage, high skill jobs of the future."

John J. Sweeney
President
Service Employees International Union

"The United Association supports the goals and principles of this
legislation. We are hopeful that the programs created under this
act will, in fact, help America's youth to ;:.'quire high quality
training and lead to high wage/high skill j...3."

Marvin J. floods
President
United Association of Journeyman and Apprentices of the

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States
and Canada.
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STATIOMMTS IX SUPPORT OP
TWA ICNOOL-10-W0U OPPORTUNITIAS ACT OF 111113
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Education Organisations
"We are particularly pleased that the legislation acknowledges
that a strong postsecondary role in School-to-Work is key to its
success. Our member institutions look forward to playing a
central role in the development of School-to-Work programs across
the country."

David Pierce
President
American Association of Community Colleges

"The legislation will serve as an important catalyst for
statewide coherent systems of preparation for employment focused
on high skills and high wages."

Gordon M. Ambach
Executive Director
Council of Chief State School Officers

NASDVTEC feels confident that this legislation will develop a
better trained and prepared workforce and encourage a system with
well-designed school-based and work-based learning. The nation's
economy, students, the education system, the labor market, and
competitiveness will benefit from the success of this
initiative."

Madeleine B. Hearings
Executive Director
National Association of State Directors of Vocational

Technical Education Consortium

"The school-to-work systems that would be created by this
legislation will combine strong academic training with job-
related learning to help prepare young people to face the
challenges of American society when their school years are
completed. We applaud the partnership that will be created when
business and industry leaders, employers, parents, schools,
students and community leaders work together to devise the
school-to-work programs."

National PTA
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SUMMITS IN SUPPORT OW
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"The proposed legislation is flexible and addresses local needs
and labor markets. It.also builds upon existing successful
programs and provides direct grants to high poverty communities."

John E. Jacob
President and Chief Executive Officer
National Urban League, Inc.

"(The) Administration's proposed legislation will help the United
States to be globally competitive and to achieve higher living
standards through high-wage, high-skill jobs."

Alan Zuckerman
Executive Director
National Youth Employment Coalition

"This legislation is the first step in a much needed nationally
coordinated effort to unsure that today's schools are teaching
the necessary skills for tomorrow's worker."

Barbara Sheen Todd
President
National Association of Counties

"The administration has recently unveiled major legislation that
would give grants to states and localities to iaplosent school-
to-work programs. The governors look forward to working closely
with the Congress and the adainistration to expand school-to-work
opportunities."

National Governors'Association

"The legislative proposal recently transmitted to Congress shows
great promise in meeting the needs of our nation's young people."

Jerry E. Abramson
President
The United States Conference of Mayors

8 6
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ilthis-sirsasintisma
"The proposed legislation is truly visionary, carefully crafted
through the finest public outreach effort I have observed in my
33 years in Washington. Instead of students bored into passivity
or into anti-social behavior, the proposal points the way to
hands-on, active, experiential learning in which students are
motivated to achieve academically through organic connections
with employers and workplaces."

Samuel Halperin
Director
American Youth Policy Forum

8 7
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To Promote Workforce Competitiveness

1. The 71.ansition from School to Work
One of our country's greatest challenges in the area of workforce
development is to restructure the transition from school to work. The
Competitiveness Policy Council concluded in March 1993 that because
of our failure to better integrate school and work. "we are producing a
substantial cohort of workers with poor basic skills, little understanding
of what work demands, and limited grasp of how to find a good job or
get good training."

Employability preparation to facilitate the entrance of young people
into productive careers must become a priority mission of our educa-
tional system. An essential element for that transition is to ensure that
all graduates have acquired at least the competencies and skills outlined
in the SCANS report so that the high school diploma becomes a certificate
of achievement. In addition, students should be taught the principles and
processes required for participation in high performance work teams and
total quality environments. These are critical "life skills" for personal
development and effectiveness in all working environments, public and
private.

Few employees, if any. will be able to plan on lifetime employment
security with their employers. Employment security needs to be re-
defined as employability security. College and non-college-bound youth
should learn these.employability skills. Creating this awareness will
involve curriculum change and should begin early in junior high, continue
through high school and. in fact, become part of the learning curric-,1-..n
of workplaces throughout our Nation.

Reforms of tile public education system to support programs related
to the transition from school to work should be based on systemic reform
of the schools, and should accord with the nine principles set forth in the
Roundtable's public policy statement, "The Essential Components of a
Successful Education System."

Present "school-to-work" programs encompass a variety of' models
being tried throughout the US. Youth apprenticeships, tech-prep, career
academies, cooperative education, junior achievement, and school-based
enterprise all offer promising approaches. Community colleges
could play an important role in this process, including using retired
professionals in fields such as engineering, accounting and management
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information systems to provide training. To meet the needs of non-
college-bound youth. effective school-to-work transition programs will
require the following:

Recognition of the central role employers must play in effective
school-to-work transition programs in the development of standards:
in curriculum preparation: in the design of structured work experi-
ences and other school-to-work models: in the certification process:
and in the creation of work-based learning opportunities for students.

Definition of the skills required based on the "customer driven" ,

approach. In addition to the basic readiness skills recommended by
SCANS, workforce competitiveness also requires the development
of skills needed by high performance workplaces. The development
of these skills should be one element of a broader partnership
among business, encation, labor and government to implement
the principles of "Nal Quality. "Quality" skills standards should be
emphasized at all levels primary, secondary and post-secondary.

A curriculum that integrates achool-based and work site learning.
developed jointly by schools, business and labor where appropriate.
that will insure that there are high standards for graduation and that
students learn the required aldlis. An effective school-to-work transi-
tion curriculum will include: orientation to occupational categories and
employment opportunities: understanding of occupational duties, skill
requirements and performance outcomes, instruction about required
school courses and job sidll development: a career orientation process
to help students appreciate their preferences and aptitudes and how
these are linked to specific curricula and job sidll development: and
improved teacher training in the school-to-work transition.

Business, large and small, should become engaged with local education
agencies and schools to improve the school-to-work transition process.
Consideration should be given to incentives, including tax incentives.
'to encourage greater employer engagement in school-to-work pro-
grams. An effective collaboration between schools and business must
ensure that transition programs teach students the skills that busi-
ness needs. In the end, this will be the best incentive for active
business participation.
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A system for giving credentials* thoseacquiring.theskillsBusiness
ultimately will need to make the Commitment that where the achieve-
ment of skill credentials is based on the princiPles of competitiveness
and Total Quality, such credentials will be a Meaningful factor in haring
decisions, along with legal considerations and actual job requirements.

Considerable infrastructure barriers exist that may prevent rapki ex-

pansion in the scale of school-to-work propams in the 1.:S. Concerns
about the availability of teachers and mentors, student salaries, curri-
culum. certification of skills achievement, and the integration of aca-
demic and workplace learning demand carefid consideration:The VS.
government could be a 'catalyst in funding pilot projects designed to
replicate "best practices" and in helping to Wild capacity at the state
and local levels to improve the school-to-work transition and employer
cooperation with educational institutione. In Idditien, the governnwnt
can plaY an important role in identifying Inddisseminating informa-
tion *Wit successful school-to-work models at home and 'abroad,
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.2. Skill Standards
The United States has no accepted standards for the skills needed for
the successful performance of most non-professional occupations nor any
accepted means for measuring the level of such skills. Many have argued
that the development of a competitive workforce requires such stand-
ards to ensure that workers are trained to skills levels benchmarked to
the highest standards of our international competitors. A few industries
have established such standards and a number of pilot programs to
develop them in other industries and occupations are currently under-
way by industry associations and others with some funding from the
Federal government.

A workforce development systein that meets the demands of an
internationally competitive economy requires workers to acquire skills
that meet appropriate standards. The Competitiveness Policy Council
reports that four in ten U.S. business executives say they cannot
modernize their equipment because their workers lack necessary skills.
Work readiness skills should include the five workplace competencies
identified by SCANS (resources, interpersonal skills, information. sys-
tems. and technoloor) and the three-part foundation skills (basic skills.
thinking skills and personal qualities). With respect to skill standards,
the focus should be on "customer" requirements and should involve the
following elements:

Voluntary flexible national occupational skill standards should be
developed by a partnership among business, education, labor and
government driven by the principles of workforce competitiveness
and Total Quality.

The federal government can promote the development of world-class
skill standards by encouraging business to establish and disseminate
standards of excellence which will improve the international com-
petitiveness of the US. The role of government in the development
and promulgation of skill standards should be one of leadership and
guidance rather ',Ian one of control and mandates.
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Methods should be developed to meamiré Whethei kill levels hive
been attained, with maximum recognition i31 the nd for local
flexibility and special needs, and continuous reexamination of new
skills needs.

Certificates of attainment of these skills should be used as significant
factors in hiring decisions, along with legal considerations and actual
job requirements.

Workforce development programs, whether school to work or adult.
should be assessed on the basis of their ability tdtrain workers to
meet such skill standards.

Standards should be benchmarked to world-class levels of perfor-
mance and this benchmarking data should be made widely accessible
to companies, training institutions, and schools.

Pilot projects should be established, within a flexible basic frame-
work that will speed time to market of initial standards development
and testing. The U.S. will gain ground faster if each industry-based
partnership is given the flexibility to take risks, try alternative
approaches, and adapt quickly to its customer input.
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TN. MITTS MUSS
office or the- ***** weretOrY

(Georgetown, Dolowarm)
Vor zemoGiste aoloaao SpOtonber 3, /1153

OSHAAKe SW OHM PRIHIXDSD.
AT SCHoOL To woaK ~GRAN Or oreomPOU2TY KYWAY

Deloorva Ai rrrrr t Hangar
(Mason County Airport
Goorpstown, Delaware

10147 A.W. $OT

112 PlekSiDsHrs Thank you. z want to gar howdelighted 2 am to be beck in Del You know, whoa 2 sewGovernor Carper bar& 2 was rrrrrrr d ot tine book during theelection whon Senator olden and 2 had big rally in WIleington.And 2 was pl eeeee to say 'that 2 was delighted to be In a placwhere it wae not a disadvantage to be tho gsvornor of emailchicken..growing (Appleuse.)

om delighted to be hero today. I eon toil all ofyou sra happy. too. How Could you not be whon you see tlike Chrissy and rraneiumaking 'these presentationse weren't youproud of them? They war. great. Let.* give them nother hand.(Applaus.)

.1.0 want to thank Oevernor Carrot' and my foru.:.
colleague end longtime frlond, now your Cowls. eeeee n, Hike Castla !as* eeeeee r Sidon without him 1 den't think 2 could Cunetionas Presidoat all of thole tor being here today. Ho la notrosponsiblo for the mistakes I make. emly foc the things thee goright. (Loughter.)

2 want to eeeee all your *tote officials( for coming
hor today and many of Ova local officials, and all of YOU :VOW'the varioun groups. 2 wont to sey a eeeeee 1 word of thanks totho two po who also spoke en the (Dorothy Shields
frogs tips ATL-CM: One my longtime friend, Larry POrlmen. oho canefrom a long way aw0y. Ho livos in Hi and he thoughtenough of this proleot Co oomo hove to re Ame mo emmunity. This ie the sort of partnerehip that 2 wantua to kayo in ^aeries.

2.4 like to say, too, how much Z eeeeeeeeee tho work
that Imo beets dons by this oduoatien program end to Diane andto all this e eeeee that are hero -- Carlton SO and othore --2 thank you tor the work yen have done.

2 ca00 her. ted.y Po* lust to showcase t'aee finestw.lente, but to make the point every tudont inmood's the opportunity to be in a program like %his. (Applause.)
2 got into.the ram for President bo 00000 I was very

about !he d 000000 on or my country, 000000 ion that had
bean underway tor 20 00000 uoder the leadership of people in both
parties in WAshIngten with f 00000 that aro inVood till. retch ofordinary politica% 001u 2n 1173, real hourly wages for
moot working pimple peaked In thie country, SI you adlust themtor inflation. ror 80 00000 . nos* American. had boon working a

work weak for the same or lower wages, once you ad'ust
them tor intletion, while they've paid mere for hoelth core,neuelsg and 0000000 ea.

we hove tried a number of things co desi with this
00000 , to doe/ with the whole question of how de You 2040, 00000
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'the amerioan Dream, how do you offer each ****** tion f Younepeoplo a eeeee r future than their ***** te had. It le *Leerthat we hive to eeeee e Our economy, all right, and we oleo hay:to pull our people back together. And the two thing. areinseparable. we need to offer our ?tool. more opportunity,00000 t Chat they astume more reeponeibilivr. We need to all Osreminded that we ore in this together. we hove to reared:to theAmericae community.

That's why when you else here business and iabor and. when you see young people of di ttttttt racial endethnic groups, when You tee people reaching across their partyline.. Yoe really ee the future et America If it's going to begood future.

2 picked 'the two Cabinet combors who are here withme today beecuse 2 thought they could help um to c ttttt thatfuture. The teer ***** of Labor Soh &etch, has been a friend ofmine tor 25 year., and I think hea written more thoughtfully thanany other person I know about the future oft the American workforte and what's happening to us ih this glebal imoonomy.
The 0000000 ry of education Dick elley. has been SWrr::.end for About 15 years now, wee my colleague and one of thebest governors 2 ever served With on the tesvme of education andeeonomic devlopment. 2n other word.. One of thee is am theLabor the other's at eh* advettion Department, butthey birth ur., ,nd that if you want goe4 economic future.there can he re eimple division between work and learning. Wemust do both. (Appian...)

In the last 000000 1 months and in the months ahead,YOU will ate lot of publicity about other initiative. of ouradministration: Th economic plan that reduced tho deficit,inor o 000 incentive. to invest, offered 00 percent of our smallbu 00000000 a chance to reduce their tax burden. but only if thewreinvest in their businesses and gay. tax relief to 20 000000 t of%h. working poor families in the of Delaware.
The over:mane program !hat %he VicePresident will announce next week that will help us to virtuallyrevolutionise lot of the thinge about the federal government,to eliminate watt. and lneffi 000000 end give all of you bettervalue tor your rex dollar.

The health program that the 00000 Ledy has worked onso hard for 000000 % ronthe now, which will finally give everyAmerican family the security oft knowing they won't leee theirhealth etre if they 100e their Jobs or 0000000 in their family isborn with 0000000 medics1 condition, and will give the AmericanAnoints. coemunity the 000000 nee Chet we're not going to bankruptthe country and wreck the 00000 my by 00000nuing to spend more andmore and sort for the same health care. (Appian...)
2 will ask the Cengrese to a 000000 with the

amendments that we secured the 0000000000000 t b 00000 n the UnitedState. end Canada end Mexico because 2 believe it will createmore lobe. And we'll have vigorous debate *bent that. but 2will tell you this: the reel problem we've got right now inAmerie a in 000000 ng More jobs is rooted at leelt An part in thefeet that our exports are not selling 00000d he we have toomany trade barriers In the world end slow 000000 le growtheverywtere.

Latin Acertea is the 0000 f 000000 growing Part ofthe world. They eon buy pore of our things, end they should.
And finally, senetor aiden and 2 are going te workon new Crime eill that will put more police officer. on the

000000 end take more guns out of the, hands of our children.(applause.)

It"
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All of these are critical to restoring opportunity,insisting on more responsibility frOM Our peopl, and givingAmerico the ense that we are ono community again. Sus none ofthem will work unless we smintain stoselfeet determination toducate end train our people at world-elase standards.
W. are living in world where what you earn isfunction of what you can learn; where the 'average le-year-oldwill change sobs filevilft time/ in lifetime) wh ere there can nolonger be division between isnot is practical and what isacademic. Zndeed, one of the young students back there said, I'mlearning a lot nor. then Z used to because this SO tun. Now.tlait sounds tunny enn a lot of you Clapped when Chris.? talkedImiore. but the truth is there's a lot of very serious academiexesearCh which indlostes that sigma! LLLLL number, of our peopleactually learn bettor in practical circumstances than they do inolossroom wettings. it'. different for different people.

(Avplause.)

ror two centuries our education system has always
been adequate to the task and has helped us to keem alive theAmerican Dream -- an awful lot of people here today who wouldn'tbe doing what you're doing if you hadn't had the opportunity cogot good education.

put on the eve of this new century, when we are
struggling so hard to get and keep good Sobs; when we are
struggling hard to reestablish the premise that people that workharder and are more productive should earn more money year In andyear tmt; a world of instant communication, supersonic
transportation, worldwide technologies in global markets and averitable explosion of knowledge and invention, we neve to face
the fact that wo, while we Still hove the beet system of ellnumteducation in the world, aro the only advanced country without asystem to guarantee that every student that doesn't go on to a
four-year college institution has the opportunity to be in thisprogram or one like it that we're celebrating here today.
(APplaUse.) we don't do that. (Applause.)

So what happens? We see theme Yount/ people talk one
we see these young people demonstrate their skilia, and our
hearts aro filled with Soy, and we're proud and we know they're
going to nerve decent future. What wo don't see here today is
that SO portent et the high chool graduate, in this country do
not go on to college, 7$ percent of the high Reheai graduates in
this country don't finish college, and nowhere emar ell of them
are in pro/ream IMO this which ehoUld Start when they are in
high school. That Is what this Is all West today. (Applause.)

During the 1S.Tear period from 34211 to 2095, the
wages of young high school eraduates - that is young people who
are under iS who had only a high sohOol diplooa dropped &soot
60 percent in real torus. The wages of young hieh schoOl
dropouts thst ie, people who are working Cull-time dropped
even more. Why? Se aaaaa of the downward pressure on those wages
caused bY global competition, caused by nechanisation, caused by
all the pressures that you el/ know. Stet young People who got t
least two years ot post-high echOol aaaaa ing related to a
workplace Skill tor which theme is a demand in thie global
economy were overwhelmingly more likely to fat good Sobs with
rising incomes.

Anti wnen you look at the American economy, when you
See the unemployment rate, or you se. the income tatiatice, you
know Chet they're grossly oversimplified. If the leyment
rate La 6.$ percent, what it really means Le them the
unemployment rote among people over 40 with college *dues aaaaa a.
about 3.1 percent, which Is almost zero. you've got *lomat that
many people walking amount int any given time. Out theloyeent rate among yeung who drop out of high school
may be 20 a . And it %bey happen to live in place where
there's already high unemplovoo-m, ia may be 40 er $O percent.

MDR*
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This isue that we're meeting here ebOut today eel,
never acquire a aaaaa deal of public attention because we.ra not
fighting about it. The bill that 2 introduced shortly before the
co aaaaaa lett has Republican as well es Democratic cosponsors.
They are labor as well as businesspeople up here. We ere not
having the old fights, but the old fights have not provided the
new solutions that Americo desperately needs. And that is whet
we ere hers today to seek.

Change is going to haPPen in this country. NO
President can promise to shield the Amerioen people from the
changes going on. And anybody that trios to le einply not being
candid. The reel question is whether change is going to be the
friend of these young people and the rest of us or our nemy.
And that depends on whether we can adapt to *hangs.

This program today is an example of whet Americo has
to do to adapt to change. we can no longer (afford to be the only
advanced nation in the world without system for providing this
kind of training and education to everybody who doesn't go on and
get four-year college degree. We can do hitter. We can have
programs like this everywhere. And that's what ur legislation
is designed to do. (Applause.)

This legislation basically will support learning in
the workplace, learning in the school room, end connections
between the workplace and the school room. It will involve all
kinds of pr aaaaaa that are working. It is not big federal top
down prograr, but we will hove some common eta aaaaa o -- a
certificate that means something when you finish a program,
meaningful learning in the workplace and in the school room,
real connection between work and school, and real chance tO get

job.

And when combined with the other ma2or piece of
education legislation that we have in the Congress. the Ocala
2000 prOgres, which seeks to enshrine in the lew the netiosal
education goals that the governors adopted along with the
previous administration of President bush back in 21111O, thee
legislation will establish for the first time notional system
of skill etendarde so that you will actually know whether you're
learning what you're supposed to learn by natienel standards and
whether they stuck up with the global tompetitioe. That is what
we seek to achieve -- not with new federal b aaaaaaaaa y. but by
building en sue aaaaaa like this. (ApPleuse.)

This bill involve* hi aaaaaa partnership. too,
beiween the top f aaaaa tie.) and Labor. They will sort
of operate like venture capitalists. They will provide seed
money to states, set the goals and the standards, give waivers to
communities to give them sore flexibility es they et up new
programs, end require that the graduates attain reel skill
certificate, that aaaaa y the quality ef their training, nut the
design and planning of the prOgrees will P. left to 00000 s and
communities end educational institutions Who know best how to
address the local possibilities.

rinelly, the school to Work legislation will enable
our nation tor the first time, to create the kind ot partnership
that we so desperately need botwees schools, businesses, labor
and communities, so that we can connect owr people to the real
world.

Thet's why the Su 000000 Roundteble, the National
Association of Nanufac 000000 , the United States Chembe. of
commerce, the National Alliance ot Susinese, the APL-C'...0, and
leading Republican end le legislators ell support this
legislation.

It we ars going to prosper In the world toward which
we are heading, we have to roman out to 00000 one of our young

140R11
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people who Want We and den.% have the tr./Ming to get it. WO
don't have a person to waste. And believe you PO, When we u'oto
them, the rest of um pay. We pay in Unomploysenc. we pay Su
welfar.s. We pay in 'ail Costa. We pay in drug Costs.
fApplause.)

And whoa we make education cone alive as it has fog.
these Young People ono shOwed moo their plane, whom we enable
students to apply Onglish history and science to tbe practical
Probloms of She workplace, we are building future that all ofus will be part of. We ousC- 2 Will ay St again -- we must
learn to integrate serious amadeolc study into the workplace,
tarting in blob mchool one continuing for at least two years
therviaftor for every one who needs lt.

If we do it, lf we do it, wo are going to do as wuch
as anything *lee we could do to guarantee cost Americans a real
shot at a good future. And if we don't :ill of our other, ell ef
our other economic initiatives will be consigned to loss than
full suooess.

x got into this issue when Z was a govornor of a
stets not unlike Deloware, and % saw too many pooplo working
their fingers to the bone for loss and loss and less: too many
peoplo who were dying to go to work who could never find a sob;
too many people who didn't have Impr ***** e cademic
accomplishments, but wore plenty smart enough to learn anything
they needed to know to Compete and wln in this global economy. I
determined then, as a governor that it Z ever had chanc. to do
something about this in this country, I would. And that's what
we're here doing today.

want you to support this legislation just Ilk, you
support Opportunity alo my. x want you to support the idea that
the public and private sectors all over America can do for all of
our young people who need it what this program has don for the
young people we've heard froo today: provide a smooth transition
from echo*? to work.

So far, 000 hiOh schools students have participated
in Opportunity Skyway. Many of them or* on route to carooro in
aircraft maintenance, avionics and airline piloting. Wow they'll
find out how much algobra and geography they.ve learned. And
I'll say this, I'm on ay way back to Washington now using
flight plan that the studemos proper/ad. (Applause.)

Three or four hours from noW, lf I's wandering out
over the Atlantic somewtere (laughter) - I'll know I wasn't
very pursuasivm today.

There Ore programs like this One all Over the
country: we're gotng to build them. Put we need your help. Next
week when the Congress coo., back 2 hope each one of you will do
what you can to encourage the Voitod States Coogress, without
regard to party, to embrace this now approach to new economy to
Vivo those young poople a new feture and UV* Poetic& a better
future.

We can wake a real difference, folks, a real
difference if we'll pass this legislation and got about providing
every young people the opportunity to be as selt-assured, wa
knowledgeable, av skilled ae the two young people you heard from
today. ohat'm an important legacy we ought to loave to theo.

Thank you and Ood bless you sill. (Applause.?

SoD lioDS P.M. SOT
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National Journal August 21, 1491

MAYBE BIPARTISANSHIP ISN'T DEAD YET
ST 11100IIME L STAMM* the 'void "apprenticeship" and labor As of now. business is enthustarticalls

ugned on to the plan, behind the Clinton program. So are enan;

The Clinton Administration's press The fingerponts of the business cOrn- Republicans and Democrats,

release doesn't use the words at alL mutiny are all over the proposal Business On Aug. S. as congressional Republi.
You have to go way down into the organizations told the Administration cant lined up unanimously against the

fuse print of the proposed School-to, they wouldn't want a loi of scedficity in Clinton economic plan sod as Democrats
Work Opportunities Actunveiled mai. the legislationand so the proposal is agonized about nsking their reelection
cr this monthbefore you encounter pretty general. Employers are to be chances on supporting their President.
youth apprenticeship." involsed in planning state sdmoMo-work Mernbers of both parties in both churn.

During last r..ar's campaign. candiJate srstems: they am mentioned for along ten paned the scheolionork bin
Bill Clinton spoke fenently about the with schools, labor organizations and Saying he was 'pleased to loin the
need for a youth apprenticeship program community groupsas members of local Administration," Witham F. Doodling of
that would train high school graduates partnetships that are to make the pro. Pennsylvania, the ranking Republican on

who weren't headed for grams work at the focal level. the Education and labor Committee. co-
college for highovage, 'Mtn bill will be made or broken on sponsored the bill in the House. 'We
high-skulls rote. The idea the irmshernent of business.' laid Phyllis Ism worked jcintic on tbekgislalm. he

was to tnake America even more compel. Eisen, a National Associatian of Manta- added. Indeed, the proposal is similar to a
arm In the global economy focturets' spensfist on workplace train. youth apprenticeship bill introduced this

But organized Labor worried that this ing. 'NO matter what the schools do. part spnng by Cioodling and Rep. Steve
scheme would be confused withand what the government does, if there isn't Gunderson. TtNris.
thus perhaps dtlutethe long.standing the mentorship and the jobs [presided by The bill grecs the MIT and localities a
union apprenticeship programs for bustnessi at the end of the rainbow, the lot M ditaetion sn owning up wnh plans
adults So the Administration dropped system willlou fall of its oast weight." tailored to their Specific needs. And it

vrotAd give them a little seed money
S300 million in fiscal 1995to get started.
No surprise, the state and local organiza
lions praise the bill, too. So does the
American Federman of Teachers

Why the lore.feu? it fits sinth a lot of
what people are thmking now as far as
linking schools and the economy.' a
House DeTOTNIIC staff aide said "The
Administration has been cognizant of
work we've already done and
ahlc to address enough of esersood..
concerns to that eset)hotly
ed in thc right direction"'

OH of which dorset mean Ono tit. 1..
i.latson will zip through In IA, I
-orne slits most atdcnt Aupportt
cue sornc of the &tails A
ma en &signing AChool10,Ani it in,
me, for example. n how to Appeal .

best And brughtest in the mir.,. .^
while not ignoring the clisaMantie
whom the program may he Iheun r e
chance into middle class %%ha. I,
localities and employer groups
the minimum of rottictlen ui.. r..
education and labor organitati..-
certain safeguards written an

All that has no to be haliki!
Congress fights over the fine pt n I

meamome, all sides are haskinc .r .
.4MIth of increasingly fife VI.,
smiles
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MAYBE BIPARTISANSHIP ISN'T DEAD YET
ft NOM I. UMW

The awe AdmMunatioWs pros
relent dowel me the notch at alt.
Yoe Me to no my doss am dm

Pm paint of the peones./ School.to.
Mop Opponent* ANnmensil
a this monthbefore me emounter
"yosth appresom)**

Doing Ism park rumor, candidate
5.11 Pinto. spoke lenemly atom the
mod for a meth appreaucohip wpm
Pat me* use high school padostes

oho *erect seated for
college for high.wage.
Met-PM ids. The idea

me tome* Amara eme more maga-
itire indlegiobei

lbst espaised Moe varied that PO
Mew *mad he confined withend
thee perhaps dilutePe los44usedion
unto* appreeticeship programs for
adults. So the AdeMainrerieet deopped

VX.1
111.1111

the mad 'apprenticeship" old labor
sinnedcm to the Men.

The firmerprves of the Minas coat.
moony ate allow the mama linimm
OfigauriatrOns mid the Admimstration
they meldnY mot .ot of maireity us
the Septlationaod so the pommel is
pretty general. Employer' are to be
imohed 15 Morin state ichoolromek
"stems: they see meramed firstalom
nits schools. labor organizations and
comormity growat memben of lad
paroverships Pm are to make the po-
grom sort, as lett local Mel.

-This bill MN be made or beaten oa
the lememment dladosus. mkt Pleilis
Filen, a Naticieil Assoc:44m al Was-
figurers specialist on matelot main-
leg. fro matter what the schools do.
what the novermeent doss. if Pete ion
the meruorshm st4 the jobs fprovided by
Nosiness] it tee end of at WM" the
syssem wal past fall disease nemht.*

As of Me. laminas ir enthusieuesth
behind Waimea premien. So me eamiy
Repabehm *ad Dentoom

Oe Am, S. es camsenimal Rembh.
cam Need op Velleirlionify iittrts=eu
anew totaceoie and se
moaimed Mort titkie4 their reelection
Awes is supportiog their Presage.%
Members ef both petites in both cham.
bospeabed the schaerAmork

Saying he was 'pleased to min the
mannistration; Wiliam F. Goollem of
torwrimilia. she IWO. **Mon av
she blueatioa sad kolateCementee. co-
spomored the hill la the Home. *We
We embellish** enehrlmidokm. he
Wet isidostiiiettespool isniv ass
yew* apperataimip hO imedeotd that
past arias ay Garai% and Rap. Steve
Garaitra"

Tat Id pm the UM* sod Malkin
lot of Mask+ in comiog up mih
tailoted to their apse& oemk. As4 it
mold Pue them a Male mad mosey
S300 mslissis load 1914topt meted.
Mo =prise, lie Sate sad local cesspits.
does praise the bill. too. So does the
AmerimaFedentionolTescherk

Vilin ihe loreviase 'It Ps MP a lot of
Mist pie* see tainkieig Rem is tar a%
linking schools aid the economy.' a
How DIMCCIlaie malt aide said "The
Admielstratioe hos been cognisant ot
met ue'w already dose and his been
able to *dress enoosh of esersheds
concemssornat erne)** feels Wane.;
ed sidle nom &mint"

All of which dnesn'l mean Put the kr
itlation roll op throash. Is fart. as...,
woe of en mai ardent ',mowers ad.
am MN of the deans. A centul oko
ma in desiring schoolronork trim
toe. lor clam*. is hp. to appeal MO:,
hest and brightest to the matn.tru....
*Mk not twang the dmedrantated
whore the program may be the., no.
<bailee Imo middle Nam %Ur vtit,'
locators and employe, group, tn..,
the 111111111YM of ft4f1C11011,. (pal 1.0'
educalmn snd labor organtratarn..
ammo safesusrdterthen

All that has yet to be battled tstt
Coogan rights owe the fine print
fitelintirne. ell stdes are baskinc
oarmth of incremmtlly rare n....ten..
wales
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Colarusso and Ms Velez have the same date.
of birth. Sept. 12 18 years ago Walking to
their bus stop after work, they seem like a'
Boston version of -Laverne and Shirley:*
two working women so intertwined theyears,
complete each other's sentences

Would they fool around if they worked'
beside each other?

"I wouldn't," Ms. Velez said.
"No." Ms. Colarusso interrupted.
-When I'm at work, it's at work," Ms.

Velez said.
"Work in a professional manner," Mr

Colarusso said.
Before entering the program, they 'had

only the haziest notions of what might await:
them in the world beyead high scheol. Ma
Velet's mother, who is from Puerto RictAnd
does not scesk English, has mostly tweal cc
public &instance. ML Colarusso's mother IS;
a clerk with the Census Bureau. but 'her .
daughter knows little about what she does.
"She hes her own desk; that's all I know:-
she said.

when asked what they have learned, both:
students talk first about social rather than,
technical skills. Ms. Camas° said that Men
she first started works', her nerves
flare in the presence of doctors. "Haw;:1
by and not get all tied ir,A" she said.

Dean L Manhemer, the hospital's .stco
preshient for human resources, said Deboet
ness's decison to pet the program western'
of both Strum, and solfinteres. "We'veigos'
a lot of Jobe to flit and we Med hMilY.
technical people." he said, explainiag Mel*
sometimes recruits trained tochnictane hear
as far away as Ireland. Taking se
school students who earn PI an Mar Pres
hIM the chmce to train and Wein paella
future employees.

But he warns that Ilatlag was
dents loose in homaanglarelogi=
-an enormous oontaillabliat Of time a4 rgs
sources." The sasilW. MIMS Mao Pig
cost the hospital 1.111ie year, saiklif
Manheimer Llama* MS program Wel
sumes another MIN waft et seperviSera"
salaries. He has paid fee the program InOrt,
by shifting mOrdy tO it from ha recruitmem
bud's.
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Janet Saxton, Ms. Colarusso's supervisoi.:
would not let her out of sight for months.
When Ms. Saxton ran an errand, Ms. Cdlar-
usso was required to follow. so she would nor
be left in the laboratory alor. -

Even now, her uncertamty is often evident:
Pointing to a piece of tissue, she identifies is
as "diaphragm no, diagram, right?"

"Diaphragm you were nght the-first
time." Ms. Saxton said.

"She knows all the words." Ms. Colonise*
said. "I'm lust getting to know them." -

But Ms. Saxton said her protege's skiff 40
prepanng slides allowed her to double her
output over the summer. And Sheila Coliz,
usso. her mother, is among those morainal
by her daughter's rising grades and pod**
attitude.

"I'm shocked," she said. "This is the first;
time I've ever seen a school program work."

Ms. Velez, an Meer roll student,
mg at four-year schools that range from
Regis College In Weston. Mass., to the Uni-
versity of Massa:tweets at Andante. At the
Same time. she *trims to lift Mr conga's&
score of 130 on the Scholastic Apemide.Test.

when Mr. Pere; her supervisor, 'WPM-
talkmg about her work, he gets so enthuses.
tic he often has II hard time stopping. -He
talks of the time a pathologist stopped bie
compliment him cs the slides the Iab_pre-
pared for a conference. "I sid,
via," he said, since she had made them. .

But Mr. Peret's favorite story is absit-Mi.
day Ms. VeMz had to leave ass lab early's*
admonished lum to mi the Mae samples kw,

chemmal vat, a last Mem el brsimpaiik
ordinarily performs.

"She said, 'Don't forget the Kee!" Itlp
Perez sett "I said, This kid's Mains ast +MC-
to do!"

Sure enough. Mr. Pelle %egos the Iselet
And 45 minutes later an alarm ciock wept

off inside his desk drawer. "I go to my *awl.
he Said. "and I lee this big paper: 'Freddy,
don't forget the bone.' "

He beams as he tells the story, hist Mg,
Wier rolls her eyes.

"That's the only way he remembers
bell and a big note," she said. ate spoke with
the exasperatim of a temager who quitr.
suffer adults. She spoke with the confidence

someone about to become one.
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From School to librle
OCATIONAL education is enjoying one of
its periodic upswings. This happens when-
ever educators, industry and government

fret in unison about the occupational skills of the
work force and the country's productivity. The
federal government first decided to fund voca-
tional education at the turn of the century, when
industrialization and immigration brought about
great economic changes. Now, as the post-indus-
trial age settles in, state and federal govern-
ments are again thinking about how to prepare
students for a highly competitive job market.

The young people who are the focus of the
attention are sometimes called the "forgotten half.'
This country lavishly supports those who choose to
attend post-secondary schooL But does almost
nothing fcc the 50 percent, many of them disadvan-
taged, who do not go after a two- or four-year
degree (the percentage rises to 75, since so many
fail to ccaplete college). The United States is the
only iodustrialked country that does not formally
train teenagers in particular vocational skills.
That's psijy why vocational education and commu-
nity colleges, which serve as occupational training
grounds, are marginalized. Would 3 less ad-hoc,
more systematic approach help both to lower

dIrrates and close the skills gap?
Clinton administration would answer yes.

But Mr. Clinton's proposals as president are a bit
more modest than they were as a candidate,

105

when he spoke often of creating youth appren-
ticeships and of training on demand. The plan is
to add to the basic $950 million grant program in
vocational education: the budget calls for 9500
million more by 1995. The states, in vying for
the money, could choose among a variety of
strategies, from career academies to so-called
tech-prep programs that use the resources of the
community colleges.

The country will not be adopting the enviable
German or Danish apprenticeship modelsand for
good reason. The institutional relationship be-
t +teen high schools, businesses and labor unions in
the United States don't resemble those in many
parts of Europe. where industries readily provide
training, certification and guaranteed jobs to young
people. However, the adminktratice is pcopaing to
establish a national skills standard boud, which
would identify and certify the dolls needed to
pedant specific vocational tasks.

All this is just a small share of the overall
investment Mr. Clinton hopes to make in education
and job training. Because cf the caps on die:reboil-
ary spending, the additional nsoneywhether for
vocatonal education or the Job Caps or whatev-
erwon't be available without abaft cuts.
That's just one reason to start small and see what
really works in a country where the federal govern-
ment has never played a signant roie in the
transition from school to wock.

r?
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Where Schools and Jobs Meet
THE BIG debates in education aren't always
about tbe most important things. The cor-
°glory is that scale ci the most important

innovatioes is education don't get a lot of atten-
tion became they're not controversial.

That's the story with the growing interest
among politicians sod Weal= in programa
aimed at mating job opportunities for high
school students not headed to ccilege. This is a
large group of Americo= Hely a tarter of high
school gregrates actually oempista collage; half
never go to =Sege at aL whit I* rest attead
bat don't gradate. In a mild in width there is
an increasingly close relations* between sun-
ings and education levels, these figures point to a
large prolgerm How will the students who never
get to college hod the shills to maintain a &coot
bias standard?

This problem is the foam of a modest bet
potentially important program that President
Piston touted last Friday. His lichooko-worle
proposal is designed to petweete MO *Awl
programs linking academic Mining with raths-
job uperiessce. At the asespistim at Nth pro-
gram, studeats emerge -ellk.net ady a bigh
school degree bst aim yak imilestket in
particular shillenotg impielenk either a
fest jee co cow fir sense to further
training. Among Wm glionalsof el each pre-
grams is the dm ideglIedilts Mil amloyers

it stet to beset
ths mama

in %Mara Zooms,
libe indedideg sem*

leeslised nailing is
wither readies enough stnilmote far *leg a

good enough job at preparing them for work
Otuations that will require a mix of technical,
analytical and academic skills.

Mr. Clinton's ''school-to-woeit program re-
flects. among other things, the limitations under
which he has to govern. His bill provides mainly
seed money to help states and local school
systems set up the programs. The administration
had hoped to get $270 million in the program's
first year. In the budget wrestling so far, the
admimistratica has ringed $67 =Ilion and
hopes to get these programs roming in four or
five states. For 1995 the administratim is look-
ing for $300 million to cover programs in about
half the states. If all goes trell, it would like to
double eat figure and cover all states by 1996.

These are small sums, but then the United
SWs has loot Mel education as primarily a
state aid local reeponaility. Mr. Clinton is
hoping his program will nudge those who run
echool systems in the right direction and create
models that may mstems will want to emulate.
Whey den*, in mq event, are akeedy encourag-
ing prowess dreg these lies.

le job bide& as it odes areas such as
commueity Wag. Mr. Climes is emerging as a
preeickst who speaks is large terms about large
prelims bet oho Ye to settle kr small, experi-
mental programa. Mb is a pries he is paying for
the cotathy's Sod goo sod the public's doubts
shout goversament's @Macy. St, experimenta-
doe is sot always the worst thin, and Mr.
Clam is umelly tails shout the right prob.
km In fhb oak he surely is.
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per year Consumer demand is
down and there is no inflation. So
businesses are scaling back at
home and seeking growth in for-
eign marketsthus needing all the
more to be globally competitive.

That means there will be. oppor
[unities in foreign trade and ser
vices. Language skills and knowl
edge of the world will be a plus.
Math will be at a premium: A
society devoted to investing wisely
and insunng against cost of illness
will need financial advisers. actu-
snes. accountants and. yea law-
yers.

But a society trying to control
costs will also need health care and
legal technicians who an do much
of the work. freeing up doctors.
nurses and other profensonals for
critical tasks.

Commumestans skills will fetch
premium pay: The person who
talks on the phone to mutual fund
investors will have to be even
more knowledgeable, efficient and
personable than the bank teller of
old Competition for such pbs
won't be based on pay alone but on
skills.

That's why apprenticeship is
such a goo! idea. Some states
already have active programa. In
Pennsylvania. is Metalworking
companies are hosting 105 appren-
tices on a paP-Ume Oasts. In Milne.
students spend 20 weeks in schcoL
and work V weeks out of the year;
they go on 10 work and technical
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?age 2

college after high school gradua-
ties.

The movement is just beginning.
says Foster Smith. director of the
Washington-based National Alli-
ance of Business, which helps with
training progranu.

Importantly. apprentice training
focuses on improving skills broad-
ly, not in a narrow way like courses
in cosmetology and other trades.
Apprentsees thus are readied for
the real life of workwhich is not
predictable at any age today.
Again, life is not a career. Young
sters should take a broad view of
their skills and goals.

Study lives of successful people.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg couldn't

get a good sob when she got out of
law school in the 1960. because she
was female land hangs. But she
found work, argued for women's
legal rights...won distinction and is
now a US. Supreme Court Justice.

Rtchard Riordan. lifelong law-
yer -businepman. went into poli-
tics at age 62 and is now mayor of
Los Angels.

Lsok st.people all around you.
the woman taking a law degree in
her Mle. the man laid oft at 50
beginning% to enpy his new con
suiting Cosiness.

Labor iSecretary Reich Is cor-
net: Nojob is secure in the new
economy, But there are opportuni-
ties to step out and achieve. As the
late Grace Hopper. computer pio-
neer andp.*. Navy Admiral. put It.
"A shIpisti'port is safe, but that is
not what ships ue built for."
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Clinton Pushes Training
For High School Students
Job Preparation for Those Not College-Boimd

washinaton Post Seotenter 4. 1q3:

By Ruth Mum

GEORGETOWN, Del.. Sept. 3
President Clinton took time out to-
day from working on health care,
worrying about the free trade
agreement and "reinventutg goy-
ernmenr to promote another ad-
ministration initiative: jcb trebling
Programs loc high achool sonlests.

Clinton traveied to the Sussex
County Airport here, where a pro-
gram called "Operaticn Skyway"
helps students traits for aviation
careers. The trip was meant
to highlight a measure introduced
bat month that would provide
federal fooling for 'school-to-
work" programs to prepare ma-
rcher-bound youth for the job
market.

I tame here tan not fat to
showcase these fine students, but to
make the pat that every student
in America needs the opportunity to
be in a program like as," Caton
ss

Fie said that although the next

few months will be formed on
tato** such as government Worm,
the free trade agreement, the pre*
ident's health case package and a
new crime bill, lame of them will
work unless we manta a neatest
determination to educate sod train
our people at vodkas* sta.
dards."

The Operation Skyway pro-
gram. Clinton said, Is an example
of what America has to a to adapt
to change. We can no loops afford
to be the only sawed nation in
the world without a system for
provichng this kid of trsiolog end
education to everybody who
doesn't go on aed get a fonryeer
°Age degree'

According to federal fens.
percent of high sekin gram*
not go cc to colle.a. and 15 percent
do oot earn a collage degree. Dur
Mg the presidential ciimpsign,
ton ernplisaised the importance of
apprenticeship programs for high.
school students to equip them kr

highirege gibs

The Sarnia-Wark Opportuni-
des Act of 1993, introduced last
month, would pupae money to
states and communities to develop
and implement training programs
and establish national standards tor
such

.TISMaistration asked for
WO miner is fond year 1994 un-
der existiogetelutek but the Rome
has so far provided for only $67
dam and administration officials
said yesterday they expect to re-
ceive less than *100 mdlion.

Clintat received an airplane mod-
el from one of the students in the
Skynay protract, and mid the flight
plan for his heacopter trip beck to
Waangtoa hal bees mapped by
the students.

lheeeor four hours from now. if
Fris nendmigg out over the Atlantic
somewhere, Ill know I wasn't very
Perodeive to*: Clinton ssid.
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Pieeident Mien Wang Medd 0( a Celina I n
foe received whale Waling an aviation school in
Gumgetown. Dal.. to penis bill that would provide

The New York Times 9/c/93

grants for states to create training programs to help
students make the transition from school to the
workplace. At left was Frances Orphe. a student

Clinton Pushes PracticalVob-Training for Youth
Ry MAUREEN bOWD
usu. iliefterso now

GEORGETOWN, Del., Sipa 3
Prosaism Clinton came to an al
hamar here today to sell a preys
desuped to develop better ways of of
ferias lob training to yam,
tanineodred by Wei:Miami
Prearafse

Addrowleta several hundred gm*
at an evidence schwa Mrs that ho ors
odors a model of "practicer
the trodden Slid: "Me truth is
then's a 11 of sertae aisatismie
roman* which lodloaws Mat slotfb
cam numbers el aw pest* actually
Mars better le praNaddruametaaceil
Wes they de la disown sutymi lt
deftlerent tor 111114esut parsple.'

Mt Clinton said he wouhl blu tho
Man to recisim what has base calla.
"the fergotten hair' st American youth

hIgh eduol graduates mid drowns
whe drift front ow eleadend Job IL
anather throw. their 311 widow ever
acepoirina the skills rienossry for mill .
pied, peemising camera

//1111sa Program Urged
This was the President's first push

fte hie "School-1041mb Opportiutitias
Act" a bill that would peovide develop
mma yrs for Nam to curiae us*
keg program to help sosions mit a
men weasseskt tramillso free stint
to Ms useliplats

The Administration sent the bill tc
Congress last month, propoong the
spending of MO million a year beam
slag us the fiscal year 1905. The chief
sponson of the bill. which has attract
ad bipartisan support in Congress ano
praise from labor and business groups
aid Senators Paul Simon of Minces and
Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts
both Democrats.

The President suggested thaf unlike
other Industrialized nations, the UnIte0
States had fouled to forge strong links
between schools and the marketplace
that could start students on vocations]
training before they leave high school

High school guidance counselors
geared toward placing students ut col.
Wee, have historically paid lesa Men
lion to students who do not want tc
continue their education.

Mr. Clinton said that from 1975 tc
ISSI the saltines of high Wool grad*
stet under 23 chopped about 40 percent.
and the wages of high school dropouts
dropped even more

Labor Department statistics suggest
that by the age of Hi only onethird of
the nation's working adults have been
in their lobs for more than a year Anc

1151 WOW Harris survey indicated
am Isis than a third of Ametscar,
employers believe (hat recent high
schwa gredbates are prepared to MN
lobe la thew temewsses

The President was accompanied tc
Delaware today by Labor Secretary
Robert 13. Reich, Education Secretary
Richard W. Riley, and Senator Joseph
R. Eiden Jr., Democrat of Delaware

Lauding "Opportunity Skyway:* the
Delaware program based at Susses
County Airport that trains young pew
ple for yetis tn the aviation held, the
President said "What we don't set
here today is that SO percent of the high
schcc4 eradiates in this country do no
go on to college. TS percent of the high
school animates tn Nis country dco't
finish colleae, and noattere near all SI
them are in programs like this, which
should start when they are en high
school."

Chrisay Thomas, a Junior at Kem
County Polytech High School who u
getting her floes lIcerde at Opportuni
ty Skyway, spoke before Mr Clinton
telling the audience Met "took work
and boring lectures" were not as much
fun as "handoon ever-once."

At the claw of his remarks. Mr
Clinton noted that he mend return ic
Washington on the Prisidential hell
coccer. Marine Cr*, using a flight plan
prepared by the students of Opportuni
ty Skyway.

wr fur hears from nua
I. lirmehleng owt over the All.mln
somesshent," he said, "MI know i ass
n't pereassiva tally "

1 1 0
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Nat lona:. ':: l

A TEST, MAYBE, FOR THE REINVENTORS

111 MOM L STUMM

plion and Labor Secretaries. a hand.
resident Clintonwith his Educa

tul ot Republican and Democratic
mils and representatises at both business
and organized labor in tosstoured J
south apprenticeship training center at a
'Georgetown (Del airport on Sept to
tout his SchooltoShork Opportunities
hill.

But the President candidls conceded
that the publicits stunt might not work.

This issue that we re
meeting nere about today
ma!, neser acquire J great

deal ut public attention because we re not
fighting about it.' he told an appreciatne
crowd of socational training enthusiasts.

The consensus that could dens the
President headlines might obtain for the
Administration the effortless eoneressao
nal *pros al it so desires M the enif ot the
War

VOUDIMILIA

MUNK

Ke re going to need a few easy slab
ties this tail.' Labor Secretary Robert B.
Reieh said in an intersiew a few days
betore the tour '1 wouldn t be surprised
it both Democrats and Republicans want.
ed to show constituents that there were
some things we could get together on and
do relatively quickly and CoSlis

One reason for the lack al dissent
appears to be general agreement that a
national training system Mr high school
graduates who do not go to toursear
leges Is long past being necessars And is
eminently doable 'Vte can no longer
afford to he the ants adsanced nation in
the world without a Astem tor prosiding
this kind at training. Clinton reminded
his Delaware Audience

'RatO do we hose wish an obsious
need. Reich said And WO, do we
have a federal initialise with such palpa
ble proof in seseral states that are doing ii
and doing it well

Two other reasons tor the ,ongenial
greeting afforded the propswat are II,
Osi and its simple legal suustare The
price tag is riot huge Rewn saw. 1A0

think it s enough 10 slant...it, and hand
sin what the states ars ..te,g hat not .0
much that it is going 10 ,m,t, ',Jib Of
the

The legislation ass..., - r lio

-a ' and sw. r r
. The Onion .. :-

anoes .
Hot programs.n
055 the Houe na arrr r .. .

in 5 71IiilOn the Senate na. so :.
A lot ot people don :

nue mones mere win vc
Halperin. director the .-
Poll:, 'Forum in V. asninetin ra .r ...
adsocate ot sCnootto.....ers .
Ms biggest warn is ii oates and s.

liesi take this legislation
wen t ne enough at a carnII ..
going and mace work

It Congress keeps the nroeram I
ture proposed h, the Administrat
sill proside a test ot he P-esidert ,,,
ries *out reinsenting
reWtons tn reducing te.:crai an.
zouraging Collaboration .onong
programs and increasing comm..
among the states tor federal ad

This has a little bit at New Demos
!laser to it.' Reich said 'et, re 7.,
states in competition with one ars.sre
the oasis of a set at enteria we re ce
ing ,A ere not establishing J
we re not mandating awning rh- .

was ot doing business that quite
al for the federal gosernment

All ot which puts a huge harder -..
Ntates and localities to make the .1.,
warring factions in the education c
and business communities cooce c
'There are gotng to be a lot at torl
Halpenn said But the program
he continued, mill depend on now c-
tote the Departments at EduCJIII,
Ubor are going to be in sasing rosa
V.e don t lust want more of the ,mc
want something with a real aors-......
learning component. real
CITIPIC,etS and labor, and so on

At the state and local testi the .-
oat of :he program will turn en
tough the states are in not lust
existing provarns and uheltierisa,.
sortia are going to be able to turn ..:
sub-par programs (that might base
of political cloutl." Halperin said

The Admmistration's plan is 10 ste.3..
system that adheres to national iard.- :
and presides credentials portable ..
the country that, nonetheless.
ton neither finances nor pass it '
federal program is slated to go "Cr
tence once the states are up sr.. .

rung. Reich said
Ouite J trick if they can do it

2191 ss A TtQ'shLIOkRSSLai, St
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Hill Gives Friendly Greeting
To School-to-Work Plan

The Clinton idminitration ent its
school.to.work legislatwe proposal

to Capitol Hall on Aug. 5 as part of its
effort to raise education tandards
and the qualit of the work torce

Schiiiii.to.work programs 41f11 to
help high richool students who are not
going to college. The package was met
wIth bipartisan support from mem.
hers involved in education and labor
issues and from businem and labor
groups. too

"This measure is the result of a :o-
vertime. bipartisan effort on the part
of the administration and Congress to
come up with an effective system to
prepare young people for successful ca.
reers:' said Rep. Bill Goedling. R.Pa..
the ranking minority member on the
Education and Labor Committee.

Secretary of Labor Robert B
Reich and Secretary of Educatton
Richard W Riley worked together to
develop and promote the initiative.

The plan is for the federal govern.
ment to give states grants to develop
a SYStem to help 'non.college.bound
students acquire work skills. Accord.
ing to the Education and Labor de.
partments. :5 percent of America's
students do not receive college de.
grees and do not have the academic
and fob skills needed for manufactur.
mg or other work.

1:nder the bill. school.to.work pro.
grams would vary from state to state.
but each one must provide: learning
about work with job training. paul
work experience and workplace
mentoring: learning at school with ce .
tier counseling that may involve at
least one year of postsecondary *duce.
non and evaluations to identify stu.
dents academic strengths and weak-
news. and coordination among em-
ployers, schools and students, along
with the training of teachers, mentors
and courisclots.

-We are the only major Induatri.
alised nation with no formal system
for helping our young people ... make
the transition from the clamroom to
the workplact:' Riley said in a state.
rnent. "That translates to lost pro.
ductivity arid wasted human poten-
tial."

Sp JUI trams.

Lies MOM

Reich said in the same statement
that "a school.to.work transition sys-
tem is critical to improving th. t(1).
nornic opportunities of our young peo.
ple

The legislation would authorize
5100 million in fiscal 1995. Adminis.
tration officials said they intend to be.
gin issuing planning grants in October
using existing laws as authorization.

The administration's bill would
provide:

Development grants for all states
to create school.to.work systems.

Five-year implementation grants
to states that have developed plans.

Waivers allowing other federal
funds to be used with school.to.work
programs.

Grants to localities that are ready
to put a achool.to.work program in
place even if their state has not yet
received an implementation grant.

Direct grants to high.poverty
gal.

Students who finish the program
will receive a high school diploma.
certificate or diploma from a poet.
secondary school and ara occupational
skill certificate.

feted CIIMpefleS Need Inoerekee
At the National Association of

Manufacturers. Phyllis Eisen. the se-
nior policy director for education and
work force readinese. said her ores.
nixation supports the administration's
proposal and plans to urge its mem-
bers to participate.

"It probably will be made or bro.
ken by how much the business com-
munity is brought into this." Eisen
said. "Ultimately the jobs have to be
there."

Eisen said that small and medium.
sue bueinesees will need some intim.
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Calvin Johnson. a legislator rept-
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Clinton to Push Youth Apprenticeships
That Move Students Into Skilled lolls

By WV G. Same,
SW), ./ TnIt Mau. SMUT Joviucha.

WASHLSGTON - For a Clinton admm-
isusuct that dreams of creating 'high.

foillwete fobs. Men woolen ate
Me proem.

As the future waiters who will have to
fill Mow NM. they must be abie to turn out
products and ServiCtS tO COMPete With the
craftsmanship of the JaPshew end Ger'
mans and the low costs of labor in
deveicging countries.

Thus. the White House is pinning its
hopes on a rtsky program of youth aPPren.
ticeship - a program mat lidos* AmPeriy.
would bolero:a and lath graders WPM
thew interesti. SWIMS would then be
guided through several years of a schoot-
wcet combustion vnth an emphasis on a
specific (Md, such as computers, lew or
financial unites. The hoped.for mutt:
trained. educated lf-yearvids WVh nte
°mon to head for matte. Of Coollnye IS
their fields.

At a confertoce that beams today.
Later Secretary Robert Reich and Educe-
tion Secretary Richard Riley will lowed
their vision of Such 3 prctram.

Mule stefters are still piecing together
details, it's clear Milt any federal sPlire
tice emirate would be designed to help
states and lamina link schools and hop
0e53f3 tO Crtlitt CUMULI that wised
move teenagers into sallied jobs.

Studies have shown that the average
apprentice or vocationslithool student is
about 21 years old: Mat fan Milli COo .
terns about Will high-schooi graduates
are doing to improve their *US dunng the
intervening decade. "Mott WU now, if
they don't go ce 10 a 10110/11: degree.
enter a decade of their*. where they drtft
Iran **vage job to emerage p00.- laid
Hilary Pennington. president of jobs for
the Future. a nonprofit group MU Oaks
apprentice programs. The nick wield be le
reach teenagerSearty to let there en morw
productwe tracks.

A federal progrem alto would he likely
to set national slullstandards tO be sawe
that a high scrooler wlso hie oimpleted
apprenticeship in Maine. for example,
could use those same Mulls in Oregen.

The ainton economic plan envisions
spending more than $1.2 Inflict over the
next four years to direct and help fund such
ipprenticeship plans in all 50 states. com-
pered with only scant funding of similar
programs currently "Not everyone us thts
vuntry should hare s college degree." Mr.
Retch said recently Them must be

muses of word motallty for people
wittunt those dorm."

friCwWww. welt bills were Introduced
last year mann to sunotoork pea
runs. And Sen. gdosrd Esanedy
Maas.). chum= ct the Senate Labor and
HuMan ReaOteceS Committee. is Manning
to press legulation that would establish a
netional board to set skills-standards for
speed* industries.

Efforts in the House and Senate are
likely to be Inputisan. Republicans and
busman& Illte Unrentice proerains because
they want skilled metes. The tack of
help for students who aren't college-bound.
said Rep. BW Doodling R.. Pa. . who
introduced apprenticeship legislation last
year. moult{ in An inadequately skilled
work force. which undercuts Me ability of
the U.S. to compete in the intermatiOnal

Nonetheless. Republicans worry about
the cols of the program. Last year, many
backed a plan advanced by President Bush
to help fund such programs for SIO0
hon. The Clinton economic plan earmarts
atout 52T0 mithoti m the year Owning
Oct. 1. according to the Labor Deeart.
merit.

The idea ida federal apprenticeship
program rawes other questions as well.

"I that Mil will be real bard work.
said Curtis Plot. president of the Anien
can Society for ?minus( and Development
an Alexandria. Va.. organization of corp.
rate training prolusiorials. "Tnining in a
very duentralleed operation inside Amen-
can COnigaillee.-

Othere said the mam hurdle is that high
scrools are designed almost exclusively to
pith meg people into college. "We need
tO get away hoes the idea in this country
that hie prisperation is second class."
WOW Eugenia Bombe/. of Me American
Meriden of Teachers, the largest
MOM MN.

1011111,6At uradoxically. problems
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also could come from one of the achninis
tranon's biggest batters: organized labor

The building trades (Or years have run
what some believe are the Country's rnOst

successful apprenuceshtp programs.

training young waiters in such skills as

welding. asbestos removsl arid bncIday-

me.
Sow, the bwiding trades are womed

that a national apprentice Program could
open the OCOr to nonunion employees'

learning the nine skills. In addition, the
building trades MSc the numberof worken

to the amount ot work. argued Victor
Umber. a !Aber COnsilllant. am thrilled
with the ides of training and retraining.
but it hu to be tione in the lob areas where

there is a need," he said.
Sttll, the stakes couldn't be much

higher. About 10% of sorters haven I

graduated horn college and their earnings
have decreued over the put decade.

Atout 20 administration and Capitol

Hill staffers studied a Boston program.
ProTech, which in many ways embodies

the hopes of seventies programs. Pro-

Tech funnels 200 UM and 12th grade
students horn Sake public high scnoois

into sts teacMag ricdpitals. For 15 to 20

hairs a week. starting at $5 an hour, each

student pertains hospital }ohs. eventually
sPerialitire in lab met Ot technical

USW
"Theft kids were Interested in health.

but were enrolled in the kinds of courses

and performing at academic proficient)
where they couldn't have gotten into col

lege foe these programs." said Ms. Pen

metes of Jobs for the Future. Few 01 :he

students wen reading at their grade level.

a C avenge was
"Now, these bids will become physics.

therapists, lab teas. occupational mers

Pats.- Ms. PerintftgEn predicted
Wm:

ts so strIlung is Mat if you not turn an 'ne

tap a little bit, they itio tuussum
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The one question that I would ask, I guess, would deal with our

concern about starting earlier than has been customary in th::s
country in making this transition.

As the Secretary heard from Mr. Gladfelder at dinner, they are
working with a center city junior high school and making great
strides in this whole preparation of school-to-work transition, be-
cause most of those youngsters will be looking for work.

And I was wondering if you would want to take this opportunity
to specifically indicate in your proposal just where we are zeroing
in on the pre-high school area as far as the preparation for school-
to-work.

I am looking at both. I am crosseyed, so it really doesn't matter
which one.

Secretary RILEY. I think you are talking about a particular pro-
gram, perhaps, that Dr. Reich might be familiar with. Let me
speak generally, of course, on the subject, Congressman.

Many of the tech-prep programs, while that is a two-plus-two
program, levels 11 and 12 plus two postsecondary yearsmany of
those begin two years before the 11th and 12th years and have
kind of a pretech-prep beginningpreparing young people for that
process, and that often makes good sense.

Many of the programs begin this early, like the career academies
I have visited. By the way, in Philadelphia, that was a career acad-
emy providing training in tourism and restaurants and automotive
work, and it is 9 through 12. It picks young people in the ninth
grade and, of course, goes all the way through, with the same
teachers all the way through, with the same students. And it is
kind of an interesting structure building program too.

So some of these models do come in earlier than eleventh and
twelfth grade. As far as the components of this particular system
that we are encouraging everybody to develop, every community,
every State, it would really be looking at the 11th to 12th grades
and hopefully some post-high school, one or two years, and also
this great connection with work.

The other programs, the ESEA that I testified here last week on,
of course, is very much into targeting those poorer area schools and
also looking at shifting into poorer area schools with more empha-
sis in middle school and high school, in the lowest 25 percent of the
schools.

So we are seeing, in the general alignment of these various pro-
grams, certainly the opportunity where it is applicable for more at-
tention earlier to these programs.

Mr. GOODLING. I was going to include in my question the whole
idea of how does this dovetail into anything we might do in the re-
authorization of the elementary and secondary programs?

But I am particularly concerned about disadvantaged potential
dropouts, et cetera, because if we don't really deal with them in
middle schoolor as I got a letter that said, stop talking about
middle school, you should be talking about kindergarten and first
grade in this transitionbut if we don't zero in on the middle
school, then I am afraid those potential dropouts, by the time they
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get to 11th grade, will have already left school and we won't be suc-
cessful in helping them to make the transition.

Secretary REICH. If I could say one thing, this legislation, while
it focuses on eleventh and twelfth grade and then possibly a year
or two, at least a year beyond, does not explicitly deal with junior
high school, it doesn't explicitly deal with people that young.

The principles embodied in this legislation, I believe, would
spread and will spread downward as well as upward in terms of
work-based learning, school-based learning, and this will create
that very vital bridge in which the faculty of both sides work with
one another and ideally develop the curricula together.

Dropouts are especially helped. Not only is there a 10 percent set
aside for high poverty areas, but one of the criteria with regard to
approving a State application would be that they have a plan deal-
ing with all of their students.

I can tell you that I have seen, again and again, young people
who would otherwise have dropped out. In fact, some young people
who have dropped out of high school get back in high school be-
cause of programs like this in which they saw directly the applica-
bility of what they were learning in the classroom to what they
would be doing later on in life.

One young person came running up to me at some particular
construction project with a big smile. She was working on it in the
late afternoon; and she said, I love geometry. I had never heard a
young person say that in an unsolicited way, because she had been
learning geometry in the morning and utilizing it in the afternoon,
and her teacher in the morning was very aware of the kinds of
projects she was working on in the afternoon and making that ge-
ometry alive to her. And that connection is precisely the connection
that has to continue for at least a year beyond high school for a
student to earn a skill certificate at the end.

These young people don't have to drop out. They will not drop
out, many of them, if they do see that connection.

Mr. GOODLING. Again, I just want to make sure there is enough
flexibility there that we can deal with middle school, because I
think it is going to be too late if we don't really get them. And you
heard the glowing reports of the program in Center City, York. And
one of the things that they really focus onbesides everything else,
if you remember, is that the teachers come in and give the students
additional work, computer work. Students had to be there at seven
in the morning. That didn't mean 7:01 a.m. or 7:02 a.m.

Now, these were youngsters who rarely heard that at home. And
the first day they tried, and they came at 7:05 a.m., 7:10 a.m., the
doors were locked and they couldn't get in which brought the par-
ents descending upon the school. And they said, oh, no, when these
people go to work, if work starts at seven, it starts at seven; it
doesn't start at 7:02 a.m. or 7:05 a.m. or 7:10 a.m.

Pretty impressive program. Of course, I want to make sure that
we can somehow write in a grant for that particular school system
and that particular program.

You didn't hear that, did you, Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Oh, we will be glad to do that except you have

poisoned the well for pork, Bill, on your side of the aisle in the
}louse.
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Mr. GOODLING. I don't want it all to go to New Jersey.
Chairman FORD. I saw several tens of millions of it get away

from Michigan last week on the floor while the people over there
complained about pork.

Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Reich and Secretary Riley, are either one of you famil-

iar with a school called Don Bosco Tech?
Secretary REICH. I am not familiar.
Mr. MARTINEZ. There are two of them. There is one on the East

Coast and one on the West Coast. The one on the West Coast is
in my district in Rosemead. This is a takeoff on Mr. Good ling's
statement about starting earlier with vocational training.

It is a private, parochial school, but the student enrollment is
anything but exclusively Catholic. All types of students attend be-
cause of the school's reputation for providing a superior education
to its young people. Every single granduate from Don Bosco can go
right on the job, though many continue with their education.

The basic concept of Don Bosco is that in those last four years
of high school, each day students have four hours of academic
study related to what they are doing in shop.

They all pick a major--electronics, mechanics, cabinetmaking,
et:-;. The students then have a variety of different kinds of vocations
they can enter into after they leave high school, with a mind that
if they learn to use their hands, as well as their minds, they are
going to develop into pretty rounded individuals who will eventu-
ally be able to sJecccd at whatever they choose.

Secretary Riley, you mentioned earlier the need to help young
people secure jobs until they find a career for themselves. It is true
that this search can result in discovering a vocation later in life,
as late as 30 years of age.

Yet I think the basic preparation of an education is such that re-
gardless of that job moving, the path to finding a vocation can be
a smooth one. There are a lot of people that started in one career,
have ended up in something completely other than they originally
started out in, and have been very successful. It is the basic edu-
cation that kept them in good stead in that transition.

When students enter Bosco Tech, they have that four hours of
academic studies and four hours of a major shop. It is not like in
the public high schools where, in the freshman year, which is usu-
ally the ninth grade, students have one hour of general metals and
one hour of mechanics. They don't learn anything in that one hour,
and it really does them no good other than maybe providing a sam-
pling of what they might like. I think you can expose people to
what they might like a lot simpler than that without wasting all
that time in that class.

The public school students will go through the first couple of
years that way; not until their junior year are they able to select
which of those shops they want to take for the next two years, and
it is still only an hour a day.

Those who benefit from this system are few, and are the excep-
tion, not the rule. When these students get out of high school, they
sure as heck can't get a job that they studied for during their last
two years in a major shop.
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But if they had four hours of shop a day, whether they went into
that field or something else, at least they would have the training
needed to be employed. Most of the young people at Don Bosco
Tech are also encouraged to go out and get the vital work experi-
ence you mentioned.

In fact, there are companies that solicit students from Don Bosco
to work for themthat is the other part of the equation. What do
you do when you get out of school if you are trpined for a job and
you have all those basic skills that you need to get a job if there
is no job there?

Some of the companies that you list on the back of your joint tes-
timony should be encouraged to enter into contracts stating that
they are going to supply jobs for the young people that complete
school-to-work education, rather than just show their support for
the initiative.

Let me tell you, the unions are on this list; and, hey, I am a
great union supporter, like the Chairman is, but I know that in
past years, you didn't get into a union apprenticeship program un-
less you knew somebody in the unioneither you were a relative
or a personal friend of a member. The apprentice programs by the
unions in many cases, for plumbers, electricians, et cetera, have
waned to the point where they are really not significant anymore.
They are not contributing a lot to doing something about the unem-
ployment of young people coming out of high school.

So I am concerned about all those things. I think the vehicle we
have here is moving in the direction that we need to move in, but
I would simply ask that if you get the opportunity, you will visit
one of those two schools, for it might give you an idea of how we
ought to create and encourage a transition of our high schools from
what they are now to more like what Don Bosco Tech is.

Mr. Good ling was expressing concern for dropouts. We have a lot
of dropouts, and we must keep in mind that there are a lot of rea-
sons for them dropping out other than just not doing well in school.

I was visiting the Job Corps in LA, and I went up to a young
man and just curiously asked, are you one of the dropouts? They
are not all dropouts in Job Corps, and I was trying to define that.
He said, no, I wasn't a dropout; I was a force-out. I said, pardon
me? And he said, yes, my home environment forced me out of
school. My mother was unmarried, living with a man who was an
abusive kind of an individual. That pressure and tension didn't
allow me the ability to do well in school or concentrate on studies.
In school I started getting in trouble. They didn't understand my
problems, my personal life, et cetera, et cetera. Next thing you
know I am in trouble with everybody, I am dropping out of school
and running from the law.

There are a lot of other personal problems that, as we look at
these young students coming through high school, we should keep
in mind. We need to consider the family as a whole and what we
are going to do about those kind of issues, such as providing coun-
seling and better living situations. There is a nonresidency part of
Job Corps; but if you are in the nonresidency program and you are
having problems, and are not doing well there, you are put in the
residency.
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So there are a whole lot of approaches that we have to incor-
porate, programs that already exist, not ones we have to reinvent,
but things we can do to really make this a worthwhile effort.

If you want to respond to that you may, though it was more a
statement than a question.

Sorry about that, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary REICH. We could get into an entire several-day discus-

sion about this, and I would like to do that; and we have talked
before about this, Congressman.

We are seeking, as you know, an expansion o: Job Corps. We are
seeking, as you know, an expansion of a variety of other programs
to help young people make that critical transition to get the skills
they need. As I said initially, this is not the only answer. This is
not, by any means, the entire cure.

On the basis of what we have seen around the country, on the
basis of what we know and have heard, this is a major step; but
we cannot fool ourselves into thinking that this is going to turn
around the situation, not only for the dropouts but also I want to
emphasize, for the 75 percent of our young people who are not
graduating from four-year colleges. These are stud.ents on a down-
ward escalator that is more precipitous than others; and all stu-
dents are on a downward escalator in terms of inflation adjusted
earnings.

Secretary RILEY. Congressman, excuse me. I think I ought to ask
my staff to talk with your staff about your situation of Don Bosco
Tech, and so why don't we get some information on that. It sounds
like an interesting program.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Just one last statement. I am more confident now
with the new presidency and the new appointments to these offices
that we will really be able to do something about it finally.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Gentle lady from New Jersey.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to express my appreciation to Secretary Riley and Sec-

retary Reich. I greatly appreciate your testimony here today. By
virtue of the fact that I have a piece of legislationI have not only
cosponsored Mr. Good ling and Mr. Gunderson's bill, but I have a
legislative piece of my own directed toward apprenticeship pro-
grams. I think we share a dedication here.

I must tell you that with my teaching background, I noted that
Secretary Riley referred to the high school of the future being the
location for apprenticeship programs, and I get the feeling that I
am back to the future with this program. And I don't mean that
to demean it, but I don't understand where American education
went wrong whenback in my early days in education, the out-
standing high schools in the State of New Jersey all had work-
study programs with on-the-job training, the exact same kind of
program that we are talking about here, and I don't know where
we went wrong; but that is not our purpose here today. We want
to go back to the future and catch up in the ways that you have
outlined for us.

I also noted that Secretary Riley said that we have the latitude
here to fill in the details, and I would like to do that. There is a
basic question that I have, however, in terms of the organization
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and the structure here, and it is the main difference I see between
my proposal and yours and some of the others. And that is in the
organization, it seems in general terms, to be more top-down in
your proposal rather than bottom-up; and I have tried in my legis-
lation, to give more responsibility and more latitude for the State
education agencies and the local education agencies, far more; and
very little, frankly, to the Department of Labor. And I guess that
gets to my question.

I am concerned that this is an effort towell, it may not be sole-
ly in an effort to placate different constituencies here. You may
have a more fundamental reason. I want to give you that oppor-
tunity to explain why you have this dual role, Department of Labor
and Department of Education, with a lot of key responsibilities
going to the Department of Labor rather than Education where I
think it should belong.

And, secondly, it seems that it creates overlapping jurisdictions
rather than having a simple, unified accountability here.

Can you explain to me why you think that is essential and
whether or not, in the final analysis, the States would be provided
with the flexibility to designate a lead agency in your bill? Or
would all administration have to be conducted jointly?

That, to me, seems to be a stumbling block here.
Secretary REICH. Congresswoman, the major reason that we en-

vision this as both a Labor Department and an Education Depart-
ment effort is because it is so important to tie school-to-work both
literally and figuratively, in terms of the program operation. Both
Departments would have joint jurisdiction over this. Plans from
States would b approved by both Departments.

We want to make sure that the expertise in the Education De-
partment with regard to schools and the expertise in the Labor De-
partment with regard to the workforce are both brought to bear.
And we also want to make sure that both Departments are working
very tightly together so that the State employment and training
services, as well as the State education departments are also work-
ing very tightly together.

This is an effort to create a genuine partnership, both at the
local and State level, but also at the Federal level.

Let me also respond to your point about flexibility. The States
are given a maximum amount of flexibility, as are locales. We are
setting up, simply, a set of criteria in terms of providing seed cap-
ital, which is the way we have defined it. This is not a major pro-
gram relative to a lot of other programs around Capitol Hill. But,
at least in terms of financing, we think it is a major program in
terms of the impact it is going to have. We are setting up a set of
criteria. We are not telling the States or localities, you have to do
it exactly this way or that way. We are giving them a great deal
of option.

As long as they set up a program that meets these criteria in
terms of work-based learning, school-based learning, a bridge be-
tween the two, mentors, high excellence and high quality in terms
of national standards, and also a coalition that brings in the busi-
ness community as well as other community-based organizations.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. And the State can select a lead agency and does
not have to have joint jurisdiction.
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Secretary REICH. No. Any agency in the State can make the ap-
plication. The State can select which agency in the State will make
an application.

Indeed, some of the grants will be awarded and can be awarded
to cities and communities with regard to applications that they
may make. It is a competitive grantmaking system in the spirit of
reinventing government.

Planning grants will be provided to every State for the purpose
of getting up to speed. But in terms of actual implementation, that
will be on a competitive basis.

Secretary RILEY. The accountability feature is similar to Goals
2000, where results are measuredand that is the accountability
featurethat is, real accountability; and the accountability feature
here, of course, would be a high school diploma, a certificate of ac-
complishment in these areas of general career learning, and a job.
And so it really connects then, with the work of the Labor Depart-
ment, of course, through all of the connecting forces they end up
with a job. And we think it is extremely important that we not let
the organization of the Federal executive department cloud that
very important connection. And we are very hopeful that we will
be able to show that it is a very smooth, well-managed system from
our standpoint with the two Departments working well together up
and down the line.

You have to remember that part of the State and local system
is collaboration, that is, the big encouragement of this measure;
and so when you get into the State or the local organization, col-
laboration is what is called for. And then the State plan has to
have a monitoring, and an accountability system in its plan.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. We will continue this dialogue at another time.
I have over stepped my time limit, but I will follow up with some
written questions to you.

Secretary RILEY. Good.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you.
Secretary RILEY. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Owens.
Mr. OWENS. Yes, Mr. Secretary. I certainly applaud this initia-

tive and you have said that this is a framework, establishing a
framework. That framework is very important because it is not
likely, once the framework is established. It is going to be changed
any time soon, so I hope that the framework can be expanded a bit.
I think the framework relies too heavily upon traditional systems.

I understand that you want to build on what exists already, and
that is highly desirable; however, in addition to that, we ought to
try to look at how we can get beyond existing systems, because, ba-
sically, existing systems have failed.

You mentioned boredom before, Secretary Riley. You know, you
may have such boredom here that you fail to reach students in this
transition program or, worse than that, you may have a situation
where if we follow the traditional approaches, the cost per students
are going to be so high until it is going to be abandoned before it
can reach a large enough number of people to make a difference.

You state that: "We exp, ct that States and localities will be able
to build such systems by enriching and expanding upon existing
programssuch as youth apprenticeship, tech-prep education, co-
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operative education, careers academies, and school-to-apprentice-
ship programs." That is wonderful.

I wonder if you have thought about going beyond that and deal-
ing with distance learning experiments, some way to make use of
cable television and broadcast television in programming, comput-
erized instruction, more videos and film, and doing things maybe
in your section related to discretionary programs under the Sec-
retary, experiment and demonstration programs that are not based
in the States and localities but would d.o things which have a criti-
cal mass which allows you to do things that States and localities
could never afford to do?

They could never afford to develop certain kinds of computerized
instruction or software educational software. There are a number
of areas where we have examples, and the military has developed
some very good educational software in the vocational area, and it
is not being transferred into the civilian sector. There are a num-
ber of areas.

My extension university does interesting things with computers.
And youngsters in my district are excited about getting computer
instruction over cable television. There are areas like that which
could be developed but only will be developed if you do it at the
national level, and then you can offer them a support and back up
systems for the local programs. And I hope that you could find
some way to include this in the framework so that from the very
beginning we are thinking in modern terms.

We are joiningeducational will be allowed to catch up with the
20th century and go into the 21st century using the best technology
available beyond the traditional approach.

Would you care to comment, please?
Secretary RILEY. Congressman, certainly the whole concept is

very much in line with your suggestion. It is so important to be
able to take these new creative ideas, use of technology and edu-
cation and workplace learning, and take them to scale and be able
to expand this concept throughout the country.

Having the systems in place really enables us to do that in a tre-
mendously helpful way. The traditional systems can work and I
don't want you to be misled into thinking in anyway that we are
just taking things under a system of this kind and putting our ap-
proval on a particular system.

This does call for pulling the forces together that can deal with
these issueseducators, business, labor, whateverand looking at
the three component parts.

So if you have a tech-prep program or if you have a career acad-
emy, what is its strength in terms of workplace learning? What is
its strength in terms of real academic achievement in the school?
The connection of the two is when you get this collaborative group
to sit down and work with industry to commit 10 positions, and
young people working their way into those positions.

So these basic components, we think, are extremely important.
So if we take a traditional program, our framework would have all
kinds of expansive capacity, making sure that it has workplace,
schoolplace, and the connection of all of that. So I think the cre-
ative part of it is certainly called for.
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Secretary REICH. If I may add to that, Congressman, the precise
virtue of a program like this is that we are not locked in.

We can, as Secretary Riley says, take the very, very best ele-
ments of every experiment that is out there, whether it is work-
based, tech-prep, or career academies.

The vanguard schools in this country are doing some very excit-
ing things, particularly with eleventh and twelfth grade with re-
gard to school and work. They are looking at independent learning
and critical thinking. They are looking at self-directed teams, and
they are linking all of that to work-based learning in some very,
very creative ways.

We don't want to stop the creativity. In fact, if anything, this
program is intended to mobilize and accelerate that kind of creativ-
ity.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I hope you will excuse us for 10 minutes. We

can run over and vote and come right back and pick up where we
left off.

[Recess]
Mr. KILDEE. (presiding] We will reconvene the hearing pending

the arrival of Mr. Ford. First, I would like to apologize to the two
Secretaries for not being here at the beginning of the hearing. I
was down meeting with their boss at the White House, along with
the Vice President. I might say, it was an interesting meeting. We
had the CEOs of the big three automakers, Mr. Eaton, Mr. Polling
and Mr. Smith. They announced today joint research using U.S.
laboratory research and government laboratory researchers to de-
velop a car that will have less emissions, fuel efficiency three times
what it has toiay with greater safety.

It was really very interesting, this cooperation between govern-
ment and business. All three of the CEOs noted that this was real-
ly a new day, a new relationship, where government could extend
a friendly, helpful hand to business for the common good of all the
people in this country.

I think in light of that, it was an exciting meeting to see. That
could not have happened 10 years ago, would not have happened
10 years ago.

I think we have to make sure that, in that new relationship,
where American business, I believe, will take off, that we have the
trained people to supply the needs of American business. That is
what you two are all about. You two are planning, and we want
to work with you on that.

Mr. Gunderson I believe is next.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My question is

whether or not they convinced you to vote for NAFTA when you
were down there.

Mr. KILDEE. We agreed to disagree.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I was going to thank both of you Secretaries for

being here, but I decided that everybody has been doing that and
it sort of sounds like a 1960s "love-in" here; so we ought to skip
that because it is 1993.

So I am going to simply say I am delighted you are fulfilling your
legal obligation to show up whenever we ask.
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Secretary REICH. And we are delighted to fulfill our legal obliga-
tion too.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I would like to focus, though, on a couple of
problem areas that we hive.

As I told Secretary Riley beforehand, it is hard to find a lot of
difference between, frankly, the Good ling-Gunderson bill and the
one you are introducing. So there are not a lot of areas of conten-
tion.

One of my concerns is that there is absolute consensus on the
school-to-work opportunities or apprenticeship program. But the
controversies lie with the skill standards development legislation,
which we all agree has to happen first in order for this to really
be effectiveand I get the feeling, listening to the discussions, we
are going to have this bill pass and signed into law, and we are
still going to be debating Goals 2000 and whether we are going to
have skills standards.

So my question number one is, would you support an amendment
to this bill that would attach the skills standards development lan-
guage, should Goals 2000 get bogged down?

Secretary REICH. Congressman, let me just say, it was never the
intent of this legislation before you to, in any way, supersede or ab-
rogate any set of standards that the private sector, joint manage-
ment and labor had developed.

Instead, we include in the legislation specific opt-in provisions
which enable them to get involved in a national system when that
national system is developed. We are working with staff to very
carefully and narrowly define the criteria of any exemption from
those standards.

The point is that once national skills standards are developed,
the standards that have been developed at the State level can
merge with those national standards. It is not necessarily sequen-
tial.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, I knew if we talked long enough, we
would find an area of disagreement. The concept of having 50
States developing State skill standards which may or may not re-
flect what eventually will be the national voluntary skill standards,
I think, is a real disincentive for States to get involved in this en-
tire area.

It is a real disincentive for business to get involved in it. And I
think we have to make sure that, in this case, the skill standards
are enacted at the same time or before the school-to-work legisla-
tion, on a national level.

Secretary REICH. Well, Congressman, we would hope, of course,
that the skill standards would come at the same time.

All I am suggesting is that there will be a time period during
which those national skill standards are developed. After the skill
standards legislation is enacted there will be a time during which
those skill standards are developed. During that time period, the
States themselves will also be providing some skill standards. The
two paths should be in parallel.

There will be every incentive for the States, for every kind of
training institute, for community colleges and others, to gear their
standards to those emerging national skill standards.
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So I don't envision any conflict, and I certainly don't envision 50
different sets of standards. Again, I want to emphasize, it will take
time to develop those standards.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The second part of this problem, as you recall
from the skill standards legislation that moved through this com-
mittee earlier, is that we effectively exempted 258 different occupa-
tions from the development of skill standards.

I don't know how you can have voluntary national skill standards
if you start exempting certain occupations from coverage.

Is there any reason to believe we can get that resolved in a way
that is going to bring those occupations back in?

Secretary REICH. I would hope so. And we are working on that.
Mr. GUNDERSON. My final question, before I run out of time, as

you know, following your testimony, we will have the General Ac-
counting Office testify, and they have now upped it, I think, from
125 to 155 the number of Federal programs involved in training.

I guess we have a concern, as supportive as I am of this, that
this is not going to be program number 156.

Can you put this into the context of the overall reinventing gov-
ernment effort for us, or at least in the area of one-stop shopping
from a training perspective how you see this fitting into that?

Secretary REICH. Let me try. And I don't want to hog the micro-
phone and take it from my distinguished colleague here.

There are two initiatives we are proposing with regard to
reinventing government and consolidating many of these efforts.

The first initiative you have before you, that is the school-to-work
initiative, which I want to emphasize, again, as Secretary Riley has
emphasized, is not a new bureaucratic layer; it is not a new pro-
gram in the sense of a whole new set of structures. It is a set of
criteria within which a great deal of effort can be consolidated, a
set of directions and a framework for States, already some of which
are doing work now toward developing their own school-to-work
systems, to work within.

The national skill standards fit hand in glove with that effort.
The legislation requires States to work with the National Skill
Standards Board once that skill standards board is established so
that instead of creating a new training system, we will have a
framework within which many training systems at the Federal and
State level can work.

All of those training systems are geared toward the very impor-
tant transition from school-to-work. We want to establish a set of
criteria by which those training systems at the State and local level
can be judged.

Now, the second set of initiatives involves moving people from
work to work. As we have discussed, the problem of structural un-
employment is growing in this country. The problem we face is not
just the widening gap between people at the top who have good
educations and everyone else in terms of earnings. We are also fac-
ing a growing problem with regard to people losing their old jobs
and not getting them back again, needing help getting from one job
to the next.

We will be submitting to Congress, hopefully within the next
month, legislation attempting to consolidate many of those pro-
grams and add a structure which both eases the transition of indi-
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viduals from job to job and also begins to integrate unemployment
insurance with job training.

Secretary RILEY. Before I
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Riley.
Secretary RILEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to elaborate some-

what. The question, of course, brings a lot of connecting questions
together; and I think it is important for us to make it very clear
that all of us are working togetherand Congressman, I appreciate
your involvement and interest.

Goals 2000 really is an important centerpiece for the alignment
of all of these systems that look at State control and the respon-
sibility of States in terms of education, but national priority and
leadership driven by high standards for all children, results ori-
ented, is the accountability feature.

This program fits into that beautifully well; regardless of other
training programs that are out there. It is a great statement, for
that 75 percent of the young people who do not go through a four-
year college program, to say that the standards are dealt with in
Goals 2000.

It is an education aspect of this whole concept. This is not just
a training program. It is the partnership wherein many programs
could fit with this overall core component and education and train-
ing merging together.

So I think it is a very interesting concept that does fit in the
overall systemic reform concept of Goals 2000. I think that is very
important.

The only other thing is the waiver provision in this bill, ; id also
in Goals 2000, make the very concern that you have less of a con-
cern, and that is a very exciting new feature of these measures.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
I would like to talk to you, Steve, about Goals 2000. There have

been some proposed changes, and I would like to talk to you per-
haps this afternoon on that so we could move that bill soon.

I would like to say that not only am I happy over the cooperation
between you two and your two Departments, but the business com-
munity across the Nation I have talked to, they are very happy.
They realize now that we have a Department of Education and a
Department of Labor and two Secretaries who really see the rela-
tionship between education and labor.

One of the reasons that we have always resisted trying to split
this committee up is that the two go so closely together. In my 17
years in the Congress, I have never seen the level of cooperation
I see between you two personally and your Departments. The busi-
ness community is reading it out there and are very happy over
that.

I would like to say one thing I meant to say had I been here at
the beginning. I would like to commend a staff member who, for
a couple of years at least, has been working very, very hard on the
school-to-work, working with the business community back in
Michigan and throughout the country and that is Mr. Tom Kelley
over here. He has been doing excellent work.

Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, you are going to make me follow

that? Let me just expand a little bit on what you were just saying.
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I also want to say thank you for being here because clearly you
have already begun the work of bringing together the focus of your
Departments in a way that is constructive and forward looking.
And that is criticaland most welcome.

Having said that, let me also observe that we have been through
this before. You know that better than any of the rest of us. In the
beginning of this century, driven by the same kinds of technological
change, we witnessed this Nation's education system adapt to the
way in which we organize our work. I suspect that what we are
doing today is, in fundamental ways, is not much different from
what we did 80 years ago.

In that sense, what you are talking about in terms of using Goals
2000 as a model to establish a set of voluntary goals and skill-
based expectations across this country is enormously important.

What I would like to ask you about is, first of all, Mr. Chairman,
whether or not I might get my time reset back to the beginning.

And second
Mr. KILDEE. I was so carried away by your eloquence, I forgot to

change the timer.
Mr. SAWYER. And second, how we go about the business of

achieving comparability and portability.
This is such a diverse economy. How do you envision us achiev-

ing that portability that is borne of comparisons among skills?
Secretary REICH. Portability and comparability, Congressman,

are issues that are addressed in the legislation.
First, I want to reemphasize that the legislation provides up to

10 percent grants for disadvantaged areas so that we can maintain
and encourage the school-to-work activities in those areas and pro-
vide extra resources.

Second, State plans must contain methods to reach all students
and not just a privileged few. All students need to be given the op-
portunity to participate in these programs.

With regard to portability, the skill standards that we are envi-
sioning that are part of the Goals 2000 legislation will be national
skill standards. And, again, let me emphasize, as I did with Con-
gressman Gunderson, that this particular legislation requires the
States to work with the National Skill Standards Board as that
National Skill Standards Board develops those standards, and
thof...e standards will be portable because they will be national.

Secretary RILEY. Congressman, I think it is interesting for me to
iook at standards in a different way than we ever have before. We
have always thought of certain constants in education in prepara-
tion for work and for whatever. And the constants were the length
of the class period, the textbook, those things that we think of nor-
mally in the classroom structure. This shifts the constant, the con-
stant under this whole concept, and this school-to-work fits into it.
The constant is a standard. It is the goal. That stays the same. Ob-
viously, over a period of years, it will adjust. But that is the con-
stant that we drive for all young people. Some young people can
reach that quicker than others.

Teaching in a creative way becomes extremely important, and in
a relevant way. So you then work from the ground floor up to reach
for the constant for the different young people who are involved out
there in the educational system and, to me, that is an interesting
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and exciting way of reinventing education and stimulating all of
the creative juices and innovative involvement at the bottom of the
classroom, at the learning level, and time being a variable, keeping
the constant, the standards that w all are reaching for.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, my question is really along the lines of the questions

which have been put to you by the last two Members.
In reference to the national skill standards, I think I do agree

with Mr. Gunderson thatand I was not aware of this necessarily,
that when you have 258 industry occupations that are exempted
I gather, under the national skill standards of the education Goals
2000 bill, including construction tradesthat that strikes me as a
very important problem that we have to address.

I am concerned that occupations in the construction industry,
upon being exempted, is a real problem. I would prefer to see us,
indeed, fashion an amendment that can be placed in this bill, be-
cause I think it ought to be settled before we pass this legislation.

It seems to me that if we are going to have portable and nation-
ally recognized certificates, which is what I read in all of the lan-
guage in reference to this bill, that we have got to make it clear
that the States cannot discriminate against a student who does
have a nationally recognized skill stand.ards certificate, let us say,
within the construction industry I know this is a relatively difficult
subject because there are some strong feelings here, that the
States, in regard to their particular standards, should prevail.

What is your reaction?
Secretary REICH. Congressman, if I could just again seek to clar-

ify and ensure that Members understand the relationship between
this legislation and skill standards.

We are working with staff to very, very carefully and narrowly
define the criteria of any existing standard that might be exempt.

For example, any standard to possibly be exempted must be,
number one, national in scope, number two, actively used on a na-
tional basis; number three, registered under the apprenticeship
Act; and number four, jointly developed by labor and management.

In short, with these criteria, we expect only a very, very small
percent of occupations to be exempt and, therefore, not available as
aspirations for young people in this kind ofprogram.

Mr. FAWELL. Well, I think Mr. Martinez made the reference that
oftentimes we will find that the apprenticeship programs of unions
are difficult for people to get into.

I can recall my first effort to get a construction job. I had to fi-
nally get my father and other influential people to talk to the union
before I could join the International Log Carriers Union. And it
seems to me thatand unions, by and large, will serve as people
maybe even in their late 20s, not the young people we are talking
about here.

If we are going to give someone a skills standard but as a prac-
tical matter, you find women and minorities having very difficult
times getting into a construction trades union, then that certi Icate
isn't going to mean a whole lot.

Right now we, apparently, have got 268 exemptions and so in
those industries, in those particular categories, you are not going
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to have a lot if someone graduates and gets a certificate in Con-
necticut but he cannot use it in Illinois or California because he is,
then, going to have to go through a particular apprenticeship pro-
gram.

And so this, I think, is what, to a degree, Mr. Gunderson was re-
ferring to; and it does concern me. I would think we would want
to try to settle this, make it clear that the standards that we do
set forth are nationally recognized standards; and if you get a cer-
tificate, then it is portable and you can come to Illinois into Cook
County or into Du Page County or wherever, and that will be re-
spected.

And, frankly, there are problems in this regard right now. So I
would join with Mr. Gunderson and ask that we certainly at least
think on the subject of settling this question of national skills
standard and incorporating it into this legislation so we do know
where we stand.

Secretary REICH. Yes. Congressman, again, let me assure you
that we are working at this moment to open the national skill
standards system to limit exemptions to ensure that it becomes a
process in and of itself which is open, equitable and available to
young people, or for that matter to anyone who is moving from one
job to another.

Mr. FAWELL. And I do see thisI endorse the Act fully. I see this
as a great opportunity for young people who want to be a car-
penter, you know, at the very early age in high school, to learn this
trade and then be able to go right out into the world and have the
right to classify yourself as a carpenter without going through all
the hoops that otherwise might be out there.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. [presiding] Mr. Payne. I might observe that this

number 268 confuses me because I understand that it emanated
from somewhere in the bowels of your Department, Secretary
Reich, that somebody, off the cuff, figured that the exemption lan-
guage that we wrote into the bill might exempt as many as 268
specific classifications of employment.

To put your mind at ease, it wasn't the building trades that
asked for the exemption. It was the other kinds of skills trades that
wanted the exemption, the machinists vocations.

Mr. FAWELL. Would the gentleman yield? I understand that the
construction trades are exempt, though, under the latest version of
the Goals 2000 legislation.

Chairman FORD. We were able to anticipate in advance that they
would have a problem because they have a long history of appren-
ticeship programs with very precise requirements to meet as you
rime through each step of the apprenticeship process toward jour-
neyman status. So we were taking care of that.

It was then called to our attention that other occupations have
a similar historythe skill trades in manufacturing, for example
and that some of these are so precise as to have been, over a long
period, negotiated into national contracts. It goes all the way up to
an FAA approved machinist to work on airplanes which not only
calls for standard, but certification of proficiency by the FAA itself.

That is what we were trying to accommodate, not to keep any-
body out of the program.
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Mr. FAWELL. Would the gentleman yield on one point, Mr. Chair-
man?

Chairman FORD. We are running pretty tight here on the Sec-
retaries. We are going to lose them.

Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I will just speed ahead.
I would like to also commend both of the gentlemen for being

here. It is rare that we have two Secretaries to appear together like
this. I just have a question, although it pertains primarily to adult
literacy, and the report that came out recently. And I think I raised
the question with the Secretary of Education last week, but we are
finding that a large percentage of Americans, adults anyway, are
falling into the two lowest categories as it relates to the question
of literacy.

There was a very alarming report that was just released several
weeks ago that had five categories of literacy, the lowest, of course,
being those who had the least amount of proficiency, the second,
and on up to the fifth level which was the highest.

And it concluded that 50 percent of Americans, majority of Amer-
icans, were in the two lower categories. Even much more alarming
was that the minorities, Hispanics, African Americans at 80 per-
cent filled up the two lower categories.

Now, the question is that literacy is a vague term in the work-
place, because literacy, in the past was one thing; literacy In the
future Work Force 2000 is going to be something else.

My question: Is the Department of Labor working collaboratively
and closely with the Department of Education as we weave through
this question of literacy, what is work-based literacy, what isas
Mr. Reich says, you talk about NAFTA and how great it is because
it will get these higher-paying jobs in the future, the question of
where is literacy, and what is literacy, if the Department of Edu-
cation has one interpretation of literacy and the Department of
Labor has another, then working together may be out of synch.

I know that this is more for the adult situation. But I just raise
that question, not specifically as it relates to the school-to-work,
which is primarily .dealing with high school students, but just in
general.

How will you connect and keep the two Departments seeing that
this question of literacy or work-based literacy, or whatever, is on
the same keel?

Secretary REICH. Congressman, as you know, under Title II of
JTPA, we have a number of adult literacy programs and programs
encouraging literacy of the workplace.

The standards for functional illiteracy, which are the ones to
which you refer, are indeed different, not only depending upon
which Department is defining them, but also whose study you hap-
pen to be looking at.

The excellent study recently published by the Department of
Education carried with it a very unique and, I think, enormously
valuable definition of literacy with different gradations of literacy
with regard to different functions and different levels of functions
that people can perform.

And it seems to me that something like that standard might be
enormously useful for the entire government, indeed for the entire
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Nation, as we explore and also confront and try to do something
about the problem of adult illiteracy.

Secretary RILEY. Congressman, the fact that this school-to-work
bill has caused the Departments to work so closely together, not
just at the Secretary level, but way down into the two organiza-
tions, is really a good thing in many ways; and this is certainly one
of them.

There is a tremendous connection between our work in adult lit-
eracy and so forth in the education field and Dr. Reich's work in
terms of functional literacy and helping people acquire applied lit-
eracy skills necessary to get good jobs and be a productive part of
the labor force.

So we are very much into that. I think you make an excellent
point, and I think both of us are committed to working closely to-
gether in that regard.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, thank you, Secretaries, for working so well together, be-

cause I think the idea behind all this is a great thing for the future
of our country. But I would like to go back. I think both of you all
are -old enough to remember when almost every business in the
country used to have summer jobs for high school kids. It was just
normal. That time of the year, you would hire two, three, or four
students; and they would come in and learn what was going on in
the particular manufacturing area.

And then, slowly but surely, the government started interfering,
and I think the first thing it imposed was work permits and then
hour restrictions and so forth and so on. I realize this level of detail
has probably not been worked out.

The point I was going to bring up relates to fringe benefits that
in many cases equal close to 50 percent of the wage scale. I think
these kids are getting paid to train on these jobs. I am not sure.

But specifically, if they aren't getting paid, are they going to be
covered by fringe benefits, including health insurance? Will they be
covered with workman's compensation, and other things that could
make it much more expensive? Will the person that wants to offer
this job training have to choose not to because it is too expensive
to mess with?

And I am talking about very small businesses that can't afford
just to carry somebody out of the goodness of their heart. I don't
know. That is probably down the road in the detail work. But it
is a question that I would like to present now.

Secretary REICH. Congressman, there are no specific criteria, no
specific direction within the legislation with regard to fringe bene-
fits and the kind of pay.

Our thinking is that if businesses do set up work-based learning
with mentors and that is a requirement with regard to the kinds
of State programs that we will find most worthy of seed capital in
the legislationthat if businesses do that and also coordinate with
the schools, it may be that a whole variety of the internships can
be arranged in which the pay and fringe benefits are, frankly, irrel-
evant.

We know right now that many young people do, on a part-time
basis. have what are called internships in many school settings, ar-
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ranged as an educational, rather than a means of gaining addi-
tional pay.

And many of those internships are exempt from the Fair Labor
Standards Act, and from many of the normal minimum wage and
fringe benefit requirements. But it would depend an awful lot on
the circumstances.

Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Foam Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also would like to

thank each of the Secretaries for their preparation and time this
morning.

I ask the question I am going to ask as an original cosponsor of
the bill, as an enthusiast about the programs that are out there
working and as an optimist about what might occur under this bill;
but I have to ask the question I am going to ask.

You very eloquently defined the problem, that a huge percentage
of young people leaving our high school system are either unskilled
or irrelevantly skilled.

In my opinion, you sketch out the basic solution, which is to
reinvent the American high school, as the Secretary says, or create
this institutionalized interface between those who employ and
those who educate.

Having said that, in my State in New Jersey, the taxpayers of
the State are spending $11 billion this year on the K to 12 school
system.

We have in our State the same problems that you just described
this morning. Why could one not, if one wanted to be critical and
in opposition to this bill, simply describe what we are doing here
as grafting a $300 million bureaucratic appendage on top of the ex-
isting K to 12 school system?

Isn't the real problem that the K to 12 school system in the coun-
try needs to be reinvented and dramatically reorganized?

And as a corollary to that, is a program like this really nec-
essary? Couldn't one make the argument that the good systems,
the good school districts, and good States don't really need the seed
capital because they will find a creative way to do it; and the bad
ones that are not going to take the difficult and dramatic steps to
reinvent themselves are simply going to take this Federal money
and create yet another layer of bureaucracy between the student
and the job?

What is the answer to that criticism?
Secretary RILEY. I thinkthe observation that we made earlier

I won't go into repeating that, and you observed it alsoI think the
restructuring that takes place in a big way under the general con-
cepts of Goals 2000 and school-to-work transition will do just the
opposite. I think when you look at school-to-work transition as to
whether or not it is just going to be another part of a bureaucratic
system, I think it is just the opposite.

I think it takes some of the bureaucratic system that is dis-
jointed, that is fragmented; and uses what works well and discards
what works poorly, maybe even within the same State or the same
region. Then the collaborative forces come together and combine
the three basic components in such a way, that in five or six years,
it goes out of existence.
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It is reinventing government. It is there for a purpose and then
it is eliminated, and that is the whole design of it. And during that
period of time, you pick up this very interesting waiver capacity,
Congressman, that reallythe things that you are inferring to
reallymakes quite a difference in the ability to work this system
out.

Secretary REICH. Congressman, if I could also elaborate on that,
the waivers that are embedded in the legislation are very, very im-
portant. They give additional flexibility with regard to how a par-
ticular area could move from school to work and use some re-
sources that are already available.

We are focusing on school to work in the same way that we are
focusing on other key transitions. And the word herethe opera-
tive word is "transition," because whether we are concerned about
welfare-to-work or school-to-work or even people who have lost
their job and going from work to work, the transition points are
often the most difficult and the most easily neglected.

That is where the government has leverage, leverage to help peo-
ple but also leverage to summon a lot of other resources, both pub-
lic and private sector, to make it work.

Let me say one other thing. You ask, "why give money to the
good ones who you say may not need it instead of the bad ones who
do need it but, if they got it, might squander it?"

Much of our job, I think as we envision it, is to give extra mo-
mentum to what is innovative and good and working in the right
direction so that others can get on board.

The legislation contemplates planning money to every State, but
a competitive seed money or venture capital system to the States
in the lead which will highlight what works, which will set exam-
ples, and provide almost a showcase for the rest of the country in
how to construct a variety of school-to-work systems, not nec-
essarily one-size-fits-all but what the best models out there really
are.

Mr. ANDREWS. My time is up. I would just add, before saying
thank you, that the strength of this bill is the waiver that it gives
to those who are able.

The liability of the bill may be the subsidy it gives to those who
aren't, and I think we need to look for a way to condition that sub-
sidy on self-generated improvement.

Thank you.
Chairman FoRD. Mr. Boehner.
Mr. BOEHNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And, gentlemen, thank you for coming to the committee. I cer-

tainly applaud the thrust of what you are proposing. Something
needs to happen.

What it should be, I don't propose to know offhand. But certainly
your proposal is a thrust in the right direction.

I would like to follow up on a point that Mr. Gunderson made.
And that is, here we have another Federal program. Now, as you
mentioned, there are over 150 Federal job training and retraining
programs. These programs include 90 programs providing counsel-
ing and assessment, over 75 programs providing occupational train-
ing, over 70 programs providing remedial and basic skills training,
over 50 programs providing job placement, over 45 programs pro-
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viding on-the-job training, 40 providing job search training, and 40
providing for job creation.

Now, if you want to look at this in another context, look at the
populations that we are attempting to serve. Sixty-five programs
are targeted at the economically disadvantaged. Forty-five pro-
grams are targeted at those below age 22; another 35 targeted at
those with physical or mental disabilities; another 30 targeted at
the unemployed and dislocated workers; 25 targeted at the educa-
tionally disadvantaged; 20 targeted at ethnic racial groups and
women; another 20 for veterans; another 10 for migrant and sea-
sonal farm workers; and another 10 targeted at older workers.

I am also aware that there are proposals being discussed with re-
gard to a new program for dislocated workers under NAFTA, as
well as probably another program that is being discussed regarding
those dislocated from defense cuts.

And these are only Federal programs. We also have the myriad
of State and local programs. So as well-meaning and well-inten-
tioned as this program is, are we going to attempt, at some point,
to make some sense out of this for the American citizen that we
are trying to help?

Are we going to try to make some sense out of this for the Amer-
ican taxpayer who is paying the bill?

And with the proposal that you bring, where is the money going
to come from?

Here we are spending over $25 billion on the programs that I
have just described. And now we are calling for $300 million more.

I believe the money is there, if we begin to use it more wisely.
So the questions .are: Where does the $300 million that you are
calling for in this program come from? And are we going to do any
serious consolidation of these programs?

Secretary REICH. Congressman, if I may, and then let me yield
to my colleague, it is the intention of the Clinton administration to
consolidate and streamline education and training programs in this
country to make it easier for people to move from school to work,
from welfare to work, and from work to work in terms of job loss.

This school-to-work program is one such attempt by providing
waivers and providing seed capital, as we have noted, encouraging
States to use all of the Federal and State programs they haveand
some of them have very good onesand consolidate those programs
that encourage work-based learning, school-based learning, a
bridge between the two, and emphasis on bringing in the business
community and educators. This is the vehicle accomplishing con-
solidation. This is the vehicle for leveraging the programs that are
already available and out there.

Instead of doing very, very narrow categorical programs of the
sort we have done before, by reconceptualizing the problems of get-
ting from school to work or work to work or welfare to work, our
approach is indeed reinventing the educational and training system
and doing it in a way that sets very, very high standards.

Goals 2000 is the perfect example. By setting high standards, by
allowing the States to, in a sense, innovate on their own, we are
removing artificial barriers between programs.

As I have traveled around the country and Secretary Riley has
traveled around the country, we have seen some enormously inno-
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vative State programs. And what those innovative States are doing
is taking all of these little threads of categorical programs at the
State and the Federal level, winding them together, and creating
something where the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.

We want to accelerate that movement. The $300 million we are
talking about in 1995 and the $400 million in 1996 is really a small
step in the direction of helping States do that consolidation, not to
create a new program, but to consolidate, streamline, create the
whole greater sum of the parts for the programs that are already
out there and available, including providing them waivers to do an
even better job.

Secretary RILEY. Congressman, let me add one word. I think the
concern that you express is one that is really met by this whole
concept. Of course you have JTPA and you have Perkins.

We are really bridging all of that from the school experience into
the work experience. And I think it is a systemic thing that really
involves collaboration. And it is not a new program. It is not a new
program. It is what we call a partnership of collaboration. And I
think with the waiver concept and the otherthe limit ontime
limit on it phasing out, I think it is consistent with your concern.

I know in Education, in our budget request, we are zeroing out,
I think, 24 programs either through elimination or consolidation or
whatever. And I think all of us that are attempting to look at those
measures called reinventing government are looking at the very
thing you are concerned about.

Mr. BOEHNER. Well, we will have a chance tomorrow to talk
about the Education side of the programs that you are referring to.
Apparently you are coming up to speak to the Republican Members
tomorrow afternoon. Look forward to that discussion.

Thank you.
Secretary RILEY. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Green.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be as brief as pos-

sible. I was hearing some of the questions from a number of other
Members.

I look on this program as a building block that the administra-
tion is trying to do, Head Start, Chapter 1, Goals 2000, and now
the School-to-Work. Aneibut hearing some of the concerns about
the exemptions, I would hope we wouldn't exempt an apprentice,
someone from worker's compensation coverage if that is mandated
by that State.

Coming from Texas, we don't mandate worker's compensation;
but we also have some penalties if you don't have it and you lose
your defenses in court it' you are injured. So I hope we don't get
to the point where we have to place someonewe have to exempt
someone from a lot of these

Secretary REICH. Worker's compensation would not be
Mr. GREEN. I know it is a cost on business, but it is also there

for a reason for some of the job injuries. The oneand I know you
use the bridge analogy. Coming from awhen I was in that high
school, I had that bridge from school to work. I just happened to
have a fellow who owned a printing company that put me in an ap-
prentice program in the union, but I went to the University of
Houston at the same time and we didn't have government help, but
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I know that is not always available. In fact, it is easily the excep-
tion than the rule.

But I had that ability to have that bridge between learning a
trade, a skill, and continuing in college or even in high school. I
want to make sure that this program, we would still be able to do
that, that that student would have that bridge between the aca-
demic part and letting them further their career and also have the
vocational side where they could earn a living so they could afford
to go to college; although, with National Service, they won't have
that problem hopefully. But if there is that bridge there between
those two so we can do both.

Secretary RILEY. Congressman, I think the fact that we tie the
academics into it, and we are not talking about any kind of wa-
tered-down academic background, really is that bridge; and if that
is part of this system, then we are talking about that option at any
level to move on into whatever a young person wants to move into
if they have that academic background and foundation.

But I think that this measure will mean a lot more young people,
a lot more going into community colleges, technical colleges, or
whatever; and I think as more young people are better prepared
going into those experiences, more will transfer into four-year, even
six-year programs.

Secretary REICH. If I may, Congressman, you use the metaphor
of a building block; and I think that is exactly right. This is the
building block that enables people to lay down the next block if
they wish, and the next block may be a registered apprenticeship
program, college or a variety of other situations which advance
their learning.

We are talking fundamentally about a lifelong learning system.
Head Start is a piece, but so is elementary school, so is the bridge
we are now developing, ideally between education and the world of
work. There are a lot of other pieces that have to be put into that
edifice if we are, in fact, going to create a lifelong learning system.

Mr. GREEN. Just in response, I am proud to have gone through
an apprentice program; but like Secretary Reich has said, I haven't
been retrained in 15 years, so I couldn't go into a print shop and
work. I have been ruined by going to law school, but I appreciate
that.

Chairman FORD. Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, there is an advantage to being last, Mr.

Chairman. I have the three of you to myself. The good news is that
my schedule allowed me to be here through the whole hearing, be-
cause to mewhen I can sit through entire hearings, it feels so
much better than getting pieces of everything. And then the lesson
for the three of us that my stick-to-itiveness goes with the pro-
grams that I support, such as community coordinated services, et
cetera, et cetera, so that goes with this Member.

I can't imagine this process and this discussion without both of
you up here talking with us and without business being part of the
formula and part of the dialogue.

I am a human resources professional, 10 years human resources
management and 10 years having my own consulting firm. And I
have experienced, as a human resources manager, trying to fill jobs
in a high-tech manufacturing company, example, apprentice circuit
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board designers, when there were no trained personnel any place,
or no students. By the time there were enough apprentice circuit
board designers, there was a glut in the market because we had
trained too many apprentice circuit board designers, and there
were no jobs for them.

And as a human resources consultant, I did a lot of career coun-
seling. And at one of the State universities in my district, they just
had this outstanding family counseling program. They pumped out
family counselors at numbers you can't believe.

Well, they would come to me and say, now what do I do for work
because there wereyou know, you can only have so many family
counselors in any one district.

Well, my question to you is: How are we going to stay ahead of
the curve because Secretary Riley, your constantthe constant
thing is that constant will constantly be changing. And how are
wedo we have an investment? Do we have a piece of this that

. will invest in jobs of the future, because we are going to be training
our students for today's jobs and we must be looking into the fu-
ture because it is going to be moving so fast?

So how are we going to encourage that? What are the incentives?
What are we going to do?

Secretary REICH. If I could just make two points, Congress-
woman, in response.

First, by getting business involved at the start, by getting busi-
ness input and business partnership in the design of these pro-
grams, particularly in the design of the program as it emerges from
high school but also, in the last couple of years of high school, that
will guarantee that the private sector and the private sector's
needs are registered and responded to.

You ask, though, a more difficult question; and that is the pri-
vate sector's needs today may be different from the private sector's
needs tomorrow. And that is why the skill standards which we are
also developing and hopefully that legislation will be progressing
along and enacted soon, those skill standards we envision for basic
skills, skills that result from on-the-job learning, skills that provide
people with expertise and mastery of an area of technical knowl-
edge which enables them to then go on, whether through a reg-
istered apprenticeship or through a college or through learning on
the job in a technical area, whether it be electronics, metal work-
ing, a kind of inventory control, manufacturing specialist, whatever
the area is, because right now there simply doesn't exist that kind
of bridge, that kind of toolkit, which enables young people to learn
on the job in many of the technical areas that are emerging in this
country. They can't even begin the process of continuous learning
because they don't even have the basics.

MS. WOOLSEY. And we are going to be encouraging private indus-
try to invest in continual learning.

Secretary REICH. And industry, because it is involved at the be-
ginning, will be investing in continunl learning.

Secretary RILEY. And this will be real involved leaders in indus-
try and business and whatever; the career would be applicable to,
and not to demean my professotial friend's profession.

Secretary REICH. That is the worst thing you ever said to me.
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Secretary RILEY. That is why I started out saying it like I did.
But the factit is not a classroom interpretation of where the jobs
are going to be, and Dr. Reich would be the first one to say that
because really that is his field of expertise.

But what is so important is that people will be talking about
their region, real jobs, real opportunities, real career future possi-
bilities and probabilities.

So I think it isthis collaboration of business, as Bob says, in
the very beginning is the critical answer to your concern.

Ms. WOOISEY. And staying ahead of it. I mean, we are going to
be putting so much into the initial, getting it started that it will
be just disastrous if, when we get it all together, then we are still
behind.

So I will be looking at that and pushing on it.
I have one more question, Mr. Chairman. May I ask it? It is a

short one.
Chairman FORD. Yes.
Ms. WOOLSEY. In reading the bill, I am a little concerned about

stai -tg in eleventh grade. My concernor pegging eleventh grade.
I am not so worried about middle school. I don't want to track kids
so they end up being in these tracks and can't get out.

What happens to the young person that graduates high school
and decides, whoops, I really am not ready for what I thought I
wanted; I should be in this other track.

Can they step back into it at the junior college level, or is it too
late after the eleventh grade.

Secretary REICH. It would not be too late for a young person to
change tracks. The most important aspect of this systemand by
the way, I hesitate to use the term "tracks" because that connotes
different levels and different tracks. And we are trying to get away
from that.

No, this gives young people work-based learning and makes the
school-based learning much more a life for them. It provides ap-
plied examples so that by the time they graduate, they are ready
to continue work-based learning, not necessarily precisely in the
same area.

We will be looking at the way in which States create their curric-
ula to allow young peopleand, again, I want to emphasize all
young people, not just the privileged fewall young people to move
through a work-based, sch.00l-based learning system and then a
year or two beyond with a great deal of flexibility.

Both of your questions have to do with flexibility, and I think
flexibility is extremely important, and that isthat is one of the
criteria.

MS. WOOLSEY. Okay.
Secretary RILEY. Congresswoman, that is an interesting point. Of

course the flexibility is in the bill and transfer is certainly called
for as you move through,.

But your question is a little different, and that is, can you revert
back into that? I would think it would probably be very difficult to
get back into the high school side of it. But we might all think
about a young person who comes through high school and then
would like to talce advantage of as much of this as possible but has
not gone into this program.
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So why don't we all think about that? That is a good point.
MS. WOOLSEY. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Gentlemen, thank you very much. I know we

have kept you overtime, and I appreciate your willingness to give
us a complete record. Because we have so many things going on
today, there were Members who could not stay here to ask their
questions. We would like to submit them t'o you. We will hold the
record open so that they will be contemporaneous with the ques-
tions that were asked here today.

I think you provided a good outline of the legislation.
Mr. Secretary, I will be back to talk to you again and again. You

can answer her question if you get somebody to design the national
computer bank to determine where the jobs are and where they are
going to be in the future. If you could get a radar system to identify
the targets we are trying to hit, you will answer her question; and
I think she shares that concern with more than half of the Mem-
bers of this committee.

We might work on that and the manpower retraining legislation,
but it will be addressed, hopefully, some time this year, as soon as
we get NAFTA out of the way and we can get back to work.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Secretary REICH. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. I am sorry that we ran into a time bind this

morning.
We have Ms. Linda Morra, Director of Education and Employ-

ment Issues, Human Resources Division, General Accounting Of-
fice; and Sigurd Nilsen, Assistant Director, Education and Employ-
ment Issues, Human Resource Division, General Accounting Office
of Washington, DC.

I think that we really owe it to you and to this committee to have
more Members here to interact with you. If you could give us your
report and let us set up another time when you are not in competi-
tion with the First Ladythe Secret Service is trying to move us
out of here now, and two Cabinet Secretaries at the same time
we will get a little better traffic work done here. We can get the
Members in, and we will make the report available to them so they
can ask you more productive questions.

If you will forgive me for doing this, we will continue this hear-
ing at a time that can be arranged at your convenience and when
we can have an opportunity to get you here without so much pro-
grammatic competition.

Today is an interesting day. The two Secretaries we have had
this morning and the First Lady this afternoon. If we were to go
on with your testimony, we would have more intellectual power in
this room than we have seen at one time or cumulatively, actually,
for 15 years. And so we would like to spread it out just a little bit.

MS. MORRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would be glad to
come back.

Chairman FORD. Can we get some copies of your report?
MS. MORRA. Certainly. We will provide that.
[The information follows:]
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY BY LINDA G. MORRA
TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK:

H.R. 2884 ADDRESSES COMPONENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY

Even though American high schools direct most of their resourcestoward preparing
students for college, few incoming high school freshmen--about 15 pereent--go on to
graduate and then obtain a 4-year college degree within 6 years of high school
graduation. A substantial number of the remaining 85 percent wander between
different educational and employment experiences, many seemingly ill prepared for
the workplace. Accordingly, some states are developing comprehensive sehool-to-
work transition strategies to better prepare high school students for workplace
requirements. Based on our review of the literature and discussions with experts, a
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy would encompass the following
interrelated components: (1) processes for developing the academic and
occupational competencies of ali students, (2) career education and development for
all students, (3) extensive links between schools and employers, and (4) meaningful
workplace experiences for all students.

STATUS OF COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION STRATEGIES AT

THE STATE LEVEL

While no state had fully implemented a comprehensive school-to-work transition
strategy at the time of our survey, four states--Florida, Oregon, Tennessee, and
Wisconsinhad enacted laws requiring state officials to develop and implement
strategies. The school districts we observed, like the states themselves, are In the
initial stages of implementing their strategies. The state and local officials,
teachers, business and labor representatives, and experts we talked with identified
several obstacles in developing, implementing, and accomplishing the goals of their
school-to-work transition initiatives. The obstacles were the lack of information on
"lessons learned" in attempting to plan and implement comprehensive school-to-work
transition strategies, some federal grant program targeting provisions that limit
using existing grant moneys in school-to-work transition efforts encompassing all
students, and uncertain state funding for state and local initiatives.

H.R. 2834 ADDRESSES ALL COMPONENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY

The three basic program components that the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of
1993 (H.R. 2884) would require, (1) work-based learning, (2) school-based
learning, and (3) connecting activities, emphasize those that we identified as the
basic elements of a comprehensive strategy. Thus, we support thedirection taken
by this bill to establish a national fremework for the development of school-to-work
opportunities systems in all states to facilitate youths' transition from school to
work. Overcoming the obstacles will require much effort at the state and local
levels. Officials and others in the four states we visited estimated that their school-
to-work transition strategies will not be fully implemented before the year 2000.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We are pleased to be here today to discuss the results of our recent work reviewing
the status of comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies at the state level.
We believe our work can provide some perspective as the Committee considers H.R.
2884, the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993, which is designed to encourage
the development of school-to-work systems in all states. As currently drafted, the
proposed legislation includes provisions that would authorize development grants to
support state efforts in designing school-to-work transition strategies,
implementation grants for states ready to begin operation of their strategies, and
support for some grants to local communities.

Our testimony is based on our recent report, Transition From School to Work: States
Are Developing New Strategies to Prepare Students for Jobs, (GAO/HRD-93-139,
Sep. 7, 1993), prepared at the request of the Joint Economic Committee, on
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies at the state level in the United
States. To arrive at the key components of a comprehensive school-to-work
transition strategy, we reviewed the literature in the field of school-to-work
transition and consulted with experts. To determine how many states have adopted
the components of comprehensive strategies, we conducted a telephone survey of all
50 states and the District of Columbia. We also visited states and school districts we
found that were implementing comprehensive strategies to gain an understanding
about how state and local officials are implementing the strategies.

In brief, our analysis showed that, even though American high schools direct most of
their resources toward preparing students for college, few incoming high school
freshmen--about 15 percent--go on to graduate and then obtain a 4-year college
degree within 6 years of high school graduation. A substantial number of the
remaining 85 percent wander between different educational and employment
experiences, many seemingly ill prepared for the workplace.1

Accordingly, some states are developing comprehensive school-to-work transition
strategies to better prepare high school students for workplace requirements. While
no state had fully implemented such a strategy at the time of our survey, four
states--Florida, Oregon, Tennessee, and Wisconsinhave enacted statutory
provisions requiring state officials to develop and implement these strategies. The

1See A Nation At Risk, The National Commission on Excellence in Education
(Washington, D.C. : 1983); National Center for Education and the Economy, the
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce, America's Choice: High Skills
or Low Wages! (Washington, D.C.: 1990); Gene Bottoms, et al. , Making High
Schools Work (Atlanta: 1992); Paul Osterman and Maria lanozzi, Youth
Apprenticeships and School-to-Work Transition: Current Knowledge and Legislative
Strategy, National Center on the Educational Quality of the Workforce (Philadelphia:
1993).
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four states are now undertaking actions on the following, interrelated components of
a comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy:

processes for developing academic and occupational competencies,2

career education and development,

extensive links between school systems and employers, and

meaningful workplace experiences.

These four components, which experts have identified as necessary for a
comprehensive strategy, are addressed in the three basic program components that
would be required by 11.R. 2884, namelx, (1) work-based learning, (2) school-based
learning, and (3) connecting activities.4 We support the direction taken by this bill
to establish a national framework for the development of school-to-work
opportunities systems in all states to facilitate youths' transition from school to
work. We believe, however, that overcoming the obstacles will require much effort
at the state and local levels. Officials and others in the four states that we visited
estimated that their school-to-work transition strategies will not be fully implemented
before the year 2000.

2Identifying "processes for developing academic and occupational competencies" as a
component of a comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy does not mean that
education reform serves only school-to-work transition goals. Indeed, one could
view education reform as an umbrella concept encompassing many goals, including
improved school-to-work transition. For a discussion a education reform efforts in
the United States, see our report, Systemwide Education Reform: Federal
Leadership Could Facilitate District-Level Efforts (GAO/HRD-93-97, Apr. 30, 1993).
For a discussion of skill standards and certification programs to provide potential
employers with assurances that applicants possess certain skills or attributes
specifically related to their field of endeavor, see our report, Skill Standards:
Experience in Certification Systems Shows Industry Involvement to Be Key
(GAO/IIRD-93-00, May 18, 1993).

3The three basic components listed in H.R. 2884 encompass the four components
identified by experts in a comprehensive strategy as follows: the work-based
learning component in H.R. 2884 encompasses meaningful workplace experiences
(our fourth component), the school-based learning component includes career
education and development (our second component) and processes for developing
academic and occupational competencies (our first component), and the connecting
activities include extensive links between school systems and employers (our third
component).

2
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BACKGROUND

The inadequate preparation of young workers has both individual and social costs.
The unprepared individual forgoes considerable earnings over a lifetime while
contributing to lagging national productivity growth and increasing social welfare
costs.

Recent studies on education and economic competitiveness,4 including our previous
work on the subject,5 have concluded that the goals of secondary schools should
include having all youth possess good academic skills, marketable occupational
skills, and appropriate workplace behaviors. We reported that the United States is
lagging behind some of its primary international economic competitors--Japan, the
former West Germany, Sweden, and England--in having students acquire academic
and occupational skills that employers need and guiding students' transition from
school to work. These foreign countries, unlike the United States, have national
policies that emphasize preparing youth for employment. Specific approaches vary
by country, but typically schools and employers work together to facilitate youths'
work force entry. In Japan, for example, high school seniors get jobs almost
exclusively through school-employer linkages, with employers basing hiring
decisions on schools' recommendations. In the former West Germany, about two-
thirds of all youth participate in apprenticeships.

The United States' secondary education system, on the other hand, has evolved into
a multitrack system that, according to many experts, increasingly does not serve
youth effectively. In the past, even though many youth in the United States had
few skills and limited language and computation skills, a substantial number of youth
could strive for and eventually get entry-level positions in semiskilled, higher wage
manufacturing occupations.6 Today, these kinds of jobs are increasingly being
phased out; getting jobs with high-wage potential now requires higher entry-level
skills. In addition, employers want employees who are versatile and able to adapt to
changing conditions not only by learning new skills but also by changing their roles
in the workplaceby working in teams, sharing management responsibilities, and
solving problema.

4What Work Requires of Schools: A SCANS Report for America 2000, U.S.
Department of Labor, the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills
(Washington, D.C.: 1991); America's Choice: High Skills or Low Wages!
(Washington, D.C.: 1990); Making High Schools Work (Atlanta: 1992).

Straining Strategies: Preparing Noncollege Youth for Employment in the U.S. and
Foreign Countries (GAO/HRD-90-88, May 11, 1990).

6Labor Issues (GAO/OCG-93-19TR, Dec. 1992).
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In general, current federal grant programs supporting secondary education do not
have as their goal aiding comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies at the
state and local levels. Instead, the federal programs are highly targeted, mostly on
specific populations of students--such as the poor, the disabled, and those with
limited English proficiency--and vocational programs.

The School-to-Work Opportunities Act includes provisions that would authorize
development grants to support state efforts in designing school-to-work transition
strategies, implementation grants for states ready to begin operation of their
strategies, and waivers of certain statutory and regulatory provisions in federal job
training and education programs that may impede school-to-work transition efforts.
In addition, the bill would authorize some grants to local communities. The state and
local efforts are required to contain three core components:

Work-based learning that provides students with a planned program of job
training and experiences in a broad range of tasks in an occupational area as well
as paid work experience and workplace mentoring.

School-based learning that includes a coherent multiyear sequence of
instruction, typically beginning in the eleventh grade and ending after at least
1 year of postsecondary education, tied to high academic and skill standards. It
also includes career guidance and development.

Connecting activities to ensure the coordination of the work-based and school-
based components of the school-to-work opportunities program.

LIMITED IMPLEMENTATION IN FOUR STATES

Only four states--Florida, Oregon, Tennessee, and Wisconsinhave moved to the
stage of adopting, in legislation, a comprehensive school-to-work transition
strategy. In the four states with comprehensive strategies, implementation progress
has been limited, partly because of the newness of the strategies. Each of these
states passed legislation during the 1991 to 1992 period. Representatives of nine
other states told us that they are considering adopting such strategies. Three
states had bills pending in their legislatures proposing such strategies (Michigan,
Minnesota, and Washington); another has submitted a plan to the state Board of
Regents for approval (New York); three are developing a plan for submission to the
legislature (California, Rhode Island, and Vermont); and two have enacted
legislation mandating the development of plan (Arkanias and New Jersey).

In the four states that have adopted the components of a comprehensive strategy,
implementation has just gotten underway and considerable uncertainties remain. The
most intense activity has been in developing the academic and occupational

4
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competencies expected of all students (first component). Most of the new statewide
goals, standards, implementation activity, and reporting have been in this area.
The states are placing heevy emphasis in particular on reducing dropout rates and
improving the academic performance of students.

For example, Jobs for Tennessee's Graduates, a program for high school seniors who
are most at risk of dropping out, is part of the state's strategy for raising the
overall level of academic performance and work preparation of the state's youth.
Seniors are trained throughout the year in competencies that enhance their personal
work habits and employability skills; following high school graduation, specialists
assist graduates in searching for and finding jobs. Oregon is one of several states
developing student graduation standards. The state plans to issue Certificates of
Advanced Mastery to those students who can show they meet these standards.

Progress is more limited on the other three components of the states' comprehensive
school-to-work transition strategies. For example, Florida is the only state of the
four with a comprehensive career education, guidance, and development program
(second component). As part of that program, in the 1991-92 school year, about 64
percent of Florida's eighth graders completed career plans that are designed to help
students set career goals and plan a curriculum that will help them achieve these
goals. We note, though, that Florida's program predates the state's comprehensive
school-to-work transition strategy, and local school districts are not required to
adopt it. The other three states are just developing pilot or demonstration programs
in this area.

As for establishing Links between schools and employers (third component), only
Oregon and Wisconsin have established joint state-business-labor bodies to
systematically coordinate and monitor school-to-work transition efforts. Concerning
providing meaningful workplace experiences to students (fourth component), new
activities such as youth apprenticeship Orograms are just starting, and on a very
limited basis at that. For example, Florida and Wisconsin each had their first 20
youth apprentices in the 1992-93 school year. Oregon and Tennessee will pilot their
first youth apprenticeships in the 1993-94 school year. Officials in all of the states
we visited, as well as in Rochester, New York, told us that they were in the process
of expanding these programs to apply to more students.

The states that are furthest along in designing comprehensive school-to-work
transition strategies have only begun to implement their strategies. The process of
implementing them across the U.S. will take a long time. Officials and others in the
four states we visited noted that implementing their strategies will be a challenge and
estimated that their school-to-work transition strategies will not be fully implemented
before the year 2000.
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LIMITED IMPLEMENTATION AT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT LEVEL

Although we visited school districts that the states identified as exemplary, these
districtsSeminole County, Florida; Portland, Oregon; Metropolitan Nashville,
Tennessee; West Bend, Wisconsin; and Rochester, New York7--like the states
themselves, are in the initial stages of implementing their comprehensive
school-to-work transition strategies. We observed several common characteristics of
these districts.

Similar to the approach at the state level, the principal focus of the districts is on
implementing the first component: a process to provide and demonstrate academic
and occupational competencies. This involves setting high standards for all
students, especially to reach National Education Goals 2, 3, and 48 Many
researchers and educators currently are focusing on systemwide reform as having
the greatest potential to improve student learning andachieve the National Education
Goals.8 Thus, one could view education reform as an umbrella covering many goals,
including improved school-to-work transition. The other components of
comprehensive strategies are largely in the planning stage.

Only one of the districts, Seminole County School District In Florida, has a
broad-based career education, guidance, and counseling program integrated into its
curriculum to reach all youth (second component). Two of Its elements are the
development of self- and career-awareness for students in kindergarten through
fifth grade and the development of career goals by eighth grade.

Although all districts have traditional employer input into vocational curriculum,
implementation of business links in other areas (third component) is, by-and-large,
unsystematic. Contacts include business participation on advisory committees,
teacher internships in industry, and private-sector employees teaching science and
tutoring in the schools. To help establish links between the school and the business
community, the Roosevelt Renaissance program in Portland, Oregon, has hired an
individual who was formerly employed in private sector-business. The situation in

7We visited Rochester, New York, even though it was not in one of our case study
states because our expert consultants had identified it as having a specially funded,
model comprehensive strategy.

8Early in 1990, the President and the nation's governors agreed to a set of six
National Education Goals for the year 2000. Goal 2 concerns graduation from school;
goal 3, academic achievement and citizenship; ay.' goal 4, math and science

achievement.

9 Systemwide Education Reform: Federal Leadership Could Facilitate District-Level
Efforts (GAO/HRD-93-97, Apr. 30, 1993), p. 2.
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Rochester, New York, is unique in this regard because the busineu community
takes an active leadership role in establishing strong, coordinated ties with the city
school district. For example, the Rochester Business Eduoation Alliance works with
the National Center on Education and the Economy to raise local businesses'
understanding and awareness of education's growing and changing needs. The
Industrial Management Council, an association of about 300 companies, is helping the
school board select existing school-to-work programs for inclusion in the district's
school-to-work transition initiative. It sponsors a career education program that has
Courses and 13-week internships for teechers in various companies.

All of the districts have some form of workplace exposure programs (fourth
component) to help orient youth to the world of work and allow them to see the
relevance of their education. However, the districts generally focus their efforts on
vocational students and often on those they think to be at risk of dropping out.
Furthermore, it is not clear that workplace experiences are structured to ensure
transition to jobs with career potential. All the districts we visited were in the
process of expanding these programs to apply to all students but have far to go.

MANY OBSTACLES EXIST

The state and local officials, teachers, business and labor representatives, and
experts we talked with identified several obstacles encountered in developing,
implementing, and accomplishing the goals of their school-to-work transition
initiatives. Some of the obstacles they mentioned include:

Some employers, especially small business employers, are reluctant to offer
workplace opportunities to youth because of the extra management time and costs
that would be incurred for training and supervising the youth and the additional
cost to employers for insurance.

School officials and teachers may have few contacts in the business world,
making it difficult to establish links with employers.

Many parents who have traditional expectations may doubt that a new approach
with a strong orientation to the workplace is the best preparation for college for
their own children. Scene parents may perceive the new school-to-work
transition programs as a form of vooational education.

State funding is uncertain for state and local initiatives, including funding for
full-time staff dedicated to school-to-work transition initiatives.

Some federal grant program targeting provisions limit the use of existing grant
moneys in school-to-work transition efforts enoompassing all students. For

7
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example, we were advised in one jurisdiction that the eligibility requirements of
the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) make it difficult to use JTPA funds in
that jurisdiction's comprehensive achool-to-work transition effort.

Some regional economies do not afford numerous and promising career path jobi.
The available jobs may be fn low-growth ocoupations, low-skilled alid low-paying
occupations, or in businesses with limited futures.

Information on "lessons learned" is not often collected oravailable on the
experiences of other jurisdictions in attempting to plan and implement
comprehensive school-to-work trensition strategies.

THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITIES ACT OF 1993 ADDRESSES ALL

COMPONENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY

The three basic program components that would be required by H.R. 2884 are
consistent with the components identified In our report as necessary to a
comprehensive strategy--improved academic performance, training in occupational
skills demanded by employers, orientation to the world of work and career guidance
and development to provide the information youth need to make informed decisions
about their future. Thus, we support the direction of this proposal not only because
it contains the components we found to be necessary for a comprehensive strategy
but also because it addresses several other issues we raised in our report.

The bill addresses two concerns we raised regarding waysto maximize federal efforts

in this area, namely that

planning and implementation grants be given only for comprehensive school-to-
work transition strategies, where the emphasis is on linking plans and actions
with the components, toward the goal of having all youth possess good academic
skills, marketable occupational skills, and appropriate workplace behaviors; and

evaluation grants be made for studies designed to measure meanineful outcOmes,

such as better employment and earnings patterns.

Our report also stated that the federal government could make it easier for state and
local officials to use tudsting targeted grants in school-to-work transition efforts, an
issue the proposal addresses with a waiver provision for certain program
requirements. This could make it easier for state and local officials to use existing
targeted grants in school-to-work transition efforts. This procedure would not
necessarily undermine the goals of the affected programa, particularly if the

8
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legislation authorizing the waivers stipulated that waivers could not affect any
provision relating to the basic purposes or goals of the programs. 10

In addition, relatively little information is available on what school-to-work
transition strategies would work in the United States. This is largely an uncharted
area for most states and school districts and, as we were told, is likely to take a long
time. As more state legislatures and local bodies take action, information will be
developed on successful and less successful initiatives, and we believe the role
outlined in H.R. 2884 for the federal government in reporting on these experiences
is useful. This would include reporting on federal and nonfederal evaluations of the
experiences.

Recently, federal attention has been focused on systemic education reform that is
directed to improving the overall educational system for all students; it is not limited
to support of specific populations of students. Supporting the development of a
school-to-work opportunities system, as envisioned in H.R. 2884, is consistent with
improving the overall educational system for all students and provides the continued
strong federal leadership that this difficult undertaking requires.

One issue that we would like to raise in closing is the level of emphasis that should be
placed on career guidance and development and how early in a child's education it
should start. Many of the experts we talked to recommended that all students
participate in career guidance and development programa starting before the eighth
grade and preferably earlier.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I will be happy to answer any questions
that you or members of the Committee might have.

(205256)

1°Such a waiver safeguard is contained in H.R. 2864.
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and National Security
Joint Economic Committee
United States Congress

Many youth are ill prepared for work when they leave high school, often
with long-term negative consequences. For example, about 30 percent of
youth aged 16 to 24 lack the skills for entry-level employment,' and
60 percent of adults in their late twenties have not found a steady job.2
This situation may be explained, in part, by poor academic preparation,
limited career guidance, inadequate workplace experiences, and other
impediments to efficient school-to-work transitions.

Experts often Ilnd school-to-work transitions in the United States to be
lacking in comparison with some of our principal foreign competitors. The
enerience of the former West Germany is often cited, where roughly
two-thirds of all youth participate In apprenticeships that provide an
introduction to the workplace, teach occupational skills and related
academic skills, and help facilitate the transition to work.

How to achieve better transitions to the workplace is the subject of much
debate. In response to these concerns, the Joint Economic Committee
asked GAO to study the school-to-work transition problem in the United
States. The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the status of
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies at the state level, and
ident* possible federal policy options for assisting such strategies. (See
app. I for detailed study objectives.)

Results in Brief Our analysis showed that even though American high schools direct most
of their resources toward preparing students for college, few incoming
freshmen--about 15 percentgo on to graduate and then obtain a 4-year
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college degree within 6 years of high school graduation. A substantial
number ot the remaining 85 percent wander between different educational
and employment experiences, many seemingly ill prepared for the
workplace."

Accordingly, some public officials and educators are considering
comprehensive achookowork transition strategies to better prepare high
school students for workplace requirements. While no state had fully
implemented such a strategy at the time of our survey, four
stmesFlodda, Oregon, Tenneasee, and Wisconsinhave enacted
statutory provisions requiring Mate officials to develop and implement
strategies. The four Mates are now undertaking actions on the following
interrelated components ot a comprehensive schooko-work transition
water,:

processes for developing academic and occupationalcompetencies,'
career educatice and development,
extensive links between school system and employers, and
meaningful wo(kplace experiences.

Each of the four states has taken a nurnber of steps. For example,
Tennessee has * Jobs for Tennessee's Graduates program to improve the
work habits and employabiliW skills of high school seniors who are most
at risk of dropping out. Florida has an innovative career education and
development component thst includes having students develop a
fotward-looking career plsn. In Portland, Oregon, officials have hired for
their Roosevelt Renaissance schookomork transition program an
individual with private-racks Magmas experience to establish links with
the employer conummity, and Wisconsin has a youth apprenticeship
program to provide students new tams of meaningful workplace
experiences and occupational sldlis.
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State and local officials, educators, and others we interviewed cited
numerous obstacles in their school-to-work transition efforts. These
include a lack of information CM what other jurisdictions have done,
employer reluctance to provide workplace experiences, parental aversion
to their children's participation In such experiences, and educator belief
that targeting provisions In some federal categorical grant programs limit
the use of those funds in schooko-work transition initiatives.

The federal government could help by disseminating evaluation and other
information on the lessons learned in various state and local
school-to-work transition initiatives. The government also could provide
advice on ways that schools might use existing categorical grant moneys,
perhaps through waivers (If authorized in law), in school-to-work efforts.

'Background Recent studies on education and economic competitiveness,' including
our previous work on the su1tlect,7 have concluded that the goals of
secondary schools should include having all youth possess good academic
skills,' marketable occupaticoal sidlls, and appropriate workplace
behaviors. We reported that the United States Is lagging behind some of its
primary international economic competitorsJapan, the former West
Germany, Sweden, and EnglandIn having students acquire academic and
occupational skills that employers need and guiding students transidon
from school to work."

These foreign countries, unlike the United States, have national policies
that emphasize preparing youth for employment Specific approaches vary
by country, but typically schools and employers work together to facilitate
youths' work force entry. In Japan,for example, high school seniors get
Jobs almost exclusively through school-employer linkages, with employers
basing hiring decisions on schools' recommendations. In the former W est
Germany, as noted earlier, about two-thirds of all youth participate in
apprenticeships.
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The United States' secondary education system, on the other hand, has
evolved into a multitrack system that, according to many experts,
increasingly does not serve youth effectively. The best students are
directed into the academic, college-prep track, while the rest are sorted
into either a vocational track attracting relatively few students or a
typically unchallenging general track that is often cited as preparing
students for nothing in particular.

U.S. secondary schools generally dliect most of their resources toward
preparing students for college. However, our analysis of U.S. Department
of Education data showed that few youthabout 15 percent of incoming
high school freshmencomplete a 4-year degree within 8 years of the end
of that group's high school education. This reflects the fact that roroghly
20 percent of incoming high school freshmen drop out before graduating,
and only about I In 6 of the remaining students ends up with a 4-year
college degree within 6 years of high school graduation.

In a previous work we noted that, in the past, even though many youth in
the United States had few skills and limited language and computation
skills, a substantial number of youth could strive for and eventually get
entry-level poaitioos in semiskilled, higher wage manufacturing
occupations. Today, these kinds ofJobs are Increasingly being phased out;
getting lobs with high-wage potential now requires higher entry-level
skills. In addition, employers want employees who are versatile and able
to adapt to changing conditions not only by learning new skills but also by
changing their roles in the workplaceby working in teams, sharing
management responsibilities, and solving problems.w

The inadequate preparation of young workers has both individual and
social costs. The unprepared individual forgoes considerable earnings over
a lifetime while contributing to lagging national productivity growth and
increasing social welfare costs."

Current federal grant programs supporting secondary instruction were not
established with the goals of aiding comprehensive school-to-work
transition strategies at the state and local levels. The federal programs are
highly targeted, mostiy on specific populations of studentssuch as the
poor, the disabled, and those with limited English proficiencyand
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vocational programs. The current administratioo, however, has recerUy
proposed funding foe comprehensive school-to-work transition initiatives-

In August 1993, as we were completing work on this study, the
administration submitted to the Congress draft legislation, introduced as
H.R.. 2884 and S. 1361, the `Schooko-Work Opportunities Act of 1983? As
currently drafted, the bills include provisions that would authorize
development grants to support state efforts in designing school-to-work
transition strategies, implementation grants for stare* ready to begin
operation of their strategies, and waivers of certain statutory and
regulatoty provisions in federal Job training and educaticn programs that
may impede school-to-work transition efforts. In addition, the bill would
authorise suppott for some grants to local communities.

Scope and
Methodology

To arrive at the key components of a comprehensive school-to-work
transition stratev, we reviewed the literature in the field of
school-to-work transition, including reports of the Secretary of Lsbor's
Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (the SCANS COMMISSICHA 12 the
National Centex on Education and the Economy," the Southern Regional
Education Board," and prior CAO woric" We also consulted with
numerous experts in the field.

To determine how many states have adopted the components of
comprehensive strategies, we conducted a telephone survey of all 50
states and the District of Columbia, contacting in each state the offices of
the governor and the chief school officer. Based on that survey, we
identified tour states that had formally adopted the components of a
conmrehenstve strategyFlorida, Oregon, Tc-inessee, and Wisconsin. We
visited theme four states, and in each state we visited & school district
recommended by state officials to gain an understanding about how state
and local officials are implementing the strategies. We also visited
Rochester, New York, because our expert consultants identified it as
having a model comprehensive ISTSSegy. (App. I provides additional details
on our scope and methodology.)
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We did our work between November 1992 arid May 1993 in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Sound Strategies
Require a
Comprehensive
Approach

Much has been written about the need for better school-to-work transition
to make high school graduates more employable and improve the
competitiveness of the American economy. Frequently, however, analyses
of the problem are too limited, addressing only a particular issue" or a
subset of the high school student population!' For example, a study may
teem on improving the academic skills and work competencies of
noncollege-bound youth.

Experts indlcate that one problem with such narrow analyses is that they
fail to recognize the challenge of providing sound academic skiEs and
work competencies to the entire student population. Another problem is
that such analyses do not sufficiently recognize that providing skills and
competencies alone is insufficient for better school-to-work transition.
Writers on the subject believe that to prepare the nation's youth for the
work world, all students need timely career education and development
that goes beyond traditional career counseling. This would involve
incorporating work world examples and problems into classroom
discussions and acthities.

Many observers believe that it also would be important to supplement
such classroom actions with meaningful experiences in actual workplace
environments through such arrangements as internships, cooperative
education programs, and youth apprenticeships." Further, in designing
and carrying out actions to prepare students for the world of work, it is
important to have strong links between schools and employers."
Examples of such links are employer participation on schools' policy and
advisory boards, to inform the schools of workplace skills and
competency needs; employer activities in the classroom, to teach or
illustrate the relevance of classroom lessons to the work world; and
teacher internships in indwary, to help teachers learn the skills and
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knowledge required in work settings. Suck links help keep the cuniculum
relevant to the workplace.

Based on our literature reviews and discussions with experts, a
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy would encompass the
following interrelated component&

processes for developing the academic and occupational competencies of
all students,
career education and development for all students,
extensive links between schools and employers, and
meaningful workplace experiences for all students.

Limited
Implementation in
Four States

While officials and citizens in many statm are beginning to develop
position papers or proposals to solve school-to-work transition problems,
only four stales have moved to the stage of adopting, in legislation, the
four components of a comprehensive school-to-work transidon strategy
that we identified. In those four state*, implemental:Ica progress has been
limited, partly because of the newness of the strategies. The states with
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies are Florida, Oregon,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin, each of which passed legislation during the
1991 to 1902 period.

Representatives of nine other states told us that they are considering
adopting such strategies. Three states have bills pending in their
legislatures proposing such strategies (Michigan, Minnesota, and
Washington), another has submitted a plan to the state Board of Regents
for approval (New York), three are developing a plan for submission to the
legislature (California, Rhode Island, and Vermont), and two have enacted
legislation mandating the development of a plan (Arkansas and New
Jersey).

In the four states that have adopted the components of a comprehensive
Wrately, implementation has Just gotten under way and considerable
:mcettaindes remain. The most intense activity has been in developing the
st....,dernic and occupational competencies of all students (first
corn 'anent). Most of the new statewide goals, standards, implementation
sod, ity, and reporting have been in this area. The states, for example, are
plr zing heavy emphasis on reducing drop-out rates and improving the
academic performance of students.
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For example, Jobs for Tennessee's Graduates, a program for oenlors who
are most at risk of dropping out, is put of the state's strategy for raising
the overall level ot &cadet* performance and work preparation of the
state's youth. Seniors are trained throughout the year in competencies that
enturice their permed siva Inks and employability skills; following high
school graduadcs, medalists assist graduates in sesrcidn for and finding
Jobe. Oregon 16 one almond states developing student graduation
standards. The state piens to home Certificates of Advanced Mastery to
those students who can show they meet these standards

Progress is more limited on the other three components of the states'
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies For example, Florida
is the only state ot the four with a compreheratve career educstion,
guidance, and development program (second component). As part of that
program, in the 199142 school year, about 04 percent of Florida's eighth
graders completed career plans that are designed to help students set
career goals and plan a curried= thst will help them achieve these goals.
We note, though, that Flodda's program predates the state's
convehensive schooko-work trarldtbil instep, and local school
districts are not required to adopt it. The other three Mates are Just
developing pilot or demonstration programs.

As for esUblishing Mks between schools and employers (third
component), only Oregon and Wisconsin have establithed Joint
statebusineemlabor bodies to systematkally comdinate and monitor
school-to-work transitIce efforts Florida and Tennessee; however,
indicated that they solicit employer views on education and work force
matters. Concerning providing meaningful workplsce evedences to
students (fourth component), such new activities as youth apprenticeship
programs are Just starling, and co a very limited basis at that. For example,
Florida and Wisconsin each had their first 20 youth apprentices in the
1992-93 school year. Oregcc and Tennessee will pilot their first youth
apprenticeships in the 190394 school yew. Officials In all of the states we
visited, as well as In Rochester, New York, told us that they were in the
process of expanding them programs to apply to more students.

Additional details on ststelevel actions are contained in appendixes II
through V.

Limited Implementation at Although we visited school districts that the states Identified as
the school District Level exemplar, these districts, like the states themselves, are in the initial
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stages of implernenting their comprehensive schoato-work transition
strategies. Nevertheless, we observed several characteristics of these
districts.

The principal focus of the districts is on implementing the lint component
a process to provide and demonstrate good academic and occupational
competencies. Progress to date on the other components is largely in the
planning stage.

Only one of the districts, Seminole County School District in Florida, has a
broad-based career education, guidance, and counseling program
integrated into its curriculum to reach all youth (second component). Two
of its elements are the development of self- and career awsreness for
students in kindergarten through fifth grade and the development of
career goals by eighth grade.

Although all districts have traditional employer input into vocational
curriculum, implementation of business links in other areas (third
component) is, by-and-large, unsystematic. Contacts include business
participation on advisory committees, teacher internships in industry, and
private-sector employees teaching science and tutoring in the schools. To
help establish links between the school and the business community, the
Roosevelt Renaissance program in Portland, Oregon, has hired an
individual who was formerly employed in private-sector business The
situation in Rochester, New York, is unique in this regard because the
business community takes an active leadership role in establishing strong,
coordinated ties with the city schools.

All of the districts have some form of workplace exposure programs
(fourth component) to help orient youth to the world of work and allow
them to see the relevance of their education. However, the districts
generally focus their efforts on vocational students and often on those
they think to be at risk of dropping out. Furthermore, it is not clear that
workplace experiences are structured to ensure transition to jobs with
career potential. All the districts we visited were in the process of
expanding these progams to apply to all students.

Additional details on district and school-level actions are contained in
appendixes H through W.
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Many Obstacles Exist
The state and local officials, teachers, business and labor representatives,
and experts we talked with identified several obstacles encountered in
developing, implementing, and accomplishing the goals of their
school-to-work transition inffiatives. Mowing are some of the obstacles
mentioned

Some labor laws make it difficult for high school strident. to participate in
certain work-based experiences, such as worker compensation provisions
excluding underage students.
Some detailed state regulations lessen flexibility at the local leveL For
example, a Termaseee Board of Education regulation required that all
echools teach 6 hours of math to all students each week, which matte it
difficult for the Mate's schools to tailor program to students individual
needs
Some federal grant program targeting provisions, in the opinion of some
educators, limit using existing grant moneys in school-to-work transition
effons encompassing all students. We were advised In onejurisdiction that
the eligibility requitement' of the Job Training Partnership Act (nsa)
make it difficult to use nes funds in that jurisdiction's ccerprehenskve
school-to-work transition effort.
State hinding is uncertain for state and local initiatives, including funding
for full-time staff dedicated to school-to-work transition initiatives.
Some employers, especially small business employers, are reluctant to
offer workplace opportunities to youth became of the extra management
time and costs that would be incurred for training and supetvising the
youth and the additional cart to employers for insurance.
Some traditional universiW entrance requirements may not accept the
credits of some new academic classes oriented to the work world.
School officials and teachers may have few contacts in the business world,
making it difficult to establish links with employers.
School scheduling practices can be inseitutionsily rigid, making tt difficult
to schedule multihour, interdisciplinary claws that are mometimes seen as
needed in a comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy.
Information on lessons learned' is not often collected or available on the
experiences of otherjurIsdictions in attempting to Plan and implement
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies.
Many parents who have traditional expectations may doubt that a new
approach with a strong orientation to the workplace is the best
preparation for college for their own children. Some parents may perceive
the new school-to-woek transition programs as a form of vocational
education.
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Some regional economies do not afford numerous and promising caner
pathJobs. The avallablejobs may be in kw-growth occupatices,
low-skilled and low-paying occupations, or in businesses with limited
futures.

Possible Federal
Actions

79-393 0 94-6

Overcoming these obstacles will require much effort at the state and local
leveLs, given the responsibilities at those levels for educational matters.
But the problem of inadequate school-to-work transitions is also a national
problem affecting international competitiveness, and the federal
government could help state and local planning and implementation
efforts.

The federal government could help by collecting and disseminating
information on the lessons learned in the state and localjurisdictions that
initiate school-to-work transition efforts. In addition, though other
countries have well-established strategies, relatiwily little information Ls
available on what would work, or not work, in the U.S. setting. This la
largely an uncharted area for most Americans.

However, our survey of the states showed that manyJurisdictions are
beginning to take actions on school-to-work transition matters. We
anticipate that as more legislatmes and kcal bodies take action,
information will be developed on successful and less successhil initiatives,
and the federal government could play a us,:`4 rok by reporting on these
experiences. This would include reporting on federal and nonfederal
evaluations of the experiences.

The federal government also could make it easier for state and local
officials to use existing targeted grants in school-to-work transition efforts.
One way of doing this would be through waivers, allowing the funds to be
used in such efforts. This procedure would not necessarily undermine the
goals 61the affected programs, particularly if the legislation authoriting
the waivers stipulated that waivers could not affect any provision relating
to the bask purposes or goals of the programs.a°

Whether federal funds spent on school-to-work transition efforts are from
exisung grant programs or, as envisaged in the administration's draft
-School-to-Work Opportunities Act," from a new grant program, we
believe that any federal investnwnt's effect would be maximized if
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planning end implementation grans are given only for comprehensive
achool4ovrodr transition strategies, where the emphasis is on linking
plans and actions with the four components toward the goal of having all
youth possess good academic skink nadoetable occupational skills, and
appropdste workplace behaviors and
evaluation grants me made for studies designed to measure meaningful
outcomes, such as better employment and amino patterns

Matters for
Congressional
Consideration

If the Congress wishes to support school-to-work transition atrateger. it
could consider encouraging the administration to dieeeninate information
on kimono learned in various Mate and local initiatives. It also could
cscuullide Pester use of existint Program funds in school4o.wortr
transition strategies, including autivietring waivers to permit use of
existing kiwis kt comprehensive schooliowork transition efforts.
However, for maximum effect, any funds made available should be only
for comprehersive schooko-work transition efforts, and funds for
evaluations should be for 'MAW designed to measure meaningittl
outcome

Agency Comments Department of Education and Department of Labor officials reviewed a
draft of this report and provided oral comments. They generally agreed
with the report's contents and suggested technical changes, which we
made, as appropriate. We also provided drafts of the appendixes to each of
the states and school districts we visited and incorporated their comments
as appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to approptiate House and Senate
committees, the Secretaries of Education and Labor, and other Interested
parties.

Pleaae call me on (202) 512-7014 if you or your staff have any questions.
Other migor contributors to this report are listed in appendix VII.

tr,414/ )1.1)1civt,
Linda G. Morra
Director, Education

and Employment lames
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Abbreviations

MT American College Testing
Arr Agency for Instructional Technology
CAM Certificate of Advanced Mastery
as Certificate of Initial Mastery
cam Center for Occupational Research and Development
/RA Job Training PartneriMp Act
tom National Aeronautics and Space Administration
emu. Public Education: Nashville Citizens Involved in Leadership
sxr Scholastic Aptitude Test
N'ANS Secretary of labor's Commission on Achieving Necessary

Skills
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Appendix I

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

The WM of our work was to develop an overview of state progress cc
comprehensive school-to-work traruidon strategies and to identify
possible federal policy actions in this area. To do this, we established the
following study objecthvat

Identify the key ccenponents of a comprehensive schooko-work transition
skater/.
Determine how many states have formally adopted the components of a
contprehensive schooko-work transition strategy and what they have
done to implement them.
Describe obstacles to planning and knplementation faced by state and
local rack& in their comprehenalve schooko-wock transition strategies.
identify how the federal government could support the states in their
efforts to develop comprehensive schooko-work Intuition initiatives.

To arrive at the key components of a comprehensive strategy, we reviewed
the literature in the field of schooko-work transition, including reports of
the Seadary of lAbor's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (the
ewe Commlasion),' the National Centex on Education and the Economy,'
and the Southern Regional Education Bone and prior GAD work.' We also
consulted with numerous experts in the BM.

To stay within the scope of our study, we footnoted our identificstion of
components to the substantive aspects of a comprehensive schooko-work
transition strategy sad did not focus on other factors that would be
knportant to any educational strategynamely, the need for adequate data
collection and reporting for evaluating the sumer of the strategy.
Furthermore, we did not examine the ability of the informadon systems of
the states and school districts we visited to measure meaningful outcomes
of comprehensive whoa-to-work tranaition strategies, such as the
employment and earnings patterns of their high school graduates. Thus,
we have no basis forjudging the absolute nor comparative effectivenees of
the states and school districts that have and have not adopted the
strategies.
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Appendix 11

Florida

Background Florida officials realized in the mid-1980s that a gap existed between
emergingjob requirements and the ability of Florida's work force to meet
them. Fce example, they estimated that, if the number of school drop-outs
remained unchanged from its 1900 level, the cost to society would be at
least $22 billion in lost revenue and increased costs for welfare,
unemployment, and crime between 1991 and the year 2000. Concern about
this led officials to adopt a comprehensive school-to-work transition
strategy.

Goals of the
School-to-Work nansition
Strategy

Florida's school-to-work transition strategy incorporates two programs:
career preparation and school improvement. According to a Flotida
official, the first, the 'Blueprint for Career Preparation; Ls one of several
work preparation programs and provides the framework for educators to
prepare youth to successfully enter and remain in their chosen fields of
work. Flist implemented as state policy in the 1988-89 school year, it
supports student preparation for and articulation to workplacea
vocational-techniad opportunities, and colleges or universities. Its main
objectives include increasing students' academic performance, enhancing
their self-esteem and career awareness, and improving their interpersonal
and employability skills.

The second, 'Blueprint 2000: A System of School Improvement and
Accountability,' referred to as 'Blueprint 2000," was enacted in 1991. It
intends to raise standards and decentralize the educational system by
freeing school districts to design learning environments and experiences
to better meet the needs of each child. Three of its goals are to graduate
students from high school who (1) are prepared to enter the work force
and postsecondary education; (2) can successfully compete at the highest
levels nationally and internationally; and (3) are prepared to make
well-reasoned, thoughtful, and healthy lifelong decisions.

Institutions Responsible
for Implementing Strategy

Responsibility for implementing the school-to-work transition strategy
mats with the Florida Department of Education. The Florida strategy is not
administered by a work force development board, as in Oregon and
Wisconsin, whose school-to-work transition strategies are part of formally
coordinated work force development strategies.

The Florida Department of Education's responsibilities in both programs
include providing technical assistance and training to any school district
implementing them. The Florida Commission on Education Reform and
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Components of the
School-to-Work
Transition Strategy

Processes to Provide and
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

To improve the academic skills of Florida high school graduate+, in 1992
the Florida Board of Education approved student performance standards
and statements of outcomes. The exit-level skills, 'mow ledge, and values
identified in the report by the U.S. Department of Labor Secretary's
Convnission on Achieving Necessary Skills (scatts)' are to provide a
framework for the standards that Florida will remdre of ail its students
Through SchoolYear 2000, a research and design initiative charged with
considering new approaches to instnictional delivery, Florida State
University's Learning Systems Institute is instituting a process to verify the
SCANS standards for Florida and set up an ongoing process to keep them
current.

At the same time, the state Department of Education is systematically
deleting low-level courses and adding higher level courses to the list of
courses approved for graduation from high schooL During this proem, it
is adding courses that use instructional methods involving the practical
application of scientific and technical principles to help students who have
difficulty with academic courses learn the content of the high school
curriculum State officials told us that developing these coursesApplied
Math 1 and 2, applied communications, applied physics, and applied
chemistry and biologyis paid in part with funds authorized by the Carl D.
Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act (Perkins) and
that their implementation by school districts is voluntary.

State ofBcials told us that Florida has established a procedure for
recognizing the high school work of the state's students for admission to
colleges and universities. State law mandates that Florida community
colleges admit all Florida public high school graduates. The Florida Board
of Regents approves specific courses, such as those in applied academics.
In addition, a 13-member statewide Articulation Coordination Committee
adjudicates difficulUes aniong the different sectors. This process can make
it easier for students to switch career paths after finishing high school,
should they choose to do so.
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Links With Employer
Community

In Florida, the role of employers in the schookomork transition strategy
is lamb advisory. For example, businees representatives provide
feedback to school needs aneeernest committees, and employers
participate co state vocational education boazds in an advismy capacity.
In addition, since 1999, Plaids has conducted three employer opinion
surveys to solicit employer feedback cc the preparation of entry4evel
employees who we graduates of the state's vocational programs.

Workplace Exposure State officials told us that Florida students participate in a variety of
workplace experiences, such as cooperative education and internships.
Twenty students participated in the siate's initial youth apprenticeehip
site, sponsored in part by the electronics manufacturing company Siemens
Stromberg-Carism (Siemens) in Seminole County. A state official told us
that high school students In youth apprenticeship programs are not
allowed by law to participate in the federal workers' compensation
program. He saw this as an obstacle to the implementadon of a
comprehensim school.to.work transitice strategy.

Seminole County
Public Schools

We visited three schools in Seminole County, Florida: Lyman High School
and two schools whose students eventually go there, Mtamonte
Elementary School and Mllwee Middle School,

Processes to Provide and
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

School district officials told us that Lyman High School has a two-track
system: techprep and college preparatory. To improve the academic skills
of its high school graduates, the school has eliminated all general track
courses from the curriculumincluding ftve general math comma some
basic programming courses, and other basic academic courses. The school
offers applied courses for students who have difficulty with the academic
courses to improve the student.' chance to succeed in school.

The high tchoofs vocstionakechnical curriculum has been designed to
coordinate with the health occupations, computer-assisted drafting,
electronics, and auto mechanics courses; officials told us. In the fall of
1993, studmts from throughout the county will be able to statt in a health
academy high school for the fiat time Students will be able to .ake
community college courses and receive high school as well as college
credit for them.
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grade. The districtwide career prepatation program may be weakened in
the future, according to local officials, by a budget cut that has reduced
the position of career education director to half time, requiring that the
director split her time between career education and lenguage ana.

Links With Employer
Community

Units with employers in the axea have added diversity to Lyman High
School's curriculum. Sietnens has shown an unusual commitment to
devekming links with the local achools. It provides tutors and mentors,
makes presentations at middle schools, goes to science fairs, and allows
Job shadowing of its employees by high school students. Because of its
close proximity to the aeromace industry, the school has added space
technology to its curriculum. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (rum) has 'adopted lyman High School. risse has selected
the school two or three times to talk with astronauts while they are in
space, and the school has the capability to track satellites with software.

Its proximity to Walt Disney World has provided the school the
opportunity to offer animation and television production courses. These
courses Include materiel showing possible applications of classroom
activities to both the aerospace and the entertainment industries.

Workplace Exposure Lyman High School, Siemens, and another high school in the district
collaborated on an electronic technician youth apprenticeship program for
20 students.lointly financed by the U.S. Department of Labor and Siemens
After the students graduate, if they qualify, they will be admitted to the full
apprenticeship program that Siemens runs in cooperation with Seminole
Convmmity College.

The Seminole County School District is planning further youth
apprenticeships for 130 to 136 eleventh and twelfth graders for the 1993-94
school year In carpentry, fire sprinIder systems, electricity, and plumbing.
Because businesses want students at the work site full time, the district
will offer these apprenticeships in the summerAfter students complete
the eleventh and twelfth grades. The goal is to have students complete
1,000 hours of on-the-Job training before they finish the twelfth grade or
during the summer after graduation.
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creation of a model for reform of secondary vocational and technical
education, training for professional technical training teachers, and
reentry programs for senior workers.
The Youth APPrenticeship Training Act, which establishes a youth
apprenticeship training program for high school students and provides tax
credits for participating employers.

Oregon voters recently approved a ballot measure that will be phased in
over a number of years and will severely limit increases in property taxes.
It is expected to severely constrain the amount of Amds available for state
programa State officials told us that aspects of the new school-to-work
transition initiative, such as the technical classes that are part of thy
students' preparation for the work world, are much more expensive to
offer than traditional academic classes. The uncertainty of Mate funding,
especially considering the likely increased costs of contemplated reforms,
can present obstacles to implementing the state's comprehensive
school-to-work transition /strategy.

Instittltions Responsible
for Implenient ing Strategy

The Oregon Workforce Quality Council is responsible for overseeing the
work force development activities in the state. By law, it has 21 members.
Its membership represents the major Makeholders in the process,
including private employers and workers. Of the 14 members appointed by
the governor, 6 must represent business and 5 labor or community-based
organizations; the remaining 4 must include a tegisiator, a local elected
official, a local education representative, and a member of the general
public. The members of the public sector include the governor or designee
and the chief administrators of agencies responsible for the following
areas: social services; elementary, secondary, and postsecondary
education; job training and work force development; economic
development; unemployment insurance; and corrections. The council has
a sunset dste of June 30, 1997.

hnplementation Strategy To begin to restructure Oregon's educational syatem, the state
Superintendent of Public Instruction has established 10 task forces to
explore ways to Mart restructuring the system and establish a
school-to-work transition stndegy In Oregon. They are on alternative
learning environments, Ceuificate of Initial Mastery, Certificate of
Advanced Mastery, employment of minors, extended school day/year,
integration of social services, middle level, nongraded primary, school
choice, and site-based decision-making. School districts and schools must
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schools, allows younger students to go into businesses to see and
experience how businesses work, participates in academies and promotes
business persons' acting as tutors and mentors for students:A
Hewlett-Packard official told us that this cornpany plan& to have 10
teacher interns this summer who will have the opportunity to work in
scientific laboratories and business operations offices and will be paid for
their work. The intern teeth= are then expected to return to their
schools and incorporate into their cunicula concepts they have ;earned
from their buciness experiences.

Workplace Exposure Under the school-to-work transition strategy, the Workforce 2000 11 Act
will establish new programs for promoting education and job training for
Oregon students and workers, and the Youth Apprenticeship Training Act
will establish youth apprenticeship training program for participating
employers. A unique feature of the Oregon plan is that employers can
receive a tax incentive of up to $2,500 to participate in the youth
apprenticeship program. A business official who has been active in the
development of the state school-to-work transition strategy speculated
that the lack of such an incentive might be an obstacle to implementing
comprehensive school-to-work transition strategies because it is difficult
to convince many employers to offer workplace opportunities to youth.

According to state officials, the process of setting up work-based learning
experiences is a state responsibility in Oregon and started in 1993. Youth
apprenticeship sites are required to follow the written standards for
registered apprenticeships as well as those set for high school youth To
make this possible, the state lowered the minimum age for participation to
16 and eliminated the requirement for a high school diploma as a
prerequisite for participation, thus removing one obstacle to implementing
a comprehensive school-to-work transition strategy. The Oregon Bureau of
Labor and Industriesresponsible for finding available siteshas
identified 49 youth apprer iceshlp sites in a variety of occupations,
including stagehand, logger, and emergency ..edical technician. The
Oregon Depar'ment of Educationresporsible for finding interested
studentshw found 17 students interested in filling these slots in the
coming school ye_x.

Pending state legislation would expand youth apprenticeshIpsalso with
written standardsbeyond the registered apprenticeships. These will be
approved through the regional work force quality committees rather than
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Although school officials do not expect to find measurable results for
another 3 to 6 years, they plan to evaluate the program evety year. They
expect to write a new 6-year plan in 1994.

Career Education and
Development

All students in the district have developed a career plan, but a school
official commented that the process was rushed and, as a consequence,
has not been helpful or meaningful for students. However, as part of the
new freshman focus class at Roosevelt High School, all freshmen this past
year used a computerised program relating aptitudes to career choices to
help them select their career pathways. This information is included in the
students portfolios, which follow the students throughout their schooling.

All ninth-grade students at Roosevelt High School do &job 'shadowine
experience of 1/2 day with someone in the work environment and take the
freshman focus daft School district officials told us that the school will
implement a career education curriculum for the sophomore class in the
1993-94 school year. Major components of this curriculum will include a
course specific to the student's career focus and a second job shadowing
experience.

Links With Employer
Community

Local employers and Roosevelt High Seioc, '. teachers have been working
together on a curriculum restructuring team since January 1991 using,
according to school officials, total titali*, management practices. The
Roosevelt Renaissance program has hired an individual who was formerly
employed in the businese world to establish links with the employer
cornimmity that school officials and teachers tnically Lack. In this wsy the
school has begun to overcome one of the obstacles to implementing a
school-to-work transition strategy facing many schools. Some projects
come to the teams through their business partnerships. Several federal and
state agencies are also involved in the effort. According to school officials,
all Roosevelt teachers have taken tours of lots; businesses, and 10
teachers from Roosevelt are serving summer internshipt with local
businesses to familiarize themselves with the work world. They are
selected from each of the different career pathways.

Workplace Exposure State officials told us that Portland she:lents participate in workplace
experiences such as internships and cooperative education. In addition,
school officials noted that job shsdowing stuts in the freshman year,
entailing a one-time, 3-hour experience per year, per student The plan is
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Tennessee

Background According to Tennessee officio* Tennessee's effort to restructure
education began in the late IBMs, when the public was eirpeessing
dissatisfaction with the state's enonomic develooment. Jobs thr high
school dropouts were becoming scarce as Tennessee's mamdsclurkg
industries were changing from textile based to other types of
manufacturing. Also, the auto menufecturers that were movbg into the
state conglained about the quality of the work force, leading Tennessee
officials to fear that the state would have difficulty attracting high-wage
jobs in the future.

Goals of the
School-to-Work Transition
Strategy

Tennessee, in the 190042 period, approved two schoolth-work transition
document,: the 'Goals and Objectives of the 21st Century Challenge Plan*
and the Education Improvement Act. First, according to Tennessee
officials, the governor prepsred, and the Tennemee Legislative Oversight
Committee on Education and the mate Board of Minna% approved, in
1900, the 'Goals and Objecthes of the 21st Century Challenge Plan'
(commonly referred to as the 21aL Century &hook Prevent), whose
overall aim is to establish, by the beginning of the 21M cenoxy, new
schooling approaches to better prepare students; for the new century. The
21st Century Schools Program calls for restructuring the high school
curriculum to strengthen academic requirements for all students Kt that
they exceed the national average and score in the top onethird of
southeastern states by the 21st century. Then, in 1902, the Tennessee
General kmembly passed and the governor approved legislation
incorporating the basic elements of the 21st Century Schools Preffirrt into
law.

The 21st Lentury Schools Program also calls for abolishing the general
track curriculum, forcing students to choose between an academic and a
vocational track by the end of the tenth grade. A Tennessee Department of
Education official told us that the goal is for students in both tracks to be
prepared for work, anther trainbig, or college. Those students planning to
go to college will receive enhanced preparation for college-level work, and
those in the vocational track will receive intensified preps:Won for jobs
or posteecondary technical education so they can compete effectively in
the job market or ma-teed in postsecondary technical education.

Institutions Responsible
for Implementing Strategy

The school reform legislation authorizes the mate Board of Education to
eet policy and adopt formulas to distribute Idndergarten through
twelfth-grade education appropristiona A Tennessee Department of
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mom Mudents who, officials believe, need and deserve to participate in

them

Components of the
School-to-Work
Mransition Strategy

Processes to Provideand
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

Tennessee Department of Education officials told us that, to improve the
academic skills &Tennessee high school gredustm all Mudents are
expected to learn the same skills through the tenth grade. At that point,
students are expected to choose between a vocaticeal end an academic
track. The Tennessee Department ot Education is assessing both
vocational and academic courses for content quality and plans to eliminate
the gene,* track by phasing* out over several years.

The Mate is phasing in applied academics comes to help students who
have difficulty with tradiUotud academic approaches. So far tt has
develotied six applied academics coulees in collabocatics with other state
agencies and has implemented fourMath for Technology I and II, applied
communications, and principles of technology. An ofilcial told us that
funding fcr developing applied academics courses comes from both the
Carl D. Perkins Vocation* and Applied Technology Education Act funds
and state money.

The Department of Education is attempting to get higher education
inatatutions in the Mate to accept mom applied courses for admission to
enable Mudents to meet admission reemirements. Acceding to a
Department et Education official, Tennessee untvenities and colleges
accept three ot the approved courses for adrnisaion.

As planned, Tennessee's credertialk* program will be rigorous. In 1993 all
vocsaional students in the twelfth grade had to take the Work Keys test for
the first time. Ills test measures wodrplace readiness ..:rd academic
achievement. Scene Termessee businesses will invite students to include
their Week Keys usessnent moms with theirjob applications to
document their weir readiness. According to Department of Education
officiel, all students mull pus the Tennessee Proficiency Test, which
cannot be sheen before the spring of the ninth grade, as requirement for a
high school diploma. Hy July 1996, ail {redneck* minion must take the
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American Coilege Testing (Acr) assessment, the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), Or the Work Keys test nese NM TO looser will be optional.

Career Education and
Development

We found a variety of career education and develogrnere plans in
Tennessee, rather than a single statewide approach. Ten school systems
used state "arm to develop career development programs in high schools
and vocational cesium. According to a Depsrunent of Education official,
in 1903, eighth-grade students in sortie sties throes the state used career
planners that follow the Southern Regional Education Board model. This
diktat told us that a program foe guidance counselors I. available and has
been piloted in 27 schools. It MR be offered to other schools this 611.
helps gUidence comiselors learn about career planners, career awareness,
portfolios, and etnplornent possibilitIes foe students. The Termeesee
Departnw atof Employment Security has a athookomork transition
program to orient high school graduates to the workplace. The curriculum
for employability skills and marketing was developed jointly by local
employers and schools; the program is being used in 50 of the 96 counties
in Tennessee. School year 1903 was the first time this program was
provided to sthrients other than twelfth graders.

Links With Employer
Community

To help schools improve their performance and productivity, Tennessee
has vocational advisory committees that include repreuentatives from
budness and induatty in all school districts across the Mate. In addition,
about SD percent of Tennessee school systems are involved in some form
of oeganised school-business or school-community partnerships. For
example, the Department of Education =wawa a "Tenneeme Business
Week,' when kicoming high school Juniata and INT= have the
oppaetuntly to spend a week on a university camps, during the summer to
learn about the hee enterprise system and effective business principles.

Workplace Exposure State °melds told us that Termeesee students have the opportunity to
partidpate ki various workplace evidences. The Denariment of
Education developed a youth apprendoiship model for students who enter
the week force and for studertra who with to continue their education, but,
according to a Department of Macedon official, local education agencies
have the &KIM* to design and deveiop their own model. He mid that the
Bambara hes affected amen sites to pilot this program.
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Metropolitan
Nashville Public
Schools District

We visited the Glencliff and Maplewood Comprehensive High Schools and
the Wright Middle School in the Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools
district

Processes to Provide and
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

The Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district plans to eliminate the
general track, and it will eliminate all general track courses when the state
does, according to a Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district official.
Two of its schoolsGlencliff and Maplewood Comprehensive High
Schoolsare pilot sites for eliminating the general track. Another official
told us that they are now developing curricula to meet state competency
standards.

The Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district is one of six locations
across the country participating in Equity 2000, an education reform
project established by the College Board to enhance minority preparation
in algebra and geometry. This &year project, ongoing at both Glencliff and
Maplewood Comprehensive High Schools, is in its second year. It is a
model of systemic change designed to be replicated nationwide.

The Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district has four approved
applied academics coursesprinciples of technology, applied
communications, Math for Technology 1, and Math for Technology 11. The
first two and the last are on the list of approved academic courses for
admission to Tennessee's universities and 2-year colleges. Glencliff and

'Maplewood Comprehensive High Schools also teach diversified
technology, and Glencliff has an additional course in applied biology and
chemistry, according to a district official. Most of the money to fund
development of these courses comes from local funds, but the school
district uses Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology
Education Act money for supplies and equipment. Through its Diversified
Technology Program, Maplewood Comprehensive High School allows
vocational education students to demonstrate their knowledge and
competencies by completing student projects. It has work stations for
various subjects, such as robotics, research design, desk-top publishing,
electronics, and aerospace technology, with the appropriate equipment to
conduct these activities. Groups of students design and research their own
projects, with an instructor as facilitator.

Although the legislation requires that all students take an exit exam by
July 1906, a school district official told us that all vocaUonal students In
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funded by the Tennessee Department of Education and the Tennessee
Department of Human Services, qualifies the young mothers for work In
child care centers once they have finished high school.

Links With Employer
Community

PrOjeCt PENCtes Adopt-a-School program has business partnerships with
schools In the Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district Some
schcoLs have multiple partnerships. Fbr exammle, Glenctiff Cotnprehensive
High School works with both Textron Aerostructurv. and Ford Motor
Company. Textron spends moneyaccording to Glencliff's needson
projects Involving both vocational and academic students, and the Ford
Academy of Manufacturing Sciences teaches students about the industrial
worimisee.

Concerned about Nashville's economic development, the Nashville Area
Chamber of Commerce set up a task force to look at new and existing
Industry and to help strengthen public education. A school district official
told us that last year the Chamber surveYed close to 300 Wellies/me about
various economic and community development questions, including
whether businesses would be willing to Improve linkages with the schools.
As a result, personnel of the Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district
interviewed more than 300 businesses this summer, asking them to
participate ink variety of activities, such as job shadowing a work
exchange program for teachers, advisory committees, mentor and
internship programs, tours and workshops for educators, and
establishment of a basic sIdlis program with the Metropolitan Nashville
Public Schools district The Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools district
will provide the Work Keys aseessments to these businesses so that they
can validate competencies and correlate them with the skills required for
entry4evel positions.

Workplace Exposure The Ford Motor Company, in partnership with Glencliff Comprehensive
High School, developed the Ford Academy of Manufacturing Sciences, a
program designed for eleventh, snd twelfth-grade students who Intend to
pursue additional education after high school. The curriculum consists of
four full semester courses about manufacturing and related techniques
taught by specially trained teachers at Glencliff Comprehensive High
School. The program offers a paid summer internship between thejunlor
and senior years.
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Implementation Strategy The Office of Schooko-Work Transition hos the responsibility for
coordinating the bnplementation of the schookamork tramition strategy.
Any dispute between tho different agencies charged with inglementing the
strategy is to be resoived by the governor cc the recretary of the
Department a:Administration. The governor also established the
Govenmes Office or Workforce Excellence in the Department of Industly,
labor and Human Relations 1st January 1993. It is responsible for creating
new youth apprenticeship programs, assisting in local implementation of
these programs, administaing state grads to estoblith canes counseling
centers, and abetting employers' coass for mpervising and training youth
apprentices.

Components of the
School-to-Work
Itansition Strategy

Processes to Provide and
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

The state's Deparlment of Public Instruction publishes minimum
Mondani* for programs that school districts must provide but does not
specify outcomes. The department has limited influence over the difficulty
of the courses students take since, according to a Mate education official,
the local school districts control the content of the courses they offer.

By January 1994, state officials expect applied technology programs In
math, science, and commtmications to be available to help implement the
tech-prep and youth apprenticeship pathways. They are intended m
alternative instructional methodologies for students tn the tech-prep and
youth apprenticeship pathways. Rode authorised by the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act help pay for the
development of these courses.

According to a state official, Wisconsin high school students taking
applied academics comma have found acceptance to colleges somewhat
difficult because these courses were not recognised as fulfilling academic
requirements for admission. However, the University of Wiaconsin system
recently publiahed a list of how the nationally developed courses of the
Center for Occupstional Research and Development (ono) in applied
math and applied technology could be used for admiesion purpmes. In
1993-94, the University of Wisconsin system will be developing a
congetency-based approach to admissions that will be piloted in 1994-96.
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programs end Job 'shadowing. In addition, the state piloted a youth
apprenticeship program during the 190243 school year that differed from
existing woek exposure mograms because it provided technical
Instruction closely correlated with the workplace experience. The
Moccasin Department ot lullaby, labor and Human Relation sponsored
the development ot an indatirretated curriculum based cm outcomes
identified by industry. The program operated at two locations in the
printing industry and served 18 students. A state official told us that, after
completion of a 2-year apprenticeship program, a student will receive a
high school diploma, a coilege tranacript that indicates successful
completion of cettain college courses, and a certificate of occupational
proficiency issued* the Department of Industry, Inbar and Human
Relations. This certificate indicates that the student has matched the
standards of the youth apprenticeship program in the state.

The Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations is working to
reach an agreement with business that would guarantee higher entry-level
pay for students who have comaleted a youth apprenticeship program and
higher pay for academic achievement. Additional youth apprenticeship
positrons in the financial services industry are slotted for the 1903-84
school year. Officials were concerned that child labor laws would make
implementation of youth apprenUceship at work sites difficult; but,
according to a Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations
officio], they researched the law and found that because the training was
approved and supervised, children over 14 could participate at work sites.

West Bend Joint
School Distxict

We visited West Bend's two high schoolsWest Bend East High School
and West Bend West High Schoolwhich are located in the seine building
and share some staff and common areas. According to school officials, the
West Bend Joint School District Board approved its own strategic
schooko-worWeducation transition plan in April 1902. Implementation of
some oomponents began during the 190243 school year, but many of the
efforts are only in the planning slava.

Processes to Provide and
Demonstrate Good
Academic and
Occupational
Competencies

Under the plan, the school district expects to improve the academic skills
of West Bend High Schools' students by developing and implementing an
Integrated curricuhun in math, science, and technology disciplines at
middle and high school levels; adapting or developing occupaticaal and
academic curricula for career clusters to meet the needs of students who
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plan to enter a technical college or apprenticeship program; and
developing and implementing a comprehensive tech-prep program.

West Bend High Schools provided coe math and two English applied
academics courses in the 1902-03 school year. In the 199344 school year,
two more applied academics courses will be addedin science and social
studies. The schools used both local school district Am& and Perkins
funds foe devekping applied academics courses. One applirl academics
teacher commented that a possible obstacle to the success and acceptance
of a course in applied mathematics I. the difficulty encountered in getting
universities to recognise applied academics courses fix student admission.

A team of English, math, and social studies teachers discussed how they
are planning and presenting a course at the high school that integrates
academic and vocational subjects. One teacher explained that credit for
the integrated course is split between the academics involved. For
example, business writing provides one credit for English and one-holt
credit fur business education. However, teachers expressed difficulty
finding adequate time to plan such a curriculum. This could be an obstacle
to expanding the Litegrated instzuctional approach beyond this pilot
Prialect

West Bend High Schools is planning reorganization of instruction to
occur:Mims' clusters. These occupational clusters are projected to be
fully implemented in the 190496 school year. According to school
officials, students will be able to select one of five clustersearth ecology
and environment, engineering/industrial technology, arts and
communication, human services, or business systemsincluding students
at all levels of achievement Teschers and the curriculum they teach would
be organised around the clusters' subjects. The college and work-oriented
pathways contemplated in the Wisconsin school-to-work transition
legislation will be offered within the career clusters. The school district is
also developing a diploma endorsement program intended to validate
employability skill . It would enable students to demonstrate their skills
and competencies.

Career Education and
Development

79403 0-94 7

The district's school-to-work/education transition plan calls for expanding
and refining the iindergarten to grade 12 career guidance program. In the
1992-93 school year, almost 96 percent of West Bend High Schools'
ninth-grade students completed a career plan to help them organize their
educational plans and future. Once the school is organized into clusters,
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printing atd apply Cleler0OUI Intruded. to wolk aggikatices by worktng
directly wtth a mom They rotate through cledgnmed stations kt the
coevals to wain agerletwe In all aspect. otthe printing Wintry.
&whoa front this poen= will be able to go &reedy to work, kit* a I- or
2-yeer technical college prow" or to a 4-year unbent" program. In
future yearn *AIM will take a prerequisite come about the Industry to
prepare duo kr** aggwentloutip.
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Wegman Food Markets, Inc., the largest local supermarket chain, has
developed the Work Scholarship Connection Program. It provides 'youth
advocates' to help eighthgrade students front thi. Thomas Jefferson
Middle School stay in school, graduate, and learn job readiness ski/ls. It
coordinates part4ime job placement foe the students at Wsgman and other
local employers and provides adult support. Participate who complete
high school receive college tuition assistance. In addition, the Xerox
Corporation recently began a workecholarship program for 40 students at
Franklin High School that follows the Wemnan model design.

Apple Computer's partnership with Thomas Jefferson Middle School
teaches workplace competendes, especially in the schools' career
exploration program and school-to-work traisition wpm.

According to a school official, Rochester General Hospital currently has
students from the Rochester City School Markt participating in career
education sad preparation and in various Mx. The hospital, In
conjunction with Benjamin Franklin High School staff, provides job
shadowing experiences to ninth gradas, cam studies in medicine for tenth
graders, orientation to the work woeld for eleventh graders, and work
experience for twelfth graders. The hospital hos shadowing programa and
a mentoring program for about 25 participants.

The Junior Achievement of Rochester program helps kindergarten through
sixth-grade students better understand the relationship between what they
learn in school and their participation in the economy. Fifty classes are
implementing this curriculum in grades 1, 2, and 3. The Junior
Achievement's Economics of Staying in School is a career development
curriculum in which private industry personnel come into the schools and
work with students. BusMess consultants are teaching classes in the
middle schools.

Workplace Exposure The Rochester initiative includes developing a process to ensure that all
students have work experiences. Due to the clom links between schools
and the employer community, Rochester students have opportunities to
participate in workplace experiences such as cooperative education and
student internships and more are planned. In addition, the National Center
and the school district Issued a youth apprenticeship model in
January 1903, and, according to a Rochester official, m of May 1993, the
district has five students participating in youth apprenticeships in
manufacturing at Eastman Kodak It plans to have 25 students
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partidpating in health career youth appeenticeshipa next year. Also,
Rochester Ganged Hospital km pregame for Omelette in various grades
under the Bloacience and Hoak Career Academy at Benjamin Franklin
High &boa
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Chairman FORD. They tell me you have already done that. We
will notify you when you should come back.

Ms. MORA. Thank you. We understand.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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HENRY FORD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
(313)271,2750

November 5, 1993

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
The Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chair of Sub-Committee in Elementary, Secondary and

Vocational Education
United States Representative
B-346A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Kildee:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony on
H.R. 2885, School to Work Opportunities Act of 1993. President
Andrew A. Mazzara and I are pleased to share our perspectives on
H.R. 2885 and to provide information about some of HFCC programs.

Sincerely,

-474'Art.

Jo-Ann Terry, Ph.D.
Vice President/
Dean of Career Education

JT/cz
attachments
kildee.ltr

XC: President Mazzara
Representative John Dingell
Representative Bill Ford"
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TXX SCSOOL TO NORK OPPOITONITY ACT Of 1993
X.R. 2844

Prepared Remarks
By

Jo-Ann W. Terry, Ph.D.
Vice President/

Dean of Career Education
Henry Ford Community

PRESENTED ON NOVEMBER 5, 1993 TO:

SITS-CCNNITTZX rm ZLININTARY, SZCOMDAAT AMD
VOCATIONAL ZONATION

RZPRZSZNTATIVZ DALX X. =LOSS OF NICRIGAN, CMAIROZMON

The School to Work Opportunity Act of 1993 is an exciting

piece of new legislation which integrates several existing

elements into a new syst.em.that has the potential to reform both

educational programs and the educational system itself. The Act

stresses integration of new school-to-work opportunities with

existing ones, building on their strengths but extending them

beyond their current limitations. Two key concepts emerge

repeatedly in this Act: integration and partnerships.

The Act includes several key principles: 1) the active

participation of employers and unions is mandatory as new school

partners; 2) work-based and school-based learning are integrated

through a variety of "connecting activities;* 3) career and

academic learning are integrated in meaningful ways; 4) linkage

between secondary and postsecondary institutions is required,

building on the emerging Tech Prep partnerships recently fostered

through the new Perkins legislation; and 5) all curricula must be

1
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tied to skill and performance standards based on the integrated

input of employer-educator partnerships.

This legislation is designed to create a national

educational system -- something that is sorely needed if the

United States is to prepare students to become valuable (value-

added) and productive workers capable of competing in our global

economy. Unfortunately, today many of our urban areas have a

youth and minority unemployment rate equivalent to third world

countries. With this growing sense of disenfranchisement of our

youth, the question of the success of this Act also may become

the question of the future success of our democratic and open

society.

We all recognize that business performance is largely a

product of the employees' knowledge and skills, and of their

effectiveness in translating what they know and can do to the

workplace. This legislation allows for state initiatives to

design a statewide system that meets the local educational needs

of citizens of that state. It does not mandate one type of

program, but allows for the diversity of approaches and programs

necessary to design unique and appropriate state systems. In

Michigan, the Models for Michigan plan has developed 11 elements

of a comprehensive system beginning with K-12 and extending

through 12th grade to adulthood. It defines the private sector

role, the school role, the participant outcomes and the

credentials appropriate to each element. The 11 elements include

such things as career exploration, service learning, career

2
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academies/magnet schools, cooperative education, pre-

apprenticeship to employment/life long learning. The assignment

of specific elements to specific educational sectors is

important. It will clarify educational delivery roles and

eliminate duplication and overlap of servimes as well as holes in

the total system where educational needs are currently not being

addressed.

The Act builds on the successful programs already in place

such as Tech Prep, "youth apprenticeships," cooperative education

and career academies/magnet schools. All of these programs have

business, industry and labor participation. But this proposed

legislation makes that partnership stronger and incorporates the

employer/educator-identified essential skills and standards for

particular employer clusters. The Act mandates work-based

learning with paid work experience as a component. But it is

open to each state to select which work-based programs. For

American community college practitioners this act is a breadth of

fresh air that recognizes a practical partnership role with our

nation's business and their need for a skilled workforce.

One way in which I believe this proposed legislation can be

strengthened is to provide incentives for programs that strongly

link secondary and postsecondary education, such as Tech Prep.

With technology changing as rapidly as it has been, the cost of

career/vocational education keeps escalating. Just keeping

equipment current with the majority of employers is a challenge,

let alone retraining faculty to maintain their skills and keep

3
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current their knowledge base. More and more it seems that

community colleges are the appropriate providers of

career/vocational education. Secondary schools can begin with

career awareness and basic job preparation through applied

academics. If introductory technical training is desired,

secondary schools should partner with community colleges and use

college lab facilities in the afternoons when typically fewer

classes are run on campus. In specific career areas, basic

skills could be delivered. For example in the computing area,

keyboarding skills should be taught at the high school level.

Perhaps even a course on what computers can do and how they

operate. Beyond those introductory courses, applications and

systems should be taught at the community college.

By targeting specific roles to each educational delivery

institution, redundancy in coursework can be eliminated. And,

mastery of the basics can be stressed. Much of the criticism of

K-12 education is unfair. Over the years, we have added many

more expectations of what schools should provide, but we have not

made the school day or year longer, nor have we removed any of

the previous missions assigned to schools. Layer upon layer of

expectations are drowning K-12 education. The School-to-Work

initiatives could go a long way toward setting priorities and

eliminating duplication.

Hardly any U.S. citizen will be long term employable in the

future without at least two years of college. This view is

shared by many, many educators incluaing the Michigan Association

4
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of Secondary School Principals (MASSP). The MASSP is advocating

the view that K-14 education should be the minimum length of

public education. I would like to quote from a recent MASSP

position paper entitled, "Rethinking the Curriculum":

We must get to the point where we consider those
students who only receive a high school education
to be a drop-out. Once they get into the community
college system or four year college, their life-
long learning has a better chance to succeed. We
need to change the mind-set of a particular seg-
ment of our society that thinks it is okay to
leave school at 16. However, we allow that. We
also have to change the mind-set of a majority
of our population that graduation from high
school is the end of the student's education.
We also have to change the mind-set of many of
our population that all our students should go
to a four year college.

Whether students movt directly from high school to college

or whether they try to work before realizing that further

education is needed to move beyond entry level positions,

stronger linkages between K-12 and community colleges can only

improve career/vocational education overall. Educators and their

business partners need to communicate to students, starting at a

very early age, that more than just a high school diploma is

needed to move into today's world of work. By having business

and labor leaders deliver this message, faculty will not seem to

be self-serving and perhaps the students could hear and believe

this prognosis. Every student has aspirationa for some bright

future. And more and more, those futures relate to more than

making .st enough money to get by. By building in paid work

experiences, students would be able to "try on" different careers

5
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to see if they are what they want. And by stressing the mastery

of the basic skills at the high school level, not only will

students have career options from which to choose later in their

teenaye years, but community colleges would have less remedial

work to do with recent graduates.

Across this nation higher education is providing more and

more remedial education -- even to recent high school graduates.

Almost three-quarters of all new community college students,

regardless of age, need one or more remedial classes. These

classes must be taken first in order to ensure that students can

do college-level work when they move on to regular college

courses. This need for remediation postpones students' entry

into the courses for which they came to college in the first

.place. It may also further discourage students whose self-image

was that they weren't "good students" to begin with and that

perhaps they don't belong in college.

I would like to take a few moments to mention a few of the

similarities between the goals and implementation strategies

this act and the vast experience of our nation's community

colleges.

For many years community colleges have worked with business

and industry, labor, and their communities to define meaningful

work related education. Over the past two decades American

business and industry has been in the process of technological

evolution. They have been reorganizing their internal work

relationships and management strategies, as well as external

of
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inter-firm relationships. All of these changes affect the depth

and scope of workbased education. Community colleges, likewise,

have grown as a result of these changes in business and industry.

As providers of education and training--academic, vocational and

managerial--community colleges have responded to business' needs

and the skill needs of their workers.

Community colleges are regional educational providers which

have historically articulated and implemented apprenticeship

based education through local partnerships with area businesses,

unions and trade associations, community organizations, and local

government. Community colleges' regional scope and past

experience is strongly tied to the regional nature of labor

markets and the specific labor sectors within them. Within our

regions, we are constantly in the process of shaping and

reshaping educational programs such as degree and certificate

programs as well as the customized delivery of training. While

the National Skill Board creates and establishes the basic work

standards, community colleges can be important partners in

establishing measures based on regional labor market criteria.

Community colleges have long histories of working with

business and labor through career program advisory committees

which work with faculty on curriculum, equipment purchases, and

program outcomes. Advisory committee input is seen as critical

in keeping career programs current.

Henry Ford Community College (HFCC), which currently enrolls

14,644 students, is the fourth largest of the 29 community

7
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colleges in Michigan and the 10th largest Michigan college or

university. It is one of only two community colleges in Michigan

that is part of a K-14 district. Located in Dearborn, the World

headquarters of the Ford Motor Company, the College has a fifth-

four year history of serving the community through credit

offerings which include 45 associate degree programs, 22

certificate programs, and 51 industrial apprentice programs.

At Henry Ford Community College, we are partners with Ford

Motor Company in an automotive technology training program called

ASSET. The college'recruits potential students .whom the Ford

dealerships interview and select as co-op students. These

students alternate between full-time in automotive classes and

full-time paid experience in dealerships. Graduates always can

retain their placements in full-time technician jobs or they can

move to another dealership or even to opportunities within Ford

Motor Company. In another joint endeavor to upgrade the skilled

trades at Rouge Steel Company, Henry Ford Community College was

involved in a three-year curriculum development and retraining

effort where customized classes were taught at the company site

from 4:00 A.M. to midnight, five days per week. Our nursing and

other allied health programs work closely with hospitals to

provide the required clinical experience as an essential part of

career preparation. Our Architectural Construction Technology,

Hospitality Studies.and the Business Office Systems programs all

require extensive co-op workbased classes as a part of their

degree programs.

8
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Community colleges are experienced in defining skills and

skill levels within industry clusters as well as in developing

general workplace competencies. These activities are not done in

a vacuum but with employer and employee involvement. One recent

example from Henry Ford Community College involves the revision

and updating of our Trade and Apprentice Education curriculum.

Since its inception in 1953, HFCC's Trade and Apprentice

Education Division has maintained one of the largest enrollments

in related instruction for industrial manufacturing and plant

maintenance skilled trade apprenticeship in Michigan. The

Division, which has trained more than 8,000 apprentices at Ford

Motor Company alone, has created the curriculum used as a

national standard for all Ford apprenticeship programs in the

United States. Since 1965, the Division has also been the

primary provider of related instruction for all of the Chrysler

plants in the metropolitan area. In addition to Ford, Chrysler,

and General Motors, the Division provides related instruction for

apprentices at more than 120 companies, serving industries as

diverse as AutoAlliance International, Inc., BASF-Wyandotte,

Detroit Diesel Company, Detroit Edison, Edgewood Tool and

Manufacturing Company, Ingersol Rand Company, L & W Engineering

Company, Milford Fabricating Company, Michigan Waste Energy,

McLouth Steel, North Star Steel, Rouge Steel Company, National

Steel Corporation, and Progressive Tool.

The Division not only provides apprenticeship training but

also serves as a gateway to an associate degree for the

9
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increasing number of apprentices who decide to obtain an

associate degree in either Manufacturing Trades, Plant

Maintenance or in Building Construction. With a current

enrollment of 1347 students, the Division is just completing a

major revision of its curriculum, a revision that has received

national recognition with articles being published by the

Christian Science Monitor. Craine's Detroit Business. and Sla

Campus. a publication of the American Federation of Teachers.

Innovation such as this curriculum revision will keep

community colleges in the forefront in the education of the

current workforce. In addition, as long as such training remains

in the public sector, many apprentices, who did not select an

academic track in high school, will still have easy access to

continuing their education and obtaining a degree. Recognizing

the value of an associates degree, some companies such as

Chrysler intend to require completion of an associates degree as

part of the apprenticeship program. Certainly pre-apprenticeship

or "youth apprenticeship" programs could assist in incorporating

the academic and vocational coursework upfront. Then journey

persons would not need to return to college to complete academic

courses in order to secure a degree.

The Trade and Apprentice Division consulted with industry

and reviewed existing studies of vocational training offered by

community colleges prior to initiating their extensive curriculum

revision project. Two elements consistently surfaced in prior

workplace studies: preference for community college vocational

10
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training and a need for additional employee training in computer

literacy. In 1983, tIrt. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

mailed a survey to a random sample of approximately 1,500

employers who.employed the largest number of vocational education

completers in Oregon. Employers were most satisfied with new

employees who had vocational training from community colleges'

apprenticeship programs and less satisfied with employees who had

training from high schools.and private vocational schools.

Employers felt vocational students needed additional training in

computer literacy; also emphasized was the importance of

developing cognitive abilities and problem solving skills in the

workforce. The need for industrial computer training has

increased exponentially since 1983. According to Elack

Enterprise, a major 1993 survey of 1,481 executives indicated

that "three out of four execut4ves agree that computer skills

have a major impact on their companies overall operations" (45)

but more than half of the companies surveyed do not offer any

computer training for their employees. The skilled trades are

increasingly being called upon to provide ekpertise in a changing

technological environment characterized by more computerization,

automated controls, analytical tools, and inventory control.

Coupled with increased demand is decreased time for learning new

skills. The apprentice used to be afforded the luxury of being a

student for four years, but now with the streamlining of

industry, the apprentice is expected to be a productive worker

11
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within the first year--so technological education must be

similarly accelerated.

In 1990, HFCC initiated a curriculum-revision process that

not only resulted in the discarding of the entire old curriculum

but led to a rejuvenation of the faculty and instruction.

According to On Camms, "What the Henry Ford faculty has done

that is unique is to enlist the equal partnership and cooperation

of the joint apprenticeship committee structure in refashioning

the curriculum--usually the sole domain of the faculty"

(McKenna). Ustng focus groups and a steering committee composed

of representatives of the skilled trades, unions, and managements

(see Appendix), the faculty relies on companies and unions to

determine instructional materials and to infuse teaching

methodology with real-world insight. This approach is truly

innovative. As McKenna concludes: "In the bigger picture of

national competitiveness, it provides a model for the role that

community and vocational-technical colleges can play in working

with labor and business to prepare workers for high-performance

workplaces."

In summary, community colleges are the natural link between

primary education and the workplace. If we go back to the five key

principles embodied in the School to Work Opportunities Act of

1993, we can see that America's community colleges: 1) have active

partnerships with employers and unions, 2) integrate work-based and

school-based learning through many programs such as co-op

education, clinical training and apprenticeships, 3) integrate

12
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academic and career learning in all its certificate and associate

degree programs, 4) have established strong links with secondary

school partners through such programs as Tech Prep, and 5) use

employer and union advisory committees to ensure that appropriate

skill and performance standards are integrated into career

education programs. We support this new initiative and see many

ways in which we can contribute our expertise and resources to

improve the educational opportunities of all students.

schl-wor.rpt
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THE MAJOR PURPOSES OF 'RETHINKING
CURRICULUM. K-16' FORUM IN NOVEMBER

I. WHAT DO STUDENTS NEED TO BE ABLE TO DO TO BE ACCEPTED
INTO COLLEGE AND HAVE A CHANCE TO SUCCEED?

The Presiders Cairn has iseued a dimmest. 'Didier& Your Future, which
outlines paniailar courses stethets are to have taken ia high school in anise to be
eandled sa Ni.K11411111 far year coneys sad universities. 'Tie MOM foe this was
became so away students woes seeking adorers withoet edemas peeperadon.

The coetrovery thet Mowed wee sot bemuse K-l2 educators disagreed that
mom mediate needed more preparation. bee dm arc* telling corns did not guregtee
worst. Admittedly if a stithat Jokes geometry, the threat may not mutes vapory.
but if the serest does sot site my geometry at all. it is atria he/she will sot know
geometry. The mown is. that assay school. we restructuring ialo Smarmed classes, or
courses coesseted by throes wires the individual corm tide no begs mists. The
Presidests CouncR Ms mad that schools bevies these this of corms will be looked at
diffseeedy, sod in these ewe, Modems may sot ham to take the particular title course.

Met dem sat alley the fere of paters. however. that read Deeiping Your
Future. but do sot me these courses being offered in their school. Primmals are very
careened that the I9PS adviser.s Itnederd,, as low writs., will hold beck saY
restsucteriag.

The 'riversides mow give a math tat at the mak made level as a beechmark to
lee surest; know how they sated I. prepared*. for college. WIthaanithanalunitim g '
also make available So the Sp schools, simple tests ia Eaglish. meth, mid science that
ars the equivisat of se atnaos sum? Teschen ads high school level, teaching
college bound studsets. would Mow exactly whet colleges Weed smilers to be able to
do upoe eatseiag oallsgs,feeogeialag the myths degrees of ifficvity among colleges.

2. WHAT DO WE DO WRII THE STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT GOING ON TO
COLLEGE. OR WITH MAT GROUP MAT STARTS COLLEGE AND NEVER
FINISHES?

Aimee all of the scent reeeerch refers to Me Forgotten Half' as the biggest
plight el the milk schools. Most schools now have a college bored cuniculum with at
least half, sad smelly more, of the students taking dime swam It is assumed that these
studies are being mewed trios yews of training beyond high school. The problem
is, that cry about half of them will graders fmm college. What are they trained to de
What skills do they have that will make somane ware to hire them?

Afralood - %dais= Orem *Mini Aiskeiraw AnotiriamiNums3 Asieciain of SoloMmy Schsel Procipalill:notoo
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The "Forgotten Half" float in a general track of courses selected on the basis of
what fits in the schedule or what their friends are taking. Some will have a sample of
vocational classes, but in most cases, upon graduation, they have nothing to offer to
potential employers.

It would seem that we, at least, should be either educating students to continue
with a four year education beyond high school, or educating them for a skill based.
technical training, which may include two years beyond high school. Proper counseling
would probably bring about less students going on to four year institutions, thus having
less fail, with more finding success in the technical training. The standards for the four
year institutions could be higher with less remediation.

-

3. HOW SHOULD VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BE DELIVERED IN K- 12,
AND WHAT RELATIONSHIP TO COLLEGE ADMISSIONS SHOULD IT HAVE?

Vocational education has suffered an image of education for those who can't do
anything else. It is where we "stick" students when they can't handle some of the
academics. If vocational education were taught like Willard Daggett and others propose.
the standards would be just as stringent as those for the college bound. It is just a
different learning style aimed at technical education skills rather than a four year college
education. It could well be that some college bound students should be required to take
some courses in the "vocational track', as part of their preparation for their careers. If
that is true, then those courses should be considered when students are being admitted to
college.

4. WHEN WILL WE BE ABLE TO CONSIDER EDUCATION AT A MINIMUM
TO BE K-14?

We must get to the point where we consider those students who only receive a
high school education to be a drop-out. Once they get into the community college system
or four year college, their life-long learning has a better chance to succeed. We need to
change the mind-set of a particular segment of our society that thinks it is okay to leave
school at 16. However, we allow that. We also have to change the mind-set of a majority
of our population that graduation from high school is the end of the student's education.
We also have to change the mind-set of many of our population that all our students
should go on to a fcur year college.

This paper is written as a 'trigger' for discussion on April 14. to help determine the focus
of our attention for the forum and what it is we hope to accomplish. It is my personal
ramblings and not a positiou of the MASSP.

Jack D. Bittle
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Skills Listings Developed by Focus Groups

Topic Areas/Objectives Developed by Faculty

General Content Identified by Focus Groups

Specific Content and Design Developed by Pilot Groups

Course Outline(s) and Weekly Objectives Developed by Writer

Course Oudines/Objectives Reviewed by Focus Groups

Course Oudines/Objectives Approved by College Councils

Course Submitted to MC's/Education Committees

Course Instructor Guides/Syllabus Developed by Writer

Course Run on Trial Basis

Course Reviewed and Refined
1. Evaluation of content/methodology by instructor
2. Evaluation of content/methodology by students

3. Evaluation by focus groups

Course Run on Trial Basis

Course Reviewed and Refined

Course Run on Trial Basis

Course Reviewed and Refined
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PILOT OBJECTIVES

The pilot groups will provide expertise u to the relevancy of material.

The pilot groups will design and develop hands-on activities to be used in
instruction.

The pilot groups will test and evaluate as many hands-on activities as possible.

The pilot groups will design and develop competencies for instructionsl material.

The pilot groups will recommend equipment needed to accomplish the
competencies and hands-on activities.

The pilot groups will recruit additional participants for the current and/or future
pilot groups.

2?6
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MADE S APPRENTICE EOCC4T1JN Oft:SION SfEER1%u a)mmfrrEE
ADVISORY COMMITTER

.:rporstion
Vr. Vii. Auvr,. .rainine YanIter
Sterling Heights Asseeplv Plant
38111 tan DVK4
5t..rling Belches. MI 48.312

rhrvsier Corporation
Vs. VarvAnn Yorrill. Apprentice coordinator
Special Skills Develoogent 4 Apprentice Training
12000 Chrysler Drive
P.O. Sox 1919
Highland Park. X1 48288-1919
CPO: 416-26-01

Chrysler Corporation
Vr. Arthur Blair

SDIMIS1 Skills Development & 4pprentice Training
12000 Chrysler Drive
P.O. Box 1919
Highland Park. MI 48288-1919
CINS: 416-26-01

Chrysler Corporation
Xr. William Pearce
Special Skills Development & Apprentice Training
12000 Chrysler Drive
P.O. BO 1919
Highland Park. MI 48288-1919
COIS: 416-26-01

Chrysler Corporation
Mr. Thomas Gniewek
2410 boodcresik

Davisburg. MI 48330

Concord Precision Cowan.
Mr. Ardask ApIsian
35825 Manor Park Drive
Garden City. A7 48135

City of Detroit
Mr. Russell Bellant
Personnel Department-Training Division
Veterans Memorial Bids. Roos 514
151 W. Jefferson
Detroit, MI 48221-4425
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.."itv of Detroit

Yr. Brown I. Leonard 11
P.?rsonnel Department-Training Division
setemins Memorial Bldg. Roo* 514
:31 w. Jefferson
Detrzit. VI 49225-4425

Detroit Diesel Corporation
Yr. Bob Ingram. Aoorentice comsittee Member
13400 h. Outer Drive
Detroit, VI 48239-4001

Detroit Diesel Corporation
Mr. Larry Hawley. General Superintendent
13400 W. Outer Drive
Detroit. MI 48239-4001

Detroit Diesel Corporation
Mr. John Say
13400 W. Outer Drive
Detroit. MI 48239-4001

Detroit Diesel Corporation
Mr. Joe Orow, Apprentice Coordinator
13400 W. Outer Drive
Detroit. MI 48239-4001

Detroit Diesel Corporation
Mr. Ray Winningham, 5
400rentice Chairman (1AW Local 163
13400 W. Outer Drive
Detroit, MI 48239-4001

Ford Motor Company
Mr. Thomas Lewandowski, Apprentice Training Unit
Route Office Building Roos 1350
3001 Miller Road
P.O. Box 1600
Dearborn. MI 48121-1600

Ford Motor Company
Ms. Nancy Mbbhey, Apprentice Training Lnit
Rouge Office &gilding Roos 1350
3001 Miller lload
P.O. Box 1600
Dearborn, MI 48121-1600

Ford Motor Cospany
Ms. Marie Douglass, Apprentice Training Cnit
Rouge Office Building Roos 1350
3001 Miller Road
P.O. Box 1600
Dearborn. MI 48121-1600
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Ford Motor Cosoanr
Mr. Douglas Cltsons. Apprentice Training Cnit
Rouge Office Building Roos 1350
10u1 V111cr Road
P.J. Box 1600
Dearborn. XI 48121-1600

F.,rd Motor :*-7enitnv

Mr. Edward Csailleri. Oprentice Training (mit
Rouge Office Building Roos 1350
1001 Miller Road
P.O. Box 1600
Dearborn. Mf 48121-1600

G.meral Motors Corporation
Delco Chassis Division
Yr. Gerald Norouist, fraining Coordinator
13000 Eckles Road
Livonia. Vf 48151-1089

General Mbtors Corporation
Delco Chassis Division
Yr. Jam Laffev. Chairsan Apprentice Cossittee
13000 Eckles Road
Livonia. XI 48151-1009

General Motors Corporation
Delco Chassis Division
Mr. Bill Shipley
13000 Eckles Road
Livonia. MI 48151-1009

General Motors Corporation
Saginaw-Detroit Gear & Axle Division
Ma. Diane Antishin. Apprentice Coordinator
1840 Holbrook
Detroit. MI 48212

General Motors Corporation
Saginaw-Detroit Gear & Axle Division
Mr. Hoyt lush
1840 Holbrook
Detroit, MI 48211

337-5001

JJ7-3003

464-5014

464-5014

464-3014

974-2545

(nternational Association of Machinists & 569-5270

Aerospac Workers
Mr. Robert Michela
IAN Local Lodge PM 2811
16215 N. Twelve Milo load Suite 109
'Southfield. MI 48015
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Jersor Plusbing & Heating
Mr. Jerolle Morgan
15580 Telegraph Road
Detroit. MI 48239

L & W Engineering co.
Mr. Scott Jones
Vice President of Operations
6771 Haggerty Road
Belleville. VI 48111

4utoAlliance International Inc.
Mr. Gregory. minting
4pprentice Training
I Mazda Drive
Flat Rock. VI 48134

4utoAiliance International Inc.
Mr. James Kaminski
400rentice Training
1 Mazda Drive
Flat Rock. MI 48134

AutoAlliance International Inc.
Mr. Brad Piros
4porentice Training
1 Mazda Drive
Flat Rock. MI 48134

AutoAlliance International Inc.
Mr. Gregory Borowski
Apprentice Training
I Mazda Drive
Flat Rock, MI 48134

.253-384 7

397-6300

:82-7683

782-7683

782-7683

782-7683

Milford Fabricating cospany 272-8400
Mr. Ronald Kardynski
19200 Glendale
Detroit, MI 48222

Milford Flbricatins Cavan,' 272-0400
Mr. Walter Anderson
19200 Glendale
Detroit, MI 48223

National Steel Cornoration
Great lakes Division
Mr. Richard Sunanich. Coordinator
Trainins/Devoloosent
Mo. 1 Quality Drive
Ecorse, MI 48229
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National Steel Corporation
Great lakes Division
Vr. Brian Diedrich
Training/Development
vo.1 Quality Drive
Ecorse. VI 48229

vacional Steel Corporation
Great Lakes Division
Vr. John 8ush
Traintne/Develoonent
vo. 1 Quality Drive
Ecorse, MI 48229

National Tooling and Machin. Association
Detroit Chapter
Mr. Jack Griffin. Executive Secretary
P.O. Box 98
Dearborn Heights. MI 48127

National Tooling and Machine Association
Detroit Chapter
Mr. William Ravden
29909 Beverly Road
Romulus. M1 48174

297-4540

297-2338

278-2454

278-3454

VAN/Skilled Trades Department 926-5421
Mr. John Morris
Solidarity House
8000 E. Jefferson
Detroit, MI 48214

VAN/Chrysler
Mr. Ronnie Gossett
Solidarity House
8000 E. Jefferson
Detroit. MI 48214

VAN/Ford
ADM
Mr. Gary Riser
5101 Everwroon
Dearborn. MI 48128

Roue* Steel Comae,'
WAX Anorenticoshln Proems
Mr. Paul McClure
3001 Miller Road
P.O. Itex

Dearborn. MI 48121-1190
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Rouge Steel Cospany
LAN/RSC Apprenticeship Program
Vr. Dick Marcy .

3001 Miller Road
P.9. Bov 1699
Dearborn. MI 48121-1699

Route Steel Coffman.-

CANASC 4oprenticeship Program
Mr. 811 Reid
3001 Miller Road
P.O. Box 1699
Dearborn. MI 48121-1699

845-3473

845-3473

VAN/Ford 337-3464

Mr. Daniel Vegari
Solidarity House
8000 E. Jefferson
Detroit. MI 48214

VAN/Skilled Trades Department .926-5421
Mr. Rick Karim
Solidarity House
8000 E. Jefferson
Detroit, MI 48214

Douglas Electric Coaoany
Mr. Douglas Cryderman. President
759 Grove Street
Wyandotte, MI 48192

Dr. JoAnn Terry. Vico-President/Dean
Education

Henry Ford Community College
5101 Eve eeeee n Road
Dearborn. 117 40128

Dr. J. Michael Meade. Vice-President/Dean
Student Services
Henry Ford Comenit, Collego
5101 Itrernreen and
Dearborn. MI 48128
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UNITED STATES DEPAIITMENT OF EDUCATION

OPTICS OV VOCATIONAL MID ADULT IDUCATION

INS ASSISWIT SICILSTAltif

OCT 2 5 WO

Dr. Donald M. Clark
President/Chief Executive Officer
National Association for Industry-Education

Cooperation
234 Hendricks Boulevard
Buffalo, New York 14226-3304

Dear Dr. Clark:

Thank you for your letter of October 5, 1993 to Secretary Riley
regarding the School-to-Work Oppcmtunities Act of 1993.
Secretary Riley has asked that I respond to your letter, and
I am pleased to do so.

It is my understanding that earlier this year you also wrote
Deputy Secretary Kunin to offer support for reform of education
and training programs. It is encouraging to know of your
continued support for these programs. I am especially pleased
to know that the National Association for Industry-Education
Cooperation endorses the Administration's school-to-work bill.
Secretary Riley and I both share your view that work force
preparation is an essential part of educational improvement
particularly for those individuals who do not plan to continue
their education immediately after completion of high school.

As you may know hearings on the legislation have already begun.
Two hearings were held in the House and two in the Senate
earlier this month. While I do not know at this ties if
additional hearings will be scheduled, I have, as you
requested, confirmed your supportive statement of the School-
to-Work Opportunities Act to the appropriate House and Senate
committees. I also forwarded a copy of your correspondence to
the chairs and renking Republican members of the House and
Senate Committees of jurisdiction for their consideration.

You may also want to contact the Committees directly to request
that a more detailed summary of your endorsement be entered
into the hearing record. Please contact:

Honorable William D. Ford, Chairman
Honorable William F. Doodling, Ranking Member
U.S. House of Representatives
House Committee on Education and Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

OM MARYLAND NAL $LY IMMOMMON. DC. 1020114100
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Page 2 - Dr. Donald M. Clark

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy, Chairman
Honorable Nancy Landon KassebauM, Ranking Member
United States Senate
Senate Cormittee on Labor and Human Resources
428 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Again, Secretary Riley and I thank you for sharing with us your
support for the School-to-Work legislation.

Augusta Souza Kappner

cc: Honorable William D. Ford
Honorable.William F. Goodling
Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Honorable Nancy Landon Kassab:um
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The :taxable Richard W. Riley
Samretary
U.S. Osperteent of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Suite 4161
Washington. CC 20202-0124

Dear Secretary Riley:

The National Association for Iniustry-Education Cooperation
(RAM) strongly supports the Wool-to-Nark 49ov:unities
Act c4 1993.

WIC joins its board alembers organisations that have
arbreed this legislation -- NAN. U.S. Meal= Of Onneleros.

AFL-C10, WC and the Council of Chief State SMhoml Officers.

For the past 30 years. RAMC bas been the nation's principal
advocate for furthering businewqrsiustry-edunation collaboration
in facilitating the Wog-to-work process. We view lorkfcroe
preparation as central toed:rational incovarent.

IIIIIICaelomems the apirchaity to participate in the
hearings on tbe Priministretion's scbcol-koirrit plan given
the three decades of cur national rrogram in research.
demonstration, technical SesittliMe and training in bock/
education related projects.

I mould appreciate your confirming cur supportive statement
of Ihe Schoml-to-irck Opportunities Act et 1993 and prospecta
for an invitation to present our view at the hearings currently
unisoray.

lest personal regards.

Dr. Donald M. Clark, President
Chief Inecutive Officer

ENC:bt
P.S. NAIBC Vice Chatnemn Or. Kenneth Mmyt previously directed
the U.S. Department of Sducation's school-to-bock program
in the Offica of Career Sdumatimn.

OMMIMP. NIA1000.Werene: Sae leNheate OM. 'UMW IOW vOM 1412114334 17* 514-7047
vex rhie OWN,
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Memorandum

STATE Of MEW YORT
WAS.NGTON Of Fla

September 29, 1993

TO: Omer E. Waddles, Staff Director, House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education and Training

4111

FR: Steven J. Hoffman, Deput

)

Director, New York State Office of
Federal Affairs 3

RE: =RINGS ON SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

I understand that in addition to today's hearing with the
Secretaries of Labor and Education as witness, the Education and
Labor panel is likely to hold additional hearings for public
witnesses.

New York State Lieutenant Governor (and former Member of
Congress) Stan Lundine is extremely interested in testifying at
these upcoming hearings.

He has played a key role in New York's school-to-work
initiatives, guiding the work of Governor Cuomo's Career Pathways
Task Force and working with the New York Board of Regents and
State Education Department to develop an exciting new Workforce
Preparation Program. The report of the Career Pathways Task
Force is enclosed, as is a recent press release announcing the
launching of a 12-school Workforce Preparation pilot program.

Because of New York's pioneering role in school-to-work
initiatives, the state perspective provided by Lt. Gov. Lundine
would, we believe, be very informative to the Committee as it
considers federal legislation.

Feel free to use me as a contact person regarding this
matter. I can be reached at (202) 434-7100 (fax -7110).

Encl.
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towcaMas osiman4ser
MONA' SOW., CCNNISSIONER

Press Office Office of cosmunications
(514) 474-4418 515-470.120/
.0121 417-2124

FOR RILthifs
IMMEDIATE, THURSDAY,
August 26, 1913

Governor Mario X. Cusco and State Education Commissioner
Thomas Sobol today announced the selection of 12 schools
throughout the State as pilot sites tor education reforms aimed
at better preparing Now York's young people tor seaningful
careers.

beginning in September, the schools will demonstrate
recommendations for improving the school-to-work transition.
These includes developing a kindergarten-through-12thgrade
curriculum that incorporates workforc preparation, academic
skills training and career development: setting higher level or
*world class* standards: creating a greater number of non
traditional learning environments to address the needs ot a
broader range of students, providing performence-based
assesssents Of acadesio end work skills, with a process for
inforaing parents, employers and post-secondary institutions: and
creating school-sponsored work experiences for students.

Schools selected for the Workforce Preparatios Program are:

Lafayette Central Scheel, Onondaga County,
East Syracuse-Winoa Schools Onondaga County:
Rochester City School District, HOMO. Dainty,
Monroe 2 Soave of Cooperative Educational Servisee (DOOM),
Community School District II, Srenxs
Community School District 1$, Brooklyn:
Community School District 4, Manhattan;
Clty-As-School High Scheel, Manhattans
Suffolk It SWIM Consortium:
CorningPainted Post Area Scheel District, Stamina Couatys
Newburgh City Schools, Orange County: end
Hamilton -fulton-Nentgosery 60CISS.

Grants for the pilot sites wilt range fres $25,600 te about
$100,00. The amounts are still being negotiated. Tha SUMS
will rua trem Septesber through the summer of 1964.

*Years ago, our education system was well suited for the
low-skill, massproduction economy of the industrial egg
Governor Cuomo said. *Slut ln today'e highly C44qwWitive, global
marketplace, we not only have to change the carve do beeinose:
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wo have to change the way we teach our Aids to meet the *canonic;
challenges facing this State and nation.*

*The Workforce Preparation Program' will demonstrate many of
tho strategies racomaandod by sy Career Pathways Task Force to
help students see the connection between success in the classroos
and the workforce - and give then the skills they need to pursue
meaningful careers,' the Governor continued. "Thee* reforms will
holp keep us competitive with the best in the world AA4 carry Now
York's education system into the 21st century.*

cosaissionor Sobol said, "1 am delighted by the large and
enthusiastic response from schools, SOCti an6 local businesses
which sought to bacons pilot sites for the Workforce Preparation
Prograa. These examples of local collaboration are in kooping
with the spirit of A wow Compact for Loarning.*

in addition to the 12 pilot sites. Commissioner Sobel
awarded five Planning grants to other schools that applied for
the workforco Preparation Program. The planning grants will help
those schools, which aro listed below, further develop their
proposals for possible funding as pilot sites next years

Two New Visions Schools in Wow York City the School of
sconosios and Finance, Manhattan, and Renaissance School,
Queens;
albanySchonectady-Schoharie SOCIS Conaortimo
Jefferson-Los/is SOCIS Consortium:
Binghamton City School Districts and
Suffalo City School District.

Coamissionor Sobel selected the pilot projeots from a field
of 177 school districts and boards of Cooperative iducation
Services that appliod for the program. An advisory cOmaittee
narrowed the list to 44 in July and presented Commissioner Sobel
with final recommendations. The le-msaber committee included
roprosontatives from the Governor's and Lieutenant Governerls
offices, labor, businsss, school superintendents and
adainistrators, school boards, parents, %goobers, State agencies,
and others.

The State laird of Regents directed the State Sducation
Department in Marsh to establish the pilot project* this MA.
At the Governor,* request, the state LeginInhvhe in hPnil
included $750,000 for worktorco preparation initiatives in the
1513-04 State Sudget. Coamissioner Sobel sada available an
additional $200,000 because of the high intermit in the program.

Lt. Governer Stan Lundine guided the work of the devernor's
Career Pathways Task Pores and worked with the Ward Of *agents
and the State Saw:lotion Dspartaent to deVeIe, the WorkWee

110re
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Preparation Program. The Career Pathways Task force, a coalition
ot more than 30 ot the State's top labor, business, education and
oeverneeee ieeders, found twit Mew 'fork state limbed a coherent
eystee fee helping young people sane the tvanaltien from school
to work. In a report issued last year, the task force also
reported that only 30 percent ot high school students go on to
earn college degrees, and the other 70 percent too often are lett
floundering in deed-end, low-paying jobs - or the unemploysent

line.

"I'm contident that the experiences we gain through the
pilot projects can be applied statewide, easing the school-to -
work transition tor all Youngsters, regardless ot whether they
plan on going to college." Lt. governor Lundine said. "The
launching of these pilot projects will put New York at the
forefront ot the education rotors soveaent sweeping this countty.
Many ot the reforms being proposed by V.S. Secretary ot Labor
nobort Reich and V.S. secretary ot tducation Richard ssiliy eche
those we're inplementing here."

Am regueeted by the Regents, th pilet sites will
demonstrate programs at the elesentary, waddle and secondary
levels: in urban, suburban and rural settings: and serve student*
Ln economically distressed areas ot the State. The 13 pilet
projects will serve eS,43, students. Ot that totelf $O percent
are econosically disadvantaged, 11 pexceat Are WW1...Mils with
disabilities, and 11 percent speak languages ether than Xnglish.

To obtain summaris ot the 12 pilot projects, please Cantact
Robert Pocsik, State tducation Department, at $10.474.441011.
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Edueation That Works:

Creating Career Pathways
for NewYork State Youth

MARIO M. CUOMO, GOVF.RNOR

SEITEMSER 1992
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"Youth who wish to be employed before the age of 18 should have earned a
Career Pathways Cenificate (CPC) or be emolkd in a prognms leading so a
CPC." (page 38)

"We mud make a commitment to equity as we work to achieve
excellence." (page 17)

"When it comes to the fiusdamentals reading, writing. mathematics, xience
and other academics New York State needs world-class starsdards for student
progress measured by a strong system of performance-based assessmems."
(page 19)

"AM students must punier a more rigorous program of academic
fundamentals." (page 21)

"For all to mach higher standards, we must change the nay we educate
young people." (page 33)

"We cannot expect young people to meet higher standar& until
schools and employers first provide the education, training and
resources they need to be prepared. A phase-in period will be needed to
give students tbe time necessary to reach higher standards. The phase-
in nu* be accompanied by extra help and support for those who need
it." (Par 30

"Too many youth, particularly in our cities, are being short-changed by a
system that fails to guarantee adequate fiuiding for public education in all
commwaties in New York State." (page 44)

"A new sydem of Eluding must be underway by the time next fall's
sixth-graders the high school Clem of 1999 are ready to begin high
dhooL" (page 44)
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I. The Purpose of the Task Force

In 1991, New York Governor Mario M. Cuomo established the
Task Force on Creating Career Paths*" for New York State Youth.
He asked U. Governor Stan Lundine, Vice Chair of tbe State Job
Trabsing Partnership Cowell, to oversee and guide the 'auk of the
Teak Force se k endeavored to build on the framework of the Regents'
New Compact for Leareing and the workfare development mission of
the Job Training Partnership Council. Over tbe last year, the Task
Force hes sought to answer significsnt questions:

What will employers need in the workforce of the
future?

What kind of preparation should young people receive
to be well-fitted for work?

What can we learn from the highly successful traditional
registered apprenticeship system found primarily in the
building and construction trades?

Can we strengthen and broaden career pathways to
enaure that all young people have access to a productive
future?

The need to better prepare youth takes on added urgency as
New York State confronts the enormous demands of an intensely
competitive global economy one that will represent increasing
challenges into the 21st Century. Governor Cuomo, in his 1990 State
of tbe State address, initiated "Global New York" as an economic
development effort to position New York State as a leader in a new
world economic order. The Task Force's charge to address the
workforce premed= of our youth I central to that effort.

Tbe Task Force is chaired by Walter Cooper, member of the
New Weir State Board .71 Regents and Chair of its Committee on
Elementary, Middle and &cindery Education, and Thomas Y. Hobart
Jr., Vice Chair of the New York State Job Treining Partnership
Council, President of the New York State United Teachers, and Vice
President of the New York Style AFL.C10. Task Force membership
inctudes employers from a rr.age of businesses, leaders of the AFL-CIO
and representatives from education (BOCES, urban, rural and

1 -
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suburban districts and hitter education), the Legislature, the Executive
Branch and training acacia.

Tbe Task Force reviewed a wide range of scholarly and critical
material an the shortaxstinp in current approaches to preparing
students for tbe workl of work. ICey studies Moder! Asaanteatt Chaim
Nalt able tor ka waged (National Center on Education and the
Economy), The Paripaesa ihr (WT. Grant Framdation), Train
America, Sealeghefor the Mika (The American Society for Training
and Development) and the two SCANS reports: 1Phst Wait /Wakes
qf Selma and Laraine a Deb* There were many others. In
addition, we beard presentations from researchers, employers .
representatives of state agencies and others with areas of expertise, and
met in committees to concentrate on specific topics.

The Task Force believes that in order to maintain global
compethiveness, we have to create a world-dass competitive workforce.
There are examples of industries in New York State that have
maintained their competitive edge, even in light of significant
challenges from international rivals, because of their effective use of
well-trained workers. Examples include the Portable Lamp and Shade
Industry in New York City; Levitown and Eagle, both of Long Island,
which manufacture faceplates and electrical fixtures; and the garment
industry of 7th Avenue.

In developing policy recommendations for New York State, the
Task Force sought to draw on leading school-to-work initiatives
underway at the local and national levels (see Appendix A). The
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce first outlined in
Assericak Choke a plan for new educational performance standards at
the national level Efforts to identify standards for work readiness are
underway at the Educational Testing Service, the Armed Services and
the United States Department of Labor Advisoty Commiuion on Work
Based Learning. The National Center on Education and the Economy,
based in Rochester, is engaged in an effort to quantify work readiness
through its New Standards Project. The United States Department of
Labor Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary SkillS(SCANS)
has done significant work in this area and we draw on it throughout
our plan (see Appendix C).

We recognize that work readineu is just one of several
important aims of education; others include preparing young people to
lead full and creative lives, participate in a democracy, appreciate the
arts and respect cultural diversity. The Task Force believes that the
changes we seek will help further all the goals of public education.

255
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That includes producing responsible citizens as well as capable workers
and ensuring young people have the greatest possible range of choices
in preparing for their life's work.

The document that follows contains a rationale and
recommendations for a new approach to education in New York State.
The recommendations are not intended to be considered piecemeal but
as integral and interlocking components of a comprehensive plan. We
have worked to ensure that our proposal is in harmony with the
significant goals expressed by the Board of Regents and the State
Education Department in the New Compact for Learning. Our
recommendations delineate that portion of the Compact's Five-Year
Strategic Plan which calls for "preparation for work and college, and
fostering better transition for students between school and work, and
school and college." The Task Force proposes bold and innovative
directions for advancing the Compact's goals including new, more
Beale career pathways for our youth.

This report was forged after months of study, debate and
consideration. The Task Force was not charged with implementing its
recommendations; that work will fall to the Refents, the Executive
Branch (including agencies not typically involved in education, such as
Economic Development and Corrections) and the Legislature.
Employers must be integral participants in this new system of
education and must share in the effort of implementation.
Coordination at all levels will be critically important.

The New Compact for Learning, when addressing coordination
of school reform, applies the wisdom of the African proverb, "It takes
the whole village to raise a child." The Task Force emphatically agrees
that it is necessary to involve the whole community, in particular
parents, to ensure all children receive the education they need.
Because the Task Force's charge was to examine issues related to work
readiness, we have perforce concentrated on the need for partnerships
between employers, labor and the schools; however, we whole-
heartedly enn. rise the Compact's broader goal of involving all the
community in the education of our children.

We believe that enough time has been spent detailing society's
shortfalls in its commitment to world-class education. We need to get
on with the job of turning commitment into action with a propelling
sense of urgency. As we present &location Mt Wake: Oudot
Career Pothowys for New York State Youth to policymakers, we also call
upon them to adopt a time table for action one that will ensure a
system of new pathways is in place by 1995 and fully operational for
the Class of 1999 and succeeding generations of New York youth.

- 3 -
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II. Executive Summary*
*(s. Appendix D for summary of recommendations)

The future shape and vit'ality of New York State's economy, the
ninth largest in the world, will be determined in large part by the
quality of workers available to New York industries. Without a work
force that is globally competitive, production and service businesses
with high value jobs will flee from New York relegating our state to a
third-rate economic power. The loss of jobs would dim the prospects,
and the standard of living, of subsequent generations of New Yorkers.

To ensure our young people will be ready to succeed in a global
economy and also to achieve the personal goals that require a world-
class education, we are calling for significant changes in what youth
learn, how they are taught and what results are expected. The Task
Force proposes new directions for public education and workplace
training including flexible career pathways for today's youth. The
term "career pathways" refers to an integrated system of education,
training and work experience. Just is our expectations for the next
generation of workers have increased in light of the ever-evolving
global standards of competition, so too must education evolve to help
students meet the demands of today and tomorrow.

Youth must be prepared for high-performance workplaces
where workers are invested with responsibility and expected to possess
a range of high-level skills and abilities. To provide the skilled
workforce that will be needed in high performance workplaces in every
sector public, private and not-for-profit we must change the way
we do business in our schools and on the joh

Minim Pstitiams

New York State must establish and maintain globally
competitive standards for what youth must know and be able to do as
they enter the workplace or continue their post-secondary education.
All students need a more rigorous foundation in academics; in addition,
New York State must establish globally competitive standards for
workplace

The state must make a commitment to equity even as we work
to achieve excellence in education. If higher standards are instituted

- 4 -
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with no changes in the structure of our schools and how they function,
we are likely to see a worsening of an already shameful dropout rate.
We must commit to setting our sights high and providing the support
troy child needs to succeed. Our vision must be backed by the
resources required to ensure all youth are prepared for a full and
productive life.

NEW DIRECTIONS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION

We envision changes in the entire continuum of public
education.

Schools must be restructured to create learning environments
that foster development of the thinking and problem-solving skills
young people need. All students should be challenged intellectually
and required to apply what they know to real world problems. At the
high school level, the general track option leading to a local high school
diploma should be eliminated. An integrated and flerdble system of
education, training and work experience a system of career pathways

must be instituted to prepare youth for work and lifelong learning.

THE CAREER PATHWAYS CERTIFICATE

At the secondary school level, students initially should work
toward earning a Career Pathways Certificate (CPC) that would certify
their mastery of rigorous academic fundamentals and entry-level
workplace skills at a world class level. lust as scouts work toward a
merit badge in stages, so too would individuals work toward a CPC,
which would be a stepping-stone to continued education. The length
of time it would take to earn a CPC would vary based on a student's
rate of progress; typically many young people would likely earn a CPC
at or about 16, but some would receive it earlier and others would take
longer. The standards for earning a CPC should be the same for all.
Those who need special help in progressing toward a CPC, including
youth with disabilities, those who are not fluent in English, or youth
with family care responsibilities, should receive appropriate assistance.

The state Curriculum and Assessment Council should be
charged with recommending to the Board of Regents standards for
earning a Career Pathways Certificate.

- 5 -
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THE HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

A high school diploma should be the benchmark following a
Career Pathways Certificate. However, for the diploma to be
meaningful, there should be some significant differences between the
current high school local diploma and the diploma earned by students
after the implementation of recommendations in this report. Trie high
school diploma should be awarded for demonstrated mastery beyond
the CPC of advanced academics and employability skills at levels that
would greatly exceed the standards in the current system. In addition,
all students should be required to complete a school-supervised work
experience along with mastering other competencies related to Regents
goals such as citizenship, health, foreign language, physical fitness, etc.
To make work experiences a reality, employers in the private, public
and not-for-profit sectors will need to work in partnership with the
public schools.

As youth progress toward a high school diploma, they should be
able to choose from a variety of educational pathways leading to
advanced mastery in a range of fields. All pathways following the
completion of a Career Pathways Certificate should include a mix of
academic courses, technical or professional skills and the school-
structured work erperience. Young people would have maximum
flexibility in combining these elements in varying proportions to reach
individual goals. The concept of an academic track or a vocational
track should be abandoned since all youth would incorporate a variety
of elements into their courses of study.

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL CERTIFICATES

In addition to a CPC, which will be required of all students, and
a high school diploma, young people should have the option of earning
non-baccalaureate Professional and Technical Certificates (PTC)
established by New York State and based on industry-defined
standards. Employers and labor should play a significant role in setting
the standards for these certificates, which should incorporate and build
on the standards for a high school diploma. This system of
credentialing should certify student performance at globally competitive
levels in specific fields. In developing pathways leading to PTCs, the
state should consider models such as youth entrepreneurship programs,
youth apprenticeship prograr- and tech-prep programs that span the
last two years of high school and the first two years of community
college.

- 6 -
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MAKiNG THE CPC MEWINGFUL

Youth who wish to be employed before the age of 18 should
have earned a CPC or be enrolled in a program leading to a CPC. We
do not want to prohibit young people from worldn& we recognize that
many young people must choose to work for their own or their family's
economic survival. Instead, we want to ensure that even while youth
are working, they retain a connection So education that at the very least
will ensure they have the skills and knowledge to prevent a beginning
job from becoming a dead-end. The challenge comes in balancing an
immediate need to work with the more long-term imperative of being
well-educated and prepared to participate in a global economy.

The Task Force was concerned that establishing the CPC (or
schooling leading to a CPC) as a precondition for employment could
have the unintended effect of propelling some drop-outs into
underground employment. Clearly this would be a disaster. At the
same time, the CPC must be a meaningful credential that stands for
academic achievement and work readiness.

Therefore, while the Task Force recommends linking the CPC
(or enrollment in a program leading to a CPC) with the right to work
before age 18, this linkage must not be made until certain conditions
are met: an adequate phase-in period; a system of flexible ways for
students to continue working toward a CPC even with fe.,:rne
employment; a coordination of social services young people may need;
and support from employers in helping workers achieve a CPC. We
must offer a strong network of alternative learning environments for
school dropouts even as we work toward the important long-term goal
of bringing the dropout rate to zero.

EMPLOYER/ORGANIZED IABOR INVOLVEMENT

Throughout the educational process, business and organized
labor must be fully involved in preparing the next generation of
workers: helping to advise the Regents on standards for work
readiness; participating in setting industry-defined standards for
Professional and Technical Certificates (PTCs); working with schools
to structure work readiness requirements for attaining a cpc; helping
employees continue their education; and working in partnership with
the schools to design and conduct work experiences for secondary
students. Business' and organized labor's investment in the next
generation of workers will yield dividends in the future.

- 7 -
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GovERNANCE

The state Curriculum and Assessment Council should be made
permanent and should save as a standards board to advise the
Regents on the standards for a Career Pathways Certificate; the
Councirs membership should be amended to include significant
representation from employers and organized labor who can provide
perspective on the skills needed for the workplace. In addition, the
state should establish a New York State Professional and Technical
(PT) Standards Board charged with designing and implementing
standards for a range of occupations and trades, and with issuing
Professional and Technical Certificates.

FUNDING

Teo many young people compete on an unlevel playing field
caused by a wide variance in educational resources statewide. The
Task Force endorses the Salerno Commission recommendations for
impnving equity in funding. There must be assurances that all
childre.", in particular those who live in poor areas, receive the
education they need for a full and productive life. All New York State
youth should be entitled to a world-class education regardless of their
life circumstances.

TIIE NEED FOR CHANGE

This Task Force is calling for radical changes in how we prepare
young people in large part because the rapidly evolving global work
place demands it. New York State runs the very real risk of becoming
an economic has-been, unable to compete globally or to ensure a
decent standard of living for future generations. Today's world-class
workers need a grasp of the fundamentals as well as the more complex
stalls required in a global economy but our current system is failing
to prepare young people to a globally competitive standard. We must
connect school with work.

Above all, public education must give young people the skills
and knowledge they need to be lifelong learners. Our goal is not to
direct them to a single destination, but to equip them as travellers on
a lifelong journey.

8 -
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III. New York State Needs a Setter Way of
Preparing Young People for Work

New York State must get its young people working.

First and-foremost, we want to get them working in school to
acquire the skills and knowledge they need to be productive citizens.

Ultimately, when they have reaped the benefits of a world-class
education, we want to see them working in jobs that raise New York
State's standard of living and provide a decent future for workers and
their families.

To achieve those goals, we must ourselves get to work at making
major changes in the way we do business in our schools and on the job.

A. ThE GLOBAL WORWPIACE IS RAPIDLY EVOLVING

If an on-line assembly worker doing a single repetitive task
represented the workplace of yesterday, an on-line computer operator
working as part of a multi-disciplinary problem-solving team may
symbolize the challenges of today and the even greater challenges of
tomorrow. Twenty years ago, well-paid manufacturing jobs offered
those without advanced training the opportunity to achieve the
American Dream. But now the dteam is receding; New York State has
lost some 400,000 manufacturing jobs since 1980. As these jobs
disappear, a two-tier system of opportunity begins evolving: decent pay
and challenging work for those with advanced education and skill and
dead-end, low-paid jobs for those who cannot compete. In 1988, The
Forgotten Half, an in-depth study of U.S. youth who are not college-
bound, issued this grim warning: 'The nation may face a future divided
not along lines of race or geography, but rather of education."

"World-class" workers need a grasp of fundamentals as well as
the more complex dulls required by today's global econority. In its
draft paper, Education fo r Proactive Workforce, (February, 1992), the
State Education Department reported the results of a survey of a
representative sample of small and large businesses throughout New
York State. Based on those responses, the department identified the

- 9 -
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skills needed to petform various jobs which do not require a college
degree. The condusion was that all youth need to be proficient in
basics such as reading, writing, mathematics, speaking, listening,
thinking/cognitive skills and personal skills. But in addition, the State
Bdu..inion department cautioned that "proficiency in these skills alone
will not be adequate preparation for the workplace of the 21st Century.
Young people must also be able to manage resources, demonstrate
highly developed interpersonal skills, manipulate information systems,
possess organization skills, mien critical communications skills, be
creative with technology, and for some positions, possess manual
dexterity."

What worked reasonably well in the past when even those
without a high school diploma might expect to earn living wage on
a factory assembly line will not meet the demands of the 1990s or
beyond. The static, top-down workplace of decades ago has been
replaced by dynamic workplaces that place increasing reliance on front-
line workers. Americans can expect to have two or more careers and
to hold seven or more jobs in a lifetime. New York State requires
schools that can teach young people from a wide range of economic,
ethnic and cultural backgrounds and offer them wide-ranging career
options that are not limited by stereotyping or historical biases.

B. OPTIONS IN OUR CURRENT SYSIEM

In general, New York State schools offer secondary students
three options: a college-bound course of study, a general, less rigorous
academic program, or a vocational program that includes Regents
and/or general track academics. Students can choose to complement
any academic program with occupational education in a wide range of
subjects. The state's system of diplomas does not differentiate among
those who receive career-related education and those who do not.
With a few exceptions, students earn either a Regents diploma or a
local diploma.

Slightly more than a third of state students (in 1990, 35 percent
of males and 39 percent of female high school seniors) take an
academic program leading to a Regents diploma. This course of study,
which is viewed as solid academic preparation for college, typically
includes little or no direct employment related skills. Close to two-
thirds of New York State high school students earn local diplomas (in
1990, 62 percent of male and 59 percent of female high school seniors;
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in the cities, the proportions are significantly higher.) The program
leading to a local diploma is typically a less rigorous academic
cuiriculum that is not considered a springboard to a baccalaureate
degree. Neither does it equip youth to enter the world of work since
the general track does not require occupational training. (It is true
that a small number of affluent districts award local diplomas for
completion of curriculum with a rigor exceeding that of the Regents.
These isolated instances are not what we refer to here.) The local
diploma too often is an award for attendance rather than an authentic
credential of knowledge or skills that equips youth for the workplace
or continued education.

Aside from junior-high level courses in "Home and Career Skills,"
and an "Introduction to Technology" (representing, respectively, three
fourths of a credit and one credit each), the state does not mandate
any study directly relating to employment or work readiness. The
mandated programs at the junior-high level deserve continued support,
but they are not nearly enough.

The extent and quality of elective programs of study in
occupational or vocational education vary from district to district.
These include city high schools that specialize in vocational education
(New York City's High School of Aviation Trades and schools in
Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester and Yonkers, among others), occupational
education programs offered by school districts and the 41 Board of
Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) districts, which operate 72
regional sites shared by individual school districts.

Quality occupational education programs currently in place are
equipping youth for entry-level jobs in a variety of fields. An informal
state survey of secondary students who had completed occupational
education programs found that for the class of 1987, the most recent
year for which data was available, 91 percent were either productively
employed in the workplace or in the military, or were enrolled in post-
secondary education. But while many of the current secondary
occupational education programs offer excellent preparation, they are
reaching only a fraction of the state's student population. In 1990-91,
there were only 308,141 students at the secondary level (38 percent)
enrolled in some type of occupational education program out of a
secondary school population of 777,208. Enrollment in occupational
education varies across the state: in New York City, there are long
waiting lists for available programs, while upstate some programs are
under-enrolled for their capacity. Similarly, there are differences
statewide in the commitment of resources. Individual programs often
do not have modern equipment or relevance to fast-changing work-
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place demands. For instance, a printing course offered at one urban
high school concentrated exclasively on traditional composition and
printing, even as desk-top publishing was revolutionizing printing in the
*real world." Because the quality and standards of programs may vary,
there are few benchmarks for employers that identify whether a
graduate of a particular occupational education program has acquired
specific skills.

Why is New York producing such a relatively low number of
young people with occupational or vocational training in light of the
increasing need for highly skilled workers? The answer is complex and
embedded in basic societal attitudes toward secondary education. In
the latter half of this century, society emphasized a college education
as the primary pathway to the American dream, relegating
occupational education to second-class status. An analysis by the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development notes,
"Vocational education must overcome a number of obstacles: declining
enrollment, a persistent image problem and the American public's
belief that only a four-year college degree is good enough for 'my
child." In a similar vein, the Occupt..ional Education Committee of
the District Superintendents of New York State states in a 1989
position paper that a "very narrowly defined dialogue at the national
and state level" on education reform has largely overlooked
vocational/occupational education as a vital option for youth.

Emphasizing a four-year baccalaureate degree as the primary
avenue to a productive future ignores reality and ill-serves our young
people as well as our economy. William L Lepley, director of the
Iowa Department of Education, notes, "Not everyone needs a four-year
college education and it is a tremendous disservice to pretend
otherwise. Most labor market information indicates that the majority
of future jobs will be for people with less than a bachelor's degree.
Possible the biggest failure of American public education is that it
hasn't prepared students for this future."

William H. Kohlberg and Foster C. Smith, President and Senior
Vice President of the National Alliance of Business, in their book,
RebuildingAmericat Workplace, summarize the problem as follows, 'The
American education system is geared to producing college graduates
but only 30 percent of jobs in this country require a college degree.
The United States has not developed systems for producing world-class
front-line workers."

265
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C. PUBLIC EDUCATION MUST RESPOND TO THE CHALLENGE

The enterprise of public education is undergoing significant
reforms, but a critical need has yet to be adequately addressed: the
way we prepare youth for the world of work.

Because occupational education has not been emphasized as an
integral element of secondary education, many students defer work-
relevant education until after high school. Two-year colleges help
provide this necessary education to some of our young people, but
large numbers who "postpone" vocational education will never receive
it. While most high school students say they plan on college and
about three-quarters of New York State high school graduates do go
on to some form o: post-secondary education only half of those
actually graduate. When we consider the entire pool of young people

including high school dropouts as well as graduates currently only
30 percent of our young people will earn a two- or four-year college
degree.

What hap then to the 70 percent without a college degree?

Far too many are unprepared for a productive future.

The reality is that New York State lacks a coherent system for
helping young people make the transition from school to the
workplace. A majority of our high school graduates will confront the
job market with no discernible skills. The future is even bleaker for
high school dropouts the 20 percent or more who leave before 12th
grade. Without any credential, often lacking rudimentary skills, they
exit the system totally unprepared for meaningful employment.
According to the State Job Training Partnership Council, sample data
from 1989 indicate that of the total state working age (18-64)
population of 11,304,000, more than two million some 18 percent
have not completed high school or earned a high school equivalency
diploma.

To produce a globally competitive workforce, it will not be
enough simply to replicate quality vocational education programs
currently in place. We need to use those programs as a starting point

not a destination for building a world-class system of career
pathways that allows young people to progress along a continuum of
lifelong learning. A system of ongoing career preparation must make
it possible for individuals to progress past entry-level jobs and to switch
careers as their needs and interests dictate. Both for young women
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and young men, this system must promote equal opportunities to
choose career pathways free of sex-role stereotyping.

"America's success or failure in the global marketplace depends
above all else on success or failure in the local schoolhouse," says Keith
Geiger, president 9f the National Education Association (NEA). "To
succeed in tomorrow's world, our students must be better educated
than any previous generation. Better student performance today will
mean better worker performance tomorrow."

D. EMPLOYERS AND IABOR UNIONS MUST RESPOND
TO THE CHALLENGE

Our failure to educate the majority of youth for the working
world is a signifizant problem for many young adults. It is no less a
problem for the employers who expect schools to produce the next
generation of workers. Business leaders note that even graduates of
our high schools lack the basic skills needed for entry-level positions.
Task force member Richard G. Clark, Chairman of Clarks Petroleum
Service Inc., speaks for many when says, 'The people we hire need to
be able to listen and to speak well. We get young people who can do
neither."

Change in the educational system is not being requested by the
business community to primarily benefit business per se, but because
employers who work closely with graduates of the schools may have
recognized a societal need more quickly than other sectors. In all
areas public, private and not-for-profit there is an increasing need
for well-trained workers.

Niw York State In New York State, a number of forward-thinking companies
and the nation lack have invested substantially in schools, including school-to-work
a comprehensive, transition progams, on-the-job training and a range of innovative
systematic way for programs. But these significant school/work partnerships are limited
employers and in number and modest in impact relative to the school population.
labor unions to Unfortunately, employer/labor involvement in the schools usually is
participate in public tacked on to the standard curriculum, rather than integrated into it.
education. That reflects the historical evolution of the public school system and

the business world as separate spheres with little overlap or organized
avenues for continuing interaction. Consequently, New York State and
the nation lack a comprehensive, systematic way for employers and
labor unions to participate in public education. This contrasts sharply
with many European countries where employers and labor are an
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integral part of public education, supporting vocational centers,
providing internshipa for students, and forging partnerships with schools
to open up other education and training opportunities for youth.

Amerke Choke: high skills or kw worst, the report of the
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce, concludes that
the United States is losing ground in global competition primarily
because schools ard employers are failing to invest in training workers.
The report cites the virtual neglect of non-college-bound youth and
workers as one of the factors propelling the United States toward an
economic cliff.

While educational restructuring is needed to better prepare
youth for a high skills workplace, workplace restructuring also must
continue apace. Anterica Choke says those companies that have
instituted "high performance" workplaces to maximize the authority and
responsibility of front-line employees are succeeding in international
competition but too few employers are moving quickly or aggressively
enough to embrace the changes needed to create high skills jobs. The
successful workplace of tomorrow will not only contain better prepared
workers, but also supervisors who can motivate employees to practice
innovation and teamwork.

E. LINKING THE CIASSROOM AND THE WORKPLACE

International comparisons made by the U.S. General Accounting
Office sum up the differences between the United States and four
competitor nations England, Germany, Japan and Sweden in
preparing students for work:

The four competitors expect all students to succeed in
school, particularly in primary grades. US. schools
expect that many students will fall behind.

The competitors certify students' skills through
competency-based national training standards. In the
United States, states certify the completion of a program

such as high school but do not verify students' skills
or knowledge.

The competitors make substantial investments in the
training and education of non-college-bound youth. The
United States invests less than half as much for those
headed for the workplace as it does in those geared for
college.
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The competitors offer a much stronger support network
for the transition from school to work, with assistance
provided by schools, employers and labor; the United
States Jots not.

Edward J. aeary, President of the New York State AFL-CIO,
points out that leading United States companies are instituting
revolutionary approaches to team work that establish unions as full
partners in the process. But a significant challenge lies ahead: to fully
involve employers and labor on a widespread basis in preparing the
next generation of workers.

Even as international comparisons show our youth lagging
behind their peers in other countries, those nations are moving
forward. We must not only narrow the gap, but also move ahead.
And business and labor must be deeply involved in helping to set the
standards for what students should know and be expected to do, in
providing carer information and in working with the schools to
provide educational work experiences.

Albert Shanker, President of the American Federation of
Teachers, stresses the need to forge closer links between work and
school: "It's plain that our current set-up serves neither our young
people nor the companies that depend on finding qualified employees.
The kids who often see school-learning as irrelevant to the jobs they'll
get when they graduate, spend their school years marking time. And
they get out of school bored, disaffected and ignorant. At the same
time, employers look in vain for employees with the skills and habits
of mind necessary for even entry-level positions."

The answer is to connect school with work.

- 16 -
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IV. Guiding Principles for A New Approach to
Preparing Youth For Work and Life-Long Learning

We propose a new system for preparing youth for work and
education beyond high school. We believe the learning process itself
must be revolutionized to foster those skills young people will need as
workers and citizens in the next century.

Our plan is based on the following three guiding principles that
underscore every recommendation in this report:

A. SETTING WORLD-CIASS STANDARDS

New York State must establish worid-dass standouts for what youth
must know and be abie to do as they enter the workplace or continue their
post-secondary education.

What do we mean by world-class? Quite simply, we want New
York Stat st.zdards to meet or exceed the highest standards in the
world Ior preparine an individual for work, advanced training or
colkge. For all stbdents, public education must include a more
rigorous program of "the basics" to reach world-class standards in
literacy and computation and the integration of work-related skills and
career information free of sex-role stereotyping from kindergarten up.

B. COMMITTING TO EQUITY

We must make a commitment to equity as we work to achieve
excellence. Educational opportunities must not be dependent upon
where children live, their household income, race or gender. All
children can learn. They may learn in different ways and at different
rates, but our goal for every student must be no less than a literate and
productive life. That means we will no longer accept a system that
"graduates" students with a credential that fails to certify knowledge or
skills.

Even as we acknowledge ti teed for higher standards of
student achievement, we must leave no child behind. If higher
standards are instituted with no changes in the structure of our
schools, the state might see only a worsening of an already shameful
dropout rate. Society cannot ignore the reality of poverty, family
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problems and a hat of other conditions that may interfere with the
ability of duldren to learn. But we do not help children escape a cycle
of failure by lowering standards. A system that has one set of
standards for advantaged students, and another 'lower" bar foc those
at risk, is perpetuating the vety divisions caused by economic class and
personal circumstance.

The Task Force believes the state must set its sights high and
provide the support each child needs to succeed.

C. RESTRUCTURING MIX EDUCATION

Public :drools must continue to lr e tha primary providers 0/ work
force education and preparation so gire all young people access so a
productive future. But New York Stoat system 0/ public education must
be fiutdamentally restructured to do a better jo.) of helping all du7dren
Wm.

We must make significant changes in how our schools educate
young people. As we refocus public education to provide clear
pathways, not only to college, but also to the full range of careers that
do not iequire a degree, we will need to make changes in the
curriculum what students learn and snore importantly, in how they
learn, in order to produce p.ctive learners who can apply what they
know in real-life settings. The entire community, including parents,
educators, business (private and public sector employers) and labor
must commit to bridging the gap between school and work.

Restnictured schools should recognize individual differences and
use a flan-hie range of teaching methods snd "real-life" experiences to
help children learn. Extra help and support must be provided to those
who may need it, including those with learning disabilities, immigtants
who are not fluent in English or thcae with family care responamilities.
There must be a strong network of programs that offereducational
alternatives for youth who have dropped out.
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V. Recommendations for Creating Career
Pathways for Youth

Although many of our recommendations focus on the high
school years that serve as the launching pad for college or the world of
work, we are calling for changes in the entire continuum of public
education. The significant changes that are needed will have an impact
on evety grade from kindergarten through 12 and beyond. Following
are detailed recommendations and rationales for this new system of
public education.

STANDARDS

RECOMMENDATION #1: New York State must institute and
maintain world-class standards in the academic areas that form the
foundation for all education.

When it comes to the fundamentals reading, writing,
mathematics, science and other academics New York State needs
world-class standards for student progress measured bya strong system
of performance-based assessments. In addition to a stronger emphasis
on fundamental academics, we need to emphasize the thinking,
communications and performance skills that will be called upon over
and over again in a student's lifetime as he/she adapts to new life
challenges.

RECOMMENDATION #2: New York State must institute and
maintain world-class standards for the workplace skills needed to succeed
in careers.

An intensive effort must be made to, define pccisely the skills
and content knowledge people need to be prepared for the workplace.
It will be crucial for employers and labor unions as well as educators
to be involved in helping set standards and goals related to workplace
skills. As a starting point, we believe New York State must build on
the State Education Department's Career Validation Study, the work
of the State Department of Labor, and the workplace know-how
defined by the U.S. Department of Labor Secretary's Commission on

- 19 -
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Achieving Neceuary Skills (SCANS). (See Appendix C.) In two
reports, Whet Welk Requires it 1 &kook and Lemming a livies, SCANS
researched what defines effective job performance today. The
Commission found that a competent worker must possess basic skills

be able to read, writ; do math, listen and speak. In addition, the
Commission noted that "tomorrow's career ladders require even the
basic skills the old 3Rs to take on new meaning." FOC instance,
reading requirements on the job might include interpreting blueprints
and materials catalogues, dealing with letters and written policy on
complaints, reading patients' medical records and medical instructions
and reading the text of technical manuals from equipment vendors.

The successful worker also must display thinking skills. There
The Resents'New is a need to think creatively, make decisions, solve problems, visualize

CcalPact for- information, know how to learn and reason. And a worker needs to
iaMaing addresses display personal qualities that include responsibility, self-esteem,
'the heat for sociability, self-management, integrity and honesty.
midenti to.acquite

, not just totowledge, The SCANS Commission also identified five competencies
big the ability to necessary for effective job performance. They are:
apPly that
btPwleage. U Resources: Identifies, organizes, plans and allocates

resources.

Interpersonal: Works with others, leads, negotiates,
communicates.

Information: Acquires, organizes, interprets and uses
information.

Systems: Understands, monitors and improves complex
systems.

Technology: Selects, applies and maintains a variety of
technologies.

The Regents' New Compact for Learning addresses the need for
students to acquire not just knowledge, but the ability to apply that
knowledge. Accordingly, these skills and technology competencies
should not be tacked on to a standard academic program but instead
they must be incorporated into the curriculum for all students and
integrated into what students learn in every discipline.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN PUBI1C EDUCATION

RECOMMENDATION #3: To help students reach these new
opectations of progress in academics and work-related skills, New York
State must embark on significant new directions in public education.

All students must pursue a more rigorous program of
academic fundamentals.

Workplace skills and career information must be integrated
into the cuniculum from kbiderganen on.

At the high school level, the general track option leading to
a local high school diploma should be eliminated. New
career pathways free of stereotyping should be created that
prepare all youth for work and lifelong kerning

A school-structured on-the-job expaience should be
required of all secondary school students after they have
demonstrated work readiness skills.

ACADEMICS MUST RE MORE RIGOROUS

It would be a mistake to view the Task Force's call for
work-related education as an attempt to diminish the need for
academics. To be prepared for life as well as worlc, all New York
State students need an academic foundation that greatly exceeds the
requirements currently in place. Certainly academic skills are
fundamental to success on the job, yet empla-jers say too many job
applicants lack math, reading, writing and communications skills. More
than ever before, all students need a thorough grounding in academic
subjects to a standard commensurate with excellence at a global level.

WORK-REIATED INSTRUCTION

Instruction in careers and in employment-related skills should
be integrated into the curriculum from kindergarten on. Whlie ft is
vital that we strengthen the information youth receive on career
options across the disciplines, we envision something much more
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integrated than a "careers awareness" program. In addition to learning
about careers, students throughout their education should be acquiring
the skills and work-habits they will need on the ji ,,n1 as citizens. In
the elementary grades, this might include learning to work in a group
or discovering how to research solutions to a problem.

Guidance counselors need to be involved in developingnew and
expanded pathways for students. Attention must be given to
developing career information that removes the stigma of race, gender
or ciass from certain career alternatives.

INSTILLING PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

The U.S. Department of Labor's Commission on Achieving
Necessary Skills (SCANS) has identified a set of personal
characteristics that young people need in addition to workplace skills
in order to succeed on the job. These qualities, also required to
succeed in life, include (for example) demonstrating responsibility,
punctuality and follow-through. The Task Force believes that schools
can do a better job of preparing youth for work by adopting standards
that will help students to develop these qualities. That should include
setting and maintaining higher standards of behavior and attendance,
both to improve educational performance and to introduce young
people to the demands they will face at work. Young people
accustomed to skipping school regularly often are shocked to learn that
employers expect them to be at work every day and to call in if they
are sick. School personnel do their best to get students to attend, but
the whole community must work to change standardsof behavior. Our
youth will be better served if society supports the schools in setting and
implementing standards of personal responsibility that reflect
expectations in the "real world."

PROVIDING INFORMATION ON CAREERS

Secondary school student' currently lack clear pathways to
adequatf career information or options. There is no assurance they
will havrt access to guidance services; an individual guidance counselor
may be resronsible for hundreds of students in a particular district,
making it impossible to meet individual needs. Schools must offer
objective information in a timely fashion that will allow youth to make
informed decisions about their education and careers through expanded
and pro-active guidance services and/or new occupational curriculum.

g75
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It is critically important that expectations for student progress,
and information on career and educational alternatives, be offered free
of gender bias. A growing body of research, including the recently
published study by the American Association of University Women,
How &Aar Sliorkkago Guth, emphasizes the importance of
eliminating gender bias in exructations, instruction and opportunities
in education. New York State must continue to work to eliminate bias
as it opens up new career pathways for youth.

NEW PATHWAYS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL

Through elementary and middle grades, all students should
receive a program of academics and work-related skills that lays the
groundavrk for secondary education. All high school students initially
should work toward mastery of fundamental academics and work
readlneu skills. They should be expected to demonstrate mastery not
through a single test, but by accumulating a portfolio or demonstrating
their sldlls and knowledge over time. After demonstrating mastery of
the fundamentals youth would branch out among a variety of
educational pathways that would prepare them for gainful employment
or higher education. These advanced pathways would lead to a high
school diploma and, for those who choose, state-authorized
professional and technical certificates.

Once youth have demonstrated initial mastery of fundamental
academics and work skills, their individual goals and Interests would
influence the proportion of time devoted to a particular area of study.
For example, consider the options open to a hypothetical student
Interested in architecture. She might pursue a course of study that
includes a heavy schedule of academics, some technical courses, and a
work experience in community service or in a field related to
architecture. This pathway could lead directly to enrollment in a
baccalaureate program. Or she might opt instead to pursue a heavier
schedule of technical courses along with academics and a wow!'
experience, which could lead to employment as a design technician
an architect's office and would leave her options open for continuing
at some point toward a baccalaureate degree.

- 23
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Faxisturv is Cullom,

Because all students would pursue the same elements
(academics, employability skills and a work experience) in different
proportions, individuals would have maximum flexibility in building an
educational program, including the option of continuing education past
high school. Students would be able to transfer among different
pathways as their interests dictate. Career pathways could be as
specific as engineering or as general as science and technology.
However, all pathways following mastery of fundamental skills would
include a mix of academic courses, employability skills, technical or
professional sblls and a structured school-supervised work experience.

A WORK EXPERIENCE FOR ALL YOUTH

Work experiences for high school students should be structured,
designed and supervised by the schools in conjunction with employers
and labor. Such experiences should be designed to have significant
educational content. Excellent youth apprenticeship programs,
internship programs and entrepreneurship programs currently in
existence can provide useful models.

"Work experiences" should be defined as hands-on opportunities
for learning outside the school environment. While that might include
paid, part-time jobs witii educational components, work experiences
typically also would encompass community setvice, volunteer work and
other non-paying jobs.

The National Youth Apprenticeship Initiative of Jobs for the
Future suggests elements that should be included:

Work experience and guided learning opportunities
provided by employers;

A structured linknge among secondary and
post-secondary learning environments;

Close integration of academic and vocational learning,
and of school and work place experiences, through
ongoing collaboration among schools, employers, unions
and other key institutions and through curriculum and
teaching innovations.
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THE LOGISTICS OF ARRANGING WORK EXPERIFZICES

While the Task Force reached agreement early on that a work
experience was important for all students, there were concerns over
feasibility: could educational work experiences be provided for all
students during.what typically would be their junior or senior year of
high school? Wou/d the time needed for a work experience
unrealistically overload student's schedules?

In the first instance, the Task Force found that currently there
are more than 181,000 young people (see Appendix B) already
involved in some type of educational work experience in New York
State under a wide variety of programs offered through several state
agencies and the private sector. Some businesses in New York have
invested heavily in certain work experience programs. However, the
educational benefits of these experiences vary, and taken as a whole
they do not constitute an organized or coordinated set of programs
designed to satisfy the work training needs of all state youth. There is
clearly a need for consistent standards, improved coordination of
efforts and ultimately a system that provides meaningful work
experience for all high school students. Nonetheless, the opportunities
for educational work experience that already exist through numerous
partnerships convince us that a coordinated, school-structured work
experience feasibly could be provided as a component of high school
education.

The Task Force also discussed concerns that a work experience
would overload what some perceive as already crowded schedules for
secondary school students. This issue goes to the very heart of what
the Task Force is proposing. Simply put, Task Force members believe
that a restructured system of education proposed in the New
Compact for Learning and delineated further in this report must
make time for work experiences. (Task Force members noted that
certainly under the current system, requirements for local and even
Regents diplomas typically do not overload a student's schedule,
particularly in the senior year of high school when some youth have
finished many of their diploma requirements.) In addition, flexible
scheduling could allow on-thelob experiences to be incorporated into
a student's after-school job or summer work. Special arrangements
might need to be made for youth in rural areas or other places where
it may be more difficult to arrange wor': experiences and for youth with
family care-giving responsibilities.

279
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The Task Force believes providing an educational work
experience for all young people is both possible and necessary.
Unquestionably, such an undertaking would require extensive
coordination with and participation by the private sector, governmental
agencies, not-for-profit organizations, volunteer and charitable
organizations, institutions of higher education and other orwanizations
where young people could work and learn. The state and localities will
need to develop a system to inform and engage employers in the
process. Leaders from the private and public sector must commit to
securing widespread and sustained employer involvement in public
education.

Wito NEEDs A WORK ExPEEtENCE?

To begin to teach students what is required of them outside an
academie setting, the Te...,x Force believes all youth should have career
information, employability skills, and a woik experience incorporated
into their secondary education. It is hard to imagine an occupation
that does not call upon the work-related skills and attitudes described
in the SCANS competencies. A student planning on advanced
academic study might devote only a small proportion of secondary
school studies to work-related education, but nonetheless would benefit
from gaining employability skills. A young person considering a career
in medicine, for instance, would benefit from learning how to
communicate with others and be an effective leader, select and use
technology and analyze data. On a practical level, she or he would
need to know how to use computers. A work experience in a hospital
or doctor's office would provide an understanding of real-life challenges
in medicine.

The concept of ar academic track or a vocational track should
be abandoned since all pathways will include vocational/occupational
and academic elements.

RECOMMENDATION #4: New York State should institute three
benchmarks that will certifi young people have successfully demonstrated
skills or content knowledge according to clearly defined world-class
standards:
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CAREER PATHWAYS CERTIFICATE

A Career Pathways Certificate (CPC) should be instituted to
certify mastery at a world-class level of the fundamental academics and
work-readiness skills needed for entry to the workplace and continuing
education.

The standards for earning a CPC should be the same for all.
We recognize that some youth may need additional support in reaching
CPC standards but for the certificate to have meaning, the standards
it represents must be the same for all, including adult learners.

Just as scouts earn merit badges by demonstrating
accomplishments in stages, youth would work toward a CPC by
accumulating and demonstrating skills and knowledge in a continuing
progress:on. The CPC should not be awarded for time spent in school,
but instead should certify genuine mastery of defined skills and content
knowledge.

The length of time it would take to earn a CPC would vary
based on an individual's rate of progress; students might earn a Career
Pathways Certificate at different ages and stages of their school career.
Typically many youth would earn a CPC at or about age 16, but some
would receive it earlier and others would take longer. The level of
mastery of academics required to earn a Careers Pathways Certificate
should greatly exceed the less-than-rigorous standards now in place for
a local diploma. In addition, the CPC would require mastery of
job-related skills (such as those identified in Appendix C) that to date
have not been included in most youths' education.

The Career Pathways Certificate must not be portrayed as a
"leaving" certificate that signals student readiness to exit school. While
the job skills and rigorous academics required to earn a CPC would
stand young people in good stead for part-time or s" nroer
employment, education beyond a CPC will be necessary to equip yui
people as citizens and to give them a chance at jobs with a few.
Beyond the CPC, and in addition to the high school diploma, young
people need advanced and specialized training to equip them for the
workplace. Consequently, the CPC should serve ai; stepping-stone to
new and necessary pathways in snondary education, including
advanced academics, additional training in workplace skills, professional
and technical education and a school structured work experience.

2 C3.1
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THE HIGH SCHOOL DIkOMA

A high school diploma should be the benchmark following a
Career Pathways Certificate. It should be awarded not for attendance
but for demonstrated mastery beyond the CPC of advanced academics
and workplace skills. Instruction leading to a high school diploma
should allow young people flodbility in pursuing a variety of career
pathways and should include a school-supervised work requirement for
all students. The Board of Regents may wish to assess the current
state system of granting diplomas in light of the changed expectations
and education recommended in this report.

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL CERTIFICATES

New York State should institute a non-baccalaureate system of
Professional and Technical Certificates (PTCs) that would certify
mastery of advanced skills and knowledge in particular fields. Creating
a system of Professional and Technical Certificates would provide many
new career opportunities for young people to expand their knowledge
and skills both in high school and after graduation. The PTC would be
a dynamic measure of a globally competitive worker and would signify
that the worker has all the skills and qualities needed to be among the
best workers in the world. It would be awarded to those who have
demonstrated their CPC competencies, completed their high school
requirements and met world-class standards in a specific occupational
area of professional or technical certification. In some fields, there
might be a series of Professional and Technical Certificates, ranging
from initial certification in a field to increasingly advanced mastery.

Unlike the Career Pathways Certificate, which would be a single
certificate attesting to mastery of fundamental skills and knowledge,
there should be a range of Professional and Technical Certificates for
broad occupational areas and clusters not currently licensed by New
Y ork State.

The time needed to earn a PTC would vary depending on an
individual's rate of progress and the rigor and depth of requirements
in a particular field. Many students would begin in high school to
develop the knowledge, skills and competencies needed to earn a PTC.
Some might pursue an intensive occupational education pathway during
high school that would allow them to earn a PTC concurrently with

,S 3
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high school graduation. More typically, youth would continue to work
toward a PTC after high school, perhaps in a tech-prep program (two
years of high school occupational education and two years at a
community college) or in a program designed by a specific company or
union to offer education and experience leading to a PTC. Youth
apprenticeship program and youth entrepreneurship programs also
could serve as pathways to a Professional and Technical Certificate

While public elementary and secondary schools ivould be the
providers of education for a Career Pathways Certificate (with
alternative learning environments for dropouts see Recommendation
#8), youth would be able to earn Professional and Technical
Certificates at a variety of sites, such as: public schools, communit)
colleges and other institutions of higher education, Board of
Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) centers, qualified
proprietary schools, not-for-profit training agencies, community-based
organizations and through employer-sponsored or labor union training.
This would necessitate coordination among a range of state agencies.

PTC pathways could provide valuable options for young people
who start college and leave, for college graduates who are unable to
fmd suitable employment and for adults of all ages who for a variety
of reasons seek a career change.

As holders of PTCs join the workforce, these professional and
technical certificates will have established value, not only for employers,
but also for school-age youth who will see the opportunity to earn a
PTC as an incentive for continued education. Providing clear career
pathways through the PTCs will encourage more youth to stay in
school, offer incentive for drop-outs to continue their education and
expand options for high school graduates. The connection between
quality education and quality jobs will become clear.

Society must be energized to accept a new paradigm: one
where preparation never ends, one where dropping out is unthinkable
and one where everyone who completes high school will have quality
options, and a variety of choices in careers and education.

The world-class standards for PTC should be developed, and
revised and updated as needed, by a standards board comprised of a
majority of business and organized labor (see Recommendation #10).
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ASSESSING STUDENT PERFORMANCE

New York State must institute valid, credible assessments for
attainment of a Career Pathways Certificate, high school diploma and
Professional and Technical Certificates. The Task Force supports the
adoption of authentic assessments, such as student performances,
portfolios, projects or demonstrations of knowledge and skills-

STANDARDS FOR DISABLED Yount

Special education programs for students with disabilities should
be designed to help them make progress toward earning a Career
Pathways Certificate and subsequent benchmarks of performance.
Students receivir,g special education should be educated to the same
set of world-class standards as other students if educators and
employers are to value their participation in post-secondary
opportunities.

While it is anticipated that many students will earn a CPC by
age 16, some youth, including a number with learning disabilities, may
take longer or need other accommodations to achieve CPC standards.
This might include support services or accommodations that provide
students with the opportunity to demonstrate their skills and knowledge
without being limited or unfairly restricted by their disability. Including
all students in Career Pathways initiatives will provide positive avenues
for students with disabilities.

The CPC will require youth to demonstrate a range of skills,
including many that will be employment based and developed through
work experience. Transition services will be critical to allow students
with disabilities to successfully participate in work-related activities.
Students will be able to follow their Individualized Education Plan to
move toward a Career Pathways Certificate at their own pace.

RECOMMENDATION #5: Public education must be restntctured to
create environments that foster development of the thinking and
problem-solving stalls young people will need to succeed in careers and in
life.

Even as Task Force members agreed on the need for higher
standards both in academics and in workplace skills, we wrestled with
the realities of introducing new demands on the school system. flow
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would it be possible to help young people reach academic standards
that are higher than under the current system? How could we find the
time to introduce career information and work-related programs into
what some see as an already over-loaded school system?

For all to reach higher standard; we must change the way we
educate young people t e what research has, shown us about the
best ways of helping children learn. The diversity of New York State
youth that so enriches our state also adds to the challenge of
education, since children come from a wide range of social, economic
and cultural backgrounds. Traditional schooling a single formula of
education for all students doesn't address what research has shown
us about the way children learn. As the Regente New Compact for
Learning makes clear, we must restructure schools to create an
environment where learning can take place, not just for those who
respond well to the traditional modes of instruction, but also for the
large number who may be better served by a greater variety of
approaches. To make this restructuring happen, we must make sure
that our schools have the resources they need to create environments
where all children can learn.

LEARNING IN A ILEALLIFr CONTEXT

The way youth learn in a traditionally structured school is very
different from how they learn in "real life" daily life and work
experiences. Four gaps between clauroom and real life have been
identified by researchers, including Task Force member Sue Benyman,
who is director of the Institute on Education and the Economy at
Teachers College,. Columbia University. Those gaps include:

School focuses on individual performance; non-school
settings emphasize socially shared performance.

Schools expect .ftudents to come up with answers
unaided; at work, particularly in high skill occupations,
employees are allowed and e ----aged to use
information and cognitive tools.

Schools emphasize symbolic thinkinx other settings
require young people to solve problems relating to
real-life objects and situations.
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Schools seek to impart general skills through knowledge-
In the workplace, knowledge and skills are linked to a
particular situation.

According to Task Force member Paul F. Cole, who is
Secretary-Treasurer of the New York State AFL-CIO and a former
teacher: 'These research findinp challenge the traditional formal
approach to instruction that has caused artificial distinctions between
knowing and doing, education and training academic and vocational
education and school-based and work-based learning." Schools must
reject such artificial distinctions to allow learning to °czar within a
real-life context.

Restructured schools that focus on the needs and progress of
our youth can provide an environment for achieving the over-arching
goals of the Regents New Compact for Learning and the specific goals
contained in this report.

AN IEVAMPLE OF RFAL-LIFE LEARNING

What might restructuring mean in real-life terms? Consider two
examples involving a group of sixth-graders. In traditional schooling,
each student is expected to prepare an individual report on a foreign
^ation. Students work in isolation, compete with each other for grades,
and receive feedback only once in terms of a letter grade on their
reports.

In restructured schools, students on a team might work together
to research a foreign country and prepare both written and oral
rresentations. The teacher would set standards and serve as guide,
resource and editor. Students would collaborate with each other to
locate research material and distill the information. Teamwork would
be required. Students would give an oral summary of their work,
demonstrating they can distill and analyze the information they
gathered. There would be an opportunity for further revisions after
teacher and class feed-back on the project.

In both examples, young people ge acquiring academic
knowledge and research skills. But the second set of circumstances
offers a situation comparable to that in a "high performance"
workplace. There employees typically collaborate, rather than
compete, brainstorm ideas, consult with their supervisor throughout a
project, receive constructive feedback, retool and improve their work
and develop and use listening and speaking skills.

-g87
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Learning tha :akes place within a real-life context would allow
workplace skills to be incorporated as an integral part of schooling.
The Task Force believes restructured schools will be a better
environment for learning and will allow us to reach the significant
goals of strengthened academic preparation and workforce readiness.

EXTENSWE INSERVICE AND PRESERVICE TRAINING WILL BE NEEDED

The significant reforms we envision in public education will
require an extensive program of training for school personnel, including
inservice training for those currently employed in the schools and
preservice training for prospective educators.

Inservice training st ould be provided for school staff
including. but not limiti4 to teachers, guidance counselors,
parsprofessionals, principal\ and other personnel Three major
challenges will need to be incorporated into this training: the new
experience of working closely with employers and labor in preparing
youth for work, changes in the way studentsare educated that will help
all to learn and the incorporation of work readiness skills and career
information into the curriculum for kindergarten up. In addition,
on-the-job training experiences for teachers and guidance counselors
should be considered as one way to help forge understanding and
cooperation between schools and employers.

Schools of education will play a critical role in providing
preservice training for prospective educators. They will need to assess
and strengthen their programs in light of the new directions in public
education and the resulting expectations of teachers, guidance
counselors, principals and others.

TUE ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

In addition to their role in educating school personnel, colleges
and universities necessarily will be affected in other ways by the
changes we make in public education from kindergarten through grade
12. Higher education will welcome the introduction of more rigorous
standards for student performance. A recent survey shows that an
overwhelming number of college educators feel too many students are
not adequately prepared for the demands of higher education. Higher
education faculty should play a part in developing new standards for
students K-12 since they are charged with the further education of
graduates of our public schools. In addition, colleges anduniversities
may need to respond to the increased standards of performance for
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K-12 students by discussing post-secondary education standards with
their public schools colleagues, employers and labor and by assessing
and modifying college curriculum and instruction where appropriate.

Higher education should play an ongoing role in the research
and evaluation that must accompany our changes in public education.

Higher education RECOMMENDATION #6: New state standards should be phased in
- should play an over time to ensure students have fair and equal opportunities to meet the

ongoing rote in the standards.
research and
evaluation that Too many young people compete on an unlevel playing field
must accompany caused by a wide variance in educational resources statewide. Some
our changes in youth are challenged by disabilities, societal stereotyping or other life
public education. circumstances. We cannot expect young people to meet higher

standards until schools and employers first provide the education,
training and resources they need to be prepared. A phase-in period
will be needed to give students the time necessary to reach higher
standards. We cannot suddenly impose new standards and
requirements on 15-year-olds educated in the current system. The
phase-in must be accompanied by extra help and support for those who
need it. Every step of the way, we must ensure young people are not

We cannot expect given new expectations in a vacuum, but instead receive the support
young people to they may need to succeed.
meet higher
standard.s until
schools and RECOMMENDATION #7: Employers and labor unions should be
employers first active participants in all phases of developing and implementing new
provide the career pathways for youth.
education, training
and resources they To bridge the historic separation between the schoolroom and
need to be the workplace, employers and labor must be fully involved in the
prepared. A phase- process of preparing youth for work. Involvement by employers and
in period will be labor should include:
needed to give
students the time 11 Helping to advise the Regents on the standards of
necessary to reach student performance needed for success on the job,
higher standards including work readiness requirements for attaining a

CPC;

Serving on a Professional and Technical Standards Board
(see Recommendation #10) to set standards for entry
level jobs in a range of occupations;
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IIII Establishing partnerships with schools to structure
educational work experiences for secondary school
students who have earned a CPC;

Helping students who must work before they have
earned a CPC to stay connected to education by
providing flexible hours or other accommodations they
may need to continue progressing toward Career
Pathways certification.

In order to enlist employers and labor unions as participants in
helping strengthen career-related education, we will need an extensive
information campaign by the state that involves leaders from the
workplace in creating a permanent system for connecting school with
work.

RECOMMENDATION #8: Multiple learning environments should be
designated to provide instruction leading to a CPC for youth who have
dropped out of the public schools even as we commit to reducing the
number of students who leave school to zero from current levels.
Alternative learning environments also shoukl be designated to provide
instruction leading to a CPC for adults.

A commitment to excellence and equity requires us to provide
a strong system of alternative learning environments for those who
drop out of the public schools. (We believe that as schools arc
restructured to better meet students' needs, and to offer meaningful
and relevant courses of study, the number of drf.k.ans will be
significantly reduced, but we will continue to need alternative learning
environments for a number of youth.) While these environments will
offer different approaches to learning, or a longer timetable for
reaching benchmarks, the standards used for assessing progress toward
a Career Pathways Certificate or high school diploma must be the
same statewide.

It may be necessary for alternative learning sites to provide
support services to accommodate the needs of youth, such as teen
parents, who have dropped out because of family care responsibilities.
Support services could include, but not be limited to, day care,
counseling, transportation, mentoring and assistance in obtaining
housing.

For any approved alternative learning sites, the state should
provide supervision, technical assistance and funding to program
providers serving individuals who have dropped out of school but need
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an alternative route to the CPC. Alternative learning environments
could be contained within the traditional school as a separate entity or
may include programs such as those offered by the Boards of
Cooperative Educational Services; institutions of higher education;
Adult Learning Centers; Education Opportunity Centers; Private
Industry Councils; community-based or other not-for-profit
organizations; public agencies; a consortium of these agencies, perhaps
with businessAndustry affiliates; and labor union apprentice programs
and the proposed Skills Opportunity Centers.

Stalls OPPORTUNITY CENTERS

Governor Mario Cuomo has proposed establishing Skills
Opportunity Centers to provide instruction and support for youth ages
16-21 who have left school without a high school diploma. These
alternative learning environments would offer an integrated program
of high school academic instruction, basic skills instruction, and
employment preparation services. Educational strategies would be
tailored to individual needs. The proposed centers would be governed
by policy boards with representatives of business, labor, community
organizations and the public. Such centers would be patterned after
programs for dropouts which have proven successful in Europe and
were recommended in the Amerkat Choke report.

RECOMMENDATION #9: Youth who wish to work before the age of
18 should have earned a CPC MU' enrolled in a program leading toward
a CPC, sabject to the establishment of a strong and flexible system of
support that would allow youth to remain connected to education even if
they drop ow of school

The intent of this recommendation is not to prohibit young
people from working; we recognize that many young people must work
for their own or their family's economic survival. Instead, we want to
ensure that even while youth are working, they retain a connection to
education that at the very least will ensure they have the fundamental
skills and knowledge they need to prevent work from becoming a
dead-end.

In extensive debate over this issue, Task Force members
expressed concern that establishing the CPC (or schooling leading to
a CPC) as a precondition for employment could have the unintended
effect of propelling some drop-outs into "undergrouncr or illegal
employment if they were unable to deal with school and a job at the
same time. This clearly would be a disaster.

291
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Yet at the same time, the Task Force felt that youth too often
see no connection between effort at school and opportunities in the
workplace. Except for thou who seek entrance to a competitive
college, there currently is little incentive for students to work hard in
school. Employers typically do not consider a student's grades or
transcript in making hiring decisions or seta's pay scales. The
Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce notes that at the
national level, "90 percent of employers surveyed ignore high school
4iplomas, believing graduates to be no better qualified than dropouts,
and 98 percent never examine high school transcripts, believing the
course work to be irrelevant to their needs."

We need to connect effort and performance in school with
real-life rewards and opportunities. If young people knew they had to
earn a CPC or be working toward it to hold a job before age 18 if
they knew employers valued the CPC the certificate would have real
meaning.

How, then, can we connect the CPC to work in a meaningful
way without driving youth into underground employment? Our main
concern is for drop-outs (students enrolled in school would be eligible
for employment since they would be working toward a CPC). The
Task Force believes the answer is to develop a strong and flexible
network of support that would make it possible for young people to
stay connected to the school system even if they drop out to work
full-time. Therefore, while we recommend linking the CPC (or
enrollment in a program leading to a CPC) with the right to work
before age 18, this linkage must not be made until the following
conditions are also met:

There must be an adequate phase-in period that
establishes the credibility of the Career Pathways
Certificate as a reliable benchmark for work readiness.
It must have value to employers as a meaningful
certificate pegged to clearly identified world-class
standards.

We must develop flexible and creative ways for youth to
continue working toward a CPC even if economic
necessity forces them to drop-out to work full-time. One
possible model is the Dropout Recovery program
instituted more than three years ago in the Sweetwater
Union High School District in San Diego, California.
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Flexible scheduling is a key component ot me program; young people
can work full time and se receive an education, since the school
operates from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. and allows students to attend in
flexible two-hour blocks. Of the most recent group of graduates,
approxiniately 60 percent have enrolled in college.

Schools must coordinate with social services and other
agencies to ensure a network of services that may be
needed to keep young people progressing toward a
Career Pathways CertiScate. For instance, some may
need help with childcare in order to continue their
education.

Employers and labor must work in partnership with the
schools to establish the CPC as a meaningful certificate
and to encourage and assist young people to continue
their education. This might include finable scheduling or
helping to coordinate on-the-job .experience with
education leading to a CPC

GOVERNANCE

RECOMMENDATION #10: The stare Csuriculum and Assessment
Council should be established as a pennanau entity that would save as
a standards board to advise the Regents on the standards for attainment
of a Career Pathways Catijkate; the Council's membership should be
amended as necessary to inchtde representation from employes and labor
who can provide paspectisw ass the skills and education needed to succeed
in the workplace. ln addition, the state should establish a New Yak
State Professional and Techaical (PT) Standards Board charged with
designing and bnplessenting a statewide system of professional and
sechnkal pesformance standards for entry-level fobs in a range of
occupations and trodes.

SETTING STANDARDS FOR IRE CAREER PATHWAYS CERTIFICATE

The Curriculum and Assessment Council was established by the
Board of Regents to develop new, comprehensive standards and a
system of valid and reliable assessments for New York State youth.
That work is currently underway. The recommendations contained in
this report will help give shape to the Council's efforts, particularly in
the area of preparing young people for the workforce. While we
believe the Curriculum and Assessment Council is the appropriate
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body to advise the Regents on standards for achieving the CPC, we
recommend that its membership be amended to include significant
representation from business and organized labor whose perspectives
will be crucial in developing standards for satisfactory performance on
the job.

SETTING STANDARDS FOR PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL
CERTIFICATES

Professional and Technical Certificates will recognize student
mastery according to industry standards in a broad range of
occupational areas or clusters." Because New York State has no
comprehensive system of certifying professional and technical expertise
apart from licensed professions, occupations and trades, and the
associate degree requirements, we are recommending the creation of
a New York State Professional and Technical Standards Board to
design and implement a system of world-class standards for jobs in a
wide range of occupations and trades, and to award Professional and
Technical Certificates (PTC) to individuals meeting these
internationally competitive standards. Professional and Technical
Certificates will incorporate the standards for a high school diploma set
by the Board of Regents along with specific standards for an
occupational area (see Recommendation #4).

The Professional and Technical Standards Board would define
a system of standards that, taken together, would:

Prepare youth and adults for work in high performance
organizations, including services and manufacturing,

Cover the majority of occupations not requiring a
four-year college degree (other than those already
licensed by New York State);

Reflect the academic and work-related skills required;

Combine school work with structured, on-the-job
training;

I Balance the need for job preparation with the need for
career choice and mobility among occupations.

The board would set the standard for Plts, whether they are
earned through schools, colleges or in non-traditional sites such as
on-the-job. Just as industry standards change and progress over time,
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Assessment Council, which will advise the Regents on standards for the
CPC.

The Board of Regents, the Curriculum and Assessment Council,
and the Professional and Technical Standards Board should meet
periodically to further ensure coordination of policies.

It will be crucial that membership on the board be comprised
of a majority of business and organized labor with the expertise needed
to define standards for a range of occupations. For instance, the PT
Board could look to the traditional registere4 apprenticeship system for
establishing a process for setting world-class standards; both the New
York State AFL-CIO and the New York State Building and
Construction Trades Council could provide guidance and advice on this
process.

The PT Standards Board should receive a legislative
appropriation for its operation and staffing. As appropriate, it should
establish committees comprised of business and labor representatives
with expertise in specific fields who could advise on standards and
requirements for specific Professional and Technical Certificates. The
Board should monitor the development of work readiness standards at
tbe national level and elsewhere, and build upon them as appropriate
in establishing new benchmarks for New York State. Some of the
groundwork for our new standards for work readiness already has been
laid in promising initiatives now underway. The Standards Board
should, when possible, incorporate these initiatives to limit the costs of
a start-up effort.

FUNDING

RECOMMENDATION #11: New York State should provide fsusding
for implementing new career pathways that will ensure all youth have
equal opportunities to kam.

The Task Force endorses Funding for Fainsess, a report of the
Temporary State Commission on the Distaution of State Aid to LOCal
School Districts. The Commission, chaired by Fred V. Salerno, found
that the current system of funding New York State schools is
inequitable, resulting in great disparity among school districts, and
recommended changes to improve equity.
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Too many youth particularly in our cities, are being
short-changed by a system that fails to guarantee adequate funding for
public education in all communities in New York State. It is a travesty
that some schools in New York lack safe facilities or enough books for
each student. We must redress inequity in funding where it exists.

In addition to requiring fundamental fairness in the way we
supply resources for schools, we must note that there will be some
specific start-up cans in creating new career pathways, 'Mich will
include resources for curriculum development, inservice training for
school personnel, development of authentic measures of student
performance and the institution of work-related experiences for all
secondary students.
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VI. Implementation

This Task Force was not charged with implementing its
recommendations. The Regents, State Departments of Labor,
Ecoaomic Development, Education, Social Services and Corrections,
the State Division for Youth and the Job Training Partnership Council
all are responsible for segment& of the solution to this problem. There
necessarily is a need to coordinate these efforts. State agencies will
need to work in unison to help make needed changes in workforce
preparation. This gargantuan undertaking will Ithewise require
sustained commitment and effort on the part of employers and
organized labor, educators, parents, community members,
governmental leaders and not-for-profit agencies. It is truly an
enterprise that affects the entire community. Implementation vall
require action by the Governor, Legislature and the Board of Regents.
The Task Force recommends the following schedule:

Regents revise membership of the Curriculum and
Assessment Council to add representatives of business
and organized labor with the appropriate expertise to
help establish work-related competencies by December,
1992.

Career Pathways Certificate (CPC) competencies and
new high school diploma standards are developed by the
Curriculum and Assessment Council and approved by
the Regents by September, 1995.

Legislation is prepared by the Governor and acted on by
the Legislature to establish the Professional and
Technical Standards Board by January, 1993.

A budget for the Professional and Technical Standards
Board is submitted to the Legislature by the Governor
by January, 1993.

Cost estimates to implement the Task Force's
recommendations are prepared by the Regents by
September, 1992.

Budgets incorporating funding to implement Task Force
recommendations are submitted annually by the
Governor to the Legislature beginning in January, 1993.
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EXAMPLES OF WORK AM) SCHOOL TRANSI7IONS

At the national level, several states have begun to structure closer linkages between
school and work:

Oregon has enacted legislation which revises curriculum to coordinate
employment training and school-to-work transition:. It also establishes
certificates based on outcomes benchmarked to work class standards.

California is moving toward comprehensive refonn of schools which includes
organization around career fields. Each student would have a personal
learning plan, leading to post-secondary education or the workforce.

Florida has established a plan to relate cuniculum to careers and integrate
academic and vocational instruction. Youth and adults would be prepared to
begin a career and continue their education.

Ohio has developed a "Career Passport" that helps employers evaluate a
student's skill related to employment. The credential includes academic and
work skills, assessment, work/community experience, diplomas, certificates,
businessfmdustty cre.lentials and goals for continuing education and training.

Various states offer work related experiences in which more than 25 percent
of the instructional program occurs in a workplace. Cooperative education
programs are offered in 29 states, youth apprenticeship in 12 states,
internships in 8 states, alternative high schools in 7 states, career academics
in 3 states and youth enterprises in 2 states.

The Southern Regional Education Board directs a project to strengthen the
basic competencies of vocational students. Through various activities across
18 states, the consortium has successfully raised the 'competencies of all high
school students in basic and work related skills.

Pittsburgh has eliminated the general education track and offers youth either
an academic or vocational option. The dropout rate is the lowest in the
country, and is attributed to engaging youth in career opportunities and an
emphasis on learning transferable skills.

At the local level, a number of initiatives are providing maniples of alternativecareer
pathways which incorporate school to work transitions:
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R:chester has proposed revising its curriculum to link academic and work
standards. School performance would be tied to meaningful care.= and
advanced academic opportunities.

CSD #9 New York aty is revising its curriculum to incorporate work-based
outcomes bto its instructional program. This work draws on SCANS, and
incorporates work-related outcomes into the academic program.

Broome County and Cornell University have established an apprenticeship
program to provide" students with work experience and closely related
academics. This offers an alternative career pathway to secondary students.

Fourteen 'Tech-Prep" planning and demonstration grants have been provided
to local education agencies. The grants promote articulation between
secondary and post-secondary agencies with other agencies delivering
occupational education, continuing education, employment and training
programs and other human services related to obtaining employment.

The Yonkers aty School District offers career education in some K-6 schools
through career themes infused into content areas. Hands-on activities that
help students understand various occupations and the skills necessary for
success are actively supported by business and industry. The district, through
linkages with business, industry and post-secondary institutions, also provides
students with entry level work skills and direct work experience that prepare
students for careers in various areas. The Academy of Finance, a school
within a school for the finance profession, and the Electrical Technokrey,
a "pre-engineering" program with Westchester Community Colleges are
examples of this approach.

Cardozo High School in Queens provides students with exposure and in-depth
experience in career areas of law and public service. Law firms and public
agencies support school and work-based experiences which provide students
with in-depth activities as they consider careers in these fields.

Acadonies, or schools within a school, that often serve youth who are
disenchanted with traditional educational programs, exist in many cities across
the country. They link hands-on work experiences with academic curriculum,
and engage youth in a career-oriented community that builds self confidence
and career opportunities.

Compiled by Peter Cooke of the State Education Depamnau
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NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION AND TRAINING-REIATED
WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANTS FOR YOUTH, 1991-1992

EDUCATION-REIATED WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANTS* 41,000

Cooperative Education Enrolhuents 14,000
General Work Experience & Career Exploration 4,000
Alternative SchooVProgram Enrollments:

New York City 35,000
Rest of New York State 11,000

TRAINING-REIATM WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANTS 117,000

Job Training Partnership Act Summer Youth
Employment & Training Program (Statewide) 44,000

New York City-funded Summer Work Experience
Jobs for Youth 2,500

State-funded Youth Employment Program
Work Experience Participants' 3,500

New York City Partnership Summer Jobs Program
for Youth 45,000

Governor's School & Business Alliance Program
Participants in Work Experience' 21,000

SUNY\CUNY Youth Internship Program Participants' 1,000

TOTAL WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANTS 181,000

*Estimated

Data compiled by NYS Job Daining Partnership Counci4 June 1992

- B1 -
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WORIDRIZAUD

Following are the foundation skills and competencies that the Secretary's Commission
on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS) ce the U.S. Department of Labor has identified as
critical for today's workplace,.

A TamPART FOUNDAMON

Basic Skills: Reads, writes, performs arithmetic and mathematical operations, listens and
speaks

Reading locates understands, and interprets written infonnation in prose and in
documents such as manuals, graphs and schedules

Writing communkates thoughts, ideas, information, and messages in writinx and
creates documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs and flow
charts

Arithmetic/Mathematics performs bask computations and approaches practical
problems by choosing appropriately from a variety of mathematical techniques

Listening receives, attends to, interprets, and responds to verbal messages and
other cues

Speaking organizes ideas and communicates orally

Makin Skills: Thinks creatively, makes decisions, solves problems, visualizes, knows how
to learn, and reasons

Creative Thinking generates new ideas

Decision Making specifies goals and constraints, generates alternatives, considers
risks, and evaluates and chooses best alternative

Problem Solving recognizes problems and devises and implements plan of action

Seeing Things in the Mind's Eye organizes and processes symbols, pictures,
graphs, objects, and other information

Cl -
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Knowing How to Learn uses efficient learning techniques to acquire and apply
new knowledge and skills

Reasoning discovers a rule or principle underlying the relationship between two
or more objects and applies it when solving a problem

Personal Qualities: Displays responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, self-management, and
integrity and honesty

Responsibility exerts a high level of effort and perseveres towardi goal
attainment

Self-Esteem believes in own self-worth and maintains a positive view of self

Sociability demonstrates understanding, friendliness, adaptabffity, empathy, and
politeness in group settings

Self-Management assesses self accurately, sets personal goals, monitors progress,
and exhibits self-control

Integrity/Honesty chooses ethical courses of action

FIVE COMPETENCIES

Resources: Identifies, organizes, plans and allocates resources

Time Selects goal-relevant activities, ranks them, allocates time, and prepares
and follows schedules

Money Uses or prepares budgets, makes forecasts, keeps records and makes
adjustments to meet objectives

Material and Facilities Acquires, stores, allocates, and uses materials or space
efficiently

Human Resources Assesses skills and distributes work accordingly, evaluates
performance and provides feed-back

Interpersonal: Works with others

Participates as Member of the Team contributes to group effort

Teaches Others New Skills

- C2 -
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Appendix D:

ggQ2mhgmogy_uf New York State must institute and maintain world-dass standards in the
scademic areas that form the foundatios los an education.

RECOMMENDATION #Z New York State must institute and maintain world-class standards for the
workplace skills needed to succeed in camas.

RECOMMENDATION #3 lb help students reach these aew mpectatioas of progress in academics and
work-related skids, New York State must embark on sigaificaat sew directions fit public education.
Spedfically:

All students must pursue a mote drams progress a academic fusdaseatal%
Workplace skills and career islormation mut be integrated lam the curriculum from kindergarten on;
At the high schcol level, the goad nark aptioa ladle; to a local hig school diploma should be

elimiuted. New career pathways free of stereotyping should be created that peepare all youth forwork and
life-long lands&

A school-structured co-the-Job espy:dace data be required a all secondary school dockets after
they have demonstrated wodt-readiams skills.

RECOMMENDATION #4 New York State should Maltase three beackmaris that will certify young people
have successfully demonstrated skills or mown knotsledne moan to desrly defined wodd-dass standards:

A Career Pathways Certilleme (CPC), which might typically be mused at age 16, would signifya
youth's mutely of rigorous amdessics and entrrimel nork-readiment sklllt

A high school divines would be awarded for demosstrased mastay of advanced academics and work-
related skills. Instruction leading to a Ng school diploma should allow gen peopie flexibility in matting
a variety of career pathways and should betide a school-sanctered wotk aperiesce for all students.

A Pallet/tonal and Tabeical CertIneale (PIC), would certify mastety of skids and knowledge in a
specific field. It would be awarded to those who have demonstrated their CPC compeleades, completed their
high school requirements, and met usodd-elms demands M a specific occupational area of proressional or
technical certification. These certificates in may emea might isclude training beyondhigh school, and youth
could earn them at a variety of slim

RECOMMENDATION #5 We aeed to featlIChlit public edmation to aeate environments that foster
development of the thinking and peoblemeolving skins ryas people will need to succeed in careess and in
life.

RECOMMENDATION Sr§ New state stubs* timid be phased la ma time to ensure students have fair
and equal opportunities to meet the steadied&

RECOMMENDATION #7 Employers and labor salons shoold be active participants in all pheses of
developing and implementing new caeca pathways kyr youth.

RECOMMENDATION OS Multiple leataiag animantests shouSI be designated to provide instruction
leading to a CPC for youth who have dropped mat of the public schook esea as we commit to reducing the
number of students who leave school to zero from current levels. Alternative learning eavironmeats also
should be designated to provide lastmetion Waist to sOC for wham

ByszimEnhngxn Youth who with io WI* adbfe the age of IS should have carped a CPC or be
enrolled in a program leading toward a cm. subject to the establishment of a strong aed flexible system of
support that would allow youth to rands cosonded to caseation eves if they dropout of school.

RECOMMENDATION #I0 The state Curriashm and Amerman Council should be established as a
permanent entity that would serve as a staadmds baud to advie the Regents on the standards for attainment
of a Career Pathways Certified% the Comas membership shonld be amended as mammy to loclude
representation from employers and Mot Mho cas provide paspectiveon the skills and education needed to
succeed in the workplace. In addition, the state should establish a Now Yak State Professional and Technical
(PT) Standards Board charged with fledging and implemeating a statewide system of profetsioaal and
technical performance standards for eatry-level join ie a nage of ocagetiam aad trades.

RECOMMENDATION #1( New Yak State should provide fasdiag foe implemeatingnew career whiter
that will ensure all youth have equal opportmakka to lean.
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LEGISLATIVE HEARING ON H.R. 2884, SCHOOL
TO WORK PROPOSAL

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., Room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hor.. Pat Williams,presiding.
Members present: Representatives Williams, Kildee, Owens,

Sawyer, Payne, Unsoeld, Roemer, Scott, Green, Woolsey, Klink,
Goodling, Petri, Roukema, Gunderson, Molinari, Hoekstra and
McKeon.

Staff present: Jon Weintraub, staff director; Mary Gardner
Clagett, minority professional staff member; D'Arcy Philps, minor-
ity professional staff member; Tim Butler, minority staff assistant;
Omer Waddles, staff director and committee counsel; Colleen
McGinnis, legislative associate; and Gloria Wilson, administrative
assistant.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Good morning, call the hearing to order. This is
the second of the school-to work hearings conducted by the House
Education and Labor Committee. The committee has already heard
testimony from Secretary Reich and Secretary Riley regarding the
administration's proposal.

Undoubtedly, as the legislation moves through the committee
there will be amendments that evolve from this 'nearing. The pur-
pose of the school-to-work legislation is to establish a national
framework within which all States can create statewide school-to-
work opportunity systems.

The program will build on a range of promising efforts to im-
prove the knowledge and skill of America's youth. The bill estab-
lishes required components and goals of every school-to-work pro-
gram in the Nation.

This effort includes work-based learning, school-based learning,
and student-employer linkage components. One hundred million
dollars was provided for school to work in the 1994 appropriations
bill with $60 million of that coming from JTPA and $50 million
from vocational education.

Today's hearing will focus on how can the knowledge gained from
experimental school-to-work programs be used to improve this leg-
islation. We also would like our witnesses to explore whether or not
this legislation will el.' sure access for all students and what steps
the committee can take to ensure that innovation and risk taking
occur as opposed to structuring our current activities, but giving
them a new name. So we look forward to hearing from our wit-

(307)
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nesses today and again on October 27 when we will again meet to
hear.

Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to join

with you in welcoming this morning's witnesses to today's hearing
on school-to-work transition. As you know, believe very strongly
that we must do a better job in this Nation to meet the needs of
noncollege-bound youth to prepare these students fa: careers with
potential.

With this goal in mind, Mr. Gunderson and I introduced legisla-
tion earlier this year, H.R. 1454 the National School-To-Work Tran-
sition and Youth Apprenticeship Act of 1993 that was designed to
establish a school-to-work transition system in this country to pre-
pare youth for careers in high skill, high wage jobs, and for this
reason I cosponsored the administration's School-to-Work Opportu-
nities Act of 1993 designed to bring together partnerships of em-
ployers, educators, and others for the purpose of building a high
quality school-to-work system.

As I have stated on many occasions, only 50 percent of our high
school graduates or high school students go on to any form of post-
secondary education, and only 25 percent of those ever receive a
baccalaureate degree, and so it is important that we do something
about the 75 percent if we are going to remain a competitive Na-
tion.

While not identical, H.R. 2884 shares many of the key compo-
nents of the legislation that Representative Gunderson and I au-
thored. Both measures provide considerable flexibility at the State
and local levels, allowing local communities to develop programs
that meet their individual economic and labor market needs.

Both are built around partnerships at the local levels that bring
employers, schools, workers and students together to design the
system. Both bills require the integration of school-based and work-
based learning. Both bills are designed so that the successful com-
pletion of a school-to-work program will lead to a high school di-
ploma, a portable certificate of competency in an occupation, a cer-
tificate or diploma from a postsecondary institution if appropriate,
and employment in a high skilled, high paying job.

It is a growing consensus in the country that U.S. competitive-
ness is directly dependent on the skills level of our workforce, and
I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses on how we may
craft a comprehensive school-to-work program to meet the needs of
all students in this country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Do either of our other members have an opening statement this

morning?
Mrs. Roukema?
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a full statement. I

will include some remarks in the permanent record, but I want to
express my own interest in this subject. I, too, have legislation.

My legislation, I think, is far more oriented towards the edu-
cation component of apprenticeship training, and I did that pur-
posefully because I would like this to be both educationally ground-
ed as well as simple in its administration. However, I am a cospon-
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sor of Mr. Good ling's bill, and I certainly believe that the adminis-
tration has taken a giant step forward here.

Our goals are the same, and we do want a firm and excellent ap-
prenticeship program for our Nation's youth.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I don't have an opening statement.

I just wanted to thank you and Mr. Good ling for this hearing, wel-
come our witnesses, and to say that I am pleased to join you and
so many others on our side and Mr. Good ling and our new member
from New Jersey, if I read the bill right, Mrs. Roukema, as a co-
sponsor.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Is that right? I hadn't noticed that.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. I take no personal offense, and I do not cat-

egorize it as sexual harassment.
Mr. WILLums. We will begin now with our first panel. I see Ms.

Woolsey has come in.
Ms. Woolsey, do you have an opening statement?
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hear-

ing. The more we learn about school-to-work opportunities, the bet-
ter off we will be when we come down to actually considering the
legislation. I really applaud the administration for its effort to ad-
dress the educational needs of high school graduates who may not
go to college.

Half of American high school graduates do not pursue further
education, yet most high schools make college-bound students the
focus of their curriculum. This bill is going to give schools, busi-
nesses, and communities the Federal seed money to craft programs
that link classrooms to the workplace and meet local needs for new
workers and new jobs.

I have some concerns about this bill, and I am really looking for-
ward to the testimony today because I want to know about helping
only those students who are already on the path of success versus
looking at students who are more at risk, and who may risk failure
in the working world later if we don't do something now. I would
also like to hear a little bit about opportunities that exist for young
womenyoung women who are interested in both traditional and
non-traditional occupations to see how these programs have been
working in that regard. I am looking forward to hearing from our
witnesses and their views on H.R. 2884.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson, an opening statement?
Mr. GUNDERSON. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Any other members have an opening statement?
[The prepared statement of Hon. Gene Green follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN k REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STA .T OF TEXAS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding this hearing on the School-
to-Work Opportunities Act. This bill will mean that for the first time the United
States will have a strategy to move young people into the workforce and focus their
skills on occupations that hold promise for the future.
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The School-to-Work Act is the missing piece of the puzzle for many of our occupa-
tional programs in schools and in apprenticeship programs. While we have suc-
ceeded in creating many effective programs that teach skills in the schools, there
has been far too little coordination with businesses to determine which skills should
be emphasized and how to best prepare students for the workforce.

Our schools have too few resources available to them to keep up with the changes
in technology that are shaping today's workforce. We simply must look to the pri-
vate sector if we are going to allow our students to have the knowledge of current
technologies and practices that they will need to be competitive.

With the growing demands of our global economy we have quickly realized the
costs of falling behind. By acting to pass this bill, we can set ourselves in the right
direction in becoming more competitive for decades to come. Thank you.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We will go to our panel and appreciate all of you
being here. Our first panelist is Mr. Ed Pauly, who is the Senior
Research Associate with Manpower Demonstration Corporation of
New York. It is nice to have you here. Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF ED PAULY, SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION CORPORATION, NEW YORK,
NEW YORK; ANTONIA CORTESE, VICE PRESIDENT, AMER-
ICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, WASHINGTON; DC; J.
RICHARD GAINTNER, M.D., PRESIDENT AND CEO, NEW ENG-
LAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS;
AND RICHARD KAZIS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR POLICY AND RE-
SEARCH, JOBS FOR THE FUTURE, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHU-
SETTS
Mr. PAULY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Edward

Pauly. I am the Senior Educational Researcher for Manpower Dem-
onstration Research Corporation, MDRC. MDRC is a nonprofit or-
ganization that studies promising social policies aimed at improv-
ing the economic well-being of disadvantaged Americans.

I want to begin by commending you, Mr. Chairman, for conven-
ing these hearings and for your commitment to this important area
of legislation and the other committee members, as well, of both
parties for their efforts to improve the school-to-work transition.

Now, I would like to summarize my statement. MDRC is cur-
rently completing a major case study analysis of 16 school-to-work
programs in 12 States, including all of th.e mAjor types of school-
to-work approaches that the School to Work Opportunities Act is
intended to support. We studied youth apprenticeship programs,
career academies, tech-prep programs, occupational academic clus-
ter programs, like those the State of Oregon has mandated, and re-
structured vocational education.

All of the programs that we studied combine occupation-related
instruction in high school with work-based learning provided by
local employers. VVe visited each program twice for several days,
and we interviewed teachers, employers, students, and parents. Vie
observed classes and workplace activities, and we tried to learn as
much as we could about how the programs worked and the lessons
that they have learned.

These 16 programs are providing high school students with new
learning opportunities by linking occupational-related academic in-
struction in school with experiential learning in the workplaces.
However, it does remain to be seen whether these and other school-
to work programs can expand sufficiently to serve large numbers of
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students and how effective they will be in preparing young people
for postsecondary education, training, and employment.

Briefly, there are six important policy and operational rec-
ommendations that we think are supported by our case studies and
that might be considered by the Congress as it takes action on the
proposed legislation. First, we found that the school-to-work pro-
grams in our study not use pure school-to-work program ap-
proaches. Instead, they chose components from many models to
suit local circumstances.

Their experience showed that allowing programs to build flexibly
on local resources and local opportunities can produce high quality
programs. However, our study also found that the case stud.y pro-
grams share some important core elements which might be consid-
ered as the Congress seeks ways to assure the quality of school-to-
work programs.

These core elements included, first, integrating academic and vo-
cational learning in major high school courses, strong instructional
programs that increase the number of math and science courses
that students take, well-designed workplace learning experiences
with written training agreements and careful monitoring to assure
quality, extra support for students in school and at work through
such means as school-within-a-school organizational models and
critically, we believe, starting the program by grade 9 or 10 before
at-risk students have dropped out or become disengaged from
school.

Our case studies found these support features to be far more im-
portant elements of school-to-work programs than had previously
been believed. Another element was the use of career exploration
and careful preparation for workplace experiences, so we rec-
ommend that Fed.eral policy should promote these common themes
and core elements an4:1 should not prescribe a specific program
model.

Second, we found that a wide variety of students are participat-
ing in school-to-work programs, including disadvantaged and low-
achieving students without creating operational difficulties for the
programs. We conclude from this that it is feasible for programs to
serve a broad cross-section of students, including disadvantaged
and low-achieving students, and we found several strategies that
are being used to serve these students effectivoly and that the com-
mittee might consider.

First, programs should start in the earliest high school grades.
If programs wait until grade 11 to start, they will have lost a sub-
stantial chunk of students who could really benefit from these pro-
grams. In addition, technical assistance on effective methods of
teaching a broad range of youth, including low-achieving youth, can
be beneficial to these programs. Local programs should be encour-
aged to market themselves to a broad range of students and to use
open admission of all interested students rather than screening
students to admit only higher achieving students.

We found that most of the case study programs had decided for
themselves that this was the best way to gain support across the
board in their schools. Local programs should prepare students for
work-based learning to make sure that students are ready for the
workplace. We really found that satisfying employers and serving
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at-risk students need not be irreconcilable goals as they are often
perceived to be.

Third, the experience of the school-to-work programs in our study
provides strong evidence that new programs have to work hard to
recruit additional employers and to expand the commitment of
those now participating. To achieve this end we found that
intermediary organizations such as chambers of commerce and in-
dustry groups have excellent connections and can help recruit em-
ployers.

Fourth, we found that extra resources, including, obviously, time
donated by educators and employers, but also funding are needed
to start and maintain school-to-work programs. If school-to-work
programs are to be successfully implemented, funding must be
found for program coordinators, assistance for employers in design-
ing and supervising students activities and creating in schools inte-
grated academic and vocational learning.

Fifth, we found that if students are to make informed decisions
about the kind of work-based learning experiences that are appro-
priate for them, they need information on the opportunities and re-
quirements of occupations in many different occupations. They
need that exposure before they enter an intensive and expensive
training program.

Finally, our findings lead us to recommend that Federal policy
should provide significant resources for developing and making
available technical assistance information on innovative and prom-
ising school-to-work programs and particularly on approaches that
can benefit a broad range of students, including disadvantaged and
low-achieving students.

With these suggestions we think the School-to-Work Opportuni-
ties Act will send, a strong signal that change can occur in how we
educate and prepare young people for work.. I want to thank the
committee for taking this time to hear our suggestions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pauly followsl
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EDWARD PAULY

SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION

Good morning. My lame is Edward Pauly, and I am senior education researcher for tbe Manpower

Demonstration Reseerch Cotporation (MDRC). MDRC is a nonprofit organization with 19 years'

expatiate developing aed field-tatiog promising social policy initiatives to improve die economic

well-being of disadvantaged Ameticans. 1 appreciate having the opportunity to provide the

Subcommium with informadon mod findings from MDRC's research that are related to the proposed

School-to-Wait Otaxtunities Act 01 1993.

MDRC is arrenay completing a major case4udy analysis of 16 school-to-work programs in 12

states. The study was supposed by The Commoewesith Fund, the DeWkt Wallace-Reader's Digest

Fund, and the P.m Charitable Tows, and was comdated I. collaboemion with Jobs foe the Future,

Wodrforce Policy Associmes, ad BW Associates. The Gaud Accountirig Office's Septembet,

1993, report on state school-to-woek initiatives poinu art that inkmmation oa gessoes learned- is

ea often collected at available on the experieaces of local &Imola-wait programs. MDRC's study

aed my teatimoay today casein Wormed= on des lessons lama from 16 rowans from across the

UAW States.

Ile School to Wotk Opportunities Act of 1993, mid other related bills that have been introduced in

Coegress, respond Ito two wpm, interrelated problems: tho Maims* ecumenic prospeces facing

the majority of young people who do sot receive a 4-yeee collage degas; ad Ihe lack of a cabana

educed= awl trades system that leek to good-payieg jobs with arm palatial for them studeems.

Sem in a broader macaw, these problems see likay to drag* the United States' ccapaitive

position is the internaload marketplace, ad to bring economic hardship a nuay Amseicaa femilia,

aka we act ki solve ism. Othets have casathed the evidaus on these issues, so I will not repose

it. The seed for ado' is clan the question fa* the Congress is how to craft a response that can

meet die mewl.

The Adesinietradoe's School-go-Work Opportunities Act of 1993 paean a cohereet strategy for

MON mass ad halides build a eatioed system to help our young people make dee traosition from

school ki prodective employment. The leans dist MDRC has lanai from the schools sad

implores the participated in ow Wady ate coesiame with many of ta provisloas oldie School-to-

Woek Oppoetaitim Act. As Massa Williams Ms reaested, my testimony today will center on

sewed sew is which the lemons from MDIC's may aistieg schoolv-work programs suggest

lays to striaothee the bill ad ic lactase the likelihood that stags ad localities will build wag

Forum

imeminikagareLsolizarkaiddityadLrentais

MDIC's cue mess mamba 16 local pogroms, beading oil of dte major types of lthool-to-work

swathes that the proposed legislation is lasadalio wpm youth approilaship peorms,
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crew academies, tab pup programs, ocacational-acadank duster programs, and restructured

waned education programs. All of the programs combine occupadoe-relaed instruction in high

school with won-bawd laming provided by local employers. The programs and their location ars

shows on tbs awned map.

The arady's goal it to newer some of tbe major questions tba pslicymakers are asking about scbool-

to-work peograms: What are the core demote needed to develop sod expand school-to-work

Programs? Is it possible to serve a broad croes-secties of students in them programs, iscluding

disadvameged mad lowscblevieg students? What are employers' roles in the program, and what ars

their lemon for participating? What do the programs coal Wbat Wan can these program offer

so other communkist that wait to develop and implemest new scbool-to-work programs'? To muter

these question, the rand team cooducesd two rounds Of fidd visits to Gab of 16 school-to-work

prognms. The march teem interviewed Inns, employers, onus, parents, and other ksy

articipants; we observed classes ard woekpise* activities; and we dominated the intormadon we

obtain I. a report that MDRC will mine leser this 611.

Tan 16 school-to-work pogroms ere providing high school students with new leen* opportunin

by linking occupetiommiated academic instruction I. school with expedential leaning is workplaces.

However, it remains to be sem nein these and other school-to-work programs am expand to serve

large mann of stunts, aul bow effective the new program' will be in prepang yang people for

put-secusdary education, training, ald escloyment.

Some of Chairman Williant's question cant be atwered using intonation from existing school-

to-work gagmen tor example, since the proposed skill stamdards have not besslevilopsd yet,

end* augurs adherence to such itandards cant be directly amend. However, the expellee=

of our 16 case study programs provides a grats deal of intoned= tin is directly related to the .

coscern seed by the Chairman. Specifically, dare are six important policy and operational

recommendations tbat we Wave should be cusidered by the Congress as it nes action In the

School to Wolk Opportunities Act.

1.

The School-to-Work Oppoetunities An calls for support foe a vaiety of program models, provided

that program eosin nee basic encomia: school-band actin* ildegesting academic ad
vocstionsi inaction, work-bmed activities, and activities linking these twO. Local programs we

allowed to meet those requirements in nay differest ways, Wining such diverse epproscbss m

youth *preadembips, caner academies, and restructured vocation' sclucan.

The legisistiom's approach Is broadly consult win the findings of MDRC's case audio, which

showed tha intrados tbat is directly Mena to indents' school-to-work transition en be provided

Womb several different program% *moan's. We tend diat the nod-to-won pogrom is

MDRC's wady used a variety of program opproaches, chosen to suit local chuingenceS. 1m other
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words, they awed cuslontized programs, rather than using pure approaches that conform to experts'

prescriptions For example, we found tech prep programs the added a work experience in the

technical field that students have studied, and we found career academies then wan Wielding their

work internships to resemble the high-tech training typical of youth apprenticeship program These

programs are dynamic, adding components and evolving over time.

The case studies show that allowing programs to build flexibly on local resources and opportunities

can product high-atm:by programs. Flexible guidelines enable programs to include more students,

since convramities di& in the resources that they can use to provide services. Howewr, MDRC's

study also found that the case study programs share some important core elements, which might be

considered as the Congress seeks ways so assure the quality cf state and local school-to-work

programs. The core elements include the following:

du Integration of academic and voCational learning in school

strong instructional programs that increase the number of science and math courses

that students take

well-designed workplace learning experiences that provide students with opportunities

to participate in skilled, high-tech tasks and to observe a range of demanding

occupations and the complex problem-solving processes they require

extra support for students in school and at work, to link students closely to a small,

stable group of adults and peers who know them well and can help them muter

demanding material; support was provided through teacher-student clusters, school-

within-a-school organizational models, starting the program by grade 9 or 10, and

providing frequent check-ups and support for students' workplace experiences; the

cue etude' found this to be a far more important element of schooko-work programs

than previously believed

career exploration and careful preparadon for woriplace experiences, to help students

make informed choices as they decide on the occupational training that they want,

make valuehle contribudons to their workplace, and create strong links between in-

school activities and workplace learning

Some of these core program elements, such as the requirement for a well-designed workplace learning

experience for subdues and foe the integtation of academic and vocational instruction in school,are
part of the Administration's bill. Others are not. The aperient* of MDRC's cue study programs

suggests that du draft legislation might be made somewhat more specific in order to increase the

likelihood that state and local programs will strive to go beyond the status quo.

MDRC's findings show the value of allowing localities to deign their own programs, drawingon the

but available advice and experience, while simultaneously requiring them to include core elements

that give moats the skills they med for poet-secondary education, training, and employment.
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Iteeenweetastion Federal policy should pamote common themes and cote elements

be: should act prescribe a specific progrm model. Core dean& should includethe

imegration of academic and occupational lensing in school; strong instruction in

math, science, and communication; workplace lowing; extra awn for students in

school and a met, such as through school-withia-a-school instruction; career

mplormion; aml careful preparation of students for their workplace experiencee.

Locaiities should have the flexibility to customize their own school-to-work strategy as

long as the me principles are adhered to.

1111111111LAILIMTLIMmiliudlialtifeethit .meschal

The School-so-Watt Opportunities Act requires sure appliations for funding so include plans for

serving low-achievig madam and school dropouts, stresses the need to involve community-baud

eimmizstion I. develevise scbool-to-woek programs for all youth, and provides for direct grants to

moven is high poveety arm.

MDRC's wady sought a ober infoemnion on whether it is Male thr school-to-workprogram to
include a wik range of high school students, including disadvantaged and low-achieving students,

mom Mom mewed. The resiettit teem mamiaed case study programs that set out to serve diverse

kids of astedems; while them program are not statistically representative of all school-to-work

proven' in the U. S., they do provide information on the Mobility of providing service to a

diverse mdent group.

Wefrsujg wide Witty o f seams panicipate in scitool4o-wotic prognstis, including

disanwaga awl iow-ocidering yam. We condtede front this finding that it 1: fatale. aid we

believe titsireek, for pogroms ea :eve a broad aves-seaka 6fstaner, Winding din:Aiwa:a

and kw4askillag swim. Program achieved this diversity in several ways: by opaline the

program to all imerested emdents, and accepting studente based on their imerest; by using Mnovative,

kends-op theiructioni methods dut help seeders learn in aew ways; by providing extra support and

attention fix siudems, suck as through school-within-a-ached inetnaction,so that etch student's

lane* wads as In Identified and met; and by starting the program ia grade 9 or 10, before

madam have become dissegaged from school sod are at risk of failure. A strength of may

Ingram is their am of hetheuctiond methods that help all students learn, iacluding students who have

aot succenied with traditional instruction: tem projects, hanis-on activities, instruction in problem-

solviag skills, and enperiential lemming with work-related mplicatiom got students md masts

excised about leenting.

In addidoe to premise modem foe employment, these program enable 'Wefts to rasa college

vatrame revirmem mid so prepare for other post-secondary optima. Comequerely, the program

have sot bees elipaatiaal at remedial, low-track, or secoad-rate. Program staff reported lithe
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difficulty in working with relatively low-achieving and disadvantaged students, demonstrating the

feedbRity of including these students in school-to-work programa. Arguments that disadvantaged and

low-addeving studems we not able to benefit from high-quality school-to-work programs were not

supported by the field research.

We support the provisions of tbe School-to-Work Opportunities Act that encourage states and

localitiet to serve disadvantaged sad low-achieving students. If they are not included in these new

initiatives, they will osly fall farther behind their peers, become increasingly isolated and

disillusioeed, and risk dropping out. The following suggestions can help schooko-wor* programs

serve educationally and economically disadvantaged students:

Programs should man in the earliest high school grades. While this is permined

under the proposed legislation, the requirement that programs start by grade 11 may

become the norm rather than a minima% standard. MDRC's research found that 1 1

of the 16 programs sten in grade 9 or 10, in order to reach students before they fall

behind, motivate them, and help them succeed in the math and science courses they

need for high-tech lobs. Four programs actually changed front starting in grade 11 or

12 so starting in grade 9 or 10, to reach students earlier in their high school career.

School-to-work programs that UM early can do a better job of helping a wide range

of students succeed in school and at work.

States should offer localities technical auistance on effective methods of including

low-achieving youth in school-to-work programs. This could include training for staff

on hot- :0 identify and work on studesits' learning problems before they become

severe, training in insmuctiocial methods that are likely to be moce effective for low-

achieving students (such as one-on-one tutoring, hands-on assignments, cooperative

learning, applications-based instruction, sad computer software "tutors"), and

information on how to use after-school, Saturday-school and summer programs to

provide extra services.

local programs should be encouraged to place few limitations on students' eligibility,

market themselves to a broad range of Indents and we open admission (that is,

allowing all interested students to enroll) rather than screening students to select high

achievers for admission to the progrant. MAC found that moat of the case study

programs use open eligibility and open admission policies, without undermining

program quality.

Local programs should be encouraged to prepare students for work-based learning

and assure that they hal, basic work readiness skills before they are assigned to uork

placements. Satisfying employers and serving at-tisk students need not be

irreconcilable goals, as they are often perceived to be. Effective workplace-

preparation activities can include work-reediness and career exploration workshops,
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classroom prepared's., group visits to wodoites, speakers from the employer

comenaity, oress-§x- success days, and skills taking.

The me *edits provide dm evideace that program cam seeve diverse kinds of students, including

low-achieving somisam, ned that pogroms can taken concrete action to provide effective instruction

foe all masses. Mk widest* suggests tbe feashoility of a national scbooko-work system that saves

a beoad crom-secticie of stadems.

3.

Receemeniefim: Federal and state policymakers should support the goal of

Whaling disadmitaged mad low-achieving students IA school-to-work programs, with

technical amistsace so that this goal can be achieved in practice.

saamid

The maims tithe sehool-to-wcw* programs le MDRC's study provides strong eWdeace that new

.poereau haw a wort had to recruit Widow, employers aid to avoid the commits's*: of those

aow pankipattag. We found that few prticipatiag employers have provided more than three work-

bred lemming slots for Nudism. This reflects the fact that the developmeet of school-to-work

program is * am early stem. In addition, employers told the research tem that they face significant

costs in supervieisg sad trainhig madam Coesemently, so provide bp numbers of high school

modems with iambi work-bamd laming, then nem be a major effixt to recnsit mots employers

mod to pomade cumady-perticipating employen to amid their commitment.

Because providim hooky and intensive ageing and instruction in workplace' requires a high degree

of commiumat from empknsts, it may mly be possible to offer this kind of program to a small

number of Maisets, at lea* fat several yews. Coesequmely, programs are likely to face a trade-off

between peovidieg intensive work-bleed learning for a few students, and rapidly expending programs

to servo large nomixes of students with less iambs intenultips.

Rectuiting employers is a demading and time-consuming task for program staff. Local programs

should allocate meetamiel time to recruiting and assisting employers to develop and maietain high-

quality wail:lace activities for outdate in school-so-work program.

The study found comidenble variation I. the quality of work-based activities fix students; this

underscore' the need to help employers create and maintain good programs. Technical assistaace and

employer tralaing are perticularly valuable resources for employers who have little experience

working with teener employe's.

latemwdiety enatizadom sach at chamber: of commerce, badness and projesslosol rooms, aid

trade amodations haw made crucial costribadost to moay of the cam study programs. They haw
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been pardadady effective in recndtini employers to provide woriplace learning experiences for

students, because o f their strong tvlationships with local employers.

4.

Recommendation: Policies should strongly support the involvement of employers and

employer-led associations in recruiting employers to collaborate in school-to-work

programs, and in identifying needed training and assistance for participating

employers. Consideration should be given to experimenting with incentives, including

financial incentives, to increase employers' participation.

A. I .11 ...I 'A I. I 41

The toperience of the 16 school-towork programs in MDRC's study shouvd that extra resources

intensiw time commitments front educators and employers. and finding are needed to start school-

to-work programs and to provide ongoing support for their core componeits. The commitments of

time and energy that are needed to initiate and operate school-to-work programs must come from

concerned educators and employers across the nation. Funding must come from federal, state, and

local governments, and from private sector partners. In the case study programs, the funding issues

were somewhat different for programs' start-up costs and their ongoing operating costs.

The start-if costs of the case study programs were met by reallocating existing resources and by

obtaining demonstration funding. A few programs used existing funding, to keep new expenditures

low; a second group budgeted $10,000 to $50,000 for staff time to plan the program and develop

materials, and for basic equipment; and a third group budgeted $100,000 to $200,000 for a more

extessive planning process, hiring a program coordinator to recruit and work with employers, staff

time for new curriculum development, staff training, and equipment. Start-up costs depended on the

amount of planning, curriculum development, training and assistance for employers, and the size of

the program.

School-to-work programs* operating costs are affected primarily by their use of staff. Major

expenditures by schools often included hiring a perm coordinator, reducing the number of students

per teacher, and paying school staff for their planning time and for visits to workplaces to obtain

information for preparing occupation-related lessons. Some schools relied on donated staff time,

witils other programs spent up to $1500 per student per year for additional school staff and smaller

class sizes. Employers donated the staff time used for supervising and training students. The cost of

this time depended on the amount of training each student received, which varied considerably among

program. Although only limited cost Information is available from employers, the value of their

cone aims may amount to $1000-2000 per student wheel programs are new, and could fall when

programs reach a steady state. Students* wages, usually paid by employers, were an additional

expellee. Some program used ITPA and summer youth employment funding for students' wages.

Studien' compensation varied, band on the number of hours worked and hourly wage levels.

Funding for a program coordinator appeared to be a particularly valuable investment for many

programs. Program coordinators recruited employers, hdped employers design workplace learning
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experiences for shnings, soakorsd the qsalky of students' workplace experiences, helped sachets

Warns scam* ad ocametionel histructia ia school, provided extra wpm for students, ad

hada the complicated scheduling ad transoetaion problems of gating students to their

workplaces. Without the program coordiemor's nut, the school ad employer staffs would have

bem overloaded, ad mold have faced severe and pahaps insperable difficulties in launching a

program with* doing *air regular jobs.

Another ispectam use of funds is for developing ad adapting new experiesial learning activities.

This requires sada: to visit workplaces, isarview skilled workers and aserv4usn, and 101tel about

thek program's morainal Ind. It will be difficult oc impossible for teachers to use the sew

iestructiond sera& effectively without a stheamial amount art:paragon time. Earths to enable

sachem to lam the Mem ad selhods accessary to teach experiential lessors will be a key pat of

many school-to-work program.

The funding that is beieg proposed for the School-to-Work Opportunities Act is not intended to pay

the atart-up ad conga* costs of sew pogrom throughout the min. Instead, the fading is

intanded to leverage the use of =brag resources from the Perkins Vocatical Education Act, TWA,

and etre skacmion fads, end to moorage additional funding commit:mem from ram and

gates differ coaidarably in the ways that they use Perkins Act, ITPA, ad other

funds; this meas that the particular funding sources that will be taped for school-to-work program

are likely to differ among the gates. Polkymakers may Ned to observe the new school-to-work

programs for a period of time before their spropriste level of funding becomes deer; changes in the

approprigras for des Porkies Act ad other funding sources can be considered thea, if vousssary.

However, V school-so-work pogrom are to be succestruily impkinented, funding nutu be found for

key compose*: suds as program coordinators, assittance for employers in designing and supentring

students' work-based actlWdex, and the creation of integrated academic and vocational learning.

5** reallocating existing funds will probably not :eke to provide these components ftw a large

weber o f high school andents.

5.

Reeeemeragke: Federal and state policymakers can expedite the process of

cresting school-to-work program by leveraging needed start-up funding and ongoing

operating fundieg. Funding is needed to pay the cost of developing new In-school and

woriulace instruction, training employers in supervising students, ad hiring a

program coordinator. Expanding and maintaining school-to-work programs will

require additional funds from federal, state, andror local source..

inamiamillartkIkkaiihasa

High-tech work-based learaing opc.-xtunities are expensive for employers to provide and are likely to

be in scarce supply for the foreseable future. MDRC's study found that in some programs, students

started a neckpiece learning activity with little knowledge about occupations in the industry, and a
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substartial fraction of those students soon left, caning frustration among the employers and wuting

valuable leandag opportunkiss.

students are so make infonned decisions abom the kinds of work-based learning experiences that are

appropriate for them, and V they are to avoid mating a premature occupational choice, they need

information on the oppernmities and requirements of ocavations In matey detkrent industries. Some

of the cue study programs provide highly developed career exposure activities and counseling.

Acdvides include woekplacs visits, discussions with adults about the nature of their careers and the

wort that they perform, and lesson on the educational and training requirements of veriest

occupation. Iltis lakemation can reduce dropping out of apensive technical training programs such

as those provided by youth apprenticeships and community colleges.

A sequential school-to-work provam might begin in grade 9 or 10 with integrated academic and

occupational isensIng, career exposure inttruction, and workplace visits. In grade 11 or 12, students

could choose a work-based learning experience based on their earlier career exploration, while taking

advanced courses and participating in technical training. Post-secondary training can be used to

complete students' preparation for high-tech occupation.

Retemmentiation: A sequential system starting with career expoeure and leading to

specialized training for interested students will use scarce training opportunities

efficiently. School-to-work programs should be sequentially organized, should

provide students with full information about the careers that they are considering

pursuing, and should expose them to those careers through workplace visits, before

students enter an intensive and expensive training program in the workplace or a

community college.

The ability of local school: and employers to dewlop and implement innovative school-to-nor*

programs will depend directly on the availability of technical assistance to states and localities, to

reinforce the key provisions in the legislation. Passing legislation is an important first step, but the

larger challenge will be to implement the new programs and move beyond business as usual.

Technical assistance is vital for transforming the educational experiences of students, involving a

brood cross-section of students in the programs, helping employers design and implement workplace

learning, awl leveraging resources to their full potential.

Existing school-to-work programs can serve as technical assistance resources for new programs. The

pioneers' knowledge about innovative instructional methods, ways of helping low-achieving students

succeed in school-to-work programs, and effective rosins of recruiting and assisting employers can

provide an invaluable source of idess and encouragement to the school-to-work movement.

Recommerdatka: Federal policy should provide significant resources for developing

technical assistance information on innovative and promising school-to-work
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appeoaches, and particularly on approaches that can benefit a broad cross-section of

students, including disadvantaged and low-achieving students. This information

should be made widely available to states and localitits working to develop and

implement school-to-work programs.

With these suggestions for strengthening the School to Work Opportunities Act, it will send a

powerful signal to the education system and employers that change is needed in how this country

educates ad prepares its young people for work. Tbe experiences of the programs included in

MDRC's smaly dsmomtrate Ihe feasibility of combining school-based and work-based learning, and

including disadvantaged and low-achieving students in school-to-work programs. They also provide

information on the resource requirements of these progtams and on the implementation issues facing

participating schools and employers. The economic well-being of the nmt generation of families and

the economic Amaze of the country hinge on schools' ability to adapt and transform classrooms into

dynamic twain environments for a broad range of students, on business partners' willingness to

come fotward in large masers and commit to sharing in the training of young people, and on

goaded? decision so blooms more engaged in school and achieve academic and occupational

competencies.
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LOCATION OF SCHOOL-TO-WORK
CASE STUDY PROGRAMS

Carter Academies

1. Academy of Finsricts Laid Cid tonrEastam HS, Sedmorer MD - broad deparadat for varied Inandal occupadons
tOng-Drew Medical Mew* HS, 1.01 Medea CA - brood preparadat foe varied haat occocaliona

3. Heald and Slosdence Acarkerny, Oeldand Tedvical HS, Osidsnd CA - Mad praparation for vaned hernial occupations
4. Sadao High School foe the Health Proleseirme, Socono HS, El Paso TX broad aspersion for varisd heed) occupalkes

Occupalional/Acarldvic Clued Programs

6. Ceder HS, Central Poll OR - hominids social devices, ecology schools-within-a-dhool
S. Dauphin Courdy Tactricil School. Hanlebufg PA - academic commis lisd lo vocational traintig shops
7. Roosevelt Renaissance 2000, Roosevelt HS, Podsnd OR - caned eadcealion, six occupelicmal cottony*

Restructuned Vocationd Education Pregame

S. Addeo School d Technical Ads, Coded* MA - intsgralled aoadanicAscadonal educalion, schord-bssed enterpdso
Prolessioral and Caw Education, Padre R-1 School Diebict Fed Cads CO - caws erdoradon, varied WM Iniernshde

Tech Prim Noggins

10. P10041111 County School District, Eaday SC - Mated In appiliod acadevics
11. Ben Dods High School, Were Tama* (Inclistispoile) IN - sequence of spaded academic °asses, dechot-ttludent Autos

Youth Afdrseecestilp Negroid

12. Fat Cities Pointing Youth ApproilIceship. Appleton # technical and job *Ns haling In priding
13. Metropollan Vocationai Center, Ude Rook AR - technical and job sells In Pairing In health, haelkitystendialion
14. Rollers County School Dist** Eddy SC *Mod and job skills training In eledzonics
IS. Ceatimandep 2000, Tulsa technical and job olds In motshootking
1S. Wed Send Printing Youtt Odprenticeiship, West Bend WI - tedvical and job Adis Coining In printing
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MS. WOOLSEY. [presiding] Thank you, Mr. Pauly. Antonia
Cortese, Vice President of the American Federation of Teachers,
Washington, DC. Welcome.

Ms. CORTESE. Thank you. Not only am I Vice President of the
American Federation of Teachers, I am also Vice President of New
York State United Teachers and a Vice President of the New York
State ALFCIO, and I also am serving on the committee that is de-
veloping our State proposal to submit under this Act.

I want to thank you for inviting us here this morning and to in-
dicate that the American Federation of Teachers supports the con-
cepts and many of the provisions of H.R. 2884. This legislation can
make significant strides in addressing at least two important is-
sues.

First, how best to prepare the next generation of workers for a
changing economy; and secondly, how best to ease the long and
unstructured paths that our youth currently take in their search
for meaningful jobs and careers.

Just to summarize some of the testimony that is contained in the
formal part, I wanted to mention some areas that I think possibly
could be improved in this initiative. First of all, I think we are all
aware that there is no formalized school-to-work transition in this
country. College-bound students have a much easier route to follow,
but in providing one, I think that we need to be aware of and make
sure that we have a systemic approach to school-to-work transition,
that it is not an add-on, number one, and that it is not viewed as
something less than those who are college bound, so I think there
is a need for high skilled placements for students. I think that will
remove some of the stigma that now exists with a lot of our voca-
tional programs.

I think that work-based programs need to be coordinated with
academic programs. They need to be integrated. That may take dif-
ferent approaches to how we restructure our schools, and that we
avoid the appearance and the reality of making this somehow a
tracking of students and do that by also enforcing the same high
standards we expect in the academic base portion of the program
into the job opportunities placement.

I think also that we can learn from past reform efforts by ensur-
ing teacher involvement and making sure that it is a requirement
of State planning. I know in our State the Lieutenant Governor's
office is very happy that the teachers are involved. I think that
ought to be so in every State, that teachers are involved in the
local partnerships.

When teachers are not involved, what happens is that since we
are the implementers of the plan, that there is an old saying that
practice influences policy more than policy influences practice, and
that leads me into my third point which is the fact that we ought
to look at the legislation in terms of mandating the need for cur-
riculum and staff development.

I know it is an optional activity, but I can't overly stress the im-
portance of having school personnel and workplace personnel
trained in the goals of the program, in the strategies, and what
some of the basic transitional skills are. The other thing that I
think is extremely important is that we begin to look at this as not
just an 1 lth grade activity. I think that many of the things that
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will ensure systemic reform have to be started much earlier than
the 11th grade. As a matter of fact, probably in kindergarten where
you start doing job awareness and that that certainly opens up the
doors to a lot of people who might have been precluded from feeling
that they could be included in certain occupations.

I want to applaud you for the provisions that allow for local pro-
grams to be funded individually and to offer a suggestion that the
targeted amounts for high poverty areas be geographically distrib-
uted and that they also cover not only large urban districts but
very small districts. Just to sum up, the AFT is very much in sup-
port of this piece of proposed legislation, and we will look forward
to working with you to seeing it implemented, and I would be
happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cortese follows:]
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TESTIMONY OP ANTONIA CORTESE
VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN VIDERATION OP TIACURS, APL-CIO

121022 EMI RODS! SUSCONNITTI2 ON LADORKANAIVEINT RELATIONS
OCTOBER 20, 1993

'GOOD MORNING, I AM ANTONIA CORTESE, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN FEDERATION Or TEACHERS AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK
STATE UNITED TEACHERS. ALSO, I SERVE AS VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NEW
YORK STATE AFL-CIO.

THE ISSUE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE, THE CREATION OF COMPREHENSIVE
SYSTEMS FOR THE TRANSITION OF YOUTH FROM SCHOOL INTO CAREERS, IS
ONE THAT IS OF GREAT CONCERN TO OUR MEMBERS. THE ArT REPRESENTS
OVER 830,000 MEMBERS WHO ARE TEACHERS AND PARAPROFESSIONALS IN
SCHOOLS, HIGHER EDUCATION STAFF, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES AND STAFF IN THE
HEALTH PROFESSIONS. WE ARE APPRECIATIVE THAT THE MEMBERS OF THIS
COMMITTEE AND THE ADMINISTRATION HAVE RECOGNIZED THE NEED FOR
GREATER FEDERAL ATTENTION TO SUPPORT STUDENTS' MOVEMENT FROM SCHOOL
INTO PRODUCTIVE AND REWARDING WORK LIVES.

FEW ISSUES ARE MORE CRITICAL TO OUR NATION'S WELL-BEING THAN
THE STATE OF OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM AND ITS ABILITY TO PREPAME
STUDENTS FOR MOVEMENT INTO MEANINGFUL, HIGH-SKILL, HIGH-WAGE JOBS.
H.R. 2884, THE SCHOOL TO WORK OPPORTUNITIES ACT or 1993 MAKES
IMPORTANT STEPS TOWARD ADDRESSING THESE ISSUES, AND AFT COMMENDS
THIS COMMITTEE'S BI-PARTISAN SUPPORT OF THE BILL. WE ARE GRATEFUL
FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR VIEWS ON H.R. 2884, AND REQUEST
THAT OUR WRITTEN STATEMENT BE ENTERED INTO THE RECORD.

HR. CHA/RMAN, AZT SUPPORTS THE CONCEPT AND MANY OF THE
PROVISIONS OF H.R. 2884. THIS LEGISLATION CAN MAKE SIGNIFICANT
STRIDES IN ADDRESSING AT LEAST TWO IMPORTANT ISSUES, FIRST OF HOW
BEST TC PREPARE THE NEXT GENERATIONS OF WORKERS FOR A CHANGING
ECONOMY AND, SECOND, HOW BEST TO EASE THE LONG AND UNSTRUCTURED
PATHS THAT OUR YOUTH CURRENTLY TAKE IN THEIR SEARCH FOR KEANINGFUL
JOBS AND CAREERS.

FIRST, THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE U.S. ECONOMY TO INCREASE ITS
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS IS RESULTING IN THE LOSS OF LOW-
SKILL, LOW-WAGE JOBS, THE REORGANIZATION AND UPGRADING OF TASKS
THAT WORKERS PERFORM, AND CONTINUAL CHANGES IN THE TECHNOLOGY THAT
WORKERS MUST USE. THESE CHANGES POINT TO AN INCREASING NEED FOR
ENTRY LEVEL WORKERS WHO POSSESS MORE COMPLEX ACADEMIC AND
OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS, HIGHER-OM= THINKING, REASONING AND PROBLEM-
SOLVING SKILLS, GREATER FLEXIBILITY TO ADAPT TO CHANGING TASKS AND
TECHNOLOGIES, AND THE ABILITY TO BENEFIT FROM CONTINUAL LEARNING,
BOTH ON THE JOB AND IN FORMAL SETTINGS, SUCH AS POSTSECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS. THOSE SKILLS THAT WE HAVE TRAD/TIONALLY THOUGHT OF AS
"PURELY ACADEMIC," ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY CRUCIAL TO WORKPLACE
PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, ALTHOUGH THESE TRENDS ARE VISIBLE, THE RATE OF
CHANGE IN WORK PLACES IS NOT NEARLY WHAT IT OUGHT TO BE. EDUCATION
AND TRAINING REFORM ALONE WILL NOT BE SUFF/CIENT. WE MUST ALSO MAKE
A NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO FULL EMPLOYMENT STRATEGIES, COUPLED WITH
APPROACHES THAT WILL ENCOURAGE GREATER NUMBERS OF EMPLOYERS TO
PROVIDE HIGH-SKILL JOBS. THE NEED FOR THESE ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES,
HOWEVER, SHOULD IN NO WAY LIMIT OUR MOVEMENT TOWARD REFORM THAT
PREPARES STUDENTS FOR PRODUCTIVE WORK. WHEN GREATER NUMBERS OF
THESE JOBS ARE AVAILABLE, OUR EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM MUST BE
PREPARED TO SEND STUDENTS WHO CAN MEET THEIR SKILL DEMANDS. THIS
WILL MEAN PREPARING ALL STUDENTS FOR IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT AHD FOR
FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
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THE SECOND, BUT RELATED PROBLEM THAT THIS LEGISLATION CAN
ADDRESS HAS TO DO WITH EASING OUR YOUNG PEOPLE'S PATHS TO
PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT. YOU SEE, WHILE THE PROBLEM OF ACTUALLY
GETTING JOBS IS A REAL ONE FOR A MINORITY OF OUR YOUTH, FOR MOST,
rr IS NOT THE MOST SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM. RECENT STUDIES INDICATE
THAT THE VAST MAJORITY OF OUR STUDENTS ARE EMPLOYED DURING THEIR
HIGH SCHOOL CAREERS. THE PROBLEM IS THAT THEIR EMPLOYMENT DURING
HIGH SCHOOL AND FOR A FULL DECADE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL TENDS TO BE IN
LOW-SKILL, DEAD-END JOBS. THEY PnVE FROM ONE LOW-SKILL JOB TO
ANOTHER UNTIL THEIR MID-TO-LATE TWENTIES. ALL YOUTH NEED SOME
OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLORE CAREER OPTIONS, BUT FOR MOST THIS DECADE
LONG PER/OD IS AN UNSTABLE ONE, IN WHICH THEY NEVER REALIZE THEIR
POTENTIAL TO BE FULLY PRODUCTIVE CITIZENS. THIS SITUATION IS AN
INTOLERABLY WASTEFUL ONE FOR THESE INDIVIDUALS AND FOR OUR NATIONAL
ECONOMY. ONE OF THE GREATEST CONTRIBUTIONS THAT THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK
OPPORTUNITIES ACT OF 1993 CAN MAKE IS TO SHORTEN THE DURATION THAT
YOUNG PEOPLE SPEND SEARCHING, UNSUCCESSFULLY, FOR GENUINE CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES. ALL OF OUR MAJOR ECONOMIC COMPETITORS HAVE SUCH
SYSTEMS IN PLACE, AND THIS LEGISLATION CAN BEGIN OUR MOVEMENT
TOWARD A NATIONAL SYSTEM.

THERE IS NOTHING MORE CRUCIAL IN THIS LEGISLATION THAN ITS
INTENT TO ADVANCE REFORM OF PUBLIC EDUCATION BY SUPPORTING SCHOOL-
TO-WORK SYSTEMS THAT WCULD MEET THE GOALS OF PREPARING YOUTH FOR
CAREER PATHS IN HIGH -FKILL, HIGH-WAGE JOBS an INCREASING THEIR
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMMEDIATE WORK, AND FURTHER TRAINING AND
EDUCATION. THEREFORE, WE STRONGLY SUPPORT H.R. 2884 PROVISIONS THAT
TIE SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS TO THE NATIONAL GOALS ADOPTED BY EACH
STATE AND THE HIGH ACADEMICS ASSOCIATED WITH THOSE GOALS. REQUIRING
THAT STUDENTS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS MEET THF SAME HIGH
ACADEMIC STANDARDS -- TIED TO MEANINGFUL ASSESSMENTS -- AS THOSE
REQUIRED UNDER THE GOALS 2000 LEGISLATION IS AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT
OF H.R. 2884. HOWEVER, THESE PROVISIONS SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED BY
REQUIRING THAT THE WORK-BASED COMPONENT BE PLANNED AND COORDINATED
TO DELIVER THE SAME HIGH STANDARDS. THE WORK-BASED COMPONENT SHOULD
BUILD UPON, REINFORCE AND SUPPORT HIGH ACADEMIC AND OCCUPATIONAL
SKILLS TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS.

CONSIDER A STUDENT ENROLLED IN FIRST YEAR ALGEBRA, A GATEWAY
COURSE FOR ADMISSION TO A FOUR YEAR COLLEGE AND TO MANY EMERGING
TECHNICAL JOBS. OUR STUDENT IS PLACED IN A WORK PLACEMENT FOR, SAY
1 AND 1/2 DAYS PER WEEK, BUT THIS PLACEMENT ONLY REQUIRES MTH
GRADE ARITHMETIC SKILLS. SUCH A PLACEMENT WILL NOT BUILD UPON
MATHEMATICS BEING TAUGHT IN SCHOOL, AND, IN FACT, WILL LIKELY
REDUCE THE TIME THAT OUR STUDENT WILL SPEND MASTERING HIGHER LEVEL
MATH. SCHOOLS' EFFORTS TO TEACH WILL BE FRUSTRATED, STUDENTS WILL
HAVE L/MITED TIME TO STUDY AND MASTER CONTENT AND SKILLS NEEDED FOR
REAL JOBS AND FURTHER EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITIES WILL VIEW THE
SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAM AS YET ANOTHER LOW-SKILL EDUCATIONAL TRACK,
DISGUISED AS INNOVATION AND REFORM. LITTLE PARENT AND COMMUNITY
SUPPORT CAN BE EXPECTED FOR SUCH A PROGRAM. THEREFORE, WE RECOMMEND
THAT THE WORK-BASED COMPONENT INCLUDE A PROGRAM OF JOB TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCES THAT ARE COORDINATED WITH LEARN/NG IN THE SCHOOL-BASED
COMPONENT, AND THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE CHALLENGING STANDARDS
ESTABLISHED BY STATES FOR STUDENTS UNDER THE GOALS 20001 EDUCATE
AMER/CA ACT. THIS REQUIREMENT WILL ENCOURAGE STATE AND LOCAL
PROGRAMS TO SEEK EMPLOYER PARTNERS WHO WILL PROVIDE WORK PLhCEMENTS
THAT ARE EDUCATIONALLY MEANINGFUL, INSTEAD OF MAKE-WORK JOBS THAT
EXPLOIT STUDENTS.

WE SUGGEST THREE ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS TO ASSURE THATPROGRAMO
IDENTIFY JOB PLACEMENTS THAT ARE EDUCATIONALLY MEANINGFUL. FIRS1N
PR/ORITY SHOULD BE GIVEN TO EMPLOYER PARTNERS WHO HAVE OR ARE
MOVING TOWARD CREATING HIGH SKILL WORKPLACES. SECOND, WHERE SUCH
PLACEMENTS ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY, THE LEG/SLATION SHOULD SUPPORT
SCHOOLS TO DEVELOP HIGH-SKILL, SCHOOL-BASED ENTERPRISES THAT
SIMULATE WORK PLhCE TASKS AND THAT ARE WELL ARTICULATED WITH
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS. THIRD, THE LEGISLATION SHOULD REQUIRE THAT STATE
AND LOCAL LABOR MARKET ANALYSES BE CONDUCTED AND USED TO DETERMINE
PLACEMENTS. CURRENTLY THE LEGISLATION PERM/TS THIS ACTIVITY, BUT WE
SEE IT AS AN IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT.

PUBLICLY FUNDED SCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNITY SYSTEMS SHOULD SEND
A CLEAR MESSAGE TO STUDENTS THAT HARD WORK IN SCHOOL TOWARD
ATTAINING HIGH STANDARDS IS IMPORTANT TO THEIR FUTURES. NOTHING IN
THE LEGISLNTION SHOULD ENTICE STUDENTS TO DROP OUT OF SCHOOL AND
PUBLIC FUNDING SHOULD NOT BE USED TO SUPPORT UNREGULATED PRIVATE
SCHOOLS. THEREFORE, WE RECOMMEND Timperniz LEGISLATION REQUIRE THAT,
IN PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR IN-SCHOOL STUDENTS, OCCUPATIONAL SKILL
CERTIFICATES BE DEVELOPED THROUGH COOPERATION BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND
INDUSTRIES UTILIZING THOSE SKILLS. COOPERATING EMPLOYERS WOULDWORK
WITH SCHOOLS TO ASSURE THE VALIDITY OF THE SKILLS ATTAINED AND
SCHOOLS WOULD CERTIFY THE ACADEMIC CONTENT OF COURSES TANEN BY
STUDENTS. THIS STRATEGY WOULD ENCOURAGE SCHOOLS AND EMPLOYERS TO
DEVELOP THE KIND OF SCHOOL/WORK PLACEMENT COORDINATION DISCUSSED
EARLIER, AND FOSTER GREATER COLLABORATION AROUND CERTIFYING STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENT.

NOW I WOULD LIKE TO TURN TO WAYS THAT TPE LEGISLATION CAN
BETTER SUPPORT THE NEEDS OF LOCAL SCHOOLS AND STAFF WHO WILL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. PAST
EXPERIENCE INDICATES THAT EDUCATION REFORM EFFORTS WILL HAVE
LIMITED AND DISAPPOINTING RESULTS UNLESS STAFF RESPONSIBLE FOR
DELIVERING EDUCATION TO STUDENTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PLANNING, AS
WELL AS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAMS. THE EDUCATION REFORM
MOVEMENT BEGUN IN THE EARLY 1980'S YIELDED DISAPPOINTING RESULTS,
IN PART; BECAUSE WE'RELIED PRIMARILY ON'TOP-DOWN FEDERAL AND STATE
MANDATES TO SCHOOLS. LACK OF CLEAR STANDARDS, CURRICULUM FRAMEWORKS
AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS LEFT SCHOOL STAFF UNSURE ABOUT WHAT
WAS EXPECTED OF THEM AND HOW THEY WERE TO REACH MANDATED GOALS.
FURTHER, TOO OFTEN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCEEDED WITHOUT
FRANK DIALOGUE WITH TEACHERS ABOUT HOW THE DAY-TO-DAY REALITIES OF
LIFE IN THEIR SCHOOLS WOULD AFFECT REFORM EFFORTS. WE NEED NOT AND
MUST NOT RE-LIVE THESE MISTAKES /N THE REFORM OF SCHOOL-TO-WORK
PROGRAMS. THERE ARE NO BETTER RESOURCES FOR PLANNING THE KINDS OF
PROGRAMS CALLED FOR IN H.R. 2884 THAN TEACHERS. WE RECOMMEND THAT
THE LEGISLATION REQUIRE THAT TEACHERS BE MEMBERS OF STATE
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION TEAMS AND OF LOCAL PARTNERSHIP
EPTITIES.

CONSIDERABLE CURRICULUM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT-FOR BOTH SCHOEL
AND WORK-BASED STAFF WILL BE CRUCIAL TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE PROGRAMS ENVISIONED iN THE LEGISLATION. ACADEMIC AND
VOCATIONAL TEACHERS, COUNSELORS, PARAPROFESSIONALS, POSTSECONDARY
INSTRUCTORS, AND WORK-PLACE PERSONNEL MUST MAN HOW TO DEL/VER
COORDINATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS -- A VERY NEW EXPERIENCE FOR
MOST OF THESE STAFF. AS THE LEGISLATION'S FUNDING FOR DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPLEMENTATION IS SHORT-TERM AND TRANSITIONAL, THESE ACTIVITIES
MUST BEGIN QUICKLY. CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING SHOULD BE REQUIRED USES OF FUNDS FOR STATE DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS AND FOR GRANTS TO LOCAL PARTNERSH/PS.
FURTHER, FEDERAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FUNDS SHOULD BE USED TO
SUPPORT CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCT/ONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. THESE
FUNDS SHOULD SUPPLEMENT THE TRAINING ACTIVITIES PROVIDED FOR IN THE
CONNECT/NG ACTIVITIES COMPONENT.

THE CONNECTING ACTIVITIES COMPONENT OF THE PROGRAM IS CENTRAL
TO THE PROGRAM'S SUCCESS. CURRENTLY MANY SCHOOLS AND EMPLOYERS ARE
UNABLE TO CARRY OUT THESE ACTIVITIES, AND MAY DECIDE TO CONTRACT-
OUT THESE SERVICES. THIS SHOULD BE PERMISSIBLE DURING THE EARLY
STAGES OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT. HOWEVER, AS THESE ACTIVITIES ARE
CENTRAL TO PROGRAM OPERATION, IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE INSTITUTIONS
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THAT WILL BE ULTIMATELY ACCOUNTABLE FOR DELIVERUG PROGRAMS TO
YOUTH BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEN. STATES AND LOCAL ENTITIES SHOULD BE
ENCOURAGED TO HAVE SCHOOL/BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS CONDUCT THESE
ACTIVITIES. LEGISLhTION CAN BE FLEXIBLE IN PERMITTING EITHER
SCHOOLS OR BUSINESSES TO HAVE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THESE
FUNCTIONS (E.G. THE FIDUCIARY AGENT). BY THE THIRD YEAR OF
IMPLEMENTATION, WE RECOMMEND THAT SCHOOLS AND WORKPLACES -- IN
JOTKIT paummv1)5HIP -- BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONNECTING
ACTIVITIES COMPONENT. STATES SHOULD IDENTIFY HOW THESE FUNCTIONS
WTLL CONTINUE TO BE FUNDED WHEN THEIR IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS END.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE APPLAUD THE LEGISLATION'S PROVISIONS THAT
PROVIDE DIRECT FUNDING TO LOCAL DISTRICTS THAT ARE PREPARED TO
IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS, AND THE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO HIGH POVERTY
DISTRICTS. WE ASK THAT ELIGIBLE DISTRICTS FOR THESE FUNDS INCLUDE
LARGE AND SMALL SCHOOL SYSTEMS, AND BE GEOGRAPHICALLY DISPERSED
ACROSS THE NATION.

FINALLY, I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND THE H.R. 2884 PROVISIONS THAT
PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF BOTH STUDENTS AND EXISTING WORKERS IN
PROGRAMS RECEIVING THESE FUNDS. SPECIFICALLY, I REFER TO THE
SAFEGUARDS THAT PROHIBIT DISPLACEMENT OF ANY CURRENTLY EMPLOYED
WORKERS OR REDUCTION IN THEIR HOURS OF OVERTIME WORK, WAGES OR
EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, AND ENSURE THE INTEGRITY OF EXIST/NG CONTRACTS
FOR SERVICES OR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS, .AS WELL AS THE
APPLICABILITY OF HEALTH, SAFETY AND CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AGAIN THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
PROVIDE INPUT INTO H.R. 2884 THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
STANDS READY TO SUPPORT YOU IN YOUR EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN AND PASS
THIS MUCHNEEDED LEGISLATION. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL ON US. IF
THERE ARE QUESTIONS THAT YOU HAVE OF ME, I WILL BE HAPPY TO
RESPOND.
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AFL-CIO GUIDELINES ON
SKILL TRAINING AND SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

IN ME 19905 AND BEYOND

The American workforce today is
confronted with the enormous challenge of
remaining competitive in the face of
increasing global competition and enormous
technological change. If the nation is to
meet this challenge, it must transform its
workforce into a legion of highly educated,
trained and skilled workers. The debate over
how to achieve this goal must center on
what has succeeded, not on what has failed
in the past. Expansion of that success
across every sector of society must
concentrate on the education, training and
skills needed in the world.

But training alone is not the answer.
The government needs to pursue a full
employment strategy, so that there are job
opportunities at the end of the training.

While there are no easy answers, a
few key points are certain. The country can
build on and improve existing government-
sponsored training programs, but it cannot
depend upon public training efforts alone.
With the rapid growth in the number of
workers needing assistance, the private
sector should be required to do substantially
more to expand skills training for all workers,
whether they are currently employed,
displaced or first-time entrants into the job
market.

Woe PARncesinos

Full and continuing tabor participation,
labor involvement, and labor input are crucial
to all training-related areas. The
participation of workers and their
representatives makes for better quality in
work-reiated education, training and skill
standards. In addition, such participation is
vital because workers are those most deeply
affected by the results of training and setting
of skill standards.

If American government and business
are serious about wanting to build a world
class workforce, they need American
workers on their side. Workers must have a
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voice in the development of training
programs, and they must feel that the
training will benefit them in some
measurable way.

SCHNLISAISIBE

Rebuilding America's primary and
secondary education system is the single
most important thing government can do for
both the business community and the next
generation of workers. The basic academic
and skill levels of American workers and
youth must be raised if they are to master
the complex technology of the modern
workplace. President Clinton's economic
plan is a good start toward building an
education and training system that can meet
this challenge.

The AFt..-00 supports initiatives to
help students to crepare for work while they
are still in school, as long as these programs
do not interfere with basic academic needs.
School-to-work transition programs should
include safeguards to protect broad-based
educational goals, such as linking student
participation to academic achievement.

A structured program should lead at a
minimum to a high school diploma based on
high standards and, as appropriate, a post-
secondary credential or a certificate
indicating a level of occupational skill has
been achieved. It should provide learning
opportunities for students with specified
measurable goals not subsidies for
employers.

Moreover, workers' compensation
laws and state and federal health and safety
laws should apply to all school-to-work
Programs. Young People should not be
placed in any occupation that is hazardous,
nor should their work be allowed to interfere
with their normal school studies.

Successful school-to-work training
programs exist today in various registered
joint apprenticeship programs, particularly in



the organized building trades. These
programs work well and provide the skills
needed in construction and other
apprenticeable trades. New government-
sponsored initiatives in construction would
only undermine the success of these existing
Programs.

In addition, school-to-work programs
should be prevented from displacing any
currently employed workers, including those
on strike or other legitimate leave, and from
subsidizing employers for training they would
normally provide.

In creating new training programs,
government should look to the existing
reservoir of knowledge and experience, such
as the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, state
apprenticeship councils, state government
labor officials and state training directors.
Any effort to create comprehensive training
and education legislation should include
consultation with these experts and those in
industry and labor who are most closely
aligned with the occupations.

School-to-work programs that are
predominantly classroom-based should come
under the purvieW of the U.S. Department of
Education. Programs that sre predominantly
based in the workplace should be the
responsibility of the U.S. Department of
Labor and state tabor agencies. The two
federal departments should then make every
effort to better coordinate their training
Programs-

STANDARDS

Training standards must be set not
only for entry-level workers, but to
determine job competency and to provide for
the attainment of higher skill levels. These
standards should be developed for the
industry involved, using input from both
labor and management, with the ultimate
goal being to bring people up to standards.
rather than to bring standards down.

Moreover, programs should incorpor-
rate a practice mid by successful job
trainers: periodic evaluation and upgrading
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to improve the performance of the programs
and to keep them relevant to the changing
demands of the workplace.

All employers should be required to
list all job vacancies with the U.S.
Employment Service. This will provide
information on what skills are required in the
workplace as well as provide job referral
information for people who have already
attained these skills.

A.GILYELY.IMPLOYELLMerns

Training programs for actively-
employed workers must reflect the needs of
both workers and employers. A key factor
toward achieving this goal is welcoming
input from employees. The success of
union-negotiated training programs is due in
large measure to this type of input. Workers
should have an equal voice through their
unions in determining jointly with employers
what training programs will be created and
how they will be administered and operated.

A system of joint labor-management
committees should plan, design and
administer all work-related education and
training programs.

Where workers are represented by
unions, the unions should select the labor
members of these committees. In non-union
settings, workers should be selected by
secret ballot elections of non-supervisory,
non-management workers.

The biggest roadblock to more
employment-based, work-related training is
a lack of interest and will on the part of the
overwhelming majority of employers.

The AFL-CIO insists that any
legislation relating to training workers should
create and assure opportunities for labor's
full participation, as well as protect labor
standards.

Training, as with all employee
benefits, must be available to all front-line
workers equally. Employers should be
required to provide all workers with an equal
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opportunity to share in funds or hours
allocated for education and training.

We believe reasonable atternatives to
proposed payroll assessments for training
should include requiring employers to provide
at least a basic minimum of 40 hours of job-
related training or education -- in addition to
other legally required training and routine
orientation to all their employees in the
first year of employment and every two
years thereafter.

Another atternative that should be
considered for expanding private-sector
training programs would be to revise federal
procurement policy to give some form of
credit or preference to contractors who have
registered joint labor-management training or
apprenticeship programs. This approach
could be used for infrastructure/construction
projects, service contracts, and contracts.f or
the procurement of goods.

Workers must be given assurances
that when they improve their productivity
through upgrading their skills, they will share
in the gains resuking from improved
productivity.

Although state and federal
government cannot be expected to provide
training for the entire American workforce of
some 125 million people, government efforts
can be bolstered through alternatives such
as collective bargaining. Such negotiated
programs already provide training at no cost
to the government.

--Coltective bargaining offers one of tilt .
few proven avenues for promoting new
private investment in training for both new
workers as well as actively employed
workers. Training programs established
through collective bargaining produce highly
skilled and qualified workers who perform
their jobs productively and efficiently.

The evidence is indisputable: the
most successful training programs in the
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United States today have been established
through collective bargaining. According to
the report, Amonico's Chain: Mph Skills or
Low Mom, five of six of the top training
success stories in the United States were
joint-labor management programs established
through collective bargaining. Among these
programs are innovations negotiated in auto,
steel, telecommunications, maritime.
printing, public and service industries, as
well as others in transportation,
manufacturing and construction.

Apprenticeship training programs in
the U.S. construction industry are known to
be among the finest in the world. One
example is that Poland in transition to
rebuilding the country from communism,
turned to the American building trades joint
apprenticeship programs as a model.

If America is serious about wanting to
achieve long-term economic success,
collective bargaining should be promoted by
government, business and labor. However,
for collective bargaining to have a greater
impact, there must be labor law reform.
Unless there is significant reform of these
laws, efforts to revive the American
economy will fail.

The labor movement has an overriding
interest in raising productivity and
competitiveness through high performance
and high wage workplaces, where workers
are full participants in the decision-making
process.

Labor organizations and workers
realize the desirability of high skills. They
will respond positively to the challenges
ahead.

'Of

May 4, 1993
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MS. WOOLSEY. Thank you very much. J. Richard Gaintner, M.D.,
President and CEO, New England Deaconess Hospital, Boston,
Massachusetts.

Dr. GAINTNER. Thank you and good morning. My name is Dr.
Richard Gaintner. I am President of the New England Deaconess
Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, a specialty referral tertiary
care and major teaching and research affiliate of Harvard Medical
School. The Deaconess has been known for almost 100 years as a
place where science and kindliness is combined to serve the people
from Greater Boston and around the world. However, I am not here
today to talk about health care reform.

I am here to address another kind of reform, education reform,
and more specifically school-to-work transition and the role youth
apprenticeship can play in revitalizing the educational future of
America's young people.

I thank the committee for inviting me to speak this morning on
the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. Those of us involved in
school-to-work programs applaud the committee's efforts to craft a
new piece of legislation aimed at helping the youth of America
make the difficult transition from the classroom to the workplace.

Over the course of a decade we have built a solid foundation in
managing school-to-work programs in Boston through our Private
Industry Council. I am here today to share our experiences with
one program, Project Protech. I believe what we have learned will
help the committee as it works to refine the School-to-Work Oppor-
tunities Act.

The Deaconess is one of seven hospitals participating in Protech,
a youth apprenticeship style program managed by the Private In-
dustry Council and serving students in three high schools in Bos-
ton. Protech is a two plus two model, which means students are en-
rolled in the program during their junior and senior years of high
school and continue on for the first two years of postsecondary edu-
cation.

Students receive enriched educational instruction in school, par-
ticipate in worksite rotations, and project-based learning at our
hospitals and all of the students have after-school paid jobs as well
as mentorships with hospital personnel. When students complete
Protech, they will have a high school diploma, four years of work
experience, professional certification in the occupation of their
choice, and at a minimum an associate degree.

Some of the students have already decided to pursue four-year
degrees at a college or university. Other hospitals participating in-
clude Boston City Hospital, Brigham and Women's, Massachusetts
General, New England Baptist, New England Medical Center, and
St. Elizabeth's Hospital. In total 165 students are currently en-
rolled as youth apprentices in Project Protech's health component.
As a result of the success of Protech-Health, a new group of 75 stu-
dents began as apprentices in the financial services sector this Sep-
tember.

All of the hospitals participating in Protech consider the program
to be a superb ,work and education program, and although this
three-year-old program is still in its early stages, we are convinced
that the youth apprenticeship model is the soundest approach to
helping students make the difficult transition from school to work
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and for assisting employers in training their workforce of the fu-
ture.

We also believe the youth apprenticeship model is one of the
most effective means to improve the quality of education in our
public schools. Why is youth apprenticeship so effective? First, it
creates a solid and very real connection between education and
work. Students find that what they learn in the classroom is truly
necessary to perform important tasks and to succeed on the job.
They see for themselves, for example, that learning from proper
metric measurements in math and chemistry at school means a pa-
tient will receive the correct dosage of a medication at the hospital.

This reliance on work-based learning with its unique approach to
curriculum development and its connection between the classroom
and the worksite is one of the most important elements of this
youth apprenticeship. I strongly urge the committee to protect the
language in the legislation that ensures that work-baseI learning
and earning occupy a central place in an American style school-to-
work system.

Youth apprenticeship also encourages professional development
among teachers. For too long teachers have been isolated in their
classrooms and disconnected, as the students, from the demands of
the workplace. In the Project Protech model, teachers perform what
we call site audits. That is, they examine in depth the duties and
tasks of departments looking specifically for kinds of learning that
must be mastered for a professional to perform effectively within
that department. Their findings are then codified in a work-based
learning curriculum that is used to instruct students in the class-
room.

One of the unexpected side benefits is that teachers tend to mod-
ify their teaching methods and approaches not only with Protech
students, but with all their students. The benefit therefore has a
ripple effect. I would urge the committee to encourage this type ;)f
professional development in the new legislation.

The youth apprenticeship approach also has universal appeal
among students. That is, the approach works effectively with
noncollege-bound youth, students with bilingual needs, students of
all economic backgrounds, and even some special education youth.
Again, it is effective because the approach makes learning real for
students. They aren't confined to a classroom, logging seat time
while learning abstract principles or facts. Because of the universal
appeal I stronOy urge the committee to resist any temptation to
limit participation to certain populations.

Specific target groups such as the economically disadvantaged
certainly need to have access to high quality programs. In fact,
over 80 percent of the students in Protech are economically dis-
advantaged. However, we would advise against attempting to limit
enrollment to one population.

Concerning the issue of attracting employers' support, we have
been very successful. The health care industry is the third largest
employer in Boston, and we have been incredibly successful and
now we are attracting other employers.

Finally, I would like to say that the role of the Private Industry
Council bringing together teachers, employers, government officials
at a State. Federal, and local level has been absolutely essential.
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Madam Chairperson, I want to thank the committee for inviting us,
and I, too, would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Gaintner follows:]

STATEMENT OF J. RICHARD GAINTNER, M.D., PRESIDENT AND CEO, NEW ENGLAND
DEACONESS HOSPITAL

Good .norning. My name is Dr. Richard Gaintner. I'm President and CEO of the
New England Deaconess Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts. New England Dea-
coness Hospital is a 431-bed specialty referral, tertiary care facility and a major
teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School. New England Deaconess Hospital has
long been known for combining "science and kindliness," and we are justly proud
of our nearly 100 years of service to the people from Greater Boston and around
the world who come to us seeking medical care.

However, I am not here today to speak about health care reform, a topic of great
interest both here in Washington and across the country. Instead, I am here to ad-
dress another kind of reform: education reform or more specifically, school-to-work
transition and the role youth apprenticeship can play in revitalizing the educational
future of America's young people.

Let me begin by first thanking the committee for inviting me to speak this morn-
ing on the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. Those of us involved in school-to-work
programs applaud the committee's efforts to craft a new piece of legislation aimed
at helping the youth of America to make the difficult transition from the classroom
to the workplace.

Over the course of a decade, we have built a solid foundation in managing school-
to-work programs in Boston through our local Private Industry Council.

I am here today to share our experiences with one programProject Protech
which I believe will help this committee as it works to refine the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act.

New England Deaconess is one of seven hospitals participating in Protech, a
youth apprenticeship-style program managed by the Private Industry Council and
serving students in three high schools in Boston. Protech is a two-plus-two model,
which means students are enrolled in the program during their junior and senior
years of high school and continue on through the fiAt two years of postsecondary
education. Students receive enriched educational instruction in school, participate in
worksite rotations and project-based learning at our hospitals, and all of the stu-
dents have after-school paid jobs, as well as mentorships with hospital personnel.
When students complete Protech, they will have a high school diploma, four years
of work experience, professional certification in the occupation of their choice and,
at a minimum, an associate degree. Some of the students have already decided to
pursue four-year degrees at a college or university. Other hospitals participating in-
clude Boston City Hospital, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Massachusetts General
Hospital, New England Baptist Hospital, New England Medical Center Hospital,
and St. Elizabeth's Medical Center. In total, 165 Boston high school students are
currently enrolled as youth apprentices in Protech's health care component alone.

As a result of the success of Proteth-Health Care, this September, a new group
of 75 students began as apprentices in the financial services sector. Protech was ini-
tially funded through a demonstration grant from the U.S. Department of Labor.
Our challenge today is to move beyond our role as a demonstration pilot project, and
to serve large numbers of students in Protech-like programs at every one of Boston's
public high schools, replicating Protech in multiple industries, expanding into the
utilities, communications and environmental industries. In order to accomplish this
challenge, there must be the implementation of a national school-to-work system
that supports such efforts.

We know we are on to something good: or, I really should say great! In fact, all
of the hospitals participating in Protech consider the program to be a superb "work
and education" program in which they have ever been involved. And, although this
three-year-old program is still in the early stages of its history, we are convinced
that the youth apprenticeship model is the soundest approach to helping students
make the difficult transition from school to work and for assisting employers in
training their workforce of the future. We also believe the youth apprenticeship
model is one of the most effective means to improve the quality of education in our
public schools.

Why is youth apprenticeship so effective?
First, it creates a solid and very real connection bu tween education and work. Stu-

dents find that what they learn in the classroom is truly necessary to perform im-
portant tasks and to succeed on the job. They see for themselves, for example, that
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knowing proper metric measurements means a patient will receive the correct dos-
age of a medicine.

This reliance on work-based learning, with its unique approach to curriculum de-
velopment and its connection between the classroom and the worksite, is one of the
most important elements of youth apprenticeship. I strongly urge the committee to
protect the language in the legislation thct ensures that work-based learning and
earning occupy a central place in an American-style school-to-work system.

Youth apprenticeship also encourages professional development among teachers.
For too long, teachers have been isolated in their classrooms, as disconnected as the
students from the demands of the workplace. In the Protech model, teachers per-
form what we call site audits. That is, they examine in depth the duties and tasks
of whole departments, looking specifically for kinds of learning that must be applied
for a professional to perform effectively within that department. Their findings are
the-n codified in a work-based learning curriculum that is used to instruct students.
One of the unexpected side benefits is that teachers tend to modify their teaching
methods and approaches not only with Protech students, but with all their students.
The benefit, therefore, has a ripple effect. Again, I would urge the committee to en-
courage professional development in the new legislation.

The youth apprenticeship approach also has universal appeal among students.
That is, the approach works effectively with non-college bound youth, students with
bilingual needs and even some special education youth. Again, it is effective because
the approach makes learning real for students. They aren't confined to a classroom
collecting seat time while learning abstract principles or facts and figures. Instead,
with Protech, they constantly apply their claE 3room learning to the everyday de-
mands of the workplace. This approach works well for the wide range of student
populations within each school.

Because of this universal appeal, I strongly urge the committee to resist any
temptation to limit participation to certain populations. Specific target groups, such
as the economically disadvantaged, certainly need to have access to high quality
programs. Over 80 percent of the students in Protech are, in fact, economically dis-
advantaged. However, we would not attempt to limit enrollment to any one popu-
lation. R.ather, as much as possible, the demographic makeup of programs should
mirror the student population as a whole, rather than creating an artificial cohort
of "at-risk" students. Such a designation diminishes the potential for attracting
broad-based support for the program.

Concerning the issue of attracting employer support, let me share with you the
reasons New England Deaconess end my colleagues at the other six hospitals be-
came involved in Protech.

Health care is the third largest employer in the City of Boston, behind public
service and financial services. Yet, less than 1 percent of the students from the Bos-
ton public schools were entering health care jobs or postsecondary health care train-
ing. As employers, hospitals are experiencing critical shortages in several key occu-
pations, such as medical lab technician, radiologic technologist and physical therapy
assistant. To fill these high-paying positions, we have had to recruit from outside
the United States to attract qualified candidates.

Project Protech specifically and youth apprenticeship-style programs in general
allow local employers to recruit and train a workforce right in its own backyard. We
as employers benefit, the students benefit, the schools benefit and the local economy
benefits. It is truly a winning proposition.

Finally, I would like to say a few words about the role of the Private Industry
Council (PIC). We are very fortunate in Boston to have a PIC that has been focusing
on school-to-work issues for over a decade. The Boston PIC was instrumental in
helping strike a bargain between schools and employers, known as the Boston Corn-
nact, that has helped to create at the local level the kind of initiatives that the
School-to-Work Opportunities Act seeks to establish nationwide. For over a decade,
the PIC has managed a career service for high school students by outstationing a
corps of youth organizers, called "Career Specialists," right in the schools. These PIC
organizers work with the students to prepare them for jobs, help them to focus on
career opportunities and provide them with a sequence of after-school jobs, summer
employment and jobs upon graduation.

The connection between school and work does not simply occur by chance. Our
- - experience in Boston strongly underscores the need for an intermediary organization

like the PIC to make that connection happen. The PIC works effectively with em-
ployers, students and the schools to ensure that the priorities and concerns of each
are met.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the committee for allowing me to testify
today. Let me close by expressing my support for the work of this committee and
more specifically for the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. We need this legislation
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if we hope to provide America's youth with the chance to achieve the economic bene-
fits we as a Nation hold as a promise for them. Thank you.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Dr. Gaintner.
Mr. Kazis, Vice President for Policy and Research, Jobs for the

Future, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Welcome.
Mr. KAZIS. Thank you. Good morning, my name is Richard Kazis'.

I am Vice President for Policy and Research at Jobs for the Future,
a- national organization which works on strategies for workforce
preparation, including school-to-work transition.

Since 1990, I have directed JFF's national youth apprenticeship
initiative, and we have provided technical assistance to more than
20 programs across the country, trying to link school and work,
academic and vocational learning, and secondary and postsecond-
ary learning much in the way envisioned by the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act.

It is from this national perspective that I speak with you today.
I would like at the outset to stress our general support for this Act
and our particular support for some of its creative aspects.

First, we are encouraged by the bill's systems focus. It clearly
moves beyond funding individual demonstration projects to encour-
age State-level system building, but in doing so it does it realisti-
cally, building on existing efforts rather than imposing a totally
new top-down structure.

It encourages creativity and improvement through a competitive
grants process that allows more experienced States and localities
to move ahead while the rest are encouraged to learn from them.

Second, we believe that this bill, if administered as intended,
does not simply provide new funding for old programs. The com-
bination of program elements specified, work-based learning,
school-based learning, connecting activities has the potential to
yield significant change and improvement in many young people's
education, employment prospects and the way those prospects are
organized.

We have some concerns about the legislation as introduced. I
want to focus on three areas. They are the centrality of employer
involvement, the need for a stronger Federal role, and clear Fed-
eral role and the need to balance flexibility with protections in any
waivers language. We believe that employer investment in schools
and young people through involvement in programs that combine
school and work-based learning can help change the dynamics
within schools, breaking some of the inertial tendencies, generating
new alliances between teachers, employers, and young people to
challenge kind of low expectations, business as usual.

For this reason maintenance of the strong employer-based com-
ponent is essential. I would like to comment on two issues related
to employers: Why paid work is important and how to encourage
employer participation. Reaching significant numbers of young peo-
ple with school-to-work options will require creative and aggressive
strategies for identifying appropriate work placements that will re-
quire the involvement of private employers, public agencies, labor
unions, community-based organizations, and linkages to community
and national service and to school-based enterprises as well.

We believe, though, that the connections to existing employers
provide school-based school-to-work programs with their power as
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instruments of education and school reform and with opportunity
in the labor market. Further, we would argue that some element
of paid work provided by employers is critical. Most students work
anyway. If their experiential learning is unpaid, students may end
up juggling two jobs and their school schedule.

This does not mean that all students have to be paid for every
moment of their workplace learning. However, some element of
paid work should be incorporated into every program. As soon as
you focus on the issue of paid work, the issue of employer incen-
tives comes to the fore. The mRjority of employers that we work
with tell us that they are not interested in tax credits or other fi-
nancial incentives to lower the cost of student wages and training,
so in the absence of evidence to the contrary, we don't believe that
direct financial subsidies to individual employers are warranted at
this time.

What they are concerned about is red tape, paperwork, case man-
agement, the cost of coordination, and I think the role of
intermediaries that is included in the bill is useful and important
in this context. How else could employer participation be encour-
aged? We think that a category of Federal grants to industry asso-
ciations and labor organizations, tied to standard-setting efforts
and distinct from the State's system-building grants could yield in-
creased employer activity.

Another targeted grant program could fund selected applications
from leading national corporations that wish to implement school-
to-work programs in multiple branches or franchises across the
country which would be difficult under the current bill State-by-
State strategy.

I turn now to the need for a stronger Federal role. While JFF ap-
plauds the general approach of building a national system from the
ground up from localities and States, we believe Federal leadership
is needed in several areas, including greater guidance to the field,
through more focused lists of priority activities and expected out-
comes through connecting the school-to-work initiative to other
Federal initiatives, particularly national skills standards and the
Perkins Act, through providing technical assistance and coordinat-
ing needed research and development.

I am going to focus on the last three. In terms of the issue of con-
necting school to work with other Federal initiatives, the Act
should be consistent with and supportive of Goals 2000, the pro-
posed National Skill Standard Board, and the Perkins Act.

I should add that the current reauthorization of ESEA should
also be undertaken in the same spirit of coherence. On skills stand-
ards, we think that the establishment of skill standards State-by-
State would be a tremendous waste of time and money. This is an
appropriate Federal role and should be left to the National Skill
Standard Board, assisted by the grants to associations.

On the Perkins Act we feel strongly that the Perkins Act amend-
ments of 1990 represent a very strong step forward, and it is im-
portant that provisions of this Act be consistent with and reinforce
those amendments. In particular the lanfNage delineating instruc-
tion in all aspects of the industry should be used in the bin.

A few words on technical assistance and R&D, both of these, the
need for capacity building and the need for research and develop-
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ment are critical Federal responsibilities. We are moving into
largely uncharted waters in this whole area of linking school and
work, and I think in terms of being able to ensure quality and to
have something to reflect on when we look at future pieces of legis-
lation therefore, it is critical that the technical assistance and re-
search and evaluations areas be strengthened and covered.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to speak with you
today. I am happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kazis follows:]
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Richard Kazis

Vice President for Policy and Research

JOBS FOR THE FUTURE

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee. My name is
Richard ICazis. I am Vice President for Policy and Research at Jobs for the
Future, a national organization based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, which
since the mid-1980s has worked on strategies for workforce preparation and
education reform, including school-to-work transition efforts.

Since 1990, I have directed JFFs National Youth Apprenticeship Initiative, a
program to build and assess new American models for linking employers
with schools to create better career pathways for young people. JFF has
provided technical assistance to more than twenty programs across the
countryefforts which are trying to link school and work, academic and
vocational learning, and secondary and post-secondary learning, much in the
way envisioned by the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. We have also
organized several meetings of almost two dozen states working to build state-
level school-to-work systems. (A list of these programs and states is attached).

In the course of our work, we have looked closely at emerging models which
link school and work in intensive ways. We have assisted the states of
Arkansas, Georgia, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin in the design of their efforts.
We have also performed some of the first formative evaluations of new
programs, in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. JFF has recently completed a
national study, to be published by MDRC, of best practices in worksite
learning and employer involvement in over twenty innovative school-to-
work programs. (A list of ten lessons from that research is appended to this
testimony.) It is from this national research perspective that I address the
Subcommittee today.

I would like, at the outset, to stress Jobs for the Future's general support for
this Actand our particular support for some of its very positive and creative
aspects. First, we are encouraged by the bill's "systems" focus. It dearly
moves beyond funding isolated demonstration sites to encourage state-level
system-building. This bill realistically builds on existing efforts, rather than
imposing a wholly-new, top-down, structure. And it encourages flexibility,
creativity, and improvement through a grants process that allows more
experienced states and localities to move ahead while those less experienced
are able to learn from the pioneers. (This last aspect is critical to ultimate
system quality, and I would strongly caution you against changing the
funding mechanism to any sort of formula funding of all states at the same

time.)

Second, at the level of program definition, we believe that the combination of
program elements specified in the billwork-based learning, school-based
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leaming, and connecting activitiesreally will yield significant change and
improvement in the way school and work are connectedand in many
young people's education and employment prospects. This is not just more
funding for existing programs. Rather, it is a framework for creating new
institutional and instructional arrangements in this country.

We do have some concerns, however, about the legislation as introduced.
We believe that the Subcommittee should pay careful attention to the
following three areas:

(1) the critical importance of employer involvement and the work-
based learning component in producing desired student outcomes;

(2) the need for a dearer Federal role, connecting school-to-work to
other Federal initiatives and avoiding wasteful duplication of
efforts at the state and local levels; and

(3) the need to balance flexibility with necessary protections in
provisions for waiving other Federal requirements.

The Importance of Employers and Work-based Learning
I would like to underscore for the Subcommittee the critical importanceand
innovative natureof the bill's emphasis on the involvement of employers
and the provision of structured workplace learning opportunities.

The problems facing high schools, their teachers, and their students, are
deeply-rooted and structural. Low-expectations curricula, uninformed by the
realities of career options and opportunities; isolation from direct knowledge
of employer demands and community needs; and the powerful inertial
tendencies of schools as institutionsthese will not disappear overnight.

We believe, though, that employer investment in schools and young people,
through involvement in programs that combine work- and school-based
learning, can help change the status-quo equation, creating more motivated
students, more employer support for educational goals, and more teacher
support for local business requirements. Maintenance of a strong employer-
based component in the Act is essential. We fear that initiatives which
collapse back fully into the schools will lack the power to change entrenched
ways of behavior.

I'd like to highlight three important considerations related to employers and
work-based learning: (1) how to define "employer"; (2) whether work should
be paid; and (3) how to encourage employer participation.

(1) Defining "employer": Reaching significant numbers of young people with
school-to-work options will require creative and aggressive strategies for
identifying appropriate work placements for students. Private employers,
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public agencies, labor unions and community-based organizations must all
play a part. Programs must pursue aggressively the full range and variety of
work-based learning opportunities that they can identify or create. Linkages
to community and national service and to school-based entrepreneurial
efforts must also be developed.

We believe, however, that connections to existing employers (in the public,
private, and non-profit sectors) provide school-to-work programs their power
as instruments of education reform. School-based strategies alone lack the
"feedback" component from the "real world" that both motivates students
and integrates teacher and employer needs and expectations.

School-based options must be a part of a broad palette of school-to-work
options if efforts are to achieve significant scale, particularly in urban and
rural areas. However, you should resist attempts to soften the employer-
based work experience elements of this bill.

(2) Paid work: We believe that some element of paid work is very important
to school-to-work programs. Most students work anyway; if their work-based
learning is unpaid, students may end up juggling two jobs and their school
schedule. In addition, our experience indicates that employers tend to take
students more seriously and invest more in their learning if they are paying
them. Finally, again in our experience, the cost of student wages do not
appear to be a determining factor in employers' decisions about whether to
participate in school-to-work programs.

This does not mean that all students have to be paid for every moment of
their workplace learning component. A variety of approaches are currently
being tried by pioneering programs, ranging from pay only in later years of
work to full pay for both work-based and school-based components.
However, some element of paid work should be incorporated into every
program, along with an attempt to structure pay to increase over time, as
skills and on-the-job responsibility increase.

(3) Employer participation: In the course of our work, we have asked many
employers whether they believe that financial incentives would increase
employer participation. While the results are not unanimous, the majority
of employers tell us that financial incentives to lower the costs of student
wages and training are not their primary concern. In the absence of evidence
to the contrary, we do not believe that direct fmancial subsidies to individual
employers are warranted at this lime.

Paperwork, red tape, and the costs of coordination with schools and families
are areas of greater concern for employers. We have seen that the presence of
an intermediary organization, to take administrative burdens off the
employers by taking care of "connecting activities," can reduce individual
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employer costs and encourage greater participation. The inclusion of this
component in the program elements should be maintained.

An important additional means of encouraging employers to.participate in
these effortswhich should be added to the current provisions of the Act
would be to provide support for both employer associations and trade unions
to take leadership roles. We believe that a category of grants to industry
associations and to labor organizations, tied to standards-setting efforts and
distinct from the state system-building grants, would yield both increased
employer activity and the curricula, standards, networks, and other tools that
could make employer participation less onerous.

Similarly, an additional area in which targeted grant funding could expand
the scale of employer participation would be to fund selected applications
from leading, national corporations that wish to implement school-to-work
programs in multiple branches or franchises across the country. Under the
current bill, such corporations would have to work on a state-by-state basis,
which might discourage such efforts. Applications for such grants should,
however, contain provisions for ultimately connecting to the state- and local-
level school-to-work partnerships specified in the Act.

The Need for a Stronger Federal Role
The Act aims to create a national school-to-work system, but the Federal role
envisioned is weak, primarily consisting of a let 50-plus flowers bloom"
approach that could limit progress toward a coherent and high-quality,
national system.

As I have indicated earlier, JFF applauds the general approach of designing
and implementing school-to-work delivery systems at the state and local
levels. But Federal leadership is appropriate and needed in areas in which
state and local action would be piecemeal and inefficient. These include:
articulating the vision and priorities of the new system; connecting the
school-to-work initiative to other Federal initiatives, particularly National
Skill Standards and the Perkins Act; providing technical assistance; and
coordinating needed research and development.

Vision and Priorities. Both Congress and the Administration should play a
strong leadership role in articulating and promoting a different vision for
how we prepare young people for productive careers and citizenship.
Leadership will be needed to overcome the obstacles of constituencies
guarding precious turf and a public that thinks the system is falling
everywhere but in their own back yard. In the particulars of this bill, it will
also require a greater focus on setting priorities for state and local programs.

The Act, as currently written, has long lists of allowable activities, but sets no
priorities among them. For example, we believe that identifying and building
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broad-based, state-level partnerships and establishing state labor market
information systems should be higher priorities than investment in state-
level skill standards; but Section 202 (c) currently treats all of these aspects as
equal options.

Connecting School-to-Work to Other Federal Initiatives. The School-to-
Work Opportunities Act should be consistent with and supportive of the
Goals 2000: Educate America Act's proposed National Skills Standards Board
and the Perkins Vocational Education Act.

Skill Standards. The bill as currently written suggests that states should create
statewide occupational standards that "take into account" the work of the
National Skill Standards Board if Congress passes the Goals 2000: Educate
America Act. If one important goal is to create occupational credentials
which can be used across the nation by our mobile population, then the
establishment of skill standards, state by state, will be a tremendous waste of
time and money. This is an appropriate Federal role and should be left to the
National Skill Standards Board, assisted by the process of grants to industry
associations, which I suggested earlier.

The Perkins Act. Jobs for the Future feels strongly that the 1990 Perkins Act
amendments represent a major step forward in occupational and educational
preparation in this country, particularly the concepts of integration of
academic and vocational education and instruction in "all aspects" of an
industry. Perkins is a powerful antidote to the traditional practice of tracking
students into mutually exclusive, "college prep and 'nowhere prep'"
divisions, and it is already having a significant impact in schools across the
country.

Therefore, it is important that provisions of the School-to-Work
Opportunities Act be consistent with and reinforce the strengths of the
Perkins Amendments. In particular, this means that the Perkins language
delineating instruction in "all aspects" of an industry should be utilized in
H.B. 2884, rather than the weaker "elements" of an industry found in the
current version.

In advocating for "all aspects" instruction in school-to-work programs,
however, we are not calling for workplaces and schools to each provide such
all-encompassing instruction as some may advocate. We do not believe that
it is realistic to demand this from all employers providing jobs and work
experience, particularly small ones. Rather, each program should be expected
to expose students to "all aspects," with program partners figuring out how
best to meet that responsibility.

Federal Technical Assistance and Research and Development. The bill
currently provides for a Federal role in these areas. In the area of technical
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assistance, I simply note that our experience shows that practitioners from
both industry and education have found that learning about school-to-work
from experienced peers has been the most compelling technical assistance
method. We hope that federal resources will be used in ways that maximize
such interaction and learning.

In the area of research and development, I would suggest that six areas be
specified as research priorities: (1) the costs and benefits of participation to
employers and the likely effects of financial incentives; (2) needed changes in
teacher training and school management (3) issues of access for underserved
populations, including out-of-school youth; (4) strategies for moving quality
programs to large scale; (5) the roles and incentives of post-secondary
institutionsparficularly community and technical collegesin school-to-
work efforts; and (6) identifying measurable outcomes that should be used in
assessing education and labor market reforms.

The Inadequacy of the Current Waivers Provisions.
In its waiver provisions, the School-to-Work Opportunities Act is clearly
trying to allow flexible use of current funding streams and to allow these
relatively larger pots of funding to melded more than is now possible. This is
an admirable goal, but doing it through waivers may be both clumsy and
problematic.

We believe that Congress should be specificand carefulas possible in
detailing the purposes and parameters of waiver provisions, for several
reasons: (1) to avoid uncertainties in implementation among states and
localities; (2) to ensure that Congressional intent in existing legislation is
protected; and (3) to avoid the possibility of different lists of waivers
contributing to more fragmentation, rather than coordination, in the
education and training system.

In closing, I would like to commend the sponsors of this bill for their work,
which shows real promise for improving the lives of the three-quarters of
our young people who don't enter the workplace with four-year college
degrees. It is particularly commendable that the sponsors have acknowledged
that building a national school-to-work system will require a multi-year effort
and have proposed a funding horizon that I. independent of and longer than
the political cycle of national elections. Our experience shows that even
starting up a local program generally takes two to three years, so the eight
years of successive appropriations envisioned to get a national system up and
running is appropriate.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this very promising effort to
"reinvent government." I will be happy to answer any questions.
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Jobs for the Future Youth Apprenticeship Sites

Careen in Education
Cansbtidge, Massachusetts

Cornell Youth Apprenticeship
Demonstration Projact
Broome County, New York

Craftsmanship 2000
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Health Occupations Program
Kalamazoo County, Michigan

Oakland Health and Biosciencs Academy
Oakland, California

Pasadena Graphic Arts Academy
Pasadena, California

Pennsylvania Youth Apprenticeship Program
Sites ix Pittsbutgh, Philadelphia
Williamsport and York-Lancaster

Pickens County Youth Apprenticeship Program
Easley, South Carolina

Project ProTeckHealth Care
Boston, Massachusetts

Roosevelt Renaissance 2000
Portland, Oregon
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JOBS FOR THE FUTURE

Ten Elements of Quality
School-to-Work Transition Programs:

Lessons From the Field

(1) Partners formally agree on program goals and how to achieve them.

(2) A learning p!an structures student eqeriences at the worksite.

(3) Work-based experiences promote development of broad, transferable skills.

(4) School-based activities help students distill and deepen lessons of work
experience.

(5) Necessary administrative functions are clearly defined and appropriate staff
are assigned to cocedinate the program.

(6) Orientation and work-readiness training are provided to students before
placement at the wodcsite.

(7) Orientation, training, and on-going support are provided to worksite and
school staff.

(3) Mentoring and counseling services ante a supportive learning
environment for students. ow: f"."÷..

(9) Student learning at the worksite is artfully documented and assessed.

(10) Quality-control mechanisms are built into program design.

Prom the iettheoentai Laming Throtsb Wor k. a tedwical mimeos guide written by Joie he the
ABM. and palsied by Mospower Elemetetreilon Iteeemsh Cotpceadm.
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Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you. As the acting Chair I am going to
yield to the Ranking Minority Leader Member, and have him start
with the questioning.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much.
First of all, to Mr. Pauly, if you are Jane's husband I am envious,

but don't tell my wife that.
Mr. PAULY. I am not.
Mr. GOODLING. Okay, that takes care of that. You stress through-

out your testimony the importance of reaching students in the 9th
or 10th grade. I happen to be one who believes that is way too late,
and I would ask you to comment on that.

My colleagues have heard me talk about a gentleman in my dis-
trict who has been very successful in business and has given back
dramatically to the community. One of the things that he has done
is financed a program of this nature with fifth and sixth graders
of central city 'York, and it is something that in your research you
might want to go and visit because it is unbelievable the strides
they have made with these youngsters who may have never before
seen the importance of preparing for work or being on time or any-
thing of that nature.

The fact that you talked so much about 9th and 10th grades, do
you believe that that is not too late to really start this effort?

Mr. PAULY. Mr. Goodling, for purposes of legislation I think it
would be difficult to mandate nationwide starting school-to-work
programs in very early grades, although clearly, as you are aware
of terrific programs that start in quite early grades, I have seen
some of those programs myself. We looked at 16 programs. Four of
those programs initially started in grade 11.

This was, of course, outside of any State or national mandate. In
those four programs they decided for their own purposes that they
needed to change, to start in grade 9 or 10 because they were miss-
ing opportunities to work with kids who had dropped out by the
time that grade 11 rolled around. Once they made the change and
started in grade 9 or 10, they had much greater success, and that
the three or four years of high school did prove to be enough time
for them to work effectively with their target population.

Seven other programs had started from the time of their design
phase to work in grades 9 or 10. They also had relatively good suc-
cess in working with a broad range of students, including students
across the range of the achievement distribution.

Mr. GOODLING. Miss Cortese, I told Secretary Reich when he was
in my district that unless he can bring organized labor into the
21st century, when we talk about apprenticeships, nothing very
successful is going to happen, so the message I would give you to
take back to your leader is that I will expect him to help the Sec-
retary cause that transition to take place.

My question to you, you talk about making sure that we don't
substitute this money for anything else and that we make sure
that it is an organized public school effort, et cetera. What do you
suggest? What can we do in this legislation for those who have al-
ready dropped out, not only those who have dropped out, but are
still in school, but also those who have literally dropped out. Do
you see an effort here that we should be dealing with this popu-
lation?
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MS. CORTESE. Well, in most cases many students who have
dropped out are sometimes very reluctant to go back to the setting
from which they dropped out of, so I think that what we have to
look at in this piece of legislation is perhaps at integrating the aca-
demics at 4.he worksite where atudents who have dropped out feel
more comfortable rather than going back to the high schools that
they left.

I think community colleges also two-year institutions also offer
us an opportunity while we are bringing them up to the high school
diploma level in the community college setting to entice them back,
but I do believe that it is possible that if this were structured cor-
rectly and that we were actually doing academics onsite, which are
some of the programs we are piloting in New York, that students
would be less reluctant to come back because they are not reenter-
ing the same institution that supposedly they "failed," in quotes,
out of, so I think allowing that kind of flexibility in the planning
would do a lot to bring dropouts back in.

The other thing is if the dropout sees that there is an !ncentive
for being involved in the program; that it is not a make-work pro-
gram, that it actually will lead to a job, that they will be getting
training that is relevant to that job, and many times in just the
academic areas that is pretty lacking.

Mr. GOODLING. Shirley Chisholm many, many years ago would
sit on the floor and say to me pretty much the same thing you just
said, we send them back to the situation they left instead of some
alternative program.

Dr. Gaintner, I liked your phrase "earning and learning." What
have been the incentives for the medical profession and administra-
tors of hospitals to participate in this kind of program and should
there be something in our legislation to really encourage others to
participate? And how?

Dr. GAINTNER. Well, I basically agree with what was said. I don't
think employers, that incentives for employers are really where it
is at. I think that what we have learned, the importance in the
Boston program is this Private Industry Council, this PIC where
employers from a variety of industries, where the superintendent
and others from the school system, where local officials and State
officials and representatives of the Federal Government come to-
gether. The reason healf:i care got involved is only 1 percent of the
student graduates, the graduates from the Boston's public
schools were entering the health arena, and we saw a desperate
need for the future for training health workers, and it has been re-
markable.

I think the other point I wanted to make was that what a lot of
these kids need really are role models. They flnd them in the work
setting. Just as I mentioned that the teachers come into our set-
ting, we go into the school setting and learn about the schools as
well and modify what we do and how we approach it, so I guess,
I think that the employers are very happy to undertake their part
of the role.

The real cost of the program is in the counselors, the career spe-
cialists in the high schools and working with the kids and the
teachers and the employers to facilitate the program.
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Mr. GOODLING. I write to multi-million dollar athletes and enter-
tainers all the time and say what they could provide most to this
country are role models. Few do unfortunately, and not sufficiently.
My time has run out. Richard, I will have to get you at another
time.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Owens.
Mr. OWENS. I have no questions.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. I am sorry, I have no questions at this time.
Ms. WOOLSEY. We will come back to you later. Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, but I will pass

this time.
Ms. WOOLSEY. I am getting bullied over here, so Mr. Hoekstra.
Mr. HOEKSTRA. Thank you. We were wondering if you were going

to get back to this side.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Well now if you said you didn't have a question,

I would have gone on to Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. HOEKSTRA. It is nice to be up here. All the hearings on

health care sitting at the end I don't think I ever had a chance to
ask a question, so we will see how we can do today.

Mr. Pauly, in terms of your research on the different programs,
I am really interested in whether you did any kind of time study,
for example, how fast these programs have changed over the last
five years and what they looked like three years ago?

Mr. PAULY. Representative Hoekstra, most of the programs are
quite new. They have started in the last couple of years. All of
them, including the handful that have more experience have been
adapting and changing. These are dynamic programs. Let me give
one example.

There are a number of career academies in the State of Califor-
nia that have received State funding. Those are programs that
have a three- or four-year, in-school component and a shorter work
component, usually a summer internship. A number of them are
trying to upgrade their work-based learning components to resem-
ble the youth apprenticeship model of more intensive work-based
training, so they are trying to upgrade that piece of their activities.

There are a number of other changes that programs are experi-
menting with, changing the grade level at which they start, for ex-
ample, so as they learn about how to make the program work, they
are incorporating those ideas, and we tried to in our remarks today
and in the report that we will be releasing soon, let all of the
schools and employers around the country know about some of
those ideas.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. Do you have any concern about Federal legisla-
tion that might inhibit some of the creativity if it got too specific?

Mr. PAULY. We support the approach taken in the draft legisla-
tion that allowsthat does not prescribe a single national model
and that allows localities to use those program elements they think
are best. At the same time we think that it does make sense to re-
quire all programs to provide certain core elements; for example
the integration of academic and occupational instruction, strong
support for students, and a work-based learning experience that is
carefully monitored and has a written training agreement.
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Those are things that can be carried out in lots of different ways
that reflect local circumstances, but that all students across the
country are likely to be able to benefit from.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. Later in your testimony you also talk about lim-
its on students' eligibility and that there shouldn't be any limits.
Did you find that most of the programs that you investigated had
no problems with capacity, for example, too many students trying
to get in?

Mr. PAULY. That is correct. A few were oversubscribed. They
used such techniques as a lottery or first come-first served to deter-
mine which students got in. Most of the programs did try to expand
their capacity when they had more students interested. By offering
services to all students who are interested, you get away from the
problem of having students who don't want to be there, so even
students who may have had problems in school in the past with
academic failure, if they want to be in the program, they are
strongly motivated. That really gives the program an opportunity
to serve them effectively alongside of students who have done well
in school in the past.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. Great. Thank you. I have no more questions.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you. Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you. First of all, again, we appreciate your

time here before the committee and your expertise on this issue,
which is very important to us. We have seen the Education Depart-
ment and the Labor Department work very closely together, Sec-
retary Reich and Secretary Riley, in formulating the outlines for
this school-to-work program.

How do we encourage at the local level the same kind of partner-
ships that we are going to need, the same kind of cooperation that
we are going to need to implement this kind of program? In my dis-
trict we have a program called Connect, which is working at the
local level where we have unions and labor, where we have busi-
nesses, where we have community leaders and hospitals and so
forth working together already to seek to implement this legislation
once it passes.

What kinds of recommendations do you have that we can gather
these people together at the local level to ensure that when we pass
it that it will work and that we build on the existing structure, but
we also are creative enough and bold enough to see and develop
some new ideas to experiment a little bit?

Mr. KAZIS. I think that the whole issue of what is the organiza-
tion or the institutional arrangement that is going to enable the
kind of connecting work that needs to be done at the local level,
and for that matter it is at the State level, you have the same issue
up at the next level. I think it is critical. I think, again, as in the
spirit of the Act, I think a lot of experimentation right now is really
important because I think if you look at the kinds of programs that
MDRC studied and the prorrams that we work with, in many of
them you will see an interm, diary organization that plays that con-
necting role, but in some cases it is a business organization.

In some cases it is a nonprofit created solely for that purpose. In
some cases it is within the schools. I don't think we.know yet what
kind of elements that would make for success except I think there
are hints that you know who needs to be at the table. You know
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that it needs to be as inclusive as possiblebusiness, labor, the
schools, postsecondary, community-based organizations, but I think
that one of the things that I would recommend is that in the re-
search agenda that accompanies, the next period of experimen-
tation when the Act passes, I think an important area of research
would be to look at what does it take, what are the elements that
make for a successful intermediary, what do they need, what con-
stitutes the glue and what makes it work at the local level.

Mr. ROEMER. Do you have any recommendations for that glue or
those variables?

Mr. KAZIS. In terms ofwell, in terms of what kind of organiza-
tion or what?

Mr. ROEMER. Well, in terms of what kind of organization, what
kind of participants we have, or what kind of recommendations
they make to actually implement the program at the local level.

Mr. KAZIS. Well, I think implementation at the local level, again,
will really vary on the basis of the needs of the players that are
around the table, so I think the important thing about the
intermediary is getting the right players around the table. That
means it has to be an organization or an entity that has credibility
in the employer community and with the schools and not just the
high schools and not just in one district, either.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Roemer, Dr. Gaintner wants to respond.
Dr. GAINTNER. I would just add to that, I agree. I think ulti-

mately for things to work you need committed people, and I think
in our situation really three or four of the strongest business lead-
ers, the superintendent of the school system, people who are really
committed to this getting together, I think that is what ultimately
makes it successful.

Ms. CORTESE. I think one way of doing it especially where there
is no existing glue, so to speak, is to specify the stakeholders that
need to be involved, and it doesn't have to be an inclusive list or
an exclusive list, but I think it is necessary to be able to point peo-
ple in the right direction of the significant stakeholders, and, of
course, the incentive for doing that, because there is provision for
local grants, too, is that they could receive some moneys for carry-
ing out activities, but I do think it needs to specify things like labor
and teachers and maybe other people from the school district, com-
munity organizations, the business part, so I think specifying those
would be one way of ensuring that you are going to get it where
you don't haveand then eventually when you talk about the con-
necting activities, by the third year I think that probably school
and business should be able to relate pretty directly and work out
their activities, but initially I think you need to identify the stake-
holders.

Mr. ROEMER. Let me follow up with a question to you as well.
How do you define the role of teachers in the school-to-work pro-
gram, developing curricula and programs and so forth. Secondly, in
what ways do we specifically focus upon young women in the
schools so that we are not discouraging them or only orienting
these programs, as we have done in the past, toward young men.

It seems that oftentimes these programs are targeted toward
young men when, in fact, many of the young women want to par-
ticipate but are stereotyped out of them or discouraged out of them.
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MS. CORTESE. The role of teachers I see certainly providing lead-
ership on the State and local teams and part of th.e planning is
somewhat the same way that I am doing in the State of New York
for program planning, certainly in curriculum development, which
I think is developmentally essential.

I guess there is an argument that maybe you need to get the
workplace part going without the curriculum, but I think that then
you get a very disjointed effort. You don't get an integrated ap-
proach. In fact, even the legislation perhaps makes too much of a
distinction between workplace learning and school-based learning.
I mean, in effect they should be one and the same, and so maybe
another way of strengthening the proposed piece of legislation by
not making that look like it is going in two different directions or
that it is separated, because in most successful programs they are
integrated, so I think the teachers can be involved also in staff de-
velopment.

This is a whole new concept, and this is not going to affect the
normal, as I see it, vocational type that went through programs
previously, but hopefully we are broadening the scope which I
guess gets into your last question if we start much earlier, and I
know the bill doesn't go down to kindergarten or to early primary
grades, but if we start introducing those workplace skills that em-
ployers tell us are important for everyone to have, if we start doing
career awareness and shadowing, I think that there are more op-
portunities for women, young women to see what is available to
them, to see other women working in those professions, and to get
an opportunity to try them in doing some of the shadowing and
other things, so I think we need to build that in as part of the sys-
tem.

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank

you all for your testimony. I am struck by the lack of controversy
this morning. It is almost a boring hearing on a very important
issue. I might be able to spice it up a bit here, though, because one
of the things I was thinking, is that today's hearing is indicative
of what it is like to be in the minority because the Republicans
have introduced two school-to-work transition bills of our own from
members of this committee and neither one of those is the subject
of this hearing.

The only bill that we are quote, unquote "looking" at is the ad-
ministration's bill, which is, frankly, a pretty good bill, but there
are some differences, and I would like to focus my Q and A on
those differences to try to get some idea of how we might proceed
when we get to committee markup.

One of the things that Mr. Good ling mentioned is that we in-
cluded in our legislation, a title which provides assistance to States
and local schools to develop school-to-work programs in the entire
K through 12 system, primarily in the area of career awareness
and things like that early on.

Is that something that you all believe should be included in a bill
or not?

Ms. CORTESE. Well, I think I indicated during my formal ,;e-
marks and in some of my answers to the questions that there are
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enough identified skills that came out of the SCANS report that
can be integrated into the K through 12 curriculum that become
really skills that maybe were normally reserved for kids who were
college bound, you know, the ability to reason, ability to do re-
search, to draw conclusions, those kind of things, and some of the
personal dispositions that are also involved in it, so I think that
that is possible to do from K through 12.

I also think that the early activities of awareness and shadowing
are important, but they all have to lead to something, and I think
that is probably why the effort is concentrated on what we see as
secondary school students, but in doing that we shouldn't forget
about what leads up to it.

Mr. PAULY. Representative Gunderson, in some of the youth ap-
prenticeship programs that we looked at, we found that young peo-
ple were enrolling in the programs and going to receive training in
workplaces that was very costly for employers to provide and then
finding out shortly thereafter that that was the right occupa-
tion for them. The employers were frustrated, the students weren't
happy. That could have been avoided if the students had done some
career exploration and some visiting of the workplaces in a number
of different occupations beforehand.

We think that a sequential program that starts with career ex-
ploration before students make a commitment to enroll in a par-
ticular high intensity, high cost, work-based learning program is
valuable. We found that happening within the 9 to 12 context, and
I guess my inclination would be to look to those grades for that ca-
reer exposure activity rather than moving much earlier.

Mr. GUNDERSON. What grade did you want to begin that in?
Mr. PAULY. Nine or 10, Congressman.
Mr. GUNDERSON. One of the other differences is that we have a

requirement in our bill requiring literally that a contract be devel-
oped and signed outlining both the employer's, the school's, and the
student's responsibilities, especially when you get into the area of
work experience. Having had some experience, as you obviously
have, in either participating, implementing or studying these kinds
of programs, to what degree do you believe some kind of contrac-
tual understanding of what the obligations of each party are, is es-
sential to this kind of program being successful?

Mr. KAZIS. Ed and we, MDRC, and Jobs for the Future worked
jointly on a program where we looked at a number of programs and
looked specifically at this question. As Ed emphasized earlier, I
think the importance, there is a difference between a contract and
a training plan, I think.

Let me talk about the two for one second. It is very important
that everybody be clear in advance what is this thing that they are
about to get into, what are the students getting into, what are the
employers getting into, what are the schools getting into, what are
the rights and responsibilities. I think that definitely needs to be
spelled out in advance.

In addition, you also want to actually have a fairly clear and
agreed upon understanding of what is going on in the workplace
on the worksite. Just as putting kids in a classroom doesn't guar-
antee they are going to learn anything in school, putting them in
a worksite doesn't guarantee they are going to learn anything at
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work. How do you structure the worksite experience so that people
areso that the participants are learning? That requires advanced
planning, a training plan and a contract enableforce the partici-
pants, the players to get together early and to clarify those. I think
it is really important.

Dr. GAINTNER. In Boston we do have what is known as the Bos-
ton Compact, which is a written agreement between the school sys-
tem, including the teachers and the employers and spells out ex-
actly what we are talking about, so we think that makes a lot of
sense.

Mr. GUNDERSON. As long as you are talking; Dr. Gaintner, you
also indicated in your testimony some concern about targeting the
money to a particular economic group. The administration's pack-
age does include $30 million in Fed.eral grants to high povarty
areas. Should that remain or should we just try to take all our
money and say we are going to leave programs to the States and
to the locals and I mean be more broad based?

Dr. GAINTNER. You folks are more expert on that than I am. I
think all I can speak to is our program which does not :Atempt to
exclude and ends up being very targeted because of the nature of
the kids that we have in the schools, but I think from our own ex-
perience it needs to be fairly open-ended, but I don't know what the
problems are in other places, and I can't really speak in any expert
way about that.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I just appreciate all your answers because by
accident you all have endorsed the Gunderson-Goodling bill.

I would just call to my colleagues' attention that we should prob-
ably look at both bills when we develop a committee report. Thank
you very much.

Ms. WOOLSEY. The red light is on, Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I aM finished.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. SCOtt.
Mr. Scow. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Mr. Pauly, I want

to follow up on the question of at-risk students. What can be done
if you targeted at-risk students, and they get into the program,
what can be done against inappropriate tracking, after thertbt
into the program? Can they get back out if they decide they want
to go to college and not directly to work?

Mr. PAULY. Representative Scott, I think it is critical for pro-
grams to keep the college option open, whether students are going
to pursue that option or not. They and their parents feel much
more comfortable about the quality of the program they are in if
it is possible for them to take the courses required for college en-
trance.

In addition, we found that the programs, again, which we studied
and which were not part of any Federal program or mandate on
their own decided that it was good business to include a wide range
of kids, including both disadvantaged and low achieving kids and
other higher achieving kids. That meant that they were doing a
favor, doing a service for the whole community and everyone in the
school and a wide range of employers. It really broadened their
support base, and with that broader support base the services pro-
vided to all of the kids were in a sense importantly protected.

Mr. Scarr. Dr. Gaintner, did you want to respond to that?
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Dr. GAINTNER. Well, I basically agree with what has been said.
That has been our experience.

Mr. scorn Dr. Gaintner, what was the cost, unit cost per stu-
dent of those who participated in your program?

Dr. GAINTNER. The Department of Labor demonstration grant
was $2,000is currently $2,000 per student. Above and beyond the
obviously school system costs are employer wages. That is down
from $4,000 when we started the program, so we have had experi-
ence and have refined it. That primarily supports this network of
career specialists and people who knit the employers and the stu-
dents and the schools together. But it is $2,000 per student.

Mr. SCOTT. How many students did you have?
Dr. GAINTNER. There are 165 currently involved in the program,

and there are 75 students that are becoming involved as of Septem-
ber in the financial services sector. This is just the 165 was in the
health sector.

Mr. SCOTT. The students were paid during that period of time?
Dr. GAINTNER. The students received wages during the time they

are working; that is correct.
Mr. Scorr. How much wages?
Dr. GAINTNER. It is based on the wage for the job. We also do

this for our summer jobs program. We pay the students whatever
the appropriate wage for the job.

Mr. SCOTT. Is that usually minimum wage?
Dr. GAINTNER. Listen, I really am not sure. I don't think so. I

think it depends. I have my Director of Human Resources here.
VOICE. Six dollars an hour.
Mr. SCOTT. Do they also qualify for their earned income tax cred-

it? I don't know if I am yelling this out into the crowd ordo they
qualify for their earned income tax credit in addition to the wages?

VOICE. No, I db not believe so because part of the family income
is involved.

Mr. SCOTT. It seems to me that we might be able to encourage,
if they could take advantage of the earned income tax credit, we
might get more people to be able to get in. Is there any technical
assistance to the States and localities that we might provide to in-
crease the number of employers that might want to participate?

I guess I can ask that to all the panelists or anybody that wants
to respond.

Mr. PAULY. Congressman, I think that technical assistance is
greatly needed on substantive issues as well as on important proce-
dural issues like recruiting employers, but there are important les-
sons on marketing to both students and employers on making sure
that the most effective instructional techniques, including such
methods as applications-based instruction and project-based learn-
ing are used, and making sure that program operators are aware
of the most effective methods to provide support to students, such
as using a school-within-a-school model.

There is a wide range of experience out there in communities
that are beginning to develop their own school-to-work programs.
Taking advantage of that knowledge and spreading it widely across
the country is, I think, a very valuable contribution the Federal
Government can make in this field.
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Ms. CORTESE. I was also going to mention, I know I hear as an
argument a lot of times the fact that there won't be enough high
skilled jobs to accommodate students if we train them in high
skills, and I think that the Federal Government does have a re-
sponsibility to encourage, of course, employers to move to high per-
formance workplaces, and that we ought to deliberately seek out
and form partnerships with those that are moving in that direction
and then do maybe job analysis and audits of others to see what
kind of skills they require and to see if it is a good placement, but
I also think one other option ought to be allowed that maybe there
ought to be school-based enterprises that would be allowed.

In other words, that the school would create in effect the high-
tech placement and that they would learn also on the job in the
school setting, and I think that allowing for a school-based enter-
prise would be another option because we can't wait, obviously, and
we want to start training people immediately.

Mr. KAZIS. I just wanted to add something to that question. In
my testimony I recommended that you consider a separate targeted
set of funds that would be available for national corporations. Let's
say you have General Motors or you have whatever the firm is,
that operates across, you know, many different States, many dif-
ferent localities, many different plants or workplaces.

Right now with the State-by-State kind of approach tothat is
in the Act, I think that might discourage a national corporation
from saying we want to do this in 10 places, we want to do this
in 30 places. That might be one way you could encourage more
large employer involvement.

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you.
Mr. McKeon.
Mr. McKE0N. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. Mr. Pauly, I

don't know if I understood you correctly to say that students that
are in this program would continue to take the college preparatory
so that they could then go to college if they decided?

Mr. PAULY. Congressman, 15 of the 16 programs that we looked
at made sure that students took all of the courses required for col-
lege entrance as part of the program.

Mr. MCKEON. My youngest just graduated from high school and
started college. She was taking college preparatory and with the
other things that she was engaged in, that was full-time. I don't
know how a student could take and do well in college preparatory
and also be engaged in a vocational learning program. Did you find
that that was feasible?

Mr. PAULY. I may have spoken in a misleading way, sir. These
programs are making sure that students take the courses that
State university systems require for college entrance. That is not
necessarily the same thing as taking all of the courses rec-
ommended for high quality college preparation programs, which
might well include four years of a foreign language and four years
of math, for example.

Mr. McKEoN. I also served on the school board for a number of
years and I know what the requirements are, the minimum re-
quirements. Our school district had six periods, and if you were on
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track for a college preparatory, just to meet the minimum require-
ments did not leave much time for any other kind of classes.

Mr. PAULY. Depending on State requirements, and we identified
some cases in which there was a competition for students' time.
However, in the school component of most of the programs that we
looked at the courses that students are taking are courses that are
also compatible with college preparation. Students in many of the
programs are taking three years of math. Well, those are three
math courses that contribute toward a student's readiness for col-
lege and prepare the student for a high-tech work experience, so
I think there is not necessarily the kind of competition that we fre-
quently think of between occupational preparation and college
preparation.

These students are mostly not taking three- or four-hour blocks
of vocational education. If a student does that, obviously their abil-
ity to take a number of college preparatory courses is greatly re-
duced.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. McKeon, Miss Cortese woult: like to answer
also.

Ms. CORTESE. I think if we look at schools with the paradigm
that exists right now that the question is a very important one and
has really devastating implications for what we are able to do on
the job training side of it, but I think that if we begin to think of
having applied courses, applied math, applied English language in
the context of a job experience, that, then, it is possible to do it be-
cause you are not also having to look at seat time in a classroom
and then adding on to that the job experiance part of it.

Mr. McKEON. That is what I was getting at. Also a young person
that wants to become a brick mason does rot see a lot of advantage
perhaps from trigonometry or some of the advanced math courses
that would be required for college.

Dr. Gaintner, these 165 students that work in the hospital, what
jobs would they be able to take afterwhat jobs would they be pre-
pared for after serving in that environment?

Dr. GAINTNER. One of the primary motivations of the hospital in-
dustry is that it is very difficult to get people in certain key occupa-
tions, just to mention three: Laboratory technology, radiology tech-
nology and physical therao. A number of the kids have expressed
interest and have, in fact, gone in those directions, but quite frank-
ly I think that almost any job that exists, one or another of these
kids in this program has pursued that, so it is really very wide
open.

Several, a number have decided to go on to college, into nursing,
into medicine and other areas, so it really is based on what the in-
terestthere was one young lady of Hispanic background who said
she saw no future ancl got into the program and suddenly now
wants to go through a four-year college program and has consider-
able ambition, so it is just exciting to watch this.

Mr. McKE0N. We have come full circle then, if we are trying to
set up a program for the students that aren't going on to college
and then gear them into that. I think that is admirable and en-
courages them to go on to college, but again I have some familiarity
with hospitals, and the occupations you mentioned all require fur-
ther education and degrees.
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Dr. GAINTNER. But most of the young people are not going-1
was giving examples of some of the reasonswe have very difficult
times getting people in a number of the occupations within the
health field, so there is a lot of enlightened self-interest here, and
I think that is perfectly reasonable, where those interests and the
kids' interests and the schools' interests are hand in hand.

Mr. McKE0N. I was just trying to see where that benefited or
that helped in vocational education because as I look at a hospital,
the full-time occupations that don't require further education de-
grees would be maintenance, in the food area, cleaning, but all of
the other occup'Ations you mentioned require further education. I
think it is admirable what you are doingand raising people's
standards and goals and giving them a feel for what could be
therebut I don't see that that really takes care of the student
that is not academi ally orier Zed that may be wanting to go into
the trades or into some other occupation.

Dr. GAINTNER. In fact, the emphasis is on the latter, that what
you are talking about. I was simply giving some examples of young
people who have gone on into other areas and some other needs in
hospitals, but the emphasis, the vast majority of students have
gone in those directions. We also have a huge summer jobs pro-
gram that the hospitals have been very involved in which identifies
a number of these young people, and they will stay on and, in fact,
move right into the workforce after they graduate.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. McKeon, Mr. Goodling was going to ask you
to yield some time and you ran out, so I am going to let him have
some of my time. He needs to say something.

Mr. GOODLING. Well, I just wanted to point out that the beauty
of the tech-prep program is that they are getting all the applied ge-
ometry, applied trigonometry, et cetera, et ceterasubjects that
they never, ever would have thought they wanted to take. As a re-
sult, they can go either waythey are prepared either to go di-
rectly into the trade or to go on in school. So many times we have
people that take college preparation who don't go on to college and
they are prepared to do nothing. The opposite has been true with
the tech-prep program, you can go either way, and that is the beau-
ty of the tech-prep program.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Klink.
Mr. KLINK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank the wit-

nesses for their patience and the answers that they have given us.
I have one problem, and if you have covered this before I got here,
I apologize. I am a cosponsor of this legislation. I believe in its in-
tent, and we are working towards something that is going to work,
but yet I have a problem because what I have witnessed in the
Pittsburgh area, and I think I have talked to my colleagues, it hap-
pens around this country that we have got a school-to-work pro-
gram now.

We know, for example, in Pennsylvania and primarily in south-
western Pennsylvania that about 70 percent of the jobs that we are
going to be creating in the next decade are going to require voca-
tional technical education, yet we have got wonderful vocational
technical schools, but we can't get our kids to attend because of the
stigma attached.
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How do we get around that because that is really what we are
talking about here. How do we get beyond that stigma that you are
not going to be going to college, you are going to learn to work with
your hands. You are going to learn to build things. You are going
to learn to make things. 'You are going to learn to repair things.
You are going to have to learn to read a schematic because we have
just gone through a period of time, the 1950s and 1960s, where the
parents that lived in the factories said, well, my kid is going to do
better than me. He is going to wear a suit. He will be a doctor, a
lawyer, whatever. How do we get around that? I don't think that
has been addressed.

Ms. CORTESE. The things you describe are absolutely true. The
State I come from in New York where we have very high quality
vocational programs that sometimes the classrooms are empty, the
stigma I think is created by the perceived lack of high standards
that exist in those programs. I think it is created also by the di-
chotomy between the college bound and the in quotes "vocational"
bound.

In New York we are contemplating requiring a work experience
for every single student, and I know of one district that is doing
a hospital experience and those students who are looking to go into
medical school will be getting courses and working with doctors
and professors of medicine down to the people that the other rep-
resentative talked about who might be doing the food service pro-
gram, but in that case you have got the broad spectrum of students
involved in the vocational training so that there is no stigma say-
ing, I mean to be as honest as I can, you know, the dummies all
go to the vocational programs, so I think that it is very important
to get that broad a range in.

The other part that I mentioned first is also the standards issue.
Normally kids right now do not in New York want to take regents
courses because that is too difficult. We have had almost a 40 per-
cent drop in students taking regents courses. They are all bunched
into the general track. They also don't want to take the vocational
courses partly because of the stigma, but also because some of
them do require additional time and additional work, so I think
that some of it is a motivation to kids to see the connection be-
tween the work they do in school and what future benefit it is to
them in their life, and right now we don't have a systematic way
of doing that.

A student who wants to enter an Ivy League institution knows
that if they get all As and they score high enough on their SATs
they are probably going to get in. A student who is in any of those
other tracks really has no system for getting them into the job mar-
ket, and that is, I think, part of what we are trying to address in
calling this a systemic approach and a school-to-work transition,
and every student will be a future worker.

Mr. KLINK. I am not hearing that from my constituents. What I
am hearing is that kids who are 14, 15, 16, 17 years old are under
unbelievable social pressures at school, and, for example, I got a
letter from one of my constituents who said his son who is very
bright, but just doesn't apply himself, is very good mechanically,
buys pick-up trucks, cars, fixes them up, sells them. The kid is
making fantastic money, but when he suggested that he go to voca-
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tional technical school and learn how to do those things the kid
was excited until all of a sudden they started, "You are a techie."
We are making plans to go to college and you are sitting there
thinking about getting grease under your fingernails.

I don't think it is just 'quality. I think that there really is a lot
of social pressure, and I don't know that legislation can get around
that, and that is really my question. That is at the core of my ques-
tion.

Ms. CORTESE. Well, I think that it maybe won't get around it the
first year or the second year, but eventually when you offer high
quality programs and kids actually end up in jobs that pay decent
wages, good wages, not low minimum wages, that eventually you
can begin to break that cycle. It is not going to be broken imme-
diately. You are going to have to have a few exemplary places
where kids see what is happening and what the end result, what
the reward is in it for them, but it is not going to happen over-
night.

Dr. GAINTNER. We would like to see these programs in all the
schools, not just the vocational schools, so that there is a lot of
overlap and so you break down those stigmas.

Mr. KLINK. Another question, do you see any wayI will throw
this out to the panelhow can this legislation be strengthened to
ensure a large number of employers participate in this to really
give students the learning opportunities? I think that might get
around my first question. If you have the employers there and they
are actively involved.

Mr. PAULY. Congressman, we think this is going to be one of the
toughest challenges because in the 16 programs we looked at, we
found only a small number of employers were willing to accept
more than three students to provide work-based learning. I know
that the Deaconess Hospital program is a major exception to that,
but overall it is only a few employers that are willing to provide
a substantial number of slots.

We found the most effective recruiting technique was to use local
employer associations. People in the schools tend not to have the
networks with employers and to lack the credibility and track
record to persuade employers to come into these programs and to
come in in a big way and individual employers tend not to have re-
lationships with more than a few other employers, but local em-
ployer associations have the credibility and the networks to pull
this off, so we would strongly encourage using them as the major
lever to both induce employers to come in and to provide them with
the support that they need to stay in and to make major commit-
ments to these programs.

Mr. KLINK. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much. I guess I am sitting here try-

ing to think what it is that the Federal Government brings to the
table when we are talking about problems of moving from school
to work in local communities all across the country and the rela-
tionship between the local employers in a labor market and the po-
tential employees and students. In our area in Wisconsin, when I
grew up and went to high school, we had active programs, and I
think we still do in a number of the schools in my area where sen-
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ior year or junior and senior year students work part of the day
in school learning office skills or other skills and part of the day
for a local employer. There was a kind of a cross-reference system
where employers call up the instructors and have students re-
ferred, and there was quite a marketplace going on back and forth;
the same thing went on between the shops and the factories in the
town, so this was being done.

People aren't incapable, if they are looking for qualified employ-
ees, of thinking that young people are a potential pool, and the
school is where to go and get to know the teacher and explain to
them what your needs are. That can help focus the attention some-
what and give people relevant experience. They do it all the time,
so what is it that we do here in Washington to help that process
rather than move the focus from the employer and the local in-
structor to paperwork and getting funds from Washington and fill-
ing out bureaucratic requirements rather than interacting at the
local level and just doing it?

Could you tell me how we can be helpful rather than having the
law of unintended consequences come into play and end up moving
things in a more bureaucratic and paperwork-producing direction
rather than toward real interaction. I know, Mr. Kazis, you were
talking somewhat about that in your testimony.

Mr. KAZIS. Well, I would suggest a couple of things. Certainly
these are not very easy things to develop and to develop well. They
are not easy programs to develop that have real quality to them,
and I think part of that is that they are new and people don't real-
ly know what it would take to put the pieces together that would
make quality, and so you have over in this community people
struggling with trying to figure it out. You have people over here
in another State trying to figure it out. They don't really have ways
to learn from each other, to talk to each other, so I think there is
a role in encouraging technical assistance.

I would stress that that technical assistance be not someone com-
ing in from the outside and saying here is how you do it, but ena-
bling peer learning among practitioners at the local level and also
peer learning among practitioners at the State level because I
think as people arepeople and institutions are puzzling through
how to move forward in these kinds of integrated programs and
comprehensive initiatives, I think the more that people are learn-
ing from each other in structured ways and clear ways, I think that
is one important role for the Federal Government.

I also think, as I mentioned earlier on the research and evalua-
tion side, there need to be stories told about what is actually hap-
pening, what works, what doesn't over time in terms of what gets
employers involved, what are the costs and benefits to employers,
who is being served, who isn't being served, what are the outcomes
from these different programs. I think that is an important piece
as well.

Dr. GAINTNER. May I comment? I think, what we have found is
that the governmental help can be to put this organization that
provides the glue, that marries together employers who are per-
fectly happy to pick up their part of the costs and the school system
together and in a large city environment having these career coun-
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selors in all of the high schools is an extremely important role, and
That is, in fact, what the dollars go for.

I, too, share your concern about too muchtoo many rules and
regulations and hope from the health reform. We see some change
in that, too.

Mr. KAZIS. I also think it is real important and it seems that this
is being done, but to think through how does this particular piece
of legislation connect to Goals 2000, how does it connect to Perkins,
how does it connect to ESEA down the road, because you don't
want to create something that just hangs out there and isn't inte-
grated into a central part of school reform.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Green.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I appreciate the

opportunity to ask some questions.
Mr. Pauly, one of the questions I have is a number of the pro-

grams you studied served at-risk students. Should this legislation
serve this particular population and should we mandate some type
of equitable service? Of course, I think by definition we are going
to serve at-risk students, but

Mr. PAULY. Congressman, I think the mandates are always
tough, and there is a real risk of having this program become iden-
tified as a program that is only for at-risk kids. I think that would
be a real loss. The programs that we looked at made very strong
efforts to make sure that they were perceived as contributing to the
whole school and whole community set of goals by serving kids
from across the range.

If they only served kids who were high achievers, then the teach-
ers and community members who have other kids are saying you
guys are taking the easy part of the job, what about us. If they only
serve at-risk kids, then they will lose the support and interest of
teachers of college-bound kids. There is a lot of interest in the
kinds of opportunities that these programs make available among
lots of different kinds of kids and programs that reach out to those
kids really can build a strong constituency.

Now, providing localities with technical assistance on effective
ways to make sure that disadvantaged and low-achieving kids can
do well in these programs is something that the Federal Govern-
ment really needs to become involved in because getting that word
out is going to be a major challenge.

Mr. GREEN. One of the other concerns I have is the records that
the schools have to keep, and I know there is some waivers, but,
since we are dealing with NAFTA, we see that the trade adjust-
ment training requirements are sometimes not necessarily result-
oriented as much as it is a monthly payment.

What about the ability of the success rates for job placement
afterwards? Can any of the panel talk about that? I know that is
one of the frustrations both with I know people in education, but
also in elected positions trying to provide that.

Dr. GAINTNER. Well, in our experience the success rate is very
high. It is practically universal I think, practically every one of the
kids has gotten a job.

Mr. PAULY. Congressman, I think it is running a big risk to use
a nationwide performance standard like a placement rate as a way
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to gauge the success of programs. The easy way for recipients of
Federal funds to respond to that is to cream, that is to only choose
students who will make them look good later on by getting job
placements.

There is also the complication that students who start the pro-
gram thinking that they want a job right after high school may
havemay discover that the right job for them requires a two-year
community college program, so it will take a while before they
show up in the right job rate._ -

Now. Your concern for finding out what works is absolutely on
target. My suggestion about the best way to do that is for the Fed-
eral Government to design some demonstrations and evaluations
that will look carefully at programs to identify the elements of ef-
fective programs and then spread the word about what those ele-
ments are and try to put some strong incentives on local programs
to adopt those effective elements rather than using what I think
is inevitably a blunt instrument of using an outcome standard
across the board.

Mr. GREEN. Okay. My last question is, Mr. Kazis, on page two
of your testimony you ask for a clear definition of the Federal role,
and what specifically would you ask the Federal Government to do
and how do you see this balancing with the role of the States?

Mr. KAZIS. I made a few statements already that relate to an-
swering this question, but the one very specific thing I would like
to say on the skill standards issue, I think it would be dangerous
for this Act to encourage the creation of 50 sets of skill standards,
50 plus sets of skill standards across the States and that this really
is a Federal piece of work.

Mr. GREEN. But specifically for Federal Government we need to
have some type ofsomething for all the 50 States instead of for
Texas, New York or whatever?

Mr. KAZIS. I think in the Act as it is written right now, or in the
bill as it is written, it encourages States to put some money into
skill standards development or determining how they will do skill
standards. I think you have got to be careful there because that
could be, A, a sinkhole for State resources and it could also then
lead to the fragmentation rather than centralization, coordination.

Mr. GREEN. Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you. One subject that we haven't addressed

is rural areas. In your study, Mr. Kazis, did you learn anything
that we could apply to the rural areas in establishing effective
school-to-work programs?

Mr. KAZIS. Yes, and Ed might also want to comment on this after
me, but I think one of the things that we have learned both, and
it doesn't take long to learn this, but when you look at rural areas
and when you look at large urban areas, I mean, you have real
challenges of where are the employers, how are you going to pro-
vide enough and create enough work-based learning opportunities.

I think that that requires a lot of creativity, creativity and think-
ing about a palette of opportunities, some more intensive, some less
intensive in the workplace. I think one of the things that we have
seen in rural areas is the idea of since most employers are small,
and they are only going to take one kid and they might not want
to take a kid for a few years, they might want to take a kid for
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a few months. How you do coordinate almost rotating through
small employers and how do you structure some learning into that_
eifieffincel

I think you also have to look hard in rural areas at school-based
enterprises and entrepreneurship activities within the schools as a
complement to what you can put together with existing employers.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Dr. Gaintner, do you have anything you want to
add to that?

Dr. GAINTNER. No.
Mr. PAULY. Congresswoman, two of the programs that we looked

at, one in Central Point, Oregon, and the other in Fort Collins, Col-
orado, were in lightly settled, sort of rural areas. They developed
cooperative education programs in which a large number of stu-
dents spent a briefer time than a year with an employer. It might
be a period of six weeks. In some cases it was more intensive en-
gagement for a week or two. That short period enabled more stu-
dents to participate in the program and to get a look at several dif-
ferent workplaces, but you are absolutely right that this is a per-
fect example of the reason that there has to be a lot of local flexibil-
ity in taking advantage of the particular local opportunities and
dealing with particular local challenges, which makes it, I think,
inappropriate for there to be a single mandated prescriptive model.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, thank you. I want to thank this entire
panel. You have been very helpful to us in our review of H.R. 2884
and of the Gunderson-Goodling bill, and whatever other legislation
is going to come ahead of us from school to work.

Now, I would like to ask you, would you be willing to respond
in writing to written questions from the panel if any were not
asked that they would like to know?

Mr. PAULY. Of course, Madam Chairwoman.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. PAYNE. (presiding) Would the members of the second panel

be kind enough to come up, Mr. Paul Weckstein, Mr. Erik Payne
Butler, Donna Milgram, and Anthony Sarmiento. If you would take
your seats. We will begin in the order, Paul Weckstein, the Co-Di-
rector of the Center for Law and Education here in Washington,
DC, and we are certainly pleased to have all of the panelists here.

Let me just say that the second panel we are going to move it
along a little more quickly. It is very important, but if we get a
vote that is going to take 20, 25 minutes out, and I don't want to
have this extend on through the afternoon when we will be inter-
rupted. I think we have been fortunate for the first panel that
there were no interruptions. I think that our gracious chairperson
was extremely liberal with all of you, but I will sort of tend to re-
strict the questions. There we go.

Why don't we start.
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STATEMENTS OF PAUL WECHSTEIN, CO-DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR LAW AND EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; ERIK PAYNE
BUTLER, CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
COALITION, WASHINGTON, DC; DONNA MILGRAM, DIRECTOR
NONTRADITIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROJECT,
WIDwIR OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN, WASHINGTON, DC;
AND ANTHONY SARMIENTO, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, HUMAN
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, AFL-CIO, WASHING-
TON, DC

Mr. WECKSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Paul
Weckstein, (Jo-Director of the Center for Law and Education. Our
vocational-education project has been trying at a national level to
make sure that the 1990 Perkins Act works for all students.

On the one hand, we have learned that you in Congress put to-
gether just the right pieces in Perkins, pieces that should now be
transferred into the school-to-work bill.

We have been working in places like Chicago, Cambridge, Bos-
ton, Philadelphia, and what we found is when you put academic
and vocational teachers together and tell them your task is to come
up with a way to integrate academic and vocational-education
across the entire curriculum in a way that gives students strong
understanding and experience in all aspects of an industry, not just
technical and production skills, but planning, finance, manage-
ment, labor, community, underlYing principles of technology and
health safety and environmental issues in that industry, and you
should plan it with the active involvement of other teachers, stu-
dents, parents, and area residents, and make sure you build in
ways that students from all special populations will participate and
succeed, then these teachers, along with their students, get ex-
tremely energized and become tremendously inventive, particularly
if you add that the curriculum can link school and community by
working on viable development projects to improve community life;
for example, starting a student-run credit union, converting the
city's trucks to electric power or establishing a health care clinic.

Students bring literature, writing, math and science, history to
investigating and working on, for example, all aspects of the trans-
portation industry, its financing, the physics and chemistry of in-
ternal combustion engines, approaches to environmental issues, et
cetera. Our other contrasting experience with Perkins, however, is
that most teachers, students and schools are not engaged in this
task because it has never been laid before them.

They have never heard of these provisions. Drawing on these les-
sons, we now face major challenges in how do we come up with a
bill that will result in high quality opportunities linking school and
work for all youth. How do we do that when first change is a con-
stant?

We can't predict by the time 15-year-olds become adults precisely
what their career goals will be, what jobs will be available or what
specific technical skills will be needed for those jobs.

Second, our firms aren't prepared to generate work-based train-
ing slots for all youth now. Most provide little training to their own
line workers below management, let &one to marginal high school
youth.
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Third, we have not been creating enough high skill, high wage
jobs to connect youth with at the end, especially in low income,
urban and rural areas.

Fourth, mAjor inequalities in tracking of people exist both within
schools and workplaces; and, fifth, parents, students and teachers
remain largely unempowered and unaware of the laws you write to
address such problems with information stopping at the office of
the central district, the State or the Feds.

To deal with these challenges the bill needs strengthening in a
number of ways. Let's start with how to ensure quality. First, bor-
rowing the definition of general occupational skills from Perkins,
build strong understanding and experience in all aspects of indus-
try into the school-based component and the standards students
are expected to master as well as the work-based component. This
can provide, A, a rich platform for ii:tegrating academic skills, B,
the transferable skills to protect against inevitable changes, C, the
skills needed for high performance work organizations and innova-
tion, D, the skills to engage in community economic development
and business creation in areas where there aren't enough good jobs,
and, E, ways to overcome the tracking of students between those
who plan, decide, and see the big picture and the rest of us.

Second, make sure the bill provides high level academics suffi-
cient to enter four-year colleges upon high school graduation. Oth-
erwise the program will cut off students options and be viewed as
t lademically inferior by parents and teachers.

Third, try to target to work-based placements in high perform-
ance work organizations. It is hard to create high quality place-
ments in low skill settings. Next, how can we provide good opportu-
nities to all youth? How do we ensure that every youth Ns ill have
this opportunity?

First, to deal with the limited number of private placements, de-
fine work-based placement to include work placements generated
by schools themselves, including serious school-based enterprises,
community development projects, community service programs.

Second, tie the grants to school systems that are restructuring
their academic programs so all students engage in project-based,
multidisciplinary learning that integrates theory and hands-on ex-
perience, making this program one academically equivalent part of
an overall school reform strategy.

Third, to confront the equity problems, build in provisions at
least as strong as Perkins to access the supports necessary to suc-
ceed and responsibility for identifying and remedying causes of un-
equal participation and success.

Fourth, for out-of-school youth require schools to take vigorous
steps to reach out, but also give CBOs an expanded role.

Fifth, the benefits of this Act won't reach all the youth unless we
give them the enabling tools to play an active role by a clear guar-
antee to all youth of these opportunities, the help and assistance
and information they and their parents need to obtain these guar-
4ntees to participate in program design and remedy problems and
see strong State and Federal technical assistance and monitoring
along with the reorientation to what should the primary mission of
serving the needs and rights of students rather than administra-
tive convenience.
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Finally, I urge you, as Rich Kazis did, to take a much more care-
ful approach to waivers before you transfer your constitutional role
as the people's legislative voices to future unknown secretaries.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Weckstein follows:]
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PRESENTED BY PAUL WECKSTEIN, CO-DIRECTOR

My name is Paul Weckstein. I am the co-director of the Center for Law and
Education and the director of its Vocational Opportunity for Community and
Educational Development (VOCED) project. I am most pleased to have this
opportunity to testify on the proposed 'School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993,"
H.R. 2884.

The Center for Law and Education is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
advancing the rights of low-income students to high-quality education from early
childhood through postsecondary education. Our VOCED Project works at local,
state, and national levels to implement the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied
Technology Education Act, and to help low-income students and their communities
redirect vocational education programs to better meet their long-term educational,
social, and economic needs.

A. Lessons from Vocational Education Reform and the Perkins Act

Our efforts at making the Perkins Act work for all students have given us two
very different kinds of experience directly relevant to this bill.

On the one hand, we have had some wonderful experiences that tell us that
you in Congress put precisely the right pieces together in the 1990 Perkins Act --
pieces that should now be transferred into the school-to-work bill. We have been
working intensively in selected sites across the country such as Chicago,
Cambridge and Boston, Oakland and Richmond, (CA), and Philadelphia. When you
put academic and vocational teachers together and tell them

"Your task is to come up with a way to integrate academic and
vocational education across the entire academic curriculum in a way that gives
the students strong understanding of and actual experience in all aspects of an
industry (such as the health industry or the transportation industry) not just
technical and production skills, but also planning, fmance, management, labor,
community issues, underlying principles of technology, and health, safety, and
environmental issues in that industry and plan it with the active
involvement of teachers, students, parents, and area residents and make sure
you build in ways that students from all special populations will participate
and succeed"

these teachers, along with their students, get very energized and become
tremendously inventive particularly if you add to the mix that the curriculum

'The Cambridge site, the Rindge School of Technical Arts, has won a Ford
Foundation "Innovations in State and Local Government Award," for its CityWorks
program the 9th grade component of its effort to restructure its vocational
programs to exemplify the Perkins principles discussed below.
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projects should link school and community by engaging students in studying their
community needs and resources and in working on viable development projecis and
enterprises to improve community life for example, starting a student-run credit
union in Chicago, converting the city's trucks to electric power in Cambridge, or
establishing a health clinic in Oakland. Students bring literature, writing skills, math
and science, and social studies to investigating and working on, for example, all
aspects of the transportation industry its financing, the physics and chemistry of
internal combustion engines, its labor history and relations, approaches to
environmental issues, etc.

Our other, contrasting experience, is that the large majority of teachers,
students, and schools are not engaged in this task -- because it has never been laid
before them. They have never heard of these requirements. This is a failure that
started with the previous U.S. Department of Education which lacked the will, the
resources, and the consumer orientation to see that the law works to the benefit of
students, rather than administrative convenient* and extends through the State
departments of education and the central offices of the school districts. So, when
these requirements are not implemented when a program is not providing
experience and understanding of all aspects of an industry, when supplemental
services are not available, when participatory planning does not occur no one is in
an informed position to notice it, let alone take action.

We draw on these twin lessons in looking at H.R. 2884 and at what it would
take to achieve its ambitious goal of providing high-quality school-to-work
opportunities for all youth. Rather than just giving up on "vocational education" and
moving on to "school-to-work," we should recognize that Congress has already
enacted into Perkins key provisions for program quality, equity, and participatory
governance that should be folded into the new Act, while learning from their lack of
implementation in some areas. Otherwise, we risk keeping those parts of vocational
education that no longer make sense, while disposing of those parts that do.

We support the universal aims of H.R. 2884, its focus on opportunities for all.
The bill's overall structure for accomplishing its ambitious aims is one that, in broad
outline, we also believe makes sense -- in particular:

the identification of basic required components of any program;
development grants for States to develop plans for providing high-quality
school-to-work opportunities for all, built upon and coordinating existing
programs, rather than creating a new program that would inevitably not have
adequate funds by itself;
implementation grants to States that have developed adequate plans;
grants to local partnerships for implementation, either through the States that
are ready for State implementation or through federal grants to local
partnerships in States that are not and federal grants to high-poverty areas;
and
a set of national program activities to support the State and local work.

-2-
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There are, however, three related areas of challenge: (1) ensuring that
programs are high-quality; (2) "going to scale" that is, making sure they can serve
everyone; and (3) enabling various parties to see that the system moves from paper
to reality. In each of these three broad areas, Congress must make key changes if we
want to ensure that this bill results in high-quality opportunities for all youth and
that we do not waste this important chance for addressing a major problem.

B. Addressin4 Cruality Concerns

Fair numbers of parents express reluctance to have their children enter school-
to-work or other vocational programs (induding tech-prep programs), expressing
skepticism about their educational and long-term career value. Indeed, the wage gap
between college graduates and high school graduates is growing. Educators as well,
for example at the joint Department of Labor/Department of Education conference
last month in Baltimore, expressert4111111erns about the potential for tracking students
into work programs that may have limited educational content. The response to
these concerns must go beYond good publicity to actual attention-to key quality
issues, in both the school and the workplace.

1. Broad vocational skills in all aspects of the industry

As our experience with teachers confirms, strong experience in and
understanding of all aspects of the industry students are preparing to enter
including planning, finance, management, labor, technical and production skills,
community issues, underlying principles of technology, and health, safety, and
environmental issues in that industry' is a linchpin for quality and for equipping
students with the long-term skills necessary for good careers. It provides:

A rich platform for integration of academic and vocational skills: Academic-
vocational integration is too often conceived as "dumbing down" academics to
relate to a narrow set of job skills. In contrast, exploring and working on the
issues facing an industry and the enterprises within it provide limitless
opportunities and demands for high-level, exciting reading, writing,
mathematics, science, and history.

Transferrable skills to protect against inevitable changes: Confining students'
vocational preparation mainly to a prediction of the exact skills needed to do a
particular job is a prescription for disaster in the face of rapid changes in
youths' career goals, in labor markets, and in technology.

'This is also the definition of "general occupational skills" in the Perkins Act and
is one of the required foci both of State assessment and planning and of local
evaluation and improvement.

-3-
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The skills needed for high-performance work organizations and for innovation:
Decentralized decision-making, flexible production, and broader job definitions
put a premium on workers' understanding of planning, finance, management,
etc. in the larger enterprise and industry. All aspects of the industry also
fosters the skills needed for the kinds of innovation that spawns new and
improved technology.

The skills needed to e.,gage in commumty economic development and business
creation: Especially it low-income communities, there are too few good jobs.
Planning, finance, manigement, community issues, and the other aspects of the
industry are precisely tle skill areas needed for community development and
job creation allowing tzew uses of untapped human resources to address
unmet community needs, instead of passive dependence on help-wanted ads.

Above all, the basis for overcoming the tracking of students between those plan, decide,
and see the big picture, and those who supposedly just execute: By transforming the
notion of vocational skills to encompass 'all aspects of the industry, we
transform the notion of workers and break down the distinctions between
planners/thinkers and doers. We also enable students to see their world
whole and to make sense of their work place.

To reap these benefits in the Act, we need to make strong understanding and
experience in "all aspects of the industry the student is preparing to entee a central
feature of (a) the school-based learning component, (b) the work-based learning
component, and (c) the outcomes addressed in certifying the students' skills. As
introduced, the bill:

a. Omits it from the school-based component (Sec. 103]. Only if it is
built into the school-based component can it serve as a rich curriculum
platform for integrating academic skills and making them relevant to the
workplace. Moreover, the school's educational responsibility to its
students means it cannot leave the learning about all aspects of an
industry in the hands of the employer alone.

b. Omits it from the skill standards and certification process [Sec.
4(4)(D) and 4(13)]. The skill certificate has the potential to drive and
shape the real curriculum, upon which students and teachers focus,
particularly as we move further toward standards-based education
reform. If "all aspects of the industry" are not included in the skills
targeted as outcomes, they are more likely to get ignored, with the
danger that the skills will become overly narrow.

c. Includes it only in a very diluted form in the work-based component
(Sec. 102(4) and 4(1)]. Instead of referring to "all aspects of the
industry," including the enumerated aspects (planning, management,
etc.), it calls only for "a variety of elements" "such as" those

-4-
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enumerated. This misconstrues it as being a set of components, as
opposed to an overarching approach which enables students to
understand how an industry functions.

2. High-level academics sufficient to enter four-year college upon high
school graduation

The Act contains significant provisions on mastery of academic skills. Yet
there is still significant possibility that students who enter a school-to-work program
will face barriers to the full range of postsecondary institutions, feeding parents' and
educators' tracking concerns. In particular, students entering the program and
performing at the expected academic levels within it may nevertheless not be eligible
for four-year postsecondary institutions upon graduation from high school. This
would impose a significant cost for mak.ng a choice in 10th grade, for example, in
the case of students who, particularly after becoming more engaged in their high
school studies, by the 12th grade have expanded their academic goals -- but now find
themselves eligible only for a two-year institution. If the academic merit of these
programs is to be viewed as equivalent to other programs, they must qualify the
student to enter and succeed in four-year institutions upon high school graduation?

3. High-performance work organizations as focus of work-based component

"Because most American employers organize work in a way that does not
require high skills, they report no shortage of people who have such skills and
foresee no such shortage." (America's Choice, Page 3.1 In a low-skill work place
organized around routinized jobs, the task of providing a high-quality work-based
placement for students which meets the requirements of Sec. 102 is rather daunting.

The task becomes much easier in a high-performance work place where more
authority and responsibility are devolved to workers, jobs are broader and less
fragmented, etc. (See last year's S. 1790 for a definition.) Thus, these work places
should be the primary target for work-based placements. If other, low-skill sites are
to be used at all, great care and oversight must be maintained.

C. Facing basic realities overcoming barriers to serving all youth

Like the Perkins Act, H.R. 2884 has far-reaching goals. However, we will never
get there, if we don't confront some basic realities about schools and the workplace.

'This is a two-way street and may, in some states, require reassessment by the
postsecondary system of admissions requirements to reflect new ways of meeting
high academic standards -- this is precisely the kind of secondary-postsecondary
cooperation which the Act should foster.

-5-
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1. Limited employer placements

America's private firms are far from prepared to offer work-based placements
for all our youth, let alone high-quality placements. Only a small minority of firms
now provide significant training to their own line workers below the management
level let alone to "marginal" high-school youth. Moreover, relatively few of these
companies meet any definition of "high-performance work organization," raising
serious questions about the quality and breadth of skills that any students placed
there would master.

We have two choices. We can wait for the full transformation of the American
workplace and in the meantime make modest increases in the handful of quality
placements now available perhaps inflating this number by ignoring real quality
criteria and placing kids in dead-end jobs with no real educational content. Or we
can recognize and use the resources that are sufficient to serve all students namely
the schools and their teaching staff.

We can have a system in which all students participate in high-quality, real-life
learning that is linked to academic mastery, if we are willing to recognize that, for

'some time to come, most of the experiential placements will have to be generated by
the schools themselves. Congress should amend the bill in two ways.

First, expand the definition of workplace to include school-based work placements such
as student-run enterprises and school-sponsored community service programs, provided that
they are of sufficient quality and intensity to otherwise meet the quality requirements
of the Act. (The provisions concerning wages, which are appropriate for external
work placements, should be more flexible for school-based work placements.)

Second, link local grants to school systems that are restructuring their academic
programs so that all students engage in project-based multi-disciplinary learning that
integrates theoretical concepts with hands-on experience, so that the school-to-work
program would be one, academically equivalent part of an overall sch=1 reform
strategy.

2. Tendencies toward exclusion and inequities

Anytime quality is scare, inequality becomes the basis for its rationing a long
tradition in both the school and the work place. We will not have high quality school
to work opportunilles for all youth unless the bill is strengthened to ensure that all
receive the assistance and services they need to fully participate and succeed. This
includes:4

4The Perkins Act has strong, more specific provisions on most of these points.
The 1992 regulations issued by the Department of Education, however, have served
to narrow the scope of the protections afforded students, by changing the explicit
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a. Etit-Tal-aCcet.s-- to-att-p-rograms---- including elimination-olgender, race; or
disability bias in counseling, prerequisites which screen out certain
groups, unequal ability to access information, and other barriers.

b. Provision of all support services which various groups and individuals
need to succeed, such as tutoring for educationally disadvantaged
students, language instruction for students with limited English
proficiency, adaptive services for disabled youth, and supports for
students with children.

c. A system for collecting adequate data breakdowns, program-by-
program, on participation and successful outcomes by race, sex,
disability, and disadvantage.

d. When this data reveals unequal rates of participation or success,
effective steps to be taken, with the participation of these populations,
to identify and overcome these dispatities.

e. High quality staff development and techniral assist, to carry out
these tasks.5

3. Out-of-school youth

Schools should be required to take vigorous effective steps to encourage out-
of-school youth to come back to restructured programs. But this alone ("we told
them they could come back") cannot by itself constitute making programs available to
all. There must be an emphasis on making community-based programs available as
well. These can build on a strong existing base of expertise within tlie CB0
community. It will, however, require the allocation of significantly greater resources
to provide for expanded enrollment of these youth.

4. The gap between federal law and program beneficiaries and providers

As we have noted from our experience with Perkins, many of the most
important provisions of education law which you enact are routinely ignored. In fact,
teachers, students, and parents never even hear about them -- let alone have the
enabling tools to make them a reality.

words of the Act.

'We also support many of the equity proposals of the Coalition for Women and
Job Training and the Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities.

-7-
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work opportunities for all American youth unless it contains those enabling tools,
including:

a. An unambiguous guarantee to all youth of those opportunities.

b. The information, assistance, and authority for these youth and their
parents to (i) obtain these guarantees, (ii) participate in shaping
programs,' and (iii) remedy the problems that will inevitably occur.

c. Systems for ensuring that information about these guarantees and
involvement in shaping the programs extends beyond thl school district
central offices to the teachers.

d. State and federal responsibilities for both technical assistaace and
monitoring compliance, along with a reorientation to what should be
their primary mission of serving the needs and rights of students
rather than administrative convenience. This will also require
significantly higher levels of staffing than now exists in the Department
of Education's Office of Vocational and Adult Education. As an
organization which advocates for students and parents, and is thus
ultimately concerned with delivery of services, we would nevertheless
strongly support additional resources being targeted to these
administrative functions.'

D. Waivers

Whether your favorite Secretary was William Bennett or Shirley Hufstedtler,
Willard Wirtz or Raymond Donovan, you should think twice before relinquishing
your Constitutional role as the legislative voice of the people through the broad
waiver authority in this bill (along with Goals 2000 and the Administration's
Elementary and Secondary Education Act proposal). Not only regulations but Acts of
Congress themselves can be waived, with extremely little in the way of objective
criteria or public involvement, including the very provisions that are most critical to
the Perkins Act and indeed the provisions you haven't even written yet but will
decide are critical for the new Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

`The Perkins Act has requirements, modeled on Head Start, for states to issue
effective procedures whereby students, parents, teachers, and area residents can
participate in state and local decisions affecting the programs.

'We also would support the additional workplace safeguards proposed by the
AFL-CIO, as well as their positions concerning the primacy of the education focus of
these progams and the need for worker and labor involvement.
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Moreover, a more careful investigation into the actual degree of need for
increased waiver authority would recognize that much of the call for waivers is
coming not from the rigors of federal law but from its effzctive absence. That is, as
noted earlier, the lack of accurate information about federal mandates is endemic at
the local level where those in the school often have little basis for knowing whether
a mandate has been imposed by the federal government, the state, or someone in the
district office. In fact, most of the detailed regulations facing schools are state
requirements.

Conclusion

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. We look forward to working
with you as you strive to make the promise of this Act a reality.

WE WILL BE SENDING YOU SPECIFIC BILL LANGUAGE ON THESE POINTS
AND OTHERS SHORTLY.

-9-
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Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
We now hear from our second panelist, Eric Payne Butler from

the National Youth Employment Coalition here in Washington.
Mr. BUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored to rep-

resent the coalition which is a group of over 60 youth-serving orga-
nizations which have been working together since 1979. We have
been supporting each other as a peer network during these perilous
times the last dozen or so years and have been very encouraged by
the pieces of legislation that have now come out in the field in
which we have been laboring.

I also in a professional capacity direct the Bay States Skills Cor-
poration in Boston which is a quasi-public organization that de-
signs and implements innovative programs, we hope are innovative
programs in Massachusetts.

Let me touch the tops of the trees of my proposal. If I had half
an hour I would probably spend 20 minutes telling you what I liked
about this piece. I have got 41/2 minutes probably left, so I will
spend most of that time actually telling you ways in which I think
it ought to be strengthened and could be made better. I and the
organizations that I represent support this initiative very strongly.
We are firmly supportive of the effort to knit together the various
streams of education reform, school to work, vocational education
change and the kinds of things that are represented by these initia-
tives.

We believe that this proposal advances the cause but doesn't yet
create a sy-Lem, and we are hoping earnestly together to create a
true system. We are encouraged by the efforts to tie together em-
ployers and schools. We think we have learned a lot. Much of what
we think we have learned is reflected in this proposal.

There are other things that we think could be done. We are very
much in favor of building this system from the bottom up. We
think there is a Federal role which ourht to be more clearly defined
than it is in this legislation. I am happy to respond to questions
about that. We are very encouraged by the attempt in this to
achieve a balance between building something from the bottom up
and looking for accountability, technical assistance and so on from
the Federal level.

I worry a little bitlet me move to the things I kind of stew
about about this. I worry a little bit that the kind of space that this
proposal occupies as the school-to-work transition program, I actu-
ally think the proposals are somewhat more narrow than that. I
know it has been very difficult for people to kind of govern the out-
comes of the dialogue about youth apprenticeship, and I know
those terms give a lot of people heartburn, but I would like to see
us continue that dialogue, and I think look for ways to find a joint-
ly agreed upon endeavor of youth apprenticeship.

I think there is much to recommend it. I don't think we have
only changed the words here. I think we have changed more of the
concept as well, but I would still like ix see us pursue that dia-
logue. I stew about that a bit. Is this proposed legislation kind of
replacing that dialogue? I question the ability of this current de-
signI guess this is the second major thing I stew aboutto in-
clude either out-of-school youth or at-risk youth.

79403 0 -94 - 13
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I think the provision to set aside 10 percent of it for geographi-
cally challenged areas is inadequate. I think I represent both my
own point of view and the views of most of my colleagues in the
youth employment coalition when I say that. We applaud the effort
to develop sort of universally applicable programs. 'We agree with
the program lessons about mixed populations, and I have been
stewing for a long time about whether we couldn't geographically
target rather than individually entitle.

This proposal makes a small step in that direction. I would like
to see it make a bigger step in the direction. The experience de-
scribed earlier with project Protech in Boston basically says if you
in effect are in an area with a high proportion of disadvantaged
and at-risk youth you will by definition get a lot of those in a pro-
gram like this.

Let me touch quickly, and I will just sort of name them because
I saw the yellow light go on, I believe the Federal Government
ought to play a role, as Rich Kazis recommended, in establishing
standards. I think leaving them to the States will wind up dis-
appointing us. I believe that there is a role in this when we assem-
ble the stakeholders, community-based organizations, and the expe-
rience they represent needs to be at the table.

I firmly agree with the earlier comments by many of my col-
league panelists about earlier intervention. I think that capacity
building as a role for the Federal Government is an important ele-
ment and all of these things, I think, are mentioned, but for my
money underestimated, underspecified in the proposal as we read
it.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Butler followsl
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Erik Payne Butler
Chairperson, National Youth Employment Coalition
President and Executive Director, Bay State Skills Corporation
Boston, MA

I am honored to represent the National Youth Employment Coalition, and
organization of more than sixty youth serving organizations whith have been working
together since 1979 to promulgate good practice in youth employment and education
programs, and to support each other as a peer network during the past decade of
perilous times for young people. In my professional capacity, I direct the Bay State
Skills Corporation, a Massachusetts-based quasi-public company which designs and
implements innovative workforce development programs. Information on both
organizations is appended here. For ten years, I was founder and director ofthe
Center for Human Resources at Brandeis University, and before that was Executive
Director of the Vice President's Task Force on Youth Employment.

For the sake of straightforward presentation of complex sublects, I have divided my
remarks into three categories:

1) parts of the proposal I favor;
2) parts of the proposal I question; and
3) policies and programs which are missing from the legislation and
suggestions for ways to strengthen the legislation.

What do I favor?

1) F:rst, lot me emphasize my overall support and that of the
organizations I represent for the direction and many of the specifics of this
initiative.

I and we favor strongly the effort to establish a systematic pathway for young
people to move from schoci, or in the case of out-of-school youth from the community
to a career by acquiring the skills, knowledge and competencies needed to be a
productive worker. We are firmly supportive of this proposal, although in the spirit of
genuine dialogue offered throughout both by the Administration and this Committee,
we have some Ideas which we think might make it better if addressed in the legislative
process.
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We dearly need to repiace the current crazyquilt assortment of self-limiting programs
with a real system that better knits together our efforts to improve employment and
training, vocational education, education reform, school to work transition or any of the
names we give our business. We think the present proposal advances this cause,
creating some of the mechanisms for a system, but does not yet accomplish the task
of building a true system.

In its favor, the proposal correctly promotes the development of local partnerships by
encouraging local innovation, then encourages states to tie these local programs
together in a coherent statewide approach. There is not as much definition as there
might be about what a "system" might look like, and indeed that might vary from state
to state. I for one, would welcome more definition as a safeguard against the initiative
simply toeing appropriated by states as an extension of current vocational education
programs.

2) I favor the principles underlying the "School-to-Work Opportunities
Act" which tle school and work together conceptually In a single human
development system.

Schools, employers and institutions which we have created to assist young
people to enter the workplace and employers to find skilled workers have operated as
separate kingdoms. This narrow focus combined with short term outcomes has limited
our ability to improve our workforce and help our young people get established in a
career.

School-to-Work can tie school employers together in a single system and establish a
need for a third support system which connects school and work. The long term
developmental approach is essential if we are to develop the human potential of our
young people and create a more highly skilled, high performance work force. There is
much more that needs to be done to increase opportunities for disadvantaged and
out-of-school youth in such a system, and many of us are concerned that the present
proposal underestimates this challenge, but more on that later.

3) I favor the attempt te make employers full partners in education
through work-based teaming.

I strongly favor the school reform aims which underlie this Initiative and believe
that employer Involvement In school and school and teacher involvement in the
workplace can provide the impetus for school reform which ties schools into the broad
youth development and economic development goals of this ambitious legislation. We
have not yet learned very much from the small experiments in true work-based
learning, and I hope we can be systematic about our search for helpful understanding
from real experience, but I favor a larger range of experiments to give us that
experience.
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4) also favor building a system "from the bottom up".

States and local areas are where the planning must occur because actual
delivery occurs there. Plans must be tied to local economies, local delivery systems
and local people. The thrust of this initiative in supporting local delivery and state
system-building seems right to me, though there are cautions which I offer later.

What do I auestion?

1) I question the policy "space" this initiative occupies as mit school to
work transition system.

The real world clearly understands the term "school-to-work transition" broadly,
as an umbrellr nat includes special programs for at-risk young people -- from JTPA to
Perkins, from ech Prep to career academies, to cooperative education, counseling,
apprenticestoo and a wide variety of other pure school-based, woit-based, and
community-, ased programs. The act defines a fairly specific set of approaches
connecting school to work, applies the term school-to-work transition, and basically
forbids state systems from using the propk'sed funds for any other approach. Let me
be clear. I favor experimentation at scale of this approach, and therefore favor this
legislation in general. But I have a fear that the assiduous effort to avoid the term
"apprenticeship", which is essentially the approach envisioned, may paradoxically
narrow the school-to-work transition system at precisely the time professionals and
policy makers in the field are seeking the broaden the base of actual programs and
policies at the local and state levels. If the narrower term apprenticeship gives
organized labor heartburn, and I understand why it does, I suggest more effort at the
bargaining table to understand those concerns and accommodate where possible and
educate where necessary.

At the same time, I am noi confident that the early experimentation in a few sites with
straightforward apprenticeship models yet justifies large-scale "roll-out" of this
approach. If I had all my 'druthers, I would tweak this legislation to broaden the
definition of school-to-work transition, yet conscientiously establish a considerably
more ambitious, careful experiment in many more sites -- of work-based learning or
youth apprenticeship.

2) I question the ability of the current design to include either out-of-
school youth or at-risk In-school youth In this ambitious reform effort.

The current legislation requires that state plans describe ilNe efforts which they
will make in order to serve out-of-school youth. It sets no standaids for service to out-
of-school youth. Work-based learning has the potential to motivate the disaffected
student. It can give purpose and substance to education. It can demonstrate to
young people that there are many ways to learn. Work is motivating when it gives the
worker a sense of satisfaction. We fear the legislation as currently proposed Is much
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to vague as to incentives for these new "systems" to serve the young people whose
needs are more challenging, yet whose numbers are large. This is an important
issue, one well understood by the community-based organizations that ars the
Coalition's principal membership. Most though not all of us f3vor the move in the
direction of universal eligibility for programs, but not if it comes explicitly or even
unintentionally at the expense of disadvantaged and out-of-school youth. We worry
that there are inadequate safeguards and no practical incentives for adequately
serving the young people most of us have in our mind's eye when we think about
school-to-work transition and work-based learning.

What could be strenothened?

1. Standards - If this proposal is to improve .our workforce and increase
productivity, there needs to be broad willingness and commitment to measure the
competence of the schools and the employers who participate. Outcome standards a

JTPA will not suffice. We need to build into this proposal procedures for assessing
learning in school and on the job.

2. Accountability - Who decides whether or not a state, a school, an
employer or a non-profit agency Is performing well enough to continue? The proposed
law doesn't empower the consumer of the service, the student/worker to seek an
alternative if the program isn't meeting their need, What action can the state take if a
local program doesn't meet standards? Ultimately this authority must flow from the
federal role which must be empowered to take corrective action and insulated from the
powerful forces that protect the status quo. There is always the danger that the quest
for accountability may have perverse effects, as, in my view, the performance
standards implementation did under JTPA, but this proposal probably backs off too far.

3. Funding - Thic brief comment is a close cousin to my comments about the
"policy space this initiative occupies. Simply, there is not enough money proposed
here for school-to-work even as envisioned in the proposal to be operationalized in
every community and it won't serve all of the "forgotten halt" We are in danger of
overpromising (given the broad justification for the Bill and the small funding even for
its narrower provisions) and from the outset underdelivering.

4. Role of Community Based Organizations - Community-based
organizations are a natural and significant part of most of the best current local
operations for young people missing from the mainstream. Motivation and support are
often the result of intervention by community organizations. They bridge culture and
language. Many CBOs are the natural deliverer of a broad range of connecting
activities which are an integral part of the school-to-work model. There is also a role
for the national community based organizations in the collection and distribution of
knowledge and technical assistance which has been overlooked, and would
strengthen the proposal, In our view.
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5. Eadier intervention - Unless this is simply the first part ofa broader
program, and we have no way of knowing that it is, it starts too late to be as effective
as its rhetoric promises. My organization, Bay State Skills Corporation, has just
launched an initiative in four Massachusetts Cities called Communities and School for
Career Success, which starts the "transition to adult responsibilities" with middle
school programs. We are convinced, with the DeWitt Wallace-Readers Digest
Foundation which Is supporting it, that waiting until 11th grade is waiting much too
long.

6. Social service support must be included in the "connecting activities."
Experience suggests that teenagers often need other support systems to stay in
school and succeed. Parenting skills, child care, health care, language skills ought to
be encouraged and explicitly identified as allowable costs.

7. Evaluation and documentation - There ought to be a provision for system
wide evaluation and documentation. This is essentially a substantial demonstration
proposal, and it ought to be treated with the respect witch is due it as a source of
future lessons. Wth 50 state plans and numerous local programs, there shoulu be a
broad range of approaches. The evaluation zihould focus on the effectiveness of
different programs and should attempt to describe why certainprograms, systems or
methods are effective at assisting groups of young people. t hesitate to use the term
"knowledge development", given our collective history with that term,but I do
recommend a broad system of collection, analysis and dissemination ofinformation to
policymakers and practitioners about the programs which result from this initiative. If
we do that, then maybe we have a real, long-term chance of building the system we
all say we want.

8. Capacity- building for the field. Many people are going to be doing new
and often unfamiliar things to implement the programs which result from this
legislation. Their nieds tor better knowledge and new skills have not received enough
attention in the planning for this initiative. We cannot assume that change will occur
because planners have a concept. It is the line personnel who must develop new
skills, operate in different ways and think about new and constructive curriculum. We
need to train teachers to adapt education to the world of work. Employers need to
learn how to take to young people and develop there attitudes and skills. There is a
great residue of commitment, good will and skill in this field. There is also a deep
willingness to learn and do new things. You can help by strengthening that aspect of
this very positive initiative.
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WHAT IS THE NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION?

Representing the interests of sixty leading organizations in the youth employment field.
the National Youth Employment Coalition provides assists service providers, policy

P"...tc"-"ti makers and researchers to plan, operate and assess policies, plans and programs to
increase employment preparation, education and training opportunities for Amenca's-
youth, especially those who are disadvantaged. The preparation of youth for
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employment musibe an integral part of human development and economic
development policies and programs.

NYEC OBJECTIVES

Improved youth employment programs
More effective youth employment policies
Better trained and more effective youth employment practitioners
Collaborative ventures among youth serving organizations
Public understanding and support for yOuth employment programs

CURRENT NYEC ACTIVITIES
WI, gar,.

.^ LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE: NYEC Is a network which shares Information
through searches for program Information and a monthly newsletter, YouthNotes

010,A, SPREADING THE W RD: Roundtable discussions, featuring guest experts, focus on
employment and balnng Issues.
PRODUCING THE RDS: "Making Sense of Federal Job Training Policy: 24

.; C....M. Essays on Job TralMng Policy", a monthly newsletter and occaisional papers.
PROPOSING NEW !DEAS: The "Job Opportunity Grant and Loan" concept was
developed to focus çiscusslon on a universal youth development policy.

..1__cf TURNING IDEAS I TO REALITY: NYEC Is an advocate for programs and policies to
.uArtmies improve .n1pioymen opportunities for youth.

.......4.44.a.

44* amaml THE FUTURE Ci NYEC
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..... V....... The National Youth imployment Coalition (NYEC) Is built on the strong foundation of..... 6 1.4.14.

:44.. Mara*. an active Executive ommittee and a competent and respected staff. NYEC
0...... encompaSsos divers* organizations which share a common concern for the needs of

:.:1--"ste-"Z to young people. The plans of the NYEC include:
...4:. 24.14. PROGRAM AND PCILICY DEVELOPMENT: disseminating best practices for youth
sew V..% Is Mom employment and vain development.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: assuring that youth serving professionals have
the skills, competen es and systems to provide "state of the arr services..

1.1.1C1CM ORGANIZATIONAL EVELOPMENT: Improving collaboration among local youth
development instit s through development and support of loall coalitions.

.1400.01 PUBLIC INFORMAVON: Increasing Support tor effective youth programs.
wisu
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',JAMUL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COAUTIONMEMBERS

Academy for Educational Davelopment
AFL-C10 Human Resources

Development Institute
Alternative Schools Network
American Youth Policy Forum
American Youth Work Center
Bay State Skills Corporation
Boston Private Industry Council
Boys and Girls Clubs of America
Center for Budget and Policy Priorities
Center for Corporate & Education Initiatives.

New England Medical Center
Center for Human Resources - Brandeis

University
Center for Population Options
Center for Remediation Design
Child Welfare League of America
Children's Defense Fund
Christian Children's Fund
Cities in Schools, Inc.
City Volunteer Corps (New York City)
F. E. G. S.
Fresh Air Fund
Girls, Inc.
Grand Street Settlement House
Homebuilders, Institute
Institute for Educational Leadership
Jobs for the Future
Jobs for Youth - Boston
Jobs for Youth - New York
Manpower Demonstration Research

Corporation
National Academy Foundation
National Alliance of Business
National Association of Counties
National Association of Privat Industry

Councils
National Association of Service and

Conservation Corps
National Child Labor Committee
National Council of La Raze
National Crime Prevention Council
National Network of Runaway and Youth Services

National Puerto Rican Forum
National Urban League
New England Community Action

Association
New Ways to Work
New York City Youth Employment

Collaboration
New York Private Industry Council
Northern Rhode Island Private

Industry Council
OlCs of America
Pennsytvanla Conservation Corps
Phoenix Union High School District
PubliciPrivate Ventures
San Francisco Youth Employment

Coalition
Training and Development

Corporation
United Neighborhood Houses of New

York, Inc.
United Way of Nevi York City
US Basics, Inc.
Vocational Foundation, Inc.
WAVE, Inc.
Women In Community Service
YMCA of the USA
YWCA of the USA
Young Adult Learning Academy
YouthBuild - U.S.A.
Youth Service America
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BAY STATE SKILLS CORPORATION is a quasi-public development, demonstration
and technical assistance organization dedicated to economic development through
workforce preparation and business improvement. Operating with the guidance of a
nineteen-person Board of Directors consisting of private and public sector members
appointed by the Governor of Massachusetts, the Corporation seeks to assist
companies, educational institutions and governmental organizations improve their
policies, strategies and practice. The Corporation is supported finandally by a state
appropriation, corporate investment, and grants, contracts and fees for service.

Erik Payne Butler is Executive Director
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Mr. PAYN.:. Okay. Thank you very much. You finished right on
time. We are going to have to try to get there by two or three min-
utes. We will be back to complete the testimony.

[Recess.]
Mr. PAYNE. All right. Mr. Butler, we would allow you to conclude

your remarks if you would like to once again summarize. We did
kind of rush you, and you were kind. We made the vote, inciden-
tally. If we lost it you would have been in trouble, but

Mr. BUTLER. I was so proud that I ended just as the red light
went on that I will defer any other comment until the question pe-
riod.

Mr. PAYNE. All right. Thank you very much.
Now we will hear from Miss Donna Milgram, Director of Non-

traditional Employment Training Project, Wider Opportunities for
Women here in Washington.

MS. MILGRAM. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. I am Donna Milgram of Wider Opportunities for
Women or, as we are known, WOW. WOW is a national grassroots
women's employment organization representing 500 organizations
in all 50 States. WOW is also a member of the Coalition on Women
and Job Training, which is comprised of 27 organizations, and this
morning I am offering my testimony on behalf of the coalition.

Girls not going to college need our help most of all. Even in the
1990s most young women graduating from high school and going
straight into the workforce can expect to take home paychecks that
are 25 percent smaller than their male counterparts. Fifty-two per-
cent of young women ages 16 to 24 work in clerical and sales posi-
tions that pay an average wage of $338 a week. In contrast, 59 per-
cent of young men ages 16 to 24 work in trade and industry jobs,
such as mechanic and truck driver that pay an average wage of
$448 per week, $110 per week wage differential.

Why are young women graduating from high school earning
wages so much lower than young men? Data on vocational edu-
cation provides us with at least a partial explanation. Girls are
being trained for different jobs than boys. In 1987 girls in high
school were by far best represented in vocational education courses
that taught clerical skills while boys were greatest in number in
trade and industry courses. Will the administration's School-to-
Work Opportunities Act prepare girls for the high-tech, high skilled
and high paying jobs that characterize our changing labor market?

This summer WOW sought to answer this question by collecting
sex segregated data on 15 school-to-work transition demonstration
sites overseen by the U.S. Department of Labor and Jobs for the
Future. It was our understanding that the administration's school
to work bill would build upon and advance existing youth appren-
ticeship and school-to-work programs, so we wantecl to see how
some of the Department's own demonstration sites were doing with
regard to serving girls.

This chart represents our findings. The Illinois Youth Appren-
ticeship Program, 28 boys, 0 girls, metalworking manufacturing
technology; the Maryland Mech Tech Program, six boys and 0 girls,
machining; the Pickens County Youth Apprenticeship Program,
four boys, zero girls, electronics; National Alliance of Business
Sears Roebuck site, 29 boys. one girl, repair technology; Toledo
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Youth Apprenticeskip Program, 13 boys, one girl, health, industrial
automation, carpentry and insurance; Seminole County, 20 boys,
two girls, telecommunications and electronics; Craftsmanship 2000,
14 boys, three girls, metalworking; Illinois Youth Apprenticeship
Program, eight boys, five girls, metalworking and manufacturing
technology; Pennsylvania Youth Apprenticeship Program, 91 boys,
nine girls, metalworking; Careers in Education, three boys, 13
girls, teaching and education careers; Cornell Youth and Work Pro-
grams, 17 boys, 22 girls, manufacturing technology, hailth care
and clerical; Pasadena Graphic Arts A.cademy in California, 52
boys, 47 girls, graphics arts occupations; Kalamazoo Health Occu-
pations, 14 boys, 63 girls, allied health careers; Project Protech,
l3oston, 38 boys, 70 girls, allied health careers; and a special non-
traditional school-to-work transition demonstration site with a
focus on minorities, the Manufacturing Technology Partnership in
Flint, Michigan, had 30 boys and 20 girls in automotive technology.

As these figures indicate, in three of the 14 regular programs
there are 0 girls, and in three other programs there are one or two
girls, so overall in six of the 14 regular programs there are either
0 or one or two girls. Most telling, however, is that 90 percent of
the girls are in the last five demonstration sites which are in tradi-
tionally female occupations.

What are some of the reAsons that girls are not in more of the
high-tech or skill trade demonstration sites? WOW asked an ad-
ministrator of one of the programs with zero girls what he thought
the reason was and he said he thought girls weren't interested in
this type of work because it was too dirty. WOW thinks it is un-
likely that getting dirty is a barrier to skills training for most girls.

We know that at least 13 girls in the sites are doing nursing
externships where they are required to change bet.ans and bathe
patients, certainly very dirty work. It is more likely that the bar-
rier these girls face is lack of information about nontraditional ca-
reers and a lack of female role models.

WOW, on behalf of the coalition, met last Friday with Senator
Simon's staff and representatives of the Department of Labor and
Education to discuss the inclusion of nontraditional provisions in
the School-to-Work Opportinities Act, which we believe are core
elements.

WOW recommended language based on the Nontraditional Em-
ployment for Women Act, an amendment to the Job Training Part-
nership Act that was signed into law in 1991. WOW and the coali-
tion also recommends that the House offers an amendment with
these nontraditional provisions. We would be happy to assist the
House in their development as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee for
giving WOW and the Coalition on Women in Job Training the op-
portunity to testify on the School-to-Work Opportunities Act this
morning.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Milgram follows:]
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Wider Opportunities for Women, Inc.
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COALITION ON WOMEN AND JOB TRAINING

Comments on the School-to-Work Opportunities Act:

Making Sure the Opportunities Aren't Just for Boys

The School-to-Work Opportunities Act has the potential to greatly improve the
learning and work opportunities for youth. However, experience has demonstrated that young
women and girls receive little or no benefit from training programs unless these programs
include specific components to meet their unique training and service needs, lf the Act is to
benefit girls as well as boys, it must include explicit provisions to ensure that programs meet
the needs of girls.

PROGRAM CONTENT

Senice providers must receive training and technical assistance to ensure that they
will provide an environment free of racial and sexual harassment, and that
encourages young women and girls to explore non-traditional occupations.
Intermediary activities should include technical assistance and training for teachers,
mentors, employers, and counselors. Their training should cover effective counseling
and training for women in non-traditional fields, and eliminating sexual and racial
harassment in the classroom and the workplace. Experience has demonstrated that this
type of counseling and training rarely occurs unless specifically required, and without
it, the end results are lower participation and success rates for girls in male-dominated,
higher-paying fields.

To make the school-to-work system truly universal, programs must address the needs
of all students. Program components should include equal access f .t all students to
the full range of school- and work-based programs, and assurance r at students will
not be discriminated against on the basis of gender, race, ethnicity, limited English
proficiency, disability, educational disadvantage, or economic disadvantage. In
addition, programs should be required to provide all students with thc assistance they
need, including the full range of supplementary and support services and
modifications, to succeed in programs in the most integrated setting possible. Without
these provisions, programs too often are targeted to specific groups of students and
perpetuate tracking of girls into traditionally female, lower-paying jobs.

The Act must include a requirement that all young women and girls participating in
programs receive exposure to non-traditional occupations, in an environment free
from harassment. The Act should promote coordination with and integration of non-
traditional training models and gender equity curriculum guides and materials which

clo National Displaced Homemakers Network 1625 K Street, NW
Suite 300 Washington, DC 20006 202-4674346 FAX 202-467-5366
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are developed through the Non-Traditional Employment for Women Act and through
the sex equity set-asides under the Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Act.

The Act aunt address tke lack of kigh-skill work-based learning and job placements
opportunities available. Work-based learning should be defined broadly in include
structured work experiences in a variety of settings, including school-based enterprises
and community service internships. Otherwise, programs will be stymied by a lack of
workplace settings. Program components should encourage or require programs to
make work experiences one of a continuum of project-oriented, experiential learning
programs for all students, each of which integrates theory and academic knowledge
with hands-on skills and applications.

Provision of strong experience ix and understanoVng of all aspects of the industry
students are preparing to enter must be included in both work- and school-based
learning components. Requiring "instruction in a variety of elements of an indusuy"
leaves the door open to programs that provide girls with only technical skills and
knowledge of safety, for instance but not the iilanning, management and other
experience that will allow them to break through the glass ceiling or to take an active
role in a high-performance work organization.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

The use of community-based organizations (CB05) Runt be an integral part of the
school-to-work service delivery strategy. In many communities, CBOs are operating
the most effective (and often the only) programs for girls who have not been able to
participate successfully in the secondary school system, often tecause of parenting
responsibilities.

The Act must make clear that any request for a waiver of laws enacted to maximize
job training opportunities for young women and girls will be presumptively denied.
Real job opportunities for young women and girls will not be mated if waivers are
permitted to relieve provams of their basic obligation to address the needs of different
populations. The legislation, at a minimum, should require programs to demonstrate
that a waiver is necessary to accomplish the goals of the legislation. Further, no
waiver should be granted if that waiver would impair the rights or benefits of students,
or would waive a statutory (as opposed to regulatory) requirement.

Programs must be monitored and evaluated for its effectiveness In serving all groups
of students. To accomplish this goal, the Act must require collection of data on the
race, gender and natiohal origin of participants to evaluate the program success ratls
for all groups. The Department of Labor must monitor and assess this data to
determine how effectively programs serve young women and girls, especially young
women of color, as well as other groups.
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Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much and thank you for your testi-
mony.

Our final witness on this panel would be Mr. Anthony
Sarmiento, Assistant Director, Department of Education, AFL-.
CIO, Washington, DC. You can say your name the right way if I
said it the wrong way.

Mr. SARMIENTO. You pronounced it perfectly, Mr. Chairman.
Besides the written testimony I have already submitted, I would

like to submit an additional document, the AFL-CIO guidelines on
skill training and school-to-work transition. This was a document
that was adopted by the executive council of the AFL-CIO in May
1993.

The committee that issued this document was chaired by Presi-
dent Marvin Boede, who is President of the Plumbers and Pipe-
fitters. He also chairs our Education Committee at the AFL-CIO.
Let me review just a couple of the main points of the written testi-
mony I have submitted. The AFL-CIO believes this bill is a signifi-
cant step.forward in helping all of America's youth obtain the skills
that they need to reach their full potential.

As I am sure most of us have seen, the results of the national
adult literacy survey which came out in early September showed
that we have a long way to go to develop a strong foundation of
skills among not only our young people but also many of our
adults. While this legislation would benefit all students, we think
it holds particular promise for our Nation's vocational education
students.

It aims to break down the walls which too frequently divide aca-
demic and vocational education, which is a goal it shares with the
Perkins Act, and it also can provide our vocational education stu-
dents with a quality education rather than a separate but unequal
preparation that unfortunately too many of them receive today.
This whole idea of integrating academic and vocational education,
integrating classroom with work-based learning is something that
obviously we support.

This idea of promoting some creativity and innovation at the
State level we certainly welcome. There is no clear solution that is
going to be necessary or appropriate for all States. We do believe
that the ultimate success of all these State experiments will be the
effectiveness of the partnerships that get created; that is, the part-
nerships of employers, unions, and government in this educational
system.

We think that active union support in these partnerships is the
key to success of school-to-work systems that are among our com-
petitor nations, and also is the key to the most exemplary appren-
ticeship and training programs in our own country.

Let me highlight a couple of things that we think are especially
noteworthy. First of all, the aim to have high educational stand-
ards, that is all students receive both a high school diploma and
a credential recognized by industry is something that we whole-
heartedly endorse. This program has to expand the options of stu-
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dents, not narrow them. They have to be, after they complete,
ready to continue their learning both on the job with a career lad-der and in a postsecondary classroom. They should be able to pur-
sue these options either at the end of their program or years afterthey finish. It has to be the first step of learning over a lifetime.

Second, the guidelines that govern program activities and actual
workplaces, I think, are carefully designed. We believe that, for ex-ample, the requirement that young people, the students must be
paid while engaged in learning activities at the workplace are im-
portant not only because it provides, automatically provides thestudents with the same legal protections on the job enjoyed by
their workers on the job such as the Fair Labor Standards Act,
OSHA, worker's compensation, but we also think it is a pre-requisite for an employer to start paying attention not only to astudent's productivity, but also their learning while they are on thejob.

Finally, we are pleased with the safeguards provided which pro-hibit any negative impact on existing workers and explicitly re-quires compliance with existing laws on OSHA, labor standards
and civil rights. These safeguards will help ensure that participat-
ing students are placed in workplace environments which are truly
conducive to their learning and where they will be welcome. An ef-fective mentoring program, for example, for the students will be
impossible in those workplaces where the adult workers are uncer-tain about their own welfare, safety or future.

Let me close with a couple of suggestions that we believe would
strengthen the bill. As I said earlier, the partnership is going todrive the success of the program. We believe that the definition of
the local partnership is the same kind of language that should de-
fine what should be required of the State developing grant processlevel.

For example, at the State level, a State AFL-CIO, State federa-
tion of labor is a key stakeholder in that system that is being cre-ated. It makes sense for organized labor to be a part and be re-quired to be at a State level as well as the local level. The second
aspect which we believe would strengthen the bill concerns the
educational objectives of the bill, particularly of the work-based
learning. We have to make sure that broadly transferable skills arelearned by young people, not just skills relevant to the particular
employer they are assigned, so we concur with others who are ad-
vocating for using language such as strong experience in and un-
derstanding of all aspects of the industry.

Finally, an effective work-based learning component must takeinto account the rules and procedures governing the specific work-place that the young person has been assigned. For this reason weurge the committee to include an additional paragraph in the billwhich would require that a work-based learning component comply
with written personnel policies and collective bargaining agree-ments where applicable.

Mr. Chairperson, the AFL-CIO and its unions remain commit-
ted, as we have always been, to the ideal of universal public edu-
cation of the highest quality. We know we need to develop a coher-ent system of lifelong education, not only for young people but for
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adults, and we think this bill can move us closer to attaining this
ideal. It is important not only for our economic future, we think it
is important for our future as a democratic and just society. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sarmiento follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF TONY SARMIENTO, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS
OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
COMMMEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

ON
HR. 2334

THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK OPPORTUNTIIFS ACT OF 1993

October 20, 1993

I appreciate this opportunity to share the views of the AFL-CIO on H.R. 2884 the

School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993. Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you for your

longstan ling concern and your steady leadership on youth career pathways which has helped lay

the foundation for this legislation.

The AFL-CIO believes this bill is a significant step forward in helping America's youth

obtain the skills they need to reach their full potential.

Far too many of our young people today including many high school and even some

college graduates do not possess adequate reading, writing, and math skills. Rebuilding

America's primary and secondary education system is the single most important thing the

government can do to better prepare all our young people for jobs in a high skill, high wage

economy. This legislation offers us an opportunity to find new ways to raise the overall

educational achievement of our students and can help diem acquire a strong foundation of skills

needed for a lifetime of continuous learning.

While this legislation will benefit all students, it holds particular promise for our nation's

vocational education students. It aims to break down the walls which too frequently divide

academic from vocational education, a goal it shares with the Perkins Act of 1990. H.R. 2884

can help us provide our vocational education students with a quality education, rather than the

secerate but unequal preps:aline too many receive today.

A structured program of schcol-to-work should lead to a high school diploma based on

high standards, and, as appropriate, a post-secondary credential or certificate showing that a skill

level has been achieved. We need to provide learning opportunities for students not subsidies

for employers.
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Workers compensation laws, and state and federal health and safety laws should apply

to all school-to-work students.

H.R. 2884 establishes a national framework for developing School-to-Work Opportunities

systems in every state. While it allows and encourages states to be creative and innovative, it

also requires states to establish broad-based partnerships involving government, business, labor,

and secondary and postsecondary educational institutions.

The ultimate success of this bill rests on the effectiveness of these partnerships. It is our

experience that training programs are successful where there is full involvement of workers. If

government and business are serious about wanting to build a first class workforce, they need

American workers on their side.

The AFL-CIO and its affiliated unices are committed to porticipating as full partners in

this new effort. Active union support is the key to the success of school-to-work systems among

our competitor nations, just as active union participation is the key to the most exemplary

apprenticeship and training programs in our own country. We are pleased that H.R. 2884

requires that labor organizations be included in all local partnerships.

I would like to spend a few minutes highlighting several other features of H.R. 2884

which we consider especially noteworthy.

First, we support the bill's requirement that work-based and classroom learning activities

be combined and connected in ways which lead to both a high school diploma and a credential

recognized by industry. We join parents, teachers, and employers in rejecting any program

which narrows -- rather than expands the future options of students who choose to participate.

We must be able to assure students that if they successfully complete these programs, they will

be ready to continue their learning both in a job with a career ladder and in a postsocondary

classroom. Successful students should be able to pursue either of these options immediately, or

years after they finish the program. Program completion should represent only the first step of

learning over a lifetime.

Second, we are pleased by several of the guidelines that will govern program activities

in actual workplaces. Many of our unions, especially those with registered apprenticeship

programs, know the value of learning by doing. But our decades of experience training

workers also tell us that for real learning to occur, activities in the workplace must be

411
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thoughtfully designed and structured. We therefore support the requirement that the proposed

training and experiences on the jcb must be planned so that students master progressively higher

skills; that experienced workers serve as mentors for students on the job; and that the learning

content is broad and transferable beyond a specific worksite or employer.

Third, we support the requirement that students must be paid while engaged in learning

activities which are work-based. We also agree that funds under this bill should not be expended

to pay for student wages. We are confident that this approach will enhance not detract from -

- program quality for the following mums:

o Participating students will automatically receive the same legal protections on the

job enjoyed by other workers. The student will be a paid employee of the

participating employer. He or she will be covered by OSHA, the Fair Labor

Standards Act, Workers Compensation, and other laws.

o By requiring students to be paid, you will give employers an incentive to invest

the necessary time and effort required to make education and training a

meaningful part of a student's time on the job.

Finally, we are pleased by the safeguards provided under Sections 503 and 504, which

prohibit any negative impact on existing workers and explicitly require compliance with existing

laws on occupational safety and health, labor standards, and civil rights. These safeguards will

help ensure that participating students are placed in workplace environments which are truly

conducive to their learning and where they are welcome. An effective mentoring program for

students will be impossible in those workplaces where the adult workers are uncertain about their

own welfare and future.

Let me close with a few recommendations about how two specific asptcts of the School-

to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993 should be further strengthened.

First, as 1 stated earlier, the success of H.R. 2884 in building a new national system of

school-to-work rests on building and sustaining effective partnerships involving government,

schools and industry, including labor. For this mason, we urge that H.R. 2884 be amended to

give labor organizations a full and equal role in the state development grants process. Currently,

in its application for a development grant, a state is required to describe how It will 'enlist the

active and continued participation in the planning and development of the statewide School-to-
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Work Opportunities system of employers and other interested parties such as .... labor

organizations..."

We urge the committee to revise Title II, Section 202(b)(3) to correct this imbalance.

A state should be required to describe how it plans to enlist the active and continued

participation of organized labor as well as employers. The planning and development phase at

the state level is critically important. It must build a genuine partnership involving employers

and unions from the beginning, or it will falter. Unequal partnerships do not work.

Mandating organized labor's involvement in the state development grants process will

strengthen the program in several ways. Unions can help guide the state to focus on creating

and expanding learning opportunities in those industries and occupations where training and

formal apprenticeship programs are lacking, while avoiding wasteful duplication of programs.

Through our collective bargaining relationships, we enjoy better access to the corporate

decisionmakers. Finally, our structure of union officers, stewards, and committees can provide

vital support to the work-based activities envisioned in H.R. 2884, particularly workplace

mentoring.

The second aspect of H.R. 2884 which we believe would benefit from further refinement

concerns the educational objectives of the bill, especially the work-based learning component.

This program must help students acquire the strongest foundation of skills which will place no

limits to their continued learning, career advancement or career changes.

The framework guiding the work-based learning component must be carefully drawn to

stress the development of broadly transferable skills, rather than narrow skills relevant to a

specific employer only. For this reason, we urge the committee to revise Title I, Section 102(5)

so that it concurs with language of the Perkins Act of 1990. Rather than requiring 'broad

instruction in a variety of elements of an industry," H.R. 2884 should provide students with

'strong experience in and understanding of all aspects of industry.' Among educators, 'all

aspects" has been defined to include labor issues among several topics we consider important

to the education of all workers. They include skills and knowledge which we hope will become

only more important in a future high skill, high wage economy.

In addition, an effective work-based learning component must take into account the rules

and procedures established for each participating workplace. For this reason, we urge the
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committee to include an additional paragraph in Section 102 which would require that a work-

based learning component comply with written personnel policies and collective bargaining

agreements where applicable.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that these refinements would strengthen this important bill. Our

members and their children need the kind of national system which isbeing proposed, a system

which we hope will Wad to a workforce ready for any present and future challenge.
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Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much for your testimony.
At this time I will yield to the Ranking Member of the commit-

tee, Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, to Mr. Sarmiento, I want to thank you and others

for I believe improving the skill standards part of Education 2000
legislation rather dramatically. I think we came a long way in that
piece of legislation.

Miss Milgram, I was a part of the JTPA rewriting, et cetera. I
would ask if you have other suggestions both how we get people to
participate in the nontraditional programs and how we get employ-
ers to encourage such participation.

MS. MILGRAM. Yes. First, I would like to say that we, for over
20 years, have been urging the job training system to train women
for nontraditional occupations, and it was not until the Nontradi-
tional Employment for Women Act was signed into law in Decem-
ber of 1991 amending the Job Training Partnership Act that we
saw that private industry councils started to train women for non-
traditional jobs, and the legislation specifically requires these three
things that I think would make a huge difference in the School-to-
Work Opportunities Act.

It requires the setting of goals for training women, though no
number is specified. It also requires a plan with recruitment and
career awareness activities, and data collection and reporting on
how they are doing on meeting those goals. I believe that that has
really made a huge difference.

What we see around the country in the past two years is that
at national and State conferences all the time there are now work-
shops in training women for nontraditional jobs. We have dem-
onstration sites ourselves in sixwith six private industry councils:
Montana, Milwaukee, two in California, and Hartford, Connecticut,
and as well as locally here in DC, and the employers are willing
to be part of the exclusion.

In fact, in Montana, employers with the unions and the JTPA
system contributed money and developed a videotape that serves
both to recruit women and to also recruit employees in unions on
the fact that women can do these jobs.

Mr. GOODLING. So that legislation has helped?
Ms. MILGRAM. It has made a huge difference. It is now part of

the usrail debate. In the past everyone would say it was a really
imporcant and a good idea, but we never saw it happen until they
were required by law to do it. Then when they got the training
wita regard to the amendments, part of what they were trained on
was how to go about setting goals, and based on their own baseline
and how to meet them, and now it is part of the mainstream de-
bate, and there is State level advisory committees, for example, in
the States of Arizona and California that have come about, as well
as local advisory committees on training women for nontraditional
jobs. This is all a result of the legislation.

Mr. GOODLING. I noticed most of you talked about strengthening
the language in H.R. 2884 regarding preparation of students to un-
derstand all aspects of the industry, school-to-work programs. Do
you have any additional specific ideas how this should be done?
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It is addressed to all of you since I think you all included it in
your testimony.

Mr. WECKSTEIN. Yes, Mr. Good ling, thank you. A few things.
First of all, right now it sits in the wc A-based component. It needs
to be put into the school-based component, because it really, with-
out that you don't have integrated curriculum, and what we found
is the teachers really go to town and kids light up when it is built
into the curriculum itself. And then academic integration, it is
clear it is not dumbing down to teach specific skills for a narrow
version of what work is. It is opening up the world, looking at plan-
ning, finance, management, et cetera.

In fact, I just spent three days with some of the teachers from
Pennsylvania who had put together the academic component of the
apprenticeship program, talking about just this, how a lot of what
they are already doing is all aspects of the industry, curriculum,
but how that can be a vehicle for going even further, so that is one.

Second, it needs to be somehow in the skills, the standards for
what it is, the outcomes that we are looking for because we are all
trying to drive change through outcomes. If it is not in there it is
going to be second fiddle.

Third, it can't just be exposure, it really needs to be understand-
ing and experience in all aspects of the industry and not some ele-
ments. That notion of all aspects is what prods teachers and kids
to go further and to brainstorm.

Mr. SARMIENTO. I would like to add to that. I think all the recent
literature about training and skills, reports like "America's Choice:
High Skills or Low Wages," we are all trying to come to grips with
what is the nature of the changing relationship between a worker
and his or her supervisor, his or her employer, so the language of-

all aspects in the industry, at least the way it has been interpreted
by educators in implementing Perkins is something we think is
very important.

One of the things that we have done with support from the U.S.
Department of Lar last summer is help put together a brochure
called "It Is Your Job: These are your rights," that I believe ought
to be distributed to the participants of a summer youth employ-
ment program, but in the brochure it is not just about rights, it
also talks about the responsibilities that a worker has.

I think if we are trying to prepare young people not just for a
single job but for a career, if we are preparing young people not
just for a single job but to be able to change careers, then the
breadth of their knowledge of what are the general rules about a
workplace is very important and has to be not just in the work
base, but the classroom activities too.

Mr. BUTLER. Just one quick comment. I have got to get to know
Mr. Weckstein better since he listed exactly the three measures
that I would take. Let me just add one. I think we need to look
for opportunities. We don't necessarily need to include this in legis-
lation, but look for opportunities for teachers themselves to get bet-
ter exposure to the cMnging workplace. The workplace is not the
one that they experienced earlier, not one they understand very
well. We need to look for ways to give them some hands-on experi-
ence whether through summer experience or whatever with the re-
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quirements of the workplace. That will make them lots better
equipped to do the things that both Paul and Tony have suggested.

Mr. CODDLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I am glad, Mr. Sarmiento,

that you got into the whole question on the requirements that the
students receive orientation about their rights in the workplace,
but also the responsibilities of the worker in the workplace.

I think, Ms. Milgram, that hopefully the attention being drawn
to sexual harassment, for example, there may be a correlation be-
tween those numbers of nontraditional places for women because
of the obstacles that traditionally have been associated with women
going into nontraditional employment or training programs, and so
hopefully with the attention being drawn to and even the Supreme
Court hearing a case on what is harassment, where does it 1Degin,
where does it end, some kind of guidelines that as harassment re-
duces itself in the workplace perhaps we will see more women
going into the nontraditional jobs or training programs. Did youwant to

Ms. MILGRAM. I think that certainly sexual harassment is a prob-
lem, well in all jobs, not just nontraditional, but it is more preva-
lent in nontraditional jobs, and it does serve as a barrier. However,
it has been our experience that women and young girls are, in fact,
some of them are, in fact, willing to put up with a potentially
harassing environment in order to have a better paying job and
that they are willing to do things like join support groups and, of
course, we are trying to work on the other side with the employers
and unions to make sure that that workplace is not, in fact,
harassing and that, you know, when we look, for example, at the
Flint, Michigan, site where there are 20 women in automotive tech-
nology, we do see that girls are willing to be in these occupations
even when they know that they may not have a lot of company,
and so I think that it is just a sign of how much they want to be
part of the high-tech workplace.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, and we should remove the barriers rath-
er than having to work harder or be tougher or more courageous,
but I think for the interim that is necessary.

I was going to ask Mr. Weckstein about what does your experi-
ence under the Perkins Act suggest that we need to do to ensure
that specifics of school to work reach down to the local schools,
teachers, students and so forth? What suggestions would you make
on that?

Mr. WECKSTEIN. Well, first of all, let me suggest something
somewhat counterintuitive, which is that to reach down to the
school level we need to put some more money, but in a particular
way into administration at the Federal level and perhaps at the
State levelI am not surein that we need to give the Federal
agencies the capacity to do a much, much better job than they are
now doing of technical assistance as well as monitoring, but fo-
cused on substance and not simply focused on fiscal requirements.

The Department of Education certainly doesn't have the re-
sources right now to do that, but they also need a consumer ori-
entation. What really needs to happen is we need to pay attention
to whether kids, iDarents and teathers really understand what this
Act is about, and so processes need to be put in to see that they
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get that information, and the whole Act needs to be structured to
do that, and that then they really need to be brought into the plan-
ning, because typically what happens with Federal programs is
somebody sits in the central office and fills out an application, then
we get all the requests for waivers from things that are supposed
to be Federal requirements, but in fact are somebody's local or
State rule because nobody in the school really knows what Federal
law says, and I think we just need to put a lot of emphasis on
teacher, parent, and youth training and information about the pro-
gram, and we need to build in some real guarantees if this is sup-
posed to be a program to guarantee opportunities for all. It is going
to take a while to build that system, but we ought to get serious
and tell people that that is what it is about.

Mr. PAYNE. Mr. Butler, how do you reconcile building the system
from the bottom up with your recommendations for stronger ac-
countability and standards? What is an appropriate role for the
Federal and State government in a bottoms up school-to-work sys-
tem?

Mr. BUTLER. Well, I think that in fact those arethat is a com-
patible view, that you can build from the bottom up and still build
in an effective role for the Federal Government.

Let me answer the last one quickly first. I think the Federal
Government ought to establish standards, as I said before, obvi-
ously apportion resources and figure out how resources can be fair-
ly apportioned as well as in a way to learn something. I think there
needs to be a stronger provision for technical assistance to States
and to localities than is presently envisioned in this law as pro-
posed, and finally, to reallythis builds on comments that others
have made, but to document what is happening both to assess for
accountability reasons, but also really to document what the
achievements are of this system as it begins to unfold, what the
lessons are, what one location can learn from another, and loop
that kind of information back into a technical assistance role.

I think there is a really active role for the Federal Government
absolutely consistent with building this thing, I mean literally from
the ground up from schools and neighborhoods and employers up
through school districts, through States. I think you think of it as
sort of bottoms up real design and construction, and not so much
top down as the Federal Government, at least minimally assuring
accountability, but in fact helping, notwithstanding the old joke.

Mr. PAYNE. Well, let me thank all of you. I did want to get into
workplace literacy. I sponsored National Literacy Day for the past
five years, and that is a whole question that we really need to take
a broader look at. The whole question of adult literacy, literacy in
the workplace, et cetera, but because time has expired I would like
to thank each you for your participation, and if you would be will-
ing to respond to any additional questions within the next 14 days
we would appreciate that, and the record will remain open for that.

Once again, thank you very much, and at this time this meeting
stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:36 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTAL LABOR OFFICIALS,
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHomA

The National Association of Governmental Labor Officials (NAGLO) appreciates
the opportunity to submit written testimony to the Subcommitteeon Labor-Manage-
ment Relations in regard to H.R. 2884, the bill which would establish a national
framework for the development of School-to-Work Opportunities systems throughout
the United States. Members of NAGLO include the commissioners, directors, and
secretaries of State and territorial Departments of Labor, many of whom are in the
forefront of State government in the area of training systems. NAGLO shares with
members of the subcommittee the vision of a more competent and internationally
competitive workforce in the United States. NAGLO is extremely pleased with the
subcommittee's efforts in this area and commends it for considering a bill which
surely would result in tremendous benefits for all youth, especially for those who
are not immediately pursuing college.

NAGLO is especially pleased that, implicit in the proposed legislation, is a dif-
ferentiation between work-based learning and apprenticeshipunder Definitions,
"career major" integrates work-based and school-based learning which could lead to
further training such as entry into a registered apprenticeship system. NAGLO is
also pleased with attempts in the bill to clarify the term "apprenticeship."

Despite the great degree of enthusiasm and support among members for H.R.
2884, NAGLO would like to offer the following suggestions which, in our estimation,
would enhance the ability for the State partnerships to reach tbe ultimate goal for
a comprehensive School-to-Work system throughout the Nation:

1. Concerning the development grants, language stipulates thata State devel-
opment grant plan should describe how the governor, chief of State school offi-
cer and other relevant State officials will collaborate on a program. Although
NAGLO understands that there are jurisdictional differences throughout the
States for the Department of Labor, NAGLO believes it is essential to include
the terminology, "chief of State labor and/or apprenticeship department."
As it now stands, language is very specific with regard to "governor and chief
State school officer," but not so with respect to other parties.

2. Regarding the implementation grants, NAGLO has the very same concern
with essentially the same language.

3. NAGLO cannot emphasize enough the importance that proposals for plans
be made after first consulting with the States apprenticeship community
apprenticeship as defined in the bill itself.

4. NAGLO supports the view that proposed School-to-Work State partnership
plans should not inordinately be concerned with disadvantaged groups of high
school-aged youth; but rather they should have much broader aims for all
skilled, work-oriented high school students and graduates. The bill in its final
form will hopefully better address mainstream needs.

5. NAGLO urges the inclusion of the following language: "Nothing in this
Act shall be construed to: (a) modify or affect any State or Federal law
pertaining to the administration of registered apprenticeship pro-
grams; and (b) duplicate the certification of registered apprentices."

6. NAGLO opposes the use of youth apprentices to meet public work appren-
tice.thip requirements.

Again, NAGLO wishes to state its support for H.R. 2884 and its sincere apprecia-
tion for the opportunity to submit testimony.
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THE SCHOOL TO WORK OPPORTUNITIES
ACT OF 1993

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

OR

WHY IT WILL DO VERY LITTLE FOR THE
5,700,000 YOUTH (AGE 16-24) WHO ARE
OUT OF SCHOOL AND OUT OF WORK

THIS IS THE SITUATION WS ARS PACING:

rwitT. *1311VICIAL* YOUTH UNSMIPLOYMSNI' IS manna HUT ACTUAL
YOUTH JOBLIDISNILIS IS A DISASTICH.

rho 'official" usemployment rates are terrible for youth - pardeularly Slack
(30% le 40%) sad Mow le (25% to 30%) youth is the city meas.

But them official unemployment rates don't tell Ai ftal story.

Over 71% te SS% of minority yenth are not ever counted In theofficial unempleymeat rate beeams Miry are net *von leoking terwork. They often live In neighborhoods where thew aro tut jobsto be found and thirster* they are not looking for jbs. Slocassethey are net looking for jobs they are not onsidered to be°officially" nnempleyed.

When ws count all of dm young people in an age group versus the total
numbor of youth employed (i.e. all youth ye. employed youth) we get a far
mere mutursas picture of the vast tablas:masa ot our youth - particularly Bleck
sad Hispanio youth.

Wait a mooed. you're wondering. It may not be so bed Wag jobless if they arsin school end learning skills. %Incept that Black and Hispanic youth
ccesisteatly more very low la a wide range of skills testing. Blink tutd
Hispania youth alio drop out at a rate of 45% end Mem in meet big city school
systems. In Chicago, for exempts, the systom wide Bleak and Hispanic dmpout
rsie It over 50%. while the high schools that are mady all Sleek or Iftspeate
have dropout fetes ot 60% to 73 S.

Lastly youth who come from higher income familia succeed and grad:Ate .from lash sehool and are three to four times more Simply than pooror youth tobold jobs sod team wetk place skills during their high school year.

Here are *um basic statistics on youth (Id te 19 years old)joblessness;
Sleek Youth (16 19 years obi) Jobleasness In 1991:795 Nationally

1911 in the New York metro area
6711 In the Chicago metro area
76% la the Detroit metro area

77% In the Atlantis metro area
Not reported for in Los Angeles, Washington D.C.. Houston.

Baltimore, or say other metro areas.

Black Youth /able:mime in 1992:
775 Nationally
5416 in the Chicago metro area
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RICASONS WHY TIM SCHOOL TO WORE ACT OF 13 WILL DO
VERY Larrue FOR YOUTH WHO ARE OM OF SCHOOL AND OUT
OF WORK.

SIRED
=Mr IS VIRTUALLY NO MON= - ONLY ISO MILLION FOR
PLANNING WM= saawr GO UP TO SIM MILLION FOR
PROGRAMS.

This small mommt will any Feed a email beach of demoosindon programs.
?Ms small sweat ot mosey looks fovea wane wheel you remember that in
19$0 Plee Heat Caron toommalstell $2 billion tor kis Yea* Am a anon to won
program. This would be $4 Minos I. *ohms dollan. Aad Carter made this a
priority l sough nesentie

21iCalas
THIS "VM6TURE CAPITAL*. AS IT IS CALL= IN THE
LIGISLATION, IS NOT !ENOUGH TO =VERA= TIM 1100 BILLION
THAT STATICS AND LOCAL DISTRICTS SPIND ON HIGH SCHOOLS.

hi the best of flassotal times $30 milli= leveraglas obsess oa 690 billion
would seem impossible bet evea more so as mane aad Moat school dieirlets
budt ars barely Iresplag est wish costs re being outright out. These
instions will not tiasetst att4 try new ways ot doing things in any
systematic way while they are feeling the possum of lInsoolal outs.

=IDA
MU= IS NO ACTIVIG =DRAWL LZADERSHIP TO GET
STATES AND LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO WORK WITH
DROPOUTS.

Tho states sod local districts are just no swamped to work with the stodeats
that they still have la their wenn. Roecitiag out to sal messaging dropout.
le foe more Gan states sad ler.M systems are eurready obis to do.

Only von soave sad supportive rental leadership will rot mama sod local
districts to work with the youth that have beso pushed out or dropped out of
the public schools.

In 1940 the Cana adatialstration moosaind this aad desigamod $t billion tor
dropouts and CI billion Om la-school st-dak youth.

To reads and rss.gsg. dements into compreheasivo learning contort then
mum bs toderal Ieadswhlp so ankh cejole or provide Menem to states aad
local districts to week with tow skilled MINIM or drepouse in the way thst
Wlsoonin has provided ineadves m the Milwaultee school diarist to dovelop
patmorship programs with local oommualty attention groups to enroll aa4
man over 600 dropouts each year. Mae is ao tante! Is.dership to get states
to develop **tea inentive mann to Social dletriots to moron dropoots like
the Iowa mate system does. Overwhelmingly statue sad Meal school districts
eaa barely boodle the youth who are atIll in noir schools. They certainly
w00% men out to the youth who have drooped oat ot their schools.

EQUITat
THE= ES NO FIDERAL LICADIDURIP OR =COGNITION IN
THIS LIGISLATION OF THE ROCK SOUD AND =TR/01W
=SEARCH ON BUILDING 1111119.CTIVIC PROGRAMS FOR
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.75% in the Detroit metro area
Not reported toe the New York, Us Ange Hel. Pill lailialthio.

Washiegsms D.C. er my what metro areas.

Hispanic Yon* Jobkremess ht 1991:
*65% Natioaally
1496 in the New York metro area
77% in the Los Moles metro area
53416 In the Chicago menu arm
Not reported Oss dm Miami. Houston. Sue Antonio. Mover or

say other metro arose.

HiMaakt YoMh Joblessness in 1992:
67% Nationally
7016 la the Los Angeles metro arm
6016 In the MIami metro arca
rtot reported In the New York, Chicago, Houston, San Francisco.
San Antonio or any mbar metro areas.

White Youth Joblessness in 1991:
5716 Nationally
77% io the New York City metro area
465% In the Los Angeles metro area
41111 in the Detroit metro area
4616 in the Chicago stare area
'The rates, as reponod, howe argued 45% to 50% in other

ma}or metal areas where they are reponod.

FTCCIHni TH1CRZ IS A SUM= ARMY OF OVZR 5,706.010 YOUTH (AGMS
16 TO 14) WHO ARZ OUT OF SCHOOL AND OUT OF WOR1C:

Them is an army of over 5.700,000 youth (ages 16 to 24) who walk the streets of
our country lost and driftlog. In November 1992. a typical school month, an
army of youth were out of school and Jobleu (or working only miaimal part-
time hours). Over 5.700.000 youth have drifted Into this street army:

*3.510.000 White Youth
1.246.000 Slick Youth

$117.000 Hispanic Youth

This army is equal tO tbe entire Mutation Of *oven stain plus the Distfiet of
Columbia - Alaska. Mortuna, Delawam. North end South Dakota, Vermont.
Idaho, mad Rhode Island.

2,670.000 of these young people had no high school diploma:

1.500.000 Whit* Youth
521.000 Black Youth
565400 Hispanic Youth

(ail the omployment and jobisse data comes from the D.O.L. Sum of Labor
Statistics. b.cambcr 1992 Imployment and Earldom Ripon)

The average IS - 24 year old dropout will Gam this much la a year:

Witito $5.670
Illack 13.670

Illepanic - 15.520

(liven this dire situation, what is listed below are the reaserm why
the School to Work Opportunities Act of 1993 will do very little forthe youth who have Ms lowest skills and are not enrolled Ineltedi.
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~(4-tvgribertiocaowasioroweireswirrIni,
.

itrWs-sas Oiefia4S6110 -ippiredismitlowt
preireissi kw

or,

-111:42=.11rINNeeellIal goitgreme Oar ettialt
Aggelgypshool _mai* yes* Case the

Them are may .pregrame .bolt wale am& eed-peldle Assn deammesstedtwee the gat. tram poise Ira se franserkay Kra yes* ale bawl dropped
ad or NO Isis/
The Akentalive Sahara Natiredras alias ef eolghboatood bora

=10,111**11 1181/0 4Wasesbreeed wee des pat sweaty years toweek rait Grams
Per all die -ROL le* shilst Wok paranoias we* plasm elo. where own=
talk. lista and Implaram the rase ef Oaks a the shop floor to lamas
Maw dos Deft. et Later bee eat pails* what le bat preached beams It
has net raga out er rased to the 'shop Rose people Is Mew. Mtwara'
sad ether emu Le. people sibe we* already ask high school dropoute.
W. we* I. the Isser ehy selglarratteds ads Cramp esd hats never woe
bra embed about oar espedesess. Nest what works sad why is works In order
to asseeerally teseh drams.
ThIs Web** hos beta dm** tad dulind with a tarrible htstovieal asstosla.
Has aerate feta DOL. era looked at the wort of Dr. Webbing, or eves spokes
to Mom

wtrru
A COMPRZIDINSIVII SCHOOL TO WORK SYSTZP4 WILL
IX= HAPPEN WITROUT A NATIONAL PAY OR PLAY
KUPLOYSIR TRAINING TAX.

The aosomy is producing Star Jobe. sod far fear <Meat paying Jobs.
Orawhelnangly employers Mt -tot train thole front line workers. Tare Is
Haply no dolma from the overwhelming number of employors to want to
wotk with yora. This amid est stop us toes ltyleg to *sago thIs but thla
lack of trraIng sad Netted by privy,- employers for msre youth school-to-
w-0* treasItIon training will at *sage until a natiosal pay or play trainingtax is basket*.

Poe mom Iraniadoe masa :

lack Wass
Alterative Schools Network
107 W. Suanyside ave I D

40640Cittrli HI.
40:10
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KEY COMPONENTS AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE

PROGRAMS FOR DROPOUTS AND AT-RISK
STUDENTS

Saud as au MIMS Years expedemee at the Alternative Scheele Metwest sodon the research sad witless of meay oast people Melodies Dr. ClaryWetlys et the University of Wiseman the following I. am smiles of the key
commtments sad Mteresstica of effective wireless that work with drop outsad brosheol at-risk youth.
1. Administration and Oresaisatien

A) Tbe program I. legally administered and gemmed
(1.0 admission. dismissal, course alining*, and mama are
desenalned at the local site).

II) The program has a dinktet identity (same) and its owe
faMhislis (Wet phose. Smeary, sides. etc).

C) Program elm rmges from 30 to 400.
D) Classes me small. with a wacket/semassi ratio of I to 10.

2. Techer Culture
A) Strong program leadership is provided by a capable .princlpal/dlreator.
II) Teachers have optimism about studios mows. assume

aceoustability for student emcees. me thenteelves
traealaaLtsadol role. believe its educating the whole
snidest. and practice "caring" advocacy.

C) Teachers have high *armistices tor student behavior an4
strong and flexible expectation tor Nudist acadesiid
achievement.

D) A collegiality is developed tor a cooperative mem effort.
and teachers feet personal regard la the swamis of the
program.

ID There is a strong emphasis on having °emptiest, carts&
experienced teachers.

V) There is a plan for ongoing teacher and other staff
training and support.

3. Student Caller*
A) Students aro there by their own choice.
II) A positive peer culture develops and students support

program goals.

C) A family atmosphere I. developed, and students engage in
cooperative effort to help one another @chime sad
succeed.

4. Curriculum, Instruction, Programs
A) The program is comprehensive, providing education.

employment, skill trainiag, support services, and other
needed services.

II) Programming la based on the needs aad goals of students,
input from students, stetf, business and community people
and the economic and social realities of the tommunity.
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C) The program is sesallassod with other education. wenn&
sad supped sovion pavans is the asighborhood.

D) Cosine bass dines sod town reistiessitips to
nese salsa work slowly is

win lessi basians).
10 The present hes Weer gods sad ohnotives.

V) The pronsa is leastsd ia plans tint saisistise snidest
Sten Ned *sir suns et pan fallen.

0) As istakefearelhaesi presses assesses stsdestel skills sail
shoat sad Ssag-reane gods is order to noun that the
nisestiosel progirms I. as awful asd necessfel for die
Kaden es possible.

N) Canicalais staterisla us rennin to student !steam sad
relsvms ft the ensoode sad nein resift's. of utor
sad oorassides. lkiseaties is expansion!, whit aro roles
sad oppoitesides der th anise aotors.

I) Tin po is sitapni snoring to sunsets seeds
astlalag wises Haddad strangles sad other methods to
1111181180 soden panielpetios sad essagiag thaw n
seine panting Is their odsoulas.

I) Thais I. piss fin laterasi sad atmeal evaluations.
X) There is a plat for patinae/as to oars a blob school

linens or Cleasen Ndsostiossi Denieposat (OXD)
certificate.

01/11V/S/03/93 Koy
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°
- COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS
rt Oat Maar Waits Avesee. NW. Suite 7110. Westage Ma, DC 15511.1431 3:62/4414.45.5 FAX 252M15-111112

Room, Cagier oft EdocaDonal Eqouy Sine Educallon Aucumcm Center

COUNG°.

October 27, 1993

The Honorable Pat Williams
Chairman
Subcomrniute on Labor-Management Relations
112 Cannon House Office Building
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Our Council is a very strong supporter of a new federal initiative to advance School-
Work Opportunities, The Council of Chief State School Officers has been workingvery

hard to develop state policy in this area and to assist states in establishing new programs.
We hope that legislation proposed by the Administration will be enacted, but we cannot
support it fully unless key amendments ere made.

The new federal initiative is designed to have a long-term impact on the way in which
states and localities organize and conduct their school-to-work programs. This is not a
short-term, categorical project program, but rather an important long-term effort to help
shape system-wide operations in the states and localities. The program will be successful
only if the key agencies having jurisdiction over education and training programs in the
states are fully committed to the plans and activities and explicitly approve the use of
resources and the authorities under their jurisdiction as part of the plan and activities.

Federal education legislation has a long history of assuring that the appropriate
education authorities in each of the states is assigned responsibility for commitments of the
education system. This general authority is granted with the recognition that the patterns
of authority and governance for education in the states differ substantially. The federal
government has not legislated changes in that authority, but rather has used the principle
that such determinations are made at the state leveL It is essential to amend the School-to-
Work Opportunities Act to incorporate this principle.

The attached statement expands on this concept. It provides the rationale for the
proposed amendments which will assure this new initiative works well and school-to-work
provisions are successful.

PeDideal WERNER ROGERS. Georps Sog...noc...4.1 of 1'ros:.L.N1 FAD ALAN D. MORGAN. New Memco Supcontencleni of DOAK
Insuumon DirtDoes ROBERT E BARTMAN. Platoon COMITIMItnel of Edimmon JUDITH A BILLINGS. Wasluopcet Surcnmencleni of Publx
Inumcono BETTY CASTOR. Don& Coronthnoner of Educallon WILLIAM L. LEPLEY. Iowa DlreDot of Elvolron HENRY R MAROCKIE, WeJ
Vvvr, ,urenntonelow of Svhook EUGENE T. PASLOV. ad. Survintrndent of PON< Instruction Exe.flve Dinkier GORDON M. AM 0.101
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OW two
October 27, 1993

...ancton et these
We Ine ibeee ereerafroents be incorporated intothe marku

itaLhithe. 14011
haveamaltmelut'Qui".L"ill be Pleeeed,_ _tofuny apportP

ate or Cando Ham our
''"" Meek you foryour

"lbw therYou contact

Gordonkid. Atnbaca
Etecutive Director
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ASSURING STRONG COLLABORATION AMONG STATE AGENCIES
IN PLANNING FOR AND ADMINISTERING ME

SCHOOL:TO-WORK OPPORTUNITIES ACT

The intention of the Administration's proposed School-to-Work Opportunities Act

is to assure strong intelagency implementation of the programs at the federal, state and

local levels. Towards this objective at the federal level, Secretaries of the Departments of

Labor and Education bar., a joint responsibility. Neither Department has given up any

authority with respect to existing programs, but the Secretaries have agreed to joint

administration of the new program. The same type of strong, collaborative effort is

intended at the state level. The proposed Act is not intended to supersede existing authority

or responsibility of the state agencies for the federal programs referred to in the bill, nor

for existent state programs. The intention is voluntary, joint state agency administration.

The bill includes certain references to consultation among state agencies and participation

in developing the program, but falls short of assuring that assignment of administrative

authority clearly follows the intention stated above. It does not provide for explicit

approvals by the appropriate state agencies for plans, grants and waivers that will assure the

commitment of the several state agencies to a collaborative effort of implementation.

The bill must be amended to assure that the intended collaboration is real, that there

is no misunderstanding with respect to administrative responsibility among state agencies,

and that there is not unnecessary confusion or controversy within states on whether this bill

is meant to supersede federally-assigned authority to various state agencies for certain

programs.
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Unlike other federal programs which designate the governor or a state agency, such

as the state education agency or the department of labor, as responsible for administering

a program, the Administration's bill simply names the "state as the responsible entity. Use

of this term is meant to provide flexibility for the states to handle this program in ways

which are best suited for each state. The states will have just as much flexibility if greater

clarity of administrative responsibility is included and, in doing so, the objective is achieved

without raising unnermiry confusion as to whether this bill supersedes or affirms existing

authority.

The objective of providing flexibility for the states is commendable. That principal

should, and can, be maintained in the legislation with amendments which restate specific

responsibilities already assigned to various agencies for.the programs to be incorporated as

a part of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. If such specificity is not provided, the Act

will be interpreted at to superseding specific agency responsibilities for various federal

programs. There has been no indication by the Administration of an intention to supersede

existing authorities; therefore, it is essential to amend the bill for clarification.

The structure of this legislation invites participation of the states on a voluntary basis

to seek both planning and implementation grants from the federal government. The

strength of any state's application will be based on the genuine collaboration that has been

generated within the state. We assume that governors, representatives of departments of

labor and representatives of state education agencies will be working in each state with good

faith to prepare applications and to implement the program. To assure that the intentions

of this program in the use of funds from existent federal programs, as well as from the new

2
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legislation, is fully effective, requires there be explicit approval by the responsible agency

for the use of any such funds or for waivers and plans under the programs for which the

agency has jurisdiction.

We recommend amendments which follow the principle established in the

Administration's Goals 2000 legislation, which was agreed to by the National Governors'

Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers. In Goals 2000, provisions for

the development, submission and approval of a state plan are shared by the governor and

state education agency. In that Act, a panel is jointly appointed to develop the state plan.

The prime responsibility for submitting the state plan is with the state education agency.

If the plan includes provisions not under the jurisdiction of the state education agency, it

must have the approval of the governor for any such programs or activities. In this

legislation, the assumption is that the governor and the state education agency work in close

cooperation to develop and gain approval of the plan. To assure no supersession of

authority otherwise granted to the governor, or other state agencies under the governor's

responsibility, Goals 2000 properly includes the provision that the governor must approve

any parts of the plan and the activity which are outside of the state education agency

jurisdiction.

The counterpart to this principle and the provisions of Goals 2000 must be included

in the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. It is assumed that the governor will submit the

overall state plan for this program and, therefore, approve that part of the plan affecting

those agencies under the direct jurisdiction of the governor. The governor's approval will

constitute an approval which is in accordance with existent authority and jurisdiction. Other

3
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programs whicb might be included, however, are explicitly under the jurisdiction of the state

education agency. Therefore, inclusion of programs and activities which are by federal or

state law explicitly under tbe responsibility of the state education agency must be made parts

of planning and implementation grant applications, parts of state plans, parts of the approval

of partnerships, and parts of waivers. Therefore, these parts must be explicitly approved by

the state education agency.

Amendments to accomplish the objective outlined above are provided in the

attachment. They provide assurances that in the definition of a state plan, in the application

process for the state, in the content of the state plan for planning and implementation

grants, and with respect to any waivers that the use of programs under the jurisdiction of

the state education agency are explicitly approved by the state education agency.

A concern has been expressed that providing such an approval would give the state

education agency a "yi o" over the entire plan. There is no such intention, just as there is

no intention the governor's approval of a state's Goals 2000 plan is a veto power over that

plan. In these amendments, there is no attempt to have the state education agency approve

the entire plan.

A counterpoint must be raised. Is it the intention of the Administration that in using

the term "state," the governor is to be assigned authority under the School-to-Work Act

which supersedes existing state education agency authority for the Perkins Vocational-

Technical Education Act, the .ITPA 8% setaside for education, ESEA Chapter 1, ESEA

Chapter 2, and the other programs listed under waivers? If that is the intention of

Administration or any supporters of this bill, then such intention should be explicitly stated

4
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for full debate by both Houses to determine whether the Congress desires to change the

responsibility for all these programs through this vehicle.

We hope and believe there is no intention of superseding the responsibilities or

jurisdictions and, therefore, urge amendment to provide explicit approvals by the state

education agency for any components of the school-to-work program which are under its

jurisdiction.

Once again, we note that the success of any state in its application to the federal

government for this program will depend upon the degree of collaboration genuinely

developed among the governor's office, the labor department, the state commerce or

economic development agency, and the state education agency. We urge that cooperation

be stimulated and that it truly occur with the full approval of the use of funds under the

state education agency and other agency jurisdiction.

We support this legislation as important path-breaking bill to strengthen the capacity

of states and localities for school-to-work programs. The objective can be achieved best if

there is clarity in terms of the commitments that need to be brought to the table by each

of the participating agencies and partners. It is essential that in the name of "flexibility, the

legislation does not leave ambiguities with respect to responsibilities and open the potential

of jurisdictional disputes in the states which could undermine the success of this important

program-

# # #
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AMENDMENTS TO S. 1361

page 7, line 17 State Plan Definition

page 11, line 1 Definition of State Education Agency (SEA)

page 16, line 13 SEAApproval as Part of Development Grant Application

page 17, line 3 Designation of Fi.scal Agents for Development Grants

page 19, line 21 SEA Approval as Part of Implementation Grant
Contents

. page 23, line 1 Designation of Fiscal Agents for Implementation Grants

page 25, line 2 SEA Approval of Partnership Grants Awards

page 31, line 18 SEA Review, Comment, and Consultation on Direct
Grants to Loc-' Partnerships and in High Poverty Areas

.page 35, line 21 SEA Approval of Waiver Requests

page 43, line 14 Clarification that Nothing in this Act Negates or
Supercedes SEA Authority Under State or Other
Applicable Law
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S. 1361
To establish a national framework for the development of School-to-Work

Opportunities systems in all States, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
AUGUST 5, (legislative day, ;JUNE 30), 1993

Mr. SutoN (for himself, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. DURENBERGER, Mr. WOFFORD,
Mr. PELL, Mr. METZEKBAUM, Mr. DODD, Mr. HATFIELD, Ms.
MOSELEY-BRAUN, Mr. BREAUX, and Mrs. MURRAY) int:educed the fol.
lowing bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources

A BILL
To establish a national framework for the development of

School-to-Work Opportunities systems in all States, and
for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Con.gress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE: TABLE CP CONTENTS.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.This Act may be cited as the

5 "School-to-Work Opporturiities Act of 1993".

6 (b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.The table of contents is

7 as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.
Sec. 2. Findings.
Soc. 3. Purposes and Congressionsl intent
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(1) the term "elements of an industry" means,

2 with respect to a particular industry that a student

3 is preparing to enter, such elements as planning,

4 management, finances, technical and production

5 skills, underlying 'principles of technology, labor arid

6 community issUes, health ana safety, and environ-

7 mental issues related to that industry;

8 (2) the term "all students!' means students

9 from the broad Tange of backgrounds and cir-

10 cumstances, including disadvantaged students, stu-

11 . dents of diverse racial,. ethnic, .-and cultural back-

12 grounds, students with disabilities, students With

13 r limited English proficiency, and academically tal-

14' ented Students;
0 .

15 (3) the term "approVed State plan" or "ap-*

16 tiroved.plan".ineans a School-toVork Opportunities

17 plan that ilsiabinitted by a Sta . is determined bST

18 the Secrtaries to include the basic program compe-

19 nents and otherwise meet the requirements of this

20 'Aet, and is consistent with the State's plan under

21 the Goals 2000: Educate America Act;

22 (4) the term "career major" means a coherent

23 sequence of :courses or fields of study' that prepares
an entry-level

24 a student for airmiet-job and that-

has the approval of the State educational agency or other official responsible
of any portion of the plan that addtesses matters that, under State or other
applicable law, are not under the jurisdiction of the Governor,
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11

1 (11) the term "workplace mentor" means an

2 employee at the workplace who possesses the skills

3 to be mastered by a student, and who instructs the

4 student, critiques the student's performance, chal-

5 lenges the student to perform well, and works in

6 .consultation with classroom teachers and the

7 employer.

8 SEC. 5. FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION.

9 (a) Notwithstanding the Department of Education

10 Organization Act (20 U.S.C. 3401 et seq.), the General

11 . Education Provisions Act (20 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.), the

12 statutory provisions regarding the establishment of the

. 13. Department of Labor (29 U.S.C. 551 et seq.), and section

14 166 of the. -Job:: Training 'Partnership Act (29 U.S.C.

15 1576), the Secretaries shall jointly provide for the admin-

16 istration 'of the. programs established.by this Act, and may

17 issue whatever procedures, guidelines, and regulations, in

18 accordance with 5 United States Code 553, they deein nec-

19 essary and appropriate to administer and enforce the'pro-

20 visions of this Act.

21 (b) Section 431 of the General Education Provisions

22. Act (20 U.S.C. 1232), shall not apply to any. programs

23 under this Act.

(16) the term "State educational agency" shall have the same meaning as
. provided in paragraph 23 of section 1471 of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965; and
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16

1 (1) include a timetable and an estimate of the

2 amount of funding needed to complete the planning

3 and development necessary to implement a corn-

4 prehensive, statewide School-tO-Work Opportunities

5 system; .

6 (2) describe how the Governor; the chief State

7 school officer; the State agency officials responsible

8 .. for job training and employment, economic develop-

9 ment, and postsecondary education; and other ap-

10 propriate officials will collaborate, in the planning

11 and development of.the State School-to-Work OpPor-

n-4
12. tunities system; ,

. . 1) describe how the State will enlist the active

14 and continued participation in the planning and de-

15 ; velopment of the.statewide School-to-WorkOpportu-

16 nities system of employers and other interested' par-

17 . ties such as locally elected officials, secondary and

18 ; postsecondary. educational..institutions or agencies,

19 business associations, employeeS, labor organizations

20 or association's thereof, teachers, students, parents,

21 community-based organizations, rehabilitation agen-

22 cies and orgariimtions, .registered 'apprenticeship

23 agencies, and local vocational educational agencies;

24 (5) describe how the State will coordinate its

25 planning activities with any local School-to-Work
--

3) include an approval by the SEA or other official responsible of any portion of the
application that addresses matters that, under State or other applicable law, are not
under the jurisdiction of the Governor;
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17

1 Opportunities program that has received a grant

2 under title III. of this Act;
9.E.Agejaz

3 (5) designate a fiscal agentito receive and be

4 accountable for funds awarded under this subtitle;

5 and

6 (6) include such other information as the 5ec-

7 retaries may require.

8 (C) STATE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES.Funds

9 awarded under this se,.).tion shall be expended by a State

10 only for activities undertaken to develop a statewide

11 School-to-Work Opportunities system, which may

12 include-

13 (1) identifying or establishing an appropriate

14 State structure to administer the School-to-Work

15 Opportunities system;"

16 (2) identifying or establishing broad-based part-

17 nerships among employers, labor, education, govern-

18 ment, and other community organizations to partici-

19 pate in the design, development, and administration

20 of School-to-Work Opportunities programs;

21 (3) developing a marketing plan to build con-

22 sensus and support Tor School-to-Work Opportuni-

23 ties programs;
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1 Subtitle BState Implementation
2 Grants
3 SEC. 211. PURPOSE.

4 The purpose of this subtitle is to assist States in the

5 implementation of comprehensive, statewide School-to-

6. Work Opportunities systems. .

7., SEC. 212. STATE r103.LEMENTATION GRANTS.

(a) ELIGIBILITY AND APPLICATION.A State may

9 apply to the Secretaries for a competitive implementation

10 grant by submitting an application that contains

.11 (1) : a plan for a comprehensive, statewide

12 .. ;. School-to-Work Opportunities system that meets the

.13 content requirements provided in subsection (b);

14 (2) a .description of how ...the State will allocate

15 funds under this Act to local School-to-Work Oppor-

16..: . tunities partnerships;. .

17 . .; (3) a request, .if the_ State decides tO submit

18 such a' request; for. one .or more waivers of certain

19.' statutory or regulatory requirements, as provided for

20 ::, ,:un er title V of *this Act; end.

21 (5) such other information as the Secretaries

22 may require.

23 (b) CONTENTS OP STATE PLAN.A State plan

24 shall .

(4) an approval by the SEA or other official responsible of any portion of the
application with respect to the plan, description of bow funds will be
allocated, or waiver request which addresses matters that, alder State pr
other applicable law, are not under the jurisdiction of the G-Nernor; and

43.9
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23
or agents

1 (13) designate a fiscal agenWto receive and be
2 accountable for School-to-Work Opportunities funds
3 awarded under this subtitle.

4 (c) REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS.The Secretaries
5 shall submit each application to a peCr review process, de-
6 termine whether to approve the State's SchOol-to-Work

7 dpportunities plan, and, if such determination is affirma-
8 tive, further determine whether to take one or a combina-
9 tion of the following actions-

10 (1) amiard an implementation grant;
11 ' (2) approve the State's request, if any, for a
12 waiver in accordance with the procedures in title V
13 of this Act; and

14 (3) inform the State of the .opportunity to apply
15 for farther development funds, except that further
16 .... development funds may not be awarded to a State
17 'that receives an implementation grant.
18 (d) AmouNt GRANT.The Secretaries shall es-
19 tablish the minimum and maximum amounts available for
20 an implementation grant, and shall determine the actual
21 amount granted to any State based on such criteria as
22 the scope and quality of the plan and the number of pro-
23 jected Program participants.
24 (e) STATE IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES.Funds
25 awarded under this section shall be expended by a State

4 4 0
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1 (f) ALLOCATION OF FUNDS To PARTNERSHIPS.-A

2 State shall award subgrants to partnership, according to

criteria established by the Stite, that total no less than

4 65 percent of the sums awarded to it under this section

5 in the first year, 75 percent of such sums in the second

6 year, and 85 percent of such sums in each year thereafter.

7 (g) STATE SUBGR.ANTS To PARTNERSHIPS.

8 (1) APPLICATION.-A partnership that seeks a

9 subgrant to carry out a local School-to-Work Oppor-

10 tunities program shall submit an application to the

11 State that-

12 (A) describes how the program would in-

13 dude the basic program components and other-

;14 wise meet the requirements of title I of this

15 Act;

16 (B) sets forth measurable program goals

17 and outcomes;

18 (C) describes the local strategies and time-

19 tables to provide School-to-Work Opportunities

20 program opportunities for all students; and

21 (D) provides such other information as the

22 .State may require.

23 (2) ALLOWABLE. ACTIVIT1ES.--A partnership

24 shall expend funds awarded under this section only

25 for activities undertaken to carry out School-to-Work

with the approval of the SEA or other official responsible for matters that,
under State or other applicable law, are not under the jurisdiction of the

'Governor,
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1 that it is in accord with approved State and local plans,

2 if any.

3 (b) DEPINITION.For purposes of this section, the

4 term "high . poverty area" means an .urban census tract,.

5 a nonmetropolitan county, a Native American Indian res-

6 ervation, or an Alaska Native village, with a poverty rate

7 of 30. percent or more, as determined by the Bureau of

8 the gensus.

9 (c) ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES.Funds awarded under

10 this section may be expended for activities such as those

11 that support school-based job, specialists to assist students

12 in obtaining employment, and that recruit employers and

13 assist them .to develop work-based learning opportunities

14.:..for students. .
. . . .

15 (d) USE OP FUNDS.Punds available under this sec-

.16 ..tion may be awarded in combination with funds appro-

riated for the Youth Fair Chande Program. .

18 TITLE INT-NATIONAL PROGRAMS
1.9:. SEC. 401.. RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND OTHER

20 PROJECTS. ..

21 (a) IN gENERAL.With funds reserved under section

22 .505(c), the Secretaries shall conduct research and develop-

23 ment and establish a program of experimental and dem-

.24 onstration projects, to further the purposes of this Act.

_ .

Sec. 304. STATE REVIEW COMMENT AND CONSULTATION.
With respect to the provisions of this Title requiring submission of application
to the State for review, and comment and consultation with the State by the
Secretaries for the award of grants, the SEA or other officials responsible
must review, comment, and be consulted by the Secretaries on those matters
that, under State or other applicable law, are not under the jurisdiction of the
Governor.
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1 TITLE V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
2 SEC. 601. STATE REQUEST AND RESPONSIBILITEES FOR A

3 WAIVER OF STATUTORY AND REGULATORY

4 REQUIREMENTS.

5 (a) STATE REQUEST FOR WAIVER.A state with in

6 approved plan may, at any point during the development

7 or implementation of a School-to-Work Opportunities: pr:o-

8 gram, request a waiver of one or more statutory or regu-

9 latory provisions from the Secretaries in order to carry

10 out the purposes of the Act.

11 (b) PARTNERSBIP REQUEST FOR WAIVER.A part-

12 nership that seeks a waiVer of any of the laws specified

13 in sections 502 and 503 shall submit an application for

14 such :waiVer to the State, and the State shall determine

15 whether to submit the application for a waiver to the

16 Secretaries:.

17 (c) WAIVER CRITERIA.The request by the State

18 shall meet the criteria contained in section 502 or section

19 503 and shall specify the laws or regulations referred to

20 in those sections that the State wants waived.

SEC. 602. WAIVERS OF STATUTORY AND REGULATORY RE-

22 QUM:MENUS BY THE'SECRETARY OF EDU-

23 CATION.

24 (a) IN GENERAL.(1) Except as provided in sub-

25 section (c), the Secretary of Education may waive any re-

(d) SEA APPROVAL With respect to subsections (a), (b) and (c) above and
1 any waiver request under Sec. 503 (b)(2), the SEA or other official

responsible for those matters that, under State or other applicable law, are
not under the jurisdiction of the Governor, must approve.
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1 (B) when the employer has terminated the

2 employment of any regular employee or other-

3 wise reduced 'its workforce with the intention of

4 filling the vacancy so created with a student.

5 (4) Students shall be Provided with adequate

6 and safe equipment and a safe and healthful work-

7 'place in conformity with all healiii and safety stand-

8 arda of Federal, State, and local law.

9 (5) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to

10 modify or affect any Federal or State laW prohibit-

11 ing discrimination on the basis of raee, religion,

12 color,' 'ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, or

14 (I) Funds appropriated under authoritY of this

15 Act shall not be expended'for wages.'of students.

16 (I) The Secretaries Shall proVide such. other
, . . .

17 'safeguards as they may deem appr:ópriate in order

1 .to ensure that School-to-Work Opportunities partici-

1 panti are afforded adequate itiPervision by skilled

2 adult workers, or; otherwise, to further' the purposes

2 of this Act.

2 SEC..s'os. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

2 (a) AUTHORIZA.TION.There are authorized to be ap-

2 propriatcd to the Seeretaries .$300,000,000 in fiscal year

1995, and such sums as may be necessary in each of the

. . .

<6) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to negate or supersede the
authority of the SEA or other offidal responsible, under State or other
applicable law for matters addressed in the State application, plan, grant
awards or waivers requested pursuant to this Act.
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PROVISIONS OF GOALS 2000 WHICH PROVIDE FOR THE GOVERNOR TO APPROVE
PORTIONS OF THE STATE PLAN THAT ADDRESS MATTERS UNDER THE GOVERNOR"'S
JURISDICTION

.

1 (7) The panel shall develop a continuing process for

2 interacting with local educational agencies and individual

3 schools engaged in systemic reform, especially including

4 local educational agencies* and schools which receive

5 subgrants under section 309 of this Act, to ensure that

6 the development and implementation of the State plan re-

7 fleets their needs and experiences.

8 (8) The panel shall develop a State plan, provide op-

9 portunity for public comment, and submit the State plan

10 to the State educational agency for 'approval.

11 (9) The State educational agency shall submit the

12 original State improvement plan developed by the panel

13 and the State improvement plan if modified by such agen-

14 cy, together with an explanation of any changes made by

15 such agency to the plan developed by the panel, to the

16 Secretary for approval.

17 (10) If any portion of the State plan addresses mat-

18 ters that, under State or other applicable law, are not

19 under the authority of the State educational agency, the

20 State educational agency shall obtain the approval of, or

21 changes to, such portion, with an explanation from the

22 Governor or other official responsible for that portion be-

23 fore submitting the plan to the Secretary.

24 (11) After approval of the State plan by the See-

25 retary, the panel, in close consultation with teachers, prin-

alla 2210 111 445
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We appreciate this opportunity to submit a statement for the record on the

challenges facing high-school age students making the transition from school to

work, and specifically on how H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work Opportunities Act

of 1993, addresses those challenges. This statement is subetantially t same

as our testiniony before the Senate Subcommittee on Employment and

Productivity.

As you know, Congress and the nation have become increasingly concerned

about the difficulties many face in moving from high school to well paying, high

skilled jobs in the adult labor force. After high school, many youths spend years

in low paying, "dead end" jobs before moving onto higher paying, more secure

occupations. Some never make this transition. This is probably one reason why

real wages for those with 12 years of education or less have declined

significantly since 1973.

Over the past several years, members of this subcommittee and other

members of Congress have sponsored legislative proposals to assist youth in

moving from ochool to work. H.R. 2884 incorporates the Administration's

proposal to addrees these concerns.

CRS has been asked to examine implementation issues regarding H.1L 2884

We have presented our analysis in a CRS general iiistribution memorandum that

this statement summarizes.

The memorandum discusses several broad features of the bill as well as a

number of specific implementation issues. The statement concentrates on the

following aspects of the bill:

Waiving requirements of current Federal education and
training programs;

Joint administration by the Departments of Education and
Labor;
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The relationship between State occupational skill standards
that the bill would require and national skill standards that
would be created under other proposed legislation; and

The promotion of State and local flexibility within broad
program requirements.

WAIVERS OF CURRENT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

KR. 2884 aims to promote a national school-to-work system built on

current programs, rather than to create a new, separate school-to-work effort.

To do this, the legislation would provide 'venture capital" to assist States and

localities to plan and initiate school-to-work programs. When the funds

appropriated under this bill end, the programs established would be expected to

continue with other Federal, State, local, and private resources.

A key component for building on existing Federal resources would be

waivers from certain requirements of Federal education and training programs.

The use of waivers raises several issues: whether it is possible to create

effective school-to-work programs without changing the basic purposes of

current Federal programs; what happens when there is disagreement about

central purpooes and provisions of current programs; how specific the legislation

should be on what can and cannot be waived; and how to coordinate the waivers

in this legislation with other waiver authorities.

The bill does not permit waivers that would change the basic purpose, of

programs or alter key provisions. These limits may impede the creation of

effective school-to-work programs that have different goals. For example, a

central purpose of many Federal education and training programs is to serve

disadvantaged students. How can fUnds from these programs be used to support

school-to-work programs that aim to serve all students?
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A second issue ie that it may be difficult to determine the primary purpose

and central provisions of current programs, which could lead to confusion over

what can and cannot be waived. For example, under Job Corps, at least 80

percent of participants are required to reside at Job Corps centers. Since one

stated purpose of Job Corps is to establish residential and nonresidential

centers, one could argue that this requirement could be waived. On the other

hand, since Job Corps is unique partly because it is primarily a residential

program, one could argue that waiving this requirement could dilute the basic

purpose of the program. This type of scrutiny would be required for each

program subject to waiver authority.

A third issue is how specific the bill should be about the particular

requirements that could be waived. The bill contains two approaches: For

Department of Education programs, the bill does not specify requirements for

which waivers would be considered, while for the Job Training Partnership Act,

it identifies specific requirements that could be waived. There are different

implications for implementation associated with each approach. Less specificity

could increase the Department of Education's administrative flexibility but could

decrease the influence Congress has over changes in current programs. In

addition, lack of specific guidance could raise uncertainties among States and

localities about how much flexibility they have in using current Federal

programs to sustain their school-to-work initiatives. In contrast, the greater

specificity for Department of Lebor programs could poasibly provide more

guidance on Congressional intent, but also could' limit the Department's

flexibility.
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Finally, issues about waivers could arise in other legislation that Congress

may consider to improve coordination among Federal education and training

programs, and it would seem desirable not to have different lists of waivers

available. Different waiver authorities could perpetuate a fragmented rather

than a coordinated system of education and training programs if States and

localities had to sort out which waivers would be most applicable to which pieces

of legislation.

JOINT PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Another central component of H.R. 2884 is that two Federal agencies would

be jointly responsible for the administration of the program: the Department of

Education and the Department of Labor. Joint administration raises several

general questions, which the bill leaves unanswered: How would general

administrative provisions and guarantees (such as student privacy rights in the

General Education Provisions Act) be maintained? How much would joint

administrative activities (such as promulgating regulations and reviewing grant

proposals) delay program implementation? How much discretion should the

Departments of Education and Labor have in determining the administrative

structure of the program? Who arbitrates disagreements and policy differences

between the two Departments? How would the Departments of Education and

Labor jointly allocate and account for program appropriations? Who is

ultimately responsible for program administration'

RELATIONSHIP TO NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS

The bill would require State. receiving implementation grants to demribe

how they would establish a system of occupational skill standards and certify

that students completing school-to-work programs meet those standards. This

4 5 o
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requirement raises the question of how these standards and certificates would

be coordinated with the proposed national occupational standards and

certificates that would be created under a National Skill Standards Board, if the

Congress adopts the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (Hit. 1804).

The bill would require that State standards 'take into account the work"

of that board. At the same time, H.R. 1804 and H.R. 2884 could create

competing national and State skill standards systems. The national board under

H.R. 1804 would aim et creating a single set of standards for occupational

clusters, leading to nationally recognized skills certificates. The standards

established u.Ider H.R. 2884's State school-to-work programs could lead to

certificates that are recognized within individual States but that might not be

portable from one State to another. Since the national skill standards system

presumably would be voluntary, some States might prefer to use the systems

they develop rather than adopting national standards. The result could be a

confUsing array of Stet* standards and certificates together with a "national"

system created under the Goals 2000 legislation.

STATE AND LOCAL FLEXIBILITY

The bill permits States and communities to create school-to-work systems

by building on a wide variety of provams, including career academies, tech-prep,

and cooperative education. The bill requires, however, that any system

incorporate three basic components:

(1) woripbased learning, including paid work experience, job
tzaining, workplace montoring, and instruction in general
workplace competencies;

(2) sehool-beeed learning, including career exploration,
acedeolic study, and diagnoetic assessments; and
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(3) connecting activities to bridge school-based and work-based
learning.

While allowing State and local variation within broad criteria is desirable,

issues could be raised about this approach. For example, if the ultimate goal is

to create a national school-to-work structure, too much variation could lead to

dissimilar, disconnected programs rather than a national system.

Some also might question whether the required components are

appropriate. An example is paid work experience and work-based learning.

Paying students and requiring substantial on-the-job instruction by current

workers could deter employer participation. Some might argue that less

expensive alternatives such al school-based enterprises and unpaid internships

could be effective and less burdensome to employers.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the issues we have discussed here in connection with

H.R. 2884 should not be seen as a negative assessment of the proposal. Such

issues could arise with any national proposal to improve the transition from

school to work. Other proposals also would have to address how to incorporate

school-to-work initiatives into the environment of current education and

training programs; how to coordinate program administration among Federal

agencies; how to certify students' occupational skills; and how to build a

national system while allowing for State and local flexibility.
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Congressional Research Senke The Linsey of Congreu Washington, D.C. 20540-7000

MEMORANDUM October 4, 1993

SUBJECT : romilde impisreatattioa Issues in ILL 2114146. 1961
(the Halsimi4o-Work Opportunities Act at 19113), am
ihdavaltmodi

FROM : Richard N. Ang, Spacislist in Social Legislation
Ann Larders. Analyst in Social Legislation
Bob Lyks, fignekdke in Soda) Legislation
Education and Public Wafer, Division

This memoeandum responds to several requests to examine possible
implementation imams reprdingRIL OWL 1861 (the Administration's school-
to-work proposal), which wes isstrodueed August 5, 1993.

The memorandum hie dace action& The first section provides a brief
overview of the peopmal. The second dilemmas three areas in which problem
miler: impede the implementation of the bill:

Use of tin billn Binding as *venture capital%

Joint administration of the program by the U.S. Departments of Labor
(DOL) and Educed= (EU); and

Relationship and intsreelion with national occupational skill
Mandarin.

The final section dieensess pomade antiguities and technical problems in the
bill.

OVERVIEW OF Mt. 44eass1
The Sehool-to-Work Opportunities AM of 1993 (H.R. 288413. 1961) would

provide 'venture capital' to amid Sates and localities to plan and initiate
achool-to-work programs, rather then establish a new Bill-scale State grants
program. :Then the Ands appropriated under this bill end, the programs

Thu manortrodsom we* propend ej en Airalisis out Mak Milan Division to ambit
distritsdlon So more Man am opagrassismi MOIL
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eetablished would be expected to continue with other Federal, State or local
mounts, preeumably building on currant programs rather than creating a
separate school-to-work effort. States could receive waivers from statutory and
regulatory requirements for particular education and training programs to aid
them in coordinating programs and to help ensure that other Federal resources
would be available.

Under the bill, beginning in FY 1995, the Departments of Education and
Labor would make grants to States and localities. Grants to Stated would be
made for either planning or implementing comprehensive school-to-work
programs. States that received implementation pante would be required to
award a 'substantial' portion of their funds to local consortia. The Federal
Government would make some implementation grants directly to localities which
ars ready to implement school-to-work programs, but are in States that are still
in the planning phase. The Federal Government would also make some
implementation pante directly to communities with high poverty arm.

The legislation would establish three basic program componenta that State
and local programs would have to incorporate: (1) work-based learning,
including paid work experience, job training, workplace mentoring, and
instruction in general workplace competencies; (2) school-based learning,
including career exploration, academic study, and diagnottic asseeements; and
(3) connecting activities to bridge school-bassd and work-based learning.
Regulations for the program would be 'awed jointly by the Departments of
Education and Labor. The program would be authorised at $300 million for FY
1996.

GENERAL ISSUES

Use of tiso Bill's Funding as 'Ventura Capital*

One of this bill's 'strategies' for building school-to-work programs would
be to use Federal fUnds as "venture capital." When the funds appropriated
under this bill end, the program would continuo with other Federal, State or
local reeources. The effectiveness of this strategy depends on whether these
other resources will be available. In part to make other Federal fUnds available,
the bill would waive statutory and regulatory requirements for particular
education and training programs. (Certain kinds of waivers would be
prohibited, e.g., thou that would change the basic purpose of a program, its
ligibility requirements, and the allocation of its fluids.) Amuming that acme
to other Federal !Undo is eeeential to the continuation of the school-to-work
program, the waiver provisions in the bill merit perticular scrutiny.

Two questions regarding waivers can be Weed. First, are there certain
provisions that if not waived would hinder the ability to use other Federal
fluids? For example, notion 166 of Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
(reports, record keeping, and investigations) is not included in the list of JTPA
provisions that can be waived. Section 165 require* provams to keep
atandardised records for all individual participants. The specific record keeping
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and reporting requirements are established by the Secretary of Labor, and are
quite detailed. Individuals receiving envies. under MA's youth training
program and also receiving senior Sanded under the bill would still have to be
'tracked" through the Zit% record keeping synths. This record keeping
requireroent could hinder the use otJTPA Am& is implomenting school-to-work
programs undur this bill, became elks added administrative burden.

Second, are provisions that cannot be waived, like those related to a
program's purpose, easily idustiiisble? For example, under the bill,
requirements related toil* Corps could be wain& One Job Corps requirement
is that not more than 20 percent at the participants Im nonreeidents of Job
Corps centers. Since the statesseat otpurpose muler Job Corps states that the
Act authorizes the eatablithment atraideoliel sod nonresidential centers, one
could argue that the 20 percent requirement could be waived. On the other
hand, since Job Cons is unique tardy bemuse it I. primarily a residential
program, one could argue eta waiving this requirement could dilute the basic
purpose of the program.

Another example pertains to program elig0tility. Under the bill,
requirements relating to MA section 123 One education coordination and
grants) eould be waived. This programmes ihnd projects that provide school-to-
work transition services. Thorsen no %mac eligtlility requirements. Section
123 does require, however, that a specific portion at the !Uncle be used for
projects that provide services to wonowledly disadvantaged youth. One could
argue that fluids for this progrom could be used to Auld services under the bill
since the 'eligibility of en individual" would not be affected. On the other hand,
one eould argue that the restriction on the use ot binds constitutes an eligibility
requirement and cannot be wahyd. These maples are not merely technical
problems; they directly greet the amount otflusding available for the achool-to-
work programs authorised under the bilL Foe example, if the FY 1994
appropriation foe JTPA's youth manna is $6158.7 million, then $42 million in
Federal flan& under section 123 potentially could be available to continue the
programs established under the bilL These ere only some examples of the
waiver provisions that merit scrutiny. Specific teehnieel problems with waivers
are discussed below; however, complete anslysis of the bill's waiver provisions
is beyond the scope of this memo.

Joint ED/DOL Administration at the Program

The bill provides that ED and DOG jointly administer the program. Joint
administration by two Federal departments raises a number of problems and
uncertainties. The bill isms unenewered several general questions. Who
arbitrates disagreements and policy differenoes between the two Departments
and the two Secretaries? Who ie ultimately in charge ot responsible and
accountable for program administration? How would DOL and ED jointly
allocate and account for progrem appropriations (authorised in section 505, page
43)?
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Joint administration also raises some more technical questions. For
example, section 6 (pegs 11) appears to override general provisions governing
the administration of the two departments and allows the Secretaries to 'issue
whatever procedures, guidelines, and regulations . . . they deem necessary and
appropriate to administer and enforce the provisions of this Act." This provides
the Secretaries with broad discretion to create a new administrative structure
to oversee the school-to-work program through the regulatory process with no
congressional input.

Eliminating the application of general administrative statutes for DOL and
ED would moan that the Secretaries would have to devise new procedures for
joint administration. For example, the Secretaries are to provide for the
administration of the act notwithetanding section 166 ofJTPA, which deals with
adminietrative adjudication and administrative law judges and notwithstanding
the General Education Provisions Act (GEPApart E deals with adminirtrative
law judges and related topics). Apparently the Secretaries would need to devise
a *operate administrative law etructure to deal with the school-to-work program.

In addition, if general administrative statutes do not apply to theprogram,
the Secretaries would have to be arena to ensure that guarantees and
protections contained in current rtatutes are maintained for the program. For
example, section 438 of the GM% provides for family educational rights and
privacy (often known as the Buckley Amendment), which presumably would not
be matted for the school-to-wort program Aunt action by the Secretaries. At
best, creatingthis administrative structure through the regulatory process could
take considerable time, delaying the initiation of the program. At worst,
important protection* and safeguards might inadvertently be eliminated for this
program.

Congress might want to consider ume alternatives. One alternative would
be for the bill to specify provisions to ertablish joint administration (rather
than completely override current law and recreate a structure solely by executive
action) and to stipulate speelfleoverridee of general adminktrative statutes
deemed to hinder or prevent joint administration, thus preserving safeguards
and guarantees.

Relationship and Interaction with National Occupational Skill
Standards

An important outcome of the school-to-work programa promoted by the bill
appears to be student-earned 'portable, indurtry-recognized credentials' or 'skill
certificates.' The work-based learning component (section 102, page 12) is to
'lead to the award of a skill certificate.' The school-based learning component
(section 109, page 13) is to be designed 'to meet the requirements necessary for
a student to earn a skill certificate." The bill would require States applying for
an implementation grant to describe 'the State's proceu for assessing the skills
and knowledge required in . . . awarding skill certificate.' (page 2, line 3).
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Although the bill reeagniaes that national standards would be created under
a National Skills Standards Board if the Congress adopts the Goals 2000:
Educato America Act (H.R. 18041S. 1150) and that State standards should lake
into account the work* of that board, ambiguities and problems could arise. For
example H.R. 1804E. 1150 and H.R. 26841$. 1361 maid create compating skill
standards systams. The national board unit 11.5. 1804/8. 1150 would aim at
creating a single set of standards for occupational clusters leading to nationally
recognixod skills metiticatas. The standards establithed under State school-to-
work programs promotad by HE. 2684/S. 1361 could lead to cartificates
recognised within individual Statea but might not be portable from one Stat. to
another. Sines the national skill stendards system presumably would be
voluntary, some States might weer to we the systates they develop rather than
'buying into' national standards.

To avoid mating 50 different, pomally incompatible, systems, Congrese
might consider requiringStatsa to implanting skill standards systams only when
the national system wader America 2000* is in place. When the national system
I. ready, a State creating skill standards ea pert of its school-to-work program
under H.R. 2884/S. 1361 could be required to show how its u.stem would
incorporate national standards.

AMBIGUITIES AND TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

The following are ambiguities and spacific technical problems, which could
hinclor the implementation of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. (Note that
page and line numbers rear to the printed version of II.R. 2884; locations of
reerentas may vary slightly in S. 1361.)

1. Page 7 (line 1) Industry' groupings appear to be tie way the program
will be organised. But many lobefor example,
secretaries apd accountantsare better viewed within
occupational groupings, varying little by industry. It
might be better to um or include the term occupations
or occupational clusters.

2. Page 9 (lino 1) The definition of 'partnership' is vague about the "other
entities* that can be partnership membercfor sample
local vocational education *abbe could include
proprietary schools (if that I. tin intent).
"Rehabilitation agsoreas and organisations" presumably
refer to vocational rsbabilitation programa but could
also mean occupational rehabilitation or even physical
rehabilitation.

3. Page 9 (line 17) The datinition of 'postsecondary education institution'
would exclude proprietary schools. It is unclear
whether this is intentional.
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4. Page 10 (line 12) The definition of 'skill certificattoie requires that skills
certified under a State plan 'are at leaut as challenging
as skill standards endorsed by the National Skill
Standards Board established under the Goals 2000:
Educate America Act.' This appears to be inconsistent
with the requirement for State implementation plans
(section 212(bX10)), which requires that State standards
are to "take into account the standards developed under
the National Skill Standards Board (page 22, line 5).

5. Page 11 (line 21) The bill exempts the program from section 431 of
GEPA, presumably to reflect the Supreme Court
decision in INS v. Chaeilta (462 U.S. 919(1983)).
Chadha deemed Congressional review and 'veto' as
unconstitutional constraint, on executive branch
authority. Is this provision required if the program is
to be administered jointly by the Secretaries of DOL and
ED 'notwithstanding" GEPA (page 11, line 10)?

6. Page 12 (line 24) The term 'general workplace competencies' is not
defined, which make, it unclear who determines what
these competencies arethe Secretaries, each
partnership, or each Stat. program.

7. Page 13 (line 6) The bill does not state when career exploration is to
occur but does state that student is to pick a career
t major by the beginning of the llth grade (page 13, line
10). Should students begin exploration in the ninth
grade or earlier?

8. Page 15 (line 9) Several questions arise »prang the State development
grants. How many years will a State be eligible for
planning grants? Are the Secretaries required to
monitor a State's progress during ths planning process?
Congrees might want to require States desiring to
continue planning grants (rather than submitting an
implementation grant proposal) to submit a renewal
proposal that, among other things, documents progress
toward purposes in 202(6) (page 16). What happens if
a State submits an implementation grant and is turned
down? Page 29 (line 4) provides for informing a State
that it can apply for fUrther development Rands, but
Federal support could stop and momentum could be
slowed in that Stata until the new development grant
propc ad was written, approved, and Rinds began to flow
again.

9. Page 18 (lino 5) Among other activities, States receiving development
grants could Initiate pilot programs. Are there any
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limitations on use of planning funds for pilot programs
similar to the limitations in the use, of implementation
grants (section 212(e), page 23)?

10. Page 19 ;line 21) Partnerships are to serve local labor markets, to the
extent feasible. Since labor markets in many
metropolitan arose overlap State borders, should there
be a requirement that States consult and coordinate
their effort for such labor markets, or is this a role for
the Federal Government under section 401(b) (page 31)?
(Section 40100 permits the use of fluids for national
programs for any purpose authorised under the bill that
is 'most appropriately administered at the national level
and that will operate in, or benefit more than, (sic] one
State.")

11. Page 20 (line 19) States must indicate how they "will coordlnate the use
of educational and training flinds." Among the Federal
programs listed for coordhiation is the National
Apprenticeship Act (page 21, line 7), which does not
provide Federal !lands to States.

12. Page 21
(#7, 8, and 9) The levels of specificity differ in describing program

access for different groups. For example, "all studente
(#7) and certain disadvantaged students (#9) would be
ensured the opportunity to participate in the program
but opportunities for women are to lesd to high-skill,
high-wage jobs (#8). Perhaps there items could be
combined into one point on ensuring opportunitiee for
equal participation for all studentsincluding girls and
women, the disadvantaged, the disabled, and dropouts
in a manner that blade to employment in high-
performance, high-paying jobs.

13. Page 22 (line 3) The State's certification process must 'take into
account" the Board's work. Tkis requirement appears
to be inconsistent with the definition orskiU certificate
(pege 10, line 12), which requires that certificates issued
should reflect mastering skills "as lead se challenging"
as those endorsed by the National Board that goals 2000
would establish. Moreover, the definition (page 10, lino
19) provides for the case in which national standards
are not yet developed (the State is to describe a process
for issuing certificates) but there is no explicit
requirement for describing this process in the State
plan.
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14. Page 22 (line 13) Development orperformance standards'seems to be left
entirely to the State.. Are these standards to be
program outcomes as in JTPA, or performance related
to the goals of the leeslation, for example, insuring
ongoing involvement from key players such as
educational agencies and employers? If they ere meant
to refer to performance standards to be developed under
section 402 (page 31), then that subeection should be
referenced. In the latter case, some provision should be
made for States to proceed if a national performance
system is not in place.

15. Page 22 (line 19) In the application approval process, the Secretaries
submit State plans to peer review. The bill could be
more specific abnut this process: Who would make up
this group? Are the Secretaries to take there reviews
into account in making their selections? How would the
selection process work in practice?

16. Page 22 (line 23) The bill lista three poseible actions the Secretaries can
take if they approve a State's application for an
implementation grant 4Approve the grant, approve
requested waivers of program requirements, and advise
the State of the availability of Anther development
flinds). However, the third possible action appears to be
one that would be taken if the plan were not
approved, namely, to suggest that the State apply for
ihrther development grant ftinds.

17. Page 23 (line 12) The criteria for determining grant size give broad
discretion to the Secretaries. How will the *scope and
"quality" of a State's plan be assessed? What
participants would be counted (local partnerships,
employers, etudents)? Might States receive larger
grants for tackling difficult problems (with relatively
few participants), such as seeking innovative ways to
employ at-risk students?

18. Page 24 (line 14) Permitted uses of State grants include technical
assistance to other States. Would this more
appropriately be reserved as a Federal function, since
technical assistance is typically a Federal role? States
might be encouraged to share information and ideas
with other States to promote networking and
disseminating ideas.

19. Page 24 (line 18) Funds would be allocated to partnerships based on
"criteria established by the State." Perhaps the bill
should reiterate that the criteria would be outlined in
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20. Page 24 (line 19)

21. Page 25 (line 9)

22. Page 25 (line 13)

23. Page 26 (line 5)

24. Page 26 (line 21)

26. Page 27 (line 6)

26. Page 28 (line 24)

27. Page 29 (line 14)
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the State plan (smtion 212(a)(2)) (page 19) and
approved by the Secretaries. In addition, the criteria
presumebly would reflect the requirements for "State
subgrante as outlined in section 212(g) (page 24).

The bill is not specific on the use of Federal funds at
the State level. Presumably the portion not reserved for
subgrants to partnerships is designated for State
implementation activities under section 212(e) (page 23).
Congress may want to spec* a limited amount to be
used for administration to ensure that in the first year
35 percent does not go for State program management.

The bill is unclear whether 'measurable goals and
outcomes" refer to academic and skill standards or
process goals such as number of employers involved.

The bill is unclear on whether providing school-to-work
'opportunities for all studente means literally all
students or all students who are interested and/or
qualified for the program.

The specific intermediaries' activities listed as permitted
activitieeusieting students in findingjobs and ftwther
education and trainingare already included in section
104 (page 14), which deals with the 'connecting
activities component' of the program.

Permitting States to establish 'graduation assistance
programs" could result in separate school-to-work
programs for at-risk and low-achievers. Is that the
intent?

A permitted activity is integrating work-based and
school-hued education with existing programs for drop
outs. Why are programs for drop outs singled out?
Should work-based and school-based activities be
integrated with other training programs?

Local partnerships would be required to submit their
grant proposals "to the State for review and comment."
It might be less ambiguous to specify that proposals
would be submitted to the same State organisation that
submits a developmental grant proposal under section
202 (page 15).

The Secretaries would be required to determine that a
local partnership grant proposal was in conformity with
the approved State plan (if the State had an approved
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plan). This requirement appears to contradict the first
purpose of title III (page 27) that Federal grants to
partnerships would be awarded In States that have not
received an implementation grant" and presumably do
not have an approved plan.

28. Page 30 (line 5) Tne bill states that high-poverty grants would go to
"School-to-Work Opportunities programs." Does this
mean that a local partnership would have to receive a
partnership grant from DOL/ED or from the State
under a State implementation grant first before
applying for a high-poverty grant?

29. Page 30 (line 20) The definition of "high poverty areas" is based on urban
census track., which could be problematic. Poverty
rates on census tracks are not publicly reported and
almost certainly would not be known by cities and
counties that might apply for the high-poverty grants.
A more practical approach would be to tie the definition
of high poverty to city or county poverty rates.

30. Page 30 (line 25) Allowre activities for the high-poverty grante focus on
job specialists. This activity should be an explicit
permitted activity under section 212(0(2) (page 26)
because job specialists may be crucial to the success of
a school-to-work program for all students. Should there
be a broader list of permitted activities, perhaps
referencing section 212(g)(2); or are these grants meant
to work in tandem with pants to local partnerships?

31. Page 31 tiine 5) Program grants in high poverty areas could be awarded
in combination with funds appropriated for JTPA's
Youth Fair Chance program. This program can serve
youth and young adults ages 1.4-30. Would some Youth
Fair Chance awards be made only for serving youth?
Would the two different grants be coordinated? How?
(Note: the requirements of the Youth Pair Chance
program could be waived; see page 40, line 17.)

32. Page 31 (line 13) Funds for national programs would be authorized for
experimental and demonstration projects. Why would
national demonstrations still be needed? Who would
receive grants for these projects?

33. Page 34 (line 10) Funds under section 505(c) (page 43) could be used for
peer review of applications under title III, but title III
makes no provisions for peer review of Federal
partnership grants or high-poverty grants.
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34. Page 35 (line 19) To qualify for waivers of Federal requirements, States
would have to agree to waive similar State laws. To
provide for a case in which a State did not have a
similar law, this could be changed to 'similar
requirements of Stata law, where applicable.'

35. Page 36 (line 14) The list of programs included for waiver does not
correspond with the list of Federal education ffinding
sources (section 212(bX15) (page 20)) that States are to
coordinate.

36. Page 39 (line 26) JTPA's section 108 (limitation on certain costs) could be
waived. Would any limitations be placed on the use of
Federal ihnds for administration, supportive services,
and training services of the school-to-work programs
eatablished under this bill?

37. Page 39 (line 24) JTPA's section 141 (general program requirements)
could be waived. This acction includes several
requirement, pertaining to on-the-job training, e.g.,
limiting the payments made to employers to 50 percent
of a participant's wages. Would any requirements be
made regarding the use of Federal flinds for on-the-job
training for programs established under this bill?

38. Page 40 (line 1) JTPA's section 142 (benefits) could be waived. This
section addresses a number of issues related to the
benefits JTPA participants may receive including, fcr
example, whether allowances, earninge, and payments
are considered income for the purpooe of determining
eligthility for other Federal programs. Would any
provisions be made related to benefits students might
receive under programs established by this bill?

39. Page 40 (lines 2
and 3) The phrase 'except that section 141(c) and section

141(q) shall not be waived" follows 'and section 142
(benefits)" on line 16. This phrsse should follow
'section 141 (general program requirements)" on line 1.

40. Page 40 (line 3) Requirements related to JTPA title LIB (Summer Youth
Employment and Training Programs) could be waived.
The bill does not say 'except that section 264 (b)
(eligibility) shall not be waived.' A comparable phrase
is included in the bill for JTPA's title IIC Youth
Training Program. Is this omission intentional?
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41. Page 40 (line 12) JTPA's section 263 (eligibility for services) under the
title TIC Youth Training Program is not waived. This
section includes a variety of provisions pertaining to
eligibility including the requirements that 65 percent of
the participants be *herd to merve and that 50 percent
be out of school youth. Will it be possible to determine
the number of 'hard to serve" youth and in-school youth
served with JTPA Rinds in programs established under
this bill?
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Washington Office
3101 New Mexico Avenue N W
Suite 241
Washington. () C 20016-5904
Tel 202 775-8191
Fax 202 785-0879

Mr. Jon Weintraub
Subcommittee cm Labor-Manageman Relations
House Mention and Labor Committee
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

A..crep
vce P.m ek.,

lArgs:et ove's Dear Jon:
Nem.,

Fes, s X 8rnss t We are pleased to submit testimony for the record on ELL 2884,Ass sr a, ,

School-to-Work Opportunities Act. Our testimony highlights the special
Secrerx, needs of young women, the importance of addressing out-of-school and
r, R 111.0r. P., hard-to-reach young people, and the roles to be played by community-
AS544111 Serw, based youth orgsnizations. The testimony presented by Wider
rcrie,....g,,c Opportunities for Women on behalf of the Coalitica for Women and

Job Training (to which we belong) gave dismaying evidence of the lack
of attention in current demonstration projects to prepsring young
women for high wage jobs.

The evidence is dismaying, but not surprising. Throughout job training
and employment programs, young women have received less than
equitable treatment. This underscores the importance of including
explicit attention to the needs of young women so that H.R. 2884
provides equal opportunities for young women to prelate for jobs
offering economic seff-reliance.

Sincerely,

Ai:44441C
Mildred Kiefer Wurf
Washington Representative
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Statement of Girls Incorporated
The School-to-Work Opportunities Ad of 1993

Girls Incorporated (formerly Girls Clubs of America) is a national youth organization that has been

providing direct service to school-age girls in communities throughout our country for almost fifty

years. The organization has long been concerned with the preparation of girls and young women for

economic independence and viable employment. Girls Incorporated has taken a lead in developing

and evaluating innovative programs. Our commitment to employment and trainirg programs for girls

and young women is emphasized by adoption of our policy statement on employment in 1983, revised

by the Girls Incorporated National Council on April 25, 1992:

Every girl growing up today must be employable to survive. Girls Incorporated is
committed to achieving equal access to preparation for employment and to jobs; to
equal pay for work of comparable value; and to equal opportunities for advancement.
This equality should exist in law and in practice. In support of this policy, Girls
Incorporated will continue to develop information, programs, and policies on
employment issues for girls.

Today's girls grow up in an inequitable world where gender discrimination limits their opportunities,

experiences and accomplishmeci.,. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act has the potential to

improve the school-to-work transition for all young people. However, to make a difference in the

lives of our nation's 22 million girls, it is crucial that their special needs be targeted.

At our National Resource Center we conduct research and collect information to develop the

programs, resources, settings and principles that best enable girls to overcome discrimination and

other barriers to gender equity. Based on this expertise and the expertise developed through our

experience of.direct service, programming and advocacy for girls, we are submitting this statement to

bring several points to your attention.

1
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Inclusion of informal education in initiatives and programs: In addition to the formal` J. - ..
education system, a significant amount of education takes place in the community -- in Girls

Incorporated centers, museums, settlement houses and other community-based settings. A

study released by the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development reported that between 60

and 80 percent of young adolescents participate in at least one non-school activity sponsored

by public or nonprofit agencies. Furthermore, it stated that almost 40 percent of adolescents'

waking hoti-rilre-discreti7ary compared to the 30 percent they spend in school (Carnegie,

1992). Consequently, the informal education that takes place in non-school settings can

provide a powerful tool for helping young people rnake the school-to-work transition. Indeed

many such organizations have expertise developed over decades of providing employability

training, job shadowing, etc. In addition, informal education settings are often the singular

resource for young people who are not enrolled in school.

We strongly recommend the inclusion of community-based organizations for initiatives and

funding under the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993 so that young people will benefit

from the expertise of youth organizations that have spent years developing their programs.

2. Staff training and development: The recent AAUW report, How Schools Shortchange

Girls, brought the barriers girls face in school to national attenton. The report demonstrated

that girls do not receive the same quality or quantity of education as boys and that there is a

significant difference in their educational outcomes. Without specific training and consistent

monitoring, adults will continue to deliver messages that perpetuate sex stereotypes and

inequities. We have found that many professionals need training to increase their awareness

of gender inequities and to develop environments that are positive for girls. Further, Girls

2
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Incorporated has develved the capacity to deliver training on gender equity issues and on

providing a positive environmert for girls whatever the setting. This expertise should be

utilized in implementing the school-to-work program.

3. Allocation of hunk for abating and replicating existing programs: Girls Incorporated

programs are based on research about what girls need and what is effective in meeting those

needs. Our programs are having a national impact in schools, camps, museums and other

community-based organizations.

a. Operation SMART is our program to encourage and involve more girls in

Science, Math And Relevant Technology. Most jobs require a background in math

and science, yet many girls drop out of these critical fields even before they reach

their teens. Girls Incorporated has produced model programs and materials for girls

6-18 that enable Giris Incotporated centers, other agencies, science centers and

schools to offer informal, lands-on science education programs. Operation SMART

encourages girls to explore the world around them, to take things apart, to be critical

and skeptical thinkers, to observe and estimate and above aR question. The

program combines hands-on activities and career developmem . v..th a conscious focus

on equity, a commitment to sharing decision-making with girls and opportunities for

girls to take action in their communities around science- and technology-related issues.

This prepares girls for jobs out of the low-wage track of the traditional clerical and

personal services fields.

b. Preventing Adeescent Pregnancy helps girls ages 9-18 clarify values with parents,

3
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learn assertiveness and resistance skills, develop aspirations for education and career

and, for sexually active girls, learn about and obtain contraceptive technology. The

results of our research on this program were reported in Truth, Trust and Technology.

Rigorous evaluation demonstrated that consistent participants in programs for younger

girls were half as likely to have sexual intercourse for the fast time as

nonparticipants; and participants in programs for older girls were less likely to

become pregnant than nonparticipants.

There is evidence that early pregnancy is significantly related to school drop out

among pregnant and parenting teens. Eighty percent of teen mothers drop out and

only 56 percent ever graduate from high school. Giving girls the information and

skills to avoid early pregnancy must be an important component of any program to

increase girls' success in making a smooth school-to-work transition.

c. Choices is a curriculum and workbook series for young women and men ages 14-20.

The program utilizes thought-provoking exercises to help young people determine

both their goals and realistic plans for reaching them. Choices projects young people

into the future to identify and develop the skills and attitudes that will be required for

career and life satisfaction.

Girls Incorporated and our affiliates have been asked to provide these programs in tchools and to

train counselors and teachers in how to administer them. Such curriculum need not be reinvented.

The legislation needs to appropriate funds for training staff to implement informal education

programs, such as those offered by Girls Incorporatcd, that have demonstrated their positive impact

4
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on young people.

4. Equity: It is important that the School-to-work Opportunities Act go beyond the legally

conceived notions of equity as equal opportunity. Elizabeth Fennema makes useful

distinctions between equity of access, equity of treatment and equity of outcome. Equity of

access means, at least, equal opportunity to participate in a program. Access is far more than

not excluding girls and young women deliberately. Equity of treatment implies that girls

receive at least the same level and quality of attention and resources as do boys it has been

well documented that this is not the case in most classrooms and in other settings. Equity of

treatment for girls, as a group that has been historically excluded, may include different or

additional program components to compensate for the opportunities denied. Equity of

outcome measures whether the gap between females and males in achievement, confidence,

persistence and participation has been eliminated or significantly reduced. This concept

should appear appropriately in the legislation.

5. Inclusion of out-of-sclsool youth: The transition from school to work is a difficult time for

all young people. However, it is particularly challenging for those that are not enrolled in

school. Provision must be made to ensure that this group receives all services and that the

organizations that work with them -- often community-based organizations be included in

all initiatives and ftmding. We find little or no mention of this group of out-of-school youth

in the legislation. This omission must be corrected.

6. Support services: Research studies have demonstrated the value of offering post-program

support services for a period of time after job placement. This is a critical juncture in the

5
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school-to-work transition. Staff can assist participants in dealing with questions, concerns or

problems that arise at their job. This may also be helpfid in determining components that are

missing from the program. Youth employment organizations have developed an expIrtise in

offering this type of support over the past two decades.

7. Data collection: We want to comment explicitly on the importance of including sex as a

background characteristic in post-program research of participants. We establisiied the Girls

Incorporated National Resource Center in Indianapolis in 1981 in specific rerponse to the

star,lirri lack of information about girls. Many organizations and agencies do not collect,

analyze and report data by sex. We have raised this problem in many legislative contexts

over the past two decades and wrestled with it as the nation's leading source of information

about girls. Participant information needs to be collected, analyzed and cross-tabulated by

sex, race, ethnicity, disability and socioeconomic status whenever feasible. 1 his additional

information is essential to monitoring progress in closing the gap in opportunities, treatment,

experiences and outcomes for girls and women. More knowledge about the effectiveness of

programs can lead to more efficient use of tax dollars.

Girls incorporated applauds the Administration for recognizing the urgency of this important social

issue and Congress for acting on it so swiftly. We submit these comments in support of the School-

to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993 and in hope that our 20 years of experience in the youth

employment field will help to shape the Act in such a way as to insure its success and benefit all

young Americans.

6
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& Roth the &drool- and weak-hued leamina osongonents should provide strong
experience in and torderstandirg of all asgcts of the industry students are
innidni.lasakm

One of the strengths of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act is that it recognizes the
importance of broadening the scope of training beyond the traditional technical content of
vocational and job training. The work-based learning component of reograms must include
"broad instruction in a variety of elements of an industry."

The concept of teaching all aspects of an industry is one of the centerpieces of the
Perkins Act and was central, as well, in the Career Pathways Ad. The Perkins Act defines
general occupational skills as 'experience in and understanding of all aspects of the
industry the student I. preparing to eater, including planning, management, finances,
technical and production skills, imderlying peindples of technology, labor and community
issues, and health, safety, and environmental issues." State assessments and local
evaluations hinge on this aiterion.

Where programs have moved in the last three years to teaching all aspects of the
industry, we are seeing remarkable results, even in schools with many demands and few
reSOUrCell.

Analyzing and solving the problems facing an industry and the enterprises
within it vastly enhances vocaUonal-rrndemic integration, by giving teachers
and students a rich platform for analysis, problem-solving, and utilizing skills
in reading, willing, mathematics, wience, and social studies.

Teaching planning practices, labor issues, and all other aspects of the industry
in a real-world context enabies students to adjust to and take an active role in
changes in industries and technology, thus lessening dependence on
predictions of what Obs will be available and what skills they will entail

Providing strong experience in and understanding of all aspects of the
industry prepares students for participation in high performance work
organizations (HPW0s), where responsibility and decision-maldng are
decentrafized.

There are many ways for school- and work-based learning together to provide strong
experience in and understanding of all aspects of an industry, while integrating strong
academic instruction. Vocational agriculture programs are the longest-nmning nample,
having always taught all aspecb of running a farm. Newer programs have demonstrated
other approaches. The Rirdge School Technical Arts in Cambridge uses a comiramity-
development approach, in which students develop skills and knowledge of planning,
management, etc. in the course of analyzing their community's needs and developing
enterprises to meet those needs. Academies, such as Oakland Health Academy, which
received a Department of labor Youth Apprenticeship srant, are ochool-within-a-school
programs that use a focus on a particular industry a) a foundation for both vocational and
academic learning.

-1-
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These results will only be obtained, though: if (1) programs provide students with
actual emerience and understanding of all aspects of this indusby, as opposed to
"instruction', which can be passive and superfidal; CI) programs encamps/Oa aspects of the
industry, not just a few of their choice even the narrowest vocational programs have
provided instruction in technical skills and safety; (3) kish the school-besed component and
the work-based component address all aspects of the industry; and (4) it is among the
outcomes addressed, in certifying students' skills and assenting program success.

In contrast, however, the bill currently provides only for "instruction in a variety" of
aspects, and that only in the work-based component. It is not addressed at all in the school-
bated conmonent or in the student or school outcomes.

In order to integrate academic and vocational education and school- and work-based
learning both the school- and work-based components must include these criteria. It cannot
be left to the work-based component alone, or otherwise the two will remain disconnected.
In all the examples dted above, at the core is the revising of the school-based curriculum to
integrate and enrich all academic subjects through active study of the industry. In addition,
any single workplace will only provide one illustration of planning practices, prindpies of
technology, etc., and this will depend on the sire and strucWre of the workplace It is up to
the school-based component to help provide students with a larger context. It is this
counterpoint that will enable students to transfer what they have learned in the one worksite
to other settings.

Finally, the skill certificate has the potential to drive and shape the real curriculum
upon which students and teachers focus, particularly as we move further toward standaids-
based education reform. Similarly, the outcome msseures used for aggregate evaluation of
programs are designed to drive program changes. If "all aspects of the industry" are not
included in the skills targeted as outcomes for students and programs, they are more likely
to get ignored, with the danger that the skills will become overly narrow.

Bissanosktiox
A.1. Page 7: Revise Sec. 4(1), the definition of 'all aspects', as follows:

a. On line 1, substitute '"all aspects of an industry includes" for "ekments
of an industry means".

b. On line 3, delete "such elements as".

A.2. Page 10, line 15: Revise Sec 4(13), the definition of 'skill certificate, by
inserting after "certifies": "that a student has attained strong experience and
understanding of all aspects of the industry the student is preparing to enter,
and".

A.3. Page Mine 15: Revise Sec.4(4), career major definition, by inserting after "skill
certificate": "that certifies that a student has attained strong experience and
understanding of all aspects of the industry the student is preparing to enter".

A.4. Page 13, line 1-2: Revise Sec. 1112(5), pertaining to the work-based learning
component, by repladng the current text with: "strong experience in and
understanding of all aspects of the industry the student is preparing to enter."

-2-
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AS. Page 13, after line 21: Revise Sec. 103, on the sdrool-based learning
component, by inserting a new subsection as follows:

"(5) "strong experience in and understanding of all aspects of the
industry the student is prepsring to enter."

A.6. Page 14, tine* Revne Sec. 104(3), local technical assiotance, by inserting
before the semicolon: "including on providing students with strong ecperience
in and understanding of all aspects of the indusfty they are preparing to
enter."

4'.7. Page 18, line 8, Revise Sec. 202(cX7), concerning State skill cetificstes, by
inserting after "certificate': "that certifies that studere.s have attained strong
experience and understanding of all aspects of the industry they are preparing
to enter and".

A.8. Page 25, line 1* Revise Sec 212(gX1X13), program goals, by inserting at the
end: "that remit in high academic Mandan], and strong experience in and
understanding of all aspects of the indusfty."

A.9. Page 32, after line 21: Revise Sec. 402(aX4) by adding another criteria for
performance standards

Ill) student attainment of strong experience in and understanding of ail
aspects of the industry he or she is preparing to enter."

L leamina including schookangegresj
enterprises and corannanift-develoornent orolects.

Few employers are willing and able to provide studenb with a work-based learning
experience that integrates high-level kademic and occupational histruction. Most employers
spend very little on training their own permanent workers (outside of management), let alone
youth with whom they have less of a connection. Moreover, lordrapsses showed that
the vast majority of workplaces are still organized around old forms of work organization,
where workers perform rote tasks over and over. Until reorganized, these wockplaces are
not able to offer integrated, high-level work-based learning experiences. As a result, high
quality school-to-work programs in pdvate workplaces outside the school will be limited in
the near tenn.

As in S. 456, the legislation should recognize and include school-sponsored work
experiences, such as school-sponsored enterprises and community development projects and
school-operated community service internships, as well as joint initiatives involving schools
and community-based organizations so long as these otherwise meet all the quality criteria.
These alternative worksites can provide students with both high-skills learning environments
and strong motivation to continue their education and prepare for employment. Flower
High School in Chicago, which has structured each of its industry dusters around a school-
based enterprise, provides just one illustration of the feasibility of this approach and its
appeal to students and community members.

-3-
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----daiRdoz--i-iiiriiiijilo-yerneects to trebro ral
work experience cannot be an absolute requirement when the work-based learning takes
place within the school especially since Sec.504(6) prohibits the use of School-to-Work
funds for student wages. In addition, school- and community-sponsored work settings need
to be just as much a focus of technical assistance as private workplaces.

ks2MfttNklift.0

13.1. Page 5, line 21: Revise Sec. 3(aX6), describing the Act's purposes, by inserting
"school-sponsored enterprises, and community-development and servioe
projects" alter "youth apprenticeship,".
Typogeaphical Error: 'career acadernigs' in this section presumably should be
'career academies'.

B.2. Page 8, line 18: Revise Sec. 4(5), defining 'employer', by insetting at the end:
"for-profit organizations, nonprofit organizations, community-based
organizations, schools, and school-sponsored, student-run firms operating a
school-based enterprise or community development project".

B.3. Page 12, line 16 Revise Sec. 102 by inserting after "program": "can be based
in a private firm, a public agency, a community-based organization, or a
school, including a school-sponsored enterprise or a community service
program, and."

B.4. Page 12, line 22: Revise Sec. 102(2) to limit the requirement of payment for
work experience, by replacing the current text with: "work experience, which
is paid when provided by a public agency or for-profit employer outside the
schooL"

B.5. Page 73, aftez line 20: Revise Sec. 212(e), on state implementation activities, by
adding a new subsection after subsection (1):

"(Ia) assistance to partnerships on designing and implementing school-
based enterprises, community development projects, and other school- and
community-sponsored settings for work-based learning."

B.6. Page 34, after line 10: Revise Sec. 403(b), on federal technical assistance, by
adding a new subsection:

"(4) amistance to States and partnerships on designing and
implementing school-based enterprises, community development projects, and
other school- and community-sponsored settings for work-based lesrning."

-4-
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Prossam Dartideents should gain shone aeademkeonmetencies and credentials that

Inethitistuitonsulzagalonellidushot
Within many schools, vocational education has long been seen as a second-class track

within schools. This is in part because too many vocational students have graduated with
poor academic skills,' and thus few options for pursuing further education and the careers
that require further education.

School-to-work programs can only break away from this model ff they provide
students with strong academic skills in the full range of subjects, and if they provide
participants with the credentials and competencies needed to enroll in four-year institutions
upon graduation from high school. This initiative has raised many fesrs that the school-to-
work system will create new forms of tracking. Both state and local administrators have
noted that parents are reluctant to put their children in school-to-work programs because
those programs are seen as cutting off college options. In order for students to retain
options, and for programs to get participation, academic preparation must be equivalent to
that obtained by other students, and must be sufficient for college entrance upon high school
graduation.

Reliance upon Goals 2000 standards is not sufficient, because some states and many
localities may not participate in that system. Even in those that do, there will be a
significant gap in time before ^zar are developed.

Achieving these standards neceseitates academic-vocational integration, which the Act
recognizes in the definition of :weer major. For integration to be real, though, it has to be a
characteristic of both the work- and school-based learning components and a focus of
connecting activities.

Recommendations

D.1. Page 6, line 7: Revise Sec 3(aX8), purposes, by inserting after "good jobs":
"and continuing their educations in postsecondary institutions."

Di. Page 9, line 21: Revise Section 4(9), definition of 'postsecondary institution', by
inserting after "community college": "a four-year college or university".

13.3. Page 12, line 8: Revise Sec. 101(1), weal program requirements, by inserting
at the end: "and integrate vocational and academic teaming in both settings".

'The National Education Goals Report (1992) showed vocational students making
substantially less progress in reading, science, and mathematics than even their counterparts
in the "general" track, not to mention much less than thoee in the academic track. This was
true regardless of whether the students started out as high-achievers, middle-achievers, and
low-achievers. (Pages 86-91). Of course, these are averages, arid there are las 0I Particular
vocational programs that use their hands-on opportunities to boost academic achievement
but the characteristics for doing so are precisely what our amendments are designed to
capture (including the amendments on all aspects of the indushy).

-6-
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13.4. Page 12. after 111:c 13: Revise Sec. 101, generalprogram require:inns, by
adding:

"(3a) provide each student with basic and advanced academic skills in
the full range of subjects, including math, reading, writing science, and social
studio, at levels no lower than those expected of all students,and sufficient
for entrance and success in four-year postsecoralary educadon upon
graduation from high schooL"

0.5. Page 13, line 16: Revise Sec. 103(3), on academic standards, by inserting after
"Educate America Act": ", or in the absence of such standards, to meet
standards the* include basic and advanced academic skills in the full range of
subjects, including math, reading, wridng, science, and socialstudies, at levels
no lower than thoo expected of all students, and sufficient for entrance and
success in four-year postsecondary education upon graduation from highsciL

0.6. Page 14, after line 20: Revis: Sec. 104 to include in connecting activities:
"C7) providing to/Into:1 assistance to work-based and school-based staff

on integrating vocational and academic education."

0.7. Page 32, line 11: Revise Sec. 402(aX4XA), on academic learning gains, by
inserting at the end: ", including basic and advanced academic skills in the
full range of subjects, imluding math, reading, writing, sdence, and social
studies, at levels no lower than those expected of all students,and sufficient
for entrance and success in four-year postsecondary education upon
graduation from high schooL"

Dn. Page 22, after line A: Revise Sec. 212(b), on State plans, by Meeting a new
Palagral*

"(1(l') Desaibe how the State will ensure that students are provided, to
the greateet extent possible, with fladbility to developnew career goals over
time and change career majors without loss of aedltor time or'other
penaltiesr.

fazamnsk.alararisalakishstuisauommasalaintlana
"Because most American employers organize work in a way that does not require

high skills, they report no shortage of people who have such skills and foresee no such
shortage." (AmelialCisdne, Page 3.1 In a low-skill wotk place organized around
routinized jobs, the task of providing a high-quality wok-based placement for students
which meets the requirement of Sec. 10214 rather daunting.

The task becomes much easier in a high-performance work place where more
authority and responsibility are devolved to worken, jobs are broader and los fragmented,
etc. (See last year's S. 1790 for a definition.) Thus, thesework places should be the primary
target for wok-bawd placements. If other, tow-skill sito are to be used at all, great are and

-7-
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oversight must be maintained it must be structured with rotations and careful attention to

ensure students strong experience in and understanding of all aspects of the industry.

Recommendation

5.1. Page 8, after line 21: Insert a definition of "high-performance work
organization." We suggest the definition from last year's S. 1790:

16)(a) The term 'high performance work organization' means a
workplace that is organized in accordance with the following principles:

(A) the decentralization of authority and responsibility,with more
authority provided directly to workers to use judgment and make decisions;

(B) integration of work into whole jobs rather than discrete tasks;
(C) the availability of extensive channels of communication flowing up,

down, or across the organization and among workers;
(D) the achievement of higher ratios of direct to indirect labor;
(5) the design of the work environment to facilitate interaction among

workers; and
(P) the integration of work with formal and informal education

programs to expand the cognitive capacities and work skills of workers."

5.2. After "employers" or "business", insert "(particularly those from high-
performance work organizations)", in provisions for enlisting business in
planning and developing the State program, including:

a. Sec. 202(1)1(3), page 16, line 13;
b. Sec. 202(cX2), page 17, line 15;
c. Sec 202(cX4), page 17, line 23;
d. Sec. 212(bX4), page 20, line 10.

5.3. Page 22, after line 2: Revise Sec 212(b) by inserting a new paragraph:

"(9)(a) describe how the State will ensure that, to the greatest extent
practicabl, work-based placements are in high-performance work
organizations and how the State will ensure that any other placements will be
carefully designed and monitored to provide a high quality experience that

meets the requirements of section 102:.

5.4. Page 23, line 20: Revise Sec. 212(eX1), state recruitment of employers, by
inserting Otos "employers": ", particularly high performance work

organizafions,".

ES. Page 25, line 22: Revise Sec. 212(g)(2)(A), local recruitment of employers, by
inserting after "employers": ", particularly high performance work

organizations:.

491
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L Pros:rains should be for all students and should provide the additional protections
and assistance that some students need to narticieste and succeed. includint in
2921.111iiiktlagarillas

High school doesn't work for many students. Integrating more employment-related
learning and providing an experiennAl setting for learning will not, alone, be enough to help
most student& In order to create a universal system of school-to-work opportunities,
programs must have an affirmative obligation to address the needs of all youth. This
obligation will require special efforts to meet the needs of youth who have traditionally been
underserved in high quality programs.

(1) Programs must meet the needs of out-of-school youth.

In urban areas, 35-55% of students drop out of school At a minimum, the Act should
require that schools reach out to these former students, and that the community-based
organizations that currently serve these youth be included in partnerships, as well as
students and parent& As in Goals 2000, the definition of 'all students should include
students who have dropped out of school Further, the structure of the partnerships, the
flow of funds, and the state level planning process need to be examined to avokl writing off
this large population of youth

Recommendatiom

F.1. page 7, line 13: Revise Sec. 4(2), definition of 'all youth', by inserting after
"proficiency": "students who have dropped out of school".

F.2. Page 9, line 12: Revise Sec 4(8), definition of 'partnetship', by insetting after
"agencies:: "students, parents, community-based organizations serving youth'.

F.3. Page 12, after line 13: Revise Sec. 101, program requirements, to include
"(3b) provide information and outreach services to out-of-school youth"

(2) Programs must provide all students with equal access and services needed to
gialidgikiE-5 succeed at the kith levels called for bv this Act

Long experience has proven that unless provision of equal access and needed services
is required, the students who most need school-to-work transition programs will be
effectively excluded from high quality programs, either through exclusionary enrollment
criteria, by disaimination, or by absence of needed services. Mecum of that experience, we
have, where indicated, adapted provisions already carefully developed by Congress in the
Perkins Act to address those problems.]

Concerning students with disabilities, it is important :bat we start with an assumption
of the same high expectations held for all students. Too often, it ls assumed that students
with disabilities are not capable, with supports and adaptations, of mastering the standaids
expected for other students, and this assumption is often implicitly reflected in the students'
individualized education plans (Ws). When this is assumed, rather than proven through
valid procedures, it constitutes discrimination under Sec. 504 of the Rehabilitation Act Thus,

-9-
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we propose below (propped Os)), that the IEPs of disabled students refiect these same high
expectations, and be a plan to reach them, in the absence of such valid detetminatims.
Similarly, then, there should be an expectation that all but a very limited number of students
with the most severe cognitive disabilities are/will be able, with necessary support services,
In obtaining a high school diploma. To the extent that they do not, they may recetve
whatever certificates schools do issue, but we shoal not be settLng up a separate system
based on limited evectations of disabled students?

&2201TECAL82111.

F.4. Page 7, line ft In Sec. 40), revise the definition of "all students to make dear
that it means all, not just a representative sample from the various enumerated
groups, by inserting "all" before the second reference to "studente.

P.S. Page 8, after line 17: Revise Sec 4 by insetting the following definition of
"counseling," which builds on the Career Pathways Act deflation:.

"(4a) the term 'couneeling' means one-on-one discussions between
counselors and students that help students resolve personal, academic, or
employment-related problems and that aid students in developing career
options with attention to surmounting gender, disability, race, or
sodoeconomic impediments to career options."

F.6. Page 10, after line 25: Revise Sec 4 by inserting the following definition:
"(14a) the term "supplementary and support services" shall include but

not be limited to child care, transportation, curriculum modifications,
equipment modifications, classroom modifications, supportive personnel, and
instructional aids and devices. (from Perkins)

F.7. Page 12, after line 13: Revise Sec. 101, general program requirements, by
adding: t(c)-(f) are from Perkins)

"(3c) providing all students with equal access to the full range of
programs (including both school- and work-based learning components) and
related activities and to recruitment, enrollment, and placement activities.

"(3d) mewing that students will not be discriminated again* on the
basis of gender, race, ethnicity, disability, Limited English Proficiency,
economic disadvantage, educational dimdvantage.

"(3e) assure that the prosram will not impose qualifications or
prerequisites kor the program as a whole or any component or activity unless
they are validated as essential for partidpation in the program, and they
cannot be met with the coriCurrent revision of services.

130 provide all students with the assistance they need (lnd-ding the
kill range of supplementary and support 'mires and modiftuftions) to
succeed in programs, including all components and activities, in the most
integrated setting pomfble.

2Wfth this understanding, we supprt the other recommendations of the Coalition of
Citizens with Mobilities and those of The Assodation for Persons with Severe Handicap
(TASK
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13g) institute procedures to ensure that the individualized education
program of each student with disabilities under section 614(aX5) of the
Individual, with Disabilities in Education Act is effectively dwigned to
Fovide the special education and related MOPS the student needs for
nuutery of the same academic and occupational Mender& applicable to other
students, unless it is clearly demonstrated, on the bests of valid procedures
utilized by qualified persons knowledgeable of the child's perticular disability
and specialized instruction, related services, and adaptive technology, that,
with such supplemental services and reasonabie accommodation, the student
cannot be expected to master fully those standards, in which csse the
individualized education program will be designed to help the student muter
those standards to the maximum odent that the student is abler

"(3h) comply with federal civil tights laws relevant to both the
educational and the unployment settings."

F.8. Page 13: Revise the counseling provisions of Sec. 103, school-based learning
component, as follows:

a. Lines 6-9: Replace subsection (1) with: "in middle school or as early as
possible, confidential career guidance, exploration, and counseling in
order to help all students explore multiple career options and the
educational preparation necessary to pursue those options, including
assuring that all students will receive exposure to high-skill, high-wage
careers not traditional for their gender, race or ethnicity; and in tenth
grade, confidential counseling and guidance in preparation for selecting
a career major".

b. Page 13, lines 18-21: Revise subsection (4) as follows:
"(4) vegulsely-seheeekd Quarterly evaluations to identify

academic strengths and weaknesses of siodenle each student and the
need for additional lemming opportunities to master este the full range
91.buiciadadraoad Kadunic

c. Page 13, after line 21: Add the following at the end of Sec. 103:
15) quarterly counseling sessions to help each student determine

possible changes in interest or goals, to assist the student to switch or
modify career majors, and to arrange any needed services."

F.9. Page 25, line 8: Revise Sec. 212(g)(1XA), application requirements for
partnership grants, by inserting at the end: "and assures that each requirement
will be met."

(3) The Act should include explicit rithb and safeariards for applicants and
oarticlnants

The safeguards section is vitally important and should be expanded to include these
explicit rights of program applicants and participants. Additional safeguards, an appeals
procedure, and client infonnation and resource centers will empower consumers at the local
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level, thus avoiding overreliance on top-down models of agency oversight and enfoecement
The appeals and enforcement procedure suggested is the one recommended by the National
Commission on Chapter 1.

EWE=
F.10. Page V. after line 17: Revise Sec. 212(b), state plan, by adding:

"(14) assure and describe how the State will establish an administrative
process for the adjudication of complaints by went* students, teachers, and
other school staff, oc their representatives for the failure of a local partnership
to comply with the requirements of this Act, including independent decision-
makers whose sole responsibility is administrative adjudication, effective notice
of the availability of and technical assistance in using this process, and
timelines which ensure expeditious decisions."

F.11. Page 43, after line 10: Revise Sec. 504, specifying safeguards, by adding:
"OD AU youth who apply for or perticipate in these programs and their

parents shall be fully informed, in an understandable language and form, of:
"(A) their right to a program which confome to the

requirements of Titles I and II, including a description of those
requirements and assurances made to meet them;

"(B) individual rights of appeal or complaint, under sections
212(bX14) of this Act and 42 US.0 section 1963;

10 opportunities for participation in program governance: and
ID) sources of free or low-cost legal assistance in seeking

corrections of such violations.
"(9) The rights granted and obligations set forth with respect to State

agencies and local partnerships in this Act may be enforced by civil actions in
appropriate United States district courts without regard to the amount in
controversy and in appropriate state and local courts of general jurisdiction.

"(A) Edward= of available administrative remedies is not a
prerequisite to the filing of an action under this subsection.

"(ft) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such drcumstanoes
as the court msy deem just a court of the United States in which4 civil
action under this section has been brought may appoint an attorney for
the plaintiff and may authorize the commencement of a civil action
upon proper showing without the payment of fees, costs, or security.
A court of a State or subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent
not inconsistent with the law or reocedures of the State or subdivision.

"(C) The court may grant relief, as it deems appropriate, any
permanent oc temporary injunction, temporary restraining order, or
other order, together with court costs, including expert witness fees and
reasonable attorney fees in the came of a prevailing plaintiff.

F.12. Page 34, after line 10: Revise Title IV, National Progranu, to include:
'Sec. 404. Client information and resource centers.

'The Secretaries shall establish, through federal grants, client
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information and resource centers, with at least one in each state,'
which

11) provide information, training, and assistance to students,
out-of-school-youth, and patents on

"(A) the tange of school-to-work opportunities, programs,
services, and resources available to students and out-of-school youth;

"(B) how to avail themselves of the benefits of the programs;
and

"(C) how programs and services are governed and how learners
and parents can help make the programs work;

"(2) are governed by a board with majority parent
representation, and

"(3) are modeled on the Parent Information and Resource
Centers under the Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act I20
US.C. §

F.13. Page 72, after line 17: Revise Sec. 212(b), contents of the state plan, by
inserting the following subsection

"(14) describe how the state will provide a substantial role for the Client
Information and Resource Center under See. 404 of this Act in the state-level
planning and decisions called for the Act."

F.14. Page 13, after line 2: Revise Sec. 102, the work-based learning component, by
adding a key component from the Career Pathways Ad:

"(6) a formal training agreement between the school, teacher, student,
employer, parents or guardian, and participating employees or a union or
employee representative, outlining respective roles and responsibilities of each
party and detailing the work-site training plan for the student."

(4) Dimes:rented data should be used to determine how well programs are serving
different populations of students and to conduct local evaluation and bnprovemvtg

The Act includes a much-needed evaluation component on the national level. In
order to ascertain the extent to which programs are truly universal, the evaluation must
monitor and assess data to determine how effectively programs serve male and female
individusls, individuals from each major race/national origin group, individuals with
disabilities, and disadvantaged individuals. This evaluation will be impossible unless
programs collect disaggregated data on student progress. Such data has been notably
miming in vocational and job training programs and has hampered both national evaluations
and local program improvement efforts.

Disaggregated data should also be used for stakeholders to conduct local program
evaluations and to design program improvement plans. The Perldns Act currently requires
such evaluations and improvement processes. If students, parents, and staff analyze

3 Initial cost would be approximately $12 - 15 million/year.
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disaggregated outcome data at the local level, they can identify where improvements are
needed and make them.

Es 2mmeadaltin

F.15. Page 14, after lines 14-17: Reviae Sec. 104(5), data collection, by replacing the
text with:

(5Xa) Each partnership receiving a grant under this section shall collect
data on progress in achieving program elements, including data on student
achievement of (1) strong knowledge of and experience in all aspects of the
industry they are preparing to enter and (ii) bask and advanced competencies
and knowledge in math, science, reading, writing, and social studies, using
standards and meesures developed under Sec. 402, where available. For each
career major, this data shall be diraggregated by gender, by each ma}ar
race/national origin group, and for individuals with disabilities, individuals
with limited English proficiency, economically disadvantaged individuals, and
educationally disadvantaged individuals. It shall include data on young
women and girls of color.

"(b) Each partnership receiving a grant under this section shall use
above data to conduct annual local evaluations, with the participation of
teachers and parents and students representing all groups included in the
definition of 'all students'. With this same participation, the partnership shall:

(I) identify, and adopt strategies to overcome, any barriers which
are resulting in lower rates of participation or success in school-to-work
programs for individuals who are members of special populations; and

00 develop and adopt strategies to improve the quality of the
Pmgrant.

F.16. Page 18, line 17: Revise Sec. 202(cX10), state development activities, by
inserting after "dropouts": "by gender, race, ethnicity, economic status, and
disability, in a manner that examines the occupations and postsecondary
programs each population is in, and the experiences of women of color."

F.17. Page 33, line I Revise Sec. 402(b), national evaluation, by inserting at the end:
", including their effectiveness in serving males and females, individuals of
different races/national origin groups, individuals with disabilities,
economically disadvantaged individuals, and educationally disadvantaged
individuals".

(5) Programs need to orovide counseline and trainine for students to enter non-
tradit:onal careers, together with technical insistence for school staff.

Our history of racial segregation, of rigid gender roles, and of diecrimination against
individuals with disabilities still has an all-to-evident impact on the career "choices" of
minorities, girls, and individuals with disabilities. A recent study by Wider Opportunities for
Women found gender tracking patterns to be alive and well in School-to-Work
demonstrations sites funded by the Department of Labor. Six of fourteen sites have no or

-14-
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very few female porticipants, and the majority of the girls are in allied Meth, clerical and
other traditionally female, lower-wage tracks.

Exemplary programs have demonstrated succesaful strategies for taking down the
barrier:, to non-traditional career chokes. For example, counseling for girls on non-traditional
careers and staff/worker training on eliminating sexual harassment dramatically increases the
proportion of gtris entering traditionally male, higher-paying fields. Yet, this counseling and
training rarely occur unless specifically required. As a result, girls have lower participstion
and succees rates in male-clominated, higher-paying fleide

This is a particular problem for young apemen and girls of color, who are often
stigmatized by both race- and gender-related stereotypes and have even less success in
obtaining higher-paying jobs that traditionally have beat dominated by males. Male students
of color are similarly stigmatized and, as a result, have limited access to higher-paying
occupations. Thus, it is critical that programs include effective cOuneeling for students, that
staff receive technical assistance on these responsibilities, and that state eex equity
coordinators be included in state planning..

Bassanmendatima

Note See also the recommendation for Sec 103(1) above.

F.18. Page 6, after line & Revise Sec. 3, purposes, by adding the following
suteection, and remmthering (9) as (10):

"(9) decrease occupational segregation by enabling individuals to
prepare for careers not traditional for their gender or race."

F.19. Page 7: Revise Sec 4(2), the definition of all students, as follows:
a. On line 8: insert after "means": "male and female"
b. One line 13: delete "and"
c On line 14: insert at the end: "and students seeking to eater fields-not

traditional for their gender."

F.20. Page 8, after line 25: Revise Sec. 4 by adding the following definition:
"the term 'non-traditionel occupstion' means an occupation in which

less than 25% of the workforce is of the population in question.'

F.21. page 14, rata. line 20: Revise Sec. 104, connecting activities, by inserting:
"(7) procedures to avoid stereotyping and to ensure that students are

not being disproportionately channelled into lower ecademic and career goals."

F.22. Page 14, line 9: Revise Sec. 104(3), within connecting activities, by inserting at
the end: Including on counseling and training women, minorities, and
individuals with disabilities for highskift, high-wage careers in non-traditional
fields, and on eliminating sexual and racial harassment in the classroom and
the workplace."

F.23. Page 18, after line 4: Revise Sec. 202(c), state development activities, by
inserting the following subsection:

-15-
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"(5a) developing training programs for teachers, counselors,, mentors,
and others on counseling and training women, minorities, and individuals
with disabilities for high-skill, high-wage careers in non-traditional fields, and
on eliminating sexual and racial harassment in the classroom and the
workplace."

F.24. a. Page 16, line 6: Sec. 202(bX2), insert "the state sex equity coordinator
after "postsecondary education".

b. Page 20, line 5: Sec. 212(bX3), insert "the state sex equity coordinator
after "postsecondary education".

C. Page 33, line 9: Sec. 403(a), insert "state sex equity coordinators" after
'States.

F.25. Page 21: Revise Sec. 212(bX8), state plan provisions, as follows:
a. On line 18: Insert after "women": "ethnic minority students, low

achieving students, low-income students, students with disabilities,
limited English proficient students, and out-of-school youth".

b. On line 21: Substitute "they" for 'Women".
Delete Sec. 212(9), which is thus included in the stronger provisions of Sec.
212(8).

F.26. Page 33, line n. Revise Sec. 403(b)(1X13), on federal technical assistance, by
inserting at the end: "particularly those individuals traditionally
ovenapresented in low-wage, low-skill training, including women, minorities,
disadvantaged youth, individuals with limited English proficiency, and
individuals with disabilities."

cm, The Act Should Avoid a Counteroroductive. Danecous Aoproath to Waiver o(
fuluallkeduzsate
The Act provides for blanket waiver authority from the requirements of ma)or

portions of federal law, including Chapter 1 and the Perkins Act. Congress has imposed only
those requirements that it has found necessary to carry out its intent. If there are problems
with any of those requirements, the process for change should be review of additional
legislative action by Congress, rather than having an administrative action override the will
of Congress. (Similarly, the process for revising duly promulgated regulations should be
followed in the case of problems with those regulations.) Congress is fully capable of writing
in precisely the degree of flexibility it wants.

A kook at both Chapter 1 and vocational education illuminates the flaws in the waiver
approach. In the case of tile Perkins Act, Congress in 1990 instituted major reforms. What
provisions of the new law need to be waived? Under the proposed language, State or local
agencies could seek waivers, for example, of important requirements to integrate academic
and vocational education, to evaluate how well programs are providing students with all
aspects of the industry, or to provide special populations with equal access and needed
suppkmentary services.

-16-
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The problems are even wio egregious in permitting waiver of Chapter I or indeed
any parts of ESEA. Congress is about to rewrite Chapter 1 and the rest of ESEA. It will craft
a new structure and new requirements, presumably in order to further goals very similar to
those in this Act By enacting this waiver authority now, we would be asking Congress to
permit waiver in advance of the very requirements it will later determine are critical to
carrying out the aims of the new Act.

The rationale for this dangerous approach is seriously flawed. Most of the provisions
which programs point to as obstructing progress are found, upon examination, to be state
requirements, not federal. Some of the most commonly noted barriers are state provisions
that vocational education students must spend half the day, or another amount of time, in
vocational education. This restricts efforts at integration and flexible scheduling.

There are other problems with the waiver provision, which only add to the problem.
First, in Sec 502(aXIXA) and 503(a)(IXA), the only standard is a finding that the requirement
impedes the State or local ability to carry out an improvement plan. The purposes served by
the requirement are not even taken into account.

Second, the process for granting the waiver is flawed. While there is opportunity for
LEA comment on State walver requests (but only if it is a State-wide waiver), there is no
opportanity for parents, students, their representatives, advocacy and civil rights
organizations to be informed of the proposed waiver and to comment and have their views
taken into account.

Third, there are no exemptions for provisions relating to access, non-discrimination,
and rspplemental services by students from various groups, or relating to student or worker
rights and information about those rights, or for provisions that relate to the overriding
purposes of the federal legislation at issue.

Fourth, some of the provisions which could be waived were enacted for the express
purpose of enabling coordination. Sec 142(b) of JTPA, for instance, exempts payment of
work experience from welfare benefit detesminations, in order to allow low-Income
individuals to participate in paid work-based learning. Waiving this provision would
exclude low-incorns students from participating in programs.

While the whole waiver section is seriously flawed as written, if it is retained, the
amendments below are needed to minimize the hams

Recornmealasal

G.1.a. Page 34-38. Strike "statutory and", "statutory or", "laws or" from:

Sec. 501 (title)
Sec. 501(a)
Sec. 50I(c)
Sec. 502 !title)
Sec. 502(c)
Sec. 503 Ititlel
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b. Page 34, line 12 In Sec 501(b), change laws" to "regulations".

Page 35, line 12. In Sec 502(aX1), insert "a regulation under° before
"any statute" and delete "or of the regulations issued under such
statute".

G.2. Page 35; tine 18. In Sec. 502(aX1XA). Before the semi-colon, insert ", and that
the underlying purpose of the requirement being waived will continue to be
met".

G.3. Page 36, after line 5. In Sec. 502(aXI), insert new paragraphs:

ID) The educational agency seeking the waiver shall provide to the
Secretary documentation of the necessity for the waiver, including

(i) the specific requirement that will be waived;
(ii the specific positive outcomes expected from the waiver;
(ill) specific evidence documenting why those outcomes cannot be

achieved while cont2lying with the requirement, including any stein which the
educational agency has taken to do so, and the results of that effort

(iv) the numbers and types of students to be impacted by the waiver;
(v) If the waiver hi granted, how the educational agency will continue

to effectuate the underlying purpose of the requirement;
(vi) the process which will be used to monitor, on a quarterly basis, the

progress in implementing the waiver;
(vii) such other information as the Secretary may require.

G.4. Page 36, after line 5. In Sec. 502(s), Mud the following new peragniPh (and
renumber):
II) Prior to granting any waiver, the Secretary shall

(A) ensure that students, parents, advocacy and civil rights groups,
(and the Client Information and Training Center under Sec I have been
provided with hill, timely, and comprehensible notice of the proposed waiver,
and :a adequate opportunity to submit written and otal comments, with
paricular attention to ensuring that those students and parents who are
economically disadvantaged, limited-English-proficient or have disabilities are
afforded a full opportunity to partidpate;

(B) review such comments."

G.5. Page 36, after Ilne 13. In Sec 502(a), add a new paragraph:

14) The Secretary's decision shall.
(A) indude the reasons for granting or denying the waiver, including a

response to any commits;
09 be published in the Federal Register; and
(C) be dieseminated by the educational agency seeking the waiver to

interested patties, including educators, parents, students, advocacy and civil
rights organizations, other interested parties, and the public."

G.6. Page 36-37, lines 16-18 and 7-8. In Sec. 502(b), strike paragraphs (I) and (6).

-18-
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GI. Page Sec 502(c). Replace lines 10-12 with the following:
"Edu may not grant any waiven

.d) which would be inconsistent with the provisions of the applicable
Act

(2) which would result in material impairment of any statutory or
regulatoty rights or benefits of any students; or

(3) of any requirement of the programs listed in subsection IS) relating
to"
Then, on page 37-38,1ines 13-23 and 1-5, change (1) theough (9) to (A) through
a).

G.8. Page 38, after line 5, In Sec. 502(4 insert a new paragraph:
"(10) access, non-uiscrimination, and services to meet special needs of

students, including students who are economically or educationally
disadvantaged, are limited-English-proficient, have disabilities, are members of
racial or ethnic minorities, and males and females.

G.9. Page 38, after line 15. In Sec 502 add a paragraph limiting the number of
States and localities which may receive waivers. Madam waiver bills
proposed in both Houses by both parties in the last two years have set various
numerical limits.1

G.10. Page 38, after line 15. In Sec. 502, add a paragraph providing for independent
evaluation of the impact of this section, including a focus on both whether the
waivers produced the desired positive outcomes and whether there were
negative consequences for any students resulting from the waiver of
requirements.

Gil. Make changes in Sec. 503, for DoL programs, parallel to those in G.1.-10.
above. In addition:

G.12. Page 38, line 7, and page 41, line 10: Revise Sec 502(d) and Sec 503(d) by
substituting "annually" for "periodically'.

G.13. Pages 40, lines 1-2: Revise Sec. 503(bX1), included labor programs, by deleting
"and section 142 (benefits)"

G.I4. Page 40, lines 3: Revise Sec 503(bX1) by inserting after 141(c)": "section
141(a), section 141(dX2)".

G15. Page 40, line 6: Revise Sec 503(b)(2) by inserting before the semicolon:
"trecePt that section 123(cX3) shall not be waived."

G.16. Page 41, after line 8: Revise Sec. 503(c) by adding a new subsection:
"(7) non-traditional training and placement for females."
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bollsktrimfgemmunt

As local school-bssed management reforms demonstrate, both clients and providers
benefit from partidpatoty governance. From the client perspective, student, parent, and
community involvement In decision-making increises accountability and the responsiveness
of programs to client needs. From the pew/ides perspective, staff benefit from parents'
knowledge of their children, from client knowledge of the community, and from the
increased andent engagement that comes wtth having a sole in decision-snaking as well as
from increased community nappost in the tax and budget battle. The bottom line, though, is
that students, their families, and their communities, have a right to participate in the
decisions that will determine their career opportunities, not to mention how their tax dollars
We spent.

The Act contains important provisions for "active and continued" student and parent
involvement at the state level. These provisions should be strengtherml so that states cannot
choose to exciude these stakeholders. In addition, more specific requirements for
involvement in load governance and federal standards-setting are necessary complements to
those provhdom.

PAgnlinentialifilla

al. Page 9, line S: Revise Sec. 4(8), definition of 'partnership', by inserting after
"agencies,": "students, parents, community-based organizations serving youth".

11.2. Page 12, after line 13: Revise Sec. 101, program requirements, by edding the
following subsection:

"(3k) be governed by a participatory process in which students, parents,
teachers, workers,, and community members partidpate fully in all
programmatic decisions including development of student outcome
standatds and each significart aspect of program development,
implementation, and evaluation. All members of these constituencies shall
have access to this process, including the information and assistance they need
to effectively participate."

14.3. Page 16, linos 13-14: Revise Sec. 202(bX3), state development grants, by
removing "other interested parties such as".

HA. Page 20, line 11: Revise Sec. 212(b)(4), state implementation grants. by
removing "other interested Forties such as".

HZ. Page 31, line 241 Revise Sec. 402(a), regarding performance standards, by
inserting after 'establish": ", with the strong and informed participation of
students, parents, blathers, and community members,".

-20-
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L Partnerships need to include all of the egencies/ormilsations that serve in- and
out-of-school youth. and should not reauire the aeation of separate entities.

A universal system must addrese the needs of out-of-school youth. 'High school
dropout rates range from 35 - 55% in urban schools. These youth are currently served
mostly by community-based organizations and correctional institutions. The community-
based orgenhations that have the expertise, structures, and history of serving these youth
must be recognized as vital members of partnerships. Furthermore, recent research on
school-induotty relationships in three mid-West cities has concluded that community-based
organizations perform critical communication, service and coordination functions.

The definition of partnership seems to require the creation of a separate local entity
to which various constituencies send representatives, and which then has independent
decision-making authority. Not orb, would this make many institutions reluctant to become
partners, but it would add an unneckfsary bureaucncy. In some settings, a separate
intermediary will be necessary, but in others, partners may choose and should be free to
choose to operate the program on a collaborative basis without the expense of a separate
entity. Partners could then designate an intermediary agency for coordination, but decision-
making would be by the partners with the participatory governance structure outlined in the
program components section. In either case, students and parents, as those with the most at
stake, should be represented.

Recommendation

1.1. Page 9: Revise Sec. 4(8), definition of 'partnership', as follows:
a. On line 1: Substitute "collaboration" for "entity".
b. On line 5: Insert after "agencies,": "students, parents, community-based

organizations serving youth".

1.2. Page 25, after line 15: Revise Sec. 212(g), applications for Mate subgrants to
partnerships, by inserting a new subsection:

1E) designates a fiscal agent to receive and be accountable for funds
under this section".
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L Grants Anolkations and Administrative Provisions Need ao Relied the Area
Eska
Eligibility for grants, allowable expenses, and criteria for competitive grants should

reflect the programmatic vision of the Act.

1.1. Page 19, line 7: Revise Sec. 212(aX1), state implementation grants, by insert.%
after "provided in": 'Title I and".

J.2. Page 21, line 16: Revise Sec 212(bX7), state implementation grants, by
inserting after "programi".' "th:i meet the requirements of Title 1".

J.3. Page 22, after line 17: Revise Sec. 212(b), on state plans, by adding a new
subsection:

"(15) demribe how the State will carry out implementation activities,
including the timetable for activities, the staff responsible for carrying them
out, funds that will be used, and specific targeted participants for technical
assistance."

J.4. Page 25, after line 21: Revise Sec. 212(8)(2), allowable activities for
partnerships, by inserting as the leading activity:

"(A) designing, implementing, and evaluating the school-to-work
program, including all general requirements and program componentsr.

J.5. Page 32, line 21: Revise Sec 402(aX5), regarding performance standards, by
inserting at the end: ", partkularly high performence work organizations".

J.6. page 29, line 5: Revise Sec. 302(c)(1), applications for federal partnership
grants, by inserting at the end: ", induding how it will implement all of the
requirements of Title L"

J.7. Page 31: Reviee Sec 303, program grants in high poverty areas, by inserting
the following subsections:
a. After line 7: Insert the following subsection:

"(e) applicstion.A partnership that seeks a high poverty area
program grant shall rubmit an application that describes how it meets
all of the requirements of Title I".

b. On line 2: Revioe Sec 303(c), allowable activities, by inserting after
"employment": *developing linkages between student Experiential
learning and community development activities and institutions".
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JORN E. JACOB
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, INC.

BEFORE THE
ROUSE COMMITTEE.ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
UNDER TEE AUSPICES or
TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

ON

TEE SCHOOL-TO-WORE OPPORTUNITIES ACT OP 1993

OCTOBRR 20. 1993

Mr. Chairman, as President and Chief Executive Officer

of the National Urban League (NUL), I am pleased to submit

this statement for the record concerning the School-to-Work

Opportunities Act of 1993 (H.R.2884).

Founded in 1910, the National Urban League is a

nonprofit community-based social service and civil rights

organization headquartered in New York City, with 113 local

affiliates in 34 States and the District of Columbia. The

mission of the Urban League is to assist African Americans in

the achievement of social and economic equality.

Since its founding, the National Urban League has been a

prime participant in seeking solutions to the social and

economic problems of the poor and disadvantaged. In pursuing

solutions to the problems that impact our communities, the

Urban League has placed primary emphasis at the national

level on policy and program initiatives that deal with

education and career development, and employment and job

training.

Meeting The Challenge Of Global Economic 7ompetition

The National Urban League believes that all of our

Nation's citizens must be prepared for a 21st Century

workforce, and that the current challenges of a gobal

economy call for strategic investments in our human resources

and physical infrastructure. To this end, the League launched

its Marshall Plan for America in 1991. Included
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proposals pertaining to education and job training, our

Marshall Plan calls for r.doption of the recommendations by

the Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce

outlined in its 1990 Report, "America's Choice: High Skills

or Low Wages!". I was pleased to be a member of that

Commission, which was chaired by Ira Magaziner and co-chaired

by William Brock and Ray Marshall.

The findings and recommendations of the Commission have

contributed to the groundwork for the Administration's

examination of our national policies on how we prepare youth

and adults to effectively compete in a global economy.

Investing In Our Youth

The Administration's proposal to transition our nation's

youth from the academic to the world of work represents one

key component in this renewed national drive towards

upgrading the skills of the American workforce. By

introducing the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993

(H.R.2884), the Administration has set the process in motion.

The National Urban League supports this bill as a

progressive measure to train all of America's youth for a

high-skill, high-wage job market. We are pleased that

H.R.2884 views the school-to-work concept not as a limited

"tracking system" for non-college bound youth, but rather as

a means for placing all youth on a "career" path with

linkages between secondary and postsecondary education. This

is especially critical for African-American youth. For

example, according to the National Urban League's State of

Black America 1993 report, much concern exists in the manner

in which African-American children are treated by the public

institutions charged with promoting their development. The

report states that far too many of our youth receive highly

negative messages in school, the most vital development

4 P,
institution outside t family. African-American students,a
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for example, are disproportionately placed in lower academic

tracks where they have limited experience with tasks

involving critical and analytic thinking skills, and many

remain in low track placements throughout their school

Carttr.

It must also be noted that, according to the State of

Black America 1992, a major determinant of college enrollment

and graduation of African Americans is the availability of

financial aid. Indeed, with a 1992 poverty rate of 33% among

African Americans, access to higher education for one-third

of our population is truly limited. The combination of lower

expectations in the public school system and a lack of

financial Access to postsecondary education places

African-American youth in an unjust playing field in the

pursuit of high-skill, high-wage careers. The

Administration's bill must insure that its vision of a career

path for all of America's youth will in fact becom a

reality.

Reaching Out-Of-School Youth

Ons of the key recommender.ions from the Commission bn

the Skills of the American Workforce pertained to addressing

the needs of students who drop out of school. Indeed, the

report stated that "turning our backs on those dropouts, as

we do now, is tantamount to turning our backs on our future

workforce." A national school-to-work transition program must

therefore make a compelling difference in the lives of

out-of-school youth.

African-American youth are disproportionately

represented in the dropout population. The Department of

Education's recent report on dropout rates in the U.S.

informs that in 1992, about 3.4 million persons in the United

States ages 16 through 24 were high school dropouts,

representing approximately 11% of all persons in this age
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group. The dropout rate for black 16- through 24-year-olds

was 13.7%, compared with 7.7% for whites. And according to

the skills Commission report, the dropout rate can reach as

high as 50% in many of our inner cities.

In addition to being disproportionately represented

among school dropouts, African-American teenagers continue to

be hard hit by joblessness. The official unemployment rate

for black teenagers is over 40% or two-and-a-half times the

rate for white teenagers. According to the National Urban

League's Hidden Unemployment Index (HUI), however,

approximately two-thirds (60.5%) of all black teenagers were

jobless during the same period (tile League's HUI factors in

discouraged and involuntary part-time workers).

Therefore, we at the National Urban League are

encouraged that the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993

provides opportunity for states and local partnerships to

design and implement school-to-work programs for

out-of-school youth. However, to assure that this population

is effectively served, additional language is required in the

legislation to establish a firm commitment throughout the

bill to out-of-school youth. It is critical to insure that

out-of-school youth are counted when states set out to

"determine the number of projected program participants" when

applying for implementation grant funds.

The League is also pleased to see that some recognition

is given to the need for including community-based

organizations in "the active and continued participation in

the planning and development of the statewide school-to-Work

Opportunities system..." Community-based organizations serve

as critical links for reaching out-of-school youth. To insure

their inclusion at critical points in the school-to-work

system, language pertaining to community-based organizations

must require their inclusion as partners in a consistent

manner throughout the legislation.
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Airco mmendations

To strengthen H.R.2884's capacity to reach out-of-school

youth the National Urban League makes the following specific

recommendations detailed on pages 7-9 of this statement.

o We believe that incorporation of the recommendations
will provide out-of-school youth with the same
opportunity as in-school youth to participate in a
school-to-work system' that can make the difference
between a life of poverty and one of productive
leconoaic independence.

o The recommendations also strengthen the need for
including community-based organizations as partners in
preparing out-of-school youth for high-skill, high-wage
jobs.

The National Urban League further recommends that the

Adainistration and the Congress bring synergy to all the

programs that currently serve out-of-school youth. It is

critical that tho investment made in preparing out-of-school

youth meets the same academic and occupational skills

standards that will be established for in-school youth. This

includes such programs as JTPA, Job Corps, JOBS, Youthbuild,

etc. It is our firm conviction that if America invests in all

its youth, and believes that they can all achieve to a high

quality standard, they in fact will meet that standard.
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National Urban League Recommendations For The School-To-Work
Opportunities Act of 1993 (R.R.2884)

SRC.2. FINDINGS

* NUL Recommends: A statement must be included about the
number of youth who have dropped out of school and who are
therefore doubly unprepared for the demands of a 21st
century labor market. Suggested language, drawn from the
just releated Department of Education report on 1992
dropout rates, could be inserted as follows:

Ip.3. line 8. (2)1 "In 1992 approximately 3.4 million
persons in the United States ages 16 through 24 had not
completed high school and were not currently enrolled in
school. This represented about 11.0 percent of all persons
in this age group. These young persons are doubly
unprepared for the demands of a 21st century workforce:"

SEC.3.FURPOSE

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 4, line 20, add after "...offer young Americans,"
both in-and-out of school...

- Page 5, line 13, change "community groups" to
community-based organizations.

- Page 5, line 16, change "help students" to help all
youth.

- Page 5, line 21, after "business education compacts" add
and out-of-school programs that meet local or state
certification requirements.

- Page 6, lines 4-8 should be re-worked to read as follows:
provide aggressive outreach to especially low-achieving
youth and to those who drop out of school, to stay in
school or return to a classroom setting, and provide
incentives to succeed by providing enriched learning
experiences and training assistance to secure high-skill,
high-wage employment;

SEC.4.DEPINITIONS

NUL Recommends:

- Page 7, line 10, after "including" add out-of-school
youth.

- Page 8, line 9, add after "secondary school," or
alternative secondary level certification program such as
GED.

- Page 8, lines 11-12, add after "results in the award of a
high school diploma" or the equivalent.

- Page 9, lines 1-12, should provide for a stronger
assurance that community-based and parent organizations
will be included in the partnership. Instead of "may
include" on line 8, change to shall include.
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TITLE I - BASIC PROGRAM COMPONENTS

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 13, lines 7, 17 and 19, change "student(s)" to
school-age youth.

- Page 13, linos 10-12 should be changed to read as

:

follows: outreach to all school-a e youth to assist in
initial selection of a career ma i or at tho ninth_grade, but
not later than the beginning of t e eleventh grade.

- Page 13, SEC.104. Connecting Activities Component.
Clarification is needed on who will provide these
"connecting activities" and the need to insure that such
individuals are qualified to provide these critical linking
services.

TITLE II - STATE DEVELOPMENT GRANTS

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 17, line 16, change "other community organizations"
to other community-based organizations.

- Page 18, line 11, needs clarification as to what is meant
by "designing challenging curricula."

- Page 18, lines 15-17, need clarification: is it the
intent to analyze the post high school employment
experiences of recent high school graduates and dropouts
who have gone through a school-to-work program under this
Act, or not, or both?

TITLE II - STATE IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 23, line 24, add after "labor organizations,"
community-based organizations. (NOTE: Community-based
organisations are critical for outreach to especially
out-of-school youth.1

- Page 24, after line 11, add new provision (7)_providing
for outreach to out-of-school youth. Suggested language
c'uld be as follows:

- conducting outreach activities to out-of-school youth to
insure every effort is made to bring such youth into a
school-to-work transition program; and"

TITLE II - STATE SUMGRANTS TO PARTNERSHIPS

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 25, line 13, change "all students" to all youth,
both in-and-out of school.

- Page 26, lint 8, change "students" to school-age youth.

- Page 27, lines 6-9 include among allowable activities for
state subgrants to partnerships "...integrating work-based
and school-based learning into existing job training
programs for youth who have dropped out of school..."

This provision raises serious questions as to why
out-of-school youth are being treated differently by
channelling them into existing job training programs for
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youth, when this existing system has been neither funded
nor upgraded to meet the enriched academic and occupational
skills goals of this School-to-Work bill. The status of the
current system of job training for out-of-school youth has
special implications for minority male school dropouts who
are not being adequately served by this system.

TITLE IV - NATIONAL PROGRAMS

* NUL Recommends:

- Page 33, line 10, change "community organizaticls" to
community-based organizations.

- Page 33, Sec.403. Training and Technical Assistance: this
section should include a provision for identifying and
disseminating information on existing model programs that
have been successful in transitioning school-age yout , and
particularly out-of-school youth, from school to work.



H.R. 2884, SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROPOSAL

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., Room 2175, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Hon. Dale E. Kildee presiding.
Members present: Representatives Kildee, Martinez, Sawyer,

Roemer, Green, Woolsey, Strickland, Good ling, Roukema, Gund.er-
son, Barrett, Hoekstra, McKeon, Miller.

Also present: Representatives Castle and Mazzo li.
Staff present: Susan Wilhelm, staff director; Omer Waddles, staff

director for the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educatior; Colleen
McGinnis, legislative associate; Tom Kelley, legislative aide; June
Harris, legislative aide; and Mary Gardner, minority, legislative
aide.

Mr. KILDEE. Let the record show that preceding my statement
Mr. Mazzo li made a statement and that will be included in the
record..

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mazzo li follows3

STATEMENT OF HON. ROMANO L. MAZZOLI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF KENTUCKY

Mr Chairman:
Thank you for the opportunity to be with everyone this morning for the commit-

tee's hearing on H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work Opportunities Act I am honored to
join more than 60 of my colleagues in cosponsonng this important initiative, and
I commend you for convening this hearing.

It is a pleasure to introduce two of my constituents who will provide testimony
before your distinguished panel.

Today, ,rou will here from Mr. Thomas Davisson, who since 1988, has been the
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Sullivan College in my hometown of
Louisville, Kentucky. His more than 20 years of experience in postsecondary train-
ing has allowed him to see firsthand the tremendous need for preparing our Na-
tion's students for competing in an increasingly global economy. l'Ar. Davisson will
speak of the partnership between Sullivan College, the Jefferson County Public
Schools, and the Louisville business community. I believe it is a program worthy
of modeling and exactly the type of program that the School-to-Work OpportunitiesAct seeks to promote.

Mr. Chairman, I am also pleased to introduce to the committee Ms. Kathiyn
Mershon, a long-time friend. Iffs. Mershon has had a distinguished career in the
health profession and is currently the Vice Chairwoman of the Louisville area
Chamber of Commerce.

Her testimony will provide insight into a successfid program launched by the
Chamber's Education and Workforce Institute earlier this year. The Greater LAWS-
ville Youth School-to-Work Program, a collaboration of Louisville businesses,
schools, and local government, is an outstanding example of an apprenticeship
project that has the goal of readying young people for careers while developing a
sinned labor force.

(497)
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Mr. Chairman, our challenge is clear. I am proud of the strides being made in
Louisville and Jeffsrson County to meet this challenge, and I stand ready to assist
you and your committee in any way I can to move this legislation forward.

Mr. KILDEE. The committee meets this morning for a hearing on
H.R. 2884, the School-To-Work Opportunities Act of 1993. If we as
a Nation are to continue to compete in the increasingly complex
world and that economic global situation we have today, we must
do a better job of preparing our youth for our workplace.

H.R. 2884 provides, I believe, an excellent framework for creating
a system of school-to-work transition to accomplish this goal. Both
Secretary Reilly at the Department of Education and Secretary
Reich at the Department of Labor have made an issue of school-
to-work transition a high priority.

It is very interesting, too, the two committees, the two sub-
committees that have jurisdiction over this bill today are the Labor
Management Subcommittee and the Elementary, Secondary, Voca-
tional Education Subcommittee, and we are trying to pull together
the world of work and the world of school and the two Secretaries
involved, one Secretary of Labor and one Secretary of Education,
I think we realize that link has to be real.

Many years ago, I used to suggest to certain Secretaries of Labor
and certain Secretaries of Education that they have at least one
telephone line between their two offices so they could communicate.
Well, as it is now, we have two men who know each other very
well, respect each other very well, and also recognize that very im-
portant link between the world of school and work. I appreciate
their efforts, look forward to working with those two Secretaries
and the members of the committee to create a system of school-to-
work transition programs that prepares students for the future.

Before I introduce our witnesses today, I want to recognize the
Ranking Member on the Committee on Education and Labor, Bill
Good ling. Let me say, again, I have embarrassed him from time to
time. We passed a bill, I believe, a week ago today, school reform,
Goals 2000. It is a good bill. And it is a much better bill and prob-
ably a viable bill only because of Mr. Good ling's input on that bill.
And I want to publicly appreciateexpress my appreciation for his
patience and his hard work in bringing together a bill that turned
out to be a bipartisan bill.

Mr. Good ling.
Mr. Gomm No. Well, the Chairman is overgenerous with his

comments, but it is early in the morning and I am happy to accept
them. It will get worse as the day goes on, I assure you.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to join you in welcoming this morn-
ing's witnesses to our third hearing on the establishment of a
school-to-work transition system in the country. I look forward to
hearing your testimony and your recommendations on how we pro-
ceed in the development of this important legislation.

Development of such a system of high-quality, work-based learn-
ing programs throughout the United States that train youth for
skilled high wage careers which do not require a four-year college
degree is vital.

I stated on numerous occasions I am a cosponsor of the adminis-
tration's school-to-work opportunities bill, similar to Mr. Gunder-
son's and my bill, and I support their efforts in this area.
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There are a number of concerns, however, as we move through
the legislative process on which I hope today's hearing will provide
some insight. The bill, as written, focuses primarily on the 11th
and 12th grades. While we should develop intensive programs for
11th and 12th graders, we should make sure that we provide
youths in earlier grades before they drop out even though they are
still in schoolespecially disadvantaged youthswith opportuni-
ties for career awareness and preparation, and alternative tech-
niques such as experiential learning, problem solving, and inter-
disciplinary teaching. I look forward to hearing the testimony of
our witnesses in that area.

We have to maintain a strong employer role. We heard in our
previous hearings that the role of employers is absolutely essential
to the success of this effort. We must maintain if not strengthen
the employer's role in H.R. 2884 and I hope today's panelists will
provide us with further information and insight on that.

The school-to-work legislation should not be targeted and there
will be attempts to further target or earmark funds under this leg-
islation for disadvantaged and special populations. While I strongly
support the inclusion of all students in these programs and want
.to work to see that disadvantaged and special populations are equi-
tably and fairly served, our efforts should concentrate on earlier
intervention, counseling, and other supportive services, not further
targeting or entitlements.

Participation from nonprofit educational institutions is also im-
portant to our efforts. While the current bill does not actually pro-
hibit the participation of for-profit educational institutions in local
partnerships or in the program, it very obviously leaves them out
when listing potential members of the local partnerships as well as
leaving them out of the definition of a postsecondary education in-
stitution.

This omission is of particular concern to me, especially when we
are looking to train students in high-tech fields where for-profit
technical colleges may be the best or even the only training pro-
vider in certain areas.

Again, I look forward to hearing from this morning's witnesses
and I would appreciate your input.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Goodling. Without objec-
tion, unless someone wishes to speak, we will include all other
opening statements in the record and go immediately to our wit-
nesses who have traveled from great distances to come here.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Gene Green follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for calling this hearing this morning on
the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. 'The leadership of this committee has proven
that it is serious about getting this bill moving by holding these hearings and I look
forward to seeing this bill on the floor of the House very soon.

The School-to-Work Opportunities Act represents a significant change in the way
we treat our students and how we assist them into the world of work. The options
of our non-college bound students have expanded to some degree but we lack a
sound policy to train our students for specific skills they will need for the workforce.

When I graduated from high school I had the good fortune to participate in a high
quality union apprenticeship program. This training enabled me to begin my career
as a journeyman printer and subsequently work my way through law sehool. The
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wasting apprenticeship programs we have today should serve as an example for
high quality programs that will provide promising job prospects for our students.

Again, thank you for calling this hearing and I would like to thank the witnesses
for taking the time to be here today and share their insight on this matter.

Mr. KILDEE. Today's witnesses are Mr. Doug Weir, Principal,
Genesee Area Skills Center, Flint, Michigan. I have known Idr.
Weir for more years than we care to tell.

Mr. Verde 11 Dnncan, Administrator for Equal Opportunity/Cul-
tural Diversity, Hurley Hospital, Flint, Michigan. I have known he
and his family for many, many years, too.

Mr. Gene Callahan, Former l'resident, American Vocational As-
sociation, Alexandria, Virginia; Mr. Robert Chase, Vice President,
National Education Association, Washington, DC; Mr. Tom
Davisson, Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, Sullivan Col-
lege, Louisville, Kentucky; and Ms. }Cathryn Mershon, Vice Chair,
Chamber of Commerce, Louisville, Kentucky.

We will start with Mr. Weir.

STATEMENTS OF DOUG WEIR, PRINCIPAL, GENESEE AREA
SKILLS CENTER, FLINT, MICHIGAN; VERDELL DUNCAN, AD-
MINISTRATOR FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/CULTURAL DIVER-
SITY, HURLEY HOSPITAL, FLINT, MICHIGAN; GENE CAL-
LAHAN, FORMER PRESIDENT, AMERICAN VOCATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA; ROBERT CHASE, VICE
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASH-
INGTON, DC; TOM DAVISSON, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
OPERATING OFFICER, SULLIVAN COLLEGE, LOUISVILLE,
KENTUCKY; AND KATHRYN MERSHON, VICE CHAIR, LOUIS-
VILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Mr. WEIR. Chairman Kildee, it is indeed an honor to be here

today and to address this particular group of committee members.
We thank you for the opportunity to be here as well.

I am speaking today from a practitioner's point of view. The
schools that I represent and the community that I represent is a
very industrial-oriented, very educational-oriented community that
serves a wide cross-section of individuals.

After reviewing the bill, I believe that it is a very excellent op-
portunity for many of our young people to receive the types of serv-
ices that they must receive in order to be successful in later ca-
reers. At our particular institution, we are involved in four dif-
ferent school-to-work efforts of varying maturity from 12 years' du-
ration and some as new as 3 or 4 months.

My goal today is to briefly explain those efforts to you and try
to relate them to the efforts that you are making in constructing
this legislation. Basically, school-to-work transition in our particu-
lar community, because we have a heavy manufacturing base,
deals very extensively with complex issues such as labor manage-
ment agreements, labor laws, liability factors, and many other con-
cerns that affect businesses' willingness to deal, with students.

To overcome these particular barriers, we found that it takes a
tremendous amount of effort and knowledge that most educators
are not aware of. We would encourage as you frame this bill to in-
clude things that will allow educators and business people to come
closer together to gain a mutual understanding.
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One of our projects is with General Motors. It is a joint project
between General Motors and the United Auto Workers, several
local colleges, 31 different high schools and the GASC Technology
Center which I represent. This program is a very complex piece of
work. Basically, th.e program seeks to prepare young adults, par-
ticularly females and minorities, for work in the skilled trades
arena.

The skilled trades jobs in our community are extremely substan-
tial and are jobs that are sought after. Because of that, they are
jobs that are well protected. There are over 10,000 skilled trades
jobs in our community.

The average age of the skilled trade workforce is approximately
47 years of age. Most of those individuals can retire within four to
six years which leaves General Motors with the proposition that
they are going to have to replace a substantial portion of their
workforce within four to six years. It currently takes four to six
years to grow a skilled tradesperson from a high school level
through the apprenticeship system into a journeyperson.

General Motors is very concerned and I think it is this concern
that brought them to the skill center to ask what we can do to start
to prepare 11th and 12th graders for skilled trades. Very frankly,
General Motors and the individuals we work with are not im-
pressed with the educational system that we have. Very frankly,
they came to us and said we came to you because we had to do it.
We don't believe that you can, and you need to show us that edu-
cation can respond to the needs of industry.

But through a series of negotiations and exiensive deliberations,
we did come up with a program that is being touted as a national
model where we actually have 80-some high school juniors and sen-
iors involved with mentors provided by General Motors with local
colleges, high schools and with the technology center all working
together in an integrated way to prepare individuals to take career
paths to succeed in the apprenticeship arena.

One of the difficulties that we run into, and one of the major ob-
stacles that I think we are going to face in school-to-work transi-
tion, is the fact that many of these jobs that we aspire to train
young people for are tightly held and it becomes a matter of supply
and demand.

There is one organization we are dealing with that représents a
high level of skilled trades who frankly told us we don't want to
train anybody in skilled trades because we don't want to flood the
market. That whole issue of the labor-management type of relation-
ship and the relationship with schools needs to be addressed and
needs to be addressed at a level that carries a great deal of weight,
which I believe is the level that we are addressing today.

Several other programs, not quite as dynamic as the MTP, the
General Motors program, but also with complexities, Financial
Academy Program which deals with local banking institutions and
financial organizations. We have a program within the banks
wl.,:re we actually have a teacher assigned at the bank, and they
wo k organizing students and organizing programs so the students
car be trained.

Other types of programs that we have had excellent experience
with and something that probably should be addressed is that most
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career path projects we deal with do include a community college
element.

Another school-to-work prograth called Project Drafts, basically
preparing young adults for engineering and engineering-related
work. This is a community college and a postsecondary type of ca-
reer path. Essentially what General Motors told the local commu-
nity colleges is that they need to do a better job training their engi-
neering candidates and they need to include more technologies in
their curriculum.

The community college, in turn, came to us and said we have to
put more technology in our curriculum, therefore, we need help and
we would like you, and the secondary schools, to start to put more
technology in your curriculum and start to develop a clear career
path so that students can, in middle school and in high school, get
on that path and succeed right up through community colleges.

We in essence, at the high school level, are teaching courses that
were previously taught at the community college. Through articula-
tion agreements and other arrangements, students are actually re-
ceiving college credit waivers for classes that they take at the high
school level in our institution.

This is another method where career path or school-to-work tran-
sition can occur. Secondary schools need to interact and come up
with a layered approach to how we get students iato a career path
and how the career path is defined and carries through all the way
to postsecondary and through postsecondary.

The other programs that we have are all derivations of the ones
I talked about. The idea of mentorship is extremely popular and
again is faced with some pitfalls. But, again, mentorship is prob-
ably one of the most powerful school-to-work transition efforts that
we can offer young students.

I know my time is running short.
I believe that one of the things I have seenand I have been in

secondary education for 23 years at all different levels, is that the
school-to-work transition that we have been involved in for the past
actually 12 years has changed the lives of many, many young peo-
ple. We see it every day.

For many young people, education is not for "anything." Edu-
cation is something that you do because you have to do it. And
when it is over, then you start to look around and find something
else to do. School-to-work transition efforts, and particularly this
bill, offers young people an opportunity to go to school for some-
thing. They can relate what they are doing on the job, they can re-
late what they are doing to the credentials that they receive, to
something they want, which is economic security and economic
independence.

I really applaud the work that has been done on this bill. I think
it is extremely effective. It has all of the pieces that we have come
from experience are absolutely critical for successful movement to
occur and to continue.

My colleague, Mr. Duncan, will be talking later about the Hurley
Hospital program which is a program where students are at the
hospital every day. There are about 100 students that report to
Hurley Hospital and that, Hurley is their school for half a day. And
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that is where the teachers are and that is where education is hap-
pening.

In the future, I would see that we will be placing teachers in
businesses to actually extend the walls of the schoolhouse and
make education relevant to everyone's life.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weir follows:]
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Statement of Doug Weir, Genesee Area Skills Center,
Flint, Michigan

The proposed H.R. 2884 School to Work Opportunities Bill provides
an array of opportunities for organisations to interconnect to
form clear and meaningful career pathways for young adults within
our communities. The prevailing features of the bill, from a
practitioner's point of view, include work-based learning,
portable credentials, integration of academics and occupational
learning, and the emphasis on a systems approach. All are
critical components of a true school-to-work initiative.

The bill's focus on building statewide initiatives revolving
around coherent systems inclusive of business, labor, secondary
and, post-secondary education, provides for and encourages the
integration of services and functions into a clear set of career
pathways. In addition, the bill's provision for the development
of partnerships adds flexibility and encourages local efforts to
continue to develop and grow.

The experience of the Flint and Genesee doonty (Michigan) area in
development of school-to-work initiatives leads us to believe
that H.R. 2884 is fundamentally excellent legislation. Many of
the features of the bill also appear in the several efforts of
our community to interconnect business, labor and education.
This "interconnectiveness" has resulted in several projects that
have flourished.

The projects all revolve around the establishment of career paths
or in the bill's vernacular "career majors." The project with
the greatest longevity is in the medical area and is a
partnership between a major medical center, Hurley Medical
Center, sending high schools and the GASC TECHNOLOGY CENTER. The
program has developed over a twelve-year period and primarily
integrates career awareness, career exploration and technical
skill development within the medical center setting.

The program is a "school within a business" and draws on the
expertise of the medical center's staff who provide daily
instruction, coordination and evaluation of student progress
along with the GASC staff. Approximately eighty high school
juniors and seniors report to the medical center each day during
this two-year program. Students who complete the program
normally go on to college or are employed at the medical center
or other similar facilities. Students are also afforded the
opportunity to pursue summer paid work experience.

The program has expanded to the extent that GASC business
students are also receiving instruction in the various business
operations of the center. In addition the opportunities have
been extended to electronics students who work in the biotech and
video areas. This fall students began studying and working at
Genesys Medical Center. In the fall of 1994, additional students
will be placed at McLaren Medical Center.

A program dealing with the apprenticeable trades in manufacturing
(Manufacturing Technology Partnership) has been established and
is a partnership between General Motors Truck and Bus, the United
Auto Workers, Mott Community College, Baker College, local high
schools and GASC TECHNOLOGY CENTER. This unique program,
initiated by General Motors, seeks to develop a pool of qualified
apprentice candidates as a future resource from which to draw
poential rsplacements for an aging skilled trades workforce.

The pro4ram features interaction between seventeen high schools
whose students attend GASC TECHNOLOGY CENTER for specific
work-telated instruction. The program emphasis is on the
integration of academic and technical skills because although the
studeAts have high grade point averages, their ability to apply
acadmaLcs to real situations and to solve real problems is
limited.

Each day the students leave GASC and report to GM where seven
skilled trades mentors provide instruction. The purpose of the
mentors is to assist students in understanding day-to-day
manufacturing operations and the application of academic and
technical skills in an industrial setting. At the end of two
years, students will take tne skilled trades apprentice test.
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Upon completion of their initial two years of instruction and
graduation from high school, GM will sponsor students in an
associate's degree program in Applied Technology at localcolleges. GM anticipates that a skilled trades shortfall in the
near future will allow entry of successful MTP students in theskilled trades apprenticeships. This prv4ram is an excellent
example of the type of program that could be created with theproposed legislation.

The MTP program, which is supplemented by grants from the
Department of Labor and the C. S. Mott Foundation is expanding tosmaller manufacturers and other General Motors facilities. A
network of manufacturing opportunities will be available to
students at a variety of levels as the project continues toexpand. There are presently eighty-three individuals in the
program and particular emphasis is being placed on the
development of minority and female candidates.

One of the difficulties encountered in this type of programming
is the definition of the employer-employee relationship. The MTPis a paid work experience (at GM), but the students are not able
to do production work and are not really employees in thatcontext. However, they are trainees. The questions about
liability, workers' compensation, and the complications of
union/management agreements cloud the issue of student labor withlarger manufacturers. The Careers in Health provam provides anon-paid work experience and training, yet even in this program
tho same issues of meaningful work, liability, and use of
students is sometimes questioned.

Including business and labor in meaningful ways in a
school-to-work transition effort requires a closer look at theinherent barriers. These do not seem to be ones of attitude or
desire but instead seem to be related to the interpretation of
the laws that govern students in a variety of school-to-work
environments. Considerable effort needs to be made in clarifyingthese issues and determining coherent answers before significant
buy:in by business occurs.

Another variation of the school-to-work approach is the Project
Draft Partnership between the community college, GM and GASCTECHNOLOGY CENTER. This is a school-to-work partnership without
the work experience. The interesting element in this project is
that the college found that it needed to raise the performance
level of its graduates in order to meet the entry-level
eaployment specifications of GM. The college is constrained by
the number of credit hours they can require of students as well
as additional inhibiting factors and is being asked by industry
to offer more within the same time frame. The alternative they
have chosen to pursue is helping to define an industry-based
program of study at GASC which will allow for a seamless
transition into higher level drafting classes in the collegelevel program. The high school students who successfully
complete our pre-engineering courses receive articulated college
credit that applies to the overall degree requirements. Studentsare now completing what was college work in a high school
environment. This united effort allows students to begin a
career path at an earlier age and allows the college to bettermeet industry standards. This is an example of a school-to-work
program that encourages performance at a higher academic andskill threshold.

The willingness of education and business to interconnect and
provide fundamentally new opportunities is a large part of theschool-to-work effort. The Financial Academy at GhSC is
basically a series of experiences layered in such a way as to
integrate the efforts of college, high school, technical
preparation, academic preparation and work experience within onecoordinated set of experiences. Only by encouraging colleges and
businesses to become partners with GASC and by acting as thebridge between all of the elements, can the creation of a
financial academy with clear career pathways become a viablealternative. This program also overcomes the reluctance of somestudents and parents to become involved in a technical program
because college is an integral component and the career pathwayis clearly defined.
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It is evident that the key to all of these transition efforts is

the integration and interconnectiveness of the partners.
Although the coordination and effort to create these elaborate
partnerships and to maintain the relationships that allow the
merging of education, labor, and business is extensive, it is the
beginning of the same system that the proposed legislation

addresses.

H.R. 2884 provides the incentive and contains all the necessary
ingredients to allow for successful integration of a diverse set

of partners. School-to-work transition partnerships can exist
where there is a clear need. The recognition of the need is an
area that requires development. Although many employers perceive
a need for a skilled workforce they are generally not well it
tune with the needs within their own organizations. Some effort
to identify, in a credible way, the real present and future needs
of our business partners would be helpful.

In summary, H.R. 2884 offers a realistic opportunity for
school-to-work transition efforts to occur. The focus on systems

needs to be maintained and developed to minimize the dilution of
resources to the point of ineffectiveness. School-to-work
programs need focus and control or the result will be
disillusioned business partners and overall frustration. There
is a general lack of understanding of the role of business by
most educators and there is a reluctance to see education as a
part of the economic development plan of a community. H.R. 2884
will go a long way toward changing those perceptions if carefully

implemented.

GASC TECHNOLOGY CENTER
G-5081 Torrey Road
Flint, MI 48507
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Weir, for your testimony.
I don't want to get too sentimental but I recall when I met you

many, many years ago. I really expected some extraordinary things
from you, and what you are doing at Flint is very extraordinary.
It is very helpful and making a difference in our society. We cer-
tainly appreciate it.

Mr. Duncan.
Mr. CODDLING. Of course, Flint is an extraordinary place.
Mr. DUNCAN. Good morning, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Good ling, and also

subcommittee members. It is truly an honor to be here today to
speak on the H.R. 2884.

One of the things I would like to inform the committee of is the
fact that the city council, which I am k member of in Flint, has
adopted a resolution in support of this bill. We believe that this bill
is key to the development of our young people.

As you might know, the City of Flint has undergone some drastic
changes in the last few years. At one time, we were very dependent
on General Motors. As a result of that, many of our students felt
that when they graduated from high school, they would automati-
cally have a job at General Motors. That is not happening. What
we are looking at at SRI are ways of trying to get our kids more
involved with the other different careers that are available to them.

In Flint, Michigan, one of the entities that has been doing a lot
of job employment is the different health care facilities. What we
are trying to do is trying to let our young people know that there
are more opportunities that are involved in the health care arena.
We feel that the program that we are presently involved in, Ca-
reers in Healthwhich is a joint venture between Hurley Medical
Center and the Genesee Area Skills Centerallows us to provide
some opportunities for our young people.

We feel that the bill that you are considering is an instrument
that can allow us and other organizations to expand that effort.

We became involved with the Genesee Area Skills Center ap-
proximately 12 years ago. At that time we had 11 students that at-
tended Hurley Medical Center, found information about the dif-
ferent careers there, and became involved in our process. Since
that time, that ;irogram has gone from one two-hour session with
11 students to three two-hour sessions with over 100 students.

In fact, this year, over 150 students were turned down because
there were not facilities or funds available. So there is an interest.
We are finding that more and more young people are trying to be-
come more involved in seeking information that will impact their
careers in the future.

It is unfortunate that our young people are seeking this informa-
tion and are not able to attain it. We feel that the program that
the Genesee Area Skills Center is embarking on is definitely in the
right direction. And we are very proud to be a part of that.

One good thing about our program is that we allow our students
to become involved in over 50 different sections of the medical cen-
ter. Hurley Medical Center is a 543-bed facility. We are a teaching
organization. We are affiliated with Michigan State University. We
have over 2,800 employees. The hundreds that are involved in this
program at Hurley Medical Center are given an opportunity to look
not only at the different medical careers available at the Hurley

79-303 0-94-17
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Medical Center, but other careers that are favorable to them with
regard to accounting, human resource training, all the things that
are involved in a b.uge medical center. It allows them to have a
mentor relationship with employees at Hurley Medical Center.

And one of the good things about our program is that we expect
those students to be governed by Hurley Medical Center rules,
which means they have to be at work on time, they must come to
work, they must have appropriate dress, and they must have the
right attitude. And we have found that has been very beneficial to
those young people. In fact, some of these students, once they have
completed the two-year program that they have with Hurley Medi-
cal Center, have actually been employed by Hurley Medical Center.

In fact, there have also been occasions when we have had stu-
dents who really didn't know what they wanted to do, really don't
have any idea where they were going to be in five or six years, who
have come to Hurley, have become involved with different careers,
and as a result of that, have embarked on those careers.

In my testimony, I use the example of a student by the name of
Otto Townsend who came to Hurley in 1985 and became involved
in our Pharmacy Department. As a result of that, he will be grad-
uating from the University of Michigan pharmacy program this
year. We have another student that was labeled as a special edu-
cation student who some teachers felt could not learn who started
working with the Hurley program and, as a result of that, became
very interested and they found out that he had some excellent
skills, excellent educational skills that he was not using because he
had been turned off by the regular school system, and as a result
of that, he is pursuing a nursing program and will be graduating
from that program. So we can see from that that programs like this
can work and will work.

I think the main problem that we have had in the past is that
our school system, for some reason, someone has gotten away from
what the main purpose of those systems is, and many times that
is because of lack of funding.

We feel that the bill that is before you will help to buy more op-
portunities for those young people, help young people to decide on
different careers, not only in th.e health arena, but also in other
arenas where they can fmd a career that is going to take care of
themselves and their family, hopefully will prohibit them from
looking for assistance from the Federal Government or State gov-
ernment to help them take care of their family.

I think you can be assured of one thing, that if the bill is adopt-
ed, you are going to see a new interest in our students, a new in-
terest in our school system. One of the things that I noticed, espe-
cially at Hurley Medical Center, that many of our medical physi-
cians are not American physicians. Many of those physicians are
from foreign countries because we are finding that more and more
of our young people are not being involved in our educational sys-
tem. So we need to change that.

I have nothing against foreign doctors. I think they are excellent,
but I think there are a lot of opportunities for our young people
that are not occurring simply because we are not providing the cor-
rect information or the correct arena for those individuals. All I can
ask this body to do is consider this bill very seriously.
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I am sure there are some things that need to be added. We have
noticed that it definitely should be expanded, that there are some
programsMr. Good ling alluded to the focus, and we really feel it
should be focused on every student, not just on disadvantaged, spe-
cial. groups. I think if it is focused on every student, those dis-
advantaged students and special students that he alluded to are
going to have their situation addressed.

Many times what happens is, we have a tendency to wait till the
last minute before we address some specific problems in our school
systems. I think that has happened. I think this bill will allow us
to address some of those concerns and Mr. Weir has spoken of and
some of the concerns that many other educators have spoken of
and probably will speak of today.

Once again, I can only ask you to consider this bill, do whatever
you can to have it adopted by the full body, and I am sure you are
going to find it is going to be a very positive thing for not only the
Flint community, but also the communities that pay us for rep-
resenting them.

Thank you for allowing me to speak today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Duncan follows:]
STATEMENT OF VERDELL DUNCAN, ADMINISTRATOR, EEO/CULTURAL DIVERSM,

HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER, FLINT, MICHIGAN

Good morning, Chairman Kildee. My name is Verde 11 Duncan. I am the Adminis-
trator for EEO/Cultural Diversity at Hurley Medical Center, a 543-bed teaching hos-
pital in the City of Flint, Michigan. I'm here to speak in support of H.R. 2884:
School-to-Work Opportunities Act. First, I would like to inform the committee of a
resolution that was adopted by the Flint City Council on October 25, 1993 in sup-
port of H.R. 2884.

Hurley Medical Center has been providing opportunities for students in health ca-
reer for 12 years. This program is a joint effort with GASC Technology Center.

Initially, the program had 11 students and one two-hour session. Today, that pro-
gram has three two-hour sessions and 100 students. Those students are assigned
to over 50 worksites at Hurley Medical Center. Those worksites include: Human Re-
sources, Nursing, Accounting, Physical Therapy, Radiology, Pharmacy, etc. Students
are exposed to areas that hopefully will provide a foundation for their initial ca-
reers.

Hurley believes that the bill before this body will enhance the kind of programs
that are in existence as well as encourage the establishment of school-to-work pro-
grams in manufacturing, service industries, and other career areas.

Hurley believes that the program has provided valuable workplace exposure for
the students. It has provided them an opportunity to actually see and work in a
health care setting where Hurley employees are able to establish mentoring rela-
tionships with the students. The students are also exposed to valuable career ir.for-
mation that hopefully will help them select a career that will support them and
their families.

The program has also exposed students to the world of work. Those students are
counseled and governed by Hurley Medical Center's policies. They must be on time;
they must come to work; they must have the right attitude; and they must have
proper dress.

The Careers in Health program is a two-year program. Students begin the pro-
gram in their junior year. Hurley has also provided summer jobs for the students.
Those jobs were funded by grants through GASC Technology Center.

In conclusion, it is our belief that this bill should be passed. This year, 150 stu-
dents in Genesee County were not given an opportunity to participate in this pro-
gram because of lack of funding.

Former student Otto Townsend participated in the program and is graduating
from the University of Michigan with a degree in pharmacy, and another student
was placed in a Special Education program and is now completing the requirements
for his nursing degree. These are examples of the need for this type of educational
relationship between businesses and schools. There are many students like the two
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I just mentioned. All they need is an opportunity. This bill will go a long way in
providing those opportunities.

Thank you.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you Mr. Duncan. I particularly appreciate
you being here at this time. I know as a member of the City Coun-
cil, you are up for election this coming Tuesday. So I appreciate you
taking time from your campaign to come down here to testify.

Mr. Callahan.
Mr. CALLAHAN. Good morning Mr. Chairman, Mr. Good ling,

members of the committee.
My name is Gene Callahan. I am superintendent of the Tulsa

Technology Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, the oldest and largest area
vo-tech school in the State. I am also a former president of Amer-
ican Vocational Association.

I appear before you on behalf of the AVA for two reasons. First,
to briefly describe a youth apprenticeship project at my school
known as Craftsmanship 2000; and second, while we support the
School-to-Work Opportunities Act, I would like to share some con-
cerns that vocational educatois have with the legislation.

The Craftsmanship 2000 project represents the best of the voca-
tional-technical education and is a model for the type of system en-
visioned by the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. It is a joint part-
nership of local industry, public schools, and the metropolitan
Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. The program combines the last two
years of high school with two years of postsecondary education and
training, preparing students for high skilled careers in the metal-
working industry.

The program is now in its second year of operation. I would like
to highlight some of the elements that make it a success and ask
that a more detailed description of the project be entered into the
record for your review.

[The information followsa
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CRAFTSMANSHIP 2000
A WORK-BASED LEARNING PROJECT IN

TULSA, OKLAHOMA

PHILOSOPHY

Recognizing the need to do something to assist U. S. Industry in woridwide competitiveness, a group

of Tulsa manufacturing companies involved in metaiworidng trade in 1990 detamined to develcp a
work-based teaming approach to benefit both Tulsa's youth and those companies which want to
survive by the year 2000. They envisiontal a pannership between industry, education, the political
system. parents end students which would result in a iong-terni solution to the problem of mismatch

between level of skills of available work force and increming demand for higher craftsmanship.

INTRODUCTION

Craftsmanship 2000, Inc., is a joint partnership of community leaders from local industry, education,
and the Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. These pinnate are responsible for the
development and administration of a youth apprenticeship program in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

The partners brought to the Craftsmanship 2000 organization an array of skills and experience which

has led to the development of a debated four-yew youth apprenticeship program. This outcome-
based program is designed to yield a highly skilled entry level employee who meets the growing
demanos of America's metalworking industry. Apprentices participating in this program will be
afforded one of the best technical educations availabie.

THE PROGRAM

Following are key elements which represent the core of the apprenticeship program for achieving
metaiworking craftsmanship:

> The apprenticeship program is a systematic mix of academic, vo-tech, and work-based training

which consists of a total of four years. Academic and training days will be increased in length
from 6 to 8 hours and from 175 days to 220 days per yser. High school students in their Junior
year are admitted to the program based on examinetions of foundation skills which will Include

achievement aptitude and interests teats.
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> Participants in the apprenticeship program become the employees of Craftsmanship 2000, Inc.
They am paid an annual stipend bawd co forty4tour weeks and equal to the following; $7,480
in year one; $7,920 in year two; $13200 in yew three; $14,060 in yew four. Bonuses may be
earned by a combination of academic, tuttnicel and job performances. Each of theism:hawing
indlsties will reimburse Craftsmanship 2000. Inc. for the stipend based on the number of
apprentices each has agreed to sponsor.

> Responsibilities are dWided between the public schools. vo-tech, and industry for the academic
artd training aspects during the first two yews of the program. All teachers, textbooks, and
transportation will be furnished by Tulsa Public Schools. Technical training during this same
time period will be jointy cchducted by Tulsa Technology Center and the sponsoring industries.

tho trial two yews, academic reepcosibility will shift to Tulsa Junior College with most training
responsibility remaining with Tulsa Tech and industry. During yews one and two, all formal
subjects both academic and tahnical will be taught at one locelkin Southeast Campus of
Tulsa Tech.

> The curriculum combining academic, technical, smile, and learning to learn skills in classroom,
vocational workshop and compsny settings was developed by company engineering and
technical personnel in collaboratich with curriculum writers of the educational institutions. One
full-time curriculum specialist completed yews one and two. Based on desired learner
outcomes, each student will be graded by public school towhee and vo-tedi instructor, and
finally verified by company mentos. Development of the new curriculum has bean the
integrating element which is binding ail parties together. The applied technology method of
teaching is being used in the instructione pm*s whenever possible.

> All teachers, trainers, and rnemors participaing in the apprenticeship program have received
extensive joint instruction and counseling during the summer cf 1992 In preparation for the class
of 92-93. The Training Committee of Craftsmanship 2000, Inc. is currently detailing desired
learnsr outcomes for this instruction. The overall desired outcome is a better understanding by
teachers of the world faced by the pupil after graduation and a better understanding by Industry
of how knowledge is imparted to a teenager.

> House Bill 1017 passed by the Oklahoma Legislature and confirmed by a vote of the people
essentially deregulated education in Oklahoma. It encourages local educational institutions to
innovate. It replaced tirne-based curriculum with learner outcomes. This has created the
atmosphere in which the Craftsmanship 2000 pilot project was born.
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PRINCIPLES:

1. It V. III l 111.1 .1.1a 1.11 .11

Craftsmanship 2000 motivates youth by:

Rewarding students for their contributions and performance

Compensating students for their 410...1..stional everiencs so they don't have the distractions

of a parttime Job

Increasing the relevance of instruction to the reel work, by piecing the youth in the real world

Providing the youth with knowledge and skills that allow thorn to be productive indNiduals
in their youth and therefcre incrosing their chances of becoming productive citizens in their
adutt

2. Sat hitt' standards promote hicther acedemic gerfamence level

Craftsmanship 2000 addresses high standards of Performance in all aspects of its prcgram by:

Clearly defining the standards that are expected of the apprentice and then helping the
youths achieve those standards

Rewarding the youths with Incentive pay for outstanding higher level performance

Providing support services above and beyond what a regular educational program may
provide

Providing a career path that allows the individual to meet employment and education goals
for a productive life

3. Link work and leamino link classroom curriculum to worksfte learning and work exosriencit

The detailod curriculum materials emphasize th link between lemming in the classroom, shop

and at the worksite.
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Providing the 'Soot Camp workshops for the academic and Industrial coordinators this

SUMMIlf

Detailed plans for developing integrated acederacitechnicel curriculum ccathonents

4. Ili, - III I .1 - I II11* I* I II - -III /II -II

.1 ...I 'I A,. It Ill I It 1 ..11 I -I. it 11 . -1"-

Slitaigaatel

Craftsmanship 2000 graduates will be among the most sought after graduates In Tulsa county

because of:

A program of study that includes continued education requirements after leaving the high

school expenence

Continued work-related instruction in their field of study

Student apprentices are provided with a variety of work experiences end job exposures that

help the individual select cane' paths

5. Dome emolovers Promote employer Participation in me education of youth to insure
development of a skilled. flexible. entry-level work forca

6.

The Craftsmanship 2000 organizational structure and the dedication of the leadership of
Craftsmanship 2000 will help insur the involvement of employers as the program develops
and evolves. The level of personnel on the executive Committee provides this body with the
authonry and administrative capability to make and assure the implementation of decisions.

Employw participation in the Craftsmanship 2000 profect is evidenced by the quantity of
employers and personnel involved In committees associated with the project.

LI. III - 1 .1...1 I .11 "- II

Craftsmanship 2000 ensures the work-bound youth a career development path by:

I Providing real world experiences that help the individual explore occupational career choices
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Providing a solid curriculum that ertkates and meads Minimum academic competencies
and providing a reason for the students to kern and apply them

Building a solid foundation of skills, making it easier to lewn high level workplace
competencies

ProvidMg a junior college education within the apprenticeship curriculum

7. gstablish relevancy of work-connected lumina to the educational setting

By placing students in real world work environments and providing them with realistic work
responsibilities, the relevancy is dusty conveyed to the laming experience. Craftsmanship
2000 is committed to providing a continued effort in improving upon this process by updating
curriculum components' as time and technology dictate.

AHparties must commit to be flexible and go beyond the normal thought process to seek
new ways and seek ideas for solutions to problems

K... individuals must be willing to go above and beyond the call of a normal working day to
make the process work

B. gatablIsh a system of accountability as pun of the school-to-work transition efforts

Craftsmanship 2000 has created a loop of accountability which includes:

Establishing dearly defined curriculum and standards of performance

Constant monitoring of the studenrs progress by industrial mentors, instructors, and
counselors

Clearly defined formal evaluations combined with incentives for outstanding work

Reports by the Central Apprenticeship Council and various committees within Craftsmanship

2000

Meetings of the Central Apprenticeship Council to address concerns and needs which arise
during the program
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SUMMARY

Craftsmanship 2000 is a pilot project in Tulsa, Oklahoma conducted by Tulsa Public Schools,
Tulsa Technology Center, Tulsa Junior College, seven metalworking industries, and the
Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. First classes began in September, 1992 for twenty

students selected by criteria developed by Craftsmanship 2000, Inc. Beginning phases of

enrollment started in December, 1991, and concluded in February, 1992. Successful students
will be awarded a high school diploma from their sending high school after two years and up to
twenty-five credit hours from Tulsa Junior College built into the total program. It is the intention
of Craftsmanship 2000, Inc. that each student be awarded a certification of occupational skills

and an associate's degree fully transferable to a four-year college or university at the conclusion

of the program. This may require additional individual effort.

When the model proves successful, it is the intention of Craftsmanship 2000 to expand the
program to all of the high schools in the area, to additional metalworking industries, and to

additional disciplines.

For further information contact:

Gene Callahan, Ed. D.

Superintendent
Tulsa Technology Center

3420 South Memorial
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145-1390
(918) 627-7200
FAX: (918) 622-5613

5 '3

John Hunter
Manager, Instructional Services Division
Tulsa Technology Center
3420 South Memorial
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145-1390
(918) 627-7200
FAX (918) 622-5613
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GOALS

* Understand how the youth apprenticeship program
"Craftsmanship 2000" operates in Tulsa, Oklahoma

* Define the difference between traditional
apprenticeship and youth apprenticeship

* Become familiar with the curriculum and curriculum
format utilized within the "Craftsmanship 2000"
program

* Determine what aspects of "Craftsmanship 2000"
can be utilized in your instructional programs
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APPRENTICESHIP

A TRAINING STRATEGY FOR SKILLED OCCUPATIONS

THAT (A) COMBINES SUPERVISED, STRUCTURED ON-

THE-JOB TRAINING WITH THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION

AND (B) IS SPONSORED BY EMPLOYEES OR LABOR/

MANAGEMENT GROUPS THAT HAVE THE ABIUTY TO

HIRE AND/OR TRAIN IN A WORK ENVIRONMENT
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APPRENTICESHIP

C-2000
Traditional Youth

1. Training strategy that combines super- x x
vised stnictured on-the-lob training

2. Prepares people for Wiled employment x x

3. Requirements claarty delineated in the x
National Apprenticeship Act of 1937

4. Training strategy that leads to official . x ?
joumeyperson status

5. Sizable investment on the part of the employer x x

6. Pays wages to its participants, at least during x x
the on-the-job training portion

7. Offers opportunity for Associate Degree credit ? x

8. Participants learn by working directly under x x
the supervision of a master

9. Involves a written agreement and an implicit x x
social obligation between the program sponsor
and the apprentice

10. Training begins while the apprentice is stiU x
enrolled in high school

11. Utilize Tech Prep components x

12. Utilizes curriculum that Is defined exclusively x x
by industry
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APPRENTICESHIP

C-2000
Traditional Youth

1. Training strategy that combines super- x x
vised structured on-the-Job training

2. Prepares people for Wiled employment x x

3. Requirements clearly delineated in the x
National Apprenticeship Act of 1937

4. Training strategy that leads to official x ?

joumeyperson status

5. Sizable investment on the part of the employee x x

6. Pays wages to its participants, at least during x x
the on-the-job training portion

7. Offers opportunity for Associate Degree credit 7 x

8. Participants learn by working directly under x x
the supervision of a master

9. Involves a written agreement and an implicit
social obligation between the program sponsor
and the apprentice

10. Trainiq begins while the apprentice is still
enrolled in high school

11. Utilize Tech Prep components

12. Utilizes curriculum that is defined exclusively
by industry
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CRAFTSMANSHIP 2000

A WORK-BASED SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION PROGRAM

BY: SHEILA HELLEN AND JOHN HUNTER

A well-developed mind, a passion to learn, and the ability to put

knowledge to work are the new keys to the future of our young people,

the success of our businesses, and the economic well-being of the

nation. SCANS Report

In 1989. a group of Tulsa executives began discussing the need for a quality school-

to-work transition program. Recognizing the need to increase the skill levels of

youth entering the work place, those leaders envisioned a partnership tc address

the demand for higher levels of craftsmanship. Hence, Craftsmanship 2000, Inc .

was created, representing a partnership of local industry, Tulsa Public Schools,

Tulsa Technology Center, Tulsa Junior College and the Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber

of Commerce.

The skill needs of industry have driven the development process. Company

engineers and technicians worked with school curriculum writers in developing

learning objectives; educators helped industry mentors learn to teach students:

industry representatives, educators and Chamber of Commerce representatives

established operational procedures, all of which resulted in the development of a

four-year program in metalworking.
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Now in its second year of operation, Craftsmanship 2000 provides a systematic,

comprehensive mix of acidemic, technical and work-basid education and training

including 1) basic skills, 2) technical theory, 3) technicel application. 4) skill

verification in the work place, and 5) skill enhancement Craftsmanship students

receive over 1,800 hours of instructional time per year (over 800 more than other

students) through an extended day and year-round school.

Students enter the program in the 11th grade, after an extensive selection process.

They enroll in a rigorous schedule of English, math and technical courses which

incorporate applied methodologies and emphasize cooperative learning. Tulsa

Public Schools provide the academic instructors. The first-year instructional *mix* is

40% academic instruction, 40% technical instruction, and 20% in-plant instruction.

Second-year students enter the 12th grade where the instructional "mix* is 20%

academic, 50% technical and 30% in-plant instruction. Following graduation from

their home high school at the end of their senior year, students are prepared to

enter the final phase of the program.

Academic and technical instruction for third and fourth year students is provided by

Tulsa Junior College and Tulsa Technology Center. Both institutions offer technical

instruction - TJC provides general education courses which appiy toward

an associate degree. The instructional "mix" for third-year students is 25%

academic. 40% technical. and 35% in-plant instruction, while the instructional "mix"
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for fourth-year students shifts to 10% academic, 40% technicei. end 50% in-pint

instruction.

By the end of the fourth year students shotid be very clog* ba completing sn

associate degree as well as cettificatice sat by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and

Training (MT). BAT certffication of the Craftsmanship 2000 program is pendkg.

The Craftsmanship 2000 program has received rave reviews. Parents say I not

only deveiops academic Wks by requiring students to take and succeed in difficult

science and math classes, but also deveiops character and a "solid sense of seir in

their children. They sisO like having mentors encouraging their children.

Industry mentors say it has provided them with student workers with the thinking,

communicatkin and technical skies necessary to succeed in the metalwodring

industry.

Instructors say the interaction between the academic teachers, technical insizuctors

and industry mentors has been critical in daveloping the students skills. One

teacher described the learning that has taken place as nearly "miraculous."

Based on the Craftsmanship 2000 experience, a successful school-to-work transition

program must:
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1. Have comonilment try corporate executives to articulaie the vision Of the

program, provide personnel and financial resources td the program,

and market the program to parents, students and other potential

=WSW SPON1011;

2. Have commitment by school officials to radiology change the way

"schoor is done. including changing teaching processes and goals,

increasing tkne spent in school. allowing flexible scheduling of classes,

and orienting teachers to the needs of Industry;

3. Set nigh performance standards for students in those classes that

traditionally many avoid - high level math, science and physics. Support

the requirement by assisting them with extra time and help, then

reward them for accomplishing those tasks:

4. Link learning and work by integrating academic and technical curricula,

and provide work-place learning experiences using industry mentors;

5. Train the teachers and mentors in competency-based instruction and

curriculum development, using applied methodologies and cooperative

learning strategies:
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6. Link high school and college acidemic and technical education with an

articulation agreement which gives college credit for skills learned:

7. Provide financial incentives to participate and succeed in the program;

8. Confinue to evaluate the program by asking "Is it working?

Continuously evaluate the instructional, curriculum and learning

processes by asking teachers, students, parents and mentors about.the

product - are the students lemming high level skills necessary for

success in the work place?

Craftsmanship 2000 has had students for two years none has yet completed the

program. But interim studies indicate it 4 a success "in the process of becomingl"

Sheila Hellen is Director of Southeast Campus, Tulsii Technoiogy Center, where the

Craftsmanship 2000 program is located.

John Hunter is Manager, Instructional Services Division, Tulsa Technology Center

10/19/93
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Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Chairman, I only wish that some of our stu-
dents could be here today. You would meet a group of highly moti-
vated and focused individuals that see new meaning in education
and new direction in their lives. Craftsmanship 2000 is working for
two major reasons. One is that local corporate executives have
made a commitment to articulate the vision of the program, pro-
vide personnel and financial resources and market the program to
parents, students, and other potential corporate sponsors. And,
two, school officials have committed to radically change teaching
processes and goals.

High performance standards have been set and a commitment
made to help students meet them. Continuous project monitoring
ensures that students learn high level skills needed in the work-
place. The project includes a systematic and comprehensive inte-
gration of applied academic and vocational skills and work-based
education and training. Industry engineers and technicians work
closely with our teachers in developing learning objectives and edu-
cators to help work-based mentors learn how to help students.

Students and parents see the program as an alternate path to
higher education and a skilled career. It is not labeled as a pro-
gram for the noncollege bound. College credit is earned for the
skills learned. Four years ago, State legislation was passed in
Oklahoma to deregulate education, encouraging innovation by re-
placing time-based curriculum with learner outcomes. Just last
year, our State legislature passed another law to place the respon-
sibility for youth apprenticeship under the direct control of the
Oklahoma State Board of Vocational and Technical Education.

Craftsmanship 2000 is built upon a strong foundation of quality
vocational-technical education with local political financial and
business support. The American Vocational Association supports
the School-to-Work Opportunities Act because it has the potential
to promote a system of schools restructured around projects like
Craftsmanship 2000.

In that spirit, we offer our suggestions to ensure that real reform
takes place with the involvement of vocational educators. I will list
some of our concerns here and ask that we be allowed to submit
legislative language within the next week for your consideration.

First and foremost, all of those involved in school-to-work part-
nerships need to be equal partners. Lasting change will only come
about with direct involvement of business and ind.ustry in partner-
ship with the schools. Joint administration of this effort between
the Departments of Education and Labor must be designed and
methods devised for Congress to determine if it is happening and
if it is successful.

As I stated earlier, the school-to-work initiative will only be suc-
cessful if it is built upon the strong foundation of quality voca-
tional-technical education. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act
must not be funded by decreasing or level funding reform efforts
being initiated under the Carl Perkins Act.

In order to gain widespread business involvement, particularly
that of our small businesses, unpaid work experience should be al-
lowed. Vocational student organizations should be specifically in-
cluded in the bill for the employability and leadership skills they
teach students. The legislation must be coordinated with existing
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State plans, the Perkins Act, and the support efforts already initi-
ated through education.

It must also be closely linked with the Goals 2000 Educational
Reform Act, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and the
Higher Education Act. It must not be labeled a noncollege bound
program. A substantial portion of the school-to-work funds should
be focused on in-service training for teachers and for teacher edu-
cation programs.

Mr. Chairman, with these and some other refifienients, I am con-
fident that the School-to-Work Opportunities Act can be a catalyst
for positive change in preparing our students for a highly skilled
and globally competitive economy.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our comments with you
this morning.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Callahan follows:]
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1
TISTINONY O GUI CALLAZIN

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goodling, and members of the Subcommittee, my

name is Gone callahan. I am the Superintendent of the Tulsa

Technology Center in Tulsa, oklahoma, the oldest and largest

vocational-technical school in Oklahoma. I au also a former
president of th American Vocational Association.

I appear before you on behalf of the AVA for two reasons: the first

is to briefly describe a youth apprenticeship project with which I

an involved in Tulsa known as Craftsmanship 2000. This youth

apprenticeship nodol project is an outstanding example of a school-

to-work program which is part of a comprehensive Statewide

vocational -techhical education delivery system. It represents the

best of vocational-technical education in this country and can

servo as an example of what the Administration is attempting to

accomplish through the School-To-Work Opportunities Act of 1993.

The second purpose of my testimony is to outline several concerns

vocational educators have with regard to the details of the School-

To -Work Opportunities Act of 1993, now being considered by the

Committee.

Craftsmanship 2000 was organized in 1990 as a joint partnership of

local industry, Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa Technology Center,

Tulsa Junior College and the Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of
Commerce. This partnership between school and business is

educating students for demanding and highly skilled careers in the

metalworking industry. The project is in its second year and,

based on its success, we plan to expand to all high schools in the

area to serve more students and include careers in other

industries.

I have attached a full description of Craftsmanship 2000 which the

Committee may find useful when considering changes to H.R. 2884.

The following are highlights of some of the elements that make

Craftsmanship 2000 a success and are likely elements of any

successful youth apprenticeship or other school-to-work effort:

1. There is a commitment by corporate executives to articulate

the vision of the program, provide personnel and financial

resources, and market the program to parents, students and

other potential corporate sponsors;

2. School officials aro committed to. radically change teaching

processes and goals, allowing flexible class chedules, and

orienting teachers to the needs of industry;
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3. High performance standards have been set jointly by business

and education, and a commitment mad. to do what is necessary

to help students meet them;

4. There has been a systematic, comprehensive, and well-planned

integration of applied academic, vocational, and work-based

education and training which includes basic skills, technical

theory, technical application, skill verification in the

workplace, and skill enhancement;

5. Industry engineers and technicians have worked closely with

teachers in developing learning objectives, and educators

helped work-based mentors learn how to teach students;

S. Both applied academic and technical courses are rigOrous and

incorporate applied methodologies and cooperative learning;

7. Students and parents see the progrem as an alternate path to

higher education and a high-skilled career. No one refers to

this as a program for the "non-college bound." Students who

complete this program will graduate with an Associate Jugree

from the Tulsa Junior College;

8. Students participate in the project eight hours a day, 220

days a year, instead of the typical six hour day, 175 day

school year; and

9. The program is continuously monitored to ensure that students

are learning high level skills needed in the workplace.

We congratulate the President and Congress for placing in the light

of public debate the need for an enhanced vocational-technical

education infrastructure. The American Vocational Association

supports the School-To-Work Opportunities Act because it has the

potential to promote the type of flexibility that is needed to

fostr change in systems and to encourage projects like

Craftsmanship 2000. Vocational educators have long felt that

schools need to restructure around education for employment -

something with which they ars very familiar.

While AVA supports this legislation, we do have concerns with some

of its specific provisions. The broad parameters and flexibility

of the legislation are welcomed changes to educators that are often

bound by too many regulations that inhibit creativity. But there

are some areas where more specificity is needed in order to ensure
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true partnerships in reform and to enhance students outcomes in the

transition from school to work. This testimony contains

descriptions of specific amendments which will be submitted to the

Committee for review within the next week. The AVA amendments will

address the following areas of concern:

First, all those involved in partnerships need to be equal

partners. Historically, schools have been slow to adapt to change.

Business and industry must drivel the changes needed, but it must be

done with the cooperation and full participation of school

officials. In short, there must be a true partnership between

business and schools. The State Vocational Education Agency and

local vocational educational entities aut be recuireci participants

in the planning process since they will bo required elements of

program delivery. In Oklahoma, the State Board of Vocational and

Technical Education has been given complete control of the youth

apprenticeship- system because of legislation passed by the State

Legislature last year.

Joint administration of this effort between the Departments of

Education and Labor is &unique approach. Noon* is quite sure how

it will work. /n order to ensure that joint administration is, in

fact, taking place, the legislation needs to specify how it is

defined and Congress needs a way to determine whether it is
happening and measure its success. Joint administration at the

State and local level must also be clearly defined so that everyone

understands eadh others roles and responsibilities.

This school-to-work initiative will only be successful if it is

built upon a strong foundation of quality vocational-technical

education. The bill should attempt to leverage State and local

investment in the infrastructure of vocational education. At the

federal level, the School-To-Work Opportunities Act should not be

funded by decreasing or level-funding the Carl Perkins Act.

Language should be included in the "Findings" section of the bill

to encourage en increased State and local investment in vocational -

technical education as essential for the success of the transition

from school-to-work. If vocational-technical education does not

have adequate political and financial support, this now legislation

will fail.

There is a great deal of concern in the field with the definition

of "broad occupational clusters" and "industry sectors" as they ore

used to apply to the requirements for earning a skill certificate.

Employers that vocational educators deal with on a daily basi want

students who ars sufficiently educated and trained to perform a

job, but who can learn and adapt to new technologies. There must
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be a balance between broad skills and specific skills. We may want

to avoid the German system of certification in over 200

occupational areas, but we should also avoid certification that is

so broad as to be meaningless. Each industry or business must be

able to determine skill requirements for a job without the

imposition of an ill-defined "test" to determine "broadness."

In order to gain widespread business involvement, particularly that

of small business, unpaid work experiences must be allowed, or

grants made under this legislation should be available to pay

student wages. As a compromise, unpaid work experiences could be

structured as part of the initial work experience in job-shadowing

and internships where students learn about "all aspects of an

industry". These can then evolve into required paid experiences in

the latter years of the school-to-vork program.

Studenta and parents must play an integral role in the development

of school-to-work systems in order for participation to be broad.

Vocational student organisations should be specifically included in

the bill for the employability and leadership skills they instill

in students. We support the amendments submitted to this Committee

by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

Specific provisions requiring comprehensive career guidance and

counseling must also be included. This must be a part of any

marketing effort and is the only way to ensure that students have

all the facts in order to make decisions with respect to career

majors and available employment.

Any school-to-work system must be coordinated with existing state

plans, particularly the Perkins Act. If more direction in this

area is not provided, the legislation will not create a system, but

rather a set of fifty or more systems across the country.

Currently, the legislation only states that gundi from the

different programs be coordinated. Definitions such as "elements

of an industry" should be changed to "all aspects of an industry"

to agree with the Perkins Act definition.

The School-To-Work Opportunities Act Rut also be coordinated with

the Goals 2000: Educate America Act; the Elementary, Secondary

Education Act; and the Higher Education Act. If school-to-work

transition opportunities are not an integral part of school reform

and school isprovement efforts, then they will become just another

add-on program. The Stat. of Washington offers an excellent

example of how to successfully implement a school-to-work system
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by making it a part of school reform. Their school-to-work system

is restructuring schools around career pathways in which all

students participate. It is not a onon-collego bound" program.

All the education bills now moving through Congress should be a

part of a nationwide workforce development effort, not isolated

attempts at piecemeal change.

In order to really change what and how students learn, sufficient

resources must be dedicated to teacher training, retraining,

planning, and curriculum development. A major part of school -to -

work funds should be focused on in-sorvico training to existing

teachers and incentive grants to teacher education programs to

change how new teachers entering the profession approach teaching.

These in-service and pre-service programs must focus on practical

application of academic instruction, the integration of vocational

and academics, and approaches to team teaching. Leadership

training and technical assistance to State level staff must also be

adequately supported if school-to-work is to become a self -

sustaining system after federal dollars are no longer available.

Funds should also be available to ensure that any school-to-work

system complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and other

pertinent civil rights statutes applicable to students with

disabilities or other special population students.

While AVA understands the need for including a waiver authority

under the legislation, we believe waivers mu-t be approached very

carefully. Flexibility is needed, but the specific goals of

Congress should not be overridden and there must be the opportunity

for sufficient public evaluation of waiver requests and a grievance

procedure established when waivers potentially undermine the

specific intent of federal law. This process must be open and

subject to periodic review by all interested parties.

With these refinements, the American Vocational Association is

confident that the School-To-Work Opportunities Act can be a

catalyst for positive change in preparing our students for a highly

skilled jobs in a globally competitive economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Callahan. Before we go on to Mr.
Chase, I would like to ask consent that the resolution from the
Flint City Council be included in the record.

[The information follows:]
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City of Flint
STATE OF MICH/GAN, COUNTY OF GENESEE

CERTIFICATION

I, Louis A. Hawkins, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I am the duly elected City
Clerk of the City Of Flint, Michigan, and as such City Clerk I am the keeper of the
minutes and records of the proceedings of the City Council of said City and have in
my custody the ordinances and records of said City.

I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that attached is a true and correct copy of

Resolution No: 931527 Version: 0

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affuced the
corporate seal of the City Of Flint aforesaid, this 26th day of October, 1993.

CORPORATE
SEAL

!( /..

Louis A. Hawkins, City Clerk
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By the Clerk:

Presented: 10/25/93

Adopted: 10/25/93

WHEREAS, the U.S. Congress is conducting a hearing on House Bill
2884: School to Work Opportunities Act of 1993; and

WHEREAS, Congressman Kildee is Chairman of the Committee and
seeking input from the public and institutions on House Bill 2884;
and

WHEREAS, Hurley Medical Center has been involved with the Career
in Health Program through the Genesee Area Skill Center; and

WHEREAS, "Careers in Health" Program has increased from eleven to
one-hundred students; and

WHEREAS, it has provided career information, work site training,
and experience with the world of work, and summer jobs for students
in this community.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Flint City Council
supports H.B. 2884: School to Work Opportuhities Act of 1993; and
supports adoption of H.B. 2884 by Congress.

APPROVED BY
CITY COUNCIL

...rsed...00T25 1993
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Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chase.
Mr. CHASE. Thank you, Chairman Kildee. .

Chairman Kildee, Mr. Good ling, members of the committee, my
name is Bob Chase. I am Vice President of the National Education
Association which does represent more than 2 million education
employees. And I do appreciate the opportunity to talk with you
this morning about H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work Opportunities
Act. At this time, I would like to request that my written statement
be submitted for the record.

Mr. KILDEE. Without objection, it will be included in its entirety.
Mr. CHASE. Thank you, sir.
NEA's view, any school-to-work program should be an education

program first and a career training program second.
The primary client must be the student; not the school, or not

the employer. And the student must receive a strong academic
foundation because the strength of the academic component will af-
fect the entire school-to-work program.

A school-to-work program that is well-twined and well run and
is based on a commitment to education will provide students with
an additional incentive for completing high school. It will help
them prepare to make their way in the increasingly complex world
of work, a good school-to-work program will offer a potential drop-
out a way to remain in school and to graduate.

Such a program can help a student to find his or her goals and
start preparing for employment or additional education when there
is a comprehensive career exploration component beginning in the
early grades. To this end, we note that the School-to-Work Oppor-
tunities Act calls for a workplace mentor bvt not a school-site men-
tor.

We would favor the addition of language providing for a school-
site mentor who would be designated as the student's advocate.
This mentor would be involved in the planning of the student's pro-
gram and would monitor the student's progress.

The school-site mentor would be chosen at the school level and
could be a teacher or a counselor or another education professional
employed at the school. This individual would also be involved with
the workplace mentor in the connecting activities to bridge the aca-
demic component and the work experience. School-to-work legisla-
tion should build on the education reforms now on the way. H.R.
2884 references the Goals 2000 Educate America Act as a way of
linking school-to-work and education reform.

Such a linkage, we believe, is important. But the scope of school
restructuring goes beyond just the Goals 2000 bill. Reform is al-
ready taking place in many schools. A collaborative approach is
working well in such programs. With such models in mind, we
would like to see language in H.R. 2884 that would allow for cur-
riculum development at the local level, not just the State level.

We are also interested in expanding the bill to call for staff de-
velopment abilities and adequate planning time for teachers and
for the specific presence of teachers and counselors on the rosters
of local partnerships. We believe these are crucial but modest
changes that would help ensure that the school-to-work program is
fully integrated into the school program.
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We view the establishment of a new school-to-work system as a
complement to existing programs that are effective. In this regard,
we would object to efforts to minimize the importance of vocational
and technical education case programs authorized by the Perkins
Act. Many of these programs are already providing excellent career
opportunities, career education, and they will provide the founda-
tion for a school-to-work program.

Throughout the bill, there are references to the training of pro-
fessionals involved in the school-to-work programs. We believe it
would be helpful to expand the planning pertaining to training to
include specifics on the type of training plan and who could conduct
it. This would indicate recognition of the specific contributions that
teachers, counselors, employers and others could make to the var-
ious training segments.

We like the language of H.R. 2884 that calls for national evalua-
tion of school-to-work programs because it seems to preclude the
use of a single standardized test. We would hope that the individ-
ual student evaluations would be consultative in nature. These
evaluations should be designed to provide an ongoing process of re-
view and problem solving. This process would address each stu-
dent's academic progress, work-based knowledge and goals.

Some language to expand the description of individual student
evaluations seems warranted to assure that a single standardized
test would not be used to evaluate students. The enactment of a
comprehensive system of school-to-work transition programs will
not only provide a bridge to well-paid employment, but will also en-
hance the Nation's economic well-being.

We look forward to working with th.e members of this committee
to ensure that the laudable goals of that item are met. Thank you,very much.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chase.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Chase follows:)
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ROBERT CHASE

Mr. Chairman and Members ..tf the Oo--.:tee:

I am Robert Chase, Vice President of the The National

Education Association :NEA), which represents more than two

million education employees. I appreciate the opportunity

to offer testimony on H.R. 2884, the School-to-Work

Opportunities Act. The NEA applauds the efforts of

President Clinton, Secretaries Riley and Reich, Chairman

Ford, and others who are dedicated to preparing high school

students for high skills, high wage jobs.

The statistics are familiar. Half of the students who

graduate from high school each year do not continue on to a

four-year college. Of those who do enter college, only

about half actually complete a baccalaureate degree. Many

high school graduates do not establish themselves on a

career path until five or even ten years after high school

graduation, and even then their options are often very

limited. It is clear that a new, innovative system is

required, one that will provide options for secondary

students and those who have graduated.

In our view, any school-to-work program should be an

education program first, and a career training program

second. This means that the program should provide a strong

academic foundation, because this foundation, or the lack of

one, will affect every other aspect of the. :hool-to-work

program. The student must be the primary client, not zn,

employer or the school.

Through a combination of school-based learning, work-

based learning, and connecting activities to link the work
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experience to academic preparation, the school-to-work

system described in H.R. 2884 would enable participants to

obtain a high school diploma, a certificate indicating

mastery of a cluster of occupational skills, and soon, it is

hoped, a job in the individual's chosen field. Students

participating in school-to-work programs would not be

precluded from also pursuing a college degree. Many

students in existing school-to-work programs go on to do

just that.

A school-to-vork program that is well-defined and well-

run and is based on a strong commitment to education will

provide students with an additional incentive for completing

high school and will help them prepare to make their way in

the increangly complex world of work. A good school-to-

work program can offer a potential dropout a way to remain

in school and graduate. Through a comprehensive career

exploration component that is implemented in the early

grades, a school-to-work program can help a student who is

unsure of his or her goals to define them and start

preparing for employment or additional education.

Tt zhIs end. we ncte that the Schctl-td-Wor:

4portunIties Act calls for a workplace mentor but not a

school site mentor. We would favor the addition of language

providing for a school site mentor, who would be designated

as the student's advocate. This individual would

participate in the planning of the student's school-to-work

transition plan and would monitor the student's progress.

The school site mentor would be chosen at the school level

and could be a teacher, a counselor, or another education

professional employed at the school. The school site mentor

would also be closely involved, with the workplace mentor,

in the connecting activities that would provide a bridq^

between the academic component and the work experience.
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The legislation should build upon education reforms now

underway. H.R. 2884 references the Goals 2000: Educate

America Act as a way of linking school-to-work to education

reform. Such a linkage is essential, we believe, but the

scope of school restructuring goes btyond the one bill,

Goals 2000. There are schools in which reform is taking

place already, using a collaborative approach that

encourages parents, students, and staff to take an active

role in designing and implementing the restructuring plan.

With such models in mind, we would like to see language in

the bill that would allow for curriculum development at the

local level, not just the state level. We would also be

interested in expanding the bill to call for staff

adequate planning time, and other capacity

building activities for teachers and for the specific

presence of teachers and counselors on the rosters of the

local partnerships. We believe these changes are crucial

ones that would increase students' chances of receiving a

strong academic foundation and participating in a school-to-

work program that is fully integrated into the school

program.

Moreover, we view the establishment of a new school-to-

work system as a complement to existing programs that are

effective. In this regard, we would object to efforts to

minimize the importance of the vocational and technical

education programs authorized by the Perkins Act. Many of

these programs are already providing excellent career

education at the local level, and they could provide the

foundation for a local partnership's design for a school-to-

work program. School-to-work designs that build onto good

programs already in place would be among the most efficient

and realistic. Such an effort is called for in H.R. 2884,

and we strongly agree with that concept.
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Throughout the bill there are references to training of

the professionals involved in school-to-work programs. The

language doesn't specify who is to conduct the training, and

it would be helpful to add language requiring that grant

applications should include specifics on the type(s) of

training planned and who would conduct it. This would

indicate recognition of the specific contribution that

training by teachers, counselors, employers, and cthers

could contribute to various aspects of school-to-work

training and would enhance collaboration.

Evaluations of student performance and progress and of

the overall school-to-work system are called for in.H.R.

2884. We like the scope of the language providing for

national evaluations of school-to-work programs because it

seems to preclude the use of a single standardized test and

it includes gaining specific information on actual job

placement rates. We would hope that the individual student

evaluations would be consultative in nature, designed to

provide for an ongoing review and problem-solving process

addressing each student's academic progress, work-based

knowledge, and goals. Some language to expand the

description may be warranted, to assure that a single

standardized test would not be used to evaluate students.

The School-to-Work Opportunities Act can bring about a

fundamental and positive change in education and job

training. The enactment of a comprehensive system of

school-to-work transition programs will not only provide a

bridge to well-paid employment but will also enhance the

nation's economic well-being. We look forward to working

:he members of this committee to ensure tha: :he

laudable goals of the system are met.

Thank you.
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Mr. KILDEE. Ms. Mershon.
MS. MERSHON. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the oppor-

tunity to appear before you and your distinguished committee this
morning. I am here in my capacity as Vice Chair of the Louisville
area Chamber of Commerce, and I bring with me over 30 years of
workplace experience as a health care professional, most recently
as a Senior Vice President of Humana, a National Health Care
Corporation which employed over 65,000 employees.

As Vice Chair of Louisville Chamber of Commerce, I bring a mar-
ketplace perspective to the policies and practices and the staff of
the Kentucky Educational Workplace Institute. This division of
Chamber was created in 1989 by Malcolm Chancey, the Chairman
and CEO of Liberty National Bank in Louisville and Mr. John
Dunlop. former Secretary of Labor and currently of Harvard Uni-
versity.

The mission of the Institute is to promote the development and
delivery of an educated, quality workforce which can compete in
the global marketplace. The institute is a catalyst. It brings to-
gether leadership from business, education, labor, and government
to shape a common vision of the dynamic economy which is needed
for the future of Louisville and the workforce skills of educated
men and women in bringing about this future.

Historically, education has been a weakness for the Louisville
area and for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. This weakness has
been manifested by workforce illiteracy problems, lack of skills or
attitudes that lend themselves to retraining for modern occupations
as well as management styles. For those reasons, population has
not grown in the past decade. In fact, it has declined.

The State of Kentucky and the Commonwealth of Kentucky has
the second lowest growth pattern in the United States. And as a
result, businesses are more dependent upon the existing workforce
than comparable communities and States with whom we compete.

An Institute survey showed that two-thirds of employers sur-
veyed in the Greater Louisville area had experienced a shortage of
qualified employees during the past five-year period.

Despite this historic and continuing weakness, the Louisville
area has repositioned itself in recent years through workforce de-
velopment and adult literacy programs as well as the nationally
recognized public education system with a dropout rate of only 2.9
percent. Additionally, the Commonwealth of Kentucky has recently
gained international prominence as a leader in education reform.

The Chamber's Education Work Force Institute has been a major
force in making excellence in education and training one of our
community's highest priorities. In fulfilling its mission of promoting
the development of a competitive workforce, the work of the Insti-
tute falls into three major areas. First, we work to identify work-
place requirements. We want to know what employers' needs are
and, to a great extent, we are attempting to also understand what
the needsdevelopment needs of employees continues to be.

For example, we have learned through surveys, case studies and
focus groups, that employers and employees in the Louisville area
feel that skills such as teamwork, self-direction, oral and written
communication, problem analysis, logical reasoning and problem
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solving are major skill requirements that must be developed in the
students in our community.

Secondly, we then use that information to bring together a stra-
tegic alliance of the major stakeholderseducation, business, gov-
ernment and laborto try to make certain that, as a community,
we deliver students and workers with those kinds of requisite
skills.

And thirdly, we are attempting to bring leadership to the devel-
opment of high performance work environments within our commu-
nity because we !mow that if we deliver students and workers with
the kinds of skills that the employers think they need in the fu-
ture, if we deliver those workers tomorrow, the organizations them-
selves would have difficulty assimilating and utilizing those work-
ers properly.

I am here today to speak in support of the School-to-Work Oppor-
tunities Act of 1993 and the importance of this Act in helping our
community meet the needs of the 25 percent of the future
workforce who are presently in school. The Chamber through the
Institute recently initiated the Greater Louisville Youth School-To-
Work Initiativewhich has too many words in it, but we try to do
the best we can with itand it is a youth apprenticeship/internship
program.

'Ms program is for young people ages 13 to 21, and it combines
classroom instruction and workplace learning. It bridges middle
school, high school, and postsecondary education, and it results in
the achievement of specific academic and workplace skills. The
Louisville model has been initially driven through the Jefferson
County Public School systemwhich, incidentally, has 90,000 stu-
dentsand we have done that because of recent restructuring that
has occurred within the school system at the secondary level.

Through the development of magnet career academies through-
out the community, our hope is to ultimately expand our model to
other school systems within the metropolitan area. Our youth ap-
prenticeship model is structured through a curriculum that focuses
on learning in the context of the workplace.

It is our belief that students must understand how they will
apply and utilize academic course content. The Louisville model ac-
tually covers youth apprenticeship, internship and pre-apprentice-
ship programs. I have delivered to this committee brochures from
the Chamber which outline the elements of our model and the col-
laborative career education efforts in each program.

Tom Davisson, to my right, of Sullivan College in Louisville will
share with this committee, shortly, information about one example
of our apprenticeship model in which his school partners with a
local high school and the Kroger Company.

The design elements in our brochure are consistent with the pur-
poses and congressional intent of your School-to-Work Opportuni-
ties Act of 1993. The following industry leaders are involved in the
Louisville model: Kentucky Fried Chicken; Hook's SupeRx, Incor-
p( ..ted, a pharmacy chain; Capital Holding Corporation, an insur-
ance corporation; Howell Brothers; Specialty Tool and Machine
Company; and the Kroger Company. They are all committed to the
components outlined in section 3 of your legislation which focuses
on transforming the workplace into an active place of learning by
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making employers full partners in providing high quality, work-
based learning experiences to students.

I want to highlight some of the design elements in the Louisville
model that are not inclusive in your legislation or that differ from
it.

The Louisville initiative includes a strong guidance component
that focuses on career awareness and assessment beginning in thp
middle schools. This is to increase the awareness level of student
to the importance of and the need for various academic subjects as
they relate to many career options. The Louisville model incor-
porates a job relevance to the subject material covered in school.

Mr. Good ling mentioned, in his opening statement, his concern
about the need to provide this career counseling at the middle
school level and we concur.

The Louisville model includes at least one year of secondary and
one year of postsecondary education. We believe that youth appren-
ticeship must facilitate advancement if it is to be seen as an attrac-
tive option. We believe that youth apprenticeship models should
specify that most secondary credits and certificates be transferable
to four-year academic programs. In other words, we believe strong-
ly that articulation agreements between the various levels of edu-
cation or educational partners must take place. The Louisville ini-
tiative includes a strong guidance component that focuses on career
awareness and assessment beginningexcuse me. I apologize. I
said that a minute ago. I got off track.

Our programs ensure that business and industry partners and
employers provide paid work experience and guided curriculum-re-
lated learning opportunities at approved worksites. A youth ap-
prenticeship program of progressively higher quality as the student
moves through the program should be tied to career ladders in the
industry. This employment could start with summer employment
but must lead to a solid position within the industry in the 11th
and 12th grade.

I would like to close by urging you to establish school-to-work op-
portunities systems which give local communities and businesses
directly affected by this initiative as much flexibility and local con-
trol as possible to design a system that really meets their needs.
There must also be a sensitivity to established apprenticeship pro-
grams and other collaborative models at the local level to learn
from their experience and rich histories.

In Louisville, we have demonstrated that business and education
in partnership with government and labor can make a difference.
The leadership of the Chamber of Commerce, we believe, can be a
model for other communities. While many other communities may
also be developing school-to-work programs, the real news in the
Louisville initiative, I believe, is the high degree of collaboration
between and commitment of the major 3takeholders in achieving
workforce competitiveness.

In the near future, we will be working with the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce which will be actively engaged in showing its Cham-
ber members how they too will make a difference and the Louis-
ville model will be used as an example.
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I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
share with you the philosophy goals and current programming with
the youth apprenticeship program in Louisville. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Mershon follows:]

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN MERSHON, VICE-CHA1R, LOUISVILLE AREA CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you and
your distinguished committee. I am here today in my position as Vice-Chair of the
Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce and I bring with me over 30 years of work-
place experience as a professional in the health care industry, most recently as a
Vice President for Administration at Humana. a National Health Care Corporation
which employed 65,000 individuals.

As Vice Chair of the Louisville Area Chamber Board, I bring a marketplace per-
spective to the policies, programs and staff of the Kentuckiana Education &
Workforce Institute. This division of the Chamber was created in 1989 by Malcolm
Chancey, President, Liberty National Bank in Louisville and former Secretary of
Labor, Mr. John Dunlop of Harvard University. Its mission is to promote the devel-
opment and delivery of an educated, quality workforce in the Greater Louisville area
that is able to compete in a global marketplace.

The institute is the catalyst that brings together leadership from business, gov-
ernment, unions, and education to shape a common vision of the dynamic economy
needed for the future of Louisville and the workforce skills needed of educated men
and women in bringing about this future.

Historically, education has been a weakness for boty the Louisville area and for
the State. This weakness is manifested by workforce illiteracy problems and the
lack of skills or attitudes that lend themselves to retraining for modern occupations
and management styles.

Further, this region's population has not grown in the past decade. In fact, Ken-
tucky has the second lowest growth pattern in the United States. And as a result,
businesses are more dependent on the existing workforce than comparable conunu-
nities and States. An Institute survey showed that two-thirds of companies surveyed
had experienced a shortage of qualified candidates during the past five-year perioll.

Despite the historic and continuing weakness, the Louisville area has repositioned
itself in recent years through workforce development and adult literacy programs
and a nationally recognized public education system with a dropout rate of only 2.9
percent. Additionally, the Commonwealth of Kentucky has recently gained inter-
national prominence as a leader in education reform.

The Chamber's Education and Workforce Institute has been a IllEijor force in mak-
ing excellence in education and training one of our community's highest priorities.
In fulfilling its mission of promoting the development of a competitive workforce, the
work of the Institute is:

Identification of workplace requirements.
For example, we have learned that employers need a broader range of skills

in their current and future workforce. This includes teamwork and self-direc-
tion; oral and written communication; problem analysis; logical reasoning and
problem solving.

Creating strategic alliances between stakeholders to assure that workers
possess the requisite skills.

Giving leadership to the development of high performance organizations
which are able to assimilate and properly utilize highly skilled workers.

I am here today to speak in support of the "School-to-Work Opportunities Act of
1993" and the importance of this Act in helping our community meet the needs of
the 25 percent of the future workforce that are presently in school.

The Chamber through the Institute recently initiated the Greater Louisville
Youth School-To-Work Initiative, a youth apprenticeship/internship program. This
program is for young people ages 13-21, and combines classroom instruction with
workplace learning. It bridges middle school, high school, and postsecondary edu-
cation and results in the achievement of specific academic and workplace skills.

The Louisville model I. initially driven through the Jefferson County Public
Schools because of restructuring that has recently occurred at the secondary level
through the development of magnet career academies. Our hope is to expand this
model to other school systems in the metro area.
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Our youth apprenticeship model is structured through a curriculum that focuses
on learning in the context of the workplace. It is our belief that students must un-
derstand how they will apply and use academic course content.

The Louisville model actually covers youth apprenticeship, internship and pre-ap-
prenticeship programs. I have delivered to this committee brochures lhat outline the
elements of our model and the collaborative career-education effotts in each pro-
gram. Tom Davisson of Sullivan College in Louisville will share with this committee
an example of our apprenticeship model in which his school partnered with a high
school and the Kroger Company.

These design elements are consistent with the purposes and congressional intent
of your School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993. The following industry leaders are
involved in the Louisville model: Kentucky Fried Chicken; Hook-Super-X, Inc., Cap-
ital Holding Corporation, Howell Brothers Specialty Tool and Machine Company,
and the Kroger Company. They are all committed to section 3 of your legislation
which focuses on transforming the workplace into an active place of learning by
making employers full partners in providing high quality, work-based learning expe-
riences to students.

I want to highlight some of the design elements in the Louisville model that are
not inclusive ta your legislation or differ from it.

The Louisville initiative includes a strong guidance component that focuses on ca-
reer awareness and assessment beginning in the middle schools. This is to increase
the awareness level of students to the importance of and need for various academic
subjects as they relate to many different career options. The Louisville model incor-
porates a job relevsr,ce to the subject material covered in school.

The Louisville includes at least one year of secondary and one year of post-
secondary education. Youth apprenticeship must facilitate advancement if it is to be
seen as an attractive option. We believe that youth apprenticeship models should
specify that postsecondary credits and certificates be transferable to four-year aca-
demic programs.

Programs ensure that business and industry partners/employers provide paid
work experience and guided curriculum-related learning opportunities at approved
worksites. A youth apprenti ceship effort of progressively high quality as the student
moves through the multi-year program and should be tied to clear career ladders
in the industry. This employment can start with summer employment but must lead
to a solid position within the industry during the 11th or 12th grade.

I would like to close by urging you that to establish school-to-work opportunities
systems which give local communities and businesses directly affected by this initia-
tive as much flexibility and local control as possible to design a system to meet their
needs. There must also be a sensitivity to established apprenticeship programs and
other collaborative models at the local level to learn from their experience and rich
history.

In Louisville, we have demonstrated that business and education in imrtnership
with government and labor can make a difference. The leadership of the Chamber
of Commerce can be a model for other communities. In the near future, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce will be actively engaged in showing its new Chambers how
they too can make a difference using Louisville as an example.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to share with you the philosophy, goals
and current programming with youth apprenticeship- in Louisville.
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The miuion of the Kentuckiana Education

and Workforce Institute is to promote the

development and delivery of an educated,

quality workforce in Kentucklana that is able to

compete in a global marketplace.
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TRANSITION: 1992
HIGHLIGHTS
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The compkaities of intemational economies and the changing face tithe American population
have cinematically affected how we do business. To compete effectively in the global modtetplace.
communities must rethink how 'talents are educatei, *Well as find new wen to attain thek
existing workforces.

11111ft The Vow Trimelllen
Guided by a new executive disectce and the mask:sof its volunteers, the Institute hunched several
Midwives in 1992. It charted a trate gunfire come adding urgency to its continuing efforts to
Wenn the canmunity of its educational nee& It also eroindiedupon new cants of action simsd
at producing ronsunble results in the am of wakfosce leamovement.

IneINultee Pbapulmeen Carevie

One of the gods tithe Kentuckians Education and Workkece Institute is to help get the watt out
on wed:face Maas, thereby creating an appreciation of their limey. A rowing awnenen of the
Institute in the load, regional and national stems strengthened its Wage kt 1992. The Institste's
staff tenon& daily to mamas for infuriation about its activities from scoots thecountry. Executive
Director Allen Rae showcased the Inintute's activities se three IMalar netiond mann& Madan
the US. Confennot of Mmen. And, the !retinae wand recognition as a model for other
communities In sorkkece dr elopement initiatives.
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Institute's Actions Directly Armlet Walsers
During this evolutionary year, the Institute has taken specific actions that have directly assisted
workers. For example, the Institute spearheaded the effort to secure funds earmarked for workers

displaced by the closing of Standard Gravure as well as young workers seeking an entree into the job

market. Specifically, the Institute:

Initiated a $466,000 grant awarded by the US. Department of Labor to provide retraining and
job placement azistance for waken laid off because of the Standard Gravure plant closing.

Helped secure a collaborative proposal for $22,030 from the Kentucky Workforce Develop-
ment Cabinet to operate a youth apprenticeship mogram. Partners include the Institute,
Louisville Urban League, Jefkracti County Public Schools and the Private Industry Council.

Mole As Liaison Sensate Meth MissAnses rind *411101aaan

Since its inception, the Institute has acted as a liaison between laziness and education. Enhanced
communication ultimately translates kuo better prepared workers. Concrete exampks of the
Institute's work in this area includm

Working with the Fied Motor Company in the development of training facilities needed in
the company's $650 million expansion in Louirville.

Coordinating the developenent cia roofing apprenticeship program with the Roofing
Contractors Association and the Jefferson County Public Schools.

Serving as a broker between Habitat for Ihmunity, area vocational/technica/ schools and the
Carpenters Union for on-the-job training et new Habitat horne sites.

Development of Informeilkin Ilysiseis Continues
A key component of the Inatitute is the development oldstabases. The Survey Database tracks
employers in the Louirville metropolitan met focusing on specifics such m the skills they desire in
entry-level employees, how marl expect to hire in the near term and other pertinent information.
The Education and Training Databsse is a comprehensive list of providers of education and training

in the region, manning the meatus from formal institutions to private trainers.

The Institute alto ties in with inionestion neteotirs sr Fort Knox, making lists of qualified workers
soon to be disclaimed from dm rased forces evadable to regional businesses.

Partnerships Key le Astute illuesese
The Institute hut successfully brought together reptesentstives of business, education, labor and
government in an effort to address the community's woddorce needs. To date, more than 300 leaders
from these areas have been involved in the Institute's efforts. Their continued support Ls critical to

the future success of both the Institute and the Greater Louisville community.

TRANSITION: 1992
HIGHLIGHTS

-rho work that you have

don* in Louisville should

be used to encourage

more mayors to experi-

ment with workforce

development models in

their own oommunitles.'
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TRANSITION:
THE EDUCATION/

INDUSTRY
EXCHANG4

W. applaud this program

as an Initial sten in

Improving classroom

instruction. I'm confident

that these leachers will

be more aware of the

practical applications of

basic skills after having

such an expenance. And

we've learned a great

deal from them as well.

nue program la a winwrin

situation.'
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Created at the wocesiion of several indastry sultry/melee, the innovative Educatum/Indisory
Exchange prterani of teacher mterruhus in its second year of operation. Industry subcommittee
memben saw a need for teachers to gam a better understanding of keiness environments so that
they could better perpare students kw the worksrce. The exchange pregram was initiated to meet
that need. It places teachets nut& the lowness community for a penod nf time. where they can
observe what skills should be taught future lob-seekers Ill that they can become successful in the
world of work.

This year's exchange, under the direction ofthe Task Force on School-to-Work Transition.
expanded to incksk kindommen through twelfth-grade teachers and courveloo in the seven.
county metropolitan arta. Mote than 70 teachers applied. LOCIl husinerm ipansored 19 teacher
interns for a period of fair to sax weeks dunng the summer of 1992. Jolt assigned teacher interns
included,

Writing, prtparing and administering an examination for poke officers

Updating a PC database for a librasy/training FINOUlte center

Developing a river-onented helm peons for chikken
Amisting and advising in softwam integration

Screening and interviewing Job randirlates

Deli merdsmakaing and caning

Program Plasmas

Teachers who panicipited in the memo learned some valuable lessons, including:

The impotence of cntical thinking, problem solving, teunwork and self-management dulls in
the workplace.

The crucial roles of strong oral and written communicanan skills arid interpenonal skills in
employee succem

The need for workers to be flexible aril adapt to change.

Some teachers plan to change their methods of cbassuorn inamaction to teach skills effectively. For

t:sample, to tact teamwork, teachers may shrikes the traditional style of standing in front of the
clam and inanucting in favor °fleecing as a cans and facilitator, better allowing students to practice
inside the classroom the skilla they would fuer need in the workplace.

The Educationfinduatry Exchange is pert of the Institute's systemic approach to bridging the gap
between education and salt Teachers msd catankrs car bener prepare students for the transition
from school to work 11141111 they undentand die nisi Ind changing need. waxy*. woliPlace.
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TRANSITION:
THE MOVE

TO TOTAL QUALITY

657

By the year ZOOG, Lawlor& .4 NOM*me of the highest concentrations of recognoed "quality-
managed' ossmossations in the world. This vision of escelkncedrives the Task Force on Total
Quality Teaneformatinn. With strong avatainnents fiom its co-chaits and task force members, a plan
is presently heing shaped to achieve a paltry evolution in the region.
The mirk of distal& force dramtically demonoustes how the Institute is assisting community
Icahn as they mow in bold. immature directions. The

task force facilitated the initiation 0( total
quality ptomains for the Cny of lagnarilk and the Louisville

Ana Chamber of Commerce. It alio
provided the thrum for a working pomp thief developed the first Kentuckiana Quality Conference.
scheduled kw October 1992. The Conference is an oprununity to leant "why" and "1101V re from
concert, hatless rantking Toni (Nagy Management and prospenng in an ever-changing globalnearketphce.

By bringing together people with MURIA
concerns, the task Sate serves as the catalyst to move the

community for.md. Over the pm two years, the Taa Force oh Total Quality TrantIortnation has
become the focal point kir a cohesive and lowd-bnied regional total quality effon.

filernftgling
Ali

Employe"

194

Small Medium-sized large
Mos Rnnt Firms

16.0 23.0 22.6

awe Appromaham

Grime, Pinned*,

Employee Involvisment
76.7 75.3 75.4 82.3

hiaggisetfot lima for hapeotement 33.9 29.2 37.7 452
Partklgootary Mataggssient 51.7 46.5 52.5 66.1
Stmlatiral Room Comm! 16.6 8.6 27.0 27.4
Sum* firsarg 333 253 39.3 50.0
*Ott Pattmeghip

16.6 20.5 19.4
Woilagems

45.5 55.7 66.1
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TRANSITION:
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TREND: SMALL
BUSINESS. BIG

IMPACT

569

Because approeimmety It percent of our region's new abs will come from businesses with less thmst
300 andoyees, meeting the buena MINIM needs of diem businesses is critical to the Greater
Lair& area's economic fume.

In 1992, the Industry Subccemmittee on Small Business continued to identify training needs of
regional small and mowing businesses. After those needs me clearly labeled, the Instiate will be able
so promote and help fmcillate pia for developing and delivering die necessmy eraployee training.

FIX111.0111) sessions with 'CEO Roundtabks" of the Chamber's Ceases' for Small Business hsve
already peoisced some conckwions about specific seas where mining needs see strongest, including:

Technical/specialised training in disciplines such as cocks and standards for construction, med-
usa die-waing, electronics, :int plating and other manufacturing skills.

Ssles, including mama service.
ark superviaxy snd rasnagernent training for focemen who advance through the tanks and
kadarship training fac managers and employees

Compeer eystern ramagesnent, plus training in the MI utilisation of casapwer catubilities.

ark &ilk waning in reading, writing and mathematics.
Life skills training (or lowikilkd waken, enwksaing wock ethic and money mansgement.

Other training such as office skills, interperanal end communication skills, Total Quality
Management and temmwodc.
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In an effort to mote clearly define workforce challenges, the Institute has initiated cme studies that
will be used in formulating concrete recommendations for changes in current education cunicula
and training programs.

Casa Iltutikto on Itaaantlal Skala
Data from industry subcommittees and the Annual Employer Survey indicate that skill requirements
am rising due to factors such as job redesign, advances in technology, wotkplace reetructunng and
globalization of the economy. These faces highlight the need for workers in all occupations to have

more complex sets :of skills than in the past, is well ss inherent desites to learn.

The next svp it ,azt move beyond the data collection phase and chart a practicil course for change.
To accomplitt this, are studies will be conducted to determine what elements of skills are essential
to specific occupatims within aped& industries. For example, mat regional employers emphasize
the need for teamwork skills in both their Ourrent and future worldoeces. The case studies will
provide a detailed understanding of whit employes define as "teamwork."

Case Studios on dm Attraction end Nalantian at Quality Worldoro
The Louisville metropolitan area is experiencing a shottege of minified applicants in all types of
industries, accotding to the Institute's Annual Employer Survey. In fact, 64 percent of all employers

the region report a lack of qualified waken. The problem is most critical in health *tykes, where
t percent of local employers repotted shortages, and in the hoepitality mote., where/2 percent lack

sufficient qualified job candidates.

With the arCli's slow population growth and aging wockforce, the need for addressing these shortages

becomes even more compelling.

InItiating Action
Work on the case study in the health service induste has begun. The aue study will develop a
present and future scenario of essential skills for the health services industry and will elucidate the
problems in attracting and retaining a qualified workforce ice this industry.

Coe laxly results will enable the Institute, area leaders, and education and training providers to
develop matesl plans for improvement. Currently, the Institute is devising strategies fix dissent.
mating the cue study results and for affecting change.

TREND WORKFORCE
CASE STUDIES

By preparing tor the

future today. the Ortator

LoulavIlle area eon

continuously Iowan) Ns

&Way to compte for

skald workara and now

Industry.
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TRENDS: THE 1992
ANNUAL

044PLOYER SURVEy
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On April 1, 1992. the Kentuckians Ethics:non
and Wad:force Institute mailed a eurvey to
nearly 1.600 buseneates in the seven.county
Louirvilk Metropolitan Statistical Area. Some
433. or approximately 27.4 percent, of wea
businesses retpotakd.

The eurvev maple was representative of dx
antes business structure

56 percent of tespandents employed kw
th,n 100 peopk
28 percent employed between 100 and 499

14 percent had SOO or more waders

l percent did not antwer
Nes was gadverod in the following five major
categories:

snuff hiring

proMems

acumen wodiforce

*employee offication and training

ornennynonal mortices

lillenN Hiring

Companies were sliced about their hiring plans
for the next 12 to 18 months.

71 percent Men to hire new .taff

55 percent inthcated that these hires will
be both replacement and new potitIont

The wet frequently mentioned job clanifica.
nuns where hires were expected its the next 12
to 18 months welt:

uclerical

rnanagerial

ales
technical professionals

slakorer

The jobs for which Greeter Louisville area
companies said they experience the most
difficulty finding qtnlified appliann were:

*technical prokmionals ( / 7 percent)

*managerial (12 percent)
sales (8 percent)
*technician (6 percent)

Hiring Prelelwine

Coenprinies experienced the most hiring difficul
tits over che law five yaws in the following
occupational areas:

managerial (24 percent)

sier (22 percent)
technical profession& (22 percent)

ckrkal (18 percent)

Although 64 percent of the Kees companies
have expenetaNd shamans of qualified appli.
ants, a* 22 percent repotted having strategic
plans ke meeting company aminposer neeth ut
the land evrkforce environment.
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Current Workforce
Companies were asked to rite thc extent of their
challenges and problems with their current
employees. Those that were rated the highest

can be grouped in the following categories:

communications (verbal, written and
interpersonal skills)

work orientation (customer:(ocused
attitudes, teamwork, work habits and
employee attitudes)

independence (problem solving.
leadership)

The biggest and perhaps most significant change
over the three years of the Annual Employer
Survey is the ranking of employee attitudes
among the top problems facing area businesses.

Listed as the number one concern In both 1990
nu( 1991. employee attitudes dropped to ninth

a the list in 1992. There arc several possible
explanations for such an extreme change.
Employee attitudes may have improved. Also,
three new categories of problem areas for

employersstanstical process control, leader:
ship skills and customer-focused attitudeswere
added to the list of possible choices. Quite likely,
the high ranking of leadership skills (tied for
second place) and customeisfocused attitudes

(sixth), contributed greatly to the lower ranking
of employee attitudes. Pot a more detallfd look
at these numbers, consult the data summaty

beginning on the next page.

562

Employee Education and Training
Ab011t one-half (47 percent) of the respondents
indicated that they currently offer formal in-
house education and/or training programs for
their employees. Larger businesses were much

more likely to offer education and training
programs than smaller companies (by a margin

of 81 percent to 35 percent).

57 percent provide tuition benefits for
post:secondary education for at least some
of their employees

27 percent of employers provide formal
career planning or counseling for their
employees.

one-hallo( the large employers offer career
planning or counseling.

The maturity of employee education and
training is done by inhonse staff. Of the firms
which turned training over to outside providers:

46 percent brought in training consultants

43 percent hued the services of colleges
and universities

38 percent used equipment manufacturers

Organisational Practices
Forty:six percent (or 197) of the companies in
the sample reported using work trains in their
places of business. Larger businesses were nearly

twice as likely to report using work MIMS as
smaller companies (66 percent venus 35

percent).

Data Centerpiece

569

TRENDS: THE 1992
ANNUAL

EMPLOYER SURVEY

The data centerpiece which
follows contains three years of
information culled from
selected survey questions.
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All F ruglirF,

1990 1991 1992

Positive Attitude 3.79 3.74 3.75

Teamwork Skills 1.44 3.38 3.42

Self-Direcnon 3.29 3.24 3.15

Wming SkiLls 2.94 2.84 2.84

Reading Skills 3.15 3.08 3.08

Oral 3.32 3.27 1.20
Communication

Mathematical 2.62 2.64 2.59
Reasoning

Computer 2.57 2.47 2.46
Applications

Information 2 91 2.85 2.71
Gathering

Probkm Analysts 3.05 2.97 2.91

Problem Solving 3.09 3.11 3.00

Logical Reasoning 3 12 3.09 2.94

Evaluation 2 76 2.72 2.65

1992

F

1990 1991

Positive Attitude 3.76 3.73 3.73

Teamwork Skills 3.40 3.35 3.40

Self:Direction 3.34 3.27 3.25

W ting Skills 2.97 2.87 2.80

Reading Skills 3.11 3.07 3.05

Oral 331 3.28 3.20
COMMUlliCitiOn

Mathematical 2.62 2.74 2.65
Rearoning

C-Omputer 2.57 2.47 2.50
Applications

Inkernstion 2 96 2.94 2.74
Gathering

Problem Analysis 3.05 1.04 2.93

Problem Saving 3.10 3.18 3.03

logical Reaming 3.19 3.19 3.00

Etralratitxt 2.81 2.81 248

571
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Entry=LevelSkills-
Employers Need
(mean on a 4-1.4m .ualc unit I as ma
Important and 4 ai wry important

Mvil I ivipl.yers

1990 1991 1992

Positive Attitude 3.80 3.71 3.77

Teamwork Skills 3.51 3.37 3.43

Self-Direction 3.24 3.02 2.95

Writing Skills 2.89 2.60 2.86

Reading Skills 3.20 2.99 3.07

Oral 3.31 3.10 3.14
Communication

Mathematical 2.61 2.43 2.53
Reasoning

Computes 2.53 2.36 2.37
Application

Information 2.84 2.63 2.67
Gadlering

Problem Analysis 3.07 2.79 2.83

Problem Solving 3.10 2.94 2.94

Logical Reasoning 2.99 2.90 2.87

Evaluaticn 2.67 2.57 2.61

F "eglliFvor,

1990 1991 1992

Positive Pinnate 3.91 3.84 3.77

Tearnamsk Skill. 3.43 3.54 3.44

Self.Duection 3.17 3.17 3.11

Writing Skills 2.91 3.26 2.90

Reuling Skill. 3.22 3.31 3.23

Oral 3.30 3.46 3.27
Commatication

Methalgatical 2.73 242 2.41
114.401401

03112PUttr 2.65 2.58 2.39
Application

intonation 2.82 2.82 2.55
Oaths:row

Probkm Analysis 2.95 3.04 2.90

Problem Solving 3.05 3.11 2.90

Logical Reaming 3.09 3.00 2.83

Evaluation 2.64 2.74 2.50



TREND: THE
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'The Institute's state-of-the-art databases give the Greater Louisville area a unique, competitive
edge while positively impacting economic development in the region. Easily accessible, continually-
upiated information enables businesses, educational institutions, and training providers to make
decisions booed upin fact, not "gut kelings" or intuition.

The Suave" Dalabasa
Since 1990, the Institute has administered an Annua, Employer Survey. The purpose of the survey is
to track workkece changes such as hiring by specific industries, entry-level skills requirements,
worlrforce 'homages, current wodtforce problems, etc. This data allows the Institute to identify
trends, patterns and changes in the workforce over time. The information is used by education P:4
training providers to plan and develop appropriate programs. It also assists area employers i. under-
standing common industry needs and provides accurate, specific wockfocce data to but:aesses

cot 'indicting relocating to the region.

The data can be provided by any combination listed below:

Yea(s): 1990, 1991, 1992

Business size (number of employees): small 1 99, medium 100 - 499 and large 500+

Induttry type (14 categories are available): Health Services, Manufacturing, Retail and
Wholesale Trade, Transportation and Utilities, etc.

l'he Education & Training Providers Database
The Institute, acting on the requests of area businesses and the Industry Subcommittees, developed
this new database in an attempt to create a "master list" of area education and training providers.
Businesses looking for training, may call the Institute and receive a full slate of available options.

The database, which snll be folly operational in October 1992, will provide infotmation such as:

Providers of training

Type of training: computer courses, customized training, teamwork skills, basic literacy,
statistical proms control, and othen.

Type of audience: clerical, hourly, management, executive

Refetences: each education and training provider will be required to list three clients as
refetences.

This database provides unprecedented support to businesses seeking training for their employees. It

will also highlight gars in supply and programs that do not meet current needs information the
Institute can then use to develop additional strategies (or meeting the Greater Louisville area's

current and future training needs.
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Advanced Technologies

Hiring In next 12 -18 months
Yes 76 2% No 19.0%

Top Occupational Areas for Hiring
I Sales
1 Technicians
2 Clerical
3. Managenal
3. Technical Professionals

*rent Workforce: Top FIve Problems
. Writing Skills

2. Problem Solving
3. Oral Communication
4 Leadership Skills'
5 Knowing How to Learn

Entry-Level Skills Employers Need
I. Positive Attitude
2 Customer-Focused Altitude

Self-Direction
rearriwork Skills

4 Oral Communication

Strategic Plan for Future
Workforce Needs
Yes 19.0% No 76.2%

Interested In Collaborative Training
Yes 61.9% No 28.6%

Does Your Company Have Formal
Education and Training Program?
Yes 57 1% No 42 9%

Level of Investment Par Employe* for
Education and Training
Increaso 52 4 °.
Maintain 42.9%
Decrease 0 0%
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The Arts

Hiring In next 12 - 18 months
Yes 66.7% No 33.3%

Top Occupational Arose I or Hiring
1. Other Occupations
1 Sales
2 Clerical
2. Customer Service
2. Managerial

Current Workforce: Top Five Problems
1. Customer-Focused Attitude'
1 Interpersonal Skills
I. Leadership Skills'
I . Problem SoMng
1. Writing Skills

Entry-Leve4 Skills Employers Need
I. Customer-Focused Attitude'
1. Positive Attitude
2. Reading Skills
3. Logicat Reasoning
3. Toantwork Skilla

Strategic Plan for Future
Workforce Hoeft
Yes 33.3% No 8e.7%

Interested In Collaboratly Training
Ys 88.7% No 33.3%

Dow Your Company Haw Formal
Educalion and T
Yes 0.0%

raining Program?
No100.0%

Level of Imreeknent Par Emulous* for
Education and Twining
increeee 08.7%
Maintain sts."
DOCr011se 0.0%

PATTERNS AND
CRC/FILES

Warr ustagory In Ma 1992
Annual Entpoyet Sunny
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PATTERNS AND
PROFILES
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Development. Conetruction and
Neel Metals

Education

*Nang in mat 12 - 18 month*
Yes 64.0% No 36 0%

Tap Oemilleelenel Ames tor Hiring
1. Laborers
2. Sales
3. Clerical
3, Mechanics/laborers
3. Technical ProlessIonals

Ounadc Top Five Problem.
1. talliWitte
2- Cuelonter-Foomed Maude'
2. WINOS Eldia;
11.41110.14fir

*WM $4140rn
IllAiraleePlepene. Hoed

2. Cudialtat08114169644151de'
3. Tammioak11119;',.,..!
4.
5, Problem Analyalis

o ireesso Plan tor Putuns
Wonder*, Needs
Yee 20.0% No 76.0%

eneweeend in Collaborathis Treining
Yes 40.0% No 46.0%

Dom Tem Company Nam Permed
Edueellen end Tatining Program?
Yes 36.0% No 64.0%

Level et loweewnent Per Employee for
Iduaellen end Training
increase 48.0%
Malachi 48.0%
D eoreses 0.0%

Hiring in mixt 12 - la months
Yee 81.0% No 19.0%

Top Oocupetional Amara for Hiring
1. Clerical
2. Managedal
3. Nonachnical Professionals
4. Technical Prolemionais
5. Other Occupations

Current Workforos: Top Pim Problems
1. Customsr-Focumd Attitude'
2. Laadership Cala*
3. Taanwootit Sidlis
4. Oral Communicatka
4. Work Habits

Entry-Level Skills Ernpioyers Need
1. Customor-Focused Attitude*
2. Positive Attitude
3. oral Communication
4. Logical Reasoning
4. Teamwork Skills

9tretegic Pion for Puha*
Workfare* Needs
Yee 23.8% No 76.2%

Intereeled In Coliaborative Training
Yob 78.2% No 23.6%

Dom Your Company Ham a Formal
Education and Training Prngram?
Yos 86.714 No 26.6%

bevel of kweetment Por amployee for
Education and Training
:!Icreasei 61.9%
Maintain 38.1%
Docraaime 0.0%

Wew memory I n Me ION
Annual Ireeeo)or Survey
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Financa, Insurancti and
Profassional Services

568

Government Salvia

Hiring In next 12 - 15 months
Vas 77.5% No 20.0%

Top Occupational Areas for Hiring
1. ClorIcal
2. Saito
3. Managerial
4. Customer Salvino
4. Tachnical Proleasionals

Current Workforce: Top My* Problems
1. Writing Skills
2. Customor-i ocusod Attitude'
3. Oral Communication
4. Problem Solving
4. Work Habits

Entry-Leval Skills Employers Need
1. Positive Attitude
2. Custornor-Focusod Attituck.

"iral Communication
Teamivolk Skills

5. Reading Skills
5. Self-Direction

Strategic Plan for Future
Wadden* Needs
Too 25.0% No 67.5%

Interested In Coilaborative Training
Yes 42.6% No 52.5%

Does Your Company Have a Formal
E ducation and Training Program?
Yea 45.0% No 50.0%

Level of invostmont Per Empioyee for
Education and Training
Mentes* 42.5%
Maintain 47.5%
o across', 2.5%

Hiring In next 12 - 15 months
Yoe 55.7% No 14.3%

Top Gocupational Areas for Hiring
1. Clarical
2. Data Processing
2. Nontechnical Prolossionsis
3. Laborers
4. CustomarSONIC*
4. Machin* Oporators
4. Managerial
4. Mechanics-Rapelrers

Cunard Workforoo: Top Rya Problems
1. Interpersonal Skills
2. Writing Skilis
3. Employee Attitude
3. Oral Communication
4. Cuelomer-Focomod

Enly94.41VOI Pala 110,Pkrimerea
1. Posilive A41114111,
2. Ciatorner7Foctieed AttittlIts*
S. onictorenunioimon
4. Teemrkellskille
5. Reeding SIGH

Ilittalegilkitsfou.er Fitting firtf c,=
Workforee lIffr
YI10 21.4% TI).5%

liderselled Oollabora5911140441111
Yee MAI% No 21.4%

Does Your Company N.Y. Formai
Education and Training Program?
Yes 78.5% No 21.4%

Leval of inveetment Per Employes for
Education and Training
increase 57.1%
Maintain 42.9%
Decrees* 0.0%

PATTERNS AND
PROFILES

Wart category In Ow MI.
Annus, Eclat SYM SaNVey
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Health Services Hospitality

tieing in next 12 - IS months
Yes SSA% No 3.4%

Top OooupatIonal Areas tor Hiring
1. Technical ProloseioneW
2. Managed&
3. aerial
4. Technicians
5. Olher Swam i

Oswalt Workkaan Top Five Problente
1. Teemwork
2. inimpersoral
2. Leadership Sidle*
3. Employee Attitude
4. Problem Solving

Entry-Leval SION employers Need
1. Paella" Attitude
2. Tearmvotk Skills
3. Cualamer-Fccueod
4. Orot
5.'4.,

Nir
4c.

No a7Aric

.
79.2 kie

\Jamie of aelmont Per Ilimpiagse far.
Idusalien apel Training

Hiring in next 12 - IS monthe
Yes 118.9% No 11.1%

Top Occupedonel Arms for Hiring
1. Customer Space
2. Managerial
3. Nontechnical Professionals
4. Clerical
4. Safes

Current Workforce: Top Five Problem'
1. Oral Communication
2. Customer-Focused Attitude'
2. Dry Care
2. Leadership SkINe
2.. Woking Skee

Enby-tavel Sabo Empioyers :Seed
1. Cluttoffillf-FOCUSOd Attitude'
2. Poole... Attitude
3. Teamwork Skills
4. Oral Communication
S. Sea-Carecton

Strategic Plan for Future
Worldoros Needs
Yes 113.7% No 53.3%

bitereseed in Collaborative Training
Yee 72.2% No 22.2%

Dom Your Company Have Formal
Education and Training Progrem?
Yes 44.4% No 11.1%

Level of Investment Per Empioyee tor
education and Trein:cdp

Increase . 01.0% Increase 44.4%
Maintain 27.411% Maintain 50.0%
Decrease 3.4% Decree's 0.0%

view meow W fko im
Annual IFMObtrer army
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Manufacturing Nonprofits

Hiring In next 12 - 18 months
Yes 68.2% No 27.1%

Top Occupational Amos for Hiring
I. Laborers
2. Technical Professionals
3. Machin* Operators
4. Clerical
4. Managerial

Current Workforce: Top Fly. Problome
1. Leadership Skills'
2. Problem Solving
3. Writing Skills
4. Oral Communication
5. Knowing How to Lartm

Entry-Leval Skills Emp lopes Need
1. Positiva Attitude
2. Customer-Focusod Attitude'

Teamwork Skills
Se If-Direction

5. Problem Solving

Strategic Plan for Futura
Workforce Needs
Yes 22.4% No 76.8%

Interested In Collaborativa Training
Yea 58.9% No 34.6%

Deme Your Company Have Formal
Education and Training Program?
Yoe 49.5% No 48.6%

Level of Inveatmant Par Employee for
Education and Training
Increase 58.9%
Maintain 37.4%
Decrease 0.9%

Hiring In nest 12 - 10 months
Yes 81.5% No 30.8%

Top Occupational Areas for Hiring
1. Clerical
2. Managerial
3. Customer Service
3. Nontechnical Professionals
4. Della Piceeeeing
4. laborers
4. Technical Profossionals

Oterent Workforce: Top Five Problams
1. Writing Skills
E. Oral Communication
3. Int*, Pare:mai Skills
4. EmployeAnitude
4. Prebearn Seiving

Entry4..evil Sibige Emit Myrna Need
1. Poirleve Attitt*

CuatoMer-F4leged Attitude'
3. Oral Creaniggioigion Skills
3. Toarnwork NSW
4. SeE-PireellOA '

Strategic Plan for Future Workforce
Needs
Yes 7.7% No 76.9%

Interested in Collaborative Training
Nes 53.8% No 48.2%

Does Your Company Hays Formai
Education and Training Program?
Yes 53.8% No 48.2%

Laval of invastment Pay Employee for
Education and Training
Moreau* 30.8%
Maintain 81.5%
Decrees* 7.7%

PATTERNS AND
PROFILES

577
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Printing, Publishing and
Communications

Retail and Wholesale Trade

Hiring In nest 12 - le months Hiring In noxt 12 - la months
Yes 641.6% No 31.4% Yea 54.9% No 42.7%

Top Occupational Area* for Hiring
1. Salim
2. Machine Operators
3. Laborars
4. Cloaca!
4. Custogor Service

Current Workforce: Top Rya Pr
1. Wittig 111011s
2. OratClynyMinicatIon
3. f

Ws* oalogory in ingo 1502
Annuli/ Employor Slummy

Yoe 20.0%

Intagliated In Coriaborativ Training
Yae 40.0% No 54.3%

Dow Your Company Have Formal
Education and Training Program?
Yoe 26.6% No 66.6%

Level ef Investment Per Employee tor
Eduoittion and Training
incraes 40.0%
Maintain 60.0%
()acreage 0.0%

70403 0-94 -19

Top Occupational Areas for Hiring
I. Sales
2. Clerical
3. Laborers
4. Cuatomar Service
5. Data Procassing

Currant Workforoe: Top Five Problems
1. Writing Skills
2. Problem Solving
3. Leadership Skills'
4. Mathematical flaasoning
5. Employe* Attitude

Entry-Lovei Skills Empioyere Heed
1. Positive Attitude
2. Customar-Focuried Attituds*
3. Teamwork Skills
4. Oral Communication
5. Self-Direction

Strategic Plan for Future
Workforce, Heads
Vas 17.1% No 76.6%

Interested In Collaborative Training
Yee 47.6% No 41.5%

DON 'our Company Haws Formal
Eduection and Training Program?
Yoe 30.5% No 67.1%

Lewd of investment Per Employee for
Education and Training
Increase 50.0%
Maintain 43.9%
Decrease 0.0%

57.7!
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In its quest to make the Geiater Louisville mike mote competitive by helping to insure a flexible
and educated wafface, the Kentuckian. Education and Workfare Institute hm called upon the
resources of numerous individuals and orprthations. The Inflialte recognises and thanks the
following for their continued support:

The Honorable Jeny E. Abramson, Mayor of the City of Louisville

The Honorable David L. Autumn& Jefferson County JudgefExecutive

Superintendent Donald W. Indrawn. Ed.D.Jefferson County Board of E&aation

Alliant Health System

Baptist Healthiest System

Blue Qom & Bitie Shield of Kentucky. Inc.

Beown-Fortuan Cognation

Callan Refractories Corporation

Couttaul& Coatings. Inc.

Fad Motor Company
Gaeta Louisville Economic Development Partnership

Humana, Inc.

Jewish Hospital HealthCare Services, Inc.

Liberty National Bank and Trust Company

Louisville Balding Company

Philip Mortis USA.

Rohm and Haas Kentucky, Inc.

V emelt .1nc

Zoeller Compsny

Additionally, the Institute recognises the tremendout contributions of the more than 300 commu-
nity leaden who served as co-chairs and members of the various induary oubcommitteei and task
facet.
The Inetitutes amass would not have been possible without the generous simport of the James
Graham Beown Foundation. Inc.

These collective efforts have enabled the nationally renowned Inetitute to chart a course foe compre.
knave workfoece development Initiatives in the Gaeta Louisville comuumity.
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POSITIONINCI
FOR THE FUTURE

An educated, quality

workforce is the key to

productivity. competitive-

ness and stability in our

region. By promoting the

development end delivery

of such workforce. the

Institute cen Alsip the

Greater Louisville area

sustain economic growth

well Into the next century.
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The Kemuckiana Education and Workforce Institute leads the Greater Louisville area in addressing
critical workforce challenges. The importance of this mission cannot be overstate& as the world of
work grows MOic complex, the demands on job.holdcrs change and evolve. Employers m the Greater
Louisville region believe that remaining competitive in increasingly global markets will depend more
and more upon the skills levels of the local workforce as well as the community's r bility to make the
most of its human resources.

While many communities are grappling with workforce challenges, the Greater Louisville area has
already moved beyond the talking stage. It is taking action on the issues. As a clearinghouse for

information related to the workforce and as an agent for bringing employers, educators, trainers and

the workfotce together to make improvements, the Institute strives to keep these important issues in
the fotefrunt. Its goal is to ensure that th: challenges are met.

Solid information has been collected and disseminated. Some trends are beginning to emerge. These
will be tracked over time. The resultant data enables decision-makers in the Louisville region to take
actions based on fact. The Institute provides the facts that lead to wise policy, and it will continue to
build upon its infonnationlathering efforts as the region positions itself foe a successful future.

At the sante time, the Kentuckians Education and Workforce Institute is becoming mote active in
seeking solutions to the problems pointed out in the data. It will continue to help cooedinate efforts
to match the employee skills needs dares businesses with the constantly evolving educational and
training options in the Louisville region.

Wotkforce challenges will continue to change and new initiatives must Ise developed accordingly.
The Kentuckians Education and Workforce Institute will mobilise community resources to enable
the Greater Louisville area to proactively meet evolving workforce needs.

Metropolitan Louisville's future economic success depends in large part upon how successfully the
present and future workforce cart meet industry's needs. An educated, quality workforce is the key to

productivity, competitiveness and stability in our region. By promoting the development and
delivery of such a workforce, the Institute can help the Greater Louisville area sustain economic
growth well into the next century.
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To promote the development and delivety of an educated, quality workforce in Kentuckian that is

able to compete in a global marketplace.

As a community we have planted our mots at the Falls of the Ohio River, in two states and seven
counties, looking back to our origins in the early days of de nation and forward to the global village

of the Twenty.First Cennxy. Roth tradition and innovation guide our work.

Under the kadenhip of the Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce, we have come together to
dupe a common vision of the dynamic economy needed foe the community's future and the central

tole of educated men and women in miking the future a talky.

Our commitment to oue own and future generations is to nurture a community cultum that sees
excellence in education and training as the highest priority, that Actions and rewards a broad array

of indwaryeducation linkages, and that entourages all businesses, educational institutions, labot
groups and governmental agencies to become learning organisations."

Undentanding well that transforming vision into action is a long.term process and tequires a
systemic approach. the Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce has establiehed the Kentuckian&

Education and Workforce Institute.
The work of the institute is to:

Forge strategic alliance among business, education, government and labot to focus on the quality
of the present and future workforce and manage human resource dislocations in the community.

Anew mment and fume workforce needs and the capacities of education and training providers to

meet thom needs.

Develop consensw in the community about priorities for future education and training programs
and broker the deveioprnent of these programs.

Provide information on workforce readiness, emerging needs and innovative developments to
education and training providers, area businesses and economic

development agencies.

Report annually to the commurfty on the state dedication and training for a
dynamic area economy.

Excellences Standards of perkemance and expectations are continually rising. Education and
training programs, whether in schools or businesses, must meet these changing need&

Equity There is no one who cannot learn. Young people and adults of all ages srsd bock/rounds
must be given the opportunity to continue to learn and become contributing members of the

community and individual organisations.

Parmenisim Together we can tronsform vision Into reality.

MISSION
VISION

PURPOSE

CORE
VALUES
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Principal
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Losisville. Kentucky 40203
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Louisville. Kentucky 40203
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Ms. Carol Bradley

Consultant. Education Relations
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400 West Main Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

(502) 560.3171
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Mr. Chicks Miller
Principe!
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Magnet Greer Academy
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Louisville, Kentucky 40258

(502)4734311
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For further information
or to register by phone,

call the Kentuckians Education
& Workforce Institute at

625-012S or mail registration to:

Attn: Vanessa Ruffin
Kentuckians Education
& Workforce Institute
600 West Main Street

Louisville, Kentucky 40202
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much for your testimony.
The Chair would like to note that Mr. Good ling is leaving tempo-

rarily. He serves on the Foreign Relations Committee and he has
an obligation to meet now with President Mubarak of Egypt, so he
has to take care of that obligation. Hopefully, he will return after
that.

Our last witness is Mr. Davisson. .

Mr. DAVISSON. Last but not least, Mr. Chairman. Good morning,
Mr. Chairman, and m members of the committee. I am Tom
Davisson. As previously stated, I am the Chief Operating Officer of
Sullivan College in Louisville, Kentucky. I have been in college ad-
ministration for over 20 years.

Sullivan College is a private, four-year college degreebacca-
laureate degree granting institution with both regional and na-
tional accreditation. Our students range in age from 18 to,65 years
of age. The single common thread running throughout the student
body of over 2,000 students is their desire for a well-trained career
in their field of choice in the least amount of time.

I am also here today representing the Career College Association,
our national organization representing over 12,000 colleges and
schools serving 1.2 million students. I am particularly pleased to be
here today to talk about the school-to-work transition proposals be-
cause CCA-member schools and colleges constitute a system al-
ready in place, trained and retrained individuals who have ac-
quired new vocational skills from their high school experience and
who need to update their schools to meet the challenges of a chang-
ing marketplace.

You and other subcommittees focusing on school-to-work transi-
tion programs will hear that high school graduates are not "work
ready" and many adult workers, the Department of Education esti-
mates 90 million, are ill-prepared to change jobs in an economy
that will require change. You certainly do not hear about the prob-
lem once again. We have heard about it enough.

We are here to talk about solutions. The administration's pro-
posal on school-to-work transition offers a place in the educational
system where intervention can lead to vocational training to make
high school graduates work ready. Some current associations be-
tween public schools and potential employers are good examples of
what can happen to retain students, train them for high skilled
jobs, and ensure that they have a job waiting for them upon grad-
uation.

The much publicized example in boston of high schools in part-
nership with various medical centers is certainly a model partner-
ship of curriculum reform, on-the-job training and guaranteed em-
ployment. While this is a useful example, it shoulcl be clear that
most high schools cannot find employers with whom to create part-
nerships which guarantee training and employment for a number
of their students. Most high school dropouts and noncollege bound
graduates are not located in areas where employers are able to hire
large numbers of entry level workers at predictable intervals.
Therefore, a workable school-to-work transition bill would have to
consider high school programs in partnerships which may not be
related to one specific employer.
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In that context, an evaluation of skills which are in demand and
available training would be a sensible transition for high school
students for their jobs in their area as would providing portable
skills so they may be able to move where the employment market
offers opportunity.

The school-to-work bill includes as this much needed evaluation
of local labor markets and the implied flexibility for schools to
choose transition programs which fit the local economy. School-to-
work transition programs should also have a component which rec-
ognizes the direct employer-high school partnerships will be se-
verely limited by geography and the economy. Using the element
of a skill-intensive transition period between high school and em-
ployment could involve apprenticeships, further formal training, or
a combination of classroom and on-the-job training.

CCA-member schools and colleges are already functioning as this
transition element for many young people today, more each year
than enter four year programs at colleges and universities. A re-
cent Ohio State University report conclude that career colleges and
schools have a retention and completion rate for their students.
Two out of three successfully complete these programs which far
exceeds the success rate of the largest single Federal training pro-
gram, Job Training Partnership Act, and also outperforms many
public and private four-year traditional postsecondary college and
university programs.

Also consider the NCAA study which suggest that the public
four-year programs have a completion rate below 50 percent and
low completion rates at the community colleges somewhere be-
tween 5 and 10 percent. CCA-member schools and colltges are al-
ready functioning as a bridge between high school and employment
and structured partnerships with public school systems and specific
employers.

Please allow me to give you one example at Sullivan College,
Louisville, Kentucky.

At Sullivan College in Kentucky, we have an arrangement with
Western High School and the Kroger grocery chain. There is an at-
tachment for your benefit. Beginning in junior high school students
are identified. All participate in this final form. In the 9th and 10th
grades the curriculum in retail sales features job shadowing, of
Kroger management of employees and includes instruction on per-
sonnel and work habits.

The students' parents and opportunities for service by students
using successful skills. It is based on interest and factory rec-
ommendations, with emphasis on serving at-risk students.

I would emphasize that I would hope this not be restricted to at-
risk students. There are other components and sectors in the popu-
lation that need that program as well. Students must sign a formal
commitment to the program with you, which must be reviewed by
their parents. It begins and continues through high school and
most secondary portions of the program.

jDuring their unior and senior years in high school, students are
given 10 to 20 hours per week of paid on-the-job training at Kroger
stores and attend classes, evening course work in business market-
ing and retail sales from Sullivan College. During the summer
months, the hours are increased.
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Upon completion of high school, the students continue their edu-
cation at Sullivan College pursuing either a certificate or short-
term program or an associate's degree. Some of the course work the
students complete in high school is dual credit and will count to-
ward their college credit as well.

Kroger pays for all costs minus grants and scholarship aid the
student receives. The intent is for Kroger to hire these students in
their management training program after they complete their de-
gree. If they choose to do it at Sullivan College, the program pays
for this as well.

One of the components of this, when we sent this up is that al-
though Sullivan College, Kroger, and Western High School put this
program together, it was our belief that the students should not be
limited to going to Sullivan College, that they should have that
choice. Obviously the credits taken in high school can easily be ap-
plied to our programs because they were structured by all of us.
But they have the choice. I think that is important.

An evaluation board is in place for this new program which is
serving the first complement of 10 students. The board includes
parents, students, high school personnel, corporate personnel and
representatives of Sullivan College. The board's role is to keep the
program functioning and flexible as the number of students partici-
pating in the program increases.

While this program cannot show what would happen to the at-
risk students, if there was no on-the-job training it is fair to say
the high schools' identification of at-risk students suggests a num-
ber of students would not finish high school and learn a skill with-
out the transition curriculum in summer jobs. But we are serving
both at-risk and those not at-risk.

This is one small program in one community. The point is that
it works. It is the kind of program your legislation seek.s to encour-
age.

To continue this kind of program and er courage the creation of
others like it, CCA supports H.R. 2884, the School to Work Transi-
tion Act of 1994. Based on the legislation before you, CCA suggests
the following changes to maintain a large successful program.

In section 4(b)(9), the definition of postsecondary institution
eliminates the participation of the proprietary school and college
sector, which makes up the largest number of vocational schools in
the country.

Using the definition of postsecondary institution as those eligible
under Title IV of the Higher Education Act would allow vocational
schools into a partnership program as long as they meet the gate-
way standards of the Higher Education Act. While this section in-
cludes technical colleges and possible secondary vocational institu-
tions, there is a need to clarify which postsecondary institutions
may participate, and HEA Title IV eligibility seems a tried and
true method for inclusion of postsecondary institutions which suc-
cessfully serve those students.

Further, H.R. 2884 could expand the number of students served
if a postsicondary institution were allowed to serve students from
more than one high school. We recommend that a consortium of
high schools be allowed to apply to the program using one or sev-
eral postsecondary training sources in order to make the best use
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of postsecondary programs in a limited marketplace for specific
skills.

For example, in Jefferson County, we have formed a postsecond-
ary consortium of colleges and universities. So far we have agreed
to agree to work together on school-to-work initiatives, which is a
major step in postsecondary education. We are hopeful that :this
continues and blossoms into something very useful in this effort.

With over 1,200 colleges and schools in almost every State and
county in the Nation, I would ask that the subcommittee consider
this educational infrastructure, which is an approved transition
from school to work, as an integral part of their legislative pro-
gram.

CCA would be happy to work with you and the Departments of
Education and Labor to identify and implement training programs
which a school system can utilize for their students and graduates
to qualify for the skills in today's marketplace.

Thank you for the opportunity to share with you one partnership
in Louisville, Kentucky and the success of your legislation.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Davisson follows:]
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Tom Dovisson

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Membews of the Subcommittea. I am Torn

Devisson, Vice-President and Chief Operating Officv of Sullivan College in Louisville,

Kantucky. I have been in collage administration for over twenty yoars. Sullivan

College Is a private. 4 yaw baccalaureate Wel institution with both regional and

national accreditation. Our students range from 18 to 65 years of age. The single

common thread throughout our .studant body of ovor 2,000 Is their disks to be well-

trainad for the calmer field of their choice in the lust amount of time. I am also

representing the Carrier College Association, our national organization representing

over 1200 collages and schools serving 1.2 million studonts looming vocations as

variod as X-ray technician and pastry chef.

I am particularly pleasid to bit hare today to talk about school-to-work transition

proposals bacause CCA member schools and colleges constitute a system already in

glact to train and retrain individuals who have acquired few vocational skills from their

high school experience or who need to update their skills to meet the challenges of

a changing marketplace.

You and other subcommittoes focusing on school-to-work transition programs

will hoer that high school graduates are not work-ready, and many adutt worksrs (the

Dapartment of Education intimates nearly 90 million) are ill-prepared to change jobs

in an aconomy that will raquire change.

You do not mod to haat about the problem once again. We are hare to talk

about solutions. The Administration's proposal on school-to-work transition identifies

a place In the educational systom where Intervention can lead to vocational training

to make high school graduates work-ready. Some currant associations batmen public

high schools and potential employers are pod examples of what can happen to retain

students, train thin) for a high skill lob, end ensure they have a }rib waiting for them
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upon graduation. Ths much publicized example in Boston of high schools in

partnership with various medical centers is certainly a model partnership of curriculum

reform, on the job training and guaranteed employment.

While this is a useful example, It should be clear that most high schools cannot

find employers with whom to create partnerships which guarantee training and

employment for a number of their students. Most high school drop outs and non-

college bound graduates are not located in areas where employers are able to hire

large numbers of entry level workers at predictable intervals.

Therefore, a workable school-to-work transition bill would have to consider high

school programs and partnerships which may not be related to one specific employer.

In this context, an evaluation of skills which are in demand and available training

would be a sensible 'transition' for high school students for jobs in their area, as

would providing portable skills so they are able to move where the employment

market offers opportunity. The School-to-Work bill includes this much needed

evaluation of local labor markets and the implied flexibility for schools to choose

transition programs which fit the local economy.

School-to-work transition programs should also have a component which

recognizes that direct employer-high school partnerships will be severely limited by

geography and the economy. Using the element of a skill-Intensive transition period

between high school and employment could involve apprenticeships, further formal

training, or a combination of classroom training and on-the-job training.

CCA member schools and colleges are already functioning as this transition

element for many young people--more each year than enter four year programs at

colleges and universities. A recent Ohio State University report concludes that career

schools and colleges have a retention and completion rate for their students (two out

of three successfully complete programs) which far exceeds the success rate of the
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largest single Federal training program (the Job Training Partnership Act) and also

outperforms many public and private four year trldltional postsecondary college and

university programs. Aiso, consider NCAA studies which suggest that public four year

programs have a completion rate below 50 percent, and show completion rates at

community colleges of between 5 and 10 percent. Concern for statistics such as

these and the impact they will have on our nation's future workforce have prompted

other members of Congress, like Senator Dodd (D-CT), to make the following

statement:

"High school graduates are ill-prepared for the wodcplace of the 21st
century. While only 22 percent of jobs today require 'a college
education, more than half of all new Jobs created by the end of the
century will require some education beyond high school and one-third
will require a college dagree."

()Herod by Senator Dodd during detention on Sonator Affords' Sense-
of-ths-Strnate amondnwint to FY94 Labor, HHS, & Education
Appropriations SUL

CCA member schools end colleges are already functioning as a bridge between

high school and employment in structured partnerships with public school systems

and specific employers. Let me give you lust one example:

Sullivan College in Louisville, Kentucky, has an arrangement with Western High

School and the Kroger Grocery chain (see attachment). Beginning in Junior high

schooL students are identified to participate in career days, which Include visits to

stores as well as guest speakers brought to their schools. Curriculum development

for retail business begins in the 9th grade, and Western High School, Sullivan College

and Kroger Grocery all participate in its final form. In the 9th and 10th grades, the

curriculum in retail sales features lob shadowing' of Kroger management employees

and Includes instruction on personal and work habits, Information for the students'

parents, and opportunities for community service by students using skills necessary

for retail sales and other similar career paths.

In the second semester of 10th grade, students are seiected for the Kroger

Work Program based on interest and faculty recommendations, with emphasis on
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serving 'at risk' students. Students must sign a formal commitment to the program.

which must be reviewed by their parents. A consistent evaluation of student

performance by all partners begins at this level, and continues through ths high school

and postsecondary portion of the program.

During their junior and senior years In high school, students in the program are

given 10 to 20 hours per week of paid on the job training at Kroger stores, and attend

classes offering course work in business, marketing and retail sales from Sullivan

College. During the summer months when the students are not attending classes, the

hours of on the job training are increased. Upon completion of high school, students

continue their education at Sullivan College, pursuing either a certificate from a short

term program or an Associate's degree. The course work the student completed in

high school Is counted toward his or her certificate or Associate degree at Sullivan

College. Kroger pays all costs for the additional training, minus any grant and

scholarship aid the student is eligible to receive. The intent is for Kroger to hire these

students in their management trainee program after they complete their Associate's

degree. If the student chooses to pursue their Bachelor's degree at Sullivan College,

Kroger may pay for it as well.

An evaluation board is in place for this new program, which is serving its first

complement of 10 students. The evaluation board includes parents, students, high

school personnel, corporate personnel and representatives of Sullivan College. The

board's role Is to keep the program functioning and flexible as the number of students

participating increases.

While this program cannot show what would happen to the 'at risk' students

served if there were no concentrated curriculum and on the job training, it is fair to

say that the high school's identification of 'at risk' students suggests a number of

students involved in the program would not finish high school and learn a skill without

the transition curriculum and summer jobs.
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This example is one small program in one community. The point is that it

works, and it is just the kind of program your legislation seeks to encourage.

To continue this kind of program and encourage the creation of others like it,

CCA supports H.R. 2884, The School-to-Work Transition Act of 1993. Based on the

legislation before you. CCA suggests the following changes to maintain and enlarge

successful programs.

In Section 4 (b) (9), the definition of postsecondary institution eliminates the

participation of the proprietary school and college sector, which makes up the largest

number of vocational schools in the country. Using the definition of postsecondary

Institution as those eligible under Title IV of the Higher Education Act would allow

vocational schook into the partnership program as long as they meet the 'gateway'

standards of the Higher Education Act. Whiie this section of School-to-Work includes

technical colleges and postsecondary vocational institutions, there is a need to clarify

which postsecondary institutions may participate, and HEA Title IV eligibility seems

a tried and true method for inclusion of postsecondary institutions which successfully

serve their students.

Further, H.R. 2884 couid, expand the number of students served if a

postsecondary institution were allowed to serve students from more than one high

school. Therefore, CCA recommends that a consortium of high schools be allowed

to apply to the program, using one postsecondary training source, in order to make

the best use of vocationel training programs in a limited marketplace for specific skills.

With Ovef 1200 career colleges and schoots in every state and almost every

county in the nation, I would ask the subcommittee to consider this educational

infrastructure, which is a proven, successfel 'transition' from school to work, as an

integral part of your legislative program. CCA would be happy to work with you and
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tho Departments of Education and Labor to identify end implement training programs

which a school system could utilize for their students and graduates to acquire skills

for today's marketplace.
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D. Kroger, Sulivan College, and Western High School Teach Cisme
Cooperatively (Non-Credit)

E. Beginnings of Kroger In-House Training
F. Kroger, Western High Schoc4, and Sullivan College Articulstion

Collabcation - Customized Curricula
G. Support for Students 'Through Class or bank= and Report to Board

(Evaluation of Performance and Work Ethics with Guidelines)
H. College Visititions
I. Estatg.:1 Post-Secondary Options (Schoob and Programs)
J. Financiel Opitons for Post-Secondary (Infomation and Development)
K. SUMS( Youth Wages Requested from Appropriate Agencies
L During School Year, a Percentage Reimbursement to Kroger Sought from

Sources Identified by KEN
M. Awareness of Pallet Careers in Retail industry
N. School to School to Work Transition or Combinations as Relates to

Indivkkal Students

VI. Post-Secondary Component

k Continue Curriculum Paths
B. Various AssoCibe Degrees at Sullivan College
C. Extemship
D. Financial Support

1. PELL
2. Kroger
3. Sullivan
4. Other Apropriate Agencies
5. Advanced Standing es Resuk of 1/2 Day College Program

E. Condnued Employment at Kroger
F. Continued Support by Suifivan College snd Western High School
G. Bachsior Degree (Optional)
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much for your testimony. I will
start with Mr. Weir.

How do you link your school-to-work transition programs with
existing apprenticeship programs which Labor has established?

Mr. WEM. There are different methods depending on which
group we are working with. We are part of the BAT. We work coop-
eratively with them in establishing apprenticeships throughout the
whole community. We have a program that we can identify and
create an apprenticeship in any industry. We do that on a one-by-
one basis.

As far as accessing General Motors and large groups of organized
labor in terms of their apprenticeship policies, that is somewhat
difficult. The way we are working that now with General Motors
is on a trial basis.

It is a really interesting thing about apprenticeships. They are
very closely held. It is something that the labor organizations gen-
erally don't want to lose control over. So being able to access them
purely as a trust-type relationship, I guess that is the best way to
say it, labor in our commtnity clearly recognizes they have a need
and they are willing to work with us to meet that need for their
own survival.

In labor organizations that don't perceive that they have a need,
access will be extremely difficult. Although we may be able to do
some activities leading toward apprenticeships, apprenticeships on
a large scale would be very, very hard.

Chairman FORD. Do you find a difference in your work when it
is apprenticeship programs in an industry setting or a building
trades setting?

Mr. WEIR. They are both extremely difficult. Until building
trades, we have been completely unsuccessful in dealing with the
building trades as opposed to manufacturing and heavy industry.
That may be because of the sheer numbers of apprentices within
those organizations and the replacement needs.

Chairman FORD. How does your mentor program work? Can you
briefly describe who your mentors are and how they work with the
students?

Mr. WEIR. The mentors are General Motors' skilled-trade persons
who have dedicated 100 percent of their time toward working with
our students. You can understand what kind of financial commit-
ment that is to release seven of those people at one time.

The mentors go through the training program. We have worked
with them on how to become a mentor and what that means. In-
dustries' view of us is different than our view of ourselves. Mentors
are trying to mesh education's point of view with business's point
of view which is very different. So the way we operate is different.
The mentors do need to be trained and they need to understand
that children are not like things in industry.

Chairman FORD. Before I defer to the other members, one other
question. Does your program receive funds from JTPA?

Mr. WEM. Yes, we have a partnership with JTPA based on the
individual students's eligibility. We have found JTPA is an excel-
lent way to involve other resources to encourage employers to take
on students in these transition efforts.
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Many of the smaller people we work with, not General Motors,
rely on JTPA assistance m order to have a complete and dynamic
program for students. A true school-to-work program is a financial
burden for the employer. Any help we can give them will be very
well received.

Chairman FORD. Do you have other sources of Federal funding
for your programs?

Mr. WEM. Yes. The General Motors program is part of a dem-
onstration grant from DOL. C.S. Mock donated money for that pro-
gram and to do studies on it.

Chairman FoRD. Would it be helpful if we permitted greater
flexibility for the use of these Federal dollars in your programs?

Mr. WEIR. Yes. School-to-work transition is a very clynamic oper-
ation. It doesn't lend itself well to strict formulas. Flexibility is the
key to it. Being able to negotiate and, I gueas from my point of
view, our ability to meet what business needs is extremely impor-
tant.

We have to be able to fit up real tight to them in terms of what
they need and what we can provide. Giving us flexibility to do that
is critical. Every one of our partnerships is different. It has dif-
ferent factors and different things that without flexibility we just
could not do.

Chairman FORD. Without flexibility, do you find yourself looking
over your shoulders for the auditors to make sure the money is
being spent exactly as intended? Would flexibility make you less
afraid, as long as there is accountability and service provided?

Mr. WEIR. Yes, I think flexibility within the system is what we
need. The system cannot be so convoluted that it requires a huge
bureaucracy to administer or that it misses the point in dealing
with kids and businesses.

We have been very successful in our efforts because they have
been delivered by business. They have come to us and said, "We
need some help," and we have taken that and run with it and de-
veloped programs to meet their needs. We let them tell us what
they neecl and we pay really close attention. That system is driven
from their point of view, not ours.

Their agenda becomes subservient to ours in the way we deal
with kids. We have to understand that schools are part of the eco-
nomic development plan of the communities.

Schools are not an isolated island that just deals with education.
As business begins to see us and our community as a part of their
future, they are beginning more and more to see us as a resource
instead of an adversary. The easier it is to work with themfor in-
stance, General Motors said, "We will be glad to work with you ex-
cept you guys do the work; we don't want the paperwork, the has-
sles, we don't want anything; you guys take up the slack and we
will do what we do best.* That is the kind of flexibility we need
within a system.

Chairman FORD. One final question: What type of formal or in-
formal relations do you have with such groups as Business Round-
table?

Mr. WEIR. The Roundtable has been a fantastic vehicle to spread
the word amongst businesses about what we are doing. We depend
on the Roundtable to be our ambassadors. They are in many cases
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the glue that goes between business and education and in many
ways they are the interpreter. They kind of interpret for both of us
so we can begin to talk the same language.

The Roundtable has been a fantastically helpful organization,
and I encourage any community that doesn't have such a group
that they should have. It is indispensable.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Hoekstra?
Mr. HOEKSTRA. I have no questions.
Chairman Form The gentlelady from California, Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This testimony is so exciting to me. I have been a human re-

sources professional for over 25 years. I have interviewed as a
human resources manager so many employees and potential em-
ployers I can't count them. I owned an employment agency for 12
years. Believe me, I know we have a lot of young people who have
completed high school and college who are not ready for the
workforce.

One of the questions I have is, how, if at all, are you able to dis-
seminate the information that you have to other potential pro-
grams around the country? Are there grants? Is there a way that
possibly the NEA could be a clearinghouse?

I mean, somehow or another everybody should not be reinventing
the wheel when you have successful exciting programs. Have any
of you been approached by those programs?

Ms. MERSHON. Yes. Actually, we will be linking up with the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. It has a Center which is focused on ena-
bling the Chambers to become involved in community workforce de-
velopment efforts. So the U.S. Chamber's Center will be working
with the Louisville Chamber to use it as a model and to publicize
the elements, not only the elements of the program, but how to do
it.

We have also been ;inking ourselves with the National Alliance
of Business, which is also disseminating information about school-
to-work transition programs and beginning to use Louisville as a
model. In fact, recently the Louisville community received the first
Scholastic award. It was given by the Scholastic Corporation, which
publishes those little school newsletters that elementary and mid-
dle school students receive, because of our collaborative efforts.

The third organization nationally with which we have attempted
to link is Jobs for the Future in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Jobs
for the Future is one of the leading not-for-profit public organiza-
tions which is trying to disseminate information and provide sup-
port tr organizations and communities which want to become in-
volve:I in these kinds of activities.

M. WOOLSEY. Mr. Davisson?
Mr. DAVISSON. In addition, the National Alliance of Business is

headed this year by the chief operating officer of Kroger Corpora-
tion. So that word is definitely spreading. Kroger has been very in-
strumental in communities they serve getting involved in this kind
of activity, so they are interested in the program.

We also expanded our program through the CCA, our association
here in Washington that clisseminates that information out to asso-
ciate schools. Then the principal of the Western High School, Mr.
Lawson Yates will present this program we have at the National
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Association of High School Principals this year as well. So we are
doing our best to get the good news out.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Does anybody else want to respond?
Mr. CALLAHAN. There are a couple of groups that have been help-

ful, National Media, USA Today, Time Media, the National Tele-
vision Stations. They will take a look at that person's group. The
Youth Policy Forum has been traveling around the country looking
at various programs and Jobs for the Future up in Boston. We
have been worlcing with them as well. There are a number of ways
to get the word out, and we are always ready to go anywhere to
talk about the program.

Ms. WOOLSEY. I have three areas that are worrying me. One, we
are training individuals for jobs that pay what I call a family wage,
what they can sustain themselves and their family with.

Two, that we train for jobs of the future so we stay ahead of the
game and not training for technologies that are already outdated.

Third, anybody who would respond to this, I have thought Mr.
Weir and Mr. Duncan possibly would, now are you making out-
reach to young female students so they will get involved in non-
traditional skills and trades and earn family wages?

Mr. DAVISSON. I can address the last question first. We made a
concerted effort to deal with females in the industrial apprentice-
ship area. That has been extremely successful. Out of the 80 stu-
dents in that program, I believe 28 to 29 of those students are fe-
males.

One of the difficulties with recruiting female students at a high
school level is that the knowledge of careers is extremely limited,
not just with females but all our students. Most students choose
what they see on TV or what they see in their immediate world.
There are no operas about skilled trade workers at General Motors
so people don't choose that.

The whole idea of getting kids out into business and letting them
see what is going on and see the variety of people who work in
those jobs is a successful school to do that. I think we have had
good success in that area. It is a matter of making them aware of
what is there.

They have to have, it is almost a permission-giving thing, many
young women especially need to have someone give them permis-
sion that it is okay to pursue this kind of career. What seems to
work well is getting women in the field to talk to them showing,
yes, it can be clone, yes, it is okay to do that kind of thing.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Would you yield?
Ms. WOOLSEY. Certainly.
Chairman FORD. Your program at Metal Fab in Flint, I don't

know the answer but let me ask you, would you have more female
students enrolled in that than might be the percentage of females
working at Metal Fab?

Mr. WEIR. Yes, more so.
Chairman FORD. So you are moving into the direction of bringing

more females into that situation?
Mr. WEIR. Yes. That is a joint decision between General MoLors

and ourselves. They also saw it as a critical need for their
workforce. They are trying to change the culture of their workplace.
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That is the something that was kind of new to us to understand
that these workplaces have a culture and it is a hard sell to change
their own culture. We can be a part of that. They make them
change that.

Chairman Foita As far as the number of females, you have in-
creased that number?

Mr. WEM. Yes.
Chairman FORD. Thank you for yielding, Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. About 72 percent of our staff is female. Many of the

students we have are female. I think it has allowed us to put more
females in nontraditional roles. They are getting experience in
areas where traditionally you would think of nursing as something
a lady might want to go into. When they come to Hurley, they find
out Hurley offers more than just nursing for females. So they see
the non-traditional roles available that they probably would not
have gotten into. It is just introducing students to those different
careers and letting them know these are things that you can be-
come involved in.

This is something we have not done. We have not taken the time
to help our students know that there are other careers available.
Many of the careers that we see daily, but when you get into a
business you see other things that you did not know existed. The
main thing is awareness, making them aware that there are ca-
reers available. Those careers will pay money that will provide for
their families.

MS. WOOLSEY. With the retail you start selling but that doesn't
mean that is where you have to stop..Then you see a lot of what
else is there. You make them aware of the other opportunities in
the retail industry besides retail sales?

MS. MERSHON. Yes.
Ms. WOOLSEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been told by staff that Mr. Barrett has requested that a

letter be inserted in the record.
Chairman FORD. Yes, without objection, I have his letter here

and it will be included in the record.
[The information follows:]
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SJATE OF NEBRASKA
DEPARDIENT OF lASOFt
Dan Dolma
Comswoon.

October 12, 1993
4

The Honorable Bill Barrett
United States Nouse of Representatives
1312 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Representative Barrett.:
-

The School-To-Work Act of 1993 (S. 1361/H.R. 2884) and the
Workforce Investment Strategy, presented by the Department of
Labor are initiatives upon which the Education and Labor
Committee will be expected to act. Both initiatives rely in good
part on the use of Labor Market Information (LMI) to help
individuals make choices relative to training and careers.

Today's LMI system lacks the capacity to meet the requirements of
the administration's new initiatives. In fact, LMI as it exists
cannot meet the goals of a multitude of Congressional mandates.
These issues prompted the Labor Market Information Committee of
the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies (ICESA)
to request and obtain report language to accompany H.R. 2518.
(The Nebraska Department of Labor is a member of ICESA.) The
report language requests the Secretary of the Department of Labor
to conduct a 'comprehensive review of the nations labor market
information needs'. The Senate has expanded the language to
include a request for an analysis of unemployment rate statistics
as an allocator of federal resources to localities.

E. 461 tido.

The enclosed correspondence to Labor Secretary Reich lays out
many of the states concerns about the lack of federal policy
direction, the nonparticipation of states in policy development,
and insufficient funding for state and local labor market
information programs. The Labor Market Information function
within each State Employment Security Agency has the basic
building blocks in place to establish an LMI system that will
meet the administration's initiatives. These LM/ units also have
the capacity to respond to congressional mandates found in such
legislation as JTPA and the Carl Perkins Vocational Education
Act. The request of the 'comprehensive review is to clearly
identify how the states in partnership with the Department of
Labor will develop a system of labor market information that is
responsive to the requirements placed upon it. It is important,
when Bills come before the Education and Labor Committee, that we
feel confident the requirements placed on labor market
information can be met. I hope, through the legislative process,
we can ensure that LMI programs gain focus and direction.

550 South 16 Soo* PO Soo 94600 Uncoil. Nobronito 68509.4600 Maw MOE 4714000
Orpmy/N144.444 Anote.4404444

79493 0 - N - M
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The Honorable Bill Barrett
Page 2

Phillip Baker, Administrator for Labor Market Information for the
Nebraska Department of Labor, will be attending a meeting in
Washington October 27 - 29th, 1993. He will be contacting Mark
Whitacre, who I understand holds the Labor portfolio, to request
a brief meeting to discuss the 'review" and the assistance we can
provide in understanding the complex LMI issues that are part of
the administration's initiatives.

Sincerely,

4ut-,014.1/
Dan Dolan, Commissioner
Nebraska Department of Labor

Enclosures

6 11
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46

INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES. INC.

SUITE 112, 444 NORTH CAPITOL STREET. KW.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20001. 20212355111
FAX I 202/7113-5023

ICESA
April 23, 1993

Honorable Robert B. Reich
Secretaiy of Labor
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20210

Dear Secretary Reich:

Todays economic policy deliberations at all levels are focused upon industrial
restructuring, corporate downsizing, global competitiveness and the labor market
disruptions that appear to be carrying the nation's workforce toward a less competitive,
low wage future. With the intense public attention that has been placed upon the
changing nature of employment, it is troublesome and oddly curious that the nationwide
system of labor market information that describes that very problem, and should provide
the intelligence guide to the remedy, has been allowed to languish.

At a time when significant change will be required within institutions at all levels, the U.S.
bepartrnent of Labor should join with the states to initiate and create a world class system
of information that describes the intricacies of todays labor markets. If we are to meet
the challenges of the new environment, policy decisions as well as guidance for education
and training must be based upon a sound system of labor market information. How can
we envision and manage workforce development into the twenty-first century with an
information system that has been fundamentally unchanged since the 1950's?

The current system of labor market information is plagued by a lack of any semblance
of a comprehensive policy direction. The system suffers from some inconsistent and
incongruent objectives; there is little overall coordination at the federal level. The interests
of the states are frequently overlooked in critical decision making; funding to the states
is inadequate and does not reflect the congressionally mandated demand for labor market
information; and beyond technical program training provided by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, there is no technical assistance or training. While the state employment
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Page -3-
Honorable Robert B. Reich

6. The Employment and Training Administration has all but abandoned any
resPonsibirity for labor market information. The ETA-LMI Agreement with each state
employmenyecurity agency requires a wide Variety of data and anatysis, special
labor market studies, employment projections, newsletters, and technical assistance
to data users. In contrast, the entire FY '93 budget allocation to the state
employment security agencies for LMI activity was $2.9 million.

4
ecom mendatlon

The Secretary1should cqmmission a thorough review of all of the nation's labor market
information needs and prbducts. The reviewshould include legislative mandates and user
needs for LMI, products, funding m*.hanisms, organization and coordination,
management, and the states' rote in the d&elopment and provision of information. The
review should evaluate current funding leirols and legislative mandates. The goal of the
review should be the development of an overall pol*y direction for the creation of a world-
class system of labor market information. Theteview and direction should provide a
framework for future program and budget consIderitions beyond FY '94. ICESA is willing
to participate actively in such a revikv. If asked, MESA would agree to lead the review.

In the short-term, ICESA does not believe the budget proposed for FY '94 is adequate.
We have communicated our concerns to House Appropriations Committee' Chairman
William Natcher, and a copy of that communication is enclosed.

Through a working partnership with the states, the U . Department of Labor has a
responsibility for the development and provision of lor market Information. The
shortcomings of the current system result from the failur to develop a comprehensive
policy for labor market information. %Whin the Departme of Labor, the system.is seen
only as isolated parts, but not as a whole. Our recomme ations do not fully address
the larger issues and the need for reform, but we believe'ji.y do otter an Irtitial step
toward a long-term solution.

cc: Lawrence Katz, Chief Economist
Kathryn Higgins, Chief of Staff .

Sincerely,

A %Ian/
William D. daddy
ICESA President
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Mr. GUNDERSON. I appreciate that very much.
I have about two or three issues I want to discuss with you all.

A couple of you, certainly the Michigan people, Kentucky people,
and you, Mr. Chase, all talked about beginning school-to-work ac-
tivities, at least career counseling and awareness, at the middle
school level. How early do you think we ought to be involved in
some kinds of career exploration, if not more than that?

Mr. WEM. I think the whole concept of career awareness is some-
thing that you start when you start school. It gradually escalates
as the years go by and becomes more intense.

Mr. GUNDERSON. But it should be a part of youth apprenticeship
or school-to-work programs?

Mr. WEIR. Definitely. Occupational types of experiences should
be integrated with different intensities as the students get older.
The idea of occupation makes academics come to life. It gives pur-
pose to academics to many students.

Mr. Du/40w. In my testimony I mentioned one student who was
labeled a special education student. One of the things we miss was
the fact that he did not know there were reasons for him to go to
school. There were different careers that he could take an interest
in.

I think you will find a lot of students put in the special education
programs are more or less set up. The program is geared for cer-
tain things they are not interested in and they lose interest. But
if you can tap that interest early enough, I think you will probably
find that this concept of special education would probably 'be dras-
tically reduced because you are going to find a kid who will take
an interest and they will pursue that independence.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Does anybody else have anything to add?
Ms. MERSHON. I see this additionally as dropout prevention. If

the students at an early age begin to relate the course work to the
work world, it has the potential to make them see value in staying
in school.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Another issue we are struggling with is the re-
lationship between the schools, the business and industry leaders
and the students. Last year's hearing indicated that there ought to
be some kind of an understandingyou can call it a contract or a
memorandum of understanding, call it what you wantbut there
ought to be some understanding of the responsibility of each of the
three players. Do you all support that concept?

Mr. CHASE. I would like to react to that. I am not sure if it is
necessary to have a written contract but certainly a clear under-
standing of the roles of everyone involved is essential.

In my testimony I indicated the importance we place on the fact
that there should be a mentor at the school site as well as the
worksite. Those kinds of partnerships so that one element of the
partnership does not become subservient to another, to make sure
while they are working in this area that we keep in mind that we
are talking about, as Congresswoman Woolsey said, that the skills
and talents that a young person is acquiring are transferable, that
is, portable skills that we are talking about someone learning so
that he or she is not somewhere down the line out of employment
because the skills that were learned were skills that were germane
to one profession only causing those kinds of problems.
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So the essential nature of a true partnership means that there
are people at all levels working closely together and keeping in
mind that the needs that are being met basically and first must be
the needs of the students and then the needs of the businesses and
schools for them.

Mr. DAVISSON. In our program in Louisville we have an actual
contract the students have to sign and the parents have to be in-
volved in this as well to participate. We think it is a matter of ac-
countability. Things work better when there is accountability.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Those are the easy questions. The much more
difficult question is whether we should be targeting our school-to-
work program to students based on income or poverty level or any-
thing like that.

Is there any reaction? I see your head shaking.
Mr. WEIR. I have a real reaction to that. If you target students

in terms of economic potential or value or something like that, that
is the best way to kill a program and to make it meaningless in
terms of students. From their point of viewand you probably real-
ize that ,students are very sensitive to labelsth.ey are very sen-
sitive to be classified as something other than whole. Whenever we
label students and provide this service to only a select group of stu-
dents, that you in effect do label kids. Programs get to be labeled
and kids choose them or not based on the value of the label instead
of the value of the program. That is a real thing in a high school
setting.

Mr. DUNCAN. When you target a program like that, you will find
those' business entities will treat the students in the same way. I
don't think they get the same training as they would if they were
grouped together with all the students.

You have to recognize that there are some special needs those
students might have. Saying these programs are for these individ-
uals in the long run, I think would defeat your purpose.

Mr. CHASE. I would like to agree with those comments and fur-
ther state that although it is possible that students with special
needs will benefit from programs such as this, to earmark them
specifically for low-income students or students with special needs
will be extremely difficult in making sure that perhaps some non-
traditional areas that females don't get involved in, again is the
question as it relates to women in some of these areas. I think it
would be a mistake to earmark it for one group of students only.

Ms. MERSHON. We view our work as economic development strat-
egy. We need a large workforce with competitive skills. I am not
convinced that socioeconomic status either guarantees or does not
guarantee employable skills. We have lots of people in our commu-
nities who are entering the workforce without competitive skills
who would not fall into the categories that you have described. So
if we are really going to look at the development of a competitive
workforce, we have to take all corners and make it attractive to all
corners.

Mr. CALLAHAN. We find our students learn from each other as
well. We have a wide range of ability and they challenge one other.
We are finding a wide range from the special needs children to a
young man who will graduate this year as the salutatorian of his
class in Tulsa. I urge you not to target them that way.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. You have now the three differences between the
administration bill and the Republican bill. I think based on your
correct answers that we can merge them so we have a truly bipar-
tisan bill when we are done.

Chairman FORD. You made your point very well.
Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, would like to welcome our distinguished panel to Washing-

ton today. We very much appreciate your time and expertise on a
very, very important topic.

Let me start with Mr. Chase and ask you specifically, what
should we be doing to develop better training and development
courses for our teachers to bring them into this process and to cre-
ate a better and closer relationship between work and school?

Mr. CHASE. I think we need professional development that will
interrelate the work with the school site, and that I as a teacher
will have the opportunity to take part in some work site activities
outside of school so I can understand the type of needs and issues
that the employers have.

I think that also there needs to be a little cross-fertilizations
there so that those who are employed at the work site and will be
specifically in decisionmaking opportunities, will have an oppor-
tunity to also meet with those of us who are in schools.

Too often even when we talk about partnerships such as this
those of us who will be involved in those partnerships have little
or no understanding of the needs of the other side. The kinds of
professional development that I mention in my comments would do
that.

Mr. ROEMER. Are there specific ideas, courses, State programs
that have had success that you can refer to?

Mr. CHASE. I am not sure I would say courses. In my home State
of Connecticut, for example, with Union Carbide, I am on leave of
absence from teaching in Danbury, Connecticut. The relationships
that existed between Union Carl3ide with Danbury and the sur-
rounding communities, with programs that were set up with teach-
ers, would in fact work with both onsite and not be in school on
specific periods of time and so on, so they would have a greater un-
derstanding of the needs of the business communities.

Those programs are out there. They have proven to be successful,
and I believe have been very, very helpful in creating the kind of
climate that breaks down the traditional walls that have existed
between those two entities.

Mr. ROEMER. Let me give some specific examples of things I am
aware of and include the rest of th.e panel in any ideas you can
pass on.

We have a program in Indiana called Indiana Plus where the
specific school helps design the curriculum with a VCR camera.
They interview community leaders and health care professionals.
They ask them specifically, what kinds of skills are needed to em-
ploy high school graduates? They then go back to the schoolroom
with the teacher, the principal and the administrators, and design
a specific course based on what they learned.

What we have learned is that the basic criterion of needs are bet-
ter work skills, working in teams, computer skills, v,orth ethic,
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problem-solving skills, experience in the hospital and the bank.
That is one example.

Another example I give you isand this was from something I
read in the Chronicle of Higher Educationwhere they had de,
signed specific applied math and science programs in schools that
make it the most attractive math and science program in the
school. The trade or the vocational apprenticeship applied math
and science program is the one that other students want to get into
because it is taught by an exciting teacher, because it is applied
knowledge, they can use it.

What could we do to emulate those kind of examples, to remove
the stigma and get more people involved in these classes, to invite
and use technology in this because we are competing with tech-
nology in the home. Can you give me some specific examples that
we can then try to use in developing this legislation?

Mr. DAVISSON. As far as Kentucky, of course we are right across
the river from Indiana so we work very closely with Indiana as
well. Specifically Prosser Vocational School which serves a 12-coun-
ty ^rea in bringing vocational students into their area. There is dy-
namic leadership at that school. We are working very closely, sign-
ing agreements with them.

KERA, the Kentucky Education Format, three years ago estab-
lished new groundwork in working with industry. They are teach-
ing teams. They went to industry and asked what they needed, ex-
actly what you are talking about.

That required changes in the postsecondary school level as well
because if we don't change at our level, if they are changing, com-
ing up through and they are used to being taught in teams and we
give a straight lecture mode, guess what? It doesn't work. They are
not used to that. So it has to be a joint effort.

Setting up articulation agreements and starting all the way from
elementary school up on how they are taught, it has to be reflective
of what industry needs. If that is what is happening in the work-
place, that is how we need to teach. They need to get used to that.
We are doing that in our area, but we have a long way to go.

Mr. WEIR. Another idea in the bill which will be very helpful is
the idea of credentialing. Credentialing is important. The only
credentialing that most high school counselors understand is that
posed by colleges. Most high school counselors counsel kids based
on the credential they understand, which is college. The idea holds
for other areas as well, once counselors understands that other
trudes and industries have credentials that students can work to-
wards and high schools can help them obtain, then teachers, coun-
selors, everyone tends to say, "Okay, we can do that."

The fact that there is no identified career path for most occupa-
tions, most high schools cannot respond because there is nothing
to respond to. Yet, they will respond to colleges because colleges
have said "These are the classes you need to take."

If you want applied academics to be in school, you will need
someone credible to say applied academics are valuable, because
colleges are not saying that. We need a credential that will say ap-
plied academics are valuable and they help contribute to success in
this career area.
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Mr. ROEMER. Has that been done before that you are aware of,
that credentialing?

Mr. WEIR. We have done it in limited ways. However, the port-
ability of the credentials is difficult. We can do in our community
but for a student taking it outside our communities it has no valid-
ity.

It would be helpful to have some wider credentialing effort,
maybe a nationally recognized set of standards would be a really
good thing. Unions and management could get together and iden-
tify the standards for credentials in a variety of areas.

Chairman FORD. If the gentleman would yield briefly on that, I
think you raised a very good point here. Maybe what we find in
Title IV of our Goals 2000 is that Congress may be able to develop
credentials that can be carried across State lines.

I think one of the things emerging from your question is the fact
that we have three miuor bills moving forwarel this year, Goals
2000, school-to-work transition, elementary and secondary edu-
cation. I think we have to try to see how we can pull all three of
those together because I think they have a good relationship.

Thank you.
Mr. DAVISSON. Somewhere in higher education over the years

"applied" has come to tend to mean "less cerebral." It has hurt our
economy tremendously and we are paying the price for that now.

I would like to mention what I said earlier, that the career col-
leges and the schools they represent have been doing applied edu-
cation for over 100 years. We have to understand that. There is a
situation right now in place where we can work with that and we
do that on a day-to-day basis. We understand because we have to
work with industry and they want applied education.

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Duncan?
Mr. DUNCAN. I think the bill is good from the standpoint also be-

cause I think that is what needs to be established, our relationship
between school and businesses. It doesn't exist now. The schools do
not utilize businesses to help them make their subject matter more
attractive for some reason. Yet, they are preparing their students
to work in their business.

I believe an Act like this will bring about that type of partner-
ship so that people can interact. How can I make that subject more
attractive so we can provide the type of service you need in your
business?

We need a relationship between schools and business. It doesn't
exist now. I don't know why, but it just doesn't exist. Schools have
a tendency to prepare the students and the businesses to hire the
people. There is no relationship. I think we need to try to address
that. I think through this partnership in the transition Act that
can be addressed.

Mr. ROEMER. I agree with Mr. Duncan. One of the things you are
probably aware ofbecause I heard you mention it in your testi-
monyr-that we might learn from other countries is the fact that
Germany and Japan specifically have such close relationships be-
tween the business experience and the school experience, that they
often only go on the recommendation of the school as to who to
hire. They clon't just go from some huge pool of workers, they go
to a Flint high school as a local business and say, "Who have been
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your exemplary students, and we will hire those people based on
your recommendation."

I think we are trying to strive for these kinds of new ideas and
new, closer relationships between the school and the workplace. If
you think of other examples, please feel free to pass them on to the
committee.

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your patience with my
red light being on. I appreciate your helpful suggestions as well.

Chairman FORD. You developed a very good line of questioning.
I want to be careful that what I say is printed in the record and
preserved in the Library of Congress for thousands of years.

I was a Latin teacher and an English teacher. People often say
being an English teacher has a greater cerebral quality than being
a trades teacher. That is not the case at all. I know some skilled
trades people whc, can probably outdo me in Chaucer and who
enjoy literature. Very often people want to elevate beyond the
skilled trades as something less than cerebral. I think that is a
mistake we make in education. As I said, I have met many skilled
trade teachers whose knowledge of Chaucer was greater than mine.

I hope you understand that in the right way. We have to recog-
nize that there are many walks of life out there and many things
that attract a person to a certain profession and trade.

As usual, Mr. Roemer you developed a very good line of question-
ing.

Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For a while I didn't think you would ever get to me. I don't know

that I have so many questions as I have some comments to make
and maybe some charges and challenges.

It seems to me that we in Congress are always trying to fix
something we think is broken. It might he broken to an extent. It
might be broken for some but not for everybody.

Some come out of the system and make that transition to work
with no problem. I think it goes back to motivation. When we try
to teach, we try to teach motivation but we fail. Maybe we are not
doing it early enough. I think we depend too much on things in
place that somebody else thought were good ideas. Maybe it worked
in some instances, so we think it is perfect, but it doesn't really
work.

Let me relate two stories to you so you can understand what I
am talking about. They are both kind of personal because of the
way they affected me. One has to do with an immediate member
of the family.

My daughter, when she got to Mark Temple High School and had
a straight A grade transcript, she asked the counseloryou men-
tion counselorsabout her options. The counselor was trying to de-
termine what kind of a course she should take. And she said, I am
going to college so I want an academic course. His response was,
"No, you want a homemaking course." His reason was that being
Hispanic, her parents probably could not send her to college, a bad
assumption. And he assumed, as I understand it, she didn't have
the ability to reach a certain grade level, another bad assumption
with a daughter at that stage. She asked, "Do you know who my
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parents are? Have you looked at my transcript?" It was a bad coun-
selor.

We are products of two things, our home life and our environ-
ment. But when we discuss those things, we never discuss how we
take care of the bad kid that comes from a bad home life and a
bad environment.

When Mr. Roemer was talking about targeting, I understand
why I was concerned about that, because the Federal Government
spends so few dollars on these programs, even though we have
grandiose ideas about where it is going to reach.

I can remember the Job Training Partnership Act. I can remem-
ber all the debates on the floor that said it would help the dis-
located workers and anybody else.

But the other case I want to tell you about is a young man in
the Job Corps. I was visiting the Job Corps center in LA. A bright
young man was giving me the tour. I looked at him and thought,
"There is no why reason why this young man would not have suc-
ceeded." The counselor asked him to talk about his personal situa-
tion.

I said, I suppose you are one of the dropouts. I have told this
story before. He said, "No, I am not a dropout; I am a forceout."
I said, "Excuse me?" He said, "Yes, my environment, my home life
and my school situation, all of that forced me out." He said, "I have
gotten into problems because of being out of school. I got in with
the wrong people, and had a home life where my father and mother
are divorcecl and my mother is living with a guy who beats us all."

Do you think a kid like that can learn in school? There are de-
grees of that in home life. If the parents don't have a great edu-
cation they might not think there is a need for the kid to get a
great education or they are afraid the kids will become greater
than they are. That is why we have the dropout rate.

Mr. Gunderson asked the valid question of how soon should we
start there. I think we should start from the day they enter into
school. Someone talked about how your career actually starts when
you start school. That is kind of true, but it is not in the school
system the way the kids are taught. It is not. When I went to
school, nobody told me you are going to read, write and do arith-
metic because that is the foundation for you to be able to take care
of yourself for the rest of your life. All they say is you have to -go
to school because the law requires yrou.

Mr. Duncan, you hit it on the head. You can teach a kid about
employment and how his success is based on how much he learns
to begin with. Yet beyond the actual basics of learning, I think the
two primary things needed for success are aptitude and need, the
need you described. You need to know this to get there. Beyond
that, how high you go depends on desire. That you cannot instill
in an individual. That has to be born in an individual from the
things he sees around him.

But I think in a nutshell, what we need to do in looking at these
problems is start earlierstart from the very beginning. That is
where it is going to make a difference. A kid doesn't drop out of
the 9th or 10th grade; he drops out in kindergarten. You can best
motivate these young people to stay in school and learn by showing
them.
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I remember a gentleman who became the ambassador to Mexico.
He was told when he got to high school that he should take auto
mechanics, that all he needed to learn was auto mechanics so he
could take care of himself. When he finished that course, they told
him, "You don't want to go to college, you don't have the aptitude."
He said, "I am going to college." He went to college. Lo and behold,
he eventually is on the college board of education and then later
he was appointed ambassador to Mexico. Julian Nava will tell you
this story over and over himself.

Our system is not right for everybody, but it is not wrong for ev-
erybody. There are a lot of programs. We started the ROP program.
Instead of investing in the ROP program like we should and mak-
ing sure that the successful ROP programs are replicated all over
the country so you can have the transition from school to work, we
are going to have a new program.

This is my challenge. Start relooking at things. What is really
happening out there with the individuals we are trying to serve?
Then embellish the programs that we have that we know are a suc-
cess.

Job Corps is not for everybody but it is a success for a great
many people. We had an administration that tried to do away with
Job Corps. Fortunately, we had enough supporters in Congress to
not only be able to maintain it but expand it. The new administra-
tion wants to expand it.

I have sat here for the last 11 years and watched program after
program envisioned by visionary people but then as the result,
when the practitioners in the field have to apply these things in
time for somebody to alleviate the suffering, it doesn't work.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mr. CHASE. Mr. Chairman, if I could, on the example you gave

on the guidance counselors, examples like that are obviously inde-
fensible and not the usual practice.

I would commend to you a guidance program I recently had an
opportunity to visit in South High School in Omaha, Nebraska,
where in fact the type of guidance program they have is exemplary.
There are the counselors doing things in nontraditional ways in-
volving lots of different things and one that merits anybody's atten-
tion, I believe.

Secondly, as far as your comments about new programs, I think
it is important for us all to keep in mind that what in fact we are
looking for are approaches, avenues, ways of doing things that will
meet different needs. The programs that are being recommended in
this particular piece of legislation I think will go to meeting the
needs of some students whose needs have not been met in the past.
Anytime we can put forward those programs, I think we are ahead
of the game.

The degree of flexibility that is needed, as mentioned by all the
panelists, so the decisions can be made at the local level to deter-
mine the needs of the local business community and the local
schools and students to make sure that the needs of all of the stu-
dents, you referenced in your comments, are crucial and important.

This particular piece of legislation I believe will go a long way
toward helpingqo meet the needs of some students who have not
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had their needs met before. I am not just talking about students
who are at-risk students.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, our hopes and desires are the same I think.
I have seen in too many instances and too many places, not just
my districtI visited Boys Tàwn in Omaha, Nebraska and the
young people there at one time had very big problems with society
and with themselves. Yet, in that environment, because of the de-
sign of that program, you could not tell that any of them had ever
been a problem to anybody. If you talk to the alumni, and we got
to talk to a lot of alumni, and look at the history of people who
have gone through Boys Town and what they have accomplished
and the high places they have attained, you would say that is a
program to emulate over and over again.

e point is, we need to meet the needs of many young people
whose needs have not been met. I am saying we have to start ear-
lier. If the case is to be made at all, it is to be made at a very early
age.

Our world is evolving, too. I understand that kids are influenced
by the media and even the poor kids have television in their house
so they are exposed to a lot of things. It is what young people are
exposed to that sets the pattern for their future. If you see a lot
of drug dealers in your environment and that is the norm and the
way to succeed is by selling drugs, that is what you are going to
do unless the school interviewsand school is not a babysitter. Not
all teachers, but some teachers felt they were babysitters.

Even in my day when I went through school there were not op-
portunities like there are today. I had outstanding teachers who
knew how to teach. I remember one teacher, Mrs. Casson in the
sixth grade. She taught me one thing: She taught me that I could
learn. If we could do that with every kid, I think every kids's life
would be different.

Like I say, we are simply saying that we need what Mr. Gunder-
son was trying to get at; we need to see how we can reach with
the few limited dollars we have the greatest number of young peo-
ple that we need to serve, and we need to start doing it at an ear-
lier time.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. I would like to say that, I think one important

thing is whatever bill is passed is important but guidelines should
be of course written. But I think it is also important that the local
entity must have responsibility.

The biggest problem with bills is that they are passed in Wash-
ington and they are implemented by Washington, and it doesn't
work because the same needs that might be in one community is
not the same in another community. Most of the time that legisla-
tion is across the board. It doesn't give flexibility so communities
would not buy into it.

It has to be flexible so that different communities can buy into
it. That is the key for anything to be successful. You cannot legis-
late in Washington what happens in Flint. It is impossible. I think
a lot of bills are written in that framework.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you for your comment. I am sure Mr. Good-

ling would agree entirely with your statement, Mr. Duncan. He has
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been pushing flexibility for quite some time and has got me con-
vinced that all the wisdom does not reside here in Washington, DC.
It resides out there in the school districts. We should be a helpful
hand in government and give you some flexibility even within the
various paths of Federal funds that come to you.

As long as you can show that you are doing a good job and are
helping the students, that type of accountability, not that precise
auditor-type of accountability that we have had in the past, I think
you could devise some programs that would fit the needs of your
particular communities.

Let me ask you thiE question: The President's bill or H.R. 2884
begins this exposure to the workplace in the 10th grade. Mr.
Davisson, in your testimony you indicate that in your program the
students are exposed to the workplace in the seventh grade. How
did you come to this decision and how effective is it?

Mr. DAVISSON. Well, it was a conclusion of the high school who
works in conjunction with the middle school that it was important
to get that down because, as Mr. Martinez alluded to earlier, those
opinions are formed about what they can and can't do at a very
early age by the students, and it is important to get them down
and exposed to it.

I wish I had a dollar for every parent that has come to me after
a graduation over the last 23 years and said thank you, I don't
know what you did, but my son or my daughter was never success-
ful in school until he got to your school. It wasn't necessarily our
school, it was exposed, and we hit the hot button, the thing that
turned them on to education, to learning, and that is exactly what
has to be happening in the elementary schools. I am sure my col-
leagues would agree on that.

In the middle schools and on up is when you hit the hot button
and you see the smile and the twinkle in the eye, you know that
learning is taking place and something has triggered their desire
for some particular field. And what we have done at Sullivan Col-
lege and Career Education for my 23 years and before that is to
get them exposed, unlike a traditional four-year college route, to
get them exposed to their career choice the very first day they are
in school, get them in applied classes that they want.

At our school, they have to declare a major before they enroll.
They can't come in on an undeclared major. We make them make
a decision because we want them in there doing what they say they
want to do right away. And that is what we are trying to apply in
our program in Louisville, Kentucky at the high school and middle
school level, get them exposed. Take them to Kroger, let them see
all the opportunities that exist. It is not just a checkout stand, it
is back behind the scenes. It is in the Acquisition Department, in
the Real Estate Department that have to acquire the land and
build the buildings. Blueprints. There is drafting. There is every-
thing that these large corporations need that we never see. All we
see is the checkout stand. We see the stockers and we see this.

There are hundreds of different jobs behind the scenes that they
never get exposed to, and the parents may not be familiar with, so
we have to educate the parents and bring them into the process,
too, to change the mentality of what is appropriate. Everybody
wants to have their son or daughter get a college degree. Well,
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most of the jobs in the next 10 or 20 years are not going to require
a four-year college degree, the new jobs created, but they are going
to ref4uire some postsecondary education and training. That is what
this bill addresses. That is why I am so excited about it.

Mr. KILDEE. Let me ask this question. Any of you may answer
it. Why do employers participate in your programs and what bar-
riers are there to employer participation?

Mr. DAVISSON. If I can address this for a second real quickly. I
will let Mr. Weir go, because I know he does this extremely well
in Michigan. In our programs, every curriculum that we have in
our college has a local 'business ad.visory board, and they meet
twice a year and that is where the curriculum is developed. They
tell us what they need and it is not just leadership service, we
change our curriculums, run it by them for approval. 'They vote on
our curriculums. Is this what you need for our graduates?

At my campus, I have six full-time people that do nothing except
work with employers on getting our graduates jobs. We know what
employers want. I think that is what Mr. Weir is going to state,
too. You have to work with them. They become our friends or allies
and that is what makes education in and business work together.
It's not like we call them up on the phone and we don't know who
these people are. We work with them every day.

Mr. WEIR. I think, in addition to that, we have always had advi-
sory committees, but to get an employer to open their doors and ac-
tually make a commitment that costs them money, outside of re-
leasing staff for a short period of time, to get employers to tackle
the liability issue, the labor law issues, the union issues, the whole
work issue, to get an employer to have a paid work experience in-
stead of an unpaid work experience, that all depends on their per-
ception of the need in their industry.

And believe it or not, in our own community, we have 17 General
Motors facilities. Most of the facilities do not believe they have a
skilled trades need. Even within that organization, there is dis-
agreement about what the need is. And when we track down the
problem, the problem is that many organizations don't look ahead
in terms of labor needs because there has always been a supply of
labor that can take the place tomorrow of the people who leave.

The plants that we are working with realize that that supply of
labor is not there. And now they realize that their very survival de-
pends upon them initiating the flow, turning the valve to get the
water running again so there is a flow of labor. Because, frankly,
the people that they have been hiring have not been able to be the
kind of people that they want to maintain their plant culture which
is a different plant culture than in the past.

The demancls of the workforce are much, much different. They
require a different kind of kid. We are not producing that kid and
they are scared. And so one of things I think we need to do and
one of the things that helps is to help them look ahead, which is
something the Federal Government can do easier than most in
terms of what are the real labor needs and, what is happening to
our wakforce and, is there a flow because the plants in our area
don't believe there is a flow at all and they are worried.

Mr. KILDEE. In the rapport you establish between education and
business, they must have to feel confidence in the product that you
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are sending them. Obviously you have to make sure that the prod-
uct you are sending them will meet their needs. Is that a continu-
ing issue in dealing with business and industry?

Mr. WEIR. Yes. One of the major difficulties we have is getting
them to define what they want because, although they know what
they want at the end, they don't know how to develop it in terms
of developing the human potential that creates that "end" result.
The long process of getting them to sit down and talk about what
is the plant culture, what is the kind of personwhat does a per-
son look like that you want to fit into your plat. Not only do they
have to know what that person needs to do but also to think and
to be like.

It is more than skills, it is also attitude. It is also values. It is
a lot of things that they are asking for, and that is why it makes
it so difficult for industries to define what they want. They want
more than skills. They want people who, for instance, people who
care, people who can understand what quality is, people who can
work in groups. All those things that can be mentioned today are
factors, so it complicates the issue.

We need to be able to listen to them, but in order to listen, we
have to be able to ask them the questions that will force them to
answer in such a way that we could respond.

Mr. KILDEE. Yes, Mr. Chase.
Mr. CHASE. Mr. Kildee, just a concern that keeps creeping in the

back of my mind, and I don't want to be overreacting to it. I think
we have to keep in mind that education isn't only to have skills for
X job, that there are those portable skills, there are those skills
that we acquire in education that make us a whole person that are
also very, very crucial and important.

And although I certainly agree that it is very important that we
work with business, that we sit down and we talk and understand
what businesses, industries need, that there is more to education
than just providing for those needs. And I hope that I perhaps mis-
understood some of the comments that I have heard or misread
some of the comments that I have heard.

When it comes to developing a curriculum, for example, for a K-
12 school system, it is particularly important that that curriculum
be realistic in understanding that the students who leave there
must have marketable skills and talents so they can enter the
workplace. But it is also particularly important that there are
other things there that create that wholeness of person that is es-
sential in any educational attitude or any educational atmosphere.

And I don't think that either one should be promoted to the ex-
clusion of the other, and so the barriers that need to be broken
down between school employees, between educational people and
those in the world of work need to go both ways so that both
groups can in fact understand those needs.

Mr. KILDEE. This is probably not a perfect example, but I was
thinking of the whole person the other night. My wife is traveling
in Europe and I was sitting home alone and I thought I would lis-
ten to some Mozart. I love Mozart, but I couldn't get her stereo sys-
tem working. There were a hundred buttons on it. So I could have
used some /kelp there, some technical training. So I hummed Mo-
zart for a while and that was it. So we have to develop the whole
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person. That is probably not a very good example, but I felt frus-
trated. I could have had a little more technical training on that.

Are there closing remarks anyone wants to make?
Mr. CALLAHAN. Just very quickly. I certainly appreciate what

each of the speakers have said here this morning, but I think it is
equally as important that the technician enjoy a whole life just as
our college graduates supposedly enjoy a whole life today. I think
we have to spend time encouraging people to go into these jobs.

We do have problems out there that we can overcome if we put
the right programs in place, and I will tell you that they don't have
to be new programs. We can take what we are doing now and redi-
rect them and accomplish what you have proposed in this bill. And
I congratulate you for that and look forward to seeing this bill
move through Congress so we can get it in place across this Nation
because we definitely need a system, a nationwide system, not little
bits and pieces here and there as we have now in vocational train-
ing, and I commend you for what you are doing and look forward
to the final piece of legislation.

Mr. KILDEE. Yes?
Mr. DUNCAN. Also, I am glad to be here and I think it is impor-

tant to remember, similar to what Mr. Chase is saying, because I
think what truly should happen as a result of a bill like this is not
only is there interest in the education of the whole person but that
is going to benefit not only the school, but it is going to benefit
business because business, once a child becomes involved in seek-
ing a career, they are going to take an interest in school and not
just a particular subject matter but hopefully many subjects which
is going to bring about a better understanding of his role in school.

So I think if it is done the way it should be done, what Mr.
Chase is talking about is going to happen, what businesses are
talking about is going to happen, there is going to be a total per-
son, a person not only interested in school but also in a job, a ca-
reer he would like to have one day in the future.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Weir, do you have a closing remark?
Mr. WEIR. This has been the greatest day on the job experience

I have ever had. I think the bill and what you are proposing and
the way it looks at this point is something that we exactly need at
this particular time in our country's development. We need kids
who can do something, who feel a responsibility and have the ac-
countability to actually do something productive, so I applaud your
efforts and encourage them.

Mr. KILDEE. MS. Mershon?
MS. MERSHON. We were here today to discuss this bill and we

have had conversation about it, and we have also had conversation
about how the Federal Government should best use its dollars and
whether a program like this has the potential to be effective. And
I hope I was able to show you that the program that we have initi-
ated in Louisville is very consistent with the components of your
bill.

But what I want to point out to you is that, in Louisville, we
think that this work is so important, and in fact it mirrors what
you are attempting to do, that our work is being done with no Fed-
eral dollars. It is being done with no State dollars, it is being done
totally by local people, business and education, who believe that
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this is a priority. I guess I want to make that point to you to say
that I feel so strongly about what you are suggesting in the bill
that I am here to talk to you about it today, but that we aren't
using any of your dollars and we will do it whether the dollars are
there from the Federal Government or not. That is how important
it is to our community.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. Davisson?
Mr. DAVISSON. I just would like to once again thank you and the

committee that you have done so far and am looking forward to
this bill moving quickly through and into our lives, as Kathy said,
we are doing that in Louisville and we will continue to fight for
those type of programs in Louisville, as I am sure they will in
Michigan and other States. But this bill would certainly facilitate
that and expand that to a larger area and more students that need
this and to the industry that benefits from this well. So thank you
very much.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you. I have already said that some great
things are happening in education on the State and local level.
Very often people point out some problems with education but most
of the reform and the patterns to reform exist out there, around the
country. And the Federal Government, you know, should try to en-
courage that, not shackle you, not put se many strictures on you
that you can't use your own creativity to meet the needs of your
own community, and that is extremely important.

The Federal Government puts up in K-12 education only about
6 percent and the restthe 94 percent comes from State and local.
How that is going to be in Michigan, we don't know right now. It
is really confusing right now. Six percent, if we can make that 6
percent at least something meaningful, and I do know this: I talked
to President Clinton last week and he isthis is one of his top pri-
orities as it is one of the top priorities of Secretary Reich and Sec-
retary Riley.

It is one of the top priorities of Bill Ford who is Chairman of the
full committee and there are two subcommittees who have jurisdic-
tion over' this. I mentioned the Labor Management chaired by Pat
Williams and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education
Subcommittee chaired by myself. I think all of us intend to push
this bill through. Not only have you given,us more mbtivation for
that, but you have given us some really gOod ideas as to how to
make this bill a better bill. And one of the ways, of course, is not
to stifle the creativity that already exists out there. And I can't
thank you enough.

I have been to many a:hearing and this has been one of the best
hearings that I have ever attended and you are competing with a
lot of other things on the Hill. We have got President Mubarak at
One end of the building and Hillary and Bll at other erid of the
building, and you got quite a bit of turnout for members coming in,
coming in and out, but that is just the nature of the process. I want
to thank you.

I always tell people that this record will be printed. We keep
they are kept in the Archives of the United States, and a couple
in the Library of Congress. Years ago, in case we could not keep
the peace, they decided to keep extra copies at the Archives buried
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in Maryland. So maybe a thousand years from now, people will say
there was a turning point in education and the six of you are a part
of that. I thank you for that.

We will keep the record open for two weeks for any further sub-
missions.

Mr. KILDEE. With that, we stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:23 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF GAYLE C. MANCHIN AND JOAN M. SAROFF, POLITICAL LIAISONS,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION

The student population that will benefit from the School-to-Work Opportunities
Act program represents a broad spectrum of the American population. This diverse
student body includes high school graduates, GED equivalents, single-working par-
ents, and displaced workers and mature adults.

In ord.r for these students to be successful, many need to enroll in mathematics,
writing, reading, and academic strategies programs with appropriate learning anul
counseling support. These critical developmental programs are available throughout
this country in postsecondary institutions: commuility colleges, two-year private and
public institutions, four-year private and public colleges and universities.

Unfortunately, many funded programs in operation at this time, unintentionally,
exclude any developmental courses through either time-restriction or definition of
vocational training. For example, students are mandated to complete a two-year pro-
gram in two years by aiming a full class load. On the other hand, they can be de-
nied financial aid by excludirig reading, writing, or mathematical courses that are
not directly applied toward their major but are needed for academic success. These
stipulations can guarantee a high drop-out/failure rate.

If we are going to create programs which allow people to retrain, upgrade their
skills, learn a trade or promote advancement, we must also create an academic envi-
ronment which ensures retention and success. There is no point in recruiting stu-
dents and developing programs if we do not do everything possible to retrain and
graduate the participants. Therefore, we are requesting that the following be in-
cluded in H.R. 2884: (1) developmental educators be specifically included in State
Commissions which develop and authorize school-to-work programs for postsecond-
ary students; (2) reading, writing, and mathematical courses that are needed as pre-
requisite for success in the retraining courses at the postsecondary institution be de-
fined as part of the program.

Thank you for your omsideration of this very crucial issue.

STATEMENT OF MATTHEW B. COFFEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, MARYLAND

On behalf of the 3,000 member companies of the National Tooling and Machining
Association (NTMA), I am respectfully requesting that the attached statement by
Matthew B. Coffey, President of NTMA be submitted for the record on the School-
to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993 (H.R. 2884).

NTMA, strongly believes that industry must be involved with the schools to help
define skill requirements, provide curriculum guidance as well as guidance with on-
the-job training. Our association has conducted training courses since 1963 with
community and junior colleges around the country in an on-going effort to operate
programs that work for employers and result in beneficial job placement for stu-
dents. Nevertheless, the tooling and machining industry continues to suffer a chron-
ic shortage of skilled labor from the inability of the school and vocational education
systems to realize their full potential.

NTMA was founded 50 years ago expressly for the purpose of recruiting and train-
ing skilled workers for the tooling and machining industry. Today, we are made up
of men and women skilled in the craft of precision metalforming through a four-
year, 8,000-hour apprenticeship. The industry demands high skill and technology
with most competitive shops using CAD/CAM systems.

We very much support the tech-prep program as the natural mechanism to ex-
pand into apprenticeship training. As a nationally recognized provider of such train-
ing, we appreciate the opportunity (by submitting the attachecl) to contribute to the
debate on this vitally important program.
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STATEMENT OF

MATTHEW B. COFFEY

My name is Matt Coffey and I am President of the National Tooling and Machining Association
(NTMA).

NTMA is the national representative of 3.000 contract tooling and machining shops located in
42 states and organized into 54 local federated chapters. Our cornrui es manufacture tools, dies,
molds. Jigs, fixtures, and precision production parts, and some firms specialize in experimental
research and development work.

NTMA's members are small businesses, averaging 25 employees, yet the industry generates sales
in excess of $20 billion a year. The industry supplies the special tooling for such vital industries
as aerospace, appliances, electronics, agricultural implements, environmental and nuclear, among
others.

I should also mention that the industry requires craftsmen with an extraordinary high degree of
skill and ability. A toolmaker is trained at great expense, usually in a 4-year, 8,000 hour
vprenticeship program. More and more of our shops now use computer-aided design and
computer-aided manufacturing in the production of tools and parts to a precision of a few
millionths of an inch.

My message to you today is not only as President of NTMA, but also as the Commission Co-
Chair of the Modernization Forum Skills Commission. The Commission is composed of
distinguished men and women from both government and the private sector (see membership
listing at attachment I) who worked very hard to analyze the needs and requirements necessary
for the modernization of America's industrial base skills

This analysis included noi only an examination of the barriers to building skills for industriql
modernization, but recommended policy principles and programs to develop skills for
modernization in the coming years in the United States. The Skills Commission is very
supportive of school-to-work programs which integrate work-based learning and school-based
teaming and the connecting activities that help deliver quality programs. These concepts are
interwoven throughout the Commission's report which also includes a strong emphasis on the
training of in-place workers.

These recommendations have been embodied in the Commission's report which is now submitted
for the Commmee's use and guidance in formulating legislation on this important topic so vital
to improving workforce skills in modernizing manufacturing in America.
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Executive Summary

The Challenge
This report presents a national strategy to enhance the skills of workers m America's
industrial foundation of small and midsized manufacturing firms. Foundation firms must
modernize to compete. Stronger workforce skills in modernizing foundation firms will raise
the performance of manufacturing in America.

Foundation firms are growing rapidly in numbers and relative importance in the United
States. The 373.000 U.S. manufacturing establishments of less than 500 workers employ
12.2 million people, nearly two-thirds of the manufacturing workforce." They have added
two million jobs since 1967"' and produce over half of manufacturing value-added.' They
make most of the parts, components. and tooling required by large manufacturers. Some are
innovators, developing new products and new markets. They form the broad supplier base
of our great metropolitan manufacturing centers and anchor jobs in smaller cities and towns
across America.

The demanding markets of the 1990s challenge our foundation firms. Unfortunately, most
smaller manufacturers perform poorly compared to larger U.S. manufacturers and to the
smaller firms of our trade competitors. The productivity slowdown among foundation firms
has been twice as steep as among larger manufacturers."' Smaller manufacturing establish-
ments are 69 percent as productive as larger ones, according to the most recent data, down
from 79 percent in 1967. Inevitably, the wage gap between large and small firms also has
widened.(5)

Manufacturing in America will be stronger if thousands of foundation firms accelerate
modernization of their desigx, production, and marketing capabilities, and the management
methods that focus them. Manufacturing modernization requires that firms simultaneously
master state-of-market technologies. new production methods, and high performance work
processesall of which demand substantial improvement in worker skills. Today, few of the
12.2 million foundation firm workers have the skills necessary to sustain this course.

Foundation firms and their workers will perform at higher levels only if the nation embarks
on a mission:

Pioneered in consortia of pathfinder foundation firms.

Supported through cooperation within regional labor markets. and

Enabled by targeted investment from federal and state governments.
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Recommendations:
A Skills Program for Industrial Modernization
The Modernization Forum Skills Commission proposes a program of Skills for Industrial
Modernization (SIM) to complement and enhance current federal and state industrial
modernization and workforce development efforts. The program will generate Regional
Skills Coalitions (RSCs) to target investment in workplace learning within consortia of firms.
The SIM program will reach thousands of modernizing foundation firms and help at least one
million workers acquire the skills and knowledge needed to sustain modern manufacturing.
The following actions will implement the program.

Recommendation 1:
Help Foundation Firms Form Learning Consortia

The federal government led by the Department of Labor should establish Skills for Industrial
Modernization (SIM) challenge grants to help modernizing foundation firms form and sustain
Learning Consortia. The federal government should award funds to Regional Skills
Coalitions (RSCs) through nationally competed cooperative agreements. Federal funds
would be matched one-to-one by non-federal sources.

Regional Skills Coalitions would carry out the SIM program mission in regional labor
markets. RSCs would focus exclusively on the skills needs of modernizing foundation firms.
Federal government respect for regional experience should permit flexibility in the
composition of RSCs. In some places. established coalitions might assume the role and
responsibilities of an RSC. In others. RSCs would form in response to the SIM program.
RSCs would consist of organizations that can serve the skills needs of foundation firms and
have strong stakes in the performance of manufacturing in their regions.

Typical participants could include community, technical, and four-year colleges: the supplier
development organizations of major corporations: trade associations: manufacturing tech-
nology and outreach centers: state industrial extension programs: public education districts:
labor unions: private, non-profit community-based organizations: private, for-profit training
providers: and, in a strong sponsorship role, state governments. RSC programs should be
consistent with, complement, and enhance the modernization and skills development
initiatives of host states.

The Regional Skills Coalitions would invest funds in Learning Consortia established by
modernizing foundation firms that work together on skills. The consortia would match the
funds from RSCs with cash and in-kind investment. The Labor Department and the RSCs
would broadly disseminate the lessons from the Learning Consortia as best practice so that
many more foundation firms could emulate them. Federal funding would increase over five
years to $250 million annually matched by state and local funds and then matched again by
the participating firms. The goal is creation of 2.500 consortia comprised of 25.000 firms that
together employ at least one million workers.

2
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Recommendation 2:
Leverage Established Modernization Capabilities

Demand for skills on tke scale we envision does not yet exist. It must be developed through
strategic public invesunent that stimulates demand for high skills and demonstrates the value
of education and training. Funds should leverage existing capabilities and target modernizing
foundation firms in order to maximize national economic benefits.

To target its investment, the federal government should tightly link the Skills for Industrial
Modernization program and the expanding national modernization infrastructure. The
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) of the Commerce Department's National
Institute of Standards and Technology (run is the leading federal sponsor and organizer
of the modernization infrastructure. The customers of the MEP's Manufacturing Technology
Centers (MTCs). Manufacturing Outreach Centers tMOCs). and other deployment organi-
zations will be the best candidates to fotm Learning Consortia. NIST MTCs and MOCs
should actively participate in the Regional Skills Coalitions that sponsor the Learning
Consortia.

Recommendation 3:
Link Related Federal Initiatives

The federal government should formalize and fund the emerging alliance between the
Department of Labor and NIST. The alliance should harvest best practice from the
experience of the SIM Learning Consortia. provide technical assistance and labor market
analysis to established and candidate RSCs. support wide dissemination of human resource
development tools crafted for use in foundation firms, and stimulate communication among
practitioners of skills development and industrial modernization. The Labor Department's
newly developed National Workforce Assistance Collaborative t NWAC) and its Training
Technology Resource Center (Imo can contribute significantly to this work.

The Skills for Industrial Modernization program should be linked to other federal initiatives
that can enhance and be enhanced by its mission. SIM Learning Consortia would make
excellent partners for the school-to-work transition program now under joint development
by the Departments of Labor and Education. The Labor Department has envisioned
"one-stop" career centers that could be valuable resources for the SIM Learning Consortia.
especially if the SIM program's Regional Skills Coalitions develop plans that can link such
centers and the consortia.

At the scale we envision. the SIM Program could stimulate broader action by large
manufacturing corporations: foundation firms: trade associations: labor unions: public
education: community. technical and four-year colleges: modernization agencies: state
governments: community-based and non-profit organizations: and other parties interested in
enhancing skills to support industrial modernization.

3
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Principles to Guide Policy, Program and Practice
The Skills for Industrial Modernization program will yield the highest returns on investment
if guided by the following pnnciples.

I I Place skills development within a comprehensive
modernization strategy.

Manufacturing modernization is complex. Modernizing firms attempt interdependent and
often simultaneous development of their design and production technologies, worker skills.
work organization, market focus, customer and supplier relationships, and management
practices. Programs focused only on training may fail. Education and training programs
should integrate skills development into a comprehensive modernization strategy.

2) Strive for high performance work organization.
High performance work organizations fully use workers skills, involving them in the planning
and implementation of changes at the firm. The public and private sectors will benefit little
from investments in education and training unless new skills are deployed in firms where the
organization of work enhances worker participation and uses skills effectively. Workers and
managers are far more likely to seek and apply higher skills if they have direct responsibility
for organizational performance and customer satisfaction and can act on that responsibility.
For the modernizing firm, worker participation is a key business strategy. Modernization
agencies and training providers should help firms link training to work reorganization. New
modes of work must increase the capability and commitment of workers and help build
formal and informal learning systems within firms.

3) Make learning, not just training, the goal.
As the pace of economic and technological change accelerates, the ability of workers and
enterprises to learn and adapt becomes a core element in the global competition among
corporations and national economies. Manufacturmg enterpnses acquire much .of the
learning critical to their economic success as they engage customers, conceive and develop
new products. and plan, implement, and optimize new design and producticn technologies
and methods. Foundation firms strengthen regional economies when their cultures, work
processes, and structures capture knowledge and encourage collaborative learning.

4
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4) Embed skill enhancement in work processes.
Wotters learn new skills best on the job. Work provides them with a context that links
application of new knowledge to work interests and career goals. Modernization and
education organizations should structure on-the-job training to enhance the skills and
knowledge of workers performing modem work processes. Education and training should be
embedded in the new design and process technologies used by foundatice firms. Foundation
firms will gain most from their limited dollars when they invest in work-based learning.
Foundation firms generally avoid elaborate, formal training systems but will use ones that
allow workers to learn as they produce.

5; Promote consortial approaches by groups of firms committed
to joint learning.

The grand challenge of developing skills for industrial modernization dictates a consortial
strategy. There is no other way to enhance the skills of 12.2 million workers at 373.000
establishments. New public investments in the skills of the current industrial workforce
should, like the rest of the modernization system, promote inter-firm cooperation.
Consortial approaches use finite funds efficiently, aggregate demand of modernizing firms.
enhance their market power, promite virtuous peer pressure. leverage the innovations of
individual lead firms. and haivest best practice from team work.

6) Target resources to leverage lessons from pathfinder firms.
The public sector should target its limited resources to develop and disseminate best
practices among consortia of foundation firms that take the high and risky road of aggessive
modernization. Federal and state governments should allocate funds on a competitive basis
through coalitions of organizations that broker the full range of assistance needed by
modernizing firms. Pathfinder firms can develop approaches to high performance work
organization and workplace learning that become models for thousands of kindred firms.

7, Reward cooperation within regional labor markets.
The federal government should allocate new federal funding for skills for industrial
modernization on a competitive basis to coalitions of organizations with the ability to meet
the skills needs of foundation firms and strong stakes in the performance of manufacturing
in their regions. The coalitions should serve regional labor markets, assess the near- and
long-terms skills needs of foundation firms, and develop plans to meet those needs. Their
programs should be consistent with, complement. and enhance state-level modernization
and workforce development initiatives. Their most important function should be to invest
public funds, on a matched basis, in model skills development projects that consortia of
leading foundation firms propose and conduct. Coalitions should compete to receive and
renew federal and state support based on their ability to bring the right players to the table.
work with foundation firms, generate high-quality projects with regional impacts, and draw
and disseminate lessonS for regional, state, and national benefit.

5
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S) Provide dynamic benchmarks, not static standards.
Firms and their workers need better systems to set skills targets and gauge progress. Static
standards based on average practice are not suitable because the skills required of workers
in flexible, technically dynamic enterprises change frequently. Periodic standards setting
does not sustain collaborative relations among manufacturers, educators, and other training
providers. The national initiative to establish a voluntary national system of skills standards
provides an opportunity to create a dynamic benchmarking system that consistently
promulgates current best practices to guide the investment of foundation firms, workers.
and governments in skill development.

93 Build school-to-work transition bridges for the skilled
workers of tomorrow.

New initiatives to improve the school to work transition of young people should be especially
responsive to the skill requirements of smaller manufacturers. When foundation finns in SIM
Learning Consortia identify needs for new skills and new workers, school-to-workprograms
in regions with a SIM RSC should support, work with, and learn from the coalition and the
consortia it sponsors. Educational institutions at all levels should prepare new entrants to
manufacturing employment at managerial and technical levels, and they should do so in ways
that meet the needs of firms choosing the challenging path of high technology and high
performance work organization.

6
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I. Modernization of America's Industrial Base Requires Skilled
Workers and Firms Committed to Workplace Learning

To perform in the emerging global marketplace. American
manufacturers must master new technologies, tech-
niques. and methods of wort organization. Our society
will be ncher if many Cons take this path of continuous
modernization. The challenge is acute for Ibundatiow
fine's. the small and midsized manufacturers that are the
broad base of American industry.

Foundation F inns Are Vital to U.S.
Manufacturing
Manufacturing in the United States is increasingly per-
formed by smaller enterprises. Some 98 percent of
America's 378.000 manufacturing establishments employ
fewer than 500 workers."' Their share of the industrial
workforce has grown over the past 20 years. As large
manufacturing corporations have shed over 1.2 million

Obi, smaller establishments have added 2.2
The 12.2 million Americans now employed by foundation
firms constitute 64 percent of the industrial workforce
and Produce over half cf the value added to U.S.
rnanufacturing.'''

Seentingly contradictory currents drive the growth ot
mailer enterprises. Some larger companies, chalienged
in their once-secure North American markets, have out-
sourced to smaller, low-wage. lower-cost independent
suppliers. Some highly talented. technicaily modern
smaller firms have nimbly spotted flew market niches and
quickly shifted capacity to emerging opportunities.

Many foundation firms are bnIliantly managed enterprises
that provide good jobs and essential capabilities. Overall.
however, the growing role of small firms in American
mariufacttning has not enhanced our national economic

competitiveness. As our manufacturing
productivity growth rate has slowed
since the late 1960s. the decline has
been friar as slap in foundation firms.
where value-added per hour worked
has grown at a weak 1.3 percent per
year on average." In 1967. smaller
manufacturing establishments were 79
percent as productive as larger ones:
according to the most recent data. they
are only 69 percent as productive.
Inevitably, the large firm/small finn
wage gap has also widened."

MS

Lower Productivity Nokia Down Wages
of Manufacturing Waltham
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It is in America's interest that many
foundation firms take the demanding
road to successful competition in the
markets that reward distinctive capa-
bility with prices that can support good
wages. U more take the alternative
path, driving production cost and
wages down toward the levels of Less
industrialized nations, the standard of
living and quality al life for many Amer-
kens will decline. Large multi-national
corporations can relocate manufactur-
ing operations to rejfions of the world
with lower costs of production. As they
do, high wage jobs are lost here at
lime. Foundation finns are rooted in
their coneninities. Their success will
drive growth in America.

6 4 0
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The American economy will be stros .
ger if thousands of foundation finns
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accelerate modernization of their design, production. and
marketing capabilities and the management methods that
focus them. Only modern firms will compete successfully
in the market of the future. Only modern limn will pay
good vrages.

Manufacturing Modernization Is
Multi-Dimensional Change
Manufactunng modernization is a complex process of
managing simultaneous change across several elements of
the firm, the most important of which are:

Tecknoloce: Firms competing in the most rewarding and
demanding markets must master computer-based tech-
nologies and methods for design. engineermg, require-
ments planning, fabrication. assembly. materials handling,
in-process inspection, and inventory management. In the
modern shop, computers control and integrate machines.
cells, production and office functions, and most inter-firm
communication. Smaller firms need help as they choose.

mtegrate. and opttmaze these technologies.

Markets: The most rewarding markets are often interna-
tional in scope, highly segmented, and volatile. Small
manufacturers accustomed to local, homogeneous. stable
markets must develop new skills in market analysis and
new sales channels.

Work Organisation: More sophisticated, high-value added
production :a typeally the domain of flexible enterprises
that must meet customer requirements for quality, reli-
ability, precision. engineenng content, and quick delivery.
Centralized and hierarchical work organuauon blocks
such obiectives. Modernizing firms must move toward
flexible, high performance work organization. the mam
attributes of which are Oat management structures. job

8
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rotation. employee mvolvement in
problem solving, and employee work
teams with significant autonomy ano
authority

Skills: Managers and workers in moo-
enuzmg foundauon firms often neea
new occupabonal, technical. and
problem-solving skills to optimize
advanced technology and flexible work
organizations. Even leading-edge foun-
dation firms have found that developing
advanced technical skills may first
require upgrading the bassc literacy.
numeracy. and communication skills of
their employees.

Finance: Firms that explore new mar .
kets. acquire modern technologies.

and mvest in skills often must develop new competence in
business finance and credit and capital management.

Inkr-Fnin Cooperation: Foundauon &ins discover that
.nodernization requires new skills and mechanisms tor
managing their relationships with other companies. Cus-
tomer firms and suppliers pracnce concutrent engineer.
ing. Kindred and even competing foundation firms also
form marketing and production alliances. Smaller firms
often lack experience in collaboration to pursue Joint
solutions to common problems. including cooperative
development of learning systems.

Advanced Business Management Practices: Smaller firms
cannot organize inter-related, simultaneous change in all
the dimensions above without using advanced business
management practices. It is daunting but necessary for
foundation firms to adopt strategic planning and total
quality management practices.

Because modernization involves multi--dimensional
thange, foundation firms will not sustain modernization
unless their employees can acquire the knowledge and
skills essential for high performance manufacturing.
Today. few can.

In America. no coherent system invests in the abilities ot
the 12.2 million workers in small and midsized manunc-
turing establishments. The education and previous
employment of most foundation firm workers has not
developed the technical, problem sohing. and teamwork
abilities essenual to modem, high performance manufac-
turing. Few schools foster teamwork in education or see
foundation firms as customers. Few firms organize work
in ways that encourage work-based learning.



II. Barriers to Building Skills for InduStrial Modernization

The development to Adis required for industrial modern-
ization presents significant challenges to Inundation funs.
workers. education and training agencies, the federal and
state governments. and organizations promoting modem
manufacturing. All of these parties must work together to
invest in the skills of currently employed workers, link
education and training to workplace needs. encourage
high performance work organization, and (oster broad-
based learning within firms. To do so. they must over-
come many pressme problems.

Most foundation firms invest little in the skills of
their workers and are not organized to take full
advantage of existing skills. Many small firms believe
they lack the money. time, and information needed to
upgrade worker capabilities. Small manufacturers have
been reluctant to commit dollars and people to skills
development. Few owners and managers have the back-
ground and patience needed to develop learning systems
and training programs. They lack time to assess their
skills needs and deal with training Providers. Email firms
have inadequate information about skills benchmarks by-
which to gauge the learning needs of their workers.

Foundation firms are not exposed to the potential benefits
of flexible, high performance work organization that fully
utilizes worker skills. There are few well-documented
cases of kindred firms prospering through investment in
training and few mechanisms for small manufacturers to
learn from the expenences of those that do.

Price pressures from large industrial customers often
discourage expenditures for naming and push fums
toward the low-wage, low-skill option. Many small man-
ufacturers under-invest in training because they 'fear that
other firms will pirate newly trained workers away from
them. Even firms with an interest in trammg often lack the
market power to secure it at a once they believe they can
afford. Nor do they often have the political experience or
time to rally their peers to a collective engagement with
training providers.

Tbe workers in foundation firms lack support sys-
tems for learning and have few incentives to pur-
sue and apply advanced skills. Workers rarely have
an opportunity to understandmuch less help shape
firm strategy, and thus they have little sense of how
broadening and deepening their skills might benefit both
them and the firm. They often are unaware of how they
can acquire new skills and what skills will make them more
employable at higher wage levels.

Foundation firm workers have little or no access to skills
assessment, counseling, and career planning. They gen-

nano-94-z

..1311V very little about the limited government
assistance available to help them pursue education and

development on a part-ume basis and arn reluctant to
use programs that require up-front investment from
individuals. B'ecause skill benchmarks are available in few
occupations, workers have little opportunity to gauge
their capabilities against Industry standards or to relate
skill development to career opportunity: They receive
little credit for the informal learning that takes place on
the job.

Education and training institutions have not
focused on developing learning systems within
foundation firms. Few educational and training institu-
tions are skilled in the design and transfer of methodolo-
Ines that advance flexible work organtzations and intra-
finp learning systems. Typically, they have focused on
budding the skills of individuals through Paining without
developing the capabilities of firms to proMote learning.

Too often funding formulas fot education and training
discourage work with smaller firms, so many education
and training institutions have no real experience with
foundation firms. Where they do, they usually prescribe
only narrow on-the-job training.

Existing regional labor market institutions have
difficulty meeting the disaggregated needs of foun-
dation firms and have neither the mandate nor
means to faciEtate consortial action among firms.
The Employment Service and Job Training Partnership
Act organizations have important missions to serve the
needs of unemployed, disadvantaged, and dislocated
workers. They cannot and should not be asked to focus on
upgrading the skills of currently-employed foundation tirrn
workers. They are not well connected with foundation
limn, lack the staff to assess their long-term skill require-
ments. and have no incentive to re-orient-their missions
toward the needs of such firms and workers.

To date, government efforts to help incumbent
manufacturing workers learn higher skills have
been limited. Federal funds for skill development are
available almost exclusively to the unemployed and disad-
vantaged. With the commendable exception of the recent
alliance between the Labor Department's Employment
and Training Administration IETA) and the National Insti-
tute for Standards and Technology (NIST). federal gov-
ernment programs do not yet embrace the connections
among training. work re-organization, and the other
dimensions of manufacturing modernization.

Traditionally, government programs have focused on
formal classroom training and have not accommodated
informal on-site training. Federal and state training

642
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resources are seldom sealable to address needs of
igaggserg marunctuone workers Mr assessments. lora
term skills development planong. technical assistance and
valance. and the development of new educational prod-
ucts or services.

In the last decade. some states explored new approaches.
Several industrial states have developed programs to
provide skin upgrading assistance to incumbent workers.
The Prelrares ere usually targeted to small and Maud
firms. but at anent still probe foe approsches to tame
strategic Sweetmeat and strong mow Some states now
now minim resources fan *rain their moderamion
cc norm= development manes. These states are
noting models dot kra raile development %OM masc.
twig nudenisetioe and corarativeness objectives.
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These promising Matins seek to overcome kingdom
in the way most government programs are vractured to
deiver training. filmy saes abase funds tract* rre-
ditiond raining agencies to naming providen and educa-
tion agencies. regain nraikent efforts for caordisstion
Mds the pommy cuseemen the affected firms and
rackets.

Whie these problems are sirnant. each can be over-
ame. A season int sum n to dens die princraes diet
Mad nide skils aratives for ininstriai airderressra
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III. Principles to Guide Policy, Program. and Practice

Skills policies and programs aimed at the modernintion of
Amenta's industrial base will requge coordinated aCtiOns
across a very broad from and sustained commitment over
several years. We believe this mission should be guided
by the following principles.

1. Place skills development within a
comprehensive modernizing strategy.

Manigactunng modernization is complex. Modermzing
firms attempt interdependent development of their design
and production technologies. worker skills and work
organization. customer and supplier relationships, market
focus, and management practices. Job training does not
drive modernization. so programs focused on training
alone will be less effective. Successful programs will base
skills development on how modernizing firms learn what
they need to know.

Because foundation firm modernization requires simulta-
neous change across several dimensions, assistance to
firms ski& be integrated across these same &pensions.
Programs that assist busy foundation firms must canbine
services in a comprehensive. time-effacient apt:coach.

Skill development programs aimed at workers in founda-
tion firms can be carried out most effectively by tight
partnerships between industrial modernisation organiza-
tions with the scale to serve hundreds of customer firms
and training providers who understand the broader dimen-
sions of manufacturing modernization and can perform
well for smaller fines. Because the primary business of
modernization organizations is direct service to foundation
firms, they would typically manage comprehensive
projects that include skils development and maintain
long-tenn relations with customer groups. Communny
colleges and comparable educational institutions would
typically deliver training services based on their expertise
in skills development. Resourceful organintions support-
ing smaller manufacturing regions may deliver training and
some modernization services. All comprehensive assis-
tance interventions should promote wader participation.

Correspondiney, federal strategy should not treat worker
training and manufacturvg modernization as unrelated
challenges to be addressed through separate initiatives
and delivered by separate organizations. The federal
govengnent should not further fragment administrative
responsibilitr for job training. Any new federal worker
training initiatives should be administered by established
centers of expertise within the U.S. Departments of
Labor and Education and coordinated with the industrial
modernization mission of the Department of Commerce.

2. Strive for high performance work
organization.

High performance work organizanons fully use workers'
invoiving them in the planning and implementation

of changes at the firm. The public and private sectors will
benefit little from investments in education and training
unless new skills are deployed in firms where the organi-
zation of work enhances worker participation and uses
skills effectively.

Workers and managers are far more likely to seek and
apply higher skills if they have direct remonsibty for
organizational petiormance and customer satisbction and
Can act on that responsibility. For the modernizing finn.
worker participation is a key business strategy. Modern-
ization agencies ani training providers should heti firms
link training to work reorganization. New modes of work
must increase the capability and comnutment of workers
and help build formal and informal kerning systems within
firms.

Federal and state policies must encourage firms to
embrace the bowler issues of waiter skil and work
organization. A locus on narrow miming wald breed
preoccupation with the provider side of the delivery
system rather than the tea/ needs of smog firms and
welters.

To support the objective of high perfonnance work
organization. public investment should build capacity in
those education and training organizations that serve
modernizing foundation firms. Resources shoukl be
broadly available to help firms reorganize work processes.
expand worker participation, and support skills assess-
Ment. guidance. educational planning, and skill upgrading
for workers.

3. Make learning, not just training,
the goal.

As the pace of economic and technological change accel-
erates. the ability of workers and enterprises to leans and
adapt becomes a sore element in the global competition
among corporations and national econonues. Manufactur-
ing enterprises acquire much of the learning critical to
their economic success as they engage customers, con-
ceive and develop new products, and plan, implement.
and optimize new desipp and production tecloologoes and
methods. Foundation firms strengthen regiaeal econo-
mies when their cultures, work processes, and structures
capture knowledge and enccurage collaborative learning.
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4. Embed skill enhancement in work
processes.

Walters learn new dais best on the iob. Work Melees
them with a come* that inks separation a new knowl-
edge to work attests and Mitt noels. Modernintian
and education oranimmkes shooid manure co-the-job
truing to edema the WI. and Imowiedge of workers
periarnam modem work processes. Educatimt and train-
* should be 'madded in the taw denims and process
tentacle*s teed by famdation &res. Pounded°. firms
wil gain moot from their linked dollars when they threat
its work-besed leaning. Famistion firms general' awed
elabecate. formal anoint systems tut will use ones tat
allow workers to learn as they product.

5. Promote consortial approaches by
groups of firms committed to joint
learning.

The Ana chaknae of developing skills foe Matra
moderreution dictates a consorted straw. There is no
other way to ahem* the dthis ot 12.2 mon workers at
313.000 establialonects. New public aresuntau in the
skills of the anew Mauna workfare should. lits the
rest of the modernisation system. promo.' Markin
cooPerstion The anatedel Wrath uses &L`le fads
efficiently. aggregates the derma of moderns:big &rm.
Moans their merlin power. promotes virtuous Rer
Preadot. liv111011 the innovations of individud lead
firms. and henna beet premix from teem work.

Some dans will seek and pay fa training on their own, hot
there will never be *anent pub& resources to support
single &in serve:* as the paw means of providing
skills (Of industrial modernisation. Smaller manutecturers
are often ignored when they act alone. Acting tonther.
they become a collective Lindner with authority comps-
rade co dist of much larger corporations. Potmdation
firms tat aggregate their demand will secure mon
eget-aye service from tramirm providers. Coactive 'ow
saration of services wal drive down the cost to adisidual
&Ins.

Recent natives in Europe and OW oWn atheneum as
senate providers in the United States suggest that
inttltimi COOperatIC41 Ms enormous potential tO aCCtler.
ate the modernization ;roan by promoting shared lean.
ing among firms. Companies can pool thek training needs.,
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ampere experience. and benefit from collective nth&
gence. especially in *dementia new earaches to
wan mamiesevat and penkipetory work orgmaatice.
Leaders of smell &me leen beet from an moan even
as they compete.

Our strategy is bend on the exeireary power of path-
fader finne thet model the high toed of swathed mod-
emintion. Maeda= cronarttheadon among kaki
(outstation Arms is assault( to the success of our strat-
egy. Group enacts wi forge such lake. Diemen of
beet practice calmed in temewoek has power.

6. Target resoumes to leverage lessons
from pathfinder finns

The public sector shoeid tareet its limited resources to
develop and disseminate best ptanices among canons
of kundation &me that take the high and risky road of
aggressive modenisatioe. Rani end stale gOvern.
meats should agnate fads on a compedave basis
through coalition of orpeisatims *het an booker the full
ranee of mimeos that modernising Inns need. Path-
finder Inns cm develop SprifOkhli to MO performance
work oranthation s.d workaace therein that become
medals for thanes* of Modred &nes.

Tim frequently. educates and MI develoPment Pro-
grams ant bead on the separate needs a amnia
practice &ms. They are (leaped to meet the skill
refrainments kr wockers ha rasa* segmented and
narrow task bamdmies. The quaky of work generation
thetvfore perversely elects ks demand. Staged by work.
ers and mummers unprepared (or high pen:mace work
orpointion. common practice &me avoid instituting
week systems that would heighten demand for new skills.
This cycle an be interrupted by targeted kwestment that
cleanses sad supports firms to modernise.

Resources should be goosed ally to (aviation firms.
Workers in larger oxporations also need skis develap.
mere, but there are subeterstielly greeter ulnae and
education resources available to lone &me. The leverage
a past fade ie forge Irmo is limited. ace the amis.
tame is marthal to the sale of need and heoce tonna
induce change *an the &m. However, large km* can
heip suppon training consortia ssnong their suppliers.
share their taiga, facilides, and validate the inmonance
of NO performance work organisation and workplece
kirtalti as deskable suppler practices.
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Targetmg resources to pathfinder foundation lams would
have a major national impact if done at a serious scale
rather than through policy pilots. To illustrate one model.
assume that:

Most participating foundation ions employ at least 20
workers.

20 percent of the manufacturers with 20-499 employ-
ees participate.

Each firm invests $1.000 per worker per year. or a
minimum of $20.000.

Each firm's investment is leveraged in a zonsorua of
five to 15 firms. and

Governments match each consortial investment dol-
lar for dollar.

In thls case. some 2.000 to 1000 skills consortia across
the country would aggregate the demand of leading
foundation firms at work on the human resource dimen-
sions of industrial modernization. Consortia with annual
budgets of between $200,000 and $660,000 would com-
mand the attention of service providers. Nationally, firms
and government would invest an annual total of SI billion.
At this scale, best practice would be confirmed in power-
ful exemplars, many mote firms would follow the kaders,
and stronger markets for skill development would evoive.

7. Reward cooperation within regional
labor markets.

A national infrastnicture is being built to support industrial
modernization. Its public and pnvate proponents and
practitioners at the federal, state, and regional level
recognize that the best approach to service delivery will
vary with the industnal mix, institutional arrangements.
and political geography of regions. Federal investment
should drive national objectives and set performance
standards whde encouraging reiponal ingenuity.

Federal support of regional flexibility is especially appro-
ptiate when targeting new public investment in skills for
modernization. The arena of organizational orchestration
and action should be regional labor markets which usually
correspond to the service regions of larger modernization
orpnitations.

With few excepoons, the structures that deliver Me
established federal programs for workforce education and
training are not appropriate to the mission of skills
development in the foundation firm workforce. Programs
for unemployed, disadvantaged, and dislocated workers
fulfill an essential serial responsibility and are a wise pubbc
investment. A skills for industrial modernisation program
should not compete with the mission of such traditional
programs. We hope to build a strong interface between
programs that return workers to employment and pro-
grams that widen their capabilities at work.

However, it would be redundant, expensive, and confus-
ing to create a new nationally uniform system of sub-state
labor market institutoons. A more practical approach is
coalitions of organitations with the ability and incentive to
enhance the skills of modernizing foundation firms. The
federal government. should respect regional experience
and permit Geniality in the composition of coalitions. In
some places. established coalitions might assume the new
role and responsibilities: in others, they would form in
response to the new program. The work of coalitions
should be consistent with, complement, and enhance the
modernization and skills development initiatives of host
states. If states have established human resource invest-
ment councils, industrial modernization councils, or com-
parable substate bodies, the coalitions that implement the
skills for industrial modernization program should develop
Proposals and plans with the oversight of these bodies.

8. Provide dynamic benchmarks, lint
static standards.

Firms and workers need better systems to set skills
targets and gauge progress. Static standards based on
average practice are not suitable because the skills
required of workers in flexible, technically dynamic enter-
pnses change frequently. Nor does periodic standards
setting alone sustain cooperative relations among manu-
facturers, and educators, and other training providem.
The national initiative to establish a voluntary national
system of skills standards provides an opportunity to
create a dynamic benchmarking system that consistently
promulgates current best practices to guide the invest-
ment of foundation rums, workers, and goverranents in
skills development.
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9. Build transition bridges Ar the skilled 
worhers of tomorrow. 

la some romdecturng sectors. many workers we name 
than 50 years Mil. Frequently. the most IMMy shaled 
waders am won the oldest. For many fountinion 
inn. the outlook for replacement workers is Meek. The 
pervasive myth of post4nIateel economy has &cow- 
aged most yam people from pursam careers it mans- 
fmuning. 
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New initiatives to improve **school to work make of 
young people *mid be aped* tespomive to dte aft 
rmermsts of make immitherers. When komelsdon 
firms identity mins for sew Mk sod sew maims. 
schoolio-wtek promos skald support, work with and 
learn from the Gm: Educational ismitutiorns at al levels 
shadd prepare new aunts to tedmical ad eimmilnial 
jobs in mormlectunigia ways dist meet the I1NMIS of lesse 
thst lave chosen Me dram* path d technolonr 
and Melt perkessmos week orpeintioa. 
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an RSC. In others. RSCs would form in response to the
SLM program.

Typical panicipants could include community, technicaL
and four-year colleges: the supplier development meant-
rations ot major corporations: trade associations: manu-
facturing technology and outreach centers: state mdustrial
extension ptograms: public education districts: labor
unions: private. nonmofit commurity based orpriza-
dons: private. for-profit training providers: and. in a
strong sponsorship role, state governments. RSC pro-
grams should be consistent with. complement, and
enhance the modernisation and skills development Ina-
tives of host sums. If states have established human
resource investment councils, industrial modernisation
councils, or comparable substate bodies, the coalitions
that implement the skffla for indusnial modernisation
program should develop proposals and plans with the
oversight of these bodies.

The opponunity to win substantial and sustained federal
funding for skills develomnent in their regions should spur
formation of the Regional Skills COaliii3fts. Matching fund
requirements should assure that they are responsive to
and consistent with state objectives. RSCs would watt at
the level of the regime& labor market. assessing the near-
and long-term skills needs of fouodstioa firms. harmonis-
ing the plans of service providers who can meet those
needs, an d. most importmuly, investing their federal and
state funds in skills development proiects proposed by
consortia of leading foundation firms.

Regional Skills Coalitions would compete for federal and
state support based on their ability to bring the right
players to the table, achieve cooperation, maintain a
program of high-quality projects with regional impact, and
draw iessons for regional, state. and national benefit.

The primary objective of the Skills for Industrial Modern-
ization program will be to stimulate very large numbers of
leading foundation nms to enhance their commitment to
skills development and leaning in the workplace. The
RSCs would invest funds in projects carried cut by groups
of modernising foundation Eums.

Foundation firms would form Gramm Consortia to pro-
pose and cony oct projects that embody the principles of
the SLM program. Mamafactiring films with less than 500
employees would be eligible to propose projects to
Regional Skin Coalitions if they team in consortia of five
or more firms and bear at least haff the total costs of the
proposed prdect in cash and in kind. The RSC would
require strong linkages between the skiffs development
agenda laid out in proposed projects and the broader
modernitatket efforts of firms in the comortia. Funds
would be targeted to consortia whose projects develop
approaches sad opabilities that could be leveraged for
wider use.

649

The Labor Deparonent and the RSCs would bluely
disiemmate Lhe lessons from the Learning Consortia as
best practice so that MittY mote foundation firms could
etnulate them. Federal funding would increase over five
years to $250 million annually matched by state and local
funds and then matched apin by the panicipung firms.
The goal is creation of 2.500 consonia comprised of
25,000 firms that together employ at least or* mon
workers.

Recommendation 2:
Leverage Established
Modernization Capabilities

Demand for skiffs on the sole we envision does not yet
exist. It must be developed through strategic Public
investment that $ timulates demand for hies skills and
demonstrates the value of education and maiden. Funds
should leverage misting capabilities and target moderniz-
ing foundation ferns in order to minimise simian eco-
nomic benefits.

To target its investment, the federal government should
tightly link the Skills km Industrial Modernisation program
and the manning r,tional modernitstion inkastructure.
The Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) at the
Commerce Department's National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NISI) is the turfing federal sponsor and
organiser of the trader:nation kthistructure. The cus-
tomers of the MEFs Manufacturing Tedmology Centers
(MTC:), Manufactuting Outreach Centers (MOCs). Mete
industrial extension programs assisted by the NIST STEP
program. and other deployment carnations wi be the
best candidates to form Learning Consortia. NIST MTCs
and MOCs should actively participate in the Regional
Skills Coalitions that sponsor the Learning Consortia.

16

Recommendation 3:
Link Related Federal Initiatives

The federal government should fOrffillilt and fund the
emetic' partnersisip between the Department of Labor
and Commerce's NIST. llis partnership should harvest
beet practice from the expetience of the SO4 Learning
Consortia, provide technical assistance and hbor market
andysis to established and candidate RSCs. supsort wide
insemination of Inman resource development took
crafted for use in foundation fens, and *throne commu-
nication smog Pentad:nen a/ skills development and
industrial modernisation. The Labor Dew:neat% newly
developed Nationn Wornforce Assistance Collaborative
(NWAC) and its Training Teens:My Resource Caner
(TTRC) can contribute significantly to this work.
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AMOHOUGNTON
S: Onnler, 51w VIngr

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me share a thought or
two on the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1993. As is no
secret, this bill could have a treJlendous impact on our country's
future. This is why I have cosponsored two school-to-work plans
-- first, the President's and secondly, the Republican proposal.

Let me begin by saying that I think this country faces both
a crisis and sn opportunity. Thousands of people are out of work.
Unemployment is hovering on the dangerous side. Business continues
to downsize. Jobs are at a premium. Young people, even those
with undergraduate or graduate degrees, find it difficult to find
work and this is even worse for the forgotten half that this
legislation attempts to help. The luxury of the learning curve (a
training program) has become just that -- a luxury many companies
can no longer afford.

So really now is a time for us to do something. During the
past three years in my district in Upstate New York, we have
sponsored a series of business and education partnership
conferences. We have focused on a number of different prograns
trying to identify the most successful strategies.

Our most recent conference was in August. It looked
primarily at the President's school-to-work proposal. We were
honored to have Congressman Bill Goodling as a featured speaker.
Following the conference, we mailed a questionnaire to
participants to help us develop our own local achool-to-work plan.
One conference faithful, Mr. David Mathes, returned the attached
testimony. It is very good and / would like to submit it for the
record.

Mi. Mathes Is the executive director of the Upstate New York
Finger Lakes Regional Education Center. He is an examiner for the
New York State Excelsior Quality Award. His credentials include a
stint as Community School Coordinator for the Elmira City School
District and Chairman of the Chemung County Reczeation Committee.
He is producer of the *It's All About Quality" video series. He is
also the author of the Human Resources and Continuous Improvement
segments of a program based on that series.

Mr. Mathes was good enough to put a few of his thoughts on
paper regarding both the need for school-to-work programs as well
as the success of several xisting projects in our district:

INSERT ATTACHED TESTIMONY

So I thank you for letting me share with you David Mathes'
thoughts. His case is compelling. The United States is the home
of an able labor force. But in order to hold its own, to move
ahead and tackle challenges on down the road, I feel we need to
take action. In a more personal sense, since our young people
deserve the right to excel, I believe that we hav an obligation
to set the stage for their success.

I'm encouraged by the President's proposal and I will be out
there working to gain bi-partisan support for his plan. Mr.
Chairman, it seems to me that this Act is in the best interest of
this country as it looks over the next hill. This, in a word, is
the time for the 103rd Congress to put its money where its mouth
is.
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ELEMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL-TO-WORK PLAN IN ME 31ST
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRCT7

Over time, a collection of Educational, Job Training, and Community Agencies have
tried to stake out 'ownership* ol the estool-to-wak trinsition Issue In this =troy and in the 31st
Congressional District. During that ume penal (the past 20 yews) I MVO %Aid ProlossbilsaY
at several points in the swipe continuum process: As Chairmen of the Chemung Co. Recreation
Committee (whi:h also had responsitegy forth* youth **Ma activity). Town of Southport
Recreation Commission, Teechw and later Community School Coordinator *or the Elmira City
School District and prosently as the Executive Director of the Finger Lakes Regions; Education
Center for Economic Develowent (which serves the nine county Finger Lakes Region inokiding
a portion of the congressman's district). In that time I have seen a number ol ixoellent through
poor efforts to deal with the Issues of school-to-work transition.

During my tenure in educational go:in:mover the past 20 years I have given leadership and
direction to a number of efforts, which I am proud to say, not OnlY Provigod good transitionbr
youth but helped them grow end change their view of the future.

The elements that would make a plan successful in the district (and thrcughout the country), start
with providing a level playing field' fa %lefty involvement. That le to say: Nth, effort kJ driven
from the 'Employment and Training uconmuMy the eflod WM look like 'same old... same okr
employment and training program lithe effort Is driven from the 'Community

Cocommunity it will look lite 'same same old' community collegeprograms-l:11r'Anion
koa b an el" attach Manilas, s cocPerative base of all of the ourrent eflorts ahd derives a
synergY through new thinidng. (Them is. of course, a fear that the mull wil be 'seme...okr
under the guise of cooperatket. The lest thing we need is a new bureauomoyf ) tf however, a
much greater emphasis Is placed on fie mewl involvement of the youth "cuer."ars" of the
process in the design and krulemsnration of programs after they have beat Wined and
empowered, with Inspired leadership drawn from the collection of "atice-holder agencies
working in a synergistic manner... we will finally achieve ewe' mauk.

1. Access to the system for all youth regardless of their economic status should be provided.
Funds, of course, should have a population basis, but, soecial consideration should be given to

654
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2. Youth should be act/4y involved in the Isadorship and msnagement of the process and the
effort after proper training. lbey shouid not only be voting memboss in the resultant process
they should Etc fly have 51% of the wee I aro Wa 'youth ix youth initiethis as the key to
success of the wad.

3. Encouragement for youth lo become invokied eady inthesJt. High and Sr- High years In non-
paid voiuMeer experionces and later non-paid mat bomb; kennel** as Part of tit* mkof
program shouil be contra to tin offost. What will be needed will be en extensive "re-locilnr oi
the guklanco bnotion in N. HO end Sr. High lo accommodate these opPortunillss for youth.
Community agencies shoo* be wodunaged to mod* ard provide mentors for the biome in
thoir agencies. (Ono no owl Wendy* e3 agencies could be the declaration that the lime' of
youth volumans and *interne can be used Of a Mir Meth for any and all other Word and
state... programs that rewire oath match)

4. Encourage Community Colleges and community 4-yew C011ages to becoms me imbed
wkh high salmi youth in thek community by prov ogcppodunulss for youth to intern with them
on their campus. This is a way KI make transition Moan br those who seek Moo
theca non-paid intern possibilities eau* be in everything from the Disney to COMPANt lobe.
Conersortzicsi also be encouraged* prod* potemiaI WM* relief for those who padidpaIe in
such

5. Effete* programs elbuld be eveluded Lased on the CNICOMell of the process. How many
eluded* (10 *I 10 Wier or work in areas raided to thek keen** rid voluntser expetenoes?
tkow Midi of this activity is atm bye* youth Illerestnts and thee porceived mode How are
the perceired needs of youth rimed wait the mealy al the e3imunkT

5. I would encourage a proems* thet le hum on *echoed couneatc invoisamem. vobreeer and
inismship Inibing. youth bedership aid Wning. and cooperative adult activity.

7. We should barn from sumeaski youth leadordip model: Kinsale, /Wry. Red Cross.
YMCA. YWCA. 4-H, Big Brothw. Beg SiaW. Swain" Ind OINKS. They have moues*
positive youth nntivation, loaders* development, end ddli oppodwiltios which should be me*
central to wry efbd for broad school to en* IMMO& Ad$9.90y. to ;oedema( the Wats br
these organiallons and agencIes we Meioses pool* Mils IWO tedllionalVdeckeled a porticrt
ahdcsfrttostoyouthdsvelcprnsrt Unbit leaders should bo enoountNid to dr** programs
that will Rawl It Intheillow of youth MID thIk aNtrar*m Mow

S. THE IMPORTANCE OF A STRUCTURE SUCH AS 'YOUTH FOR YOUTH' OR OTHER
'YOUTH LEADERSHIP oeveuxuar IS CRITICAL TO GAIN A HIGH LEM OWNERSHIP
BY YOUTH IN THE RESULT. (I was very fortunate* devek. moll satncsxs liniOd 11 Pam
ago... Odds had *Meant bens.* the intend and to the ammurdy that ths
program serval.) The klea here lelop youth telth opporkinilp* barn isertIfthIP that.
canthunknan *NC negotiating Wis. grarewasmItO sles. Meat aseseenwit sidle. and Nem
Odle. and then to anwotver thsm to AM- on Wel of the yoldh Mho comlnithilT. 011k511
comAcunuhsuwl have Memo but the reek will select more of the needs of youth b
tics commuidy then some armed pogrom sok** was/ front Mar.

9. Cdt10911199 Mort is WOW mown** adult 1110110111 VA* Gide wed a* end do not
central.
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IF WE WANT TO PREPARE STUDENTS TO FILL JOBS IN OUR COMMUNITY, WHAT ARE
THOSE JOBS. AND WHAT SKILLS AND LEVEL OF EDUCATION ARE NECESSARY TO
OUAUFY FOR THOSE JOBS?

The employers in this region have diff went needs based on PaY Wets end exCedence level
needs. Basin fly speaking the following skills are identified... listed in order of knportance as
given to me by employers In my region:

watts=
Basle Reading to a 1 Oth grade level minimum, reading comprehension. Any to pull out
Ovens:it ideas and Oven them badc in clear oral and wrisen tom.

Oral Communication and Listening Skills: Ability to ask questions, give complete answers,
speak deady. provkie a presentation for a team or group in a clear way.

Math *kills: Addition, subtraction, mukiplication, division, fractions, decimals, and ability to ck:
Statistic Process Controi (SPC).

Basic Writing Skills Spelling, grammar, abilky to write a Inkt report', NI out a slop order,
sal* rePcrt, etc. Basic computer literacy and abilily to operate a keyboard aro a must.

Ability to work as a member of a team To know how to function as a member of a team with
experience working with others.

Problem Solving and Decision Making skills: ma workplace of today requires Indkidual
decision making without a great deal ol supemision.

Work Ethic: IMIlingness to work. come in on time, grooming, work attitude.

Skills Of Total Quality Understanding of custom. Isms, customer satisfaction, continuous
improvement

Willingness and activity to aell-kriprove.

111121EVELIUSILLI

Specific technical skills of the icb: reeding a meter, taking vakies from a machine and
ccoduoting statistical anaiysie of the findings,

Problem solving of technbal issues: specific technical skills that reildes to the job.

Computer skills that :elates to the kb: Desktop publishkei Statistical slat. Weak Processing,
Etc.
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Degnm based skels of the various professions and trades. Surood for BOCES vocational
traben0 is universal. Engbyers that vocational students cane to them with very speceic
us** aklls. Ukswist Mom is supcat of Comm* Wimp *rid 410tr *SW 19c1119c91
worms. Non4schnIcal secondary. aid non4echnical post4econdary programs are not
an/WY Inclioesd. howevor. with employers saykig dist 'even after 2 or 4 years of colege tho
workers trained mat be totaIN re-trained in the wora#000 to not *V deal with the I* sPeolfin .
but le weik %Tether In Mams, and to work *Ain a Total Maley seucture."

NOTE: Them is stooks* NO INTEREST by empkiyers in ikdflO wakes that have minimal
Vaining without &soutane of certified camotency in a

Organizations critical to the dirmi3pment of curriculum and i3b def*Ineece:

Regional Education Center for Economic Orwelopmont OR other egency to provide
education to business **age

SOCES Occupational Education Program. (and their km* school districts)

Community College Technical programs and other Poet Socondery Tocenlosi providers.

and Tralign Chairs and tit* count*

SUCCESS STORIES: (The! I have personalty be Moab* in)

1. Youth for Youth: I developed tNe program in 1We and ran the reogram old 1933 who
Mit Elmira. We group consisted of up% eigN ya* *awn from Nur high Wm* deem 11W
wece WON leils of leaderehiP. regOestie2. OrIntsmandep.teetnoork budgeting. Mo. and
iffpowemdlo work on protects of th* gam deign. They dombplid *Aber *Mows
includino the luoor Salutdar program and 'You* EingloymenrprOgrams whkh all *web
today.

E. Youth Entrepreneurship Program: Under a three yew Federal Orant we were abb k
develop 15 semi of pith workino to &Wog business*. Beim osomestui bulbs** resulted
of the 1 iftoen sites. M the end Mile program abt of the business, could haw continued II the
op" hed allowed them to maks*.

4. Youth Volunteer end Youth Nom ErtairlattOse: MAO the teat yew I 94999111d 999
program over SOS al the study* bod/ at Scud**, Nigh &hue In WM were 3190te99

vobnIsm. expedenoss over 40 lours in Mph or weril bowing intemehlpe. WNW*
included: one student at Dean NW who hod his ovin dmk ard aline ist a student who wed
through the same Val*, * CAT econnent that wee Omen;&AMWM*, Rea Aiwa
Therapit working with pm school cladren st the Aesocialke for Aelercbd Mem end *him
Many careet chokes resulted kom this training end kweemmert.

4
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S. Youth Involvement In bushiest and Industry training: Throughout the ten years that I
have been in this position in the Finger Lakes region youth trom BOGES have had oppottuntties
to participate In training seminars offered by the Center (at no charge). These include very
technical programs offered In computer technology. satellite seminars from IEEE. and seminars
by business experts such as Joel Barker.

We are currertly encouraging what we hope will be the beginnings of a youth entrepreneurship
program at one of the BOGES operated in a model similar to Jr. Achievement.

I enoourage you to move forward with school4covtork transition in a nrw and different way. The
answers of the past sometimes were more about the adults ... than the youth Involved. They can
and should become MI partners in the process.
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National Journal August 21, 199'

MAYBE BIPARTISANSHIP ISN'T DEAD YET
STINCIIRLILSWNS

The Clinton Admintstration's press
release doom's use the worth at all
You here to se way down into the

fine print of the proposed Schoolito-
Wort Opponswities Actsarneded earli-
er this monthbefore you encounter
"cud, apprenticeship."

Dunmire' mar's campaign mentidne
ROI Clinton mote femently about the
need Sae a youth apprantimalsip pronrem
tem neeld was high school preduases

who wens's heade4 foe
celkge tor bigh-wage.
blighetillejeam. The Ws

sne mem Arnett:summon compet-
hem in the global ercomny.

Pet Minneed labor waned thee this
scheme would be confused withand
thus perhaps dilesethe {onsets:ding
union apprentieeship programs for
Medea. So the Arliminimmeion deoppsd

VPUL

the word "apprenticestur and labor
signed on to the plan.

The fingerprints of the tonnes com-
mune/ale allow? the proposal. &omen
organizations told the Adminturation
they nominal wane a lot of specificity in
the legislationand so the proposal is
pretty general. Employers are to be
irmolved in steaming nate scheoleourock
nstemg they are mentioned fendong
with schoola. labor meant/awns sad
community aroupsim mambas of local
partnerships that an to reek* the pro:
grand work et the local teed.

',hie bill MN be made et Woken on
the thelmment of beeinam" Mid Sletlie
Eisen a Stational nameimicia el Mama-
fawners' special:le on wrodtplece train-
ing. 'No matter what the schools do.
what the gamma* does, if them Mit
the mentorsho end the jote fprorkleel by
business) at the end of Me rainbow. the
symeeamlIpm TOM inowsempht.'

As ci nom busmen it enthunmucally
behind the Clinton program. So are marry
Repaid:we and Detroamf.

Ote Aug. S. ea omgressional Repubh.
am lined up unanimously agamst the
Climonromeomk almond as Demeans
agonised stout risking their reelection
chances on lapponing their Prentdefit.
Members of both parties in both dam.
bus manna the schooleomork WI.

Saying he was 'pleased to loin the
Anniantralon: Wiliam F. Goodlog of
lememerenia. the mating Repubhan on
the Ednestim and Inbar Cernmetee. ea-
spemeored the bill la the Noise. -We
hmenerldaljoladrenehelegisimins. he
wiled huiee4.11te pummel issiendar to
yowls apprenticeship WI hamdeced thh
pest sprints lig Gmbh% sed Rep. &eve
Gundencel.PAllis.

Ms MN phoe Mt KOK and So:Win a
lot el ernention Mi coming up wish piens
tailored ler theit specific *Wk. And it
would give theta a little seed muney

endlien in fiscal lffSece get maned.
PlO Inepeise. Ilse sale end bed mamma.
lions pealed the bIL too. So does the
Nadeau Fiellermienof Teacaers.

Why die losetiesl? 'It fits with a lot of
what people ate thinking now as far at
linking schools and the economy." a
Howse Democratic staff side sad. "The
Ailimaistratios Ms Men amount of
wort were aim* done and has hecn
able 10 addrefll enough of enereNds .
concerns no that eventody he...!
ed in the night demon"

All of which dresn't mean thn
.datinn will am through. In lam. esn .
scene of na mon ardent supporters
aft some of the details. A central ilk n.
Ma in designing a selsoolitowort
OR. for esampie. is how to appeal tii .h.i
best and brightest In the mainute.in
while nos ignoring the droduanuerit
whorn the program may be Melt bol
chance Into meddle clam Whle
localities tied employer groups
the fffinttMlet ci restoctions. cnit
education-and labor Orgamialon...
certain saleguardsuirmen at

All that has yet to be hauled
Convex fights Oret th, fint rims Ir
mesishme. all sides ate bastmc in i
warmth of wommingly rate %.1%.,
modes
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11111011111.1111111111111

release howl we In wink um at
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Yee hese le pe my demo kw We
five mist et Ms pawned Sehoelae-
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la& spramindise
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National Journal 9/11/S

A TEST, MAYBE, FOR THE REINVENTORS

IN MOON L

President Clintonwith his Educa-
tion ;ad Labor Sectetanes. a hand.
fel u epubticats and Democratic

pots and ttpretentanues of both butanes
and ow sized labor is tartoured a
Koh am eeeticalip oatmeal caner m a
Geoegewrin tDeLl airport oa Sept. 7 to
tout his Sebol-to-Wort Opportionnies
haL

Hut the President candidly conceded
that the publicity stunt mieht not work.

-This issue that we're
meeting here about today
may finer Wahine & peat

dui of public Magadan because wets not
fisher, about it." he told en sppreelatim
crowd of socational training enthusimes.

The consensus that could deny the
Presiderd headlines miens captain for Me
Administration the effordes conereasio.
nal approsal it so &tires by the esd of the
year.

-*Wee doing to need a few may *so .
nes this fall: Labor Secretary Robert
Reich said in an interview a few days
before die tour. -1 wouldn't be serried
if bath Democrats and Remablieara med.
ed to *On ccesttosents that there were
tome dump we could get topether on aid
do rebut* caddy and tatty.

Owe reason for the lack of dissent
appests to be genetsl agreement that a
naumml trump intstle for high school
pedualss oho do not spo to foutlese
leen m long pest beteg necelaaty and ts
tmiseemly do-abit. -Vile Can 40 longer
afford to be the only adsanced nation on
dst wooed *dhow a tram fur prossime
this kind of trump- Clinton reminded
he Dielsereee tatitace.

-Rarely do we hese such an abysm
nett: Reich said. -Aad rarely do we
hew a federal insigne with such pelpe
lit proof at neutral ilates that at doing
and domg s

Two other reasons tut the congenial
meting seceded the proposal are its Ian
ant and its simple Heal structere -T'he
price tip is not huge: Rewh sod. -We
thank d's enough to stimulate and build
del ohm the gates are doing nut MN via
minis that it is tome to ins fie Ow wrath of
the defies hawks

Tlw legislation ask, tor S,Isi million for

MALIMM

tieal 1,n45 and 54151million he to4a,
l'ean. The Clinton hodqet included
million under us eusting auttionts
pilot programs in tneal luvia So tar. Ism.
mer. the House has appropriated imIt

milison: the Senate hasset to aot
'A lot a people don't understand nots

tittle moat, there will be.- sad Samuel
Halpenn. director of the American S ones
Pokey Forum in Washington and an :arts
adsocate of schooko-work pr.ig ram..
-My biggest **ay ri. if (states and !viol.
lies) take this Septets:in senousty thero
son't be enough of a carrot to keep :t
gOatil and make it work.-

If Congress keeps the program strue.
tare proposed by the Administration. it
up proode a test of the President's thes,
nes about reinventing interpaemmentai
relation by reducing federal rules. en.
Cenuraging collaboration among tederal
programs and increasing competition
among the ItaleS fa federal aid.

-111is has a little bit of Nes Democrat
flasor to it: Reich said. -We're putting
WWI in Competition with one another on
the bum *fa set of criatna we're de elop-
e% We're not establishing a bureaucracy
we're not mandating anything. This is a
way of doing business that rt dune unuu
al foe the federal louerrenent:

AR of which puts a huge burden on the
states and localities to make the otter.
waning factions in the education. labor
anti bosoms communities cooperate
-There are loin, to be a bat of tart sir...
Halpens sat Out the megrims success
he comities& Nrill depend on how rewoi
hoe the Departments of Education anti
Labor are ping to be in wing to state.
'We don't just want more of the sense. we
went tomething Inth a real sork.ba,e..1
leaning component, real participation ot
employees and labor: and to ce.-

At the %MI and leal loll the piton.
tie of the program will turn on 11.i
tough the teases ate in not lust funding
ismang moment and whether local o.n.
Ionia see rep so W obit to turn Jimn
allb-Per Prilltante (that might haiti 101
of political Honer Milne slid.

nit Adnnsuatritaen'splan ts to create a
wwent that adheres to mixed standards
end provides acleressis portable ea...
the country that, nometheleu. asnoiit .

ton neither finances ftar pavv (or t
federal proerain n slated to go out .4 ,
tenet once the states are tip and ..-
nnIC Roth said.

Gest a tnet they can do it

2114 %Ant:1's AL lot IV. 41.0 it us
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LABOR

Coneressicnal nuartert? Aurust 7, 1393

Hill Gives Friendly Greeting
To School-to-Work Plan

rrhe Clinton administration sent its
schoolto-work legislative proposal

to Capitol Hill on Aug. 3 SS pert of its
effort to raise education standards
and the quality of the work force.

School-to:work programs aim to
help high school students who are not
going to college. The peckage was met
with bipartiman support from mem-
bers involved in education and labor
IMUlls and from business arid labor
groups. too.

"71ris meseure is the result of a co-
operative, bipartisen effort on the pert
of the odmInistration and Congress to
come up with an effective system to
prepare young people for successful ca-
reen," said Rep. Bill Goodling,
the ranking minority member on the
Education and Labor Committee.

Secretary of Laboe Robert B.
Reich and Secretary of Education
Richard W. Riley worked together to
develop and promote the initiative.

The plan is for the federal govern-
ment to give states grant& to develop
a system to help non-college-bound
students acquire work skills Accord-
ing to the Education and Labor &-
penmen% I'S potent of America's
students do not receive college de-
grees and do not hoe the 6:Weak
and job skills needed for manufactur-
ing or other week.

Under the bill, school-to-week pro.
gram wouid vary from stare to state,
but each one mum provide:

iabout work with job trainingr4
work tinniest* and
mentotift et schooll'o=-
reer eau...lift that may lavabo at
leset oft year et pearamoiary alum-
tion sad evaluation to ilmetify stu-
dents' acedemic stresgthe mol weak-
mass; and towheads. softy ma-
players. echoes aft stutifte. aloft
'nth the muting of Mechem WNW,
aid couftelors.

"We are the only major iadufti-
Wised nation with no formal system
for help* am young people ... make
the tramitice from the cheerios to
the warlftift" Riley said in a stew
mint. "The madams to lost pro.
ductivity and waited Mama lifts'
dal."

/# Breinos

one,ns4sh
Reich sald in the same statement

that "a school:to-work transition sys-
tem is critical to improving the eco-
nomic opportunities of our young peo-
ple."

The legislation would authorize
$300 million an Beall 1993. Adminis-
tration officials said they intend to be-
gin iseuing planning grants in October
using existing taws as authorization.

The administration's bill would
provide:

Development grants for all states
to create school-to-work systems.

Five.year implementetion grants
to states that have developed pleas.
Waivers allowing other federal

funds to be used with schooko-woek
MINIM

*Greets to localities thst ere ready
to put a school-to-work program in
place even if their state Ims not yet
received an implementation great.

Direct rants to high-eoverty az.

Students who finish the program
will receive a high school diploma, a
certificate or diploma from pat-
mcondary school and an oceupational
skill certificate.

811111C4ellpeellIMION*011~11vaa
At the National Amociation of

Manatee-turns. Phyllis Ekon, the m-
ake policy director for education and
work force readiness, said her mg.-
Dilation supporta the administration's

=and plane to urge its ass.
participate.

"It probably will be made of bro-
ken by how much the business can.
minty ha brought into this." lift
salt "Ultimately the jobs have se be
than."

Rieen said that small and mullus.
beeinsompa trill need some home

673

fives from government to participate
-That's where the iob growth is. It oil
an't COMO tram IBM and Xerox and
Texas Instruments and Motorola
Many of them are already involved in
these program."

Calvin Zohnson. a legislative repre.
sentative st the AFL:CIO labor ores.
nitation. said that the proposal lz a
good effort but that he wants to make
sure it is an education program and
does not turn into a Jobs program.
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TWA MITTS MOOS*
o 00000 of tho 00000 efiCretarY

(deOreetewn, Del
Ter sam 000 *..aie

Sop r 3. 1.1.3

milwAAKe PT ?MU Pna02DMOT
AT SCHOOL TO WORK PIWOOkAm Or opPonTWWITT SKIrwAlf

Delmarva Aircraft Hangar
turn* COunty Airport
deorgetewm, Del 00000

%Die, A.M. *DT

TM2 PRIO2DIDITI Thank you. I want co say howdelighted 2 ma to be beck In Del
'Mau know, when t mawClovernOr Carpor hers 2 was 0000000 4 of time back during theoloction whon 000000000000 and Z had a big rally in Wilmington.And 2 was pl 00000 to say that 2 woe delighted to be In a placewhet.. it was not 000000000000 to he ihe governor .5 smallehicken...growing (Annlause.)

2 ma dellghtod to be here today. 2 can to11 ell otYou arc happy. too. now could you not he whom you See student.like Chriosy end 0000000 00000 g thoe. preftentationel 't youproud f them. Phony were 00000 . Vet'. give thaw 0000000 hand.tA .1

2 oleo want to %hank dovarnor Carper end mY fOrmsrcolleague and 00000 Imo 4 now Mike Cootie;and enstor niden without him 2 don't thin% I Could 00000 Ionas rreetdont all et then tor being hare. today. we le notresponsible for the m 0000000 2 nabs, emly tow the 000000 *bum goright. (Loughter )

2 want to thank all your 00000 ffloials tor cominghare today end many of the local ef 00000ls, snd all of you fromthe various S want to ey a 000000 1 word f thanks tothe two who also spoke en Dorothy ableldsfrom the Arl.-C20, and my longtime triond, Larry Perlman. who camefrom a long way away. Ms 11Ves in win 000000 . and ha thought000000 ot this prolmst to sem, hero to 000000000 ehbusiness community. This le the sort Ot 00000000 hip the% 2 wentus to have ln

I'd like te say. moo, how slush S 0000000000 the workthat has been demo by this edu 000000 prowsa and to Plano andto all the ethers that are hero -- Carlton 0000000 and ithers .-2 00000 you for the work yeu have done.

I can, hero today not 'vat to howcas. these finefstudont.s, but to make the point that every 00000 nt in00000 the opportunity to be tn program like this. (Applause.)
2 got into .the rims& tor 000000000 WWII veryabout the 4 t My eountry. 000000000 that hadPeon underway for 20 00000 units, the 1 00000Maim st people in lothwith 000000 thee are beyond the 00000 otordinary

. In 1073, real hourly wag.. formost working people 000000 in time country. it you adlust themtor initiation. rot 20 , most A 000000 no had been working000000 work week tow the same or lower 00000 OTO. you adlustthem for In while they've paid swim for hoelth care,Amusing and 000000 I oo .

we have 00000 a nUidirer of things to deal with this%a 40.11 ..Mith the whole gu 000000 of how do you keep 00000
MORO
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she Amerisam Dreams how 40 you offer oath men ******* of Young
poopie a baster tttttt than thoir ttttttt had. It le otomv .4that wo have to ell right, end we o1a0 haveto pull our people beck together. And the two things areinseparable). me need to offer our peeplo more ttttttt city.
ttttt t 'that &hey 000000 more rommenelb ttttt . wo need to all bethat we &re in . me have to tttttttt theAmericas immunity.

That'e why when you soo here b 0000000 mul labor andgo whist you see young people t As 0000000 racial end
ethnic group.. when Irma Soo People roaching 000000 their parte'limes mem really e the future of Amerlea lt 3.i'e going to begood Tutus,.

2 Viekad the two Cabinet members who ere hero with
ma today boauso I thought they could help us to 000000 that

. The 000000000 ot Labor INS Weigh, has been a t 00000 ot
mine for IS 00000 ..and 2 think hes M 000000 sore though henany 0000 person I know *bout 'the future of the, American work
grms amilice&t's happoming to me is this global osonomy.

The emerotapy 'et advcation Pio% elloy. km. boon my
000000 for about /* year. now. was sy s.11eagu. and ono ot the
best governors 2 moor embryo* with en the issues 0000000 on and
ogoimmele 000000000000 in words. Ono of them le at theLabor . the other's at the ug 00000 Vemartmont, butthey Mott

%M
usdoretiand that it you want g004 mememle 000000 .

00000 men loo no simple 000000 on botwoen work and learning. wemust do Meth. (APplaum".)

2m the lest 0000000 soothe and in the months ahead.
YOU will mho a lot f pub 00000 y about other 00000000 yes et our
&nails a The economic plan thus rodueed the 0000000

4 00 00000 nt of our small
%mein 00000 a 000000 So reduce ;heir tem burden, but only tt they
r 000000 t in their *main 00000 end gaVe tar relief to 10 00000 nt at
the poor tam 00000 in the 00000 let bol

Mho roles,* 00000 government psegrao %mkt %he Vico
will announce. nest week that will help ue to virtually

rove 00000 nig* lot of the &bout the 000000 I government,
to ell 00000000000 end Lae 000000000 end give all of you
value tor your tax dellaw.

The program that the 00000 Lady hes worked on
so hard t months new. whieh will finally give evert'
Am 00000 n family the sompalty f knowing %hey won't lose their
health ease At their lees their sobs r 000000 in their easily is
born with a serf/Put mediCal menditiem, end will give she American

ommumity the 000000000 alas we're not 00000 to bankrupt
the country and wroth the *mammy ba entinuing to stood mere and
some and nninn for the same health ease. (AP, .)

I will ask the Con 00000 to approve with the
amendeents that me 0000000 the 00000 mermement 0000000 the U o
000000 and canals &ma Mexico 0000000 S belLovo it will 000000
more lobe. Awl wo'll hove a vigorous *bout that, but I
will tell you tkles Wee reel problem we've eot right now in
America La creating sore lobe le remeted at least In Mart In the
tact that our eWpOrte are mot selling 000000 he we MVO. too
many trade berriars In the world &me Glow seonemie growtheverywhere.

amersee is the seemed t 000000 growing part of
the world. They we buy mere of our things, and cher should.

And finel&P. n end 2 are 00000 to work
on now 00000 bill that will put more Polite 00000000 en the
000000 end take sera dues owe f the 00000 t our children.
(Apt, o .)

140aS
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All ot these ere critical to teetering opportunity,insisting on more responsibility frOP Our people, and givingAmerica the sense that we ere one eommunity again. put none ofthem will wOrk unless ws saintain a steadfast deteruination toeducete end train our people at world-class standards.
We are living In world where what you earn is

function ef what you can learn; where the average 111-yearoldwill change lobs seven times In littotieet where there Oen nolongr be a division between what is practical and what seAcademic. indeed, one of the young stu 00000 back there said, I'mlearning a lot more then 2 used to because this Is tun. wow,that sounds tunny and * lot of you Clapped when Chrissy talkedbefore, but the truth is there's a lot ot very 'serious academic000000 ch which indicates that signiO 00000 numbers ot our peopleactually learn 000000 in practical ci 0000000noes than they do Inel 0000000 settings. St'. different tor different people.
(Applause.)

Tor two centurios our education system has always
been adequate to the task and hae helped us to keep alive theAmerican Dream -- an awful lot of people here today wno wouldn'tbe doing what you're doing it you hadn't had the opportunity togot good education.

Put on the eve of this new century, when we are
struggling so hard to get and keep good lobs; when we are
struggling hard to reestablish the premise that people that workharder and are more productive should earn more money year in andyear out; a world of instant communication, supersonic
tranepo 00000 on. worldwide technologies in global and a
veritable explosion of knowledge and invention, we have to face
the tact .that we, while we stall heve the best system of highereducation in the world, are the only advanced country without a
eysten to guarantee that every student that doesn't go on to a
touryear college institution has the opportunity to be in thisprogram or one like it that we're celebrating here today.
(Applause.) We don't do that. (Apo o .)

So what happens? Me pee these young people talk end
we ee thse young people 00000000 ate their skills, and our
h 00000 are tilled with 30y, and we're proud and we know they're
going to have a docent future. 'that We don't see here today is
that SO 00000 ot of the high *chola graduates in this country do
not go on to college, 79 po 00000 of the high school graduates in
this country don't finish college, end nowhere near all et them
are in prograOS Ilk* thie Which eheUld when they are in
high s 00000 . ?hat is what this is all @Mout today. (Applause.)

During the ill-year period Eros 101$ to SOD, the
wages et young high school gr o thee Is yelang people who
are under 2$ who had only a high shoe ditilema dropped about40 percent in real terse. The wages of young high seheel
dropouts -- that Is, people who are working gull-time 00000 ed
even more. Why? because of the dewnwerd preesure en those 00000

by global 00000 titien. caused by nechs 00000000 00000 d by
all the preesures that you all know. Put Young People who goS et
least two years of poet-high school 00000 ing related to
workplace Skill for which there is 44 Missend In this global
economy were overwheleingly wore likely te get good( lobs with
rising ineemes.

And when you look at the Ante 00000 economy, when you
see the unemployment rate, er you see the income statistio., von
knew that they're 00000 ly 00000000000000 it the unemployment
rate le 4.11 percent, what St really 00000 is thet the
unemployment rase among people ever 40 with college eau 00000 no is
about i.S pereenc, which Is *tweet sere. You've got elmest chat
many people walking around at any given time. gut she
unemployment rate emend young people who drop out et high school
may be And it easy hanpan io live in a place Where
there.. el 00000 high u 00000 eywent, it weir be 40 er $O percent.
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Thie issue that we're Meting hors *bout today mry
eeeee acquire a great deal of public attentlos Ise ***** ve.re met
fighting about it. The bill that 2 illitreducee ebortly before the
congress loft has nepublieen as well as Demeratic cosponsor..
They aro labor as well as hu o people up bore. We ere nothaving the old fights, bet the Old tighter have bet p0000000 thenow solution, that America deeper 00000 needs. And !bet is whet
we are here today top seek.

change is going to happen in this counter. No
president can precise to shield the A/aerie/on peeple free the
changes going en. And anybody that tries to lS imply not being
candid. The real question le whether change is going to be the
friend of these young people and 'the rest of us or ur enemy.
And that depends es whether we man adapt to change.

This program today le an xespl of what A/Krieg hes
to do to adapt to change. we can no 00000 r *fiord to be trao only
advanced nation in the world without a 'system for providing this
kind of training and education to everybody who doesn*t go on and
get icur..year college degree. We can do better. We can have
programs like this everywhere. And that*, what ur lo 0000000 on
is designed to do. (Applause.)

This legielation basically will Suplourt learning in
the workplace. learning in the chool room, ant
between the workplace end the school room. St will involve all
kinds of program that are working. It is mot big federal top-
down program, but we will have some emotion standards -- a
000000000 to that means something when you finish a program,
meaningful learning in the workplace and in the mehool rem, a
real between week and school, mid seal chance co get

ieb.

And when combined with the other mapir piece of
aducatien legislation that we have in the Congress, the deals
2000 progrem, which 00000 to 00000 Imo in the low the matimal
education goals that the go adopted along with the
previous administration et nt Sush bask in lee*, that
le 000000000 will esteb11.01 for the first time motional metes
of skill standard* o that you will mtuelly knew whether you.rio
learning What you're suppemod to o by national
whether they stack Op with the global compotitios. ?het is what
we seek te achieve ..- not with a mew federal
building on 000000000 like this. (Ape .)

?his lell/ involves a hi oortwership. toe,
C end Labor. They will sort

of operate like venture . They will provide seed
money to states set the goals amd the tenterde, give w 000000 to
communities to give thee *ore Clowibiltey es they set up new
programa, wad require !bet eh* fealhalbeee real skill
sortie 00000 s that verity the quality of their training. Cut the
demi** and plasoleg el the *redrafts will be Sege to states and
comfunitleS end ed 1 lens who kmow best hew to
a oo the lofeal possibilities.

finally, the *cheat Mk Work le 00000 !ion will enable
our nation for the first time, to 000000 the kind of V 0000000 hi*
that we se desperately need betweew oeheele, busi , labor
and oommumities, so that we ean moneet our people to the real
world.

Thet's why the Su 000000 Roundtable, the Ma 00000 1
A 00000000 ow of menu 000000000 . the United Chamber of

. the Watienal Alliance of noisiness, the Aft.-020, and
loading hepubliese oad momeeratis le 00000 tors ail support this
legislation.

if we are going to p 00000 r In the world toward which
we are heading, we Move to 00000 out to every one of our young

HOU
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- I -

people who Went B lob end don't have the trOlsiag to get lt. Wedon't have s person to east*. Ahe bellOVO you see, when wy o'at.them, the ret of us pay. W. pay in uneOployment. we pay inwelfare. We pay in jail We pay in drug coats.
dapplaus..)

And whoa we mak. eduostlen eon. olive es st hie tot
these young People who showed we their plano, when we enahlo
tudents to apply Snglieh hlaiory sod science to en practical
problems of the workplace. we are building s future thee ell ofus will be pert of. V. euar- t will say St again -- wit must
Lear* to int ****** serious aaaaa Pie study lot. the workplace,
starting in high school end, aaaaaa uing for at least two (fair('thereafter for every one who 'mods it.

2t we do It, if we do it, we aro going to do oe Such
as anything oleo wo could do to guarantee soot Americana a coolshot at a good future. And if wo Aon't all of our other, ell of
our other conoeic initiatives will be consigned to lesS thanfull au 00000 .

2 got into this issue when was governor of astate not unlike Delaware, and 2 saw too nany poople working
their fingers to the bone for less end less and leo.: too teenyPeople who were dying to go to work weo could never find a job;too many people who didn't have *mpr 000000 (misdealt
accomplishments, but were plenty smart enough to learn anything
Choy needed to know to compote and win in this global economy. 2dotoreined thon, es a governor that it 2 ever had a chance, to dosomething about this in this country, 2 would. And thet's whetwe're here doing today.

2 went you to support this legislation just lik YOUsupport Opportunity cywey. I went you to support the idea that
the public and privet, sectors a11 over America cam do for all of
our young paipl, who need St what this program hes done for the
young people we've heerd from today( provide a smooth transition
from school to work.

So far, 000 high schools students have participated
in Opportunity Skyway. Many of them are on rout. to career, lo
aircraft eaintonance, avionics and airline piloeing. Wow they'lltine out how much algebra end geography they'vo learned. And
211 saY enis. 2's on sy wey bock to Washington now using a
flignt plan that tho students properod. (APPlageo.)

'three or four hours from now, it l'm wandering out
ovar the Atlantic soaswhere - (laughter) - 211 know 2 wasn't
very pu 0000000 e !oder.

Mara are Programs like this One ell over the
sowntrY0 we're going to build thee. put we weed your bolo. Next
week when the Congress cease back 2 hope each one of you will do
what you eon to encourage the Unitod Stat.. costa-sea without
regard to party, to embrace this now approach to new economy to
/ive 00000 people now future, and give Ametiet

We can mike a real difference, folks, a teal
difference if we'll peas this legislation and got about providing
every Young people %h. opportunity to be as solf-esaured. as
knowledgeable, as skilled as the two young people you heard froe
today. ghat', an important ieeeey we ought to leave to them.

Thank YOU end God bless you all. (AVOlous5.1

e)1O 11:01 A.m. ling
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To Promote Workforce Competitiveness

I. Tlis Transition from Srhool to Work
One of our country's greatest challenges in the area of workforce
development is to restructure the transition from school to work. The
Competitiveness Policy Council concluded m March 1993 that because
of our failure to better integrate school and work. -we are producing a
substantial cohort of workers with poor basic skills, little understanding
of what work demands, and limited grasp of how to find a good job or
get good training."

Employability preparation to facilitate the entrance of young people
into productive careers must become a priority mission of our educa-
tional system. An essential element for that transition is to ensure that
all graduates have acquired at least the competencies and skills outlined
in the SCANS report so that the high school diploma becomes a certificate
of achievement. In addition, students should be taught the principles and
processes required for participation in high performance work teams and
total quality environments. These are critical "life skills" for personal
development and effectiveness in all working environments, public and
private.

Few employees, if an y. will be able to plan on lifetime employment
security with their employers. Employment security needs to be re-
defined as employability security. College and non-college-bound youth
should learn these employability skills. Creating this awareness will
involve curneulum change and should begin early in junior high, continue
through high school and, in fact, become part of the learning curriculum
of workplaces throughout our Nation.

Reforms of tile public education system to support programs related
to the transition from school to work should be based on systemic reform
of the schools, and should accord with the nine principles set forth in the
Roundtable's public policy statement. -The Essential Components of a
Successful Education System."

Present "sthool-to-work" programs encompass a variety of models
being tried throughout the CS. Youth apprenticeships, tech-prep, career
academies, cooperative education, junior achievement, and school-based
enterprise all offer promising approaches. Community colleges
could play an important role in this process, including using retired
professionals in fields such as engineering, accounting and management

BEST COPY AVAILABIE
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information systems to provide training. To meet the needs of non-
colkge-bound youth. effective school-to-work transition programs will
require the folloaing:

Recognition of the central role employers must play in effective
school-to-work transition programs - in the development of standards:
in curriculum preparation: in the design of structured work experi-
ences and other school-to-work models: in the certiheation process:
and in the creation of woek-besed learning opportunities for students.

Definition of the skills required based on the "customer driven"
approach. In addition to the basic readiness skills recommended by
SCANS. workforce competitiveness also requires the development
of skills needed by high performance workplaces. The development
of these skills should be one element of a broader partnership
among business, education, labor and government to implement
the principles of Total Quality. "Quality" skills standards should be
emphasized at all levels - prbnary. secondary and post-secondary.

A curriculum that integrates school-based and work site learning.
developed jointly by schools, business and labor wihire appropriate.
that will insure that there are high standards for graduation and that
students learn the required skills. An effective school-to-work transi-
tion curriculum will include: orientation to occupational categories and
employment opportunities: understanding of occupational duties, skill
requirements and performance outcomes, instruction about required
school courses and job skill development a career orientation process
to help students appreciate their preferences and aptitudes and how
tnese are linked to specific cunicula and job skill development: and
improved teacher training in the school-to-work transition.

Business, large and small, should become engaged with local education
agencies and schools to Improve the school4o-work transition process.
Consideration should be given to incentives, including tax incentives.
to encourage greater employer engagement in school-to-work pro-
grsms. An effective collaboration between schools and business must
ensure that transition programs teach students the skills that busi-
nets needs. In the end, this will be the best incentive for active
business participation.
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A system for giving credentials for those acquiring the skills. Business
ultimately will need to make the commitment that where the achieve-
ment of skill credentials is based on the principles of competitiveness
and Total Quality. such credentials will be a meaningful factcr in hiring
decisions. along with legal considerations and actual job requirements.

Considerable infrastructure barriers exist that may prevent rapid ex-
pansion in the scale of school-to-work programs in the u.S. Concerns
about the availability of teachers and mentors, student salaries. curri-
culurn. certification of skills achievement, and the integration of aca-
demic and workplace learning demand careful consideration. The 1.S.
government could be a catalyst in funding pilot projects designed to
replicate "best practices" and in helping to build capacity at the state
and local levels to improve the school-to-work transition and employer
cooperation with educational institutions. In addition, the government
can play an important role in identifying and disseminating informa-
tion about successful school-to-work models at home and abroad.
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2. Skill Standards
The Cnited States has no accepted standards for the skills needed for
the successful performance of most notepro..:aional occupations nor any
accepted means for measuring the level of such skills. Many have argued
that the development of a competitive workforce requires such stand.
ards to ensure that workers are trained to skills Levels benchmarked to
tt.r highest standards of our international competitors. A few industries
have established such standards and a number of pilot programs to
develop them in other industries and occupations are currently under-
way by industry associations and others with some funding from the
Federal government.

A workforce development systern that meets the demands of an
internationally competitive economy requires workers to acquire skills
that meet appropriate standards. The Competitiveness Policy Council
reports that four in ten .S. business executives say they cannot
modernize their equipment because their workers lack necessary skills.
Work readiness skills should include the five workplace competencies
identified by SCANS (resources. interpetsonal skills, information. sys-
tems. and technology) and the three-part foundation skills (basic skills.
thinking skills and personal qualities). With respect to skill standards.
the focus should be on 'customer" requirements and should involve the
following elements:

Voluntary flexible national occupational skill standards should be
developed by a partnership among business, education, labor and
government driven by the principles of workforce competitiveness
and Total Quality.

The federal government can promote the development of world-class
skill standards by encouraging business to establish and disseminate
standards of excellence which will improve the international com-
petitiveness of the U.S. The role of government in the development

and promulgation of skill standards should be one of leadership and
guidance rather than one of control and mandates..
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Methods should be developed to measure whether skill leveb have
been attained, with maximum recognition of the need for local
flexibility and special needs, and continuous reexamination of new
skills needs.

Certificates of attainment of these skills should be used as significant
factors in hiring decisions, along with legal considerations and actual
job requirements.

Workforce development programs, whether schonl to work or adult.
should be assessed on the basis of their ability to train workers to
meet such skill standards.

Standards should be benchmarked to world-class levels of perfor-
rnance and this benchmarking data should be made widely accessible
to companies, training institutions, and schools.

Pilot projects should be established, within a flexible basic frame.
work that will speed time to market of initial standards development
and testing. The C.S. will gain ground faster if each industry-based
partnership is given the flexibility to take risks. try alternative
approaches, and adapt quickly to its customer input.
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